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U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA

Mozambique 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMM0ITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF THE C03IIITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Washington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room 
4221. Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senators Clark, Pearson. and Griffin.  
Senator CLARiK. The hearing will come to order.  

COM-ENDATION OF SUBCOMM13ITTEE MEMBERS 

Before reading my opening remarks I want to express appreciation 
for the great contribution that the more senior members of this sub
committee have made to African-American relations. I know that 
Senator Pearson, who is here this morning, as well as Senators 
Humphrey and McGee, have on numerous occasions called the atten
tion of the Congress to the critical African issues that might otherwise 
have been ignored. They have devoted considerable time and effort to 
Africa-related legislation, such things as the restoration of U.S.  
compliance with sanctions against Rhodesia, relief for the drought
stricken nations of the Sahel, the U.S. contributions to the African 
Development Fund, support for the independence of Portuguese Afri
can territories, and increasing Africa's share of economic development 
assistance.  

All of these Senators have been very much involved in those efforts.  
They have also worked on behalf of better United States-African rela
tions in their strong support of the U.N. in their initiative in focusing 
IT.S. foreign assistance on the world's poorest people and nations, and 
their pioneering efforts for world food reserves and increasing the 
world food production.  

One could go on and on with the list of accomplishments that 
members of this subcommittee over the last several years have made.  

Quite frankly, such efforts are not on the top of the priority list of 
most of their constituencies. They have nevertheless taken the leader
ship on a nnunber of these issues. I think they reflect the commitments 
of true statesmanship to further understanding among nations.  

At least in this committee such efforts should be recognized and 
aDpreciated.



We all owe a tremendous debt to these Senators who will continue to 
serve on this subcommittee.  

OPENING STATEMlENT 

The fundamental changes occurring in southern Africa today 
present unique challenges and opportunities for U.S. foreign policy.  

In Angola and Mozambique, the struggle for independence was in 
many ways a struggle. between the East and the West, and between the 
forner colonies of Africa and the forner colonial powers. Portugal 
was a member of NATO, and the United States provided it with 
economic and military assistance all during the colonial wars. At the 
same time, China anl the Soviet Union-as well as the independent 
nations of Africa-assisted those people who will soon govern Angola 
and Mozambique in their fight, for independence.  

During all this time, the United States remained committed to self
determination for the people of Angola and Mozambique and to non
violent change. Today the people of Angola and Mozambique have won 
political self-determination. From now on change hopefully will be 
peaceful. The challenge to the United States is to make good on the 
verbal commitments it has been making for more than a decade.  

IMPACT OF INDEPENDENCE OF ANGOLA, 31OZAMBIQUE 

The independence of Angola and Mozambique will not occur in a 
vacuum. As independent nations, they will have a profound impact on 
one of the most troubled and potentially explosive areas of the world
the minority-ruled nations of Rhodesia and South Africa. In Rho
desia, the 4 percent of the population that is white has established a 
regime of racial domination that is not recognized as a "govermnient" 
by any state in the world. This regime will now be practically sur
rounded by independent African states, and it will come under in
creasing military and economic pressure from them. Under an inde
pendent government Mozambique no longer will help its neighbor 
violate international economic sanctions. It probably will no longer 
allow the use of its ports for 80 percent of Rhodesia's trade or provide 
false documents to cover Rhodesia's exports. Mozambique also can be 
expected to provide the same assistance to freedom fighters in Rho
,desia that was provided to FRELIMO [Front For the Liberation of 
Mozambique], the Mozambique independence movement, by other inde
pendent African states.  

DIPLOMATIC SOLUTION TO RHODESIA PROBLEM1 

Fortunately, even at this time of increasing economic and military 
pressure, there is also a greater chance than ever before for diplo
matic solution to the Rhodesia problem. Rhodesia may well become the 
independent, black-ruled nation of Zimbabwe through peaceful nego
tiations rather than conflict. The challenge to the United States is to 
find ways to help bring about a speedy and peaceful transfer of power.  

This Government must also begin to assist. Zimbabwe's future lead
ers build :i strong foundation for self-determination. Recently, two of 
Zimbabw,'s future leaders were in this country : Bishop Mizorewa and 
Reverend Sithole. They asked for educational and training assistance



to help prepare Zimbabweans effectively to govern and develop their 
country. They also asked the United States to help bring about a 
peaceful solution to the Rhodesia problem, again complying with in
ternational economic sanctions against Rhodesia.  

SOUTH AFRICAN OCCUPATION OF NAMIIBIA 

The changes in southern Africa will have an immediate impact on 
South Africa as well-in the form of pressure against its illegal oc
cul)ation of Namibia. Namibia shares a long border with Angola, a 
border which could not be guarded effectively even by the well-trained 
and well-equipped South African Army. The liberation movement 
within South Africa is bound to increase with Angolan independence.  
At the same time, the pressure within the United Nations on South 
Africa to withdraw from Namibia is increasin'. This was the reason 
for South Africa's suspension from the General Assembly. In response, 
South Africa has recently agreed for the first time to discuss the issue 
of Namibian independence with the head of the U.N. Council for Nami
bia and with representatives of the Organization for African Unity 
[OAU]. It remains to be seen how effective these talks will be.  

Here, too, the United States can play an inportant and positive role 
in bringing about an early, peaceful transition to independence with 
majority rule. Up to this point, the United States has been reluctant 
to increase international diplomatic pressure on South Africa beyond a 
voluntary arms embargo. If this country's statements of support for 
the independence of Namibia are to have any credibility, the United 
States must now work together with other I'T.N. members to further 
the independence of Namibia. If this caimot be accomplished without 
additional diplomatic pressure, the United States must provide it.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD INDEPENDENT BLACK AFRICAN 

NATIONS 

In determining future U.S. policy toward all of southern Africa, it 
is important to take into account the significance of that policy to the 
independent black African States. Although they have tremendous eco
nomic development needs of their own, many of these countries have 
committed substantial resources to the struggle for independence and 
self-determination in southern Africa. They have given top priority 
in their diplomatic relations to increasing world pressure against 
racial domination and colonialism in southern Africa. The African 
nations' internal economic and political policies, as well as their foreign 
policies, differ considerably. Yet they are united in their strategy to 
further human rights and racial equality in southern Africa. One of 
the main reasons for founding the Organization for African Unity, 
and a major reason for its survival in spite of serious differences among 
the African states, is the promotion of independence in southern 
Africa. Beginning with the signing of the Lusaka Manifesto in 1969, 
these countries have come together frequently not only to reaffirm 
their long-term g'oal of the liberation of all of Africa, but to set short
term strategies for reaching that goal. The most recent lneetinu 'on
cluded with the signing of the Dar Declaration, focuising on Zimbabwe 
and Namibia, and endorsing the efforts of Tanzania, Zambia, aud other



states in the region to reach a negotiated settlement of the Rhodesia 
problem.  

The United States must not underestimate the importance of theise 
"southern African" issues to the independent nations of Africa. As 
former colonies themselves, the African states have been particularly 
sensitive to the continued existence of colonialism in the Portuguese 
territories and Rhodesia, and to minority rule in South Africa. Nor 
can we underestimate the importance of U.S. policy to them.  

The African nations have looked to the United States for support 
and assistance in the struggle for racial equality and self-determina
tion in southern Africa. They have looked to the United States because 
it is committed to individual freedom. They have looked to the United 
States because it stands for majority rule with minority rights. They 
have looked to the United States because it is a former colony-a 
colony which won its independence in a revolution.  

They have looked to the United States because it has the second 
largest black population in the world. This country has lived with 
the struggle for human dignity and racial equality throughout its en
tire history. Dignity and equality are not empty commitmnents for the 
United States. They are at the core of our identity and experience.  

U.S. SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE 

Yet the African nations have time and again been disappointed. This 
is the only country in the world that has passed a law requiring viola
tion of sanctions against Rhodesia. This country's record in the U.N.  
on southern African issues has increasingly been one of abstentions, 
"no" votes, and vetoes. The most recent, and perhaps the most, dis
appointing, example came only last week, when the United States 
vetoed the imposition of a mandatory arms embargo on South Africa 
designed to help bring about the independence of Namibia. Since the 
United States has complied with the voluntary arms embargo, and 
since this would have applied additional pressure on South Africa to 
give up its illegal occupation of Namibia. it is difficult to understand 
why the administration felt it could not support this positive, non
violent initiative.  

While these positions have often made it appear that the United 
States was supporting racial domination and colonialism in southern 
Africa. I do not believe this was the intention of U.S. policynakers.  

SOl-THERN AFRICA IM'ORTANT TO UNITED STATES STRATEGICALLY, ECO
NOMICALLY. AND POLITICALLY 

But southern Africa is important-strategically. economically, and 
as an indication of what our post-Vietnam policies are going to be. In 
the United Nations, in the Organization for African Unity, and in 
bilateral efforts, countries are trying peacefully to further the goals of 
human rights, racial equality, national self-determination, and ma
jority rule in southern Africa. The United States cannot continue to 
merely give verbal support to these principles while undercutting the 
efforts of other countries to further them. We must come up with some 
positive proposals of our own.



The situation in southern Africa makes it more important than ever 
that change comes in Rhodesia, Namibia, and South Africa as speedi
ly, quickly, and as peacefully as possible. Independence with majority 
rule is now a probability for Rhodesia, a very real possibility for 
Namibia. But it could come only after long years of bitter struggle 
unless the settlements are negotiated. It is in this country's interest to 
assure that change comes peacefully if only because any prolonged, 
major armed struggle in the world affects the United States in one way 
or another. A destructive and costly battle in southern Africa would 
be expensive-not only for Africa but for the entire world. Finally, 
it is essential for simple humanitarian reasons that further change in 
southern Africa be brought about peacefully. A race war there would 
result in tremendous human tragedy on both sides-and would leave 
wounds that would be difficult to heal.  

SUBCOMMITTEE EXAMINATION OF U.S. roICY ISSUES 

During the course of these hearings, the subcomnmittee will examine 
various proposals that have been made to strengthen U.S. support, 
for nonviolent change in southern Africa-such measures as increased 
educational and trainino assistance to the people of Zimbabwe and 
Namibia, United States assistance to Mozambique in its effort to coln
ply with sanctions against Rhodesia, denial of foreign tax credits to 
corporations operating in Namibia and paying taxes to the South 
African Government, and not supplying nuclear material or technol
ogy to South Africa.  

Undoubtedly, the many witnesses who have studied southern Africa 
and T.S. policy there for some time will have ninny additional pro
posals, and there no doubt will be significant differences of opinion.  
But it is important at this critical time that this subcommittee and the 
Congress seriously consider what kind of substantive, positive action 
the United States can take on southern African issues.  

Today. the subcommittee will be examining the situation in Mozain
bique on the eve of independence. The witnesses have, all spent a great 
deal of time studying Mozambique. They know its future leaders, the 
policies they are likely to follow, and their attitudes toward the United 
States. Undoubtedly, they will be able to give us some useful sug
gestions on how this country can establish good relations with the 
Governmient of Mozaimbique.  

MOZAMBIQUE ON TIE EVE OF INDEPENDENCE 

Two weeks from today, on the anniversary of the founding of 
Frelimo. Mozambique will become independent. It is important at 
the opening of this hearing to recognize the tremendous sign-ificance 
of this event. A government representing all the people of Mozambique 
will be taking power'. There is every indication now that this Govern
ment will be dedicated to improving the quality of life for its people
especially for the majority living in rural areas who have been left 
out of economic development. It is also apparent that the new Govern
ment will make every effort to brid-e racial and cultural differences, 
to make all the people of the country Mozambicans. Finally, the new 
Government will remain committed to human rights and self-deter-



rination and will play a significant role in furthering these principles 
throughout southern Africa.  

Senator Pearson, do you have any opening comments? 

WITNESSES 

Senator PEARSON. NO. I think courtesy requires me to say that I 
have another commitment--an executive committee markup of a bill.  
I am gohno to have to be rushing out and back but I want to tell the 
witnesses, who seem most appropriate to start these hearings, that I 
will read and study their statements and I appreciate their coming to
day. The chairmani has been most generous in his comments. I have 
been on this African Subcommittee several years. I think this is the 
first time we have ever had hearings that I can remember. For those 
of us who have a sense of guilt about always being too concerned about 
another part of the world, I want to give to the chairman a very sin
cere thanks for breathing a little more life into this part of the Foreign 
Relations Committee activities. I congratulate him for it.  

I do not have an opening statement, Mr. Chairman. I am very anx
ious to hear the witnesses. As I says I apologize for running back and 
forth during your testimony today.  

Senator CLAK. Thank you very much.  
The panel before us is Thomas FH. Ienriksen of the Department of 

History, at State University College in Plattsburgh, N.Y. ; Professor 
Norman Bailey, Columbia University. New York, and Professor 
Allen Isaacmani. Department of History, University of Minnesota.  
Minneapolis. Minn.  

I think what we will do is hear your statements, one after another, 
and have the remaining part of the morning for questions.  

So lets start with Professor Henriksen.  
[ P'ofes ,,r Henriksen's bi ig'aphy follows :] 

Culricunun Vitae of Thomas H. Henriksen. January 1975, Department of 
History. State University of New York, Plattshurgh, N.Y. ; Cadyville, N.Y.  

Marital status : Married-one daughter.  
Age: 34.  
Degrees: B.A.. 19G)2 Virginia Military Institute; M.A., 1966 Michigan State 

University: Ph. D.. 1969 Michigan State University.  
Experience: Graduate Assistant-Michigan State V'niversity-l6.--69: As

sisztant Pr ,fess ,r-SUNY-1969-1973; Associate Professor-SUNY-1973
Present.  

PUBLICATIONS 
Article.  

"African Intellectual Influences on Black Americans : The Role of Edward W.  
P.lyden," PhIlon ( forthcoming).  

"'End of Empire: Portugal's ('ollapse in Africa." ',rrent History. Vol. 6S. No.  
405 (May 1975). pp. 211-215. 229.  

"Portugal in Africa : A Noneconomic Interpretation," African Stydics Rcric, 
Vol. XVI. N4 . 3 1 December, 1973). pp. 905-16.  

"The Revolutionary Thought of Eduardo Mondlane.'' Gene .ic Afriquc. Vol. XII, 
No. 1 (July. 1973). pp. 37-52.  

"Portugal's Changing Fortunes in Africa." 'urrent Hixtory, Vol. 64. No. 379 
(April. 1973). pp. 106-110. 130-131.  

"Ilistory for the 70's: An Approach to ('ontemporary Ilistory." The History 
Teacher, Vol. VI. No. 1 (November. 1971 ). pp. 9-16.  

"Bla ck is Pea ti ful : An Old Idea," IV, r,'o llistorul Bulletin, Vol. 34. No. 7 (No
vemiber. 1971 ). pli. 150-52.  

"Edward W. Blyden: His Influence on ('ontemporary Afro-Americans." Pan
A frican, .,,'rwl, V i. IV. No. 3 (Sumnmer. 1971 ). pp. 255-65.  

"'ll1:'k is M-:l ifill : A West Africii Origin." Paper.s on the R.%ial *g'cicnces, 
V40. 1. No. 5 A5 1usl. 1971). pp. 69-78.



Professional Papers 
"Contemporary History as an Enrollment Magnet," American Historical Asso

ciation, San Francisco, December 28, 1973.  
"The Impact of African Intellectuals on Afro-American Thought, 1880-1912." 

Missouri Valley History Conference, University of Nebraska at Omaha, March 
8-10, 1973.  

"Africa, Portugal and the United States: Chaging Configurations." SUNY 
African Studies Faculty, Annual Meeting, Binghamton, Dec. 9, 1972.  
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. HENRIKSEN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY, STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 
PLATTSBURGH, N.Y.  

Mr. HENRIKSEN. Before I begin my statement I would like to say I 
took the liberty-this was supposed to be a background. Perhaps I



concentrated too much on the historical aspect in two or three pages.  
Let m sa' something about the organization.  

Senator CLARK. I think that is a good way to start.  
Mr. IHENRIKSEN. Anything I have said early in my statement will 

play a part, in what. I have to say later. I hope it will have some mean
in,, and would not be working in a vacuum. I did mention background 
so maybe it is better I go first.  

3IOZAM1BIQUE S RISE TO INDEPENDENCE 

Mozambique's rise to independence this June 25 constitutes another 
example in the world community of successful nationalist revolution 
against colonialism. Although it comes in the late nationalist period 
which witnesed its beginnings in central Europe during the 19th cen
tury, the Mozambican revolution's international and Marxist image 
is comprehensible in the oeneral historical context of nationalism.  

Mozambican nationalism first projected its most concrete expression 
in the formation of the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique
Frelimo-Frente de Libertacao de Mocambique, on June 25, 1962.  
Before this opposition to Portuguese rule had been regional, ethnic, 
divided, and sporadic. Indeed, earlier African reaction to the centuries
long presence of Portuguese soldiers, administrators, traders, mission
aries, and settlers was characterized by disunity and even accommoda
tion due to the nmultiplicity of small states, ethnic g roups, and disinte
grating African empires. Relations between white and black were 
marked by warfare at times, by peaceful exchange at other times and 
by even domination of the Europeans in certain regions.  

PORTU7GUESE INFLUENCE ON ISLAND OF 31OZAM1BIQUE 

Until the mid-19th century, Portuguese influence was most thor
oughly felt on the small Island of Mozambique, off the northern coast 
and a handful of riverine and coastal garrisons or trading posts. Up the 
Zambezi, the country's principal river, Portuguese backwoodsmen
sertanejos--established an estate system-prazos-from early in the 
16th century, which, in time, became heavily Africanized in blood, cul
ture, and institution." This adaptation attenuated the Portuguese pres
ence and Lisbon's rule in later centuries. A decline in flortugal's 
imperial fortunes and internal troubles turned Lisbon's attention from 
its weak toehold in Mozambique until the late 19th century when the 
stimulus of other European states scrambling for African colonies 
helped push Portugal into the competition so as to preserve and expand 
its hol(lings.  

Military campaigns were used to "pacify" African resistance to Por
tugal's occupation of its east African claims. Regular white troops were 
employed along with large numbers of African auxiliaries. By recruit
ing African soldiers and playing one ethnic group against another, 
Lislon suveeeded in establishing a precarious hold over Mozambique 
by 1902. Revolts continued after that date. Fifteen vears later in 1917 
its fragile grip was nearly snapped by one of the most serious pan
etlinie. risings in southern Africa during the early 20th century. When 
tho rising collapsed, Portuguese rule was firmly entrenched for the next 
half century.  

I Allen F. Isnaeman, "Mozambique: The Africanization of a European Institutlon: The Zambezi Prazos, 1750-1902" (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press. 1972), pp. 17-2-
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Portuguese colonial policy in Mozambique had features similar 
and dissimilar to those of other European powers in Africa. As Euro
peans elsewhere on the continent, the Portuguese set about estab
lishing a colonial infrastructure of administration, transportation 
networks, and recruitment of African labor for private and public 
projects. But Portugal's economic impotence retarded its colonial 
enterprises and prohibited it from economically exploiting the entire 
southeast African province. Three large companies-two of which 
were almost exclusively foreign financed, chartered by the Lisbon 
g(,vernment and given administrative obligations-held quasi-polit
ical powers over wide swaths of Mozambique until the new state
estado novo--of Antonio de Oliveira Salazar terminated their con
cessions.2 The end of the companies' administrative function did not 
signal a cessation in the forced recruitment of African labor, for it 
continued in various guises up to the initial stages of the nationalist 
war in 1964.  

Portugal bristled, more than other colonizing powers, with a colonial 
credo predicated on the assumption that Africans should be Euro
peanized as Portuguese citizens. Lisbon lacked, however, the eco
nomic wherewithal and a genuine commitment to Mozambican edu
cation and welfare implied by such a goal. Yet these deficiencies 
failed to check government spokesmen or apologists from touting 
Portugual's "civilizing mission." Taught a modicum of the Portuguese 
language and the Catholic faith, a handful of Africans were expected 
to think of themselves as black Portuguese and as members along with 
Angolans and Brazilians of a tricontinental Lusitanian nation. In 
1950, only 4,353 black and mulatto Mozambicans out of a population 
of ;,733,000 reached the assimilado status which granted the right 
to vote, travel without permission, and freedom from contract labor.3 

POST-WORLD WAR II 31OZAMBIQL-E LITERARY1 ARTISTIC PROTEST 

The contradictions between theory and practice and the dispari
ties in life styles between whites and blacks were to evoke a literary 
and artistic protest among educated Mozambicans in the post-World 
War II days. Contract labor was considered by Mozambicans and 
foreign critics as merely a thinly veiled form of slavery. The mutually 
beneficial exchange of Mozambican labor to work in South African 
mines for repayment in gold and guaranteed shipping through the 
Lourenco Marques docks was viewed not only as the grossest form 
of hypocrisy of the "civilizing mission" but also the rankest exploita
tion since the slave trade.4 Strikes and demonstrations against the 
harsh realities came to grief at the hands of the colonial regime that 
held protest over economic and social grievances to be signs of polit
ical discontent.5 

2 James Duffy, "Portuguese Africa" (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 
nT). 268-288; Alan K. Smith, "Ant~nio Salazar and the Reversal of Portuguese Colonial 
Policy." Journal of African History, vol. XV, No. 4 (1974), pp. 653-667.  

3Duffy, "Portuguese Africa," 295; the assimialdo status was abolished In 1953.  
4 Marvin Harris, "Labour Emigration Among the Mozambique Thonga: Cultural and 

Politi'al Factors," Africa, vol. 29 (1959). pp. 50-66; and "Race, Conflict, and Reform in 
Mozambique." The Transformation of East Africa, ed. Stanley Diamond and Fred G.  
Burkp (New York: Basic Books. 1966), pp. 157-183; for the poetic and artistic protest of 
conditions in Mozambique, see "The Role of Poetry in the Mozambique Rc' voltion." Mo
zamhiaue Revolution, No. 37 (January-February 1969), pp. 2::-31, and No. ;2,0 (March
April 1969), pp. 17-32.  

Details of strikes and protest are sketchy. For a partisan's account, see Mondlane, 
"The Struggle for Mozambique" (Baltimore: Penguin, 1969), pp. 101-121 ; for a journal
Nst's brief account of one strike, see A. T. Steele, "On the Edge of Africa's Racial 
Troubles," New York Herald-Tribune, Nov. 26, 1952.



Except for the short-lived associations formed during the Port
tuguese Republic-1910-26-black Mozambicans had no organiza
tions to seek redress. The regime-sponsored associations under the 
Salazar-Caetano dictatorship merely reflected the authoritarian gov
ernment's needs. Unlike. the British and French in their territories, 
the Portuguese either crushed or infiltrated African political groups.  

Movements formed in exile offered the only opportunity of success.  

EM[ERGENCE OF FRELIMO 

Mfozambicans working and living in the nei-1hlring states of Rho
desia, Malawi, Tanzania. and Kenya coalesced into small political 
groups with the general rise of African nationalism in the 1950's and 

early 1960's. From three of these groups-Unio I)emocratica Nacionial 
de Mocambique [UDENAMO], Mocambique African National Union 
[MANU] and Uni-Io Africana de Mocambique Independent 
[UNAMI]-emerged Frelimo in June 1962. Headed by Eduardo 
Mondlane, an American university educated Mozambican. Frelinio at 
its first party congress 3 months after formation. enunciated the aim 
of "the rapid access of Mozambique to independence." Other goals in
cluded the promotion of "the social and cultural development of the 
Mozambican woman" and "the literacy of the Mozambican people.6 

Attempts were made by Frelimo, or third parties to discuss Mo
zambican independence but these were spurned by Lisbon. Frelimo 
leaders became convinced by such failures and by the wars raging 
in Angola and Guinea-Bissau that only an armed struggle would 
bring independence. Fighting began on September 25. 1964. when 
small auerrilla bands struck in the northern region.  

The initial aims and programs of the Frelimo leadership were not 
particularly radical as judged by the revolutionary lexicon of move
ments around the world, or even within the United States. But the 
struggle against the Portugue+ze army, recruitment of younger. more 
militant, members and the identification of the Mozambican war with 
past and contemporary conflicts elsewhere tended to radicalize Fre
limo's goals. Three years after the commencement of guerrilla warfare 
Mondlane talked of restructuring Mozambican society aiway from 

colonial and traditional economic and social patterns.- By the second 
party congress, held in Niassa province in northern M\ozambique in 
July 1968, Frelimo announced a series of revolutionary resolutions on 
national reconstruction calling for "organization of a.ricultural, com
mercial and industrial cooperatives," "development of schools of polit
ical training" and "resettlement of the population." s These and other 
resolutions indicated that the goal went, beyond just political 
indepen ence from Portugal.  

Mondlane's personal political philosophy contained a measure of 
pragmatism and involved an electric approach to ideologies and solu
tions to national problems. The war effort helped to radicalize his 
political thought as well as that of many Frelimo leaders.! 

6 For a reprinting of Frelino resolutions, see Mondlane, "The Struggle for Mozainibique," 
pp. 12:: 22.  

Helen Kitchen, "Conversntions with Eduardo Mondlanv." Afriea Report |November 
t9(;7., p. 51.  

+ Miihtt,,. "The Struggle for Mozamnhique," 19..  
' Thonnms I. Henriksen. "I'e Revolutionary Thought of Eduardo Mondlane," Gleneve

Afrhiue, vol. XX, No. 1 (197"), pp. 27-52.



This radicalization of Frelino was not indergone without friction 
within the movement. The evidence suggests that, Mondlane's death on 
February 3, 1969, by a bomb placed in a book, was the result of dis
sension between radical and traditional elements. Lazaro Kavandame, 
an elderly leader from the Makonde people, has been most frequently 
cited as the chief perpetrator of the assassination and as an accomplice 
of the Portuguese secret police.1° At the second party congress, which 
Kavandame and other political leaders from Cabo Delgado boycotted, 
the, split was apparent. At .a subsequent conference the next month
August 1968-in Mtiwara, Tanzania. Kavandame is reported to have 
held views of less sweeping changes for an independent Mozambique.  
It is also reported that he advocated a separate independence for the 
Makonde, and was profiteering from his political position in the 
party." Six months later Mondlane was dead, and Kavandame had de
fected Other murders and defections preceded and followed Mond
lane's assassination.  

With the death of Mondlane, who stood close to center of the 
Frelimo political spectrum in lifestyle and political approach, the 
nationalist movement was temporarily commanded by a triumvirate 
comprised of Vice President Uria Simnango: Secretary of Political 
Affairs Marcelino dos Santos; and the commander in chief of the 
armed forces, Samora Machel. This collective leadership reflected 
the internal divisions within the movement.  

In November 1969, the three-way leadership dissolved and the here
tofore little-known military leader, Machel, emerged as the second 
President,; Dos Santos retained his post and later became the Vice 
President; Simango was expelled for breach of party secrecy and his 
political position.12 From this point, Frelimo appeared to be in the 
hands of persons of revolutionary persuasion.  

FRELIATO DECISIONM AKING PROCESS 

The exact process of decisionmaking remains to this observer some
what cloudy as yet. During the first phase of the struggle the Central 
Committee-expanded to about 40 members at the second party 
congress-and the Executive Committee-comprised of the president, 
vice president and secretaries of departments-appeared to exercise 
predominant power. After the death of Mondlane, the balance of power 
seems to have shifted to military figures, who were fighting in 
Mozambique.  

Since Machel's rise to the presidency the army position appears to 
have been on the ascendant. In his speech, "Mozambique: People's Vic
tory,** Machel singled out the People's Forces for the Liberation of 
Mozambique [PFLM] for the important tasks of "mobilizing and 
organizing the broad masses" and "propagation of national culture 
among the broad masses." 13 These duties represent a continuation of 
the army's importance in Frelimo.  

I0 David Martin. "Interpol Solves a Guerrilla Whodunit," The Observer. Feb. 6. 1972 
Basil Davidson. "In the Eye of the Storm: Angola's People" (Garden City: Doubleday, 
1973). pp. 228-231.  

11 Da vidson, "In the Eye of the Storm." 
12John Saul, "Frelimo and the Mozambique Revolution," Monthly Review, vol. 24, 

No). 10 (March 1073), pp. 22-52.  
13 Machel's speech was broadcasted on Sept. 20, 1974. It was printed in its entirety in 

the Daily News (Tanzania), Sept. 23, 1974, and this reportage was reprinted in Facts 
and Reports (Amsterdam), vol. 4, No. 21 (Oct. 12, 1974), pp. 19 -22.  
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A military man, Machel is felt to be thoroughly committed to 
revolutionary goals in reconstructing Mozambican society along 
collectivist lines and improving the living conditions of Mozambican 
peoples but less doctrinaire than other members of the Freliino 
hiMraclIv. 14 As most of the leadership, Machel was not educated in 
Europe. The non-Africali models of nation-building they are likely 
to be influenced by are the People's Republic of China and North 
Vietnam." But ce'tainlv the Tanzanian efforts to emphasize agricul
tural production, conlmunal farming cooperatives, and rural society 
will exert a powerful affect on Mozambican development plans. But 
also in his September 20 speech to the Mozambican people, Machel 
spoke against "the attitude of uncritically imitating foreigners." 16 

Like his predecessor, Machel appears to hold a flexible approach to 
implementation of Frelimo goals. In the September -2th speech. he 
warned the people about false prophets who would mislead them by 
"extrelne measures." He cautioned: "Ultra-leftism is thus a weapon 
of reaction." 17 

At this juncture it is likely that an independent Mozambique will 
not only pursue a peaceful policy toward South Africa but allow the 
continual flow of migratory labor to work in South African mines 
while demanding improvement in their living condition and terms of 
contract. Policy toward the white regime in Rhodesia is less firm and 
potentially more hostile. Currently, the Frelimo government is seek
ing $65 million to offset losses involved in closing the ports of Beira 
and Lourenco Marques on which Rhodesia depends partly for transit 
to and from the Indian Ocean.  

Senator CLARK. They are seeking $65 million, actually? 
Mr. HENRIKSEN. I heard $60 as well, $60 or $65.  
Senator CLARK. The Conmonwealth, as I understand it, you are 

talking in terms of $35 million, is that correct? 
Mr. HIENRIKSEN. It could be. I am not sure.  
Senator CLARK. $35 million? 
Mr. HENRIKSEN. In any case, this would offset the losses in this.  
Guerrillas of the Zilbabwe African National Union [ZANU] are 

using the frontier region of Mozambique for bases and sanctuaries in 
their strikes into northeastern Rhodesia. But Mozambique's precarious 
financial situation, dependence on neighboring transit trade and self
imposed goals of reconstruction make it highly unlikely that it will 
follow an adventuresome foreigl policy.  

Internallv, an indlependent Mozambique under Frelimo guidance 
will no doubt pursue an assertive nationalism. The songos, dances, and 
celebrations of the independence struggle will form a central part of 
this national identity. Frelimno's aim is not only to eradicate Portu
guese influence-except for the national language, but to foster a na
tional consciousness as distinct from ethnic or regional separatism.  
Frelimo's message must also convince Mozanbicans that the work 
they do in an independent Mozambique will now benefit them and not 
foreign interests. Consequently, two of the three most often repeated 
watchwords of the Frelilno transition government have been "unity" 

" This is a somewhat impressionistic analysis as gleaned from his comments and the 
obs'ervations of journalists, sep "Frelimo men have to wait for the fruits of victory," 
The Star (Johannesburg). Dec. 21. 1974.  

" For a view that Frellmo's policies and actions are a parroting of those of the People's 
Rppublic of Vhina. see Tom Lamliert, "Mozambique Faces Fateful Freedom," Los Angeles 
"l'T.mps. Mar. 21, 1975.  

16 Maehel's speech, "Mozambique : People's Victory." 
17 Ibid.



and "work". (The third is "vigilance".) Since the establishment of 
the transition government, Frelimo has carried out a program of 
mentalizacao ["nentalization"] along with attempts to secure control 
in the southern and middle sections of the country. Portugal's attempts 
to force its culture on Mozambique will in all likelihood make the 
Frelimo government sensitive to foreign imports. So while Frelimo 
may pattern some of its economic development plans on Asian and 
Tanzanian models, it will probably be keenly against transplanting 
a foreign national culture to Mozambican soil.  

3IOZANIBIQUE POLITICAL TRANSITION UNDER FIRELIMO 

Politically, Mozambique will no doubt be a one-party state, but the 
extent of the army's influence, as mentioned above, is uncertain. At 
this time it is unclear whether Frelimo will allow elections of party 
officials to government posts as in the case of Tanzania's ruling party, 
TANU [Tanganyikan African National Union]. During the transi
tion period from Lisbon's rule to independence-September 7, 1974
June 25, 1975-Frelimo has exercised a growing control over individ
ual pursuits in Mozambique. One striking example, yet in tune with 
Frelimo's anti-exploitation thrust, involves the outlawing of prostitu
tion and dispatching prostitutes from the city to the countryside.  
Machel, in fact, holds "that the city is one of the centres of vice and 
corruption and of alienating foreign influences .1 

NIOZA31BIQUE ECONOMIC TRANSITION 

Economically, an independent Mozambique will emphasize agricul
tural development in subsistence crops in order to feed itself and in 
its customary cash crops of cashews, cotton, and sisal for export. This 
will entail resettlement of urban dwellers and cooperative farms (but 
may allow for individual shambas, or "plots," as was done during the 
war). Already the Government has provided tools and seeds to the 
unemployed in the capital. Plans include the transformation of 250 
aldeamentos (fortified villages built by the Portuguese Army) into 
communal farms. Industrial development and mineral extraction are 
presently to be given a lesser pI'iority.19 The sale of hydroelectric power 
from the Cabora Bassa Dam on the upper Zambezi to neighboring 
states will provide some foreign currency. The generators are to begin 
producing power this August. The largest share of electrical power 
is slated for the Republic of South Africa. Should Mozambican- outh 
African relations deteriorate over Pretoria's internal policies toward 
Africans, then this source of revenue could be jeopardized.  

In all technical fields, agriculture, industry, medicine, banking, 
veterinary science, there exists a critical dearth of qualified personnel.  
Even during the war years-the high point of Lisbon's development 
efforts-the shortage was acute. With the coming of the armistice and 
transition government, some 52,000 settlers, of an estimated white 
population of 200,000, fled the territory in fear. Despite the return of 
some, the scarvity of sufficient numbers of skilled workers will further 
impair even slow development. progress.  

18 Ibid.  
19 CFM News and Notes, No. 31 (May 1975), p. 2.
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FIXANC 'IAL ANI) TEGIINICAL ASSISTANCE 

Most certainly, an in(lpen(let 1\Iozainbique will require bothi finan
cial and technical assistance. During the war for independence, 
Frelimo received aid from African States, Scandinavian countries, 
international organizations such as the World Council- of Churches 
and U.N. agencies, private foundations such as the Rowntree Foun
1ation in the United Kingdom, the People's Republic of China, and 

the Soviet Union. Most donors furnished nonmilitary assistance, but 
Russia and China supplied arms. The Chinese provided military 
training in southern Tanzania and China. Presently, aid and techni
cians from the Communist bloc countries continue to arrive in Mo
zambique.20 The United States furnished assistance either directly to 
Portugal in the form of loans (which freed funds for the prosecution 
of the wars in Africa) or indirectly through the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization.2' Since the cessation of fighting, the United 
States has given a large grant for food production materials.  

Continued and expand(ed American assistance would have a positive 
impact on improving U.S. relations with the independent Government 
of Mozambique. From the point of view of Washington, it could in
troduce, a positive image of the United States in an area almost devoid 
of an American presence. At a time when American policy is under
going a thorough reevaluation as a result of the fall of South Vietnam, 
it would do well for the United States to come down on the side of 
national indepenlence and colonial revolution, concepts which Ameri
cans have begun to celebrate bicentennially.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. It is an appropriate ending.  
Let us go right on to hear all three papers before we have questions.  

That way we can have more of a discussion.  
Prof. Norman Bailey of Columbia.  
[Professor Bailey's biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPHY OF NORMAN A. BAILEY, M.I.A., PH. D.  

Professor at the City University of New York, Economic/Political Consultant 
to governments, government agencies and private agencies and corporations.  
Author, co-author or editor of four books and over eighty articles on international 
politics, economics, business and finance, including Portuguese Africa (1969).  
"Local and Community Power in Angola" and "Alternative Futures in Angola" 
(paper prepared for Department of Stnte, January. 1975). Frequent lecturer in 
Portugal, former advisor, Banca Totta e Acores and Research Associate, Center 
for Strategic and International Studies, Washington.  

STATEMENT OF PROF. NORMAN BAILEY, CITY UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW YORK 

Mr. BIL.Ey. One correction before I begin. Even though I am a 
gradluate of Columbia University I am a professor of political science 
at, the City Universitv of New Y-ork. not the city of New York.  

We are bankrupt too.  
Senator CLARK. Are you? 
Mr. BAnEY. I have a very short, statement. The statement is short 

fr two reasons. One, because the situation in Mozambique is a rela

" Ibid., 3.  
21 For a scathing attack on fh U.S. economic and military assistance to Portugal, see 

William Minter. "Portuguese Africa and the West" (New York: Monthly Review Press.  
I 972). for a critical analysis of American policy. see. John Marcum. "The U'nited States 
anud Portuguese Africa: A Perspective on American Foreign Policy," Africa Today, vol.  
18, No. 4 (October 1971), pp. 23-27.



tivel simple one compared to the tragic situation we have now in 
Angola, for example. and secondly, because I think the foreign policy 
]inplications for the United States are also relatively simple. I have 
aimed my testimony at what I assumed were the present concerns of 
the committee and of the Senate, which are the static implications of 
the independence of Mozambique to the United States.  

In any case, that is my specialization.  
Mozambique is a territory of approximately 300,000 square miles, 

bounded on the east entirely by the Indian Ocean, on the north by 
Tanzania and on the west and south by Malawi, Zambia, Rhodesia, 
Swaziland and the Republic of South Africa. Of the total population 
of 7.000,000+, there are perhaps 80,000-90,000 Portuguese left, 35,000 
mulattoes and 25,000 East Indians, Pakistanis. and Chinese.  

I should point out the East Indian population which, to a large ex
tent controls retail trade, may in the future be a bone of contention 
in Mozambique as it has been in other countries of East Africa.  

Of the black population, the largest ethnic groups are the Makua
Lomwe, perhaps 2,500,000 in the center-north, the Shona, 1,600,000 
strong in the center, and the Thonga, about 1.300,000 in the south.  
The population is divided religiously between the Moslems North of 
the Zambezi River and the Christian or pagan south. Mozambique, 
unlike Angola, is still overwhelningly rural and tribal, and knowl
edge of the Portuguese langutage is not widespread outside the urban 
centers. Additionally the Portuguese population of the territory, in 
contrast to Angola. has always been predominantly made up of either 
peasants or functionaries of the government or of metropolitan cor
porations. Thousands of these have left in the past year. In any case.  
thte entrepreneurial spirit was largely lacking.  

I might make an additional statement that about the only thing 
that is common between Angola and Mozambique is the fact at one 
t ime they were Portuguese territories. In just about every other respect 
they are totally different.  

Mozambique was a net economic plus for Portugal, second only to 
Angola in its profitability. Between 1970 and 1973 the territory con
tributed 2,178 million escudos to Portugal (approximately U.S. $87 
million) despite substantial military expenditures. This figure is profit 
after military expenditures as well as all other expenditures in the 
territory.  

Although thus far little has been found in the way of mineral wealth 
ill Mozambique, the territory is diversified agriculturally, being self
sufficient in foodstuffs and producing cotton, sugar, cashews, tea, copra, 
and sisal for export. Nevertheless, in the last year we have figures for, 
1972. Mozambique ran a 3 billion escudo trade deficit, which was more 
than overcome by a 4 billion escudo surplus in the services and capital 
accounts.  

ECON-031IC, POLITIOAL, MILITARY FUTURE OF MOZAMBIQUE 

And herein lies the great questionmark hoverino" over the economic 
and political future of Mozambique. Mozambique lives from transpor
tation. port facilities, tourism, the export of native labor to the mines 
of South Africa, and presumably the export of electricity from the 
giant dam at Cabora Bassa on the upper Zambezi, due to begin func-



tioninir shortly. This in itself would not necessarily constitute a prol)
lem, except for the fact that the principal users of these invisible cX
ports are Rhodesia and especially South Africa.  

Militarily, a naval base in Mozambique in the hands of a strong sea 
power could readily control access to the Mozambique Channel. This 
in itself, however, is not very important in Indian Ocean terms due to 
the close shielding of Mozambique by the Malagasy Republic off
shore. In terms of Southern Africa, Mozambique of course. flanks 
both Rhodesia, and to a lesser extent, South Africa. If the territory 
of Mozambique were to be used as a guerrilla base against, either coun
try, the effect could be damaging. Also to be noted would be the pos
sible effect on an already chaotic world monetary structure by with
drawal of Mozambique labor from the South African gold mines and/ 
or guerrilla sabotage of the mines. As an offset, however, it must not be 
forgotten that the southern one-quarter of Mozambique, including 
the capital, Lourenco Marques, and inhabited by a people heaN-ily 
dependent on money earned in the mines and with few ties to Frelimo, 
is an absolute military hostage to South Africa. which could cut it off 
from the rest of the te-ritory in hours, occupy it and defend it with 
little difficulty.  

The political process that, will culninate with the declaration of the 
independence of Mozambique on June 25th began 15 years ago. In 1960 
an organization called Udenaio was founded, dedicaied to the achieve
ment of eventual independence. In 1962 lTdenamo joined with other 
groups to form Frelimo, the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique, 
under the leadership of Eduardo Mondlane. a U.,S.-trained sociologist 
who had worked for the United Nations. I might add he was in my 
class at Oberlin College.  

Senator CLARK. In your class at Oberlin? 
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, sir.  
Mondlane established his headquarters in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania.  

In 1964 Frelimo began guerrilla warfare. In 1965 a rival group, Co
remo (Revolutionary Committee of Mozambique), was founded, but 
never fielded substantial guerrilla forces. In 1969 Mondlane was as
sassinated by disaffected Frelimo elements and leadership passed to a 
troika of Samora Machel. Marcelino dos Santos and Joaquim of Mo
sano, currently President, Army Commander and Premier of Mo
zambique respectively.  

In theor.y Frelimo has never been tribally based, and its constitution 
forbids racial discrimination in any form. In practice. guerrillas were 
recruited almost. exclusively from the relatively small Makonde and 
Nyanja etlnic groups of the far north and north'west (perhaps 37(0,000 
people in all) and auerrilla activity confined to the far North and the 
upper Zambezi, using. Tanzania and Zambia as refuges. In fact. not 
until late 1973 can Frelimo be said to have had any substantial mili
tary success. It has been claimed that vocal settler discontent with 
army response, to this offensive contributed to the formation of the 
armed forces movemelnt which staged the April 2., 1974 cmp in 
Portugal.  

Mzambiqsu is very luky in reaching independence in an atmos
phere of peace and g.overned by a single independence movement.  
Nevert heless, it should not be overlooked that Frelimo was little known 
in ceitral and southern Mozambione prior to last year and the largest 
ethni,, groutp. the Makua, are traditionally hostile to the Makonde.



PRESENT INTERNAL SITUATION OF 1IOZARIBIQUE 

The internal situation of Mozambique appears satisfactory at pres
ent. Internally repression has been moderate. Of perhaps 300 political 
prisoners about a quarter have been released, and it has been an
nounced that not even the most longstanding opponents and defectors 
such as Joana Simiao, Lazaro Kavandame, or Uria Simango will be 
executed. A feeble attempt at UDI-unilateral declaration of inde
pendence-was put downlast year and thousands of Portuguese have 
left the country. They have been invited back and guarantees offered 
by Frelimo to those who have stayed.  

In its external relations Frelimo has exhibited moderation as well.  
President Machel has declared that Mozambique will be neutral in its 
foreign policy. Mozambique will attempt to apply the U.N. sanc
tions against Rhodesia, however, and has been applying for aid 
from the Organization of African Unity, the Soviet Union, China, 
Great Britain, and elsewhere to soften the economic effects of apply
ing the sanctions. It should be noted, however, that the closing of the 
Port of Beira to the Rhodesians will strengthen the Zambian and 
South African efforts to force a political settlement on Prime Minister 
Smith.  

Machel has recognized his economic strategic position vis-a-vis 
South Africa and has declared that economic relations will continue.  
He has also declared that electricity will be supplied to South Africa 
from Cabora Bassa, which would be entirely uneconomic otherwise.  

A continuation of a pragmatic approach internally and externally 
would bode well for the future of Mozambique as an independent coun
try. Whether such an approach can continue is at this time unknown, 
and depends on external as well as internal factors, notably the success 
or failure of the Vorster/Kaunda detente initiatives in southern 
Africa.  

U.S. FRIENDSHIP AND ASSISTANCE TO X[OZAMBIQUE 

There is no reason, in my opinion, why the policy of the United 
States toward Mozambique should not be equally pragmatic. I see no 
reason why the United States should not offer Mozambique friendship 
and assistance, while opposing the establishment of a Soviet naval 
or "fishing" base. Most important, every encouragement possible should 
be given to the Kaunda/Vorster initiatives. This may well be the year 
of decision of southern Africa and the last opportunity to take ad
vantage of moderation and reason on the part of key leaders in order 
to achieve a peaceful settlement of outstanding conflicts.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.  
We will hear next from Professor Isaacman, Department of History, 

University of Minnesota.  
Do I have the right school? 
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STATEMENT OF PROF. ALLEN ISAACMAN, DEPARTMENT OF 
HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Mr. Is \N. Thank von.  
M\hr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this 

opportunity to summarize the long struggle of the Mozambican people 
for independence and to examine 17.8. policies in response to their 
quest for self -determination. Within this broad framework, I would 
like to focus on the long-range g'oals of Frelino, the hostile position 
of the United States toward the liberation movement, and the achieve
ments of the transitional government during the past year. In con
clus on, I will rec.ommend some fundamental policy chan'oes which are 
necssary if the United States is to adopt a progressive posture toward 
Southern Africa.  

FRETAI AND TiE ANTICOLONLAL STRUGGLE 

(01 ,Tlue 2Sth, Mozainhique will become independent after a decade 
of armed conflict. Althouo'h attention has been focused on the recent



war of liberation, the desire for independence is deeply rooted in a long 
anticolonial tradition which dates back to the 16th century. Persistent 
efforts to resist the Portuguese constituted a vital chapter in Mozam
bican history, despite repeated efforts by the Salazar and Caetano 
regimes to distort the past. through the myth of multiracialism.  

Although the long tradition of resistance falls outside the scope 
of the Senate committee's interests, it is important to recognize that, 
as early as 1550, there was a concerted effort by the indigenous peoples 
of Mozambique to dislodge the Portuguese. "This pattern continued 
over the next 300 years, culminating in a protracted series of wars 
around the turn of this century. Only after they were crushed was 
Lisbon able effectively to occupy most of Mozambique.  

The imposition of colonial rule, characterized by a brutally repres
sive regime, failed to silence African opposition. On the contrary, the 
historical record is replete withA examples of anticolonial manifesta
tions ranging from localized protests of peasants and urban laborers 
to the Pan Zambesian rebellion of 1917. Expressions of discontent were 
most oppressed. Organizations of educated Africans were founded as 
early as 1920 to protest the racial discrimination and social and eco
nomic abuses inherent in the colonial system. Their commitment to 
nonviolence and their willingness to try and reform the repressive 
system were frustrated, however, by the Salazar regime (1932-6,R) 
which was determined to destroy all forms of opposition. It is only 
against this backdrop of oppression and the long tradition of resistance 
that the genesis and subsequent success of Frelimo becomes intelligible.  

Frelimo was formed in 1962 out of the, union of three anticolonial 
organizations, Udenamo, Manu, and Unami, under the leadership of 
Dr. Eduardo Mondlane, an American-educated anthropologist (M.A.  
and Ph. D. from Northwestern University) who had previously 
worked for the U.N. Department of Trusteeship. From its inception, 
the liberation movement was governed by three overriding principles 
to which it has adhered with remarkable consistency during the 10
year struggle. The cornerstones of Frelimo's policy, enshrined in the 
1962 constitution, are (1) an unyielding commitment to independence 
and majority rule; (2) the creation of a unified democratic society 
devoid of ethnic ("tribal"), and racial discrimination, and (3) the 
restructuring of the nation's economy to insure that its resources are 
used for the benefit of the Mozambic'an people.  

Of these three. overriding concerns, the movement toward inde
pendence logically enjoyed the highest priority. The undisputed 
corollary of this policy was the need to wage an armed conflict to 
drive the colonial regime out of -Mozambique. Given the repeated 
unwillingness of the Salazar regime to agree to even modest reforms, 
efforts to achieve decolonialization through negotiation were dismissed 
as unrealistic and dangerous. A network of small groups was estab
lished within Mozambique to mobilize public sentiment in favor of 
the revolution and raise the political consciousness of the peasants.  
At the heart of Frelimo's policy was the belief that an armed struggle 
without the support of the rural population was doomed to failure. In 
September 1964, the first liberation forces crossed into Mozambique, 
initiating a decade of armed struggle.  

By the time of the coup against the Caetano regime in April 1974, 
the liberation forces had achieved .a number of important victories.



According to a U.N. report published in 1972, Frelimo had been able 
to liberate a substantial region in the North and was making major 
inroads in Tete district where the strategically important Cabora 
Bassa Dam is located. An offensive launched in 1973 in the central 
region of Manica and Sofala represented the first serious threat to 
the large European population of this area including those residing 
in Beira, the second largest city of Mozambique. In short. although 
Lisbon's defense remained strong in the southern part of the colony, 
the balance of power was clearly shifting to the liberation movement.  
Equally important, Portugal had incurred enormous economic and 
social costs in its futile efforts to contain Frelimo which, in turn, 
generated growing hostility to the war among both Portuguese civil
ians and elements within the military. By the end of 1973, it was ob
vious to all but a tiny minority in Lisbon that the colonial war in 
Mozambique was draining both'the metropole and the colony of vital 
resources and that a resolution of the conflict was imperative. Viewed 
from this perspective, it could be argued that Frelimo indirectly helped 
to precipitate the April coup to liberate the Portuguese people from 
the totalitarian regime of Marcelo Caetano.  

Frelimo's success on the battlefield occurred despite a number of 
serious handicaps. Not. only did the liberation forces initially have dif
ficulty acquiring an adequate supply of modern arms but they suf
fered from serious logistic problems created by the indifferent attitude 
of the neighboring Malawian Government and the great distance be
tween their bases in Tanzania and Zambia and the battlefronts in 
Central Mozambique. Moreover, they faced a colonial army estimated 
at 60.000 soldiers armed with sophisticated weapons provided by 
NATO and other western sources, including the United ,States. Dur
ing the latter phases of the war. armed forces from the racist regimes 
of South Africa and Rhodesia directly intervened in the conflict.  
Frelimo also had to contend with the Portug~ouese subversive activities 
which culminated in the defection of several-prominent leaders includ
ing Uria Simango, the former Vice President, and the assassination of 
Dr. Eduardo 'Mondlane. Frelimo's success against such overwhelming 
odd, must be viewed as a testimony to both the vitality of the move
iment and the support which it enjoyed among the local population. It 
also totally discredits the myth propagated by Lisbon, and uncrit
ically accepted with important segments of the American Govern
ment, that, Frelimo was merely an "ineffective band of Communist 
terrorists." 

FRELIMIO RESOLUTION TO CREATE INTEGrTED NATION 

From the outset of the re-olution Frelimo resolved to create an inte
gratc(l nation devoid of ethnic ("tribal") divisions and racial oppres
sion. The, Constitution of 1962 is explicit on this point: "Frelimo is a 
political organization consisting of Mozambicans with no discrimina
tion as to sex. ethnic origin, religious creed or locality of domicile." The 
liberation movement recognized that the cultural and linguistic heter
ogeneity of the Mozambican population required a concerted effort to 
a'oid the ethnic fragmentation which divided other African nations 
on the eve of independence. The ethnically diverse composition of the 
pa rty leadership reflected this commitmen't to national representation,



from the very inception of Frelimo. At the same time, a massive edu
cation campaign was initiated to replace the divisive ethnic loyalties 
and particularism of the peasants with a new sense of common identity 
and a shared commitment to a free Mozambique. The acid test of Fre
liious success has been the failure of the Portuguese efforts to play off 
one African people against another, an activity on which the colonial 
regime expended a sizable amount of energy and resources.  

Consistent with Frelimo's campaign against "tribalism" and region
alism has been its adamant opposition to racism of any type. The lead
ership has repeatedly reaffirmed its goal of creating a multi-racial 
society and has carefully differentiated the European population from 
the repressive colonial regime. Throughout the struggle, moreover, 
there have been close links with progressive whites, a number of whom 
provided valuable assistance to the liberation movement. The clearest 
expression of Frelimo's refusal to engage in the self-destructive racial 
game came from its president Samora Machel: 

There are no superior and inferior races. But it is not enough to talk about 
racial harmony for everyone to get on well together from one day to the next.  
What is needed is the political work of constant explanation, a conscious effort 
to make people of the different races which go to make our people live together 
in harmony .... There are no minorities, there are no special rights or duties 
ftr any sector of the Mozambican people: we are all Mozambicans, with the 
rights that work gives us, and with the identical duty of building a united, 
prosperous, just, harmonious, peaceful and democratic nation.  

Given this concern it is not surprising that since the announcement 
of independence Frelimo has worked hard to encourage whites to 
remain in Mozambique, and Europeans are currently represented at 
the highest level of the government.  

RESTRUCTURING COLONIAL ECONOM1Y TO SERVE MOZABIBICAN'S 

From its inception Frelimo has rigorously adhered to the proposi
tion that the resources of the country belong to the Mozambican people.  
The liberation movement resolves to restructure the economy in order 
to end the abusive exploitation of African labor and expropriation of 
Mozambique's wealth by a small Portuguese elite allied with multi
national corporations. During the last years of colonial rule, for ex
ample, Portugal earned approximately $40 million per annum from 
the exportation of Mozambican labor to the gold mines of South 
Africa.  

Discriminatory laws fixed the value of agricultural products-sugar, 
cotton, tea and sisal-at prices well below the world market value 
and restricted the development of local industry. The effect of these 
laws was to exacerbate balance of payments problems and intensify 
rural stagnation and underdevelopment. In the words of President 
Samora Machel, "we inherited a colonial economic structure in which 
the productive factors did not serve our country or our people, but 
foreign domination." 

Within the liberated zones Frelimo sought to rectify the inequities 
and, at the same time, to create a more viable economic base through 
the development of a number of rural cooperatives. The exact orga
nization of each cooperative depended on the level of political con
sciousness of the peasants, their previous experience with coopera
tives, and the productive potential of a particular region. In some



areas all production was organized collectively, while in others peas
ants spent some time in their individual fields and the village col
lectively worked designated plots to provide food for the liberation 
forces and cash crops for export. Paralleling the restructured agri
cultural section were cooperative based trading networks which re
placed the exploitative Indian and European "bush stores." 

The cooperative system offered a number of advantages. Although 
the data is very fragmentary, there are indications that prices which 
the peasants received for their products rose appreciably and in some 
area Frelimo agronomists were able to improve the quality and yield 
of the produce. Moreover, by forming cooperatives and regrouping 
isolated individuals and small communities Frelimo was able to initi
ate a broad range of educational and health programs. At a time when 
the rate of illiteracy was well over 90 percent and rural health facili
ties virtually unknown such a strategy not only improved the quality 
of life for many peasants but demonstrated the viability of Frelimo's 
social revolution. Finally, the cooperatives insured peasant participa
tion and self-assertion in the decisionmaking process-a critical fac
tor in Frelimo's subsequent success.  

PRINCIPLE OF SELF-DETERMINATION FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA IGNORED BY 
UNITED STATES 

Although the Atlantic Charter enshrined the principle of self
determination, the United States has consistently ignored this fact 
when formulating policy on southern Africa, in general, and the 
Portuguese colonies, in particular. The perceived strategic value of the 
Azores, and the militantly anti-Conlmunist posture of the Salazar 
regime underlay both our close relationship with Lisbon and our 
willingness to accept almost uncritically Portugal's claim to the "back
water" colonies of Mozambique, Angola. and Guinea-Bissau.  

The links between the Salazar regime and the United States were 
first formalized in the 1943 treaty on the Azores and were reinforced 
with Portugal's admission into IATO in 1955. During this period 
the United States provided progressively larger amounts of economic 
and military aid to Lisbon which strengthened the position of the 
repressive regime both at home and in the African colonies. In 1955, 
for example, U.S. military aid constituted about 40 percent of Portu
gal's total military budget. In addition American officials like Dean 
Acheson and John Foster Dulles felt compelled to defend Portugal's 
colonial policy. Their attitude was reflected in our voting pattern in 
the United Nations. Between 1955 and 1960 the United States either 
abstained or opposed every measure which implied criticism of Portu
guese policy in Africa.  

MOMENTARY U.S. POLICY REEVAIUATIo )N AT OUTBREAK OF ANGOLAN 

R EVOLUATION 

The outbreak of the Angolan revolution compelled the United 
States to reevaluate momentarily its policies in Southern Africa and 
particularly its blind adherence to Lisbon. There were suggestions that the Kennedy administration might abandon past American support for 
Portu gtese colonialism. Our rebuttal of the Salazar regime during the



1961 Santa -Maria incident and support for the U.N. declaration call
ing on Lisbon to prepare the way for the independence of her colonies 
were the most obvious indications that U.S. policy was under reassess
ment. By 1962, however, it became clear that while our Government 
was prepared to make greater rhetorical commitment to the principles 
of self-determination there would not be a substantial departure from 
earlier policy.  

CONTINUED U.S. BETRAYAL OF PRINCIPLES OF SELF-DETERMINATION 

Throughout the decade of the sixties, the U.S. policy remained 
premised upon two mutually contradictory suppositions. We inten
sified our verbal support for majority rule while simultaneously 
providing military, economic, and diplomatic assistance to Portugal 
as a NATO ally. In an effort to camouflage these obvious contradic
tions, U.S. officials adopted the strategy of "communications and 
dialog' arguing that only through such a tack could independence 
be achieved. This policy symbolized 'by the phrase "majority rule 
through peaceful change" was naive at best given the repressive na
ture of the Salazar regime. At worst, it represented a continued be
trayal of our commitment to the principles of self-determination.  

It is hard to avoid the harsher conclusion in light of the military 
assistance provided the Portuguese Government. Through a proc
ess of mental gymnastics, it was argued that U.S. military aid was 
part of our NATO-North Atlantic Treaty Organization-respon
sibility and that the material would be used exclusively for the defense 
of Western Europe. In reality, we lacked the mechanisms effectively 
to enforce the restriction and Portugal rejected this limitation, claim
ing that the "overseas provinces" were an integral part of her territory 
and vital to the defense of Western interests in the Atlantic and Indian 
Ocean systems. Despite Lisbon's posture, the United States provided 
planes, napalm, and defoliants, and trained Portuguese officers and 
secret police in the methods of counterinsurgency. U.S. officials also 
encouraged NATO allies to help equip and modernize the beleaguered 
Portuguese Army which only provided a token force of 18,000 soldiers 
for the collective defense of Western Europe. In addition to this overt 
military assistance, the Central Intelligence Agency helped Portugal 
acquire 20 B-26 bombers in 1965 for use in her African colonies.  
In short, despite our nominal concern for the principles of self
determination, our loyalties unmistakably lay with the Salazar re
gime-a strategy which was reinforced by increased American 
investment and explorations in Mozambique.  

NIXO'N ADMINISTRATION STAUNC, PRO-PORTUGUESE POSITION 

The Nixon administration all but abandoned the facade of sym
pathy for the aspirations of the Mozambican people in favor of a 
staunchly pro-Portuguese position. The most important indication 
of this shift was a $400 million Eximbank loan, a figure substantially 
greater than the combined aid given to all of Africa since Worl 
War II. The financial support, which was part of the Azores agree
ment of 1971, came at a critical time for the Portuguese whose econ
omy was showing the strains of nearly a decade of colonial wars.



At the same time, the United States violated its self-imposed arms 
embargo by providing helicopters which were to be used specifically 
in Mozambique and Boeing 707's and 747's which the U.S. Govern
ment knew were to be used to carry troops from Portugual to the 
colonies. American corporations were also encouraged to invest in 
Mozambique as well -as in other parts of southern Africa. These 
actions taken together with growing IT.S. economic interests in South 
Africa, our violations of U.N. sanctions against Rhodesia through 
the Byrd amendment, and our adamant refusal to recognize, or even 
communicate with, Frelimo, constitute a coherent policy outlined in 
option 2(a) of the recently published National Security Council 
Study Memorandum (NSSM 39). This policy option, although not 
as overtly hostile as others that were advanced, including armed sup
port for the minority regimes, was designed to strengthen U..S. ties 
with anti-Communist regional powers in order to stabilize southern 
Africa-a euphemism for continued European rule.  

The April 1974 coup in Portugal provided the United States with 
a new opportunity to redefine its policies toward both Mozambique 
and the other African colonies. Despite the initial efforts of the new 
Assistant Secretary of State Donald Easum to shift American policy 
in favor of majority rule, the United States tacitly supported General 
Spinola's efforts to co-opt the revolution and maintain -a Portuguese 
political and economic presence in the colony. Not only did we con
tinue to withhold recognition of Frelimo but there are indications 
that our embassy in Zambia offered Paulo Gumane, former president 
of the splinter group Corelno. financial assistance, to organize a con
servative anti-Frelimo coalition within Mozambique. In August 1974, 
the National Coalition Party was founded but was quickly discredited 
after its association with reactionary white settlers who participated 
in the abortive September coup.  

-NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS WITII FRELIM3O 

Spinola's resignation and the commitments of the ruling Armed 
Forces Council to rapid independence of Mozambique compelled the 
United States to abandon its previous strategy and seek to normalize 
relations with Frelimo. Easumi's unequivocal support of the principle 
of majority rule, which he repeated both in this country and in Africa, 
helped to counter Frelimo's resentment toward the United States 
for its unyielding support of Portuguese colonial rule. In November, 
he scored a major diplomatic breakthrough by conferring with Presi
dent Samora Machel in Tanzania and then traveling to Lourenco 
Marques to be the first foreign diplomat to meet with the newly 
formed transitional government. These discussions held open the 
prospect for dramatic improvement in relations between this country 
and the liberation government,. One tangible byproduct of the meet
in," was , request for $12 million in foodstuffs to help combat the 
food shortages in northern Mozambique.  

Despite, or perhaps because of, Easum's accomplishments, and the 
growing confidence he enjoyed among African leaders, he was in
forined that he would be replaced 48 hours after he had returned to 
the T nited States. In his place, Secretary of State Kissinger selected 
Nathaniel Davis, a diplomat with no experience in Africa, who had



recently been in the headlines for his role in the destabilization of the 
Allende government while Ambassador to Chile. Whatever Secretary 
of State Kissinger's intentions, African leaders unanimously con
demned Davis' appointment. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that 
Easum was removed because his pro-African policies were rejected 
by the Ford Administration which remains committed to "regional 
stability" in Southern Africa. The confirmation of Davis carried omi
nous signs for the future and immediately chilled relations with many 
African States.  

31OZA31BIQUE ON EVE OF INDEPENDENCE 

The transitional government led by Prime Minister Joaquim Chis
sano took office on September 20, 1974. It has been composed of six 
ministers selected from Frelimo, including a European lawyer, and 
three ministers designated by the armed forces movement. Although 
Chissano's administration has taken a low profile in preparation for 
independence, it has achieved a number of inportant accomplishments 
during its brief tenure.  

Perhaps the transitional government's most striking success has 
been its ability to prevent political turmoil during this period of uncer
tainty. The potential for instability was enormous. The government 
had to deal not only with a hard core group of reactionary white set
tlers, former agents of the secret police, and disaffected members of the 
military all committed to white rule, but it faced opposition from con
servative elements within the African community, many of whom had 
benefited from their ties with the colonial system. The rapidity with 
which the government aborted the UDI effort in September and dif
fused a "shoot out" in the capital of Lourenco Marques during the fol
lowing month demonstrates both the effectiveness of the new govern
ment in crises situations and the depth of support it has received from 
people of all races.  

The adamant opposition of the Frelimo-dominated government to 
any ethnic or regional elitism contributed to the diffusion of potential 
tensions. Throughout the struggle, Portuguese officials had sought to 
discredit Frelimo, characterizing it as "a tribalistic organization" 
dominated by Makonde. Lisbon's subversive strategy which was di
rected primarily at the Makua and Lomwe, who live adjacent to the 
Makonde, yielded few results. Nevertheless, on the eve of independence 
these charges were echoed once -again by a small opportunistic elite 
who desperately sought to undercut Frelimo's popularity and divide 
Mozambicans along ethnic lines. Both the Commercial, Agricultural 
& Industrial Association of Niassa and Frecomo-Frente Comun de 
Mocambique-called for a privileged Makua-Lomwe position. The 
ethnic appeals were rejected not only by the Frelimo leadership but by 
a number of prominent Makua and Lomwe militants. Joana Simiao, 
the leader of Frecomo who had been involved in several conservative 
splinter groups including Gumo-Grupo Unidade de Mocambique
which enjoyed the endorsement of the Caetano regime, was totally 
discredited after she and her followers supported the reactionary 
settler coup in September.  

Despite the involvement of a segment of the white population in 
counter revolutionary activities, both Frelimo and the transitional



government have reaffirmed their commitment to multiracialisin. In
deed, during the. past year. officials have repeatedly given assurances 
to the white comnmunity that they would be a welcome addition to the 
new nation as long as they were will ing to become responsible and pro
ductive citizens. Although 40),0)0 Europeans, unwilling to give up 
their privileged position, have migrated in the last year, most white 
(approximately 130,000) have opted to become members of the new 
Mozainbican society.  

During this transitional phase, important social gaiiis have also 
been achieved. One of Frelimo's higthest priorities was to eliminate 
illiteracY and liberate Mozambique.'s )ast from the culturally arro
oa, nt and1 racist myths perpetuated by the colonial reo'ime. New schools 
have been established in the rural areas, and curriculum has been re
written to reflect the needs and aspirations of the Mozambican peoples.  
A concerted effort has been undertaken in the southern regions, where 
Frelimo's influence was limited until the past year. The emphasis on 
improving the quality of life in the rural areas is also reflected in 
efforts to establish health care clinics in regions which have long been 
without, proper medical facilities. These programs, necessarily limited 
by available capital and skilled personnel, are expected to improve 
substantially within the year when the first Frelimo doctors finish 
their training and return home.  

31OZAMIBIQUE-S UNDERDEVELOPED ECONOMY 

The most pressing problem facing the transitional government and 
its successor is Mozambique's underdeveloped economy-a devastating 
legacy of coloniali.m. For years, Mozambique's economy has been de
signed to insure substantial profits for Lisbon and her commercial 
allies. Only the cash crop sector of the rural economy was developed, 
and the produce was sold exclusively to Lisbon at prices well below the 
world market-a policy which the transitional government has sought 
to rectify. Portugal conspicuously avoided "unprofitable" investments 
designed to improve the level of production within the peasant sector 
of the economy which also suffered from the conscription of Afri
can lalbor. Coupled with this rural stagnation was the absence of any 
meaningful industrial growth. Portugal inhibited such development 
in order to insure a favorable internal market for its manufactured 
and processed goods. As a result. Mozambique suffers from a serious 
balance-of-payments lroblem. Despite the rigid restriction on non
essential imports imposed by the new government, it is widely recog
nized that there will be a very large negative balance by independence 
which has persuaded a number of economists and sympathetic Portu
guese officials that Mozambique is on the verg-e of bankruptcy.  

One byproduct of Mozambique's underdevelopment has been her in
herited dependency on the white minority regimes in South Africa 
and Rlhodesia. Since the 1909 Pretoria Convention, Mozambique has 
supplied about 100,000 laborers per amm to work in the South Afri
can oOl mines. The. workers were paid only 40 percent of their sal
a rxy; the remainder was sent directly to the Mozambican Banco Na

,onal Ultramarino in gold bars us'ing" the official exchange rate of 
betwe(,n ,:;> .I- an ounce. The Bank (of Portugal then purchased the 
gold bars with local currency and sold it on the world market at prices



which have recently skyrocketed to $160 an ounce, yielding a profit 
estimated at between $40 and $50 million per year. If Mozambique 
were to maintain this practice, taken together with the very substan
tial income which South Africa provides in ports and rail duties, and 
profits from tourism, it would enable it to eliminate i substantial por
tion of its balance-of-trade deficit. Anticipated earnings from electrical 
power generated from the Cabora Bassa Darn would further alleviate 
the problem. Although not quite as extensive the $60 million which 
Mozambique earned from rail and port charges on goods transshipped 
to Rlodesia also provided an important source of foreigni currency.  

Mozambique's economic dependence on the South African regimes, 
whose racial policies and overall ideological position are diamet
rically opposed to Frelimo's, poses a serious dilemma for the new na
tion. Will the new Government be willing to jeopardize Mozanibique's 
fragile economy in order to extend the liberation struggle, or will 
it be compelled to moderate its position toward the white-dominated 
regimes? The leadership of Frelimo has been unequivocal in its con
tinued opposition to the outlaw government ruling Zimbabwe (Rho
desia) no matter what the economic costs may be. Both President Ma
chel and Vice President Aarcelino dos Santos have repeatedly pledged 
that Mozambique will do everything possible, short of direct interven
tion, to aid its Zimbabwean allies. k similar position was taken by 
Prime Minister Joaquim Chissano who adamantly declared: "There 
are no two Ways about it in Zimbabwe. There must be majority rule.'" 
Should current negotiations between the African National Council 
[ANC] and the Smith regime break down, the new Government can 
be expected to intensify its efforts against Rhodesia by cutting off 
all shipment through the port of Beria in accordance with the United 
Nations sanctions, by providing additional sanctuaries for the Zim
babwean forces along the 400-mile border, and by supplying the libera
tion forces with sophisticated weapons which 1relimo acquired dur
in" the last phases of its colonial war. Xhile waiting to s,'e the out
come of the ANC-Smith negotiations, Frelimo has been quietly nego
tiating with Great Britain and the Commonwealth nations for finan
,ial aid to offset at least a portion of the $60 million in lost revenue.  

HOZAMBIQUE P - LICY TOWARD S017i 11 AFRICA 

Mozambique is likely to adopt a more cautions policy toward South 
Africa, at least in the first instance. Both Mozambique's economic 
dependence on South Afri-a and enormous military iniiht of Pre
toria's Western-supplied \Armed Forces (whose military budget of 

. billion is more than half of Mozambique's annual TNP) prob
ably precluded any immediate confrontation and set limits on the 
level of short-term assistance which could be provided to the African 
Nc tional Congress [ANC] in its struggle a,ainst the oppressive re
oime. This unfortunate political re:dity was acknowleded recently by 
Oliver Tambo, president of tlhe Afrian National Congress. In an 
interview with a Tanzanian newspaper. lie recognized that ANC will 
have to wait for Mozambique to rebuild its shattored economy before 
it will be in a position to provide substantial military and logistical 
assistance. Nevertheless, the new Govermnent can be expected to allow 
ANC to establish offices in Lourenco Marques and other parts of the 
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country, and to provide a limited amount of direct aid. President 
Samora Machel has stressed that Frelimo will never abandon ANC 
and has warned South Africa not to engage in economic blackmail 
since South Africa needs Mozambican labor as much as Mozambique 
needs the foreign currency it brings in. Moreover, in the event of 
either renewed South African intervention in the Rhodesian crisis 
or infringements on the autonomy of Mozambique, this policy of re
straint is likely to be discarded. In the long run Mozambique will prob
ably play an increasing role in the liberation of southern Africa, al
though the leaders of both ANC and Frelimo readily agree that 
"change must come from the oppressed people of South Africa." 

TOWARD A REDEFINITION OF NEW U.S. POLICY 

In light of the long history of this country's opposition to Frelimo 
and continued U.S. support for the oppressive regimes in South Africa 
and Rhodesia, is there any possibility of an improvement in relations 
once Mozambique becomes independent? The answer clearly depends 
on the attitude of the United States and its willingness to discard 
many of the time-honored principles which have dictated our policies 
toward southern Africa. My impressions are that despite our past 
pro-Salazar and pro-Caetano position, there remains a potential 
fund of good will toward the United States. The initial access of Don
ald Easum prior to his removal suggests that there is a basis for a 
more conciliatory relationship, provided that the United States adopts 
a progressive policy-a strategy which seems highly unlikely given 
our perceived short-term interests and loyalities.  

Although I remain extremely skeptical that such a redefinition of 
policy will take place, I would like to take this opportunity to advance 
some broad suggestions in the hope that my pessimism proves un
founded.  

1. The United States must immediately acknowledge Frelimo as the 
legitimate representative of the Mozanbican people. The logical ex
tension of position would be the recognition of the independence gov
ernment on June 25th, cessation of any covert support to elements 
either within or outside of Mozambique opposed to the new govern
ment, and muting of our past charges that one-party governments are 
by definition antidemocratic.  

2. The United States must recognize the right of the new govern
ment to exploit the wealth of the country for the good of the Mozambi
can people. Given Mozambique's underdevelopment and dependency, 
the leadership will have to rebuild the economy. Toward this end, the 
new government will undoubtedly insist that, at a minimum, all con
tracts with multi-national corporations be rewritten.  

3. The United States must recognize the government's right to 
create a new Mozambican society organized around socialist principles 
and committed to a policy of Third World nonaligo-nment.  

4. Either through direct assistance or preferably through a United 
Nations-administered program the United States should offer aid to 
Mozamlbique to enable her to enforce the United Nations sanctions 
against Rhodesia without suffering undue economic hardship.  

5. The United States should respond favorably to requests for aid 
and loans from the new government, should they be forthcoming. The



initiative must come from Lourenco Marques and should be limited 
to material assistance which would not require an AID presence in 
any form.  

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUNDAMENTAL READJUSTMIENTS IN OVERALL SOUTHERN 

AFRICAN POLICY 

While such a set of policies would go a long way toward improving 
United States-Mozambican relations, it must be recognized that funda
mental readjustments in our overall policy toward southern Africa are 
the only assurance of harmonious relations in the long run. At a mini
mum the United States must: 

1. Reaffirm our commitment to majority rule in Zimbabwe, Namibia, 
and South Africa.  

2. Revoke the Byrd amendment and rigorously enforce the boycott 
against the illegal Smith regime.  

3. Support the current efforts to compel South African withdrawal 
from Namibia.  

4. Terminate the sale of all arms, quasi arms (jeeps, aircraft, and 
helicopters) and potential arms (weapons grade uranium and nu
clear technology) to the South African regime. Currently the United 
States is one of the largest suppliers of such war material to Pretoria.  
This assistance constitutes a direct threat to Mozambique and neigh
boring African countries.  

5. Discourage U.S. firms from investing in South Africa. American 
investments currently valued at more than $1 billion not only provide 
important financial assistance to the racist regime but provide the 
rationale for American support of the status quo in southern Africa.  

IMPLICATIONS OF U.S. SHIFT IN SOUTH AFRICAN SELF-DETERM.TINATION 

POLICY 

The forthcoming independence of Mozambique offers yet another 
opportunity for the United States to abandon its support of the white
minority regimes of southern Africa. I would urge all of you sitting 
in this room to consider the implications of such a shift. Until now 
the U.S. Government has been an active ally of repressive forces 
throughout southern Africa. Not only does this policy violate the 
principles of self-determination and majority rule, but it places us 
in direct opposition to the legitimate aspirations of the people of 
Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia, and South Africa in their 
struggle for independence. It is time to reaffirm by actions, as -ell as 
by rhetoric, the right of the southern African peoples to be free of 
alien rule and to have control over their own lives, resources, and 
ultimate destinies.  

COMM-YNDATION OF PROFESSOR ISAAC'MAN' S STATEM1ENT 

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. That is a very complete 
statement and a very good one, with which I larg-ely agree, although 
I am not in a position to reaffirm all of the facts that are there, 
obviously.  

There are a number of questions, particularly about recommenda
tions at the end, that I would like to raise with you later. Some of



thtese, it seems to me, w-e are doin., Others. I think, we are clcafflv no!,, 
and hiaxe the potential for doing- l'ut ](,t's talk in a more -rineral 
way first,4 because I think we want to concentrate really in this 
diseu.ion on what American policy oti,.ht to )w on th1,s( thiose , that 
vou talked about last. Professor Isaacman.  

EIUARDO AMONDLANI: s MOTIVATIONS, U.S. SUI'PORT ATTEMPTS AND 

RESPON SE 

I was interested in your statement. Mr. Bailey. that vou knew 
Eduardo Mondlane. Am I pronouncing that correctly .  

Mr. BAILEY. Yes. sir.  
Senator CLARK. I thought out of curiosity I would like to hear a 

little more about what his own view was in the beginning in terms 
of establishing a liberation movement and what his motivations were.  
I am particularly interested in whether or not at that point-and 
others here feel free to comment on anything we are talking about.  
We have about an hour for discussion-when there were attempts on 
his part to get support from the United States in 1962, 196, 1964 
and the years before he was assassinated, and what our response may 
have been.  

Alr. BAILEY. Well
Senator CL.RK. I have asked you four or five things there. Pick out 

whatever you like.  
Mr. BAILEY. I will try to remember all of them.  
Eduardo, when he was at O erlin, was quite pro-Portugal.  
Senator CLARK. Pro-Portu,,a'al 
Mr. BAirEY. Yes, sir. He was an a-;siiilado, of course. He caie to 

the United States on a Portuguese Government scholarship and at 
the time be. was studvin at ( )h )erlin he wrote a very laudatory article 
about Portuguese ruhe in Mozambique. subsequently published.  

Iie was radicalized, if that is the right word, at Syrac'us,. where lie 
went to his postoraduate studies after graduating from Oberlin.  

But lie remained throughout his career, until assassinated, lie re
mained a very moderate leader. that is, his anti-American or anti
iIIperialism, or whatever you want to call it, rhetoric, was always 
modestly rated. He would much rather have gotten aid from Western 
countries than fron either ('hina or the Soviet Union. He obviinusrl 
took aid where lie could 'et it. He remained, however, alwavs stri,-lv 
independent in terms of his policies from the countries whe he l'(;t 
aid.  

ks far as trying to get aid fr'om the United States is co, erned. he 
iot only tried but he did. a:t Professor Hienriksen pointed out. lie -ot 

l)st antiil amounts of aid from private U.S. associations and alse 
from other Western countries. S ,andiliavian countries. and .( on.  

lie was never given any aid 1v the American Gioverneut a- such.  
which I think is not mnsual. li other words. the V.S. 'G4overnment 
1 v ald lar/'e did not provide aid direetly to independen,-e novement 
aroumid the world, gnuerrilla movemnents or what have you. I think it 
w: tra-i,'. His assassination was cert-inlv a tra_,i' do'velopment for 
the, futire of Mozamli luie. Ie was a. slendid person in lividulally, 
highly iutelli.ient. well-educated, had the interest of his coultry 
very much at heart. Ie was b.y no means out for his own personal 
agdrandizement.



However, I must say that I think the present team in Mozambique 
is a. very good one, and even though it would have been better in my 
opinion if Mondiane was there, Eduardo is still there and President 
of the country. I have a considerable amount of hope w-ith reference 
to the policies and the ability to carry through the policies of the 
present regime.  

ATTEIPTS TO GET WESTERN SUPPORT FOR LIBERATION MOVEMENT 

Senator CLARK. Any other commnents that you could make about 
his attempt to get support in the United States, perhaps from our 
Government or other sources here? 

You say you feel lie tended to be rather pro-Western? 
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, sir, very much so. IHe was pro-We-tern. I think 

he would have preferred to leave out Soviet and Chinese assistance 
completely, but the Soviets and Chine.*e. as a,-"in,, was pointed wut inI 
one of the other papers, were the only countries that offered him mili
tary support. Support he got from private a-encies in the iiited 
States and from European countries afl(l s, on wa stritly in along 
the line of financial support, health. eduation. bhings of that kind, 
which he was very h'-ppy to have. of 'nrse. But itf you are rnnin2'a 
liberation struggle you do ha\'e to have the wherewJthal to do it, and 
consequently to accept Soviet and Chinese support alon- military 
lines and in my opinion he had no choice but to d( .  

Senator CLARK. Aly\ more comnient..  
115 '. I1EPJIsEN. I was ,oij,,- to add a ,.,mmt-nt the fa,-t that the 

Ford Fnndation did supply some fmids fur the Mozami lie Inql i
tute. It was operated bi iMondlane's wife. And for a while we did 
supply and also there. was some assistance to Mozambique -tiidleit2 
in this country, very early durin" the lileration Atriutcfle. very early 
1.9(.5, 1966, and that was canceled. That was prol ably from l)ie> ire 
brought on the American Government 1 v Lisbon. These were very 
feeble attempts at aid which were subsequently canceled.  

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS TO ACHIEVE UNITY AND I)E3IOCIR\('Y 

Senator CLARK. MJr. Isaacman stated that one of the chief aims of 
Frelimo was the creation of a unified democratic society. What politi
cal institutions will be established in order to achieve j)oth unity and 
a democracy in your judoment ? 

Mr. ISAAC-MAN. I think in the first instance the qluestion of unity is 
critical because of the culturally hetero., ,:eneous compolitinn of'the 
Mfozambiean population. Frelino has worked very hird during' the 
past 1h years to educate the rural population and replace parhial 
attitudes with a comlitment to a new free Mozambiqne in which all 
people regardless of religion. ethnic 'i-oup. and rare would participate.  
This education process also included a commitment to democratic 
priniples in the sense that within the libercted zone. thcre 1 1been 
a lon(" history of involving the local population in de,i.iojimakin, 
policies at all levels. While the new -.ovornment is not likely to, have 
a democratic form as constituted in the West based on the t'wo-l)arty 
system. nevertheless, I think it is eo]Ilmitted in tHIe most 1 asic sense 
of the word to a democracy in which the needs and aspirations of 
the Mozambican people are represent(.



CONCEPT OF ONE-PARTY DEMOCRACY 

Senator CLARK. Let's talk about that for a moment because it is an 
interesting concept. I can't find it in your statement but you say 
something to the effect that you hope we will change our attitude 
toward one-party rule, and there has been some discussion of the fact 
that Machel may favor the Tanzanian political model, that is often 
cited as a one-party state that is also democratic.  

You go ahead and start off. Can you expand on that concept? Then 
we will get some other views perhaps as to how you have a one-party 
democracy.  

Mr. ISAACMAIN. I don't think that the two are in contradiction. To 
the extent that there is participation at all levels and by all constitu
ency within the Mozambique nation, I think it is a democratic system.  
It doesn't take the form that characterized democracy in the West 
but there is no reason why it should. The acid test is whether the 
government represents the needs and aspirations of the people of 
Mozambique or the people of Tanzania, and clearly this is the case 
in both situations. So that I don't find this principle at all in 
contradiction.  

Senator CLARK. Do you all agree with that? 
Mr. IIENRIKSEN. Pretty much. In fact I can expand on that. I spent 

yesterday looking at a MAozambican newspaper in the Library of Con
gress and there are a number of conditions being helped in every region, 
every province. It is not going to be a party rule imposed from the top.  
Quite the reverse, the conferences are to bring peasantry in, people, 
in some way, so they can have an input into the government, so that 
they can have some sort of say how things will be organized.  

There are certain guidelines, obviously-guidelines of unity. Ob
viously guidelines of multiracialism, but at the same time there seem 
to be working relationships between the people and the government 
back and forth. In fact the lines are so blurred it is somewhat an injus
tice to speak of the two as being distinct.  

M r. BAILEY. I would basically agree with that. I think that there is 
altogether too little study done either by my colleagues or by govern
ment agencies, and so on'of the social structure of some of these newly 
independent countries, and some not so newly independent, with refer
ence to whether they are developing social systems, political systems 
and economic systems which are highly centralized, which in my opin
ion is fatal to any form of social democracy. I think political democ
racy is quite impossible for the time being in most of these countries, 
as we understand it. But examples such as what is going on in Tan
zania, what is going on for that matter even in a Communist country 
such as Yugoslavia, the new initiatives on the part of the Shah of Iran 
with reference to share ownership in economic structures, private and 
publlic, by workers and by the public in general, this is the type of 
thing I think should be studied and should be encouraged, wherever 
posible, that you get :a social decentralization in the country.  

Mr. S \GTCMrAN. Could I add one other point. I think the case of 
Guinea-Blssau is very useful. That is, that independence is not an end 
in itself. The new Government of Guinea-Bissau is undertaking a social 
re\-olution which requires substantial input from all segments of the



society and as a result there is an enormous give and take. And a very 
substantial input by all segments of the Guinean population.  

ANALYZING INPUTS FROM ALL ELEMENTS OF SOCIETIES 

Senator CLARK. How does one analyze whether there is an input 
from all elements of societies? I am not speaking of Guinea-Bissau 
but in any society? Certainly there is not in this country and we have 
a very broad kind of democracy. I would not say there is any kind of 
equal input from all elements of society.  

Mr. ISAACMAN. I do not want to be in a position of creating a new 
Utopia, but I do think that in principle the decentralized structures 
and the attempt to have members of the government meeting con
tinually at all levels with people in rural areas is an effort to open 
direct and continual structural relationship between officials in Lou
renco-Marques and all regions. In fact what we find is in some ways 
the opposite of the pattern in Western democracies. It is not a top-down 
relationship where the public then has to be educated and socialized.  
Rather, there is substantial input from the bottom up.  

Senator CLARK. I think the point that you make-namely, that 
perhaps we look too much at the rest of the world from our own eccen
tric point of view and expect other governments to be followers of an 
18th century rationalism or parliamentary government-is very well 
taken. But one other question in that regard.  

CAN OPPOSITION EXIST IN ONE-PARTY SYSTEM? 

Would you expect, then, that opposition press or opposition parties, 
opposition generally, could be openly expressed within this kind of one 
party system, say, to the press, for example. Do you think that would 
not exist in Mozambique? 

Mr. ISAACMAN. My own impression is that there certainly would be 
opportunities to present divergent views at various levels. At the low
est level in the decisionmaking process, which includes the rural peas
antry, I think there is a free exchange of ideas. It is from that free 
exchange of ideas that policy tends to move upward. In addition, I 
would expect there will be and some differences in detail among the 
leadership as the party tries to move forward toward creating social 
revolution, and I think we will see these opposing views or differing 
views blended.  

Senator CLARK. Do you expect to have an opposition press, for 
example? 

Mr. ISAACMAN. Not necessarily in the Western tradition, but I would 
expect to have a press that is free to criticize Government policies, yes.  

Senator CLARK. Let's look at American policy. I think there are 
many other things that are interesting to discuss, and I do not want 
to shorten our time on that question.  

Perhaps we could take Professor Isaacman's recommendations-the 
various suggestions that he makes at the end of his paper about what 
our policy ought to be-as a basis for a discussion for all of us. I do 
not think we ought to feel bound by these recommendations. We will



use these: as a basis. We will hea r Professor Henriksen or Professor 
Bailey, if you have other ideas or expansions or disagreements let's 
look at them for a moment.  

A(CKNOWLEDGING FRELIMO AS LEGITIM\TE REPRESENTATIVE OF 

INIOZAMBICAN PEOPLE 

You say, 'first the United States must immediately acknowledge 
Frelimo as a. legitimate representative of the Mozainbican people. I am 
under the impression we have, have we not ? What. specifically. do you 
mean by that? 

Mr. Is ACMAX. I am under the impression that our relationships with 
Frelimo now are very formal and very cool and indeed the links which 
existed with Frelimo were due primarily to the personality and integ
fit-v of Donald Easume and his remmval disrupted this process.  

Senator CLAK. In other words, you are saving our Government has 
never taken a formal position of recognition? You say here that we do 

ha:I on Juln e "25. ( v ou be more specir  a. to j ii.t what ire 
nizht do that would fulfill thi recommendation ? 

Mr. IsAAcSox. I do not think the Government has ever acknowl
edged the lagi1-ni:,. of Freli;,io as the representative of the Mozam
bican people. As a result, there is a substantial anmount of distrust 
toward l7.,q. policy. "We have hail a whole year. and a)art from the 
efforts of Donald Easure, very little has been lone to formalize rela
tionshir;. We have made no real ,cture-e of friendship except for an 
offer of foodstuffs.  

Senator CIAR. In fairness, I agree with your comments about Mr.  
Easlmi. but Mr. Easum presumably was representing not himself lut 
th, Aw-mican Govrnmnent in this.  

Mr. Is,\aN. TI)at is correct. And the question that the liberation 
leader will ask is why was Donald Easumn removed. Since he repre
sented the first bright spot in American foreign policy toward south
ern Africa. there is no way they could not have very negative feelings.  

Senator CLAnK. About the removal? 
Mr. I \ 'N. Espf4'iall\y in light of the fact in the previous decade 

we deimonstrated a very strong pro-Portumuese position.  
Senator CLxn!. You are savins" then. just to be very specific. that 

there ought to be a formal recognition made by our Government of the 
new Government of Mozainbique on June 25. on the oooasion of the 
independence ? 

Mr. IY xc'tAN. Yes.  
Senator CLArK. Probably a statement of purpose and so forth? 
Mfr. Is.v c-N M-,. 'es.  
,4.unator C_.\7iK. Is tht correef ? 
Mr. IsA \C)UA-. That is correct.  
Senator CLanK. 11 at are the others ? Do you lave anything to add 

to that. or are von in agreement with it.  
Mr. HENRII,:sEN. I am in agreement with it. I think it should have 

been done previously. Other government; have announced they will 
estalish diplomatic relations on the ambas.ad'rial level at the time of 
the independence.  

SenIator CoARK. Thy have said they are going to do that. and our 
G-overnment has not done that ?



Mr. HENRIISE-N. Not to my knowledge. Both countries in the West 
and in the East as well said so, they are going to do that.  

Mr. BAILEY. Well, I would agree with it; it is a question really of 
image and public relations, if you like. I think the U.S. Government 
should greet the independence of Mozambique with enthusiasm and 
offers of friendship and support and so on and so forth, and up to the 
present this has not taken place.  

Senator CLARK. I suspect that there is a reluctance on the part of the 
leadership in Frelimo to solicit that kind of statement.  

I do not think that our Government, for example, has been invited to 
the independence celebration or independence day.  

RIGHT OF 'NEW GOVErfNENT TO EXPLOIT COUNTRYS WEALTH 

Point 2. The United States must recognize the right of the new 
Government to exploit the wealth of the country for the good of the 
Mozambican people.  

What form would that recognition take, in your judgment? 
Mr. ISAACMAY-. I guess my principle concern is that, as in the case 

of our perceptions about one-party states, so in the ease of rewriting 
contracts, multinational corporation contracts, that we will view that 
as a hostile posture that Frelimo Portuguese propaganda during the 
last 10 years has characterized Frelimo as being a terrorist band of 
Communists, and any sort, of an effort to rewrite contracts will re
enforce the image of the Communist nature of the Frelimo and, there..  
fore. freeze or harden the anti-Frelimo position which I see as being 
prevalent within the Government at this point.  

M r. BAILEY. Is not a great deal of multinational presence in Mozam
bique? It is not an enormous problem as far as the country is con
cerned.  

Mr. ISAAC'3tAN. The last assessments are about $5 million.  
Senator CLARK. These are not necessarily all American based.  
Mr. ISAACNIA-. I think this 35 million represents American invest

ment in Mozambique. It is very small.  

MFULTINATIONAL conroRATIONS' INVESTMAENT IN MOZAMDIBIQtE 

Seuator CL.RK. Would all of you encourage multinational corpora
tions to invest in Mozambique, bring capital into that country? 

Mr. JIENR1K5EN. I do not speak for Frelimo. I think it would be up 
to them actually how the contract should be written and what they are 
oin to accept in that sense. I think the offer should be up to the Gov

ernment to decide how they want to do it.  
Mr. BAILEY. I would encourage I-.S. corporations. I think the future 

of Mozambique is relatively iri ht. There are a number of opportuni
ti-. Obviously, they are ging to have to follow whatever guidelines 
the new Government sets down. I would suggest they do not try to o n, 
around bribing everybody in the Government, and so on. But I do 
think that they are going to be quite stable and that there are a 
number of opportunities, and assuming they are welcome by the Gov
ernment and are willing to follow the new guidelines, I do not see any 
reason why they should not. I would not recommend at this point 
anybody p'ut a dime into Angola even though the economic future of



Angola, leaving aside the social and political problems, would actually 
be much brighter than Mozambique.  

MOZAMBICAN SOCIETY RESTRUCTURING 

Senator CLARK. The third point here I think stands for itself. They 
simply should recognize their own independence and in fact form a 
kind of economic organization and aline with whom they please.  

Mr. ISAACMA-, - . The fact that the Mozambican Government is likely 
to restructure its society along socialist principles should not be con
fused with its desire to remain independent of the Eastern bloc. I think 
Mozambique is committed to a third world position of nonalinement.  
and again my concern is that within the U.S. Government this will 
be viewed also as a hostile act.  

Senator CLARK. Do you not think our Government jut assumes both 
of these things are going to happen, Mozambican society will be or
ganized along socialist principles, and they will aline themselves with 
the third world? I just assume that.  

Mr. IsACA.. I guess I am concerned with the value we put on it.  
Senator CLARK. The value? 
Mr. ISAACIMAN. Yes.  

U.S. AID TO HELP ENFORCE U.N. SANCTIONS AGAINST RHODESIA 

Senator CLARK The fourth point. Either through direct assistance 
or preferably through a United Nations-administered program, the 
United States should offer aid to Mozambique to enable her to en
force the U.N. sanctions against Rhodesia without suffering undue 
economic hardship. I think that that clearly is the area where pre
sumably we could be most helpful. I do not know whether the Frelimo 
is interested in American aid, but they certainly would be interested in 
the U.N. aid, and personally, although I think there is room for 
bilateral aid programs, I would like to see much more of our assistance 
going through the U.N. In any case, I think it would be less politically 
oriented and in the long run would serve our interests and the world's 
interests. But it is my understanding, and we will be having the 
State Department here on Friday-but it is certainly my understand
ing that early on we made., first through Easuim and since then we 
have a standing offer for bilateral aid to Frelimo and that govern
ment, if and when they feel they would be interested in having that 
kind of assistance. Is that not your understanding? 

Mr. ISAACMAN. I am aware there are specific instances where we of
fered aid and foodstuffs, and Frelimo at one point seemed very in
terested. After Easum's removal ne,'otiations stalled and I think 
Frelimo in fact has acquired food from Romania.  

U.S. FOOD AID GIVEN TO FRELIM[O 

Senator CLARK. There was a reference in the testimony of one of the 
three of you about a food aj-reeinent. Is that what you'had reference 
to I frma kly did not undersl and the references.  

Mir. IENRIkSEN. MV impression is food production material was 
given to the Frelimo transition government during the recent flood 
crisis. It was in fact given-



Senator CLARK. We gave foodstuffs? 
Mr. HENRIKSEN. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. I was not aware of that.  
Mr. I-ERXSEN. There was some given by Rhodesia, as well as 

South Africa, and Romania has been mentioned and some others. My 
impression was, I have a citation on it, in fact there were funds trans
ferred but I could be corrected.  

Mr. BAILEY. In terms of what the Frelimo is willing to accept, I 
just underlined what Professor Henriksen said, and that is that 
Frelimo has accepted food assistance from South Africa.  

Senator CLARK. You see no reason why they would not be willing to 
accept it from the United States ? 

Your fifth point, the United States should respond favorably to re
quests for aid and loans from the new Government, should they be 
forthcomdng. That really is the same point we were making except 
you were emphasizing U.N.  

Do others have other comments? Obviously in your statement you 
go on to make other points.  

OTHER VIABLE ALTERNATIVES TO AID PROGRAMS 

I am particularly interested in the alternative policy our Govern
ment could follow with regard to Mozambique.  

Do any of you have other alternatives that, you see, open to us other 
than aid programs and the five points that are made here? 

What might we do that would be useful and helpful? 
Mr. BAILEY. I would simply urge, assuming that it is not being 

done, that our policies toward Mozambique be considered in the light 
of our policies toward the whole area, that is, southern Africa in gen
eral, and as I said in my paper, I would very strongly urge that the 
United States, in whatever way it can be helpful, and perhaps the most 
helpful way would be to stay out of it, I do not know, to give what
ever aid and encouragement we can to try to insure the success of the 
Kaunda/Vorster initiatives toward the peaceful settlement of the prob
lems in southern Africa.  

Mr. HENRIKSEN. My concern is that the U.S. Government will 
treat Mozambique the same as another Cuba and, as Professor Isaac
man has stated, will harden relationships between Frelimo and this 
country. There need not be that set of relationships established, and 
this is a golden opportunity for that not to happen. In fact, America 
can get off on the correct foot with Mozambique.  

The second point is, this brings in the wider relationshp of southern 
Africa. By giving aid and by giving recognition directly, bi
laterally to Mozambique, or through the U.N., that it will signal to 
both Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa that the United 
States in a very positive way will aid governments thAt have policies 
directed so that America will in fact let it be known that it is not going 
to continue its policy of blindly going along with the South African 
regime, that in this way it is not pulling out of all of South Africa, 
it is not canceling corporations which may be very difficult to do in 
South Africa, but America will fund governments of different poli
cies in southern Africa.



Senator CLARK. I think your point is well taken. One of the fears 
manv people have is that our policy will harden toward 'Mozarn
bique. I like the way you said it. You perhaps put it a little strongly 
to compare it with Cuba. I think the fact that we have offered a bi
lateral 'aid program, for example, will mean that we have not ruled 
out the point of cooperation, but I think you are absolutely right in 
saving here is the great opportunity. It is going to be much harder 
todo in Angola. obviously, because it is difficult to know who you will 
J)e dealing 'with. But in Mozambique, certainly, the opportunity is 
there. It is up to us to find alternative ways. I think both of you are 
quite right in putting a broader perspective on the whole problem 
of Souti Africa because of our attitude toward Rhodesia and toward 
the settlement of Namibia. and the question is going to be very much 
involved in attitudes that Frelimo is going to have for this country, 
and properly so.  

1.S. SECURITY COUNCIL VETO OF SOU1TH AFRICAN SANCTIONTS MISTAKE 

Do you think that in that respect that we made a mistake in vetoing 
sanctions last Friday night in the Security Council? Do you think 
that was' a mistake ? Do You think that was a negative action on our 
part with regard to trying to settle that problem? 

Mr. ISCMAX. Very definitely so. I think as everyone has indi
cated. you cannot extrapolate Frelimo and Mozambique from the global 
situation in South Africa.  

Yet. in spite of the rhetoric of self-determination, we remain an 
adamant supporter of South Africa by providing South Africa with 
jeeps, aircraft, helicopters, and most recently, as Congressman Reuss 
has pointed out. weapons-grade uranium. This is a real threat and has 
to be viewed as such by Frelimo and the new government. So again 
it is an indication of our hostile posture.  

VIOLATIONS OF ARM1S EMBARGO WITH SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. We do have an arms enbargo with South Africa.  
Mr. IS .ACMAN. The arms embargo is regularly violated or 

circumvented.  
Senator CLARK. What are examples of the violation? 
Mr. Is, \AcMNAN. I do not see how vou can send weapons-grade ura

ium, as Congressman Reuss has pointed out, during an arms embargo.  
The fact you send jeeps that do not have guns already mounted on 
them doe. not mean that they are not a potential counter-insurgency 
weapon. The United States has also sold light aircraft and helicopters.  
In short. I think there are numerous instances of the I7nited States 
violAting the spirit of the law if not always the letter of the law.  

Mr. BAtr. I would like to register my'disagreemnent with a couple 
of thos'(e points.  

In the first place. South Afri'a has plenty of money with which to 
buy helicolpters, jeeps, or whatever equipment of that type it needs 
from any country in the world. If we do not, sell them to South 
M1f41ia. t'e F rench will sell them or the Germans or English, or some

body elbe.  
I do not, even disa.:trd tlie point the Soviet Union would sell them 

to South Africa.



In any case, as far as veto is concerned, I think that sanctions, 
formal sanctions would have been counterproof as far as any Namibia 
is concerned. I think that South African policy at the present time is 
to disengage itself from Namibia and that such formal action would 
have had a counterproof effect at this time.  

Senator CLARK. Counterproof, why? 
Mr. BAILEY. In terms of perhaps strengthening the opposition within 

South Africa and saving', look, no matter what we do, no matter what 
gestures we make, and so on and so forth, they are going to be totally 
opposed to us and consequently why do we not forget about all of 
that and continue to strengthen Portuguese South Africa, or what
ever you want to call them.  

U.S. POSITIVE ACTIONS TO 13PROVE SOUTHERN AFrICA POLICY 

Senator CLARK. Do you soe any positive ations that you think we 
should be taking with regard to South Africa that would be useful? 

Let me put it in a somewhat broader context.  
We have had a series of hearins here in the Foreign Relations 

Committee on the future of the United Nations. We have talked a 
good deal about this upcoming session, and we tend to talk in terms 
of there being three immediate problems, primarily, in the General 
Assembly in the U.N.  

One, the whole question of commodity agreements and so-called 
new economic order. The other problem of exclusion of Israel from 
bodies within the U.N. Third, the whole problem of Namibia and 
South Africa. Most of us have agreed, Secretary Kissin'er agreed 
with us in briefings last week in the committee, Mr. Moynilian in his 
testimony here before the committee, that we must find positive pro
posals to make in the U.N. with regard to southern Africa. And a 
couple of the agreed upon points were repeal of the Byrd amendment 
and others.  

My question to you is what additional positive propos'als could 
this country put forward in the U.N. or out of the U.N. that would 
be practical and positive and try to accomplish the kind of things 
that we are talkin-" about this morning'; that is, to better the relation
ship with Mozambique and perhaps An'ola? 1What would we do by 
way of policy other than sanction. One of vou gentlemen recom
mended sanction. Another disagreed with that.  

Mr. IA.AC MANX. In order to break the silence, one sugg'e'4ion that 
comes to mind is that we open communications with. ie. African 
National Congress which, of course, is recognizcd by tile,,Org'aniZa
tion of African Unity as the legitimate representative of the South 
Afric~an people. Whatever our long-term policies, if in, fact we are 
committed to self-determination and majority rule. then. ANC can 
not be frozen out, as was Frelimo, from ovr initial. diplom-iatic process, 

Senator Cr, xmi. T an not quite su' ,pec'ifically what ru are lecom
mending- the U.S. Government 

Mr. I .- 3Aa rA:. A\t least begin to o4en communications with the 
ANC, the liberation movement of South A frica.  

Senator CLAPK. I see. Do others have other comments ,bout wiat our 
policy toward southern Africa ought to 1 e to accomplish. a better re
lationshiD for us there? I know we talked about four or five already, 
but I am looking for additional-



Mr. HENRIKSEN. You mean relationship with southern Africa or 
Republic of South Africa? 

Senator CLARK. I mean in the broadest sense of southern Africa.  
What are some of the things we could do, a proposal we could put 
forward in the U.N. and outside the forum that would bring our 
policy more in line with the goals that we have talked about this 
morning? 

Mr. BAILEY. Well, I am not sure there is anything we can do in the 
U.N. that would be of any particular assistance.  

As far as recognition is concerned, that, of course, opens a whole 
Pandora's box of problems all over the place-Palestinian Liberation 
Organization, for example, and all the problems involved with that, 
and so on.  

I am not sure it is the business of sovereign States to go around rec
ognizing liberation movements around the world. After all, we might 
develop a few liberation movements in the United States and then we 
would be very unhappy if Mozambique recognized them as legiti
mate representatives of'the American people and, that sort of thing.  

As far as diplomacy outside of the U.N. is concerned, I simply reit
erate what I have said before, and that is I think we should give what
,ever quiet behind-the-scenes support we can to the present develop
ments in southern Africa between South Africa, Zambia, and other 
countries in the region to attempt to come to a peaceful settlement.  

Senator CLARK. Senator Griffin, at any point you have questions.  
Senator GRIFFIN. I appreciate that. I am sorry that I was not able 

to get here earlier, so I will just listen.  

MOZAMIQUE S CLOSEST DIPLOMATIC ALINE-MENT 

Senator CLARK. Wh"lat nation is M1ozambique likely to be closest to 
diplomatically? Is it naturally going to 1w Tanzania ? What are their 
international relations really going to be with other African countries? 

Mr. ISAACMAN. I think you can look for a very close relationship 
with Tanzania, and Zambia, and Guinea-Bissau. three nations who 
share comnmon interests, and conmitment toward social revolution.  

INTERNATIONAL ECONON[IC ASSISTANCE 

-enator CLARK. Are they going to be able to receive economic assist
ance, in your judgment, from the Soviet Union, from China., from 
other independent African nations, from OPEC [oil producing ex
porting countries] countries? Where might they be, able to get the 
assistance? You mentioned the economic problems that they have and 
we have talked about U.S. bilateral assistance.  

Mr. BAILEY. I would think they would be able to get economic 
assistance from all those countries, but I should point out that there 
is no reason why tMozambique should become an international economic 
basket case.  

Ag'ain, Giiinea-Bis'au has a lot more problems along those lines 
even though the leadership of that country is in my opinion absolutely 
brilliant compared with the leadership of some other new countries, 
and so on, but they do have enormous economic problems and it seems 
to me that much greater damage than the United States considering



Mozambique, some kind of Cuba we will simply forget about com
pletely. Guinea-Bissau became independent last year and it disap
peared from the Earth and gone off to Mars as far as the U.S. media 
and U.S. Government and whatnot, and I think this is the real danger 
that it will go independent and the U.S. Government will say wonder
ful, you are independent, and it will absolutely disappear.  

There is little danger in the case of Guinea-Bissau because it is 
strategically located. I think if they need aid from the outside world 
they will be able to get it from the various sources.  

The point I want to make, there is no real reason why they should 
require a large amount of financial assistance unless they attempt 
to cut off South Africa, that then would change the situation 
dramatically.  

ECONOIIC NECESSITY TO DO BUSINESS VITH SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. I gather all three of you are in agreement basically 
that they are going to continue to do business with South Africa, that 
is just an economic necessity, and that it makes sense for them.  

Is there disagreenient .  
Mr. ISAACMNLAX. I think in the short term they have no alternative.  

In the longer term as they restructure the economy, they will attempt 
to break the dependence and linkages on South Africa.  

WORKING SOUTII AFRICAN GOLD M[INES WITH RETURN PAYIENT rPRACTICE 

Senator CLARK. Do you think they will continue in the short run 
this long-term policy of sending Mozambicans to work in the gold 
mines and get a return payment for that? 

Do you all agree with that practice? 
Mr. ISAACAN. I personally do. I think we can look to the Mozam

bique government to insist that contracts be rewritten in such a way 
to provide better working conditions for the Mozambique people and 
workers, but given the fact that South Africa provides approximately 
40 percent of the Mozambican foreign currency there is no way they 
can terminate this relationship at this point in time.  

U.S. PARTICIPATION IN ESTABLISHING FUND TO COMPENSATE RHODESIAN 

SANCTION LOSSES 

Senator CLARK. What do you think of the U.S. participation in 
the Commonwealth proposal to try to come up with $65 million to 
compensate the Mozambique Government for the loss of trade with 
Rhodesia. Does that make sense to you? Do you think we ought to 
participate in that? Apparently there is going to be a proposal made 
in the U.N. to establish such a fund.  

Mr. BAILEY. I do not personally think you can ask a country like 
Mozambique to apply these sanctions without offering it some form 
of compensation for so doing. And if the United States is asked to 
participate in this effort, I think we should respond favorably.  

Mr. ISAACMAN. It is my personal belief we should respond favorably 
because $65 million constitutes s1i'hl an iimportant, source of foreign 
currency. I am very skeptical, however, that this Government which 
refuses to lift the Byrd amendment is then ,oing to turn around and



prov]de ]fmoney to allow Mozamnbique to appl.v III'h -anction which we 
are violating.  

Senator CLARK. In fairness A-ol ought to say this Co_,ress, not this 
(Govlerlnent, because, it was Ile Conolte-. .  

Mr. ISAACMAN. You are absolutely or,',t.  
Senator CLARK. I would like to make even more specific the Houe 

of Representatives. [Laughter.] 
Senator CrARIK. Hopefully we are goin, to change that in a year.  
Mr. Iss AN . Hopefully.  
Senator' CLARK. But in any Ca your point is rather well taken. It 

is a qluestion of wheth,. tle ( 'oij-ess w,1h111(l p. -s such fund and 
whether the administralion will request su,.h funds.  

We will be talking with Secretary Davis a1bout that. I am sure. on 
Friday. It is my understandin,-anl I want him to speak to this ques
tion'1 hat we are. in fact. -iving consideration to ]oinin, u,:-h a fund.  
I do think it would make --ood seiiso. It i.s one of the alternatives we 
have open to us to show friendship to that country.  

MIOZA 3LBIQUE AS B\SE OF G;UERIILLA WARFARE INTO RIICI")E,1A 

I gather that there may be zrome ilisar,'ement on the panel about 
the isue of whether Mozanlbique is ggoing to really serve as an area 
of guerrilla warfare or b~ase ,,f QZuerrilla warfare into Rhodesia. I 
do no, remember which of You talked about this. It seems to me one 
(If yon felt it alnost certainly would ,t. and othes-I think you.  
Mr. Isaacman-felt, it very well nuy h o, a base against, the Smnith 
oovirnment.  

I'. I.\, \N. In my juligment. unles: there are fruitful disiusSioni 
b,,tween ANC and the Smith government, unless there is a resolution 
of that crisis. Mozambique will commit itself to supporting the liber
ation movements of Zimbabwe.  

Senator CLARKi. Very actively.? 
Mr. Is\AccMNmx. I think so. Short of armed intervention. In fact.  

the position of the leadership has been uniform in its agreement on 
this issue. Almost every public pronouncement made by Frelino ofli
cials, who have taken a low profile in other areas, carries -.tl'ong sup
port for the Zimbabwe liberation movement.  

Senator CLARK. Mr. Bailey, it seems to me you had a slightly differ
eut emphasis on that. As I understand it, you think they are going to 
have, their own problems anl are not apt to become deeply involved 
in that .? 

M)r. BAILEY. Not really. It is a question of timing in the sense that 
I do think they will probably hold back to see whether the Kaunda
*\I'Iter initiatives will succeed in forcing Smith to come to an accom
Iold ftion.  

I (10 not see them actively siipporting --uerrilla activity in North
eni Rhodesia until that time.  

But, should these initiatives fail. in my Opinion this would, in effect.  
I, liiw I,lth knell of the Smith re,_ime and that the Mozambique 

Iio verIme"lt would then activelv support guerrilla activity in rIho
desia winch would then, of course, be smrounded on three sides by 
areas of refuges for the guerrillas.



Mr. HENRIKSEN. There are indications already that Fr-linno ha
lent its bases in Tanzania, the bases which it used during liberation 
war now being used bv Rhodesia or Zambabwe ,21irrhlas for trailiii" 
purposes.  

U.S. -MILITARY S.PPORT rFOR PrOILTU'AL AND S( TII AFRICA QUESTIONED 

Senator CLARK. Mr. Isaaclnan, you have made se-veral stateniwnts 
in your testimony about 7.S. military support for Portugal atnd 
South Africa. The State Department. it. seems to me. might well con
test. or at least we could ask them on Friday about some of these thinls.  

Frankly, some of the statements that. yon have made. I just -had 
not. heard before. Let me rite some of them and listen to you:' evidence.  

It would make the record much more complete on this.  
What is the documentation for saying that CIA helped Portugal 

acquire 20 B-26 bombers for use in the African colonies? 
Mr. IsAAC 3Ax. There is substantial documentation. I would refer 

you to a book by William Minter entitled, "Portugal and the West," 
which he documents very clearly. Part, of this incident became a 
cause celebre because one plane flew very close to the White House.  

Senator CL_ rUK. Our Governinmut has never a-greed to that d,.crip
tion? 

Mr. ISAAQCMAN. Our Government has heds -d on this particular issue.  
It has been a source of embarrassment.  

Senator CLARK. On another point, you say the United States sup
plied napalm and defoliant for use in the Portuguese colonies. What is 
the evidence for that ? 

Mr. IsAAC-.NAx. There are several accounts of American-made na
palm bombs.  

Seniator CL4RK. I-lave they been used? 
Mr. IS ACMAN . Yes sir, in Mozambique and Angola. I do not have 

the specific reference.  
Mr. HEXRIKSEN. The State Department position is that no NAT( 

weapons have been used in southern Africa since the ban in 1961. I 
think is the basis. There are some pamphlets published by an organi
zation called Angola Committee and they are called "NATO Arms 
in Portugal," or some such title, and they document the use of trans
fers of NATO weapons. Most of the supplies have come from NATO 
rather than directly.  

Senator CLARK. Do you have any documentation other than that 
committee or that group? 

Mr. HENRIRSEN. Minter's book that has been mentioned already.  
Mr. IsaA('MAN. While we were doing hi.storical research in Zam

bezi on the outer edge of a war zone, the American military attach 
from Lisbon came to the area primarily to examine whether there were 
American-made weapons used. Whatever his intentions, one man in a 
few days could not ascertain such information. So it is not necessarily 
a question of intent but whether there were mechanisms which were 
effectively used to enforce these prohibitions and my impression is 
that they were not.  

Senator CLARK. Another point in your testimony; you said U.S.  
helicopters, 707's and 747's were being used in I he colonial wars. What 
is the verification of that? 
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Mr. ISAAC-MA-. I think it is the Bell Corp. which sold 1-2 helicopters 
to the Zambezi authorities. A number of these helicopters were used 
in counter-insurgency activity. Boeing 707's and 747 sales are public 
record.  

Senator CLARK. They were sold to the Portuguese? 
Mr. ISAACMIAN. Yes, sir, they were designed specifically as troop 

carriers. Portugal always faced a logistic problem how to get troops 
into Mozambique and Angola and this is one way Lisbon sought to 
resolve it.  

NEWSPAPER REPORTS OF U.S. ASSISTANCE TO COREMtO 

Senator CLARK. You say the U.S. Embassy in Zambia offered assist
ance to Paulo Gunane. Would you expand on that? 

Mr. ISAACMNAN. There were articles in a Tanzanian paper and the 
London-Observer of March 23, 1975 which quote this and Gumane 
and several others have subsequently acknowledged that there was 
U.S. assistance.  

Senator CLARK. These are newspaper reports? 
Mr. ISAACM.NA_',-. Yes sir, Tanzania newspapers.  

U.S. SECOND LARGEST SUPPLIER OF SOUTH AFRICA S ARMS 

Senator CLARK. The last one. I am trying to go through your testi
mony and find four or five major charges, it seems to me, that you 
have made for further verification-the United States today being 
South Africa's second largest military supplier.  

Who is first? 
Mr. Is.xAcx-,-. I think but I am not certain that France is but
Senator (LARK. You think we are the second largest supplier in 

spite o f our embargo ? 
Mr. ISA.('_NIAX. *We are among the largest suppliers of arms to 

South Africa.  
Senator (LARK. Do you have any evidence of that? 
Mr. IsA.\CMN. Again, I will 6e delighted to provide the subcom

mittee with the hard evidence.  
Senator CLARK. OK.  
[As of the date of publication, the information referred to has not 

been supplied.] 
MOZAMBIQUE'S 3MAJOR IMPORTS 

In the past what have been Mozambiques major inports? What has 
accounted for the balance of trade deficits ? Where do they buy'? 

Mr. HENRIKSEN. Many imports are from Portugal, leather goods, 
Portuguese food. and also they did buy quite a few food stuffs from 
the Republic of South Africa.  

Senator CLARK. A lot of that is going to end.  
M r. HENRIKSEN. If it becomes self-sufficient, I expect.  
Senator CLAkrK. These were Portuguese in many cases who have 

since, left. to
Mr. Is ,+rA.-,'. The transitional government has imposed very rigid 

restrictions on imports of goods that are not considered to be critical 
in an effort to deal with the balance of payments problem.



EXPORT CROP PRODUCTION 

Senator CLARK. By what means were export crops produced under 
colonial rule in Mozambique? How will they be produced after inde
pendence? Do you expect that to continue much in the same way? 

Mr. BAILEY. Well, the export crops are produced, by and large, by 
two means. One, where Portuguese nationals went to Angola and to 
Mozambique under various colonialization schemes, relatively small 
plots. The bulk of it, however, was produced by subsidiaries of Portu
guese companies, trading companies, and others and on large planta
tion-style agriculture. Judging from the statement these will be 
continued on a large-scale basis for efficient reasons using a cooperative 
form of production.  

COOPERATIV FARMING 

Senator CLARK. One of you talked about the organization of agricul
ture under the new regime, what it would be apt to be like, and you 
talked about the possibility of-I do not know whether the term was 
'collective farm but some kind of cooperative farm. Was that you? 

Mr. HENRIKSEN. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Can you expand on that? 
Mr. HENRIXSEN. I would just like to pick up where Professor Bailey 

left off. There are some foreign companies that produce foodstuffs in 
Mozambique which are continuing. I mentioned the Sena Sugar Es
tates, which are an English firm, and they are allowed to continue, 
so that lots of things will be allowed to go forward. On the communal 
aspect Mozambique will attempt programs such as are being used in 
Tanzania of communal developments and I think the reason being 
that in this way, technical aid, from the government, that equipment 
can be shared communally better than with individual small farms.  
On the other aspect, they will allow individual small plots for farm
ers, it will not be totally in a sense communal or cooperative, but there 
will be some few individuals or even private farming along with 
larger communal controls, but again this will work within the fabric 
of traditional Africa. It is communally based so it is not a significant 
departure. It will be larger and better organized perhaps than has 
been the tradition but it will not be a significant departure from Af
rican society.  

Senator CLARK. Any other comments? 
Mr. BAILEY. If the chairman will excuse me, I have a lunch engage

ment. I had no idea the hearings would go on.  
Senator CLARK. That is fine. I think we have covered the questions 

rather thoroughly. I wonder if Senator Griffin would have any ques
tions 

Senator GRIFFIN. No.  
Senator CLARK. We are very appreciative of your taking your entire 

morning coming here and your testimony has been very helpful to us.  
Thank you.  

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject 
to the call of the Chair.]





U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA

Mozambique 

FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOUMITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS, 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Wa8hington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 
4-221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senator Clark.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

Today we are holding our second day of hearings on Mozambique, a 
former Portuguese territory whose independence will be celebrated 
n , ust 12 days, on June 25.  

These hearings on Mozambique are part of a series which the Sub
committee on African Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Relations 
is holding on southern Africa, an area of Africa on which the eyes 
of the world are focused as two new nations emerge and bring new 
pressures on the countries of Rhodesia, South Africa, and Southwest 
Africa, or Namibia.  

It is important for the United States to recognize the importance 
of Mozambique in this context. Its independence day falls on the an
niversary of the founding of Frelimo. the Front for the Liberation 
of Mozambique, which fought for the nation's freedom from Portugal 
and will 'zovern it after June 27;. There is every indication from what 
we have heard from our previous witnesses day before yesterday
Professors Bailey. Henri ksen, and Isaacman-that this government 
will be dedicated to the propositions of improving the qualitv of life 
for the Mozambican people, both black and white, that it will make 
eVerY effort to bridge racial and cultural differences, and that it will 
make all of the people truly Mfozambicans, which I think is one of the 
phrases used by one of the witnesses day before yesterday.  

From the point of view of V.S.-A\frica relations, U.S. policy toward 
the Portuguese territories dirin" their strngle for independence was, 
I think, to put it bluntly. essentially bankrupt. This colntry's com
mitment to self-determination became a victim of the cold war. The 
United States. it seems was overly cautions about offending its NATO 
ally. Portugal. Given the tremendous cost, to the Portuguese peoPle 
of the colonial wars and the, apparent unpopularity of those wars, the 
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United States would have been a much better friend to Portugal had it 
pressed harder for independence of the colonies. While the impor
tance of Portugal's sensitivities on this issue was exaggerated, policy
makers failed to appreciate the importance of the nonaligned nations: 
of Africa and the strength of their feelings about colonialism.  

Such attitudes resulted in a policy of giving little diplomatic or 
substantive support to the effort to end Portuguese colonialism in 
Africa. As previous witnesses pointed out, the United States fre
quently abstained or voted "no" on the issue of Portuguese colonialism 
in the United Nations. There was no meaningful communication be
tween the U.S. Government and the future leaders of Angola, Mozam
bique, and Guinea-Bissau. And the United States provided only mini
meal assistance to the efforts of the liberation movements to prepare 
for the task of running their governments and developing their coun
tries economically.  

This country has already paid a high price in its relations with the, 
African states for its policy toward Portuguese colonialism. It will 
continue to pay a high price.  

The purpose of these hearings is not to examine past policy in 
detail, to debate decisions that were made long ago, or to assign 
blame. Rather, their purpose is to examine the current situation in 
southern Africa and to try to define policies that will promote better 
relations with all the African states.  

Members of this subcommittee want to work with and support the 
administration in efforts to establish good relations with the new 
Government of Mozambique.  

On Wednesday, witnesses with considerable expertise on Mozam
bique agreed that there was in that country and among its leaders a 
tremendous amount of good will toward the United States. They 
made a number of suggestions of policies this country could pursue 
to tap that good will. These proposals included both economic as
sistance and diplomatic attitudes they believed the United States 
should adopt. Today, we want to consider with you these proposals 
and others to find out how Congress call help in the effort to build 
better relations with Mozambique.  

We are pleased to have before us today, the Honorable Assistant 
Secretary for African Affairs, Nathaniel Davis, and Mr. Dennis Con
roy, Director of the Office of African Regional Affairs of the Agency 
for International Development.  

If you will proceed. Mr. Davis, I assume that you are going to 
be first.  

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL DAVIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ACCOMPANIED BY 
ALFONSO ARENALES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SOUTHERN 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS, AND DENNIS E. CONROY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE 
OF AFRICAN REGIONAL AFFAIRS, AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

I[r. DAVTs. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.  
I welcome this opportunity to meet with the subcommittee for the 

fist time since my appointment as Assistant Secretary of State for 
African Affair . I would like to begin by saying that I look forward 
to frank and constructive exhanges with you on all aspects of our



relations with the nations of Africa. In dealing with the many com
plex issues involved in our relations with these nations I shall hope 
for your advice and coperation and your help, sir.  

This is a particularly opportune time for us to discuss Mozam
bique, which, as you pointed out, will become independent in less 
than 2 weeks time.  

I would first like to submit for the record the following brief sum
mary of economic data. During the course of my remarks I will touch 
briefly on the economic development of Mozambique and on the role 
that the United States could play in assisting that development. Mr.  
Dennis Conroy from the Agency for International Development is 
with me here today, as you know.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

ECONOMIC SUMMARY ON MOZAMBIQUE SUBMITTED BY THE AGENCY FOR 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

The economy of Mozambique must be looked at as two separate but inter
related entities. What might be called the modern sector revolves around the 
cities, ports, railroad, agricultural exports and processing industries and re
mittances from workers abroad; the subsistence sector, involving 85% of the 
population of roughly 9 million people, has scarcely been touched by progress 
and the outside world except for the insurgency during the last decade.  

There are limited facts available about either aspect of Mozambique's economy.  
Neither A.I.D. nor the World Bank has yet had a survey team in Mozambique: 
the International Monetary Fund had a small Mission in Lourenco Marques in 
April and the report, when released, will contain considerably more macro
economic data than is now available.  

With the caveat on data, we provide the following brief analysis. Exports are 
made up largely of cashew nuts, cotton, sugar, tea, wood products, copra, sisal.  
and tobacco. They have grown from roughly $180 million in 1972 to $225 million' 
in 1973 and an estimated $240 million in 1974. Most of the goods are destined 
for metropolitan Portugal, industrial Europe, the United States, Canada and 
South Africa. Imports consist of machinery, metal, transportation equipment, 
foodstuffs (wheat is the major food import), etc. They too have been rising: 
$310 million in 1972, $340 million in 1973 and an estimated $390 million in 
1974.  

The trade deficit has been largely made up by service earnings, primarily 
transport payments for rail and port services from South Africa, Rhodesia, and 
Zambia and Malawi and remittances from the approximately 100,000 workers 
in South Africa's gold mines.  

When the Transitional Government took office there was a potential danger 
of a crisis situation brought about by rising imports accompanied by substantial 
capital repatriation. However, exports have increased somewhat largely through 
higher commodity prices, imports have fallen far below expected levels and 
payments for services have increased. Therefore, as far as our information 
goes. the current account deficit was not a major one in 1974 and might well be 
covered by assistance obtained from various donors. While not currently a crisis 
situation, it is our view that Mozambique has a chronic balance of payments 
problem. The country has been added to those "most severely affected" by recent 
oil crisis. A.T.D. is willing to consider balance of payments assistance, if re
quested, subject of course to Congressional authorization and appropriation.  

We have inadequ:ite data on Mozambique's foreign debt. Discussions have 
been held in April between the Transitional Government and the Government of 
Portugal regarding the debt but at this time we can only note the public an
nouncement by Foreign Minister Antunes that Mozambique owes no debt to 
Portugal; presumably this referred to government debt and not commercial 
credits and arrears. A large share of Mozambique's external debt is owed to 
South Africa for the ('abora Bassa Dam.  

The population of Mozambique in 1974 is estinmatd at R.9 million with a per 
capita GNP in 1973 of $334. This figure is not very significant in terms of the 
future since it includes Portuguese military expenditures and was heavily 
skewed in favor of the then large resident Portuguese population. The modern



'ector will lie affected severely if there is an exodus of POrtuue.se silloil labor.  
Agricultural processing and railroad and port operations should suffer heavily 
with an adverse impact on the balane of payments. On the favorable side is 
the going on stream of the Ca:bhra Bassa Icydroelectric Dam this year and the 
foreign exchange which will be (.arned by sale of electricity to South Africa. The 
amount of rovenue will obvinuoly depend upon the price per kilowatt hour which 
will be negotiateI ; one estimate is that power sales could contribute $50 million 
a year by 19S0.  

Any developing country must be concerned about the viability of its modern 
sector to achieve growth but equally important is development of the rural areas.  
There are strong indication,; that Mozambique leaders will concern themselves 
with a transformation of Mozambiqne society. A preference has been expressed 
for a s ocialist society based on equality in order that the majority of the people 
who have been bypassed by pri)oress will share the fruits of increased food 
production and better health. The job is momentous in itself. In addition, 
Mozambique is faced with the need to resettle over a hundred thousand persons 
who fled to neighboring statos during the last decade and to provide help to 
:ihouit 275.0O0 families who were displaced and regrouped within Mozambique 
during the war in settlements (aldeamentos) established for the purpose. The 
United Nations High Commiicner for Refugees has asked for contributions 
to asist in snch a program and A.I.D. hopes to respond if funds are available.  

The Transitional Government of 'Mozambique has received a considerable 
:imount of foreign aid since assuming power. We estimate that as of mid-May 
over $80 million has been pledged. with Sweden. Holland, Portugal and the UN 
and special agencies the lar'est contributors. We believe this generous re.5ponse 
as well as the limited administrative capacity to d'eal with the large nuber of 
donor teams who have visited Lonrenco arques were elements in the Transi
tional -ov-rnment's inability so far to set a date to receive an A.I.D. economic 
survey team.  

The Transitional Government has quite naturally turned initially for assist
ance to the UN system and to countries with which their leaders have had close 
relations over the past years. We do not know what their desires lire in terms 
of U.S. assistance. We know that U.S. aid-particularly in the areas of agricul
tural research and extension relating to food production-has been pa-ticenlarly 
,ffective in many African countries, including some of Mozambiqle's heighhors.  

We also believe our public health system possesses an expertise which can make 
a contribution. Training programs in the U.S. and Africa have played a key role 
in manpower development in Africa since 1961: we have already approved a pro
-ram for Portuguese speaking Africa in which Mozambique can participate 
imin mediately.  

In Section 50 of the Foreizn Assistance Act last year the Cnngress indicated 
its interest in Mozambique and the other African countries Who are becomlnr 
independent following rule by Portligal. We concur in this mandate and believe 
that U.S. assistanee, if desired, can make a contribution towarri the peaceful 
and orderly transition of Mozambique to independence and a realization of an 
improved quality of life for its people.  

SELF-D:TERMIN.ATIOX, M\,NAJPITY RULE TIRObUGIH PE.\CEFU-. 'MEANS 
ENCOURAGED 

Mr. P.\VTs. 1.S. policy toward M[ozambi(Ue has been IP-'1icated on 
the principles of self-determination and majority rule. It has also been 
oui- policy to eneora',, the achievement of these goals by peaceful 
means. Therefore, the United States established .an embar_-o on arms 
shipmlents to hoth sides in the Portuguese colonial wars after the out
break of hostilities in An'ola in 1961. t years before the V.X. called for 
a Sf ilar emb)ar'go. We also l)e!'an at that time aslkino" for and receiving 

-11rac)Ces from the Port'fnese that any military equipment sup
,lied them would not be used outside the NATO area, an area which 

ha, not incluled their" African colonial territories.  
It was in accordance with our hope for peaceful resolution of 

soul hern African problems that we, along with the rest of the world,



heartily welcomed PortugaFs decision after April 1974 to recognize 
the right of self-determination in Mozambique and in the other Portu
guese-territories in Africa. In Mozambique, the process of negotiation 
led the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique, the group repre
senting, the peoples of Mozainbique, and Portugal on September 7, 
1974, to sign an agreement setting June 25, 1975, as the date for 
Mozambican independence. The same agreement provided for a pro
visional government to lay the groundwork for that independence and 
to administer the country in the interim. We immediately sent a letter 
of congratulatio~is to the provisional government, made up of both 
FrelimQ fnd Portuguese representatives, to mark this dramatic devel
op~}jent in the decoloization effort.  

PRESIDENT FORD S STATEMENT OF U.S. POLI(;Y TOWARD 31OZAM1BICAN 
INDEPENDENCE 

President Ford stated our Governlent s policy toward Mozaibican 
independence in his toast to Zambia's Pie,,idnt Kaunda on April 19.  
Speaking of all the former Portuguese colonies. President Ford s'iid : 

We have been following developments in southern Africa with great. gre:t 
interest. For many years the United States has supported s,:lf-deterininatioii f,,r 
the peoples of that area and we continue to do so today. We view the coming 
independence of Mozambique, Angola, and the island territories with great 
satisfaction. just as we viewed the independence of Guinea-Bissau just last 
year ... America stands ready to help the emerging countries . . . and to pro
vide what assistance we can.  

In the spirit of the President's remarks, we are now looking forward 
to a cooperative relationship with the new Mozambique. It is a coun
try of dynamism and potential. Its leaders are already participating 
in efforts to seek a solution to the problem of Rhodesia. The United 
States will recognize this new nation on its independence and seek a 
mutually beneficial relationship.  

3IAJOr ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEVELOPMENT CII.\LLENGE'; FACING 
MOZA-MBIQUE 

We are aware of the major administrative and development clial
lenges which face Mozambique. It is basicallv an agrarian nation
with $5 percent of its population living in rural areas-and its new 
leaders have, indicated that they will conceltrate their (ffort: on rural 
development and the agricultural sector. Mozambique's development 
plans will also emphasize other areas, in particular health care but 
also education and training. We are ready to give a prompt and 
sympathetic response to an expression of interest in I.S. assistaii,, 
and cooperation in these areas. We are also ready to consider balance
of-payments support and Public Law 4SO) assistance, subject to con
zressional authorization and appropriation. The United State. has 
discussed these questions with Frelimo's 1Prcsident, Samora Maele].  
My predecessor me.t with President Machel in October 1974, and indi
cated our willingness, within our means, to assist the new nation.  
In January we offere(l to send an economic survey team to study de
velopmental problems and assistance potential. We' are hopeful that 
a date will be set for conisultations with -Mozambique on this subjet 
before or soon after independence.



U.S. ASSISTANCE TO MOZAMBIQUE 

As a further indication of our attitude, I would like to mention that 
the United States has contributed $275,000 in disaster relief funds 
over the past year, to aid victims of the September disturbances in 
Lourenco Marques and to aid victims of flooding in the Limpopo 
Valley area; we indicated that we were prepared to consider a re
quest for Public Law 480 assistance from Mozambique; the Export
Import Bank approved both a $4.5 million credit and equivalent 
guarautee for the purchase of locomotives by Mozambique; and we 
are now considering a contribution to the U.N. High Commissioner 
for Refugees' (UNI-CR) appeal for a refugee resettlement program.  
In more general terms, the Congress has demonstrated its interest in 
the former Portuguese territories by appropriating funds under the 
Foreign Assistance Act for the specific purpose of aid to these areas.  
The fiscal year 1975 appropriation was for $25 million for Portugal 
and the territories, not less than $5 million of which would go to Cape 
Verde and not less than $5 million for Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, 
,ind Angola. Under this appropriation $400,000 has been obligated 
for a development-oriented training program for nationals of Portu
guese-speaking Africa, $1 million has been gTanted to the UNHCR 
for resettlement of refugees in Guinea-Bissau; and we hope to sign 
a $1 million grant and a .;3 million loan with the Cape Verde islands 
this month. We also hope to add another $1 million grant to Cape 
Verde early in fiscal year 1976, but this will require special authoriza
tion under'the continuiing resolution.  

I believe these actions illustrate U.S. interest and concern for all 
the Portuguese-speaking" African nations in general and for the new 
nation of 'Mozambique in particular. The role that they will play and 
the effect they will have on stability and progress in southern Africa, 
with its many probliems-some of wlhich will be subject of later hear
ings by this committee-make their peaceful and successful transi
tion to independence of great concern and importance to all nations 
which favor peace with justice in southern Africa.  

The United States numbers itself among nations that take this 
approach. We look forward to the evolution of stable and prosperous 
nations in southern Africa-under principles of human dignity and 
self-determination. We believe that Mozambique will play a major 
role in the achievement of these objectives. Therefore, we offer our 
congratulations and extend the hand of friendship to the government 
and people of Mozambique.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. I congratulate you on the 
series of initiatives that have been taken as you have outlined here.  

PORTION OF APPROPRIATION SPENT FOR PORTUGAL AND TERRITORIES 

A couple of questions in that regard. You migc'ht return to your 
statement just to expand on the record a little bit, it reads: 

The fil,.rl year 1975 appropri.tion was for $25 million for Portugal and the 
territoris,. not less than s5 million of which would go to Cape Verde and not 
less than $5 million for Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, and Angola.  

Tell me how this money has been spent. Without a calculator here, 
what part of the $25 million has been spent under the appropriation?



Mr. DAVIS. Of course the $25 million, as you know, was to be divided 
between Portugal and Portuguese Africa.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. DAVIS. I wonder, as I do have a colleague here from AID, per

haps he would be willing to run down those figures, sir. Would you? 
Senator CLARK. I am particularly interested in the totals to the 

colonies. I would like to ask what part of that Portugal received or 
did not get, and so forth.  

Mr. CONROY. The total for the colonies, Mr. Chairman, on the grant 
funds, is $400,000 for a development training project and $1 million 
for Guinea-Bissau obligated. We also plan to obligate this month an
other $1 million for Cape Verde islands, a total of $2,150,000.  

The reason we cannot obligate more than $1 million this month is 
because of the 20-percent rule in the Appropriations Act which limits 
us to 20 percent of the obligations in the final month of the fiscal year.  

Senator CLARK. I do not understand that. Would you 'be a little more 
specific? 

Mr. CONROY. Section 102 of the Appropriations Act limits AID to 
obligations of no more than 20 percent of the grant funds of any 
appropriations item in the final month of the fiscal year.  

Senator CLARK. Why could you not simply have done it in May to 
avoid this problem? 

Mr. CONROY. Sir, the Appropriations Act was passed on March 26, 
1975. We met with the Cape Verdians at the end of March and sent 
a team to the islands at the end of April. This is a requirement for a 
15-day congressional notification period, and effectively that gave us 
only 6 weeks to do everything, to obligate in May, and there was simply 
not enough time to do more than we have done.  

Senator CLARK. To get hack to the major question, then, of the $25 
million appropriated for Portugal and its territories, how much has 
been spent or obligated? How much will have been spent by the end 
of the fiscal year. in your judgment? 

Mr. Co-RoY. Sir, $3,150,000 in grant funds will be obligated by the 
end of the fiscal year.  

Senator CLARK. $3,150,000 ? 
Mr. CoxNroy. That includes . 750.000 for Portugal.  
Senator CLARK. Of which $750,000 went to Portugal itself ? 
Mr. CoNRoY. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Now, what, was that grant? 
Mr. CONROY. That was for consulting services and training for Por

tuguese.  
Senator CLARK. Can you expand upon that at all? Do you recall what 

that was ? 
Mr. Cnxnny. That i- not in my aren. bit generallv we wanted to 

rorovide funds for fep.sihilitv studies and for the trainin- of Portuermese 
in some snecific areas that they were interested in. I think transporta
tion and the infrastructnre.  

Senator CL, \R. Could von lhave the eople responsible for that area 
provide that for the record nt this point? 

Mr. Co--poy. Certainly. sir.  
[The information referred to follows:]



GRANT AID TO PORTUGAL IN FISCAL YEAR 1975 

[Agency for International Development] 

A grant agreement of $750,000 was signed by the Governments of Portugal 
and the United States oni February 28, 1975 in Lisbon. The purpose of the grant 
is to provide financing of short-term U.S. consultants and training of Portuguese 
in fields critical to the success of Portugal's development program. Such tech
nical cooperation is intended to demonstrate U.S. confidence in the development 
efforts of the new Portuguese Government.  

Thi.s agreement provides grant financing to cover the c,,sts of: (a) contracts 
N' ith United States private firms, universities, individuals or other organizations 
to conduct studies, to provide advisory services, or to prepare projects for im
]denentation; and (b) training programs in development fields of high prior
ity to the Portuguese Government. It is anticipated that these services will. be 
concentrated in fields such as agriculture, rural development, health, tax col
lection, education, and public and business administration. One-third of the 
.,rant ($250,000) has been initially set aside for technical assistance to Portugal's 
critical and expanding low income housing industry.  

Senator CLARK. Good. That means that of the .'-2. million, almost 
8"22 million remains unspent, or will not be spent this year? 

LOAN- AUTItIRIZATION PORTION OF .'25 MILLI ON APPROPRIATION 

Mr. (oxro-. I am sorry, sir. I just have Addre-.sed nl,, the (rant 
portion. On the loan au horizatn of s20 million. S1 1million was 
,,blia;itedl for feasibility studies in Porth,:al, and a S1:J. 1¢4 0(1 loan is 
planned for signature'this month with Portugal.  

Senator CLArni;. A $1:1 million loan ! 

Mr. o NROy. Yes. sir. Si ;lh5 n.j This would be for a housing 
pim-,ram, a low-cost housing pr( illm in Portugal.  

We also hope this mniith to obli,_,ate. to si.n a $3 million loan agree
nont with the Cape Verde Islands for a rural works program. and 
this would leave at the end of the month ,42.750,000 uncommitted of 
the.- 2 milli(;n loan funds.  

' 'nitor CLAPK. SO all but ,2.7.n) are going to be spent of the 
ap pror niated funds 

Mr. COnROY. Ye, sir.  
Senator CLARK. What is the division between Portugal and the 
lonies in that ___ million ? 
Mr. - oY. Portugal obtains a total of .15 million. In other words, 

the 1i) million tbat was specifically mentioned for Africa in the 
Appropriations Aet has been reserved for Africa and the .T15 million 
Is ffoin, to Porltuigal.  

m,,nator CL.rK. Fine. That i, what I wanted to know.  

U.s. RECOGNITION OF NEW GOVENMENT OF -MOZA-MBIQUE 

Several suggestions were made on Wednesday of specific thinas that 
this country could do to further good relations with Mozambique. I 
would like to have your comment on these. One point tlt was sug
-,sted is t)at the United States should announce, or should have 
:rM11io1c'ed. hut I gines we cannot go back beyond today. should an
nou,'e 1bfore inleDendence that it plans to establish dilomatic rela
tions with M[ozamhique. They have mentioned that other countries 
have done this. Why has not the United States? I interpreted yor 
statenient today to sany that we would, am I correct'? Have Von an-



nounced previously that you were going to recognize the new govern
ment of Mozambique, or are you doing so today.  

Mr. DAvis. Well, sir, in this regard I think it might be worthwhile 
to refer to what President Ford said in this regard.  

Senator CLARK. We welcome their independence? 
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, that we have welcomed their independence, and 

that we stand ready to help them. and I think that inherent in what 
he said is a fairly clear indication of our desire to establish a con
structive relationship with the newly independent country. i can 
certainly assure you that the V.S. Government does intend to recog
nize the state of Mozambique on its independence.  

Senator CLAuK. it is your position. as 1 understand it. explained in 
your statement at any rate. that this includes offers of support and 
assistance ? 

Mr. Davis. Yes, sir.  
Senator CLARK. To the new government? 
Mr. DAvis. And the President. of course, made that publicly clear 

in April.  

U.S. DEScRIPTION OF ATTITUDE' TOWARD ONE-PARTY GOVERNMEENT 

senator CLARK. There wa.- a somewhat more debated issue here on 
Wednesday on whether the United States, to quote directly, "should 
mute past charges that one-party governments are by definition anti
democratic." What is the U.S. description of the attitudes toward one
party government? Do we have any position that you could elaborate 
on with respect to that point? 

Mr. DAvIS. Well, I think that I am unaware of official U.S. Gov
ernment spokesmen making charges of this nature about African 
governments, certainly in recent times.  

I am not quite sure what they have in mind in this regard.  
Senator CLARK. It is mV recollection that some of the witnesses, 1 

think Mr. Isaacman in particular, made the point that we should 
publicly acknowledge or operate on the assumption that one-party 
governments were not necessarily undemocratic. As I understand your 
answer. You are saying that you know of no one in the U.S. Govern
ment wh'o has taken the position that you would not want to deal with 
one-party governments or give assistance to them? You did not ex
press yourself as to their democratic or antidemocratic nature? 

Mr. DAvs. I am certainly unaware of any recent statements by U.S.  
Government spokesmen to which the professor might have been 
referrinL.  

Se nator CLARK. We deal in any case with a. lot of one-party states 
and g.rive assistance to a !oreat number of them. in,'ludinat the old 
Go-ernnent of Portugal and many, many others.  

RIGHT OF INDEPE<'I NT ' VI..I NMENT"4 TO REWRTTE (ONTIRA'T- WIT!f 

-[ I'LTINAI'IONA I (ORPORATIONS 

Another proposal that ws made was that the United States should 
recognize the right of the new rovernment to rewrite contracts with 
multinational corporations. (ye'n the fact that these contracts were 
written by the colonial power rather than by independent govern-



ments, I assume that the U.S. Government attitude toward rewrit
ing these contracts in Angola and Mozambique, would be that you 
would not be opposed to that, that it would be up to the local gov
erinent to decide, would it not? 

Mr. D.vis. Well my own thought in this regard is that United 
States-again, I am not quite sure what the professor was getting at, 
because the book value of direct U.S. investment in Mozambique has 
been estimated at only $15 million and there are three firms.  

Senator CLARK. Would you list those? 
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir, Mobil Oil has an investment of about $4.8 mil

lion, mostly in oil terminal facilities. Caltex has an investment of 
about $4 million, also primarily in oil terminal facilities. And General 
Tire has an investment of $3.2 million in a tire plant. Now several 
U.S. firms are interested in obtaining petroleum exploration conces
sions and I really do not qjuite know what the professor would be 
urging us to do in'this regard.  

Senator CLARK. Regardless of the size of the investment, I think 
what he is urging us to do is to recognize the right of this new gov
ernment of Mozambique to rewrite contracts with these multinational 
corporations, that you have listed in terms of arriving at, new contract 
arrangements with them, what our Government's attitude toward 
that would be.  

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I think that regarding the U.S. Government at
titudes toward investment, and toward the responsibilities of a host 
country in connection with investment, I think that I should note that 
U.S. policies in this regard are rooted in international law, and that 
the U.S. policies do have worldwide applicability. I am not sure what 
the professor is suggesting that we do, but I think that we should 
all bear in mind that a position that the U.S. Government takes in 
terms of the posture of our Government on investment questions is not 
one that we can take in one single country in the world, and that we 
must consider the worldwide implications, and the consistency of posi
tion which any government must bear in mind as it considers the situ
ation in any particular country.  

Senator C2LARK. Could you be more specific? I am not sure I under
stand that.  

Mr. DAVIS. For example, in investment policies around the world 
there are standards. If a host country does, for whatever reason, make 
a decision, for example, to nationalize the properties of another coun
try, of the nationals of another country 

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. DAVIs [continuing]. The U.S. Government has never taken the 

position that that is not within its right. The TT.S. Government's posi
tion has been that if a country does that, then it does have certain obli
-ations under international law for prompt and effective compensation.  
And now there is a very broadly established set of principles under in
ternational law, and there are very broadly established policies in the 
U.S. Government as to what our view of our own obligations, the view 
of what international law requires in this whole area, and I guess my 
point was that I do not, in honesty. think that it is practical for the 
1T.S. Government to set up a special set of rules for a particular 
countryW.



Senator CLARK. Oh, no. I understand that. I do not know whether 
the witness was suggesting that. Let me not suggest, at any rate, that 
there be a special relationship between the United States and Mozam
bique in that respect. But as I interpret this, we are talking about 
whether we recognize the right of the new government of Mozam
bique to rewrite contracts, not nationalize, to rewrite the contractual 
relationship with our corporations.  

Mr. DAVIs. Then I suppose my problem is that you have me a little 
in over my head in terms of what the legalities of the situation are, 
and what I would suggest is that I see if I can get a clarification that 
can be inserted in the record.  

Senator CLARK. I think that is a good idea. In other words, you are 
just not sure what our government's position is with regard to con
tracts with local countries and our corporations? 

Mr. DAVIs. And I would hesitate, in testimony, to try to indicate in a 
highly technical legal question what our possibilities might be.  

Senator CLARK. I must say I do not know the answer to that either, 
although I would certainly think that a new government would have 
the right to determine their relationship with the corporations that do 
business in their country. I would hope, for example, when the U.S.  
Government broke away from Great Britain 200 years ago they were 
not bound forever by the contracts that Great Britain made with other 
countries or companies. I guess there were no multinational corpora
tions at that time, but the principle would be the same. I do not see why 
the new government [Frelimo], would have to be bound by the Por
tuguese contracts with Americans or other kinds of multinational 
corporations.  

Mr. DAvis. I think, though, that this is a legal question in which, if I 
am informed, there are a good many precedents.  

INTERNATIONAL LAW IN CASES OF MULTINATIONAL OBLIGATIONS WITIh 
NEW GOVERNMENTS 

Senator CLARK. Is there such a thing as international law that is 
abided by in such cases as this? 

Mr. DAVIs. Well, I think again I speak from far less than certain 
knowledge, but when a new government assumes responsibilities in a 
territory, I have some impression that that new government certainly 
takes into consideration whether it is going to assume a posture toward 
ongoing obligations that have been inherited, and so I am not sure that 
this is a real issue. But in any case, as I say, I think that I would be on 
much sounder ground if I did get an informed and a thoughtful an
swer for the record.  

Senator CLARK. Yes, Fine. We would like to have that.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

LEGALITY OF GOVERNMENT OF NEW STATE REWRITING CONTRACTS 

[Supplied by State Department] 

Whether the government of a new State, such as the People's Republic of 
Mozambique, is legally entitled to rewrite contracts entered into on that State's 
behalf by its predecessor turns on a number of factors, including the content of 
the law the new State inhe'its, the law of that State as its new govvrnment revises 
it, the nature and terms (including governing law) of the contracts in question,



and the responsibility of States under international law for the treatment of 
alien property rights. Without consideration of these factors it is not possible to 
decide, in a particular case, whether a government of a successor State is en
titled to rewrite a contract with a foreigner. It is certainly lossihle that, under 
domestic law (if it be governing' , as it is inherited by or revised by the govern.  
ment of a successor State, that government would be entitled to revisO con
tracts with aliens. In that event, however, under the rules of internationl law, 
it would not be entitled arbitrarily to impose revisions on other contracting 
parties, nor would it be entitled to, seize property rights and interests arising 
out of the contractual relationship without payment of prompt, adequate and 
effective compensation. In practice. U.S. companies having contracts with foreign 
,,vernments generally have demonstrated considerable willingness to renegotiate 

those contracts in the light of changing cir'cumstances.  

RPlELI.O RIGHT TO CREATE SOCIALIST SOCIETY. THIRD WORLD 

NONALIGNIENT POLICY 

Senator CLARK. I am still going through the list of suggestions that 
we had, and again, this is a rather amorphous kind of thing to describe.  
Let me read it to you. "The United States must recognize the govern

ment's right," speaking of Mozambique, "to create a new Mozambican 
society organized around socialist principles and committed to a policy 
of third world nonalignment." What is your response to that 
suggestion 

Mr. DAvis. Well, I think that President Ford's expression of wel
coming Mozambique's independence, and his expression of a readi
ness to 1,e as helpful as we can was made in the full knowledge of the 
fact that every prospect is that Mozambique will regard itself as a 
nonalined country, and in every re,-ognition of the nature of the 
Frelimo, and of the political positions that have already laid forth 
hY the Frelimo's leader.  

Sonat,r CLANK. That it 1 re independent 
Mr. I)Awls. It has made it enitirely clear over an extended period of 

tivie that they regard themselves as Socialists and Marxists, so that 
I tlink that the assuranc.e tht our welcoming of their independence 
and our (, sire to be helpful is made entirely within the context that 
you are talkint- aloiut.  

U.X. FUND To A .'I CW)PLIAN E WITH sNCTI-N, AGAINsT RHODESIA 

>enator CL.rK. It has been further suggested that the United States 
should contrilute i,( the fund. some people refer to it as the common
wealth fund, to help ,-Mzamiiidlue comply with economic sanctions 
aai_,.nst Rhodesia. 11hat is yuo'. iew of thi 

Mr. DAkvS. Our understanding of the present state of play is that 
eff, tit re, udevay to prom~ote a U.N.-sponsored appeal to provide 
.Vsistale to AMozamblu , to deal with the impact of its imposing
lu-ited Nations sanction on Rhodesia, of its decision to join those 
(o,,ln tries onforcin sanctions. And, at this point, we have no indication 
wl:at this apleal would 1,e, as to what form this appeal would take.  
In fact, such indiations as we have are that assistance granted to 
Mozan idique would he regarded as in the context of what the effort 
lndllerwav in the United Nations would envisage. if you see what I 

Selator Cr..riI. No I am not sure that I do.



Mr. DAVIs. Well, if a country were to give assistance to Mozambique 
directly, such direct assistance would be regarded by the organizers of 
this effort in the United Nations as falling within the context of what 
they are asking countries to do.  

Senator CLARK. Yes; I understand.  
Mr. DAVIS. And so we are ready, independent of the question of 

whether it is in the context of the sanctions or in the context of our 
general willingness to try to be helpful to Mozambique, to consider 
providing Mozambique with development assistance.  

Senator CLARK. So you do not rule this out as a possibility that 
we would contribute to such a fund ? You have it under consideration ? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, in terms of the form that such assistance might 
take, the discussions in New York have not gotten to the. point where 
we can see very clearly what the request will be. So, I would say that 
the desire to be helpful to Mozambique, whatever the context, is 
there.  

Senator CLARK. Good. It seems to me entirely possible that for 
one reason or another you may end up not giving very much direct 
aid to Mozambique, perhaps simply because the request is not made, 
or the details of the neLotiation are not worked out. but that this 
other avenue mi.-ht be open to us throug'h the United Nations, should 
that appeal be made. As I interpret your answer, you indicate that 
you have a positive attitude in aid toward Mozaiibique, anld tlat it might take tie form of direct aid, or that it might take the form 
of assistance through the fund, is that correct? 

Mr. DAVS. If the -nusidenations in New Lork prodni-id a request 
for some kind of U.N. fund, we would certainlY give it consideration.  

Senator CLARK. I see. Is it too much to say that it is under active 
consideration now? 

Mr. DAvis. Well, I thin k that the termns of the U.N. consideration 
of this matter are not to the point where t V.S. Government resi)onse 
is the current question. Now, in terms of active consideration of how 
we can be helpful to Mozambique, that certainly is true.  

MUFLTILATERAL ASSISTANCE TO MOZAMBIQUE ADVANTAGES 

Senator CLARK. It seems to me that there are a number of advan
tages to this kind of multilateral assistance at this point with Mozam
bique. It does not rule out bilateral assistance, but if for one reason 
or another, because of our past relationship with Frelimo, we 
were not able to work out a bilateral agreement, than this kind of 
multilateral assistance and other kinds might be a very good be
ginning. Do you share that view ? 

Mr. DAVIS. In this regard, I would simPlv say that we hope that we 
can find useful ways to be helpful to Mozambique as it comes to 
independence.  

Senator CLXRK. That does not seem to me to be very responsive to 
what I am asking. Let me try to put it another way. I am tr ,ing 
to be more specific in simply saying that because of our policis to
ward the Frelimo in the past, because of the policy followed re
garding the NATO alliance with Portugal, which I outlined in 
my opening statement, there is a natural reluctance on the part of 
Frelimo party to be eager to accept aid from the United States. But 
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certainly they are going to be interested. I should think. in accepting 
aid through the United Nations, through various development pro
grams, and the very logical beginning for us in tryin( to extend our 
hand of friendship to this new country would be 'through multi
lateral aid progra-ms of various kinds. The Commonwealth fund 
would be one, but there are many others. Any means which we could 

find to give assistance in a multilateral way'would ]w' a very logical 
and a very important thing. That is what I am really asking you 
to comment on.  

Mr. DAVIs. Well, I would have one or two comments. One, to say 
that my understanding of the situation in New York is at lreselt 
that there is no decision to structure such appeal as there may be to 
a request for donations to one or another U.N. fund. Now. if there 
were to be such a request, and I certainly have to say in frankness 
that there is none, now there ic no U.S. position Vet formed. There 
is also the additional consideration that the ways'in which the U.,.  
Government can make donations of appropriated fund are subjeot 
to the limitations of legislation, and as I understand. and I will ask 
Mr. Conrov to confirm or correct me in this regard, that our possible 
sources of funding to the U.S. Government are determined by those 
availal ,le funds wh ich the Congress has authorized.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. DAvi-. Which means that we cannot simply automatically take 

some funds that may be availahlh within the AMl appropriation and 
convert them to a donation to a volntary contribution to the United 
Nations.  

Senator CLARK. No; but you could ask for it in the next budget 
request.  

Mr. DAvii. That certainly is true. But there is also the obvious 
questions of timing" as this situationi unfolds. If what i- desired will 
be dependent on the budget request in the next hudwat cycle, there 
are a whole series of considerations that, we would hav-e to take into 
account as we try to form our position.  

Now, am I right in my description of the legislative situation, Mr.  
Conroy? 

Mr. CoNRoy. Yes, sir.  

U.5. GOVERNMEN'T rOLICY TOWARD -MULTILATERAL AID 

Senator CLARK. I gtess what I am really trving to get you to say, 
and I do not think you are going to say it. is that it would seem 
very foilhcoming for our Government to be prepared to say that 
we are more than anxious to help through every multilateral source 
possible to assist Mozambique, and whenever, and however that may 
be done. that is consistent with our Qoals. It just seems to me that 
that is the logical beginning, since we have not been suerec'.ful in our 
very preliminarv neg'otiations with the Frel imo bilaterally.  

Mr. DA\.'is. But. you understand my problem ? 
Senator CL. RK. I understald that you cannot fill a specific request 

that has not been made. I am not iskin, that you do that.  
Mr. DAVI . T~hen you also ue-,hsiand my p'oblem that I cannot 

'ommit, TI I1r,s to) a cont).i ution to an inten'ation:1l or-anization that 
1m11.y not be aIppropriated?



Senator CL.R K. I am not sure I understand that. I mean, we con
tribute funds certainly to most of the international organizations. We 
do not contribute to the African Development Fund, unfortunately, 
but I do not understand that the Congress prevents you from con
tributing. In fact, we are a regular contributor to many of the multi
lateral organizations.  

Mr. DAVIS. Oh, I understand that entirely. But what I mean is 
that in order to make a commitment for a contribution to a I.N.  
organization, we must have the appropriations to do so authorized 
by the Congress to make that contribution through that chamel.  

Senator CLAzK. I understand. But there are many ways of loiu" 
that, and historically, the administration has found many wav- to 
get money to people. consistent with the law. In fact. you could offer 
an amendment to the current AID bill that we passed. iMayle the 
Congress would not do that, and admittedly you have to have ('On
gressional authority at some point to do those thins. I do not exili,'t 
you to violate. the law to do them, but rather to simply be prepared 
to offer an amendment to the current AID bill, or to tak(, whatever 
measures are necessary, if the will is there, to do it. I guess I am really 
asking about the will to do it rather than the technical, legal require
ments to do it.  

Mr. DAVIS. Well, what I certainly can say is that we do have under 
consideration what ways that we ctan be of assist:tice to Mozalj)iiue.  
And I guess I have to 'say in honesty that I cannot now tell what our 
course of action niioht be.  

Senator CLARK. Fine.  
Hlt. DiVIrs. Incidentally, there are a nulu er of ,hqnnels tlwollh 

which we cun do it, such a the I -.N. T high ( ommis sion for rPe fIL ',ces, 
a. program which we now hao under active eon-*ieration ant. ,,t 
course, tl -NJ)P (I nited Nations Development. ProLgraln) to which 
we do rego-ularly contribute.  

U.S. CONTACT WITH LIBERATI N M[ tVEMAENTS 

Senator Crfl ni . One of the witnesses yesterday expree(d concern 
about the lack of contact between the U.S. Government and the libera
tion movements durin" the -olonial wars. They s.\, ested this mistake 
not be itpeate l in our rel:tion with the libe'ation n ovelemnts in Rlho
tlcsia, Namibia. and South Africa. *What kind of contact has te 
United States had with tme liberation mnovenients in Mozaimbiqu, fr mn 
the founling- of t]e, Frelino o.i I (10 not llecessaril v want vou to Z'o 
back to talk ab out tie history of that. but tvn , just briefl.y, at letst 
in the recent period talk ail)out what thos,, contacts niglt have been.  
I ask you to do that really in prep])r'tion for a further (uuet i ,i so 
that we can keep it in that context of what kind of Conni.nitatiom, we 
miay now have with tht liberation nimveinents in Rlht hsia. Nanuil i, 
or S outh Akfrica .

Mr. D \vjs. Vell. perhaps with your pt',uumissitn I might tal:e the 
second question first 

Senator (LARn. line. Fine. Tlhat is r :tliv ti, question thr,,t I want 
to ask in any case.  

Mmr. DAvis. As you know. I lh ave not. 1 nee in office vemry l, ivslF 
since I was ,won ill ot Api l 4. B'u (luring that very brief tinme I have



had an opportunity personally to meet and talk with Bishop Muzo
rewa, Reverend Sithole, Canaan Banana, and other leaders of the 
Rhodesian, or Zimbabwean black leadership, and I also have had the 
opportunity to meet and talk with the head of SWAPO, the liberation 
group in Namibia, so I can assure you that the U.S. Government does 
not have a position of declining to have contact with the senior and 
responsible leaders of black movements in either place.  

Senator CLARK. How about in South Africa? 
Mr. DAVIS. South Africa. I have, not had an occasion during this 

time to meet personally, and neither, might I say, have requests been 
made to me.  

Senator CLARK. But you would not be opposed to that? 
Mr. DAVIS. I do believe that other ofli.ials of the U.S. Government 

most certainly have met with black leaders.  
Senator CLARK. And of those-I am sorrv.  
Mr. DAVIS. Perhaps Mr. Arenale- can give more answer in that 

regard.  
Mr. ARENALES. We have had very occasional contact with members 

of the South African nationalist novements. principally at the 
medium level through our embassies in Dar-es-Salaam- and Malawi.  
It has been very occasional, and they have not sought contact with us 
to any significant degree.  

Senator CLARK. Fine.  
Mr. DAVIS. I might say that I do not mean to express the position 

about a request that had not been made. I simply do not know what, to 
be honest

Senator CLARK. You do not know whether you would meet with 
leaders of the South African Government if they would ask you? You 
want to wait until they have made that request before you consider 
that, is that what you are saying ? 

Mr. DAvIs. AVell, to be perfectly honest, having been in office only 
slightly over 2 months, the question has not come up, and in the rela
tively short time I have been in this job, I have discovered that there 
is a fair amount of theology in many questions that do come up, and I 
would just as soon not simply speak off the cuff as to what the situation 
or the, position of the U.S. Government would be, because as I say. I 
am just simply uninformed, and the question has not come up, and I 
have not addressed it.  

MEETINGS WIT11 LIBERATION MIOVEM1ENTS 

Senator CLARK. Let us talk about the meetings that you have had.  
Did you find those useful? 

Mr. D.vis. Yes, I did indeed.  
Senator CLARK. On Namibia? 
Mr. DAVIS. I did indeed.  
Senator CLARK. I guiess the basis of my question is whether we are 

going to repeat the. same error-or at least in my judgment with re
gar'd to the Frelimo in Mozambique-in Rhodesila, or in Namibia or 
in South Africa. I interpret your answer to be no. We are going to have 
regIlar contact, at least, or we have had some contact in the case of 
Nainibia and Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, and you think that is useful and 
helpful? 

Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir.



IMPACT OF MOZAMBIQUE COM1PLIANCE WITH SANCTIONS ON 

RHODESIAN NEGOTIATIONS 

Senator CLARK. What will be the impact of Mozambique's compli
ance with sanctions on the Rhodesian negotiations, in your judgment? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I thought that my colleagues had prepared some 
rather specific material on the effect of sanction. Where is the list of 
countries and what would happen to them? 

If I understand your question, it is essentially what would be the 
effect of the Mozambique's closing the port in terms of the impact? 

Senator CLARK. That is correct.  
Mr. DAVIS. On Mozambique itself or neighboring countries? 
Senator CLARK. No, on Rhodesian negotiations.  
Mr. DAVIS. Oh, I am sorry. Excuse me.  
What I think is certainly very clear is that a closing of the Mozam

bique ports and transit facilities to Rhodesian traffic would have a 
very large impact on the economic situation in Rhodesia, and so that 
that cannot help but affect the political climate on which negotiations 
and discussions would go forward.  

Senator CLARK. And you think that would amount to a favorable 
impact on the kind of solution that our Government would like to 
see in Rhodesia? 

Mr. DAVIS. Certainly that is the basic premise of the U.N. economic 
sanctions that have the full support of my goverinent.  

Senator CLARK. Good.  
Mlr. DAVIS. Of our government.  

REVIEW OF NSSM 39 

Senator CLARK. There has been a lot of discussion about this memo
randum, NSSM 39. Is it fair to say that that memorandum is now 
under review, particularly in light of the new independence of Mozam
bique and the pending independence of Angola, or did it ever have any 
real status, in your judgment? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, of course the controversy that surrounded NSSM 
39 antedated my coming to these responsibilities. My understanding of 
that history is that the memorandum itself was widely misunderstood 
and widely misinterpreted, and that if I understand it correctly, that 
the action decisions that were imputed as to be a part of that memo
randum were not, in fact, taken. So that this really I think is, in a 
sense, a nonissue as to whether the actions that were alleged to have 
been taken should now be reviewed.  

Senator CLARK. I think I will not pursue that any further.  

IMPORTANCE OF M1OZAMBIQUE PORTS TO U.S. SHIPPING, U.S. NAVY 

How important is the capital city of Mozambique which is about to 
be renamed, or has it just been renamed, I think-Can Phumo-to U.S.  
shipping or to the U. S. Navy ? 

What is your assessment of that port? 
Mr. DAVIS. Well, Mozambique has 1,500 miles of coastline on the 

Indian Ocean. Perhaps I could broaden the discussion to mention both, 
or mention Lourenco Marques, Beira, and Nacala which are the three 
principal ports.



Senator CLARK. Good.  
Mr. DAv-s. The U.S. Navy has used Lourenco Marques in 

the past at an average frequency of some four times a year as a bunker
i',L ship visit, and shore leave port. And c(ertainily its closing to us 
would no longer enable us to do this. The nearest. African port on the 
Indian Ocean north of AMozambique is the Kenyn Port of Mombasa, 
anl that would represent tfle necessity of steaming further in order 
to obtain bunkering. The othe1r alternative, of course, is to get bunker
inr at sea by tanker. and this is 

Senat orCLAni. Is to do what ? 
Mr. I \N. To get bunkering at sea, Iiv tanker. In other words, re

fueling- afloat, and this essentially is a question of ,oun.,vhat inoreased 
costs.  

Senator CLARK. So you do not see it as an enormously strategic or 
of Lrreat strate-ic military importance, as I understand your answer), 

Mr. D Wts. *Xfell, certainh" under present cicuiustan's, I think the 
way the port has been used has been principally for the purposes I 
hav'o indicated.  

SOVIET INION NEGoTIATIONS I EGARDING USE OF MIOZA NIBIQUTE PORTS 

Senator CLARK. R ght. You may have noticed yesterday a report, 
'I])(! I will just ilentify it as a torv that I read last night in the Wash
iiu'ton Star that there may be neg'otiations underway between the 
new Goverment of Mozamique and the Soviet Union with regard 
to usin, some of the port, there for refueling or other kinds of uses.  
Are vou aware of those reports, or do yu know anything about 
them .  

Mr. DARTS. Well. perhaps the onlh comment that I could make, ob
v0ioy11 it is up to the new Government of Mozanl ique as to what 
faiities it wishes to make available to whom. But I would say only 
tins. that my mderstanding of the general posture of the Government 
of Mozambique is that it wishes to enter into every sense into the 
nonalined .,i'mip of countries. and there is at least some sentiment in 
A fi,-a that the African nations do not, and of course, it depends on 
what would he the nature of the relationship between Mozambique 
101l whiatever -reat powers that it mi.rht make arrangmnents with.  
But I (10 not think that one should assume automatically that the 
Government of Mozambique is going to rush into extensive arrange
ment- with the Sviet !Union, certainly without more clear evidence 
that that is their intention.  

TERMSN OF 1S. 0 TYR O WHEAT TO COMB\T StlORT-k;Z-S 

Se.nator C'. RK. I am switching subjects here. What is your under
staulin:, in lermus of ti, United Sttes offer to send wheat to combat 
thom't'u. e'uised iv" the wir of independence and the flooding of 
tl( Linmpopo River Valley? What were the Conditions to that wheat 
oIt',(' ( ': v' m explil in that at all 

Frm'. 1) \vI-;. Yes, sir.  
The vm iied st. ' preparedess to consider requests from Mozam

biplue for any title I, Puiilic iw 450 wheat reflected our desire to re
fle,t Hie fld', e roJecte(l sl'ort'all in whv:t requirements. but was not 
,di I',fl v related to the flooding ([' the Lim opo Valley last Februarv.



We separately provided $250,000 in flood relief assistance, of which 
$225,000 was given through the UnTited Nations Disaster Relief Orga
nization for seed purchases and transport, and $25,000 was made 
available directly to the U.S. Consul General in Lourenco Marques.  

Since the Mozambique transitional - ,\,ernment did not request 
Public Law 4S0, title I wheat, there was no need to develop specific 
conditions for an agreement.  

If an agreenient had b een concluded, it is prob)able that we would 
have offered the most ,enerou, terms permitted under the act; that 
is, 40 years repayment including a 10-year -race period at 2 percent 
during the grace period and : percent thereafter. Such terms would be 
less favorable than the 2, inO metric tons of wheat which Sweden pro
vided on a ,,_,rant basis, but considerably more favorable than the 
accepted Romanian wheat transaction for 100,000 metric tons which 
we understand involved shorter-term commercial credits.  

We believe the wheat purchased from South Africa was also essen
tially a commercial transaction, concluded for timing of availability 
purposes to meet an imnmediate need.  

Finally. Mozambique wheat requirements are reportedly met until 
January 19T7;. The United States remains prepared to consider a 
Mozambique request for Public Law 4S0, title I wheat for delivery in 
1971 and the indicative Public Law 480. title I program for fiscal year 
1976, which has been forwarded to the Congress, include 25,000 metric 
tons of the wheat for Mozamnbique.  

Senator CLAnK. I hope that you will not consider this remark too 
critical or in too critical a light, but you have obviously considered 

very carefully all of the terms of the contract that you would make 
to M.[ozambique for a wheat request without them ever having made 
the request, and yet in the case of the fund, you are unwilling to take 
it under consideration until a reque.4 is actually formalized and 
brought forward. What is the difference in the two situations? 

Mr. DAvIS. I would say that one difference is that we have a posi
tion on the wheat question. I did say that we were not considering the 
other question, but I do not have a position that I can give you, Sir.  

S-enator CLAr.K. But y,,u think if Mozainbique had asked for wheat 
that they would have -otten wheat under title I of Public Law 480 
under the mot favorable termsi possible'? 

Mr. D_ vis. Yes, sir.  
Senator CI.Amr. And you are open to that request now from Mozam

bique. and if pou knew the Mozambique Government in the period 
between now and June 25, or following June 25 would make such a 
re.jiut. lo you think that our (overnient w, ,uld look favorably 
Ul,,nl it .  

Mr. DAv[S. Yes, sir. I miahlt, also say that another element in the 
difference, of course, is that the foiii and structure of what may be 
decided and acted upon in the U.N. forum is not yet clear.  

IIE.\IJIN( P110( r'IO ElURE 

Senator CiA rK. I have been gettila" urgent nesa'es pass(el to me 
that we are h.vin-" a live quomim eall on the Senate floor, and tht the 
leadership expects everyone to be there. Since this is about the third 
one, I think I better go over and answer the live quorum. I will be



right back. I think we can conclude the hearing certainly by 12 o'clock, 
or slightly before. But if you will excuse me, we will stand in recess 

for about 7 or 8 minutes.  
Mr. Dhis. Yes, sir.  
[A recess was taken.] 
Senator CLARK. I have been advised that under unanimous-consent 

agreement committees are not to meet during the Resolution 166, so 

this hearing will have to end.  
Let me just say that I would like to have you provide for the record 

two or three things. One, the number of students that have been edu

cated through our Government's assistance to the African American 

Institute so that we might have it for the record with the country 

breakdowns. We are particularly encouraged that there is renewed 
interest in that program. I think that it is a good program.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

STUDENTS EDUCATED THROUGH U.S. AsSISTA-NCE TO AFRICAN AMERICAN INSTITUTg 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

The African-American Institute (AAI) has trained (a) 95 Rhodesians under 
the African Scholarship Program with American Universities (ASPAU), and 
(b) 4 Rhodesians and 1 Mozambican under the African Graduate Scholarship 
Program (AFGRAD). Both these programs were financed by AID, with Amer
ican universities waiving tuition costs and some fees.  

AID has also provided funds for administering a scholarship program by the 
Association of African Universities under which 1S refugees from Southern 
Africa were sponsored by the Organization for African Unity. We do not have 
the country breakdown.  

Senator CLARK. The other item that I wish you would have prepared 
for us to have inserted in the record is the report that the State De
partment has been asked to make. I think, in the last AID bill as to 
aid to Africa and, indeed, whether Africa is getting a fair share of 
that aid request. We can give you more details on the exact data. Are 
you familiar with the report that I speak of? 

Mr. DAvIs. I am sure Mr. Conroy is.  
Alr. CONROY. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. We would like to put that in the record at this point 

We have a strong feeling that Africa may not really be getting a fair 
share of the very limited bilateral aid we give in this country. AWe 
would like to have that put in the record at this point and consider it 
particularly in the light of the forthcoming AID program or AID 
bill.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

AID REPORT TO CONGRESS PURSUANT TO SEC. 49 OF FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1974 

(Supplied by Department of State] 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVET.OPMENT, 

Washington, D.C., June 27, 1975.  Hon. NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, 

Presidcn t of the Senate, 
Washington, D.C.  

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Pursuant to section 49 of the Foreign- Assistance Act of 
1974, I am pleased to inform the Congress on efforts to provide African countries 
with an equitable share of development economic assistance administered by 
the Agency for International Development.  

Section 49 calls for greater emphasis on development programs in Africa. The 
Agency's immediate response to this mandate is an intense effort to expand
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programs which meet the pressing needs arising from the drought emergency.  
The special funds provided by the Foreign Disaster Assistance Act of 1974 sub
stantially increased the funds available to Africa. Beyond the effort made 
possible by these funds, A.I.D. has sought to be responsive, within limits of 
available funds, to the special needs arising from the energy crisis and the at
tendant dramatic increase in basic commodity prices, particularly fuel, fertilizer 
and food prices.  

The work of A.I.D. is now directed to seeking the incorporation of both the new 
directions and the greater volume of funding available as a result of the Sahel 
crisis into the overall regular development program. To this end, the Development 
Assistance Programs (DAPs) stress the concerns of the Congressional mandate 
to address particularly the problems of the rural poor and to create, to the extent 
possible, conditions in which the target population can contribute to the allevia
tion of chronic food shortages while simultaneously achieving a greater share 
of the benefits of growth. To a significant extent, this change in emphasis leads 
to the A.I.D. Africa Bureau developing activities in countries which have not 
been, in the past, countries of A.I.D.'s principal concern and where, especially 
in French-speaking Africa, other donors have long been the principal donors.  

A.I.D. is, therefore, particularly concerned with bringing about cls,,e collabo
ration with such other donors, primarily the French Ministry of 'ooperation, 
the European Development Fund, and the World Bank, and to address in concert 
with them the major problems whose solutions transcend the capabilities of 
individual donor agencies. With this ,objective. A.I.D. has sought bilateral meet
ings with the French and the European Fund and has, jointly with the French, 
taken the initiative of calling on the DAC to provide leadership in forming a 
Consultative Group among donors, initially for the Sahel States. It is envisaged 
that under this leadership major programs of river basin development along 
the Senegal and Niger Rivers and in the Lake Chad Basin will be formulated 
and jointly implemented. A.I.D.'s contribution in such joint efforts will he made 
in those fields where U.S. technology and expertise have a particularly important 
part to play, such as in range management, water resource development, dry land 
agriculture, all supported by the ERTS technology in which the United States 
has world leadership.  

In developing these programs jointly with others, A.I.D. is not neglecting op
portunities for bilateral action aimed at improving the welfare of the rural 
poor target population in the least developed African countries. We are making 
headway through a variety of programs with shorter lead times, aimed at in
creasing crop and livestock production, and relating the achievemfnt of these 
specific objectives to improved services in health and education. In this respect, 
A.I.D. is deeply conscious of the need to reconcile, both in the short run and over 
the longer term, conflicts between the goal of rapidly increasing food production 
and the humanitarian and equity concerns for the deprived rural populations 
in most of the developing countries of Africa which are implicit in the Congres
sional mandate.  

While the Agency is thus sensitive to the need to increase rapidly the resource 
flow to African countries, there are some difficulties in bringing about substan
tial increase in the assistance volume in the short term. These can be summarized 
as follows: 

A. Limited absorptive capacity, caused by: 
Lack of trained manpower, and lack of local financial resources to finance 

on-going recurrent costs of development projects.  
B. Changes in the country focus: 

There is new focus on countries, especially those of the Sahl and others 
of Francophone Africa, where the U.S. has b~een until recently only quite 
marginally involved and now needs to define its role in relation both to host 
countries and tie traditional major donors.  

C. Some elements of the operational guidelines set out in the Congressional 
Mandate: 

The Mandate calls for a more explicit commitment to the service of the 
needs of the rural poor than is typical of the development approaches of 
most host country governments in Africa.  

The Mandate includes restrictions on the allocation of funds to the develop
ment of physical infraistructure, in the presence of often critical needs for 
basic transport, communication and administrative services to permit the 
development of agricultural, health and education projects especially in rural 
areas.
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Despite these constraints, there are god reasons to expect that resource flows 
to Africa can he substantially increased in the coming years. The bold, generous 

and effective U.S. response to the drought calamity has led to increased confi
dence in A.I.D. as a dedicated contributor to African development. The formu
lation of national development plans by African countries and A.I.D.'s own major 
effort to formulate multi-year DAPs provide an analytical framework within 
which an expanding assistance strategy" can be built. Beyond that, the drought 
and the energy crisis have led to a sense of increased urgency among African 
goveriunents concerning the need to strengthen their rural production base and to 
undertake major structural changes through major river basin development 
schemes and the eradication of the most destructive endemic diseaes.  
Lack of progress in these areas has precluded the exploitation of vast land areas 
throughout Africa for crop and livestock production.  

Excluding" drought assistance provided by special Congressional action in FY 
1975, the FY 1976 A.I.D. request for Africa for regular deveh)inent assistance 
does reflect an increase over FY 1974 and FY 1975. We anticipate that this trend 
will continue dependent particularly upon the momentum of the drought recovery 
programs.  

Sincerely, 
DANIEL PARKER, 

A(hinistrator.  

Senator CLAPJ. Let me say that we do look forward to working with 
you on this subcommittee, and to hopefully making small contribu
tions to better relations with southern Africa particularly in the con
text of these hearings. We will probably ask you to come back again 
early next year to see what kind of progress we have made with regard 
to Mlozambique, Angola, and the other countries of southern Africa. to 
see, indeed, whether our proposals have been carried out. These hear
iis will, of course, continue. I know. Mr. Secretary, that you are 
going to be traveling to Africa in the next few lays, and that other, in 
the State Department will be here for our hearings on Angola next 
week, and then later on Rhodesia and South Africa. We wish you very 
well in your new job and look forward to meeting with you.  

This hiearing will end.  
[Whereupon, at 11 :32 a.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to 

the call of the Chair.]



U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 
Angola 

MONDAY, JUNE 16, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCO MITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Vashington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room 
4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senator Clark.  
Senator CLARK. The committee will come to order. I have asked 

the three panelists today to come up to the table.  
I have a brief opening statement, after which we are going to hear 

from John Marcum, first, I think; then Douglas Wheeler, and then 
Gerald Bender.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

On November 11, Angola will become an independent state. It will 
be a nation rich in natural resources: Petroleum, copper, diamonds, 
iron, manganese, and the fourth largest coffee exporter in the world.  
Although the Portuguese did little to develop Angola's health and 
educational facilities or the infrastructure needed for broad-based 
economic development, the country's natural resource wealth should 
enable the new Government to rapidly improve living standards. An
gola already has one of the highest per capita GNP's [gross national 
product] in Africa.  

Yet this tremendous promise could go unrealized for many years.  
Angola could be thrown into a long and tragic civil war at or before 
independence. The first years of Angola's independence could be 
years of destruction rather than development, of suffering rather 
than improved living standards for the people. The deep political di
visions within Angola have already marred the period of transition 
of independence. This was to have been a time for uniting the three 
liberation movements in a joint effort to map out Anola's economic 
and political future. Instead, there have been frequent clashes be
tween the liberation movemnents in which hundreds have died, thous
ands have been injured.  

It would 1e tra.,ic indeed if the, people of Angola, having suffered so 
long under colonial domination, wer-e catapulted at independence 
into "1 oivil W'r. g* of kngola's friends are working, hard to pre
vent this front happening. Portugal is making a real effort to assure 
that Ang,,ola will achieve unity and peace before independence. Many 
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African nations are trying to mediate the dispute among liberation 
movement leaders. The meeting of these leaders that is now taking 
place in Nairobi is an indication that they themselves are still trying 
to find wavs to resolve their differences and prevent civil war.  

The most important question before this subcommittee today is 
What this country can do to help Angola achieve independence as a 
unified, peaceful nation. It is also important that we understand what 
this Government must avoid doing so that it will not aggravate the 
divisiveness of Angola. Policymakers here must explore every pos
sible source of U.S. influence over the parties involved and their back
ers and determine how this influence could be used to encourage peace.  
The U.S. Government must also give support and encouragement to 
those nations which are trying to bring about reconciliation among 
the p)arties.  

The witnesses today-Prof. John Marcum, Prof. Douglas Wheeler, 
and Prof. Gerald Bender-are all well-known experts on Angola. If 
anyone in this country can provide answers to the many and complex 
questions concerning the situation in Angola and what U.S. policy 
should he there, they can. Hopefully, the subcommittee can discuss 
with them today U.S. policy toward Angola, U.S. interests there, the 
nature of the liberation mo vements and the character of their leaders, 
the interests of other countries in Angola and their policies, and the 
economic future of Angola. At the end of these hearings, we hope to 
have a fairly clear idea of what specific actions the U.S. Government 
could take to improve the prospects of peace and unity in Angola and 
also of the rationale supporting these actions.  

First, I think wo will hear all three papers, and the remainder of 
our time. until 12 noon if necessary, will be spent on discussion.  

We will hear. as the agenda says, first Dr. Donalas Wheeler, pro
fessor, University of New Hampshire; then John Marcum and Gerald 
Bender.  

[Professor Wheeler's biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL ON PROF. DOUGLAS L. WHEELER 

Per.qonal 

Born: July 19, 1937. St. Louis, Mo.  
Married: June 13, 1964 (Katherine Well).  
Children: two (aged 5 and 8) : Lucille and Katherine.  

Education 
St. Louis Country Day School. St. Louis, Mo. (High School Certificate), 1955.  
A.B. (History), Dartnuuth College. 195)..Z 

M.A. (History), Boston University. 1960.  
Ph.D. (History/African Studies), Boston University, 1903.  

Felloir- hips-Grants 
NDEA fellowship, 1959-63 in African Studies, to prepare as teacher of African 

History in College, Btston University's African Studies Program.  
Fulbright fellowship, 1961-62, to University of Lisbon, to do research in 

Portuguese colonial history (first group of American students in program sent 
to Portugal).  

Fulbright-Hays Faculty Research Fellowship, 1969-70; to study Portugal aiid 
Angola, travel, research.  

Research grants, University of New Hampshire, 1966, 1974-75 for Angolan 
and Portuguese History.  

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (Lisbon) grant for research on Portuguese 
modern history, 1972-73.



Grant from Gulbenkian Foundation, awarded March 1975, for advancement of 
modern Portuguese studies in U.S.A. (under aegis of academic association (Conf.  
Group on Modern Portugal).  

Teaching positions 
Part-time lecturer, History, Morgan State College, Baltimore. (Spring 1965).  
Assistant Professor (1965-69) ; Associate Professor (1969-1975).  
Professor of Modern African and Iberian History, Department of History, 

University of New Hampshire, Durham (1975-present).  
Visiting Lecturer, History, University College, Rhodesia, Spring, 1967.  
Visiting Associate Professor, African History, African Studies Center, Boston 

University, Fall, 1969; Spring, 1972.  
Chairman, Department of History, University of New Hampshire, 1971-74.  

Membership: Professional assooiations 
African Studies Association.  
Phi Alpha Theta (Honorary, Historical fraternity).  
Iberian Social Studies Association (U.K.).  
Society of Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies.  
International Conference Group on Modern Portugal (since 1972, co-Chair

person).  
American Association of Univ. Professors (at various times since 1965).  

Publications 
Books.-A.VGOLA (with M. Ren6 Pislissier) (New York: Praeger, London: 

Pall Mall, 1971).  
Article.-A number of articles in seholarly journals such as: 

The Journal of Modern Historyl (June 1972).  
The J. of African History (1(S).  
African Hixtorical Studies (19(tS, 1969, 1970, etc.).  
B. of If issouri Hi.tori(ul ,qoeiety (1961,1962).  
Foreign Affairs (July 1970: "Thaw in Portugal").  

Chapters in books on Africa (seven), 1966-73.  
Collier's Encyclopedia (1967; 1!972; 1975-6 editions).  
Merit 8tudecnt's E cyclopcdia (same).  

Articles on Angola, Mozambique, Guinea and Portugal: book reviews, in 
Race, J. of Af. History, J. of Mod. Hist., etc.  

Recent Articles: 
American Policy Toward Southern Africa: Critical Choices. I..ue. A Quarterly 

Jour al of Afriecaist Opinion (IV, no. 2, Summer, 1974), pp. 4-8.  
"Re-thinking Southern Africa," The Christian Science Monitor (August 1, 

1974).  
"Portuguese Africa on rocky path to self-rule," The Christian Science Monitor 

(Sept. 9, 1974).  
"Portugal," The Christian Science Monitor (Feb. 20, 1575).  
"Portugal." The Chri.stian S,'ncell Monitor (April 7, 1975).  
"Portugal: what the U.S. should do," The Christian ,ciciee Monitor (May 28, 

1975).  
"The First Portuguese Ropublic: a Mini-History," The Portuguese Times (New 

Bedford, Mass., June 5, 1975).  

Book in progress 
"Politics in the Portuguese Reptblic, 1910-1933".  

Consulting work 
Council on Foreign Relations (1973; 1974).  
Department of State (1974).  
Center for Strategic and International Studies (1968).  
Hoover Institution (1972).  
The (', ristifi ,,cie ue 1!onitor (1974-75).  
Ne.iwcck (March 1975).  

Historical research, residne in foreign countries 
Portugal, 1961-62; 1964, 1967, 1969, 1970, 1972-7:1; 1.974; 1975.  
Southern Africa (including Angola, Mozambique, 1h0odesia, S. Africa) 

1966-(;7.  
Europe, 1962, 1969, 1973.



STATEMENT OF PROF. DOUGLAS L. WHEELER, UNIVERSITY OF 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Mr. VHIEELER. I would like to thank the subcommittee for inviting 
me to testify before it on the subject of Angola.  

In this presentation, I shall make six major points. Briefly, and 
in . ui innary, they are the followinig: 

One, the historical record of Aiiola, both remote and recent, sug
Sr'Ss that there are deep roots to the current political fragmentation 

and conflict in that country and that. even riler g'ood conditions, 
politi'al unit- and stable gox-ernmeit will be difficult to establish.  

Two, the Alvor Agreement. siuQned on January 15, 1).75, between 
Portugral and the three major A,rolan natiloali.t parties 1>. on paper, 
a i'ne1'ful 1)iee of diplonmacy and iiimpromise-: its piovisions should 
be studid and enforced.  

Three,. the reasons why portions of this important agreement are 
not lei1" honorel lie in a fierce pf\er .truggle aimii ,i- the nationalist 
part .s and in the way that the military provi.+ains of the Agree
ieat h:ve worhed in practice.  

:F('u 11 Aii la is now experiencin2' aspects of a lilited, ephemeral 
1)I 1- ,ody .ivil war which could burgeon into an An-olan variant 
of the Spanis! Civil War with '-rave international reprc'Aussions.  

Five.. -..q, poli,'y in the remaining months before Ang-ola's s'hed
ulel iudei)elldcn'e should strictly avoid any form of intervention 
in Ansi la" internal affairs and should support the Portugue-e Gov
ernmcnt's efforts to enforce the provisions of the Alvor Agreement.  

Six, I 1 elieve that what the Angolan people require now and in 
the iwar future i4 not military aid but massive economic and humani
tarian aid, law and order. and the peace necessary to begin their age 
of ilcpendence in dignity and t'alm.  

ITIS FRI<'AL DIOrENI'NS UF RRENT POLITICAL FRAGIENTATION 
AND ( NFLICT 

T <ball now discuss. each major point in order and ,it ,roater length.  
First' the historial dimensions of the current pd1l iti,"al fagimenta

ti, ci amd conflict. Aiiola's political history has been ]ar1rely tragic: 
,e.ntiii'f, Of slave trade and war<. slavery, fo-red labor, and severe 

'rel ,.sion of the African opposition 1Lv the Portiifese. Adapting' 
'on,w Cruise O'I'rien's memorable sayin',- and applyin " to Angola's 

histr' v it can be said that the study of AnQ'ola', history is like sit
tin oll the cat-its smrlprist, leave their scars. For hoth colonie's 
alad 'I6, coleized in this ma.sive territory there were many surprise,
i Vt,,, For centuriez. Africans were -uiprised that the Portuguese 
could "iir'vixe in their coastal foothold ai conquer an area of 1-110,000 
.,ma ,ic~t iles+. In ealy1 19G1, when inuren4\ exploded in northern 
Aitol:a. i lie Port iiLii-ee were -'il'pried.1lwl tl here was a military coup 
i l o, on Ap ril 2.. 11974, An~ola s of all races were surpri.sed ti) 
se ,i,1 :torsli'p ' 1and to see tle irocess of dec'olonization be'in.  

it1.,,,lan n:t ion:lin ha1s sl'ered from more than narrow po
litical ,viromntitt o,1 :a 400-vear-old colony. The frni-iuentation of 

> ani,,cctljl Ipal he- has rootf: which lie in eihnic, racial. ideological, 
1-4 '!'oii'l1 aiiil eNven ]ersonnalist diffi'ewes. In view of these truths. in



Angola, political unity and stable government will be, at best, difficult 
to establish.  

THE ALVOR AGREEM[ENT 

Second. The Alvor Agreement, which I have appended to my testi
mony, in English-the Eng'lish version put out by the Portuguese 
Government-the treaty whi ch set up the rules for the area of transi
tion between colony and independent state, is, on paper, a master
piece of carefully calculated diplomacy and compromise. It is the 
product of nearly'- month, of tedious negotiations between Portugal 
and the Angolan nationalist parties, of pressures and aid from sev
eral major African leaders in Zambia and Kenya. The treaty attempts 
to strike a fair balance among the three Angolan nationalist parties 
recognized by Portugal as the only legitimate representatives of the 
Angolan peoples: MPLA [Popular Movement For the Liberation 
of Angola] UNITA [Xational Union For the Total Independence 
of Angola] and FNLA [National Liberation Front of Angola]. By 
promising a t-rant of independlence on November 11 1975, Portugal 
solved the problem of a timetalde and limited the final decolonization 
process to a little over 9 months. The key structures of the Transition 
Government. which took powver on January ."1. 1975, are: an execu
tive college of three "Pres idents." each representing one of the three 
legal nationalist parties. This iiusud coll.,-e, too-ether with a cabinet 
distributed equitably among the thrie parties and the Portuguese 
Government. will run daily affairs and administer the territory in 
the era until independenc'e. Three a!rea-; of responsil ility, however, 
were deleg'ated to other ag'encies: foreign affairs will be 'onducted 
by Portugal. and external and internal defense and security by a 
N]ational Defense Committee, which has authority over all armed 
forces and the police. The National Defense Committee is c-omposed 
of the High Comin.sioner. Portu.al's chief representative, the Col
lege or Committee of Presidents,, and a Unified General Staff.  

The chairman of this key org'anisi is the High Commissioner. The 
missions of this committee are: To carry out military policy, insure 
and safeg'uard the present frontiers of Angola, Luarantee peace and 
se,-urity and public law an(l order. and to promote the safety of per
sons and property.  

While this Alvor Agreement is a landmark in the history of Portu
oal. of Angola. and. indeed, of Africa, it has not worked as it shoul 
have and( some of its provisions have not been enforced. Two basic 
problems have arisen: An authority prol dem and a security problem.  
The structme of the presidential committee or college does not pro
vide for the exercise of power by one executive, like a premier, or 
prime minister. With conflict among the presidents. the o'overnment 
thus lacks authority and centralize(d force. Armed conflict, has led to 
serious security prol heji.  

POWER STRUCGLE Ao\NG ANGOLP\N PITIES 

Three. There has been a power struggle among the Angolan parties 
which has resulted in a heavy loss of life and in the Luanda area and 
in rural areas northeast of that capital city. In the months since the



transition government entered power, there has been armed clashes 
among partisans of the nationalist parties in three bursts: Late 
March/early April; April 28-May 3; and most recently, early June.  
A conservative estimate of the dead is at least a thousan, , the wounded, 
several thousand. While there are no reliable exact casualty counts, it 
is clear that the hospitals of Luanda have become, reluctantly, the 
charnelhouses of Central Africa.  

The National Defense Committee has been unable to fulfill its 
missions of peace, security, and public law and order because of a 
number of interrelated factors: The ires)onsille distribution of fire
arms to many persons not, enrolled in the lPortuguese Armed Forces 
or in the mixed forces, that is the future Army of Angola; this 
handing out of firearms was carried out by more than one nationalist 
party; the failure of the Angolan nationalit parties. to cooperate 
among themselves; the lack of coordination between the nationalist 
leaders and the mass of their followers, some of w horn have taken the 
law into their own hands. As a result, many innocent civilians have 
been slaughtered.  

The Portuguese Iligh Commissioner, (eneral Silva Cardoso, by 
most accounts. has been making a real effort to carry ott the provilson-2 
of the Alvor Aiareement. Although he has an armnd force of some 
24,000 Portuguese troops, the iPortugue-e forces are subJect to the 
pressures of fear, war-wearlinws-',, indiscipline, and insubordination.  
Still, according to accounts in the prvse. this officer has shown hiiiiself 
to be a tireless and skilled arbiter. A l, a result of the armed cla,h s 
I mentioned above, areements have been .-i!!.ted ordering the dis
arnming of the population in the Luanda area, the removal of the 
nationalists' armed forces from the capital, and a I-eneral ceasefire.  
Just what efforts these measures will have cannot be safely predicted.  

CIVIB WAR SrREADING DESPITE CEASEFIRES 

Four. The ephemeral civil war of recent months-despite a nuinber 
of ceasefires-has spread from the suburl)s and African neighl orhoods 
of Luanda into that city and beyond. There have 1 een outbreaks in 
the districts to the north and east of the city and some disturlances 
in the district or enclave of (abinda. If the power stru_,l]e in Angola 
gets out of control, if the structure set up l v the Alvr Agreement 
disintegrates, it is possible that the conflict could spread and affect a 
wider area of Central Africa. With the known and potential petro
leum, iron, copper, diamonds, and mai'ia nese rcsomrce in Cabinda 
and An-ola, international groups, both public andli private. may i)c
come invo4lved. It is therefore important to realize the geogr'a.phic,.  
econoi m:c, and strategic significance of Anola, what, the present Illgh 
Commissioner has referred to as "the enormous potentialitie. of this 
young state." 

It. is to be hoped that, several po sible disister 11:enari, may be 
avoided. .A Angolaii varniant of the Spanish civil war miglht have 
grave internatiozal repercussio ps. Or, a spreadiu- cons lict ill AM-ola 
'oul rc'-Illt in a wa m simuilar to that l' ouh1t between the Fedcrl 
lRe)lu!li of Ni ."eria !iid Bia lra, 19G;1-70, (W. a variant of the. (',,n ro 
,'risis of 196 -G ( whten tio lUiit,,d Nat ion;!s force imntervened. S,,me 
my suigesi thai I le United Nations I lecoll iuivole\'el ini the decolo-



nization process in Angola. In my view, under present conditions, this 
would be a serious error.  

I believe that the best hope for a reasonably progressive and stable 
transition, in the remaining months, lies in full support for the Portuguese Government, the High Commissioner in Luanda, and the Na

tional Defense Committee, to carry out the provisions of the Alvor 
agreement with the interest of as many Angolans as possible in mind.  

PRESENT TRANSITION GOVERNMENT BEST HOPE FOR SOLUTION 

Senator CLARK. I want to interrupt you for a number of questions.  
You are saying you think the best hope for a solution is continuation 

of the present system? 
Mr. WHEELER. Yes, I believe that we should. If there is any activity 

on the part of international groups, and our Government is to attempt 
to put into affect the Alvor Treaty and keep the structure and improve 
upon it they have set up.  

Senator CLARK. Very good.  

U.S. POLICY BEFORE ANGOLA'S SCHEDULED INDEPENDENCE 

Mr. WHEELER. Five. In my personal opinion, American policy in the 
time before November 11, 1975 should concentrate on encouraging and 
backing the established machinery of the agreement in order to main
tain peace, law and order. By all nwans we should avoid any form of 
intervention in Angola's internal affairs. We should adhere to the spirit 
of the Security Council resolution of August 9, 1960 regarding the 
United Nations' Force in the Congo; namely, that we "will not be a 
party to or in any way intervene in or be used to influence the outcome 
of any internal conflict, constitutional or otherwise." 

I believe that it would be in the interests of the peoples of Angola 
that we support the Portuguese. Government, the High Commissioner 
and the established structures laid out by the Alvor Agreement. Most 
important we would attempt to support these elements in their effort to 
hold free elections for a Constituent Assembly 1 v the end of October 
1975. The problem now is not whether Angola will become independent.  
It is the manner in which this independence and the required political 
machinery are established. If there is a real effort to uphold the rule 
of agreed-upon laws, and the value of the ballotbox, the interests of 
the Angolan peoples will be well served.  

Senator CLARK. Under point five that you have just completed, we 
are discussing only Aiiierican policy in the time between now and 
Noveml er 11, are we not.  

\11'. WVIJEELER. YCS.  

EC0ON(',IC, HUMANITARIAN AID REQVIRED FOR INDEPENDENT ANGOLA 

Point six, my final point: Not nilitary aid, but nvissive efonomi, and 
humanitarian aid are required for Ang'ola as sho Iegiiis : 1new era.  
The. country has suffeed the rava&,s ,,f over the 1: years of war and tbe 
recent civil strife. Thero h:,; been an arms race aion, the nat ioalist 
groups, and the iniportation of arms Jy foreign powers, while the 
real ee(ls of the people re quite difflerent.

6l fl1f -- 7(; ,



Angola requires fundamental improvements in education. commerce, 
,,riculture. industry, mining, and many other sectors. As I have su

gesteil before Anoola's economy has great promise and potential.  

The ileveloplnent of large resources of petroleum and agriculture 
here coul hell) alleviate -food and fuel shortages in other parts of 
trolial Africa.  

1 1elieve that our Government should be prepared to provide im
portant. economic and technical aid to an independent Anlzola. Careful 
study of the real ne'l s of th is hard-working and long-suffering people 
nii1t be undertaken.  

EDUCATIONAL AID 

W,' can 1 egin with educational aid. T know of a numnler of universi
ties who),,e fauill ie; would ,I willing" to help ,ooprate with Angolan 
institutions. I ,.an speak only for a part of the University of New 
I [mi, shir'e, but I am c-ertain ihat sone faculty members in the College 
of Lil,er l Aris and in the Colle-e of Life eienee and Agriculture 
wildl 1,e eager to ooperate and hell). A member of this subcommittee, 

Hr umphrey 1, already on record e,,ncerninr educational 
aiid t,, Aniiiola. In a speech in tle Senate and in a letter of AugLst 27.  
P!74. to S.-retarv of State Kissln r. Senator IImiplry advocated 
an.I expansion of e(ducational .id to Angola, and to other Portu gese

Sealiu! i-," ates. of two progra.i: (I have a footnote which ,rives the 
oion-,, fienrin-, last year on the Vnitel States-Portuguese relatio-01.  

Thiat is where the text con .es from.) The southern African student 
p,1,'11' am. rander the Department of State. and the southern African 
training program. I fully endorse thVi kind of aid and I would urge 
I h} o - lbommittoe to cisider supporting more programs of this kind 
which ,- --wild Ie of hasting ilniporta ae to the future of Ag, la and her 
p,,,ples.  

AN-(; LA 13PORTANi'E TO UTNITED CTATEs 

There is an ancient ayinz almit Africa that. "Something new i al
ways coming- out of Africa." I would like to paraphrase this and say 
that. 'somethin- important is always coming out of Angola." Ameri
can . in neral. know little aboult this huge and important country.  

The news ii iedia rarely i-ives it a line, unles there is a crisis and 
then only sporadi,'a1lly. But I have a st ron!x fe.ling that America will 
l)efriel"il the 1e)ples of Angola an(l in the future will have closer rela
tions in 1iany areas. Some may won(ler why the Vinited States should 
cnre about what happens in Ang-ola. But I sui"est that there is in 
An 'ila a. funil of economic geographical, and social elements whose 
imprtance for us transeils such elements in a number of countries 
in oitheast Asia, where we expended so much blood and treasure in 
tile past two ihleades. Americans neil to be reminded that there is also 
an historic link hel ween Angola and the 1-nited States. A si'nificant 
1 ilprtion of the aniesl ors of black Americans originated in Angola, 
on,.e called the black mother of the New World. With Angola we have 
proai ises to keep. But for now. let us keep one promise. Let us base 
Om liew diplomnacy and aiil programs not ol a, "balance of power" 
lriljile. Let ns base it onl the prineiple of human riohts.  

[Pr 'ii rsor Wheeler's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF PROF. Dot ri.\ s L. W EELER 

ANGOLA 

I would like to thank the Subconmnittee for invilinz" me to testify before it 
on the subject of Angola.  

In this presentation I shall make Ai.r major points. Briely. and in summary, 
they are the following: ow, the historical record in Ani;,da. both remote and 
recent. suggests that there are deep roots to the current political fragmentation 
:iud conflict in that country and that, even under good conditions, political unity 
and stable government will be difficult to establish. Tt'o. the Alvor Agreement, 
sizned on January 15, 19475, between Portugal and the three major Angolan 
nationalist parties ik. on paper, a masterful piece of diplomacy and compromise; 
its provisions should be studied and enforced. Thrc'. the reasons why portions 
of this important agreement are not ,eing honored lie ;i a fierce power struggle 
among the nationalist partic. and in the way that the military provisions of 
the Agreement have worle:d in practice. 'oair, An:.ola is now experiencingK 
aspects of a limited, ephemeral but bloody civil war which could spread further 
in Ai,,I'tla and could burgeon into an Angolan variant of the Spanish Civil War 
with _rave international repercussions. Fir(, United Stare.i' policy in the remain
:Lg months before .\ngola's scheduled independence should strictly avoid any 
form of intervention in Angola's internal affairs and shoull support the Portu
guese ' ,overnnint's efforts to enforce the provisions of the Alvor Agreement.  
.i.r. I believ, that what the Angolan pe ijlI require n\w and in the near future 

is not milit:)ry aid but massive economic and humanitariai aid. law and order, 
nd the peace necessary to bein their a;e of independente-, in dignity and caln.  

I shall now discuss each major point in or(lei antd at reater length. First.  
the historical dimensions of the current political fragmentation and conflict.  
Angola's political history has been ]ar,ely tragi : ',nturi(' of slave-trade and 
wars. slavery, forced labor, and severe repression of the African opposition by 
the Portuguese. Adapting 4'ionr Criilue 4)Bri:,n's nienior-lOle saying and aiiidv
ing to Angola's history it can be s aid that the study of Amaia'. history is like 
itting on the cat-its surprises leave their sa rs For Iioth (colonizers and the 

colonized in this massive territory there wore many surprises in store. For 
centuries Afriians were surprised that the lPrtue'. te- ,rold survive* in their 
coastal foothld and conquer an are'a of 40,.000) square miles. In early 1961, when 
insurgency eXploded in northern Angola, the Portuguese weri, surprised. When 
Thi.r- was a military coup in Lisbon on April 25. 1974 A(iilans of all races were 
s-urprised to see the dictatorship collapse and to see the lirowe s of de-colonization 
tegin.  

Angolan nationalism has suffered from more than the narrow political en
vironment of :i 400 year old colony. The fragmentatio}n if its nationalist parties 
has r(,ots which lie in ethnic, racial. ideological. regional and even personahikt 
differences,.' In view of these truths, in Angola political unity and stable govern
ment will be, at best, difficult to establish.  

Tiro. The Alvor Agreement, the treaty which s,,t up th rules for the era of 
transition between colony and independent state, is. on laper, a nmasterpiece 
of carefully calculated diplomac-y and cimpromise. It is tihe ltri(hv't of ,'anrly 
eight months of tedious ne,,-ifl;tions between Portu-l and the knu-0ln na
tionalist partiis, of pressures and aid from several mii-aor African loders in 
Zambin and Kenya. The tre aty attempts to strike a fair balance among the 
three Angol an nationalist parties r],tignized by Portn'al :14 the only legitimate 
representatives of the Aniiliu leohlht : MPA, TNTTA and F'NLA.' 

By pr mkiin a grant of independence on Novemlier 11, 197.5 lortnin]l solved 
the problem iof a tiinetale and limmi ted the final ht-.olt 4)llization ]r-ess to a 
little over nin, months. The key structures ttf the Transition Government. which 
toolk power on Jnnuary 31. 1K975 are an (xt'iiietiv, coid],t' of tbr-i' "Prid,,ts".  
each represontin.g one of the three legal nationaliz i artios. Thi unal ,Ih,.,.  
togetlei with a cabinet disiributed equitahly aminog the thfli e prtiS a nil the 
Portugu(.'e governnient will rn daily affalirs and adminisr ih , territory in 
the era until independenee. Three areas of roponsilility, however, vere ileli

2 For materlil on Angolan nitionalirn) ;Pe John Marcum, The A iqoa)7 Rc'ioletion (MIT 
Pr''.s. 1961). vol. 1: and Douglas L. W\Vii-'r and It.oir I'lissi ,A o!ti (Now York, 
171 i. ('hapts, IV-XT.  
'For fill] tixt of the .\lvor Azrcment, see \ppoTliX 4i thiS rwpor.  2 MPLA-Ptl.tar Movement for the Lilwralion of AT,,tli INTTA ',liona] T'nitn 

for the Total Independence of Angola; FNLA Natio'al Front fttr the Liberation of 
Angola.



gated to other agencies: foreign affairs will be conducted by Portugal, and 

external and internal defense and security by a National Defense Committee, 
which has authority over all armed forces and the police. The National Defense 

Committee is composed of the High Commissioner, Portugal's chief representa
tive, the College or Committee of Presidents and a Unified General Staff. The 

Chairman of this key organism is the High Commissioner. The missions of this.  

Committee are: to carry out military policy, insure and safeguard the present 
frontiers of Angola, guarantee peace and security and public law and order, 
and to promote the safety of persons and property.' 

While this Alvor Agreement is a landmark in the history of Portugal, of 
Angola, and, indeed, of Africa, it has not worked as it should have and some 
of its provisions have not been enforced. Two basic problems have arisen: an 
authority problem and a security problem. The structure of the Presidential 
Committee or College does not provide for the exercise of power by one executive, 
like a Premier, or Prime Minister. With conflict among the Presidents, the 
Government thus lacks authority and centrifugal force. Armed conflict has led 
to a serious security problem.  

Th rcc. There has been a power struggle among the Angolan parties which 
has resulted in a heavy loss of life in the Luanda area and in rural areas north
east of that capital city. In the months since the Transition Government entered 
power there have been armed clashes among partisans of the nationalist parties 
in three bursts: late March/early April; April 2S-May 3; and, most recently, 
early June. A conservative estimate of the dead is at least a thousand, the 
wounded several thousand. While there are no reliable exact casualty counts, 
it is clear that the hospitals of Luanda have become, reluctantly, the charnel 
houses of Central Africa. The National Defense Committee has been unable to 
fulfill its missions of peace, security and public law and order because of a 
number of inter-related factors: the irresponsible distribution of firearms to 
inany persons not enrolled in the Portuguese Armed Forces or in the 'Mixed 

Forces, that is the future Army of Ang(la; this handing out of firearms was 
carried out by more than one nationalist lrty : the failure of the Angolan na
tionalist parties to cooperate among themselves; the lack of coordination be
tween the nationalist leaders and the mass of their followers, some of whom 
have taken the law into their own hands. As a result many innocent civilians 
have been slaughtered.  

The Portuguese High Commissioner, General Silva Cardoso, by most accounts, 
has been making a real effort to carry out the provisions of the Alvor Agree
ment. Although he has an armed force of some 24,000 Portuguese troops the 
Portuguese forces are subject to the pressures of fear, war-weariness, indiscipline 
and insubordination. Still, according to accounts in the press," this officer has 
shown himself to be a tireless and skilled arbiter. As a result of the armed 
clashes I mentioned above, agreements have been signed ordering the disarming 
of the population in the Luanda area, the removal of the nationalist." armed 
forces from the capital, and a general cease-fire. Just what effects these measures 
will have cannot be safely predicted.  

Fo ur. The ephemeral civil war of recent months-despite a number of cease
fires-has spread from the suburbs and African neighborhoods of Luanda into 
that city and beyond. There have been outbreaks in the districts to the north 
and east of the city and some disturbances in the district or enclave of Cabinda.  
If the power struggle in Angola gets out of control, if the structure set up by 
the Alvor Agreement disintegrates, it is possible that the conflict could spread 
and affect a wider area of Central Africa. With the known and potential petro
leum, iron, copper, diamonds and manganese resources in Cabinda and Angola 
international groups, both public and private, may become involved. It is there
fore important to realize the geographic, economic and strategic sianificanoe of 
Anaola. what the present High Commissioner has referred to as "the enormous 
iotcntiO 1ities of this young State." 6 

It is to be hoped that several possible disaster scenirios may be ,9void(ed. An 
Angolan variant (of tlie ,panish Civil Wnr might have 1rave international 
leperc llifolls. ()r. a weading 'onlflict ill Ang 'ol old result in a war similar 

that fouht between the Federal Relihlic of Nigeria and Piafra, 19t37-70; 
or, " v:ri:olt If the C'olgo cris'is of 1960-14. when a United N\atio Force ilier
wened. " lee may si a .st tmt the United Natio0ns 0eome iliviided in the de

' r foil nrovklsio i, of Ih Treaity's Cinptpr I V. see Appendix.  
S ", interxlv of (eworal Silva Cardoso, E.xprCsso (Lisbon), May 17, 19-.  
1 bid., pp. 1s-19i.
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,colonization process in Angola. In my view, under present conditions, this 
would be a serious error. I believe that the best hope for a reasonably progres
sive and stable transition, in the remaining months, lies in full support for the 
Portuguese Government, the High Commissioner in Luanda, and the National 
Defense Committee, to carry out the provisions of the Alvor Agreement with 
the interests of as many Angolans as possible in mind.  

Fire. In my personal opinion, American policy in the time before November 11, 
1975 should concentrate on encouraging and backing the established machinery 
of the Agreement in order to maintain peace, law and order. By all means we 
should avoid any form of intervention in Angola's internal affairs. We should 
adhere to the spirit of the Security Council resolution of August 9, 19(60 regard
ing the United Nations' Force in the Congo;' namely, that we "will not be a 
party to or in any way intervene in or be used to influence the outcome of any 
internal conflict, constitutional or otherwise." 

I believe that it would be in the interests of the peoples of Angola that we 
support the Portuguese Government. the High Commissioner and the estab
lished structures laid out by the Alvor Agreement. Most important we would 
attempt to support these elements in their effort to hold free elections for a 
Constituent Assembly by the end of October 1975. The problem now is not 
-whether Angola will become independent. It is the manmer in which this inde
pendence and the required political machinery are established. If there is a real 
effort to uphold the rule of agreed-upon laws, and the value of the ballotbox, 
the interests of the Angolan peoples will be well served. Point Si.r. my final 
point: not military aid. but massive economic and humanitarian aid are 
required for Angola as she begins a new era. The country has suffered the 
ravages of over thirteen years of war and recent civil strife. There has been 
an arms race among the nationalist groups, and the importation of arms by 
foreign powers, while the real needs of the people are quite different.  

Angola requires fundamental improvements in education, commerce, agrieul
ture, industry, mining and many other sectors. As I havw suggested before, 
Angola's economy has great promise and potential. The development of large 
resources of petroleum and agriculture here could help alleviate food and fuel 
shortages in other parts of tropical Africa. I believe that our GThvernment should 
be prepared to provide important e.onomic and techni.al aid to an independent 
Angola. Careful study of the real needs of this hard-working and long-suffering 
people must be undertaken.  

We can begin with educational aid. I know of a number of Universities 
whs,-,e faculties would be willing to help cooperate with Angolan institutions.  
I can speak only for a part of the University of New Hampshire. but I am 
certain that some faculty members in the College of Liberal Arts and in the 
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture would be eager to cooperate and help.  
A member of this Subcommittee. Senator Humphrey is already on record con
cerning educational aid to Angola. In a speech in the Senate and in a letter 
of August 27 to Secretary of State Kissinger., Senator Humphrey advocated 
an expansion of educational aid to Angola. and to other Portuguese-speaking 
states, of two programs: The Snuthern African Student Program, under the 
Department of State, and The Southern African Training Program. I fully 
endorse this kind of aid nd I would urge this Subcommittee to consider sup
porting more programs of this kind which could be of lasting importance to 
the future of Angola and her peoples.  

There is an ancient saying about Africa that "Something new is alwnys 
coming out of Africa." I would like to pnralphrase this and say that "something 
important is always coining out of Angola." Americans, in general, kn(w little 
about this huge and important country. The news media rarely gives it a line, 
unless there is a crisis and then only sporadically.  

But I have a strong feeling that America will befriend the peoples of Angola 
and in the future will have closer relations in many areas. Some may wonder 
why the United States should care about what happens in Angola. But I suggest 

"As cited in Conor Cruise O'Brien. To Katanga and Back. A UN case history (New 
York. 1966 ed), p. 60 (from doc. S/4426).  8 The text of Senator Humphrey's letter and Secretary of State Ki.slngr's reply Is 
found in: Committee on Foreign Affairs, Hmuse of Representatives, The Cornplcx of uited 
,States-Portuguese Relations: Before and after the Conp (Hearings Before the Subcom
mittee on Africa . . . Ninety-Third Congrcs: Second Session (March 1A. October s. 9 
and 22, 1974 (U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1974), pp. 239-240. For no view on Amprivan 
policy toward Southern Africa, see my article on that subject in The Christian Sicce 
Monitor (Aug. 1, 1974) and a piece in Issue. A Quarterly Journal of Africanist Opinion 
,,(IV. no. 2; Summer, 1974), pp. 4-8 with maps.
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that there is in Angola a fund of economic. geographical and so,.ial elements whose importance for us transcend.s such elements in a numlwr of countries in Southeast Asia, where we have expended so much blood and treasure in the past two decades. Americans need to be reminded that there is also an hist,)rie link between Angola and the United States. A significant proportion of the ancestors of black Americans, originated in Angola, once called the black mother of the New World. With Angola we have promises to keep. But for now, let us keep one promise. Let us base our new diplomacy and aid programs not on a "balance of power" principle. Let us base it on the principle of human rights.



APPENDIX

[From Ministry of Mass Communication 1975] 

ANGOLA-THE INDEPENDENC E AGREEMENT 

The Portuguese State and the Angolan National Liberation Move
ments-the National Angolan Liberation Front (F.N.L.A.), the People's 
Movement for the Liberation (of Angola (M.P.L.A.) and the National 
Union for the Total Independence of Angola (U.N.I.T.A.)-having met at 
Alvor, in the Algarve, from 10 to 15 January 1975, to negotiate the 
procedure and the calendar if the access of Angola to independence, 
have agreed to the following: 

CIAPTER I 

ON THE INDEPENDENCE OF ANGOLA 

Article 1.-The Portuguese State recognizes the Liberation Movements-Na
tional Angolan Liberation Front (F.N.L.A.), the People's Movement for the 
Liberation of Angola (M.P.L.A.) and the National Union for Total Independence 
of Angola (U.N.I.T.A.)-as the sole legitimate representatives of the people 
of Angola.  

Article 2.-The Portuguese State solemnly restates its recognition of the right 
of the people of Angola to independence.  

Article 3.-Angola forms one indivisible unit, within its present geographical 
and political boundaries, and in this context Cabinda is an unalienable com
ponent part of Angolan territory.  

Article 4.-The independence and full sovereignty of Angola shall he solenilly 
proclaimed on 11 November 1975 in Angola ky the President of the Portuguese 
Republic or by a specially appointed representative of the President.  

Article 5.-Until independence is proclaimed, the power shall be wielded by 
the High Commissioner and by a Transitional Government, which shall take 
office on 31 January 1975.  

Article 6.-The Portuguese State and the three Liberation Movements formally 
affirm, under this agreement, a general ceasefire, already being observed de facto 
by their armed forces throughout Angolan territory.  

After this date, any use of force other than as decided by the rig htful author
ities to prevent internal acts of violence or acts of aggression from outside the 
country shall be considered to be illicit.  

Article 7.-After the ceasefire the armed forces of the F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A.  
and the U.N.I.T.A. shall take up positions in the regions and places where they 
are at present stationed, until such time as the provisiins laid down in Chapter 
IV of this Agreement shall be put into practice.  

Article 8.-The Portuguese State undert:ikes to transfer progressively, no later 
than the term of the transitional period, all the 1,,,wets it enjoys and wields in 
Angola to the Angolan organs of sovereignty.  

Article 9.-With the eo,lncbiin of this Agreement, an amnesty is held to be 
granted to cover all the effects of the lpitriotic acts performed in the course of 
the national liberation struggle in Angiila which would have been considered to 
be liable to punishment under logisl:tion in firce at the time iif their perforlance.  

Arti e 1O.-The independent Stal, orf Alnlila shall exert its siovereignty fully 
and freely, both internally and on the intermittional plane.  

(IT APTER II 

ON TIE 111011 C(OMMISSIONER 

Article 11.-During the transitional poriod the President of the Republic and 
the Portuguese Giiverinent sh1a1ll b- represented in Angoda by the High C'inn
missioner, who shall defenl the inl crests of the Portiugues Republic.  

(81)
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Article 12.-The High Commissioner in Angola shall be appointed and released 
from office by the President of the Portugtu se Republic, by whom he shall be 
sworn in and to whom he is politically respinsible.  

Article 13.-It is for the High Commissioner to: 
(a) Represent the President of the Republic, ensuring and guaranteeing, in 

full agreement with the Transitional Government, the oblservance of the law; 
(b) Safeguard and guarantee the physical security of Angolan territory, in 

close co-operation with the Transitional Government; 
(C) Ensure the fulfillment of this Agreement and of such others as may come 

to be made between the Liberation Movements and the Portuguese State; 
(d) Guarantee and promote the process of decolonization of Angola; 
(e) Ratify all acts which concern, or refer to, the Portuguese State; 
(f) Attend the meetings of the Cmncil of Ministers, when he thinks fit, where 

he may participate in their discussions but without the right to vote; 
(g) Sign, approve and have published the decree-laws and the decrees drafted 

by the Transitional Government: 
(h) Ensure, together with the Presidential Committee, the direction of the 

National Defence Cimmitlee. and to direct the foreign policy of Angola during 
the transitional period, aided in this by the Presidential Committee.  

CHAPTER III 

ON THE TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT 

Article 14.-The Transitional Government is chaired and directed by the 
Presidential Committee.  

Article 1.-The Presidential (_'ommittee comprises three members, one from 
each liberation movement, and its main task is to direct and co-ordinate the 
Transitional Government.  

Article 16.-Whenever it thinks fit, the Presidential Committee may consult 
the High Commissiiner on matters concerning the work if the Government.  

Articc 17.-The decision, of the Transitional Government shall be taken by 
a majority of two-thirds: the memlbers of the Presidential Committee shall chair 
it in turn.  

Article 18.-The Transitional Government shall comprise the following Minis
tries: the Interior. Informatin. Lobaour and Social Security, Ec(onomic Affairs, 
Planning and Finance. Justice. Transports and ('ommunications, Health and 
Social Affairs, Public Works. Housing and Town-Planning, Education and Culture, 
A-griculture. Natural Resources.  

Article 19.-The following Offices of Secretaries of State are hereby instituted: 
(a) Two in the Ministry of the Interior, 
(b) Two in the Ministry of Information, 
(c) Two in the Ministry of Labour and Social Security.  
(d) Three in the Ministry (of Ecnomie Affairs. to he known respectively as 

the Secretary of State for Trade and Tourism, the Secretary of State for Industry 
and Power and the Secretary of State for Fisheries.  

Article ?.-The Ministers of the Transitional (overnment shall be appointed 
in the same proportion by the National Angolan Liberation Front (F.N.L.A.), 
the People's Movement for th Liberation of Angola iM.P.L.A.) and the National 
Union for the Total Independenie of Angila (U.N.I.T.A.), and by the President 
of the Republic and shall lie sworn in by the High Commissioner.  

.Irticlc 21.-Bearing in mind the transitional nature of the Government, the 
distribution of the Ministries shall be as follows: 

(a) The President of the Portuguese Republic shall appoint the Ministers of 
Economic Affairs, of Public *Wirks, Housing and Town-Planning and of Trans
ports and ( inmunications , 

(b) The F.N.L.A. shall appoint the Ministers of his Interior, of Health and 
Sicial Affairs and of Agriculture; 

(c) The M.P.L.A shall appoint the Ministers of Information, of Planning and 
Finance, and of Justice; 

(d) The IT.NI.T.A. shall appoint the Ministers of Labour and Social Security, 
of Educatilin and Culture and of Natural Resiurces.  

1 liclc ,.'2.-The Offices of the Secretaries of State provided for in this Agree
nent shall lie distributed as follows: 

(a) The F.N.L.A. shall appoint one Secretary of State for Information, one 
Secretary of State for Trale and Tourism;
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(b) The M.P.L.A. shall appoint a Secretary of State for the Interior, a Secre
tary of State for labour and Social Security and a Secretary for Industry and 
Power; 

(c) U.N.I.T.A. shall appoint a Secretary of State for the Interior, a Secretary 
of State for Information and the Secretary of State for Fisheries.  

Article 23.-The Transitional Government may institute further posts of 
Secretary and Under-Secretary of State, but in their distribution the rule of 
political heterogeneity shall be observed.  

Article 24.-It is for the Transitional Government to: 
(a) Further, and co-operate in, the successful management of the process 

of decolonization until total independence is reached; 
(b) Superintend the whole field of public Administration, ensuring its func

tioning and promoting access of Angolan citizens to posts and positions of 
responsibility ; 

(c) Conduct internal politics; 
(d) Prepare and guarantee the holding of general elections for the Constituent 

Assembly of Angola; 
(e) Perform through decree-laws the legislative function and draft decrees, 

regulatory decrees and instructions for the proper implementation of the laws; 
(f) Guarantee, in co-operation with the High Commissioner, the safety of 

persons and property; 
(g) Carry out the judicial reorganization of Angola; 
(h) Define economic, financial and monetary policy and create the structures 

needed to ensure the rapid development of the economy of Angola; 
(i) Guarantee and safeguard individual or collective rights and freedoms.  
Article 25.-The Presidential Committee and the Ministers are jointly respon

sible for the acts of the Government.  
Article 26.-The Transitional Government may not be dismissed on the initia

tive of the High Commissioner; any change in its composition shall be effected 
by agreement between the High Commissioner and the liberation movements.  

Article 27.-The High Commissioner and the Presidential Committee shall seek 
to solve all the difficulties arising from the work of the Government in a spirit 
of friendship and through reciprocal consultations.  

CHAPTER IV 

ON THE NATIONAL DEFENCE COMMITTEE 

Article 28.-A National Defence Committee is hereby set up, composed a& 
follows: 

The Higher Commissioner, 
The Presidential Committee, 
A Unified General Staff.  
Article 29.-The High Commissioner shall inform the National Defence Com

mittee of all matters concerning national defence, both internally and abroad, 
so as to: 

(a) Define and carry out the military policy arising from this Agreement; 
(b) Ensure and safeguard the present frontiers of Angola; 
(c) Guarantee peace and security and public law and order; 
(W) Promote the safety of persons and property.  
Article 30.-The decisions of the National Defence Committee shall be taken 

by a simple majority; the High Commissioner, who will chair the Committee, 
shall have a vote.  

Article 31.-A unified General Staff is hereby set up. which shall comprise 
the commanders of the three branches of the Portuguese Armed Forces in 
Angola and three commanding officers of the liberation movements.  

The unified General Staff shall be placed under the direct authority of the 
High Commissioner.  

Article 32.-Armed forces belonging to the three liberation movements shall 
be integrated to the same total number with the Portuguese forces in the mixed 
military forces, on the following numerical basis: 

8000 men belonging to the F.N.L.A., 
,8000 men belonging to the M.P.L.A., 
8000 men belonging the the U.N.I.T.A., 
24,000 men belonging to the Portuguese Armed Forces.



Article 33.-The National Defence Committee shall effect the progressive 
interation of the armed forces in the mixed military forces qpecified in the 

previous article; in principle the following calendar should he respected: 
1Between February and May, inclusive, and per month a total of 500 men 

from each of the liberation movements will be integrated and 1500 men of the 

Portlg4uese Armed Forces.  
Between June and Septemler, inclusive, and per month, a total of 1500 men 

from -each ,of the liberation movements will be integrated and 4500 men of the 
Portugu ..e Armed Forces.  

Article ; ..- Such Portuguese Armed Fwrce , contingents as exceed the quotas 
laid down in art. 32 shall be evacuated from Ai,1)la by *A) April 1!)-5.  

Article ..- The evacuation of the contingent of the POjrtug:uese Armed Ffiroee 

inte'rated in the mixed military forces shall begin after 1 October 1.)75 and 
shall Ie completed by 2'.) February 197;.  

Articlc 4-The National Defence Committee shall organize mixed police 
fin'-s to nmintain public law and order.  

Article J7.-The unified police command shall have three members. one from 
each of the liberation novements, and leadership shall be put in commissi,,n, 
the chair being taken by each member in turn. The force shall be placed under 
the authority and supervision of the Naticual Defenise Committee.  

CHAPTER V 

ON REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS 

Article 38.-Immediately after the swearing-in of the Transitional Government, 
mixed equal-representation c,,mmittees shall be set up, on nominations by the 
H-igh Commissioner and by the Transitional Government. too plan and prepare 
the structures, means and procedure necessary to deal with Angolan refugees.  

The work of these committees will be supervised by the Ministry of Health 
and Social Affairs.  

Article 39.-Those persons housed in the Peace Villages may return to their 
own villages and homes.  

The mixed equal-representation committees shall propose to the High Com
missioner and to the Transitional (Thvernment social, economic and other meas
ures to assure a spieedy return to normal ways (if life 4)f displiced persons and 
the reintegration of the various forms of activity in the economic life of the 
country.  

CHAPTER VI 

ON GENERAL ELECTIONS FOR THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF ANGOLA 

A rticle ..- The Transitional Glovernment shall organize general elections for a 
Constituent Assembly within not more than 9 months from the date of its 
installation, that is, 31 January 127,-5.  

Articl . -Candidatures to the Cnstituent Assembly shall be put forward 
exclusively by the liberation miivements-F.N.L.A., M.P.L.A. and U.N.I.T.A.
as the -ole legitimate representatives if the Ieople of Angola.  

Article 2.-Once the Transitional Government is installed, a Central Com
mittee shall he instituted, with equal representation of the liberation movements, 
to draft the Basic Law and to prepare the elections to the Constituent Assembly.  

A,'ticl,r ' -.;.-Wlhn the Basic Law has been approved by the Presidential Com
mittee, the Central Committee shall: 

( t ) Draft the Electoral Law: 
( 7)1 Organize lists of voters: 
(c) Register the lists of c:andidates for election to the C,,nstituent Assembly 

put ',irward by the. liberation movenwnts.  
.I riolc }.-Tm Basic Law shall remain in fr'e until the Constitution of 

An-,,la comes into) force, but it may not run 'ounter to the term of this Agreement.  

CTIAPTEr 1II 

ON ANialAN N.VI'IONAITITY 

lrtiile .7 -The Portuguese State anil the three liberation movements
F.N.I,.A.. M.P.L.A. and U.N.l.T.A.-undertamke to ,'o-opierate to eliminate all the 
c,,n ,,quen,'es i,,fci ,' ni oisn. I)1 this tolic, the V.N.L.A.. ti M.P.L.A. and the 
TT.N.I.T.A. stress their policy of non-dis-rimination, according to which the 
quality of Angolan citizenship is definable by birth in Angola or by domicile



therein, always provided that those domiciled in Angola identify themselves with 
the aspirations of the Angolan Nation through a conscious choice.  

Article 46.-The F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. hereby undertake 
to consider as Angolan citizens all individuals born in Angola, provided that they 
do not declare, on the terms and within the time-limits to be laid down, that they 
wish to maintain their present nationality or to choose another one.  

Article 47.-Individuals not born in Angola but settled there may seek Angolan 
nationality in accordance with such rules governing Angolan nationality as come 
to be laid down in the Basic Law.  

Article 48.-A mixed committee with equal representation will study special 
agreements to regulate the forms of concession of Angllan citizenship to Portu
guese citizens domiciled in Angola, and the status of Portuguese citizens resident 
in Angola and of Angolan citizens resident in Portugal.  

CHAPTER VIII 

ON ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL TOPICS 

-Articlc 49.-The Portuguese State undertakes to regularize with the State of 
Angola the situation arising froim the existence of property bebnging to the 
latter outside Angolan territory, so as to facilitate the transfer of such property, 
.,r the equivalent value, to the territory and ownership of Angola.  

Article 50.-The F.N.L.A.. the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. declare themselves 
ready to accept the responsibility arising from the financial undertakings as
sumed by the Portuguese State on behalf of, and relating to, Angola, always pro
vided that they have been assumed in the real interest of the people of Angola.  

Article 51.-A special mixed equal-representation coinmmittee, composed of ex
perts appointed by the Provisional Government of the Portuguese Republic and 
by the Transitional Government of the State of Angola. shall list the property 
mentioned in art. 49 and the credits referred to in art..50, shall effect such acts 
of valuation as it thinks fit and shall put before the two Governments such 
solutions as it holds to be just.  

Article 52-The Portuguese State undertakes to provide the Committee speci
fied in the previous article with all the information and data at its disposition 
and which the Committee may need in order to reach well-thought-out conclu
iojns, and to propose equitable solutions within the principl, of truth, respect 

for the legitimate rights of each party and the cost loyal co-operation.  
Articlc 5.-The Portuguese State will aid the State of Angola in setting up a 

Central Issue Bank. The Portuguese State undertakes to transfer to the State 
of Angola the powers, the assets and the debits of the Angolan Department of the 
Bank of Angola, on conditions to be agreed in the mixed committee for financial 
t'qidc'. This committee will also consider all questiin)s related to the Portugal 
Department of the same bank, proposing just solutions to the extent that they 
concern and affect Angola.  

Article -).-The F.N.L.A.. the M.P.L.A. and the V.N.T.T.A. undertake to respect 
the property and the legitimate interests of the lPortuguese citizens domiciled 
in An,,la.  

CHAPTER IX 

ON" CO-OPE!ZATION BETWEEN ANGOLA AND PORTUGAoL 

Articic 5.-The Portuguese Government on the one hand, and the liberation 
movements on the other, agree to set up between Portugal and Ang,)la links of 
(.orstru,.tive, lasting" co-operatioin in all fields, specific:lly in the cultural, tech
nical, s(.ientific, economic, c, onmrcial, monetary, financial and military spheres, 
on the basis of indielendence, equality, freedom, miutual respect and reciprocity 
of interests.  

CI APTER X 

ON MIXED COMMITTEES 

Article. 56.-Technical mixed equal-ropresentation committees will be set up 
by the ITigh Comnissioner, in agreement with the Prcidential ('ommittee, to 
research and propse solutions for problens :risin, fromt leolillnizaition and to 
lay down the fomidationS of aetive cP- I rati'n between Portug:al and Ang la, 
ecpeeially in the followin slhl r, 

.a) Cultural, technical and scientific; 
(h) Economic and co, mmercial; 
(c) Monetary and financial;
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(d) Military; 
(e) The acquisition of Angolan nationality by Portuguese citizens.  
Art iclc 57.-The committee mentioned in the previous article shall carry out 

their work and negotiations in a climate of constructive co-operation and loyal 
spirit of compromise. Their conclusions shall be put as quickly as possible before 
the High Commissioner and the Presidential Committee for their consideration 
and for the drafting of agreements between Portugal and Angola.  

CHAPTER XI 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 58.-Any questions arising as to the interpretation and application of 
this Agreement which cannot be s,,lved on the items of art. 27 above shall be 
settled by negotiation between the Portuguese Government and the liberation 
movements.  

Article 59.-The Portuguese State, the F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A., 
true to the social and political ideals repeatedly stated by their leaders, reaffirm 
their respect for the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations 
and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. and also actively repudiate all 
forms of social discrimination, especially apartheid.  

Article 60.-The present agreement shall come into force immediately after it 
has been approved by the President of the Portuguese Republic.  

The delegations of the Portuguese Government, the F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and 
the U.N.I.T.A. stress the climate of perfect co-operation and cordiality in which 
the negotiations took place and feel great satisfaction at reaching this Agreement, 
which will meet the just aspirations of the Angolan people and of which the 
Portuguese people are rightly proud: henceforth they will be linked by ties of 
profound friendship and common desire for constructive co-operation for the 
progress of Angola, of Portugal. of Africa and of the world as a whole.  

Signed at Alvor, Algarve, on 15 January 1975, in four copies in Portuguese.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.  
It is a good background.  

,John Marcum, provost. Merrill College, University of California at 
Santa Criz. Will you proceed please.  

[Prof essor -Marcum's 1 iog(raphy follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF PROF. JOHN ARTHUR MARCUM, PROVOST, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ, CALIF.  

Mr. MARcUI-. Thank you very much. I also very much appreciate 
the opportunity of appearing before you this morning.  

After a 15-year colonial struggle, An-olan nationalists are on the 
verge of realizing or destroying an independent Angolan state. With 
the collapse and exit of the old colonial regime, three rival liberation 
movements have been left to compete for political ascendancy. It may 
be useful therefore to focus briefly on first, the genesis and character 
of this political tripolarity, on second, the tendency for it to encoura,:,, 
extensive external intervention, and on third, some thoughts concern
in,, what, under the circumstances, might constitute an appropriate 
American response.  

ANGOLA'S NATIONALIST 30VEIIENTS PRODi:ucTS OF PORTUGAL'S INTEGRAL 

COLONIALISM 

I. Angola's nationalist movements are products of and responses 
to the extreme conditions of what micrht Ie termed Portugal', integral 
colonialism. After the Second World War, while Britain, France, and 
Belgium were reluctantly permitting Africans under their rule to 
organize and gain increasin measures of political power, Portui'al still blocked even the organized exlwesslon of African cultural life.  

The government of the late strongman, Premir Ant6nio Salazar, 
ruthlessly rooted out and destroyed -roups anl individuals suspected 
of nationalist activitv and syipathies.



Underground political groups were decimated by the police. Few 
survived. Those that did were deeply impacted by the anxieties and 
distrust of clandestine politics. And they were unable to extend their 
organizing beyond constructive regional limits, were unable to build 
a cohesive nationalist movement extending to a pan-Angolan structure 
and vision.  

As nationalist leaders or would-be leaders from the thin ranks of 
Angola,'s tiny educated elite-i to : percent African literacy-sought 
refuge abroad. they reao-regated along regional and ethnolinguistic 
lines. The insecurities and frustrations of exile tended to reinforce 
parochial loyalties among them. And colonial authorities, infiltrators, 
and money manipulated divisive political ambitions within them.  

Angolan nationalists did manage to organize among other refugees, 
6mi'rc: and laborers in neighlboring African territories. From exile 
they helped to trigger and then sustained more than a decade of small 
s'a.le anticolonial insur'ency inside Angola. During thoso years. how
ever, they were never .11-de to fully transen,,d their constricted origins 
and harsh conditionin-g.. They clustered wil-hin three ma-or move
ments, each of which was anchored in a different one of Angola's 
three major ethnolinguisric regJon7. And over time each movement 
developed its own military force and sources of external sup mort. As 
each movement sought military and political advantage in the conflict 
with Portugal it collided with its ccmpetitors. The result w) a com
plex three-way struggle for revolutionary primacy interspersed with 
fratricidal clashes and suffused with a profound and bitter political 
rivalry.  

When the government of Sale zar's successor. Mi:1rcello Caetano, 
fell to the anticoloniali t armed forces mov-ement in 1974. no Angolan 
group hal et, achieved the sort of cle'ircut preeminence that Frelimo 
insurgents had won in Portugal's other large colony, Mozambique.  
Under pressure from Portu al's new military government and African 
States, Angolan nationalists did agree to form a tripartite coalition 
government pending general elections in autumn 1975. But the goal 
of merging three separate armies and melding three separate parties 
into new national structures promised to be elusive.  

Twice the size of Texas. Angola possesses subsoil-oil, iron, dia
monds-and agriculture wealth on a scale that suggests great economic 
potential for a unified state. But will Angola emerge as a unified 
state? Bv scheduling October elections in advance of November inde
pendence, Lisbon placed a premium on political process, on coalition 
building and transethnic alliances. By creating the need to reach out, 
mobilize popular electoral support and organize on a national scale, 
Lisbon encouraged the constitution of a single polity. And by placing 
each Angolan Government ministry under a tripartite team of nation
alists, Lisbon provided representatives of the three movements with 
an opportunity to gain positive intergroup experience and to work, 
compromise and, hopefully, coalesce across party lines. As they trans
formed themselves from exile/,uerrilla, movements into legal )olitical 
parties, moreover, the movements brought into their ranks new lead
ership unscarred by the long years of exile and frat"icidal competition.  
Older leaders who were locked into the quarrels and grudges of the 
exile years would be replaced in due course by a new, interially gen
,erated leadership. But would this new leadership itself emerge from



a peaceful process of national consolidation or as the result of civil 
war and/or partition? The answer, it seemed, would depend in part 
upon external forces.  

INFLUEN'E OF ZAIRE SUPPORTING FNLA 

II. As Lisbon withdraws its war-weary forces-and not to do so 
could provoke mutiny-Lisbon's capacity to umnpire the zero sum 
gaming of Angola's contending movements must decline. Contrarily, 
the influence of neighboring African States, notably Zaire, must in
crease. Since 1960 successive Zaire-Congo-Governments under Pat
rice Lummnba, Cyrille Adoula, and Mobutu Sese Soko have supported 
the National Liberation Front of Angola-FNLA--which draws its 
principal backing from among the 600,000 to 700,000 Bakongo people 
of northern Angola. Under the leadership of Holden Roberto, an 
.Angolan 6migl'6 and Mobutu's brother-in-law, the FNLA has become 
an extension or branch of Zairian politics. When Mobutu turned to 
Peking in 1973, Roberto followed just behind and ended up with a 
Chinese military mission training his largely Bakongo army at bases 
in Zaire. The exclusive recipient of Zairian backing, Roberto's FNLA 
was able to recruit and arm a military force of between 15,000 and 
21.000 which now controls much of Angola's northern coffee country 
and possibly petroleum-rich coast. It appears unlikely that Mobutu 
would willingly let the Bakongo north, border areas such as the dia
iond center of Dundo, or the Benguela Railroad which links mineral 
rich-Katanga-to the Atlantic, fall into what he considered un
friendly hands. Indeed, reports that dissident guerrilla forces are still 
or once again active in eastern Zaire, give reason to speculate that 
the government in Kinshasa will continue to relate to much or all of 
Angola as properly as Zairian "sphere of influence." In the view of 
the former Angolan High Commissioner and leftwing critic of Mo
butu, Admiral Rosa Coutinho, a progressive regime in Angola would 
constitute a "terrifying prospect" for President Mobutu. Consequently, 
Coutinho believes the Zaire Government is attempting by all means 
to prevent the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Ang'ola 
[MPLA] from coming to power in Angola. According to him, a pro
gressive Angola under MPLA rule would quickly "spell the end of 
Mobutu." 

Mobutu's commitment to the FNLA has not prevented him from 
also extending' backing to seces ionists who would detach the oil-rich 
enclave of Cabinda from Angola. Like a Danzig astride the tip of 
Zaire's "Polish corridor" to the sea. Cabinda. whether to be annexed 
or . atellized, is certainly a prime target for Zairian political-econoiic 
control.  

Jist how far Mobutu would b~e willing to extend his prestigre and 
pulse in quest of Cabinda or in support of the FNLA is unclear. But 
he. is in a position to intervene through the FNLA so as to at least 
minimize chances for the rival MPLA to assume power outside the 
Luanda region, election or no election.  

PORTUGUESE LEFT, SOVIET UNION SUPPORT FOR i\IPL.\ 

The MPLA, centered among 1.3 Mbundu anl nesticos in Ltanda 
and its hinterland, benefits from the support of both the Portuguese 
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left and the Soviet Union. Intercession by Lisbon's new leftwing gov
ernment in effect blocked maneuvers from Kinshasa to eliminate the.  
MPLA by urging the recognition of (issident elements who had chal
lenged the legitimacy of MPLA leadership under the Marxist poet.  
and physician, Dr. Agostinho Neto. And Soviet arms shipments have 
given the MPLA a capacity to slug it out with FNLA military units 
in Luanda and elsewhere-at a cost of untold hundreds of lives.  

NATIONAL UNION FOR TOTAL INDEPENDENCE OF ANGOLA 

The third movement, the National Union for the Total Independence.  
of Angola (UNITA) has received less external support than its two 
rivals. With leadership from and roo)ts in tliv central and southern 
regions of Angola amono" the ,- million Ovimbundu an(l smaller ethnic 
.0roups of those areas. UNITA has relied more upon political than 
military action. And during the last years of the war. its Ovimbundu 
leader, Jonas Savimbi, lived and led a small -uerrilla force inside.  
eastern Angola-not from exile. Since 1974, his political acumen and 
(harism8. have enale(l him to build alliances and .upport among 
di vers( groups. including. residelit Portuog'iese. And he has won diplo
i:atic 1)acking from Preident Kenneth Kaun(la of Zambia. A long
time ally, of the South West Africa People's Or.anizati ,n (SW APO), 
tUNITA has .ontinued to enj v a cooperative a.-.,ciation with Nami
bif"s principal nationalist ormaization. But contrary to speculation.  
it, does not fa\vor the cession of Ovami o (or Kw'anyaia speaking) 
areas of southern Angola to (C vambolaml (Namibia). And the Govern
ment of South Africa has little or no reason for favorig or fearilg it 
over one of the other two movements.  

EXTENSIVE EXTERNAL INTERVENTION IN ANGOLA 

External support, especially arms, for the FNLA and MPLA is 
fueling' the flames of incipient civil war. The result could well be a 
fiur-wav partition: Calbinla under local seeesionists (FLEC) [Front 
for the Liberation of the Cabilnda Enclave], the Bakonuo north under 
the FNLA. the Luanda-M[bundi region mder the MPLA. and the 
vat (w,-thirds (,f the country) central/southern re.gions under 
UNITA. Another possilde scenario could well be an FNLA-IUNITA 
alliance aimed at, shutting out the MPLA. that is, an uneasy two-party 
coalition which would pro)ball face chronic and violent Ml mndn re
sistance f r, m an MPLA gone underground. Efforts by Lisbon and the 
Oranization of African Unity (MAT) to persua(le the An'olans to 
hold to.gether in coalitiou and build a unified state inder their transi
tional onvernment. repre.ont a ,ountervailing influence. Civil war or 
partition c(,ili only 1be (lestructive of Portugue,-e economic intercst.s ill 
Angola, and disruptive of African diplomatic and political efforts to 
advance the political cause of lack Africans in white-ruled Rhodesia.  
Namilhia, and South Africa. But what are American interests in all 
this? 

U.S. RESPONSE TO PRESENT ANGOLAN SIT1UATION 

TIT. According, to Denis HIerbsteiu writing in the Sunday Times 
(London, May 8, 19v )Is the United States has already intervNened in 
the Angolan imbroglio. "Today, Robert," he alleges, "receives support



from the United States." Other accounts would have the United States 
covertly supporting Zaire's efforts to eliminate the MPLA or have the 
Gulf Oil Co. self-servingly engaged in conducting its own foreign 
policy in support of Cabinda secessionists.  

What is the basis for such speculation? Others are better placed to 
answer this question. Presumably, those to whom you will be talking 
on Wednesday. But such speculation is encouraged in part by Secre
tary of State Henry Kissinger when he professes to be gloomy about 
the spread of "Marxist ideologies and preceptions of the world which 
are contrary to our values" and proceeds to read dangers and threats 
into foreign situations that for us should be of little or no concern.  
Indeed, perhaps the most important thing the American Government 
can do in Angola is to refrain from projecting parochial or ideological 
intolerance into its perception of the situation there. Washington 
should, above all, avoid the trap of overreacting to hostile rhetoric and 
socialist advocacy and of identifying potential "enemies." Necessarily, 
all Angolan liberation movements resent American aid to Portugal 
during the years of insurgency. And if one, the MPLA, is particularly 
distrustful of American economic and political motives and itself 
beneficiary of substantial aid from the Soviet Union and other Coin
munist sources, even it presents no real threat, no cause for alarm.  
The United States should find it just as possible t, have mutually 
advantageous economic relations with a Marxist regime in Angola 
as with a European Marxist state such as Yii.oslavia. Flexibility 
and caution coupled with a cultivated bent for trap aversion should 
protect us from getting caught up in an internal conflict in which we 
have no vital interest.  

That said, the United States can and should seize the opportunity 
to exert its diplomatic influence on behalf of a political as over against 
a military solution to Angola's political crisis. In doing so, it should 
limit itself to modest and constructive support of efforts by Lisbon and 
the Organization for African Unity to further the cause of a unified 
state. It should set a big power example and desist from any' overt or 
covert intervention, thus p)utting it in a credible position to discourage 
such intervention on the part of others, except for possible poace
keeping action by the OAU. American economic technical or educa
tional assistance should be provided but through multilateral (UN 
[United Nations], OAIF, ECA [Economic Commission for Africa]) 
efforts and Washington should be enthusiasticall supportive of 
Portuguese-African cooperation based upon mutualitv of interest.  

Mutuality of interest should, in fact, be the guiding principle behind 
all our future relations with Ang:ola (as well as other African states).  
Even American strateoic interests can therely he best served. A rela
tionship based upon equitable commerce and reciprocal trust would be 
the most likely to see an accommodation of any let'itimate future need 
for American naval or aircraft to use Angolan facilities. Contrarily, 
the case of Thailand shows how quickly action that violates this prin
ciple, of mutuality of interest can render useless expensive bases and 
formal alliances.  

Senator CLARK. That is a good point.  
Mr. MAncum. During the months immediately ahead, the United 

States should unobstrusiv'ely but wholeheartedly encourage efforts by 
Libson or the OAU to promote Angolan unity and discourage civil
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war. It should also be openly and convincingly prepared to establish 
respectful relations with those ho end up o verning Angola. who
ever they may be. Thank you.  

0(fl'tor CLARK. That is an excelent stateinent. It goes into the kind 
of detail tlat is miost useful in terms of examining the three libera
tion inovenients and their relitionships with one another and with 
other African stai-es.  

Let us go on to the testimony of Geralil Bender. Proceed in any way 
you think proper.  

[Professor Bender's biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF GERALD J. BENDER 

PERW '*NAL INFORMATION 

13(11-11 : 27 Novemlier 194l ; Minneapolis, Minnesota.  
Maritil Status: Married.  
Address: 3218 ('hCviot Vista Place. Los Angeles, California 90034.  
Phone: (213) 9 31242.  
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BA (cum laude), University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1963.  
Survey Resear.h Center. University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, summer. 1964.  
MA. Plitieal Science, UCLA, 1915.  
Phil. l'iitical 'Reiefe. U CLA. to he awarded summer 1975. Dissertation: 

"The 3ilhi and REality ,,f Portuguese Rule in An;.,.ia : A Study of Racial Dom
inal in d ll." 

TEA( HING EXPERIENCE 

Teaching A ~i:,-.ant in American Government and Comiparative Government, 
four semesters. 196"8 5.  

Peace Corps Lecturer in Politics of Nigeria, Faill, 1966.  
Instructor, Department if Piditical Science, UCLA, 1970-71.  
University Extension, UCLA, Fall, 1974.  

FIELD WORK 

('inducted study for Sni-r Honors Thesis-"Community Development in 
Nigeria." 145 pp.-in Nigeria during summer, 1962.  

Dissertation research in P,,rtugal and Angola. July 1967 to June 1969.  
Porlugal, March-Alpril. 1972.  

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE 

Directior of the Interdisciplinary Research Program on Angola. Mozambique 
and Guinea-Bissau at UCLA, June 1971 through August 1974. The IRP was 
funded through a $350,000 grant from the Ford Foundation for the purpose of 
conducting a series of research projects related to the Portugnese colonies in 
Afric'i.  

PUBLICATIONS 

Articlc.'i 
"Piditical Sicialization and Pioditical Change.'" The Western Political Quarterly, 

vol. 20, no. 2, part 1 tJune 1967), lip. 390-107.  
"Realities of the Angilan Strugg1e," (written anonymously) The New African, 

vii. fo. n). 2 (October 1967). pp. 10-14.  
"The Limits of Cmunterinsurgency: An African Case," Comparatirc Politics, 

vol. 4. no. 3 (April 1972). pp. 331-360.  
I', rtngisi, c'c ,icillunqioplitik in .Ingola (Bonn : ISSA, 1974), revised trans

lati iif "Tleh Li its if C(lnlllterinsurgency....  
I'orlteal in .1lrica: Bibliography of th c ('LA Collction, Occasional Paper 

Not. 2 Aricain Studies ('enter. I'('LA (August 1972).  
"l'1:nued tiura| sIttelllents ill Angola : 1900-19GS" in Social Change in Angola, 

ed. Fra nz-Wilhehin lhiilier lunich : Weltforuni Verlag, 1973), pp. 236-279.  
"l'iir uig;il and HIer ("',ionies. Jiin the Twentieth Century : Causes and Initial 

Implicalion1 of tie Military ('llp." 1 fahami,, vol. 4, no. 3 (Winter 1974), pp. 121
16 2.



"Whites in Angola on the Eve of Independence: The Politics of Numbers," with 
P. Stanley Yoder, Africa Today, vol. 21, no. 4 (Fall 1974), pp. 23-37.  

"Quantos brancos hd em Angola?," Didrio de Lisboa, February 10-14, 1975.  
Portuguese translation of "Whites in Angola .... " 

"The Changing Historiography of Angola and Mozambique," to appear in Chris
topher Fyfe, ed. [Title undecided] (Longman, 1976).  

Reviews 
"Armed Struggle in Africa." by Gfrard Chaliand, Aftica Report, vol. I), 111. 5 

(May 1970), pp. 34-36.  
"Angola: History, Insurgency and Social Change," Africa Today, vol. 19, no. 1 

(Winter 1970), pp. 30-36.  
Book review of Ronald H. Chilcote, Emerging National.bm in, Porthigucse 

Africa: Documents. American Political Science Review, vol. 6S. no. 1 (March 
197:::1j, ppl. 29t6-291.  

Rernt S'eminar.s. Confcre~ices and Other Activities 
Presented two lectures at State Department seminars on "4'hang, in Portugal 

and the Portuguese Colonies." May and October 1974.  
Participant in meeting oif the Gulbenkian Foundation on educational and social 

problems associated with Portuguese decolonization in Africa. Lisbon, Portugal, 
20-22 January 1975.  

Presented paper entitled "White Settlers in Angolo" at UCLA Afriean Studies , 
Center Colloquium on "Political Change in Portuguese-speaking Africa," March d, 
1.975.  

Participant in Seven Springs ('enter, Yale University, "Symposiuim on Change 
in Contemporary Southern Africa." May 9-11, 1975, Mt. Kisc. New York. Pre
sented paper entitled "Portugal, Angola and Mozambique: A Year Later.' 

"U.S. Panic Premature and Unwise," Los Angeles Times, March 30, 1975.  
"Estados Tnidos : panico imprudente e prematuro." Exjp's.wo (Lisbon), 12 April 

1975. Portuguese translation of "U.S. Panic Premature and Unwise." 

STATEMENT OF PROF. GERALD 3. BENDER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.  

Mr. BENDER. In addition to our discussions today of the culrent 
situation in Angola, I would like to direct mv remarks to the questionl 
of what role, if any, the United States should play with regard to 
Anoola, and concretely, how the Congress can assist in the formulation 

and execution of a responsible American policy toward Ano-ol. We 
have all learned a number of important lessons from recent revela
tions about the conduct of American policy in Southeast Asia. about 
Government coverups such as Watergate. corporate bribery of for
eign officials and political parties, and about the illegal and unac
ceptable activities of the CIA as described in the Rockefeller Comrins
sion report and elsewhere. Certainly, we can apply some of these 
lessons to our present consideration of U.S. policy toward Angola.  
Hopefully, we will learn the vital facts aild ask the necessary ques
tions now, rather than, as has too often been the case, after the fact.  

A lengthy appendix of my view-s on the current situation in Angola 
(through May 1975) is attached. I hope that it can be made part of 
the record.  

[The information referred to follows :1 

VIEws OF GERALD 3. BENDER 

APPENDIX: AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT SITUATION IN ANGOLA' 

What this country lacks is a national consbtou.sness. The people 
should be Angolans first and then militants of this or that party.  
Precisely the opposite is occurring. . . . The problem must be faced 

I This assessment of the current situation In Angola is an updated (through May 19:75) 
version ()f part of a paper I delivered at the Seven Springs Center Symposium on Change In 
Contemporary Southern Africa, 9-11 May 1975. The original paper is entitled, "Portugal, 
Angola and Mozambique : One Year Later."



6quarely: if the moventents give their full support to the Govern
mcnt, it will be able to goern. If there are reservations, the Govern
ment ceases to be the Government because it mnust be able to 
execute the decisions it takes.  

-Di6genes Boavida, Minister of Justice in the Angolan Tran
sitional Government. Quoted in Expresso (Lisbon), 3 May 
1975.  

For 15 years we have built up a great hatred of each other.  
and vow, all of a sudden, we have to work together. Violence is al
most inevitable if you have come straight from the maquis to the 
Palace without a preparatory period.  

-Johnny Eduardo, Member of the Presidential Council. Quoted 
in The Sunday Times (London), 18 May 1975.  

Since the very beginning of the nationalist struggle in Angola in 1961, fear 
has been expressed about the prospects of chaos and bloodshed after independ
ence. Blacks and whites, radicals and reactionaries have all pointed to racial, 
ethnic, class, regional, and ideological cleavages as evidence for the possibility 
of disunity and violence once Angolans achieved ultimate control over their own 
land and destinies. During the thirteen years of armed warfare, it was as dif
ficult to find an optimist about Angola's future as it was to find an African in 
the upper echelons of the Angolan colonial service. The tragedy of Angola as 
she approaches independence (scheduled for 11 November 1975) is that these 
cleava ges became more pronounced during the long struggle and today more 
thnn ever the country seems destined to fulfill even the most lugubrious prognos
tications.  

An economic drain on Portugal for centuries, Angola finally blossomed in the 
late 1960s and was booming at the time of the coup. Her mineral wealth of 
oil. diamonds and iron ore, and the fourth largest coffee production in the world 
helped to push her GNP to nearly $2 billion. In 1974 exports increased more than 
a third over those of 1973 despite the uncertainty which prevailed throughout 
most of the year following the April coup. The economic stakes have been ex
tremely high. especially for the Portuguese and foreign investors and the ap
proximately 325.000 Portuguese living in the colony.- Furthermore, the whites' 
economic control and political power had never been so extensive or dominating 
as it was in April 1974 and they were determined not to relinquish one iota of 
their dominance.  

During General Spinola's five months in office, there were few genuine or 
meaningful steps taken in Angola toward decolonization. Angola's first Provi
sion,)l Government was headed by an indecisive and conservative General, Silvino 
Silv'.rio Marques, and was almost totally white. It showed little resolve to stop 
whiles in Luanda (led by the taxi drivers) from attacking the slums and killing 
hndreds of Africans throughout the summer of 1974. Africans finally took the 
law into their own hands and retaliated by attacking white and Cape Verdian 
shopowners in the slums and burning their stores to the ground. Luanda proved 
to be the racial keg of dynamite so many had feared it would be and its fuse 
is still uncomfortably short.  

The racial violence undoulbtedly would have continued and grown had it not 
lhoon for the arrival of the nationalist parties on the political scene in the early 
fall, therehv shifting the focus of violence from an interracial to an interparty 
basis. Angola's three principal nationalist groups (FNLA. MPLA. and UNITA) 
had been reluctant to stop the war and openly enter the country until Lishon'A 
intentions concerning the future were clarified. The replacement of High Commis
sioner Silv6rio Marques with Admiral Rosa Coutinho (a key member of the 
Armed Forceps Movement [AFIM] and a strong critic of Spinola) in late, July 
snd Rpinola's removal from office a month later made it quite clear that the 
AFM intended to grant unconditional independence. One hy one each of the 
nation,qlist parties set up its headqunrters in Luanda with branches in other 
major cities. Then the Nlzarve agreement, signed in Portugal on 15 .Tanuary 1975 
by the three parties and the Portuguese government, limited the number of 
legitimate political parties to the ENLA. MPLA, and 'NIT.. The internecine 
conflicts which had dominated relations among Angolan nationalists for the past 
two deeodos were resumed. In previous years their attacks oil each other had been 
generally verbal, carried Oat in foreign languages in the pages of international 
newspapers and periodicals: occasionally they had fought physically on the 

2-l jvon tho rocnt exodn1q, there were approximately 2 0,000 whites remaining In 
Aii i as of early .Tne, 1975.



battlefield in remote parts of the colony. However, once they were able to cam
paign openly for support, the insecurities, distrust, fears and hatred which had 
been nurtured during the long years of underground and exile politics threatened 
to engulf millions of Angolans of all races.  

Any brief summary of the nationalists' history, background, ethnic and regional 
strengths, economic and political orientations, and international support must 
overgeneralize and simplify and therefore courts misunderstanding. There is an 
exception to almost every rule. With this caveat in mind and at the broadest level 
of generalization, it can be said that each of the parties is closely identified with 
one of the three major ethno-linguistic communities, which are regionally based, 
and each receives competing sources of external support.  

The FNLA (National Front for the Liberation of Angola) is deeply rooted 
among Kikongo speaking peoples in northwestern Angola and Southwestern 
Zaire. Before 1974 there were less than half a million Kikongo in Angola; esti
mates of the number of refugees and 6migr~s in Zaire range between 500,000 and 
1,500,000. The latter estimate emanates from the FNLA and has raised concern 
in Angola that they are attempting to increase their power base by incorporating 
Zairien Kikongo into FNLA political and military ranks. Until early 1975 the 
FNLA had remained an almost exclusively Kikongo movement. The few non
Kikongo cadres it attracted had either resigned (e.g., Jonas 8Savimbi) or had 
been imprisoned, e.g., Rosdrio Neto). FNLA leader Holden Roberto capitalized 
on the large Angolan population in Zaire, the strong support he has always 
received from the governments of Zaire (with the exception of Tshombe), and 
his relationship (through marriage) and close personal friendship with President 
Mobutu S6s& Sko to firmly ensconce the FNLA within the parameters of Zaire's 
political system.  

The FNLA is widely ass-uned to have the support of the United States.  
Mobutu's close association with the U.,. has reinforced this belief, which was 
further nurtured by the Azores meeting between Spinola and Nixon (which Rosa 
('outinho argues resulted in Spinola's hardened anti-communist attitudes), fol
lowed by the Cape Verde meeting of Spinola, Mobutu and Roberti) in mid-Septem
ber. Presumably, it was agreed during the latter meeting that the FNLA would 
play a dominant role in Angola's transitional government- this presumption was 
an important catalyst in the AFM's removal of the General two weeks later.  

Roberto has taken a militantly anti-Soviet stance, co;ndemning the "imperialist 
designs" and "social fascism" of the Russians, and has bitterly attacked the 
socialist policies promulgated by the Armed Forces Movement in Portugal, vow
ing to resist their imposition on Angola. Yet, in addition to Zairien support, 
Rumania and China have recently supplied most of the FNLA's arms and muni
tions and China has sent over one hundred instructors to Zaire (including a 
Chinese major general) to train the FNLA army.  

The FNLA's strong identification with the Kikongo speaking community and 
the internal and external interest.; of Zaire mitigate the party's political appeal 
within Angola. Its strength lies principally in its large and well equipped army, 
numbering approximately 20,000. Except for the Portuguese army, scheduled to 
be fully withdrawn by February 1976. the FINLA army has no rival in Angola.  
Moreovpr, Roberto has rarely hesitated to flex his military muscles in political 
controversy.  

The incorporation in February 1975 of a dis'ident faction of the MPLA, led 
by Daniel Chipenda. will certainly reinforce the FNLA military dominance since 
Chipenda brought approximately 3,000 troops with him (reputed to have been 
the best trained and most experienced in the MPLA army)._ Chipenda, who was 
appointed Secretary-General of the FNLA. is an TTnbundu. His appointment and 
the inclusion of two Kimbundn in executive positions represent the FNLA's 
most serious effort since the mid-1960s to expand its ethnic appeal. Whether 
this will enable the party to significantly augment its support beyond northern 
Angola remains to be seen, although there have been some signs of incipient 
Kimbundu support. Certainly, by elevating Chipenda to an important leadership 
position, the FNLA has inextricably ideni-ified itself with an individual whom 
the MPLA views as the "most dangerou," and "number one traitor" in Angola.  
Already mortal enemies, the ('hipenda affair placed the FNLA ind MPILA on a 
violent collision course which, in February of this year, finally brought them to 
gun battles in Luanda's slums. While there have since been occasional lills, the 
fighting between the two parties has been almost continuous. By the end of May 
it had spread beyond the capital to engulf dozens of cities and towns in northern, 
eastern and central Angola.
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Historically, the MPLA (People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola) has 
drawn most of its support from the intellectuals-blacks, mesticos, and at most 
a couple thousand whites-and the approximately 1.5 million Kimbundu speak
ing peoples, most of whom are concentrated within a radius of 150 miles of the 
capital, many actually living in Luanda's slums. Headed by Dr. Agostinho Neto, 
the MPLA leadership is well educated, urbane, multiracial, and politically 
radical-qualities which helped the party gain the overwhelming support of 
most African nations, the USSR, the countries of eastern Europe, progressive 
Portuguese and most of those in western Europe and the U.S. who supported 
the liberation of the Portuguese colonies. Ironically, the very qualities of leader
ship which projected the MPLA into international prominence may not be well 
suited to contemporary Angolan politics. Since the Portuguese coup Dr. Neto 
and the party have been increasingly criticized for being out of touch with the 
people and these accusations appear to have cut into some of the MPLA's 
traditional support.  

A more serious blow to the MPLA was the internal dispute which, after 
April 1974, left the party with three separate factions, ei'ci claiming to be the 
only true representative. The Chipenda faction ("Ea-s.4ern Revolt") e'entually 
merged with the FNLA. A second group of dissidents ("Active Revolt"), which 
accused Neto of being too authoritarian and secretive, appears to have reached 
an uneasy reconciliation with their former nemesis, although few have actually 
returned to Angola to rejoin the party. The strong support Neto received 
from the AF.1 helped him to keep his grip on the controls of party power. In 
fact, Roberto, Chipenda, Savimbi, and Mobutu were so outspoken in their 
criticism of High Commissioner Rosa Coutinho's unmitigated support of Neto 
that L'ortugai was forced to replace Coutinho after the Algarve accord. His 
replacement, General Silva Cardoso, has attempted to follow a strictly neutral 
policy toward the three parties, which has resulted in a sharp reversal of 
MPLA and FNLA attitudes toward the role of the Portuguese High Commis
sioner. Whereas Holden Roberto and Rosa Coutinho had exchanged charges 
almost daily, the FNLA President praises Silva Cardoso's conduct as "exemplary." 
Neto, on the other hand, is deeply resentful of the High Commissioner's 
reduced support and his frequent charges that the .1I1LA has been diltributing 
sophisticated weapons to teenagers and other civilians in Luanda.  

The MPLA has also criticized the Portuguese army, claiming that it has 
been passive and vacillating in the maintenance of security (i.e., not preventing 
FNLA armed attacks). This charge has illicited denials and countercharges 
from some of Neto's (formerly?) strongest backers in the Portuguese cabinet, 
including Melo Antunes, Almeda Santos, and Vitor Alves. By early June this 
situation had deteriorated to the point that Neto, in a message sent to a pro
MPLA rally in Lisbon, declared that the "internal reactionary forces- in 
Angola were serving imperialism and attacking the people "with bloodthirsty 
fury." He added that these forces enjoyed the support of Silva Cardoso who, 
Neto claimed, had abandoned all pretense of neutrality with his open opposition 
to the MPLA. Recently, MPLA soldiers have been shooting at Portuguese air 
force planes flying over areas where they and FNLA troops were fighting-a 
further manifestation of the breakdown in relations between the MPLA and 
the Portuguese military forces in Angola.  

The MPLA's present attitude toward the Armed Forces Movement is almost 
schizophrenic. On the one hand, the party is convinced that the Portuguese 
troops in Angola are trying to crush it as part of an imperialit plot to eliminate 
"the only progressive party in the country ;" on the other hand, the MPLA 
continues to praise the "anti-imperialist" policies of the Revolutionary Council 
of the AFM. Unquestionably, there are strong personal and ideological bonds 
between the MPLA and the AFM but these may be eclipsed by an apparently 
growing belief among the Portuguese officers that a more neutral approach is 
necessary to restore the peace. The AFM's recent attempts to normalize relations 
with Zaire are a manifestation of this apparent change. Moreover, Neto's bitter 
attacks on the High Commissioner and the Portuguese military in Angola appear 
to have offended the professional pride of Lisbon's ruling soldiers, including 
some who are considered to be AMarxists4. If an open break between the MPLA and 
the AFM develops, the MPLA's situation could become extremely precarious.  

The National tinioln for the Total Independence of Angola (UTNITA) was 
founded by Jonas Savimbi in 1966, two years after he had bitterly resigued from 
the FNLA. IJNITA's strength is concentrated in Angola's central highlands and 

southern plateau areas, especially among the Umbundu speaking peoples who 
con.titnte a third of Angola's population. The party lost its only external base
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(Zambia) in 1967 which necessitated the establishment of all operations inside 
the colony. Without sufficient external support to equip and train a military 
force comparable to the FNLA's or MPLA's, UNITA expended most of its efforts 
on political mobilization of the peasantry.  

While Umbundu is his mother tongue, Savimbi learned to speak a number of 
other Angolan languages during the seven years he spent in the Angolan bush; 
he also speaks impeccable Portuguese, English and French. He manifests the 
rare ability to relate as comfortably with wealthy intellectuals as with humble 
peasants, a quality which has helped him win the support of perhaps as much 
as half the country, including from a good number of whites.  

The absence of external patrons has enabled UNITA to eschew ideological 
questions and concentrate on pragmatic policies which could swell its ranks. The 
party has tried to steer a middle course between the MPLA and FNLA, using 
the rhetoric of "African socialism" but leaving little doubt that this would 
more closely resemble Kenya's than Tanzania's brand of African socialism.  
Until late May Savimbi had adeptly managed to keep UNITA out of the 
MPLA/FNLA battles; in fact, UNITA's soldiers frequently joined the Portuguese 
troops in separating the fighting parties. This action has reinforced UNITA's 
image as a mediating force in the country which, combined with its leader's 
charisma, the importance of its Umbundu ethnic base, and its broad political 
platform, has catapulted the party from partial obscurity before the coup into 
the position of being perhaps the strongest political force in Angola.  

UNITA's new and growing popularity has rekindled old MPLA antagonisms 
toward the party. Moreover, UNITA's peace keeping activities with the Portu
guese forces have brought it into more frequent conflict with the MPLA, 
especially in those instances when the fighting has been initiated by the latter.  
These confrontations have reinforced the MPLA's belief that both the Portuguese 
and UNITA's armies are conspiring with the FNLA to eliminate it from the 
Angolan scene. Finally, the marked white support which UNITA has received 
has confirmed the MPLA's conviction that the former has always worked closely 
with reactionary Portuguese factions. The M1PLA's increasingly hostile attitude 
toward UNITA was translated into action in late May and early June with its 
launching of heavy attacks on UNITA headquarters and other installations, 
resulting in the deaths of dozens of UNITA partisans. Not surprisingly, this has 
pushed UNITA closer to the FNLA in what almost appears to be an MPLA 
self-fuflUing prophecy. It can not yet be determined whether any lasting alliance 
is possible between the FNLA and UNITA since there are many important 
factors which militate against this prospect.  

The Algarve agreement carefully tried to balance the distribution of power 
among the three nationalist parties and the Portuguese, but the transitional 
government has been immobilized by the intra- and interparty conflicts. This 
has produced a power and authority vacuum in which no party or personality 
is recognized as legitimate in all parts of the country or by all ethnic groups.  
Each of the parties has attempted to fill the vacuum in its zones of control and 
influence by expanding the presence of its army. Moreover, the National Defense 
Commission (comprised of the Portuguese High Commissioner, three Portu
guese officers, one representative from each party and the Presidential Council, 
the latter counting as one vote) has charged both the FNLA and MPLA with 
premeditated attempts to eliminate their rivals in their respective zones of 
influence. Today, the two forces are roughly separated by an imaginary line 
runniiig between Luanda and Malange.  

The Algarve agreement had called for the gradual creation of a national 
army to be made up of forces from the four signatory parties. MAny hoped it 
would be strong enough to impose order on the country, if necessary, after 
independence in November. The feeble beginninz of the national army was 
barely a month old, however, when in the March fighting the FNLA and MPLA 
contingents fled the integrated ranks to join their respective sides. Since that 
tine the two parties have been reluotant to commit any more soldiers to the 
new army. Their reluctance to merle their forces with UNITA in a united 
army has shifted the burden of peace-keeping squarely onto the shoulders of 
the Portuguese army.  

The Portuguese have avoided impos ing order on Angola siuce that could 
easily embroil them in another war, especially now that the vioh'nce has reached 
such a high level. One of the AFNI's initial and principal goals had been to 
bring the troops home before risking aijy more Portuguese, lives in Afriea. If 
Portuguese casualties mount and more troops are needed to restore the peace in
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Angola, some of the AFM's popular support at home could be jeopardized.  

Moreover, few Portuguese soldiers are willing to risk their lives trying to sepa

rate the three fighting armies, especially when each of the parties has strongly 

criticized the comportment of the Portuguese military. Roberto in fact, has 

blamed Portuguese military and civilian sympathy for the MPLA as the cause 

of recent fighting. The increased peace-keeping chores are also a heavy burden 

on the already strained Portugese ecolloimy. Finall, the AFM has been 

meticulously careful not to incur any charges of paternalism, which a heavy

handed attempt to impose law and order would certainly invoke.  

On the other hand, the AJ FM is ,.",mitted to an orderly transition to inde

pendence in Angola and it is increasinlv clear that unless Portugal eliarges its 

military forces and extends their activity, full fledged civil war could be im

minent. The A.FM also feels a strouw reslaisibility toward the Portuguese who 

have remained in Angola thus far and vhose situation has become extremely 

precarious. In addition, the recent massive white exodus could have disasterous 

economic consequences fur both AnOila and Portugal if it continues.  

Since April 1974 whites in Angola have vacillated almost monthly in their 

decision to stay or leave. In the first few months following the coup, the ma

jority of Angola's whites feared -another Congo." Reassured by General 

Spinola's reluctance to grant independence for "'at least a generation." they 

gravitated toward the reactionary political policies he came to, represent. Not 

surprisingly, Spinola's removal from office in the fall of 1974 caused many 

whites to flee Angola. Then, unexpectedly, a number of them began to return 

or cancelled their departure plans after the three nationalist parties welcomed 

the presence of those whites "who are capable of adapting themselves to majority 

rule." 
The escalation of the interparty fratricide following the Algarve accord 

dramatically reversed this trend. By early June Portuguese Information -Minister 

Jorge Jesuino indicated that about 60,000 whites had already left Angola while 
half of those remaining had applied to return to Portugal. Within Angola 
many Portuguese are fleeing from towns in the interior to the capital as it be

comes apparent that neither the transitional r,,vernment nor the Portuguese 
military is capable of protecting" their lives or property. Those in Luanda have 
not faired much better: hundr-,ds of Portuguese homes have been sacked and 
dozens have been killed in the fighting. The panic of the whites is no longer 
alleviated by the appeals of nationalist leaders to stay: for many the appeals 
no longer sound as sincere or readsuring. When a,-l cei for his reaction to the 
flight of whites in mid-May. Neto offered the following : 

If an appeal is necessary from us that they should not leave our country.  
and if such an appeal from us will he heeded, then we would like to make 
it here-wholeheartedly calling on them to stay on in the country, with 
our assurances that we shall try our best to insure that their lives and 
pr(operty are protetii-d and gua rani ed.  

Two weeks later a Portuguese official in Angola observed that the white popu
lation felt that the appeals "were nut being translated into acts. On the contrary." 

As each party consolidates its geiraphical sphere of control, the whites' 
identification with a particular party will increasingly correspond to their own 
regional location. Because past analyses of Angola have emphasized the racial 
dichotomy, the importance of white regional identification has been overlooul.  
yet it was extant long before the coup. esT)Oally in the central highlands. This 
trend is reminiscent of those British civil servants who stayed on in Nigeria 
following independence and whose strong loyalties to the northern, eastern, or 
western regions often matched those of Nigrrians.  

As though she were divinely chosen to be Africa's .Toh. Angola must face 
further tribulations as a result of the separatist movement in the oil rich en
clave of Cabinda. Most of the approximately 80.000 Cabindans. the whites in 
the enclave, and the oil interests have rallied around rival factions of the 
Cabindan Liberation Front (FLEC) which are indirectly supported and en
couraged ly the governments of Zaire and Congo-Brazzaville (where each fac
tion maintains its respective headquarters). ahon also appears to be inter
ested in Cabinda. The nearly $450 million annual oil revenues as well as a 
rich timber industry and fertile coffee lands make Cabinda a lucrative prize.  

The fortunes of C bindan secession vacillate but appear to improve in an in
verse relation to the degrvee of Angola's governmental stability. The secession 
movement reached its apex during Spinola's presidency when FLEC was actually 
encouraged by the General who met with its representatives on several occasions.
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The AFM's ouster of Spinola and Rosa Coutinho's tightly run government were 
serious blows to Cabindan secession since the AFM stands solidly with the libera
tion movements in supporting Angola's territorial integrity. While only a handful 
of Angolans would benefit from Cabinda's secession, the interests of the govern
ments of Zaire and Congo and possibly the United States and France, the multi
national oil corporations (especially Gulf Oil), and the potential division among 
the Angolan parties over the enclave's future status all promise to make the final 
settement of Cabindan secession troublesome unless a strong central power 
emerges in Luanda. In this sense the possibility of secession in Cabinda is not 
unlike the secession question in other parts of the country; the chances are 
heightened by interparty fighting, political and economic disorder, and the absence 
of a national army with a monopoly over coercive force.  

The fighting among the three liberation movements in Angola today involves 
more than a struggle to see who will assume the reins of power when independence 
becomes a reality in November. The fighting, especially between the MPLA 
and FNLA, has taken on the proportion of a jihad in which each side believes 
that the elimination of the other is requisite for peace and tranquility in the 
country. The FNLA views the MPLA as a tool of Russian and Portuguese "fas
cism" and "imperialism" while the latter is convinced that the FNLA is merely 
a front for Zairien and American "fascism" and "imperialism. In other words, 
each party views the other as the devil incarnate, incapable of redemption, part 
of an international plot directed against itself, and purposefully accelerating the 
conflict in order to create a climate of chaos which could facilitate a seizure of 
power by force. At the same time, both the MPLA and FNLA see UNITA as a 
captive of the Portuguese settlers and therefore a barrier to the complete take
over of power by Africans.  

The interparty battles are not confined to the respective armies. Each party 
has a number of ancillary branches (i.e., trade unions, youth organizations, medi
cal corps, womens auxiliaries, etc.), all of which have come into conflict with 
their counterparts in the other parties. For example while all three parties pro
fess a strong commitment to "the workers," the attempt to manifest this sup
port by a one-day nationwide strike (during a belated May Day celebration) 
failed when the FNLA and UNITA labor unions objected to the fact that the 
strike had been called unilaterally by the MPLA trade union.  

There were occasions during the long year following the coup when the Armed 
Forces Movement was concerned about the possibility that a countercoup could 
be precipitated by the Portuguese in Angola. While an Angolan inspired counter
coup no longer seems to be a threat a massive influx into Portugal of Portu
guese from Angola will present many difficult problems for the AFM. For 
example, if the white exodus from Angola continues at the present level (ap
proximately 500 a day), the new arrivals could almost double the present rate 
of unemployment in Portugal, presently estimated to be between 8% and 10%.  
Furthermore, less than a quarter of the immigrants are skilled, which makes 
their economic reabsorption even more difficult. Finally, most of the returning 
Portugluese blame the AFMI for their plight and represent a potentially dangerous 
source of opposition.  

The AFM's commitment to expand its efforts to restore peace in Angola is not 
shared by a majority of Portugal's citizenry who believe that enough lives and 
money have already been expended in Angola. Lt. Col. Correia, a member of the 
Portuguese Revolutionary Council and one of the most important AF. officials 
connected with Angola, recently argued that "the dynamics of the Portuguese 
revolution may be affected by events in Angola." 

Finally the prospects for international organizations such ,as the UN or OATT 
assisting in the restoration and maintenance of peace in Angola are not 
encouraging. Each of the three movements has expressed hitter resentment about 
the presence of international observers and each has vowed to resist the presence 
of international armed forces. Moreover, the OAU is deeply divided about Angola: 
conflicting loyalties of the member countries to the competing parties exacerbates 
the difficulty of achieving a common African position. While the UN has not 
become involved in the conflict the same type of conflicting loyalties threaten 
to obviate any potential peace-keeping role it might play.  

Since the three parties view the UN, the OAU. and the Portuguese Government 
with great suspicion, they may be forced to resolve the conflict themselves. Traoi
cally, almost ,ll of the previous attempts to resolve conflicts among the Angalan 
nationalists have broken down into armed warfare. The difficulty in convincing 
the three leaders to even agree to a summit meeting to discuss their differences 
does not leave much hope that Angola's problems will be resolved soon or peace
fully.  

Senator CLARK. It will certainly be made a part of the record.
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i'.S. INVOLVEMENT OR ASSISTANCE TO ANGOLAN POLITICAL PARTIES 

Mr. BENDER. It provides the background for my conviction that the 
United States should not contemplate-let alone provide-overt or 
covert assistance to any Angolan political party, faction, or pressure 
group. It is no secret that Angola is sitting on a powder keg which has 
been threatening to erupt for months. The Portuguese authorities in 
Luanda and Lisbon and all major nationalist leaders acknowledge 
this fact.  

The causes are also clear: Angola is afflicted with deep racial, ethnic, 
regional, class, and ideological cleavages; intense distrust and personal 
animosity among the nationalist leaders, and the active interest, and 
occasional involvement, of major and minor foreign powers. For most, 
the only mystery is exactly when and where the eruption will occur.  
Our concern should be to _uarantee that the United States is not di
rectly or indirectly involved in any Angolan conflicts if or when they 
take place.  

The 1970 National Security Council study of American policy in 
southern Africa (NSSM 39) noted that the United States had no 
strategic interests in Angola which were vital to our security. Sub
sequent events-especially the recent opening of the Suez Canal
have made Angola even less important to American strategic interests.  

Moreover, the total value of fixed U.S. investment there is very 
small-under $70 million-an overwhelming majority of it by one 
company, Gulf Oil. Therefore, regardless of the outcome of the present 
struggle for power in Angola, the United States in reality has very 
little to win or lose by remaining resolutely neutral unless we mis
takenly assume that what is good for Gulf Oil is good for the United 
States.  

This should not suggest, however, that all of the feuding factions in 
Angola look equally favorable upon American foreign policy objec
tive ,r the prence of U.S. corporations in the country. In fact. we 
have a host of journalists, scholars, and ideological soothsayers who 
have provided us with convenient, if grossly misleading, shortcuts to 
an understanding of the ideological configurations of the nationalist 
parties.  

IDEOLOGY OF ANGOLAN NATIONALIST PARTIES 

The MPLA is usually labeled Marxist or pro-Comnmunist, the 
UNITA is alleged to follow the Maoist line. while the FNLA is said 
to be strongly pro-West. Yet, for every piece of evidence which sup
ports these labels, there is a fact which contra dicts it.  

For example, although UNITA is alleged to be the Maoist party, it 
not only receives very little support from China but there is no trace 
of "Chinese economics" in the party's endorsement of a vigorous pri
vate sector or its rejection of any attempt to reorganize the rural 
peasantry.  

In fact, the bulk of China's support-including weapons, numerous 
military instructors, and financial aid-has been directed to the "pro
Western" FNLA whose economic policies are even less Maoist than 
UNITA's.  

Similar contradictions obtain with respect to each party's position 
toward whites. Before the April 1974 coup in Lisbon, conventional
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wisdom held that the MPLA was strongly multiracial, while both the 
FrLA and UNITA were almost exclusively oriented toward Africans.  
Today, the MPLA is increasingly accused of being "antiwhite." 
UNITA is often portrayed as the rallying point of most white settlers, 
and even the FNLA is said to have considerable financial support from 
whites as well as a number of Portuguese serving as its uniformed 
soldiers.  

There is considerable evidence supporting both the old and new 
views of the economic. racial, and other policies of the three nationalist 
parties; we should therefore be extremely cautious in accepting sim
plistic analyses which predict how any of the parties would proceed 
once in power. Whereas each party has proved to be inflexible on many 
issues, all have manifested a degree of pragmatism in adapting" to 
Angola's economic, regional, racial, and ethnic exigencies.  

This should not be surprising to those who have followed the policies 
of the Vietcong-especially their initial reluctance to abolish the pri
vate sector or undertake massive retribution against their former foes 
in South Vietnam after their recent victory. How many "experts" 
foresaw this, and how many warnings did we receive to the contrary? 

The point I wish to emphasize is that it, is simply not possih!e for 
anyone to predict with certainty which Angolan party would best 
serve the interest of Angola, or the UnitedStates. Naturall.y. our 
views are conditioned by our own perceptions of Angola's or Amer
ica's interests and whether we are looking at the lonIg or short range.  

However, even within these parameters, th, presnt i idil.v of 
Angolan politics is such that any prediction, and e spvcially one based 
on the recommendations of professional diviners, is hazardous at this 
time. I believe that this reality may account for why we see so little 
urging, in or out of Government, tfhat the United States overtly sup
port one of the contending parties.  

17.s. COVERT ACTIVITIES IN ANGOLA 

Covert support, however, is another matter, and this is precizsely 
where Congress must exercise its responsibility to monitor and sane
tion the covert activities of American intelligence agencies-a respon
sibility which has been abdicated too often in the past. One annot 
overemphasize the potential dangers which Angola presents for the 
United States, the most important being the peril of becoming em
broiled in yet another civil war through the covert activities of 
Government agencies or private corporations.  

Therefore, those in Congress who agree that it is both imprudent 
and dangerous for the United States to support, any of the factions in 
Angola, have a special obligation to insure that neither th, CIA 
[Central Intelligence Agency], DIA [Defense Intelligence Agency].  
nor any other intelligence agency or private corporation is currently 
providing covert assistance to any of the Angolan parties.  

Let us find out now where we might be "committed" or compro
mised in Angola so that there will not be a necessity later to carry 
out yet another painful autopsy, to produce even more "Pentag ol 
Papers" to discover how and why we became involved. If the United 
States is in the process of becoming committed or actually is com-
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mitted in the Angolan struggle, let us not only find out now but 
publicly debate the policy to see if it has general support.  

Concretely, many respectable people are convinced that the United 
States is aiding the FNLA, and possibly FLEC, presumably through 
our connections in Zaire. In recent months, this charge has appeared 
in the world press almost daily. Because, the accusation is so ubiqui
tiously accepted, we are associated with this policy. Therefore, this 
committee, the Senate (Church), or House (Stanton) committees on 
intelligence activities or some other congressional committee, should 
investigate the, charge to determine its validity.  

I can only speculate about it from my personal ("soft") informa
tion and knowledge that U.S. intelligence agencies have intervened 
in a number of countries in the developing world, such as Iran, 
Guatemala, Cuba, and in ways ranging from the fielding of an entire 
army of (Meo) mercenaries in Laos to the expenditure of over $8 
million to "destabilize" the Allenmle regime in Chile. The Congress, 
however, is in a position to do more than speculate on U.S. covert 
activities related to Angola. For example, it should be possible these 
days to inquire if the CIA, DIA, or any of the other dozen or so 
Federal agencies which have intelligence-gathering functions are 
involved in assisting any of the legitimate or illegitimate Angolan 
parties, and if so, determine who authorized such support and under 
what policy. For the Congress to fail to exercise this power and 
responsibility now would constitute a gross act of negligence.  

COVERT ACTIVITIES OF U.S. CORPORATIONS IN AN-GOLA 

The dangers of American covert intervention are not confined to 
our various intelligence agencies. U.S. and multinational corporations 
have shown themselves to be equally disposed to providing covert 
funds for foreign leaders, parties, and pressure groups. Significantly, 
the corporation which is among the most notorious in this respect is 
Gulf Oil, the same company which accounts for nearly three-quarters 
of total U.S. investment in Angola.  

Because of the prominence of Gulf's operations in Angola and its 
proven tendency to provide covert corporate funds for political bribery, 
it is vital that there be a thorough investigation of Gulf's activities in 
Angola. This is especially important because Gulf is almost certain to 
be a focal point of conflict in Angola's future, no matter who comes to 
power and even if the company is not providing covert assistance.  

In fat, it is so probable that Gulf will present problems for the 
U.S. Government in the future-their installations could be attacked 
any day or they may be nationalized-that the Government should 
determine now whether the company is committed to any of the par
tisans in the present power struggle. In a hypothetical example, if it 
were discovered that Gulf had been helping to finance the advocates 
of Cabindan secession (FLEC) and the secession attempt failed, what 
would b~e the re-ponsibilities of the U.S. Government to protect the 
company against, possible retributions by one or all of the Angolan 
nation:tlist parties? 

I put this example hypothetically, but it is commonly believed that 
Gn1f is doing p e'isely this as well as possibly providing assistance to 
the FNLA. What is not, hypothetical is that over the past 6 to S months,
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Gulf has been threatened publicly or privately by FLEC, FNLA. and 
the MPLA, and these threats have included blackmail; that is, if the 
company does not provide money, their installations will be destroyed.  
Exactly 1 month ago today, Gulf president,, Bob Dorsey, sat here before 
another Senate committee and explained that the company's covert 
payoffs in Korea, Bolivia, and Italy resulted from situations where 
"we were subject to pressures which were simply not possible to resist." 
The "pressures" in these three countries do not appear to exceed those 
the company faces in Angola where the mag-nitude of Gulf's in vestment 
is not appreciably smaller than that in Korea, where $4 million was 
under the table. The Senate should investigate to see if there are any 
parallels between Gulf's financial machinations in Angola and those 
in Korea, Bolivia, and Italy.  

Gulf should not be singled out, however. Other large American cor
porations, such as Texaco and General Tire, have millions of dollars 
invested in Angola and operate in politically sensitive areas there. The 
Mayageez incident illustrates how a private corporation can involve 
the United States in a military conflict when it sails into troubled 
waters. The oil-rich waters off Angola's coast are clearly troubled.  

A congressional investigation into the covert activities of American 
corporations in Angola would clarify whether these companies are 
undertaking any political activities which may be contrary to U.S.  
interest. It could also serve as a forum for Congress to investigrate the 
.general question of how to deal in the future with pressures on Amer
ican comnipanies abroad.  

If it is true that "the hard fact is that even the most powerful 
multinational corporation is almost helpless when it comes to even 
the smallest banana republic or dictatorship" demanding undercover 
payoffs, as former Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Charles E.  
Walker recently argued in the New York Times-June S. 197-i-then 
such an investigation should be welcomed by the corporations. Clearly, 
there is a need for the Congress to examine fully this difficult problem 
and hopefully draft legislation which can help the corporations man
age future pressures which are "simply not possible to resist." 

A brief word on possible U.S. humanitarian assistance to Angola.  
Senator CLARK. As a member of the Multinational Subcommittee of 

the full Committee on Foreign Relations, I think your suggesting hav
ing the Multinational Corporation Subcommittee look into the possi
bility or the relationship particularly of Gulf Oil in Angola is a wise 
one. Iwill be happy to discuss that with the chairman and the com
mittee, and see if there is any information that has come to light to 
date with regard to any relations hip between Gulf Oil and Angola.  

Mr. BENDEP. Thank you. Mr. ('hairman.  
I hope that it is clear that my motivation is not to punish Gulf or 

put Gulf on the chopping lock. It appears that there is a real problem 
with American corporations, and if that problem exists, Gulf probably 
has experienced it more than anybody right now because they are under 
real pressures.  

Senator CA,.\rc. I think you make the point well and relate it well 
to what the president of Gulf Oil told us, sitting in the same chair you 
are sitting in, 2 weeks ago. The pressures that occur on multinational 
corporations and the fact that, I think he was speaking very honestly 
and very frankly in saying that their major or paramount considera-
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United States. I think it is well put, and it certainly warrants further 
investigation.  

"U.S. HUtANITARIAN .\sIqTANCE "n A"NGOLA 

Mr. BENDER. A sit uatioll couhl develop 1-cfore o' after Angolan 
independence makin.- it necessary for soni outside power to help re
store the peace. At p resont. Porit*Ual is almost overtax(:1 in its capacit)
to do appreciably more than its excellent performance during tlhe 
past difficult months. It is likely that there will be sugestions or lh
mands that the United States m ake a contribution to any ,eaceke,,pin 
efforts. I strongly suggest that if we ,fier humanitarian assistance. we 
do not undertake it bilate':llv. The U.N.. OA17U. or Portugal itself offer 
the best channels fo! dlirectiun'o our support. Portugal presently has 
very close ties with Zanilia and Tanzania. anioluL other African ,oun
tries, and is in contact with Zaire. lh,-v ari in the process of trving to 
improve their relatims with Zai re right no\,-.  

In addition to the Portuaiese (,inral knowledge of Angola. this 
suggests that it would be wise to work v-r elclosely with Portugal with 
respect to any potential Anierian assistan c. In fact, the U.S. Gov

ernment may wish to explore with the Portuguese (4overnment the 
means by which we could assist with the ,. 'sts or logistical problems 
attendant to an.\ expanded peacekeeping effort.,. This would help 
Portugal and Angola at the same time, while ]naintaining a low profile.  
It would not ))e ,nlike the, r,-cent J 0i6ish offer to assist Mozamil,iqe 
with the added financial burdens which will o'cur from the imposi
tion of U.N. sanctions algainst Rhodesia.  

REASSI.SS.IENT OF U.S. POLICIES IN AFRICA 

Mr. Chairinan, the United States is presently undergoing an agon
izing but, healthy reassessment of our foreign policy thoughout most 
of the world, from Russia and China to Southeast Asia. the Middle 
East, and even Cuba. We are realizing that many of our past policies 
and approaches are not well suited to the world we find in 1975. Africa.  
however, appears once again to be forgotten in this reassessment. Yet.  
nowhere in the world is a major reassessment more in order than with 
respect to Angola and Mozambique. Our policy in the past toward thesc 
former Portuguese colonies is a source of little pride for Americans.  
Thus, it appears worth while to briefly review that policy up to now 
in order to appreciate better the full context in which these hearinys 
are taking place.  

From the late 1960's until the Portuguese coup, U.S. policy toward 
Angola and Mozambique was based on two mutually exclusive goals: 
To express sympathy with the aspirations of Angolans and MIozanbi
cans for self-determination; and to help support Portugal, a NAT0 
ally.  

In pursuit of the former goal, the United States adopted a policy 
of "communication" and "dialog" under the assumption that the most 
efficacious means for realizing self-determination was communication.  
not violence. The assumption was naive, at best. and hypocritical be
cause no one honestly believed that Salazar or Caetano could he cli
vinced through "commnication" of the need for self-determination
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in the colonies. In fact, no example in the public or private record in
dicates that the United States ever successfully Inove(l the Portu'uese 
an inch closer to granting independence to Angola, Mozambique. or 
Guinea-Bissau. Furthermore, the policy of communication was not 
extended to the nationalist movements, who were generally ignored so 
as not to offend the Portuguese. This fear of offending Portugal 
actually prompted American consulates in the two colonies to maintain 
minimal communication with the African populations.  

Pursuit of the second goal, to assist our NATO ally, was less hypo
critical. The United States trained Portuguese officers here and sup
plied Portugal with airplanes, equipment which could serve either 
military or civilian purposes, large Ex-Iln credits aind loans, napalm, 
herbicides, and, most importantly, moral support. There was always 
a sophistic explanation of how each example of U.S. aid to Portugal 
could be interpreted in two ways, but the sum total of American actions 
left no doubt about which side the United States actually supported 
in the struggles for independence in the Portuguese African colonies.  
If there were any doubts remaining by 1974, they were removed wlen 
the National Security Council Study Memorandum 39 (NSSM 39) 
came into the public domain. This study of American policy in south
ern Africa submitted to President Nixon by Henry Kissinger in early 
1970, details a number of options for the -nited States in that area.  
Regardless of whether or not the infamous option 2-now I under
stand it was probably 2A-was ever officially recommended or adopted, 
it clearly approximated the scenario for U.S. policy in the 1970"s. The 
United States placed its bets on the tenacity of the Caetano regime and 
the white settlers to hold the line in Angola and Mozambique, and 
lost.  

U.S. POLICY TOWARD ANGOLA FOLLOWING PORTUGUESE COUP 

Following the Portuguese coup, the United States had the oppor
tunity to launch a fresh policy toward tie Portuguese African colonies.  
A month before the Armed Forces Movement toppled the Caetano 
regime, Donald Easum was sworn in as the new Assistant Secretary 
of State for African Affairs. Easum sought to shift the focus of Amer
ican policy toward "using our influence to foster change" rather than 
continuing to "preserve the status-quo." 

Despite the long American record of opposition to the nationalists 
in the Portuguese colonies and the ambivalance toward normalizing 
relations with the liberation movements in. the months after the coup, 
Mr. Easum engineered a diplomatic breakthrough with Frelimo in 
early November 1974. Following a frank and important meeting with 
Frelimo President Samora Machel in Dar es Salaam, Mr. Easum 
traveled to Mozambique and was the first foreign diplomat to hold a 
formal meeting with the transitional government.  

However, less than 48 hours after his return to the. United Sthtes, 
Mr. Easum was informed that he would be replaced, after only 9 
months in office.  

Secretary Kissinger selected Nathaniel Davis, who had no diplo
matic experience in Africa. and who served a Ambassador in Chile 
during the Allende overthrow, to replice Mr. Easum. Predictably, 
concern was immediately expressed that tlje United State, might im
plement the politics of destabilization in Africa. Moreover, Mr. Davis' 
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nomination was strongly and unanimously condemned by the Organi
zation of African Unity. There have been many explanations for this 
sudden and unorthodox change, including Serretary Kissinger's state
ment to columnist Carl Rowan that the change emanated solely from 
the fact that the Secretary realized he "had no African policy" and, 
therefore, decided to shake up the African bureau from top to bottom.  

Many, including Frelimo, believed that under Mr. Easum the United 
States had finally developed an African policy which was more sym
pathetic to the g;als and aspirations of African;. Now that Mr. Davis 
has been confirmed as Assistant Secretary of State, presumably the 
United States will chang-e the direction of its present-non ?-policy.  

Mr. Mulcahy of the State Department will appear before this com
mittee the day after tomorrow, and I hope you will have the oppor
tunity to discuss anv new directions in Amuerican policy, especially 
with respect to Angola and Mozambique.  

GENERAL sUrMATION OF WITNES 'S TES. TIMNON'Y 

Senator CLArK. It. is an excellent statement. All three statements 
I thought were really very, very good. I appreciate the time and effort 
coming here and presenting them. I thought your historical summary 
at the end, Mr. Bender, was a very accurate one. I think very concise 
and at the same time, a fair one.  

So many areas have been covered. It is difficult to know how to 
spend our remaining half hour.  

There is one area I would like to hear more discussion of from all 
three of you, and this is just a discussion, so I hope that the three of 
you will interrupt one another and feel free to join in. It is really a 
separate question of American policy. What do we do? Where do you 
go from here? Let me state what I understood the three statements to 
have said and then let us see if there is agreement.  

It seemed to me all three of you were saying that we should not 
become covertly or overtly involved in the civil strife both before 
November 11. and after. That we should not support any one of the 
three liberation movements, overtly or covertly. It seems to me that 
you limit American actions, policies, attitudes, really to the possibility 
of humanitarian aid. That all three of you agreed upon that.  

It seemed to me that Mr. Wheeler did not rule out bilateral aid, as 
I recall the statement, but that the other two witnesses talked ex
clusively of multilateral aid.  

I assume Mr. Wheeler would not be opposed to that either? 
Mr. WHEELER, No.  

HIIMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE THROITGH BILATERAL, 3IYrLTILATERAL AID 

Senator CLARK. But that our total alternative for action rests with 
humanitarian assistance through bilateral, perhaps multilateral aid.  

Is that a fair statement, or would you take exception to that? 
Mfr. BENDER. No: that is fair.  
Senator CLAR1K. You all three agree on that ? 
Mr. BENDER. I would like to say it is not going to be easy to go the 

route of multilateral aid because so far all three movements have 
gone on record strongly opposing any intervention of the OAU or the 
U.N. When both tried to send just observers the reactions surprised me
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and therefore, while I grant that it is not going to be easy to go that 
route it is probably easier than trying bilaterally.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. W-EELER. However, to some extent the exclusive multilateral 

aid might bind our arms under certain conditions. I think it is hard 
to predict. There may be a situation again-this is hypothetical
where the current U.S. relations with Portugal, in Lisbon, would 
lead to an agreement that, would help them put into effect the Alvor 
Agreements, for example. What if there was no pay for the Portuguese 
troops, a basic problem which the Portuguese might have to deal with, 
or just the problem of training. But this is the kind of thing where 
again I stress the Alvor Agreement and Portugual's executing it, and 
if we could help multilaterally, along these lines that we mentioned, 
I totally agree on the philosophy of both my distinguished colleagues 
on this policy, that there should be a view of hands off.  

Ag-ain, some might say if you try to help the Portuguese put in the 
Alvor Agreement are you not internally intervening again? You can 
get into semantics, I think, in terms of saving lives and helping people 
and health and welfare, that area. Ve should try to do what I said in 
my statement.  

EDUCATIO-NAL TRAINING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Mr. MARCUM. Just reenforcing what you say, Senator, I think there 
has been a tendency in American responses to independence for An
golan and other ex-Portuguese colonies to think in terms of jumping 
in very quickly with educational assistance, training programs, pro
grams which can be misconstrued as seeking to quickly gain some kind 
of a political influence. There is a linguistic problem. The. lingua franca 
of Angola is Portuguese. Training people in this country, at this 
juncture in English does not seem to be terribly appropriate.  

I would, in that sense, again stress working through multilateral 
programs with others. Any training programs should, if possible. be 
developed in cooperation with the Portuguese. Yet one of the first 
things that did come up on the American Government agenda was 
the notion of reviving the old unilateral southern African scholar
ship project [SASP].  

Senator CLARK. You have some question about that? 
Mr. MARCUM. I do have at this juncture very real questions about 

that.  
Senator CLARK. Because it might be interpreted as interference or 

attempt to get a political foothold? 
Mr. Mfncu-%r. Get a leg up on somebody else, and I do not think that 

is necessary or useful.  
Mr. BENDER. I fully concur with that. I think there are lots of prob

lems involved and particularly the past history has not always been 
one which we would have liked to have. But more importantly, I think 
that there are other ways to do it, that we can get more mileage, so to 
speak, for the dollar.  

For example, just hypothetically, if we were to establish an agri
cultural school in Luanda, or outside of Luanda, because they do not 
really have an adequate one now, that is where the Angolans seem to 
want it. and for the amount of monev it takes to train a student in the
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United States for linguistics it seems is not a very efficacious way to 
spend our money right now.  

Senator CLARK. 1 ou are not advocating we establish an agricultural 
school bilaterally? 

Mr. BENDFR. No; I was going to expand on that. The Portuguese, 
for example, right now are trying to work out a tropical agricultural 
school in Lisbon. That might be one way we could do it. At one time, 
I do not know about now, they had all three liberation movements 
agreeing to it. That probably would no longer be true. But maybe 
with help the Portuguese could do that because they should be the 
ones and there are a couple of American agriculture schools that are 
very interested in getting involved with that sort of thing.  

Senator CLARK. Professor Wheeler, I gather that you are not in 
agreement on this point with your two colleagues about the question 
of Americans perhaps African American Institute or other kinds of 
programs educating Angolans for mutual development of their 
country.  

Mr. WHEELER. I am not that familiar with the history of the actual 
results of the training programs of educational programs, but I do 
know it is a fact that probably a hundred Angolans have been edu
cated in the United States since 1960. Perhaps more than 100. I do 
not have the figures. I think we could include Mozambique itself 
quite a large number in various fields some in high schools, some in 
universities. Some at my university, in fact, and this is a contribu
tion to the future of Angola, whatever you feel about the edlu,'a
tional policies. This is partly an image problem. I do not feel that 
we should worry that much about image. I am worried about 
substances.  

What have we contributed, what can we contribute to Angolans 
in education? The people fear we are going to intervene. I am not 
that worried about that. I think part of our problem in foreign 
policy has been worrying about image and not substance. If we have 
trained a doctor to go into the Luanda suburbs and work from Temple 
University, this is reality, this is a fact. I do know that there are 
problems of image. I certainly do not see it as that important. Cer
tainly we should not rush into training programs or immediately 
continue the old ones, but we can revise them or maybe no one 
will be interested in them.  

Senator CLARK. Working with the new Angolan Government. if 
there is one? 

Mr. WHEELER. Yes, and with the Portuguese as well. There is al
ways another possibility. That is there will be a break, a clash 
between the Angolan Government and Portugal. the transitional 
government, and the current Portuguese regime. There may be a 
change in Portugal. If this occurs our entire aid program of using 
the Portuguese as a mediating arbitrating influence may collapse. So 
again it is a very complex issue on the multilateral-bilateral point.  

U.S. PROBLE31 OF SUPPORT FOR PORTUGAL AND LIBERATION PARTIES 

Senator CLARK. One of the problems with supporting Portug'al 
and the agreements that have heen made with the liberation parties is 
our relationship with Portug'fl. If we are not in a position to dewlop 
a closer kind of relationship with the Government there. then it is 
going to 1)( difficult for us tou support, them in trying to develop a
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unified country in Angola. To date our policies there have been, it 
seems to me, not uniquely our attitude toward liberation movements 
in Africa. We immediately seem to identify it as a Marxist move
ment and really as a result of that have developed a very poor rela
tionship with the armed forces movement in Portugal.  

In any case, it is your recommendation, as I heard you testify, 
that the Alvor Agreements be the basis for this. The only question 
I have about that is whether it really has worked very successfully.  

It seems to me that those agreements to date may be our only hope 
for some kind of unified peaceful solution. To date they have not had 
the influence of power to avoid civil strife. Any hope they will have, 
it seems to me. after November 11 will be much less. The Portuguese 
will be gone. The Army will be gone, prestmiably within 3 or 4 
months of that. After that civil war is inevitable.  

Mr. BENDER. General Silva Cardoso in a long interview he gave a 
couple of weeks ago mentioned they are now in the process of trying 
to revise the agreements to make them fit into reality and I suspect 
that the new agreement will look somewhat different because the 
present one, as you suggest, just is not working.  

'NXORM'fALIZATI )N OF UNITED STATES PORTUGUESE RELATIONq TIHROUGH 

ANGOLA ISSUE 

I want to come back for a second to your point about Portuoa.l. We 
are not here to talk about Portugal today or our policy toward that 
country but at leat one point i in order: 

As I suggested in my statement, maybe I should state mv underlying 
premise. which is I believe that we should begin to normalize our rela
tions with Portugal and this might be one very useful way to do it.  
We should, in a very low-keyed manner discus witl lie Portulguese 
how we miht be able to help them help An,,la. And I think that 
whereas mayl)e up to a month ago people woull armrie or could have 
ar ned that in effect this would mean helping the MPLA. this is no 
lonoer true beause Portugal has adopted a more neutral policy.  

Therefore. I believe that the issue of Angola might be a good place 
for us to start normalizing rplations with Portugal.  

Mr. 1V1rETJ in. A point of informition on that. In fact, the cturrent 
High Commissioner, General Silva Cardoso. was specifically ap
pointed because he was not favorable toward any one movement and 
was seen to he neutral. Admiral Posa Coutinho in fact was very pro
MPLA. From all of thp evidence one reads he was to return to Lisbon 
becance lie was considered to he backing the MPLA to a great extent.  

Cardoso in a recent interview, has pointed out on three occasions 
that lie blames the MPLX for some of the greatest amount of arms dis
tribution to tle population and he specifically mentioned that party 
three times and not the other parties. This sugoests to me that he has 
both the courage and perhaps foolishness becauise I am sure that the 
MPLA attacked him for that. It also suoa-aests he is more neutral than 
other high commissioners miaht be.  

STOPPING A\IM5 SUPPLIES TO ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. Let's talk for a minute about this question of arms 
coming into the area. It seems to me one or two of you implied the 
Soviet Union is sending arms to the MPLA and that'there is a possi-
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bility that the United States is giving some support. I do not know 
that any of you said arms but some kind of suppoit. It seems to be 
fairly established that the Chinese are training and probably giving 
arms too.  

Flow can we stop this? Do we have any impact at all on that? Is it 
just something that is beyond our control or should we go to the United 
Nations, the OAU, or what can be done to try to stop this? 

Mr. WHEELER. Anther point of information, ao-ain the structure of 
the Alvor Agreement provides that this area of arms would come under 
the National Defense Committee and there is one documented case that 
I know very well where this worked, and the prevention of arms in im
portation was carried out in the case of the Yugoslavian ship which 
was about to land in Luanda harbor and the Portuguese High Commis
sioner or some official refused to allow it, to land and it was sent away, it 
could not get rid of this, it could not land its arms cargo. That is one 
case where the structure worked to carry out the idea of keeping arms 
out of the hands of those who

W VY DO ALL THREE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS !IAVE OWN AR3Y? 

Senator Cr. .krr. Let me ask you a very basic question. Why do each 
of these three liberation movements hiave their own Army? Why 
couldn't the Alvor Agreements eliminate that practice? Does it just 
not have the streng'th to do it or did this just start? It seems to me that 
Alvor Agreement deal- with that problem ? 

Mr. 21 \nc~r~. I think it is simply a politi,-al military historical fact 
that they have them. Those armies were fir'htin_- over a long period of 
time. And really you put your finger on it when you said no one has 
the authority to disband them. Those who miOiht feel they would not 
win an election but might, be able to hold out hope for themselves 
through military force would not want to disband their army.  

Perhap presure can be brouo'ht. I think, in reo'ard to your earlier 
question about arms shipments, every effort should be made to encour
age a political solution, thus the ineraino" of armies, not sending in 
arms. Where arms do come in and where there is recourse to military 
action, I suppose publicity is one of the 1,e4 ways of trvino- to dis
couraRge shipments and violence. Quiet diplomacy on the part of the 
United States with world powers who are presumed to be involved in 
sending in arms would I think be called for. A_'ain it would be effec
tive only if we were very credible in our own position of hands off..  

U.S. SltIP'MENT OF ARAP[S TO A'N((OIA 

Senator CLARK. We have no evidence, do we. that the United states 
is actually shipping arms into that area ? 

Mr. . No. Certainly I have no evidence of that.  
M[!r. BENDER. It would be nice if you could look into that. There are 

lots of people alleging it but I have not seen any evidence of it.  

E(U(No~rC' EFV1(T (,"C A'.BINDA SE('EgSif4N ON REST OF ANGOLA 

Senator Cr,.rui . Let me switch topics now to the economic question.  
Suppose that in Cabinda an independent movement developed.  

I think Professor Marcum talked about this a good deal. What kind
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of economic effect would that have on the remainder of Angola? A 
very large percentage of the wealth of Angola comes from that en
clave, does it not? What effect would that have, in your judgment? 

Mr. MARCUM. That would clearly deprive Angola of what would 
be an important resources as it moves into independence.  

It would, on the other hand mean, that the per capita income of 
people in Cabinda would be, something, as I recall, on the order of 
$5,000 a year. Cabinda has a very small population. And with seces
sion, revenue from petroleum resources would be left for use only 
in that small enclave.  

Now, perhaps oil along the north coast will be found in sufficient 
quantity to provide Angola proper with considerable revenue, but 
that is not yet proved. Thus the stakes are on the order several ln
dred millions of dollars lper year for development programs which 
could not. be funded should Cabinda secede.  

Mr. BENDER. I believe in 1973 Angola derived $91 million from 
the oil operations in Cabinda. In the course of the rise in oil prices 
it may make that over $10( million now. Furthermore, they are pump
ing out more oil today. Cabinda secession would not be a disaster 
but that is a lot of money to lose. I believe the last census I saw there 
are only 80,000 Africans in Cabinda.  

EFFECT OF OUTSIDE INFLUENCE ON ANGOLA PROBLEM OF STABILITY 

Senator CLARK. Let's talk for a moment about these three or four 
liberation movements: MPLA, FNLA, .NITA and FLE(C. It is 
generally said that to a greater or lesser degree they are dependent 
upon Portugal. Could you discuss for a monent the effect of this out
side influence on the current Angolan problem of stability? Where 
specifically does this support come from, in your judgment? Is there 
really any hope of eliminating this kind of support. to the various 
movements and bring about some support under the Alvor Agree
ment? Where does the support for FLEC co me from-exclusively 
from Mobutu ? 

Mr. 1ENDER. No; it als:o comes from the Congo, and apparently 
from Gabon. There have been strong allegations the last couple of 
weeks that France has been providing" some money for them, although 
the French have denied it. At least one report I'saw was rather con
vincing.  

There are allegations that Gulf Oil is supporting FLEC as well.  
I read about Angola for hours every day and I st ill do not under

stand the signifiearice of all the external support. Take one example, 
China. Everybody always thought (hina was supporting the ITNITA 
until the FNLA started receivan assistance in 197:3. Recently, in the 
last three weeks I believe, there have been trips to China. first by 
UNITA, then bv MPLA. After each trip it was said that China was 
switching: first'back to UNITA ,nd then it was said they switched 
to the MPLA, however, nobody knows to what magnitude, if any. It 
is very confusing. Maybe China will be in a position to he a mediator 
because they are the only ones who get on with all three movements.  
There are also reports the Soviet Union has been reducing its sup
port of the MPLA because they do not think MPLA -an make it any 
longer. The Soviet Union may be trying to get out of the whole thing 

do not want to et caught up and it goes on and on but
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I do not think that it is terribly helpful to think about these move
ments in terms of their external support, and I might add just this one 
thing-financial aid does not seem enough to make them totally obli
gated to some patron abroad. I think most of UNITA's support is 
coming from whites in Angola and their arms are alleged to have 
been given over by militia that was recently disarmed. So that is 
another kind of parameter that may be even more important than 
the Soviet Union or China or the United States, or whatever. But 
I sometimes get very depressed how discussions of Angola break
down into consideration of who is supporting whom and what does 
that mean. Because I frankly have not been able to find out myself 
what that means yet.  

Senator CLARK. Because of the major powers involvement of, every
body thinks that from the major powers' point of view of the cold 
war, what effect it is going to have on strategic interest ? *What are 
the real interests of the Soviet Union, United States. and China? I 
would not think they would be very great.  

Mr. BEN)DEr. Well, as I said, I do not think they are very great at all.  
It is ironic, you know, before the Portuguese coup in 1974, we never 
heard anything from this Government about how important Angola 
was strategically. Now suddenly we are concerned that our ships might 
not be able to stop there. Presumably, these ships were not stopping 
there for anything important before, so why should it be important 
now? 

But my own view is that there are people in government who can 
fin,1 strategic interests in any corner of the world if they look hard 
,,vngh. and I am sure that somebody i.; aoing to make a case about 
how trategic Anaola is to our national interest, but I. myself, am not 
convinced at all about that.  

Mr. M.RCUM. Could I make one comment on this? I am quite in 
a reement with what Professor Bender said. I think the external fac
tor v:iriables tend to exacerbate some of the cleavages. In that sense 
tliv are important. The other point I might make here is that it does 
seI; i to me that over time one should expect that African interests and 
particularly those of Zaire-which is a large important and regionally 
powerful country-will have a considerable influence on events in 
Ang'ola. How Zaire responds, the degree to which it recognizes and 
ac,*cepts Angolan independence or. contrarily, the degree to which it 
tries to create an Angolan sphere of influence may have a lot to do with 
the future political health of Angola.  

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY ROLE IN ANGOLA 

Senator CL.RK. Let me get from each of you just what the Organi
zatioi of African Unity can do in all of this.  

They have sent an observer to Angola. Do they have any role in 
iwa, -keepl*, 'i? It .,eems to me th. afte, all, represent all of the States 
of Africa. They' have an interest in not seeing the kind of Balkaniza
ti,,n of Angola. Do they have any role in this or not? 

Mr. BENDER. I think one way we can get at this is to look at their 
role in attempting to arrange a summit meeting. We see on the one hand 
Mohutu is apparently backing FNLA; Zambia UJNITA; and Tanz
area and the Congo are apparently backing the MPLA. Other coun-
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tries have their own interests. I think that African countries are deep
ly divided on this and it is going to preclude-maybe not preelude, 
that might be too strong, but certainly inhibit-any kind of an orga
nized OAU effort in this regard. I am sure if there were a necessity to 
send OAU troops to Angola, debates would go on for years as to what 
kind of arms and where they should go.  

Senator CLARK. How about the other? 
Mr. MARCUM\. Well, I think I might differ a little bit on thlt. It 

seems to me there are indeed differences of perception on the part of 
African States. But the OAU provides exactly the forum in whioh 
some of those differences and interests can be mitigated. And should the 
situation deteriorate, should there really be large-scale civil strife 
and imminent danger of partition, I think the OAU is the logical or
,anization in which - frican ,ontinontal powers cal attempt to find 
a solution or to encourage a solution in terms of a United Angolan 
State with which they can all live. Such a solution would not maxi
mize the interest or desires of any particular country outside of the 
OAU, but would not threaten such countries either.  

U.N. ROLE IN ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. How about the United Nations? One of you sui
gested you felt that was very important.  

Mr. MAEcuM,. I think in the first instance the 0AIT. If they fail, the 
United Nations might be brought into the picture. First, the Africans 
,re -oinic to want to try to solve that situation.  

Mr. WHEELER. On the United Nations I feel that if there were a fail
ure of the OAU, that might be a fall-back position. But the United 
Nations, since the Congo force in the early 1960's. has really not done 
the kind of work that might be-in other words, they are not, for 
example, the language problem alone. They would have to set up a 
Portuguese-speaking command system and there are all kinds of other 
problems they would have to deal with that I don't think the U.N. is 
prepared aside from the ideological ,leavages that might come out in 
the open because of, say, a Soviet position or how would you feel on a 
force of U.N. troops, who would you cho,- v? I would prefer the OA-.  
That if the Portuguese structure collapses, there should be definite in
terest in the OAU for one major reason, and that is the reason which 
made OAU interested in the Biafra conflict, although they failed in the 
long run to mediate it. They did mediate other similar problems where 
there was a danger that partition would occur or a frontier fight would 
occur, and a frontier or border would be changed because of war. Al
oeria. a Morocco, a Salhalia, Kenya, Ethiopia, and the Biafra .onflit 
suggested that the majority of GAU nations would do almost any
thing to prevent a major alteration of the colonial frontiers a.s they 
were as of 1961 when most nations became iindependent. I would say 
over half of almost ideological persuasions believe that partition is 
not out. and they would do anything, almost. In the case of Cabinda, 
you would have a stronger case for the OAIT to support the Alvor 
Agreement and, after all, historically, it was the African mediation 
which led the Portuguese and the three Angolan parties to the table.  
They were the ones that set up the conditions and the shape of the table.



Senator CLARK. You are more optimistic about the necessity than, 
.seems to me, Professor Bender.  

Mr. WHEELER. I concede Professor Bender's point about there are 
ideological differences in cleavages in the OAU and the African nations 
certainly have their differences, but I think this is one point, preserva
tion of the colonial boundaries, which would include Angola, Cabinda, 
and this is, of course, a major party of the treaty. In reading the Alvor 
Agreement, it is about the first article, we will keep Cabinda as a part 
of Angola. period. We will fight for that and at the present time, par
ties who have signed this treaty must agree to that or there is nothing 
else. OAU possibly could help in that area.  

Mr. MARciNr. One quick point. I think in addition to Zaire there is 
one other African country that has a potential. has a large army, that 
might merge in the OAT! as important-and that is Nigeria.  

Mr. BENDER. I am not totally pessimistic. The necessity is there, it 
is the ability which is in question.  

MILITARY SOLUTION MORE APT TO OCCUR IN ANGOLA TIHAN POLITICAL 

SOLUTION 

Senator CLXRK. It is a very pessimistic outlook that all of us have.  
At least it seems to me in listening to you. Portugal is going to leave on 
November 11, or very soon thereafter, I assume. I don't think they 
want to say they have a lot of ec.,,nomic and other problems of their 
own. On the other hand. intervention by the Soviet Union or China or 
the United States doesn't seem to involve anything in this case any 
more than any other. If there isn't any great hope for the Organiza
tion of African States or the Unitd (Nations, it would seem that civil 
war is almost inevitable. In other words, the military solution is much 
more apt to occur in Angola than a political solution.  

Do you want to comment on that? 
Mr. BENDER. I want to say that I tried for hours to think of some

thing optimistic to say. I am sor3, I haven't come up with anything.  
Senator CIAnic. I ness truth is a higher goal.  
Mr. BENDER. I think one encouraojiing sign perhaps is that in the last 

couple of weeks the Portuguese Army has been going more on the 
offen.,i\e. They are 'oing in and taking arms away from the move
ments anid they are trying to literally impose the Alvor Agreement.  
It i's very difficult because there are so many arms and large arms in 
fact. They seem to be committed to carrying this out and it could 
embroil them in a very serious conflict, that might be a very encourag
iii- sin and

DOES ALVOR AORE]FMENT PROVIDE FOR DISAP,1INC? 

Senator CLART. Does the Alvor Agreement provide for disarming? 
Mr. P.I,'NDER. YeS it does. It limits the number of troops that they can 

have under arms to 8,000 apiece. Of course nobody has obverved'that.  

RES LTS OF FREE ELECTIONS IN AXGOLA 

Senator Cr .\TK. Let me ask you a very hypothetical question. You 
may not want to answer it but it would be interesting to hear your 
view.



If free elections were held, which party, in your opinion, would win.  
Who has the greater support in Angola in your judgnent? 

Mr. MARcUs,. Let me just take a stab at that. I don't think any 
party is likely to win a majority. One would have at best a plurality 
in a three-way split. Results would follow roughly along the lines of 
the linguistic communities in which the parties are primarily based.  
It's conceivable under those circumstances that one might come out 
with this order: UNITA first, MPLA second, and FNLA third. A 
coalition government would be essential if civil conflict were to be 
avoided.  

POSSIBILITY OF COALITION GOVERNM1ENT IN ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. Do you think it is possible? 
Mr. MARCUM. On that I was trying desperately to think of a good 

-eason why it might not happen and I suppose in a way it is a little 
bit like why we haven't had an atomic war. Maybe there is a possibility 
of a kind of "balance of terror." The fact that the kind of fighting 
that is already taking place indicates what could happen on a larger 
scale, it might cause some of the leadership to think twice before 
involving itself further in a sort of zero sum gaming that insists 
on the elimination of any one of the other parties.  

Second, I do think there are a good numnber of new and younger 
people, those that I referred to earlier ais those who have not been 
scarred by the year of exile and patricidal war during the insur
gency against the Portuguese, who have come in and inevitaLly are 
going to change the nature of these movements. They are trying to 
work together in the transitional government and presumably have 
a sense of national purpose and need which transcends the more 
parochial nature of the movements which led the fight. Angola is 
entering a different kind of historical period. So in a little time one 
might hope that nationalist thinking and the wisdom that may be 
fostered by the horror that civil war would bring will be sufficient, 
given proper external encouragement, to prevent the worst from 
taking place.  

Mr. WHEELER. Again it is in the realm of speculation in terms of 
who might win an election. I think the first point should be will it 
be a free election, that is. can a free election be carried out in 
these conditions? 

Now, in view of the April 25 election in Portugal, the way it was 
carried out, the armed forces movement acted as a safeguard of a 
free election process.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
1Mr. W EELER. Actually the way it worked was encouraging.  
Now, if they do that in Angola and if you look at the'-ethnic sta

tistics and you look at some of the recent evidence that ITNITA, be
cause it hasn't been involved in some of the fighting has sone more 
popularity, it is possible ITNITA would win, not just the greatest 
number of arms but perhaps even a slight edge on a plurality or 
majority, then I would say the second party would be MPLA and 
the FNLA third. But there are so many variables: one can vote. the 
electoral law, which is always crucial in Portuguese history. The 
electoral law excludes people who have been refugees. In Angola out 
of every five Angolans two are Ovimbundu.



I think in that view VINITA is a crucial party on the ethnic basis.  
This is in the realm of speculation.  

Mr. BENDER. I would concur with what Professor Wheeler said, 
basically because of their ethnic base but also because of the wide 
white support they receive, although with the exodus going on now 
that may not be important to U-NITA very long.  

I want to add one thins to what Professor -Ma-cuin said. I don't 
think it is just young people' who may be the, hope but perhaps Africans 
who were inside Angola during the war. In the beginning of my 
appendix on the current situation I quote one of the ministers, the 
minister of Justice, Diogenes Boavida, who is presumably a MPLA 
person, but he was inside Angola during the whole war and was not 
an open MPLA partisan. And his statement, which probably is worth 
reading. indicates a kind of attitude or at least a change in attitude.  
He said on the third of May. that "what the country lacks is na
tional consciousness. The people should be Angolans first and then 
militants of this or that )arty. Precisely the opposite is occurring 
The problem must be faced squarely: if the movements give their 
full support to the government, it will be able to govern. If there 
are reservations, the government ceases to be the government because 
it must be able to execute the decisions it takes." 

And in that same interview a reporter asked him if the violence 
was happening only because of outside intervention and provocateurs 
and so forth. He said, no, and he dismissed that kind of attitude 
which is different from those hardened by the exile experience Pro
fessor Marcum refers to but maybe they have become so caught up 
in the fight that there iin't any reason to hope that they can miti
gate the conflict.  

Senator CLAni. Right. We have a couple of minutes. Are there any 
final points that any of you would like to make that you feel may not 
Ie made adequately. or you would like to reemphasize? 

SIZE OF EDUCATIONAL SECTOR IN ANGOLA 

Mr. WHEELER. I think there is one very positive happy point that I 
could end on and that is the size of the educational sector, the number 
of educated Angolans in higher education carried to say, other coun
tries, which experienced great troubles in the early independence 
period. For example, in the Congo, Leopoldville, then Zaire., had ap
proximately 30 university graduates, some statistics say 17, as well as 
500 people who were priests, educated in theology schools, which is 
equivalent of an A.B. But Angola in 1975 the mass was considerably 
more educated, Angolans of all races, and I think I wouldn't care to 
estimate but it would be in the hundreds and perhaps a few thousand 
trained people in various professions, technical professions, and so 
forth. Some of them have been tragically killed off in the last year, in 
the civil strife, some of them outside of Angola, some of them are in 
the United States, but the fund of educated Angolans I think is a very 
positive and really promising point to end on.  

i ERALDING THE END OF COLONIALISM1 REGARDLESS OF DIFFICULTIES AHEAD 

Mr. MARCUM. Just one brief comment. However, painful and diffi
cult this period is going to be, it does herald the end of colonialism. I
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think it is important to take full note of the fact that the colonial 
era has ended, that Angola is on the brink of a new era. It seems to 
me that in our response not only to Angola but to Mozambique and to 
Portugal-we have tended to be terribly dourful and to have great 
fears and anxieties and see forces that are threatening. I don't mean 
to put aside the kinds of problems we have talked about this morning, 
but I do hope that we can generate in our Government and in the pri
vate sector some sense of enthusiasm for the kind of opportunities that 
lie ahead and identify whatever ways we can appropriately and un
obstrusively relate to them.  

WRONG U.S. ACTION f AY BE WORSE THAN INACTION 

Senator CLARK. I gather though there is common agreement that 
American action may be worse than inaction, if it is the wrong kind.  

Mr. BENDER. That is my final statement.  
Senator CLARK. I am sorry I made it.  
If r. BENDER. That is fine. I totally agree with Professor Marcum 

that we sometimes tend to get ourselves oriented in the wrong direc
tion and I think that we are in danger of doing that now. Therefore, 
any efforts to stay out or anybody who can influence that would be 
wise.  

Senator CLARK. We are very grateful to all three of you for making 
this effort to come down. It has been helpful, very expert, and very 
interesting. We thank you for it.  

The hearing is adjourned.  
[Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject 

the call of the Chair.]





U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA

Rhodesia 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 9, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS, 
COADrITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 

Jlashitgton, D.C.  
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 4221, 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senators Clark and l3iden.  
Senator CLANK. The conunittee will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

One of the most critical challenges the United States faces today 
in its Southern Africa policy is whether it will play an effective and 
constructive role in the resolution of the Rhodesia problem.  

The minority regime there-representing about 25(0,000 whites in 
a nation of ahost 6 million blacks-until now has been able to survive 
in spite of tremendous international and internal pressure. It has 
not been recognized by any goverment in the world. It has been 
subject to United Nations economic sanctions. It has been under ever
increasing military pressure from nationalist movements within the 
country.  

It is clear now, however, that the survival of this regime is only 
a matter of time. The independence of Mozambique makes it likely 
that that country, as well as Zambia, will be used for stag-ing areas 
for the nationalist movements. There is also a real possibility that 
Rhodesia will no longer be able to use Mozambique ports and trans
portation facilities for its trade. The liberation movements are now 
united, are militarily stronger than ever, and can look to the African 
nations and outside' countries for even greater support because the 
wars in the Portuguese territories are over. South Africa, which has 
long supported Rhodesia economically and militarily, is puttinl 
greater pressure on Jan Smith to reach a nep'otiated settlement with 
the liI )eration movements. A ppa r(ntly, South Africa's concern now 
is to avoid a major conflict in the area.  

OUTCOMTE OF RIlODESIAN CONFLI('T 

The question now is not whether majority rule will replace racial 
domination in Rhodesia. It is how soon and in what way this change 
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will come about. In my judgment it could be brought about peace
fully, through a negotiated settlement between the Smith regime and 
the ANC. Or it could come on1v after a long and bitter struggle 
resulting in tragedy for both whites and blacks. The efforts of the 
U.N. and the African nations to bring about a peaceful resolution 
of this conflict could finally pay off. Or the world community could 
discover how accurate it was in labeling Rhodesia a "threat to inter
national peace and security" as a Rhodesian conflict, grew to involve 
surrounding African nations and non-African States as well.  

U.S. INTERESTS CONCERNING RHODESIA 

It is clear that the U.S. interests lie in strongly supporting those 
who seek an early, peaceful, transition to majority rule and racial 
justice in Rhodesia. This country's future relations, not only with 
Zimbabwe but with all the African States, will be profoundly affected 
by the strength of U.S. commitment to human rights, racial equality, 
and self-determination in Rhodesia. U.S. economic relations with this 
rich country will be determined by whether we demonstrate now a 
genuine commitment to the well-being of all its people.  

As Bishop Muzorewa pointed out when he was here, "W-hen we are 
deciding where to sell our chrome, we will first ask, 'Who were our 
friends when we needed them most?' " 

PAsT U.S. ACTIONS WITH REGARD TO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITMENT 

Unfortunate]y, U.S. actions in the past have not entirely reflected 
a commitment to human rights and peace in Rhodesia. While this 
country supported the imposition of sanctions against Rhodesia in 
the U. N., it is also the only country in the world that has passed a law 
requiring that those sanctions be violated. Today, under that law, the 
United States is importing large quantities of chrome and ferrochrome 
from Rhodesia. Sanctions have also been circumvented in the sale 
of U.S. aircraft to Rhodesia and in interline agTeements between 
American and Rhodesian airlines. In March 1970, the United States 
cast its first veto in the history of the U.N. on extending sanctions 
against Rhodesia, an action that was unnecessary because Britain 
had already vetoed. It was seen as particularly significant by the 
African nations that the United States chose this issue on which to 
reverse its policy of never vetoing a resolution that had the strong 
Support of the world community.  

This country has also abstained on several security council resolu
tions urging all States to fully inplement sanctions and has voted 
against several General Assembly resolutions reaffirmino the inalien
able right of the people of Zimbabwe to self-determination, freedom, 
and independence.  

>u1.h actions have been viewed by the African States as a reflection 
of extree insensitivity to their deep concern about racial oppression 
in Rhodesia. These actions have also undermined the credibility of this 
coinntrv's commitment to the United Nations and its vital' role in 
911e(,-, a,,iu g the peaceful resolution of world problemis-. It is important 
n,,w that the United States make a positive contribution to this inter
national effort to brinu peace and majority rule to Rhodesia, rather 
than simply vetoing, abstaining, and violating sanctions.



POSSIBILITY, U.S. PROMOTION OF PEACEFUL TRANSITION TO MAJORITY RULE 

The most important questions before us today are whether a peace
ful transition to majority rule in Zimbabwe is still possible and what 
this country can do to help promote such a settlement. This committee 
and Congress as a whole must determine what specific actions the 
United States can take to demonstrate clearly its commitment to hu
man rights and racial equality for the people of Rhodesia.  

WITNESSES, 1IEARING PROCEDURE CONCERNING RHODESIA 

The witnesses today are well qualified to outline what those actions 

should be as well a> to; evaluate the possibility of a peaceful settlement.  
We will be having other private witnesses tomorrow as well as wit
nesses from the State Department, Assistant Secretary Davis and 
William Buffum, Assistant Secretary- for International Organiza
tional Affairs. We have tried to select our witnesses with a good deal of 
balance so that we hear various points of view with regard to this ques
tion. We will want to explore with them the possible impact of various 
policv options open to the United States. Mr. Good, Mr. Rotberg, and 
Mr. Hutchinson have all spent considerable time in Rhodesia and the 
neighboring African states and have devoted much time and thought 
to the question of what U.S. policy there should be.  

We hope to keep this hearing almost in the form of a discussion.  
We will hear from Mr. Good. Mr. Hutchinson, and then Mr. Rot

herg, and spend the remainder of our time in open discussion. I will 
try not to interrupt too much along the way.  

We are operating uder somewhat of a time problem because when 
the Senate turns to the business of the New Hampshire question we 
are Lo ing to be ordered to close down. That could occur as early as 1 
hour from now. I think each of you have been instructed that you can 
speak about 20 minutes. It woul;l be ideal if you could possibly hold it 
down to even 12 or 15 minutes. That would simply give us more time 
for discussion. Do the best you can within those time constraints. I am 
not going to limit anybody but if you could possibly limit yourselves 
to around 12 to 15 minutes, I think it would give us even more time.  

Mr. Good, you are first.  
[Mr. Goo('s biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF ROBERT C. GOOD 

PE: sONAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 

Mr. Good was born April 7, 1924, in Mount Vernon, New York. He received 
the B.A. degree from Haverford College in 1945, the B.D. degree from Yale 
University Divinity School in 1951, and the Ph. D. in International Relations 
from Yale University in 1956. Mr. Good is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He is 
married and has three children.  

IN'TER NATIONAL ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Good worked in Italy in 1946 with the American Friends Service Commit
te - and the Italian Mi,, ion of UNRRA. In 1947 he directed the American Friends 
Service Committee's operation in Frankfurt am/Main, Germany, and during 
194s was Administrator of the Committee's International Student Seminar 
Pro a'ii.  

ACADEMIC EXPERIEN('E 

From 1953-195,, Mr. Good was Instructor, then Assistant Professor of Inter

nationfal Relations, at the Social Science Foundation, the University of Denver.  

60-619-76- 9
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In addition to teaching both undergraduate and graduate courses in international 
relations, he was in charge of the Foundation's radio and televis ion program
ming, offering a weekly fifteen minute radio commentary on international devel
opments and preparing approximately forty half-hour telecasts on problem areas 
in world politics. In 1959, he wrote the TV series, Twe'ntieth Ccntury Revolution.? 
in World Affairs, which won national honors in the annual educational television 
competition sponsored by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters.  

From 1958-1961, Mr. Good was Research Associate at the Washington Center 
of Foreign Policy Research, affiliated with the School of Advanced International 
Studies, the Johns Hopkins University. During 1959-1960, he travelled in Europe 
and Africa on a Rockefeller Foundation research grant.  

From September 1960 to June 1961, he was Director of the Carnegie Endow
ment Seminars in Diplomacy in Wshington, D.C., a program of studies in in
ternational politics for diplomats from the embassies of countries having ac
ceded to independence since World War II.  

In December 1960, Mr. Good served as Director of President-elect Kennedy's 
Task Force on Africa.  

From January 1969 to September 1970, after a period of government service 
(see below), Mr. Good returned to the School of Advanced International Studies 
on a grant from the Ford Foundation ti write a book on the Rhodesian rebellion 
of 1965.  

Since September 1970, he has been Dean of the Graduate School of Interna
tional Studies and Director of the Social Science Foundation at the University 
of Denver.  

GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE 

In Soptember 1961 he was appointed Director of the Office of Research and 
Analysis for Africa in the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of 
State.  

In 1964 he received the Department of State's Superior Honor Award.  
In March 1965 he was named United States Ambassador to Zambia. He re

signed in January 1969.  
CO-MMUNITY EXPERIENCE 

From 1961 to 1965, Mr. Good was President of Neirhhors, Inc.. an interracial 
orpganization of some 2,000 members seeking to establish a stable racially inte
grated community in Washington, D.C. Throughout this period the organization 
employed a professional staff and operated on an annual budget of $25,000 raised 
from local community and from foundations.  

CONSULTANT TO AND ON THE BOARD OF 

Department of State, 1969, 1970.  
Office of Education. HEW. 1972. 1972,. 1974.  
Center for War/Peace Studies, 1974
Counreil on Religion in International Affairs, 1975- and Contributing Editor of 

Worldrdeiu.  
Group for Global Perspectives in American Education. 1974
Patterson School of International Diplomacy and Commerce, University of 

Kentucky 1975
PUBLICATIONS 

Althor. U. D. I.: The International Politic. of the Rhodesian Rebellion (Faber 
and Faber. Princeton University Press, 1973).  

Co-editor with Roger Hilsman and co-author. Foreign Policy in the Sixties: 
IsNu s and In.trunmentalities (Johns Hopkins, 1965).  

Co-author, The Mfi.ssion of the Christian College in the Modern World (Council 
of Protestant Colleges and Universities, 1962).  

Co-author, Neutralismn and Non-alignment: The New States in World Affairs 
(edited by Laurence W. Martin. Praeger, 1962).  

Author, Congo Crisis: The Role of the New States (Monograph: The Washing
ton ('enter of Foreign Policy Research, 1961).  

Co-editor with Harry R. Davis, Reinhold Niebnhr on Politics (Scrihner, 1960).  
('o-aiithor, .41lianee Poliey in the Cold War (editod by Arnold Wolfers, Johns 

IIopkins Press, 19)5.)).  
Nnnerons articles on international subj(cts in various learned journals and 

journals of opinion.



STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GOOD, DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER, DENVER, 
COLO.  

Mr. GOOD. Thank you, Senator. I will do my best within your time 
constraints.  

The least that we may say after the extraordinary turn of events 
of the last 8 months is that, at last, in the Rhodesian case, there is 
something to speculate about. For 9 years following the illegal dec
laration of independence of the Rhodesian white minority govern
ment of Ian Smith, the situation was at impasse. It was characterized 
by the stubborn recalcitrance of Salisbury, a self-destructive divisive
ness among Rhodesian African nationalist organizations, the unob
trusive but very real assistance of South Africa (not to mention Por
tugal) to the white minority regime in its rebellion, .and repeated 
evience of Britain's inability, regardless of which 'party wa it 
power, to solvethis lingering and vestigial colonial problem.  

Suddenly last December-the result of backstae nmaneuvers that 
had been i progress for months-everything seemed 'to break loose 
at once. Mr. Smith released from detention or prison Rhodesian Afri
can nationalist leaders who had been in custodv for more than a 
decade: the feuding Rhodesian African nationalist organizations 
agreed to coalesce and to stand down their guerrilla forces; both sides 
agreed in principle to attend a constitutional conference, and South 
Africa said it would withdraw the paramilitary units that had been 
ass'stin the Rhodesian forces contain guerrilla forays in the Zam
bezi valley.  

What had happened to cause the apparent dismantling of the bar
ricades on all sides? The watershed event of course was the coup in 
Lisbon of April 25, 1974, from which flowed an astonishing reversal 
of almost five centuries of Portuguese colonial policy.  

A glance at the map indicates the geopolitical importance of these 
events, especially the independence of Mozambique under a movement 
which, barring only the case of Algeria, had staged Africa's most 
successful guerrilla war for freedom and which now controls Rho
desia's ingress and egress through Beira and Lourenco Marques, as 
well as the flow of petroleum products from the important SONAREP 
refinery in the latter city.  

SOUTII AFRICA'S POLICY OF D]ETENTE 

Faced with the collapze of a white buffer zone. the South African 
Government turned to the policy of d6tente. It was the antidote to 
new relationships (Black Africa with South Africa). In Lusaka. t]e 
possibi]ity of siippin2' with the d,,vil who now seemed to see Jan Smith 
a,. an intolerablo obstacle to detente was ey ' e, however warily, with 
fascination. Perhaps tLere was a way after all of effecting a transi
tion to majority rule in Rhodesia without recourse to escalatili..g 
violence.  

CONTINUITIES IN TIE FACE OF RAPID CIIAN;E 

In the midst of such rapid change, it i; important to reflect on some 
continuities. South Africa's policy of d6t(,nte was a refinement of 
what for years has been called the outward policy, one fruit of which
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had actually been the establishment of diplomatic relations between 
the white supremacist Government of South Africa and the black 
African Government of 'Malawi. Moreover, South African economists 
had long been writing about the creation of a kind of South African 
managed coprosperity sphere encompassing black and white controlled 
states in the southern third of the continent. Ten years ago 'South 
Africa advised against UDI (unilateral declaration of independence) 
and has favored a settlement ever since, letting it be known that it 
was not necessarily against a black government in Salisbury provided 
it was not, hostile to Pretoria.  

President Kenneth Kaunda for his part has quietly tested the pos
sibility of dialog with South Africa for a number of years and has 
unlerstood better than most African leaders the grim consequences 
of e.zealating racial conflict. Moreover, the preference of black Africa 
for a negotiated settlement has been explicit ever since the eloquent 
Lusaka manifesto of 1969. Equally important, the operative concept 
for most African leaders has never been immediate independence 
-nder majority rule for Rhodesia but rather NIMBAR, an acronym 
introduced by President Julius Nyerere in 1966 signifying "No inde
pendence in Rhodesia before majority rule." The interim period, ac
,'orling to Kaunda and Nverere, might run as long as 4 to 5 years 
1)efore actual majority rule with independence might be achieved.  
The present situation thus has significant links with the past.  

ACTRS. SCENARIO, OCIIESTrTION OF EVENTS IN RIODESIAN SITUATION 

What is fundamentally new, following the initiatives announced last 
December, is that after 9 years we have at last, correctly identified the 
primary actors and placed them in the p)roper juxtaposition. As impor
tant as their resp)onsibilities no doubt remain, the primarv actors 
include neither the United Kingdom nor the UTnited Nations. The 
primnary actors rather are the Smith regime and the Rhodesian Afri
can nationalists. The secondary actors of consequence are the South 
Africans and those African Presidents able to exercise the most influ
ence over the Rhodesian African nationalists: President Kaunda and 
Nworere, together with Presidents Seretse Khama of Botswana and 
Sanmora Mlachel of Mozambinue.  

The scenario outlined in Decemer was disarmingly simle. The 
black presidents would pressure the fractious African nationalists into 
a coalition and toward the negotiating table. At the same time. Prime 
Minister Vorster would elbow Ian Smith into meanin-ful negotia
tions. The process would be facilitated by the desire of both Pretoria 
and Lusaka to avoid step-Ded-up guerillla activities and by the realiza
tion that Mozambique in the hands of Frelimo was capable not only 
of v:astlv stren.othenin" the sanctions squeeze on Rhodesia but opening 
a 700-mile boundary to g'uerrilla incursions lerhaps assisted by its own 1)attl -tested freedom ali ters.  

Any one familiar with the val-aries of the Rhlodesian situatioi, how
ever. hould Iave lkown that in Southern Africa the shortest distance 
lbotwekn two points is never a straight line. The coalition of nationalist 

N-ooeenls keep s exploding in the hands of the African presidents.  
Fra triidol ,-onlict among Rhodesian African nationalists continues 
1)0th inside Rhodesia and among the exiled nationalist groups. The
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fissures open not really along ideological lines and not exclusively along 
tribal lines, though the latter must not be discounted. They reflect also 
differences in tactics and these differences reflect the struggle for lead
ership which intesifies as the anticipated time of transition 
approaches. And Prime Minister Vorster continues to have as much 
trouble with the slippery Mr. Smith as do the African presidents with 
their clients. Each excess of the feuding nationalists plays, as it always 
has, into Smith's hands. Vorster has virtually all the levers of (.rlde 
power in his hands, but cannot be seen to use these openly without 
affording Smith the opportunity to appeal over his head to the South 
African white electorate, or himself to be contributing to and thus 
validating a program of international sanctions. Samora Machel, the 
new president of Mozambique has inherited a parlous economy and the 
enormous task of turning Mozambique into a going concern politically 
as well as economically. And there are measurable prices to be paid for 
not maintaining correct relations with Pretoria at this stage.  

Thus the orchestration of events and the manipulation of actors 
present problems of exquisite delicacy. The dangers, consequently. are 
enormous.  

What Vorster wants most is a negotiated transition to majority rule 
which he himself is perceived to have facilitated. What Vorster wants 
least is a transition to majority rule achieved as a direct result of suc
cessful international sanctions and, even worse, of guerrilla warfare.  
Yet to achieve the desired goal, the threat of the undesired one-even 
in measured degree its reality-must be operative. This suggests a fur
ther ripening process and the resulting ferment might either produce 
the desired mixture or explode the keg'.  

The last 6 months have borne out this thesis. Neither the African 
Presidents nor Mr. Vorster has been been able to pressure the African 
National Council or the Rhodesian Front into accepting the last viable 
fall-back position of the other. Indeed, substantive meetings have not 
even taken place. Meanwhile South African paramilitary units so far 
as we know remain in Rhodesia. There is no real ceasefire. And many 
political prisoners are still in custody. Though the primary actors have 
been identified and the dynamics of an ultimate solution are now 
clearer than ever before we must not underestimate the difficulties.  

DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED IN NEGOTIATED TRANSITION TO MAJORITY RULE 

The problem today is what it has been from the outset. In a word. it 
is to effect a colonial transition in Rhodesia without an imperial 
arbiter. Never having deployed forces on the ground in Rhodesia, 
Britain has never exercised imperial authority. South Africa has 
become the surrogate for such authority. But under what circumstances 
can Vorster now get Smith to sign the instrument that obliges the 
regime to self-destruct in 3 years or in 5 years or can provide guarantees 
of irreversibility to the Africans? 

Vorster has called the alternative too ghastly to contemplate, mean
ing presumably a rapid escalation of guerrilla warfare leading to an 
attempt at all-out military solution on both sides which could trigger 
a racial cataclysm well beyond Rhodesia's frontiers. He is right. It is 
ghastly indeed. The chief hope in the present situation is that Vorster's 
fears are shared by the African Presidents, creating the tenuous alli-
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sensus stand certain Rhodesian African nationalists, principally 
ZANU-Zimbabwe African National Union-which has spearheaded 
the most successful of the guerrilla incursions, and possibly-we do not 
know for sure one way or the other-Ian Smith himself.  

Not inconceivably, Smith might feel that rapidly escalating violence 
might reverse the process of d6tente-in the realization of which con
tinued white rule in Salisbury is the most serious stumbling block-and 
draw South Africa into a decisive confrontation with the guerrillas 
and more importantly with the countries giving them sanctuary. If 
that were to happen we would find ourselves in a brandnew ball game.  

ELEMENTS INVOLVED IN NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT IN RHODESIA 

I-low then does one get a negotiated settlement? I suonested before 
that the situation must ripen further. That means a continuation of 
more of the same, and possibly repeating the cycle of stepped up vio
lence leading to renewed attempts at negotiations, perhaps several 
times over. How long this will take, I for one cannot predict. We have 
been imposing ill-conceived deadlines on events in southern Africa for 
years. The only deadline no one thought to predict was the one that 
came in consequence of the unpredicted coup in Lisbon-independence 
for Portuguese Africa. In December and January the conventional 
wisdom was that a settlement would be in hand prior to Mozambican 
independence. My instinct is that it could take another 1 to 3 years.  

The following elements must remain or be brought into play. First, 
there must be a continuing liaison between Pretoria and Lusaka, 
between Prime Minister Vorster and the African Presidents. Second, 
the African Presidents must continue to pressure the Rhodesian Afri
cn nationalists into a willingness, once the situation matures, to enter 
into a transitional arrangement which will involve under some inter
national guarantee independence under majority rule within roughly 
4 to 5 years. Third, Vorster must keep equivalent pressure on Smith 
and the Rhodesian Front. Fourth is the ingredient that is as dangerous 
as it is indispensable, Mozambique must gradually increase the sanc
tions squeeze and preparations must proceed apace to increase the effec
i veness of African guerrilla forces.  

The object of the latter moves of course is to erode further the struc
ture of white power in Rhodesia by increasing the costs of moving 
exports and imports through the sanctions barrier and by increasing 
the difficulties of gaining access to the international money market and 
of recruiting expatriate skills, thus hastening the next exodus of whites 
from the country. As a result, the regime will become the more brittle 
as time goes on. The object equally is to demonstrate that the alterna
tive too ghastly to contemplate can and will in time become a reality.  
As these developments proceed, Vorster's ability to place added pres
sure on Smith ought to achieve growing accepthnce within the South 
African white electorate. His maneuverability in this respect is already 
far greater now than it was several years ago." 

BRITAIN'S ROLE IN RIIODEqTAN CONFLICT 

Pritain's formal role in all of this remains as substantial as its real 
role remains negligible. It is the Parliament at Westminster that must
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finally validate independence normalizing Rhodesia's-by then Zim
babwe's-relations with the international community. But Britain's 
actual role in achieving a political transition can only be marginal and 
facilitative. We need, incidentally, no longer fear a British deal with 
Smith aimed at disengagement. The situation has moved beyond that.  
There can be no return to the status quo ante. In any event, the prece
dent of the Pearce Commission in 1971 with its finding against the set
tlement proposals of the Conservative Foreign Minister, Sir Alec 
Douglas-Home-a procedure for which the British Government 
deserves more credit than it has received-obviates the danger of a 
sellout.  

U.S. ROLE IN RHODESIAN SITUATION 

What about the United States? One hopes, almost wistfully, that 
the Byrd amendment can be repealed before there is majority rule in 
Rhodesia. It is in fact important that this be accomplished with dis
patch. In company with the gradually expanding involvement of 
Mozambique in the sanctions campaign, it would send a significant 
signal to Salisbury at a psychologically important moment. Second, 
the United States should be willing to join an international effort to 
compensate Mozambique for any loss of revenue involved in its sanc
tions against Rhodesia. Third, we should initiate immediately pro
grams of humanitarian assistance to the Rhodesian African national
ists. Beyond this, there is little that we can do directly.  

There is however much that we can do contextually, if I may put it 
that way-seeing Rhodesia in the larger context of southern Africa.  
In general we must begin to understand, and give more consistent ex
pression to that understanding, that the issues of southern Africa are 
grave and may gravely affect American interests. I say this with such 
certainty, as I have said it before, because I believe that in this age 
of immediate communication and instant involvement, it is inconceiv
able that two great racial revolutions (in America and in southern 
Africa) can climax at roughly the same point in history without finally 
each affecting, exciting, and probably aggravating the other.  

Exactly how this interaction will work itself out is I think unpre
dictable. But that there will be a significant interaction I would 
consider inevitable.  

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
[Mr. Good's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GOOD 'ON RHODESIA 

The purpose of my statement is to place recent events in perspective and to 
speculate in broad terms about forthcoming developments as these may affect or 
be affected by U.S. policy. Other commentators are much better positioned than 
i to present detailed statistical evidence and to estimate near term developments 
based on the most recent facts.  

The least that we may say after the extraordinary turn of events of the last 
eight months is that at last, in the Rhodesian case, here is something to 
speculate about. For nine years following the illegal declaration of independence 

'Mr. Good is Dean of the Graduate School of International Studies and Director of the 
Socinl Science Foundation, the University of Denver. From 1965-196S ho served as U.S.  
Amhassh~dor to Znmhia. He is th author of UFDI: The International Politics of the Rho
deian Rebellion (Faber and Faber; Princeton University Press, 1973).
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of the Rhodesian white minority government of Ian Smith, the situation was at 

impasse. It was characterized by the stubborn recalcitrance of Salisbury, a self

destructive devisiveness among Rhodesian African nationalist organizations, the 

unobtrusive but very real assistance of South Africa (not to mention Portugal) to 

the white minority regime in its rebellion, and repeated evidence of Britain's 

inability, regardless of which party was in power, to solve this lingering and 

vestigial colonial problem.  
Suddenly last December-the result of backstage maneuvers that had been 

in progress for months-everything seemed to break loose at once. Mr. Smith 

released from detention or prison Rhodesian African nationalist leaders who 

had been in custody for more than a decade; the feuding Rhodesian African na

tionalist organizations agreed to coalesce and to stand down their guerrilla 

forces; both sides agreed in principle to attend a constitutional conference; and 

South Africa said it would withdraw the paramilitary units that had been 
assisting the Rhodesian forces contain guerrilla forays in the Zambesi valley.  
An added fillip to this heady concoction, Black African leaders urged upon British 
Foreign Secretary James Callaghan a leading British role in convening the 
prospective constitutional conference-the same British administration almost 
to a man that had previously brought us the extravaganzas on board HMS Tiger 
(1966) and HMS Fearless (19;), each producing settlement terms endorsed by 
the British government and roundly denounced by most African leaders as a 
"sell out." (While Harold Wilson was willing to "sell," Ian Smith as it turned 
out was unwilling to "buy" and the impasse continued.) 

The turn of events in December was momentous. What had happened to cause 
the apparent dismantling of the barricades on all sides? The watershed event 
of course was the coup in Lisbon of April 25. 1974, from which flowed an aston
ishing reversal of almost five centuries of Portuguese colonial policy. Guinea
Bissau and Mozambique have already become independent under Black leader
ship. Angola, with whatever attendant dangers, will achieve its freedom on 
November 11-four hundred years after the advent of colonial rule in that 
region and ironically on the tenth anniversary of Ian Smith's rebellion.  

A glance at the map indicates the geopolitical importance of these events, 
especially the independence of Mozambique under a movement which, barring 
only the case of Algeria, had staged Africa's most successful guerrilla war for 
freedom and which now controls Rhodesia's ingress and egress through Beira 
and Lourenzo Marques, as well as the flow of petroleum products from the im
portant SONAREP refinery in the latter city.  

Faced with the collapse of a white buffer zone, the South African government 
turned to the policy of "detente." It was the antidote to new dangers (racial 
confrontation) and the route to new relationships (Black Africa with South 
Africa). In Lusaka, the possibility of supping with the devil who now seemed 
to see Ian Smith as an intolerable obstacle to "detente" wa s eyed. however warily, 
with fascination. Perhaps there was a way after all of effecting a transition 
to majority rule in Rhodesia without recourse to escalatinz violence.  

In the midst of such rapid change, it is important to reflect on some continuities.  
South Africa's policy of "detente" was a refinement of what for years has been 
called the "outward" policy, one fruit of which had actually been the establish
ment of diplomatic relations between the white supremacist government of 
South Africa and the Black African government of Malawi. Moreover. South 
African economists had long been writing about the creation of a kind of South 
African-managed co-prosperity sphere encompassing Black and White controlled 
states in the southern third of the continent. Ten years ago South Africa advised 
against UDI and has favored a settlement ever since, letting it be known that it 
wa'g not necessarily against a Black government in Salisbury provided it was 
not hostile to Pretoria.  

President Kenneth Kaunda for his part has quietly tested the possibility of 
"dialogue" with South Africa for a number of years and has understood better 
than mo!4 African leaders the grim consequences of escalating racial conflict.  
Moreover, the preference of Black Africa for a negotiated settlement has been 
explicit ever since the eloquent Lusaka Manifesto of 1969. Equally important, 
the operative concept for most African leaders has never been immediate in
dependence under majority rule for Rhodesia but rather NIBMAR. an acronym 
introduiced b1y President Julius Nycrere in 1966 signifying "No independence 
Fin Rhodesia] before majority rule." The interim period, according to Kaunda 
and Nyerere. might run as long as four to five years before actual majority 
rule with independence might be achieved. The present situation thus has 
significant links with the past.
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What is fundamentally new, following the initiatives announced last December, 
is that after nine years we have at last correctly identified the primary actors 
and placed them in the proper juxtaposition. As important as their responsi
bilities no doubt remain, the primary actors include neither the United Kingdom 
nor the United Nations. The primary actors rather are the Smith regime and 
the Rhodesian African nationalists. The secondary actors of consequence are 
the South Africans and those African Presidents able to exercise the most in
fluence over the Rhodesian African nationalists: Presidents Kaunda and Nyerere, 
together with Presidents Seretse Khama of Botswana and Samora Machel of 
Mozambique.  

The scenario outlined in December was disarmingly simple. The Black Presi
dents would pressure the fractious African nationalists into a coalition and to
wards the negotiating table. At the same time, Prime Minister Vorster would 
elbow Ian Smith into meaningful negotiations. The process would be facilitated 
by the desire of both Pretoria and Lusaka to avoid stepped-up guerrilla activities 
and by the realization that Mozambique in the hands of FRELIMO was capable 
not only of vastly strengthening the sanctions squeezed on Rhodesia but opening 
a seven hundred mile boundary to guerrilla incursions, perhaps assisted by its 
own battle-tested freedom fighters.  

Anyone familiar with the vagaries of the Rhodesian situation, however, would 
have known that in Southern Africa the shortest distance between two points is 
never a straight line. The coalition of nationalist movements keeps exploding 
in the hands of the Afrian Presidents. Fratricidal conflict among Rhodesian 
African nationalists continue both inside Rhodesia and among the exiled na
tionalist groups. The fissures open not really along ideological lines and not ex
clusively along tribal lines, though the latter must not be discounted. They re
flect also differences in tactics and these differences 'reflect the struggle for 
leadership which intensifies as the anticipated time of transition approaches. And 
Prime Minister Vorster continues to have as much trouble with the slippery 
Mr. Smith as do the African Presidents with their clients. Each excess of the 
feuding nationalists plays, as it always has, into Smith's hands. Vorster has 
virtually all the levers of crude power in his hands to bring the Rhodesian Front 
to heel. but cannot be seen to use these tii) openly without affording Smith the 
opportunity to appeal over his head to the South African white electorate, or 
himself to be contributing to and thus validating a program of international 
sanctions. Samora Machel, the new President of Mozambique, is also no free 
agent. He has inherited a parlous economy and the enormous task of turning 
Mozambique into a going concern politically as well as economically. And there 
are measurable prices to be paid for not maintaining correct relations with 
Petoria at this stage.  

Thus. the orchestration of events and the manipulation of actors present prob
lems of exquisite delicacy. The dangers, consequently, are enormous.  

What Vorster wants most is a negotiated transition to majority rule which he 
himself is perceived to have facilitated. What Vorster wants least is a transition 
to majority rule achieved as a direct result of successful international sanctions 
and, even worse, of guerrilla warfare. Yet to achieve the desired goal, the threat 
of the undesired one--even in measured degree its reality-must be operative.  
This suggests a further ripening process and the resulting ferment might either 
produce the desired mixture or explode the keg.  

The last six months have borne out this thesis. Neither the African Presidents 
nor Mr. Voster has been able to pressure the African National Congress or the 
Rhodesian Front into accepting the last viable fall-back position of the other.  
Indeed, substantive meetings have not even taken place. Meanwhile South 
African paramilitary units so far as we know remain in Rhodesia. There is no 
real ceasefire. And many political prisoners are still in custody. Though the 
primary actors have been identified and the dynamics of an ultimate solution 
are now clearer than ever before we must not underestimate the difficulties.  

The problem today is what it has been from the outset. In a word, it is the 
effect a colonial transition in Rhodesia without an imperial arbiter. Never 
having deployed forces on the ground in Rhodesia, Britain has never exercised 
imperial authority. South Africa has become the surrogate for such authority.  
But under what circumstances can Vorster now get Smith to sign the instrument 
that obliges the regime to self-destruct in three years? or in five years? or can 
provide guarantees if irreversibility to the Africans? 

Vorster has called the alternative "too ghastly to contemplate," meaning 
presumably a rapid escalation of guerrilla warfare leading to an attempt of
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all-out military solution on both sides which could trigger a racial cataclysm 
well beyond Rhodesia's frontiers. He is right. It is ghastly indeed. The chief 
hope in the present situation is that Vorster's fears are shared by the African 
Presidents, creating the tenuous alliance of convenience between Pretoria 
and Lusaka. Outside this consensus stand certain Rhodesian African nationals, 
principally ZANU which has spearheaded the most successful of the guerrilla 
incursions; and possibly-we do not know for sure one way or the other
Ian Smith himself.  

Not inconceivably. Smith might feel that rapidly escalating violence might 
reverse the process of "detente"-in the realization of which continued white 
rule in Salisbury is the most serious stumbling block-and draw South Africa 
into a decisive confrontation with the guerrillas and more importantly with the 
countries giving them sanctuary. If that were to happen we would find ourselves 
in a brand new ball game.  

How then does one get a negotiated settlement? I suggested before that the 
situation must ripen further. That means a continuation of more of the same, 
and possibly repeating the cycle of stepped up violence leading to renewed 
attempts at negotiations, perhaps several times over. How long this will take, I 
for one cannot predict. We have been imposing ill-conceived deadlines on events 
in Southern Africa for years. The only deadline no one thought to predict was 
the one that came in consequence of the unpredicted coup in Lisbon-independence 
for Portuguese Africa. In December and January, the conventional wisdom was 
that a settlement would be in hand prior to Mozambiquan independence. My 
instinct is that it could take another one to three years.  

The following elements must remain or be brought into play. First, there must 
be a continuing liaison between Pretoria and Lusaka, between Prime Minister 
Vorster and the African Presidents. Second. the African Presidents mu.st con
tinue to pressure the Rhodesian African nationalists into a willingness, once 
the situation matures, to enter into a transitional arrangement which will involve 
under some international guarantee independence under majority rule within 
not more than four to five years. Third, Vorster must keep equivalent pressure on 
Smith and the Rhodesian Front. Fourth is the ingredient that is as dangerous as 
it is indispensable: M1ozambique must gradually increase the sanctions squeeze 
and preparations must proceed apace to increase the effectiveness of African 
guerrilla forces.  

The object of the latter moves of course is to erode further the structure of 
white power in Rhodesia by increasing the costs of moving exports and imports 
through the sanctions barrier and by increasing the difficulties of gaining 
access to the international money market and of recruiting expatriate skills, 
thus hastening the net exodus of whites from the cotntry. As a result, the regime 
will become the nire brittle as time goes on. The object equally is to demonstrate 
that the alternative "to ghastly to contemplate" can and will in time become a 
reality. As these developments proceed, Vorster's ability to place added pressure 
on Smith ought to achieve growing acceptance within the South African white 
electorate. His maneuverability in this respect is already far greater now than 
it was several years ago.  

Britain's formal role in all of this remains as substantial as its real role re
mains negligible. It is the Parliament at Westminster that must finally validate 
independence normalizing Rhodesia's (by then Zimbabwe's) relations with the 
international community. But Britain's actual role in achieving a political transi
tion can only be marginal and facilitative. We need. incidentally, no longer fear a 
British deal with Smith aimed at disengagement. The situation has moved beyond 
that. There can be no return to the status quo ante. In any event, the precedent 
of the Pearce Commission in 1971 with its finding against the settlement proposals 
of the Conservative Foreign Minister, Sir Alec Douglas-Home (a procedure for 
which the British government deserves more credit than it has received) obviates 
the danger of a "sell-out." 

What about the United States? One hopes, almost wistfully, that the Byrd 
amendment can be repealed before there is majority rule in Rhodesia. It is in fact 
important that this be accomplished with dispatch. In company with the gradually 
expanding involvement of Mozambique in the sanctions campaign, it would send 
a significant signal to Salisbury at a psychologically important moment. The 
TTnited States ought to he willing, as well, to join an international effort to com
pensate Mozambiqlue for any loss of revenue involved in its sanctions against 
Rhodesia. Third, we should initiate immediately programs of humanitarian as
sistance to the Rhodesia African nationalists. Beyond this, there is little that we 
can do directly.
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There is however much that we can do contextually, if I may put it that way
seeing Rhodesia in the larger content of Southern Africa. In general we must 
begin to understand, and give more consistent expression to that understanding, 
that the issues of Southernx Africa are grave and may gravely affect American 
interests. I say this with such certainty, as I have said it before, "because I be
lieve that in this age of immediate communication and instant involvement, it is 
inconveivable that two great racial revolutions (in America and in Southern 
Africa) can climax at roughly the same point in history without finally each af
fecting, exciting, and probably aggravating the other. Exactly how this interac
tion will work itself out is I think unpredictable. But that there will be a sig
nificant interaction I would consider inevitable." 

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much, Mr. Good.  
Unless Senator Biden has questions now we will go on
Senator BIDEN. NO.  
Senator CLARK [continuing]. And hear from Mr. Hutchinson.  
Professor Hutchinson ? 
(Mr. Hutchinson's biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPIICAL SKETCH OF JOHN EDWARD HUTCHINSON 

Date: January 1, 1975.  
Address: 1234 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Apt. 811.  
Phone: 202_347-5234 (Home) ; 202-785-6246 (Office).  
Birthdate: January 29, 1921.  
Birthplace: South Shields, England.  
Marital Status: Divorced, three children (22, 18 and 15).  
Degrees: B.Sc. (Econ.), 1950 London University, Economics and Government; 

M.A.. 1952 UCLA, Political Science; and Ph. D. (Econ.), 1963 London University, 
Industrial Relations.  

WORK EXPERIENCE 

193S-39: Clerical Officer, Ministry of Education, London.  
1939-46: Able Seaman and Executive Officer, Royal Navy.  
1946-50: Executive Officer. Ministry of Education, London (Passed Adminis

trative Class Examination, 1950).  
1950-52: Teaching Assistant, Department of Political Science, UCLA.  
1952-53: Director of Research and Organizer, Officer Employees International 

Union, Los Angeles.  
1953-55: Graduate Research Political Scientist, Institute of Industrial Rela

tions, UCLA.  
1955-64: Coordinator of Labor Programs and Assistant Research Political 

Scientist, Institute of Industrial Relations, UC Berkeley.  
1964-70: Associate Professor of Industrial Relations, Graduate School of 

Management, UCLA, and Research Political Scientist, Institute of Industrial 
Relations, UCLA.  

1970-present: Professor of Industrial Relations, Graduate School of Manage
ment, UCLA, and Research Political Scientist, Institute of Industrial Relations, 
TCLA.  

1973-75: Visiting Professor of International Relations, Johns Hopkins School 
of Advanced International Studies, Washington, D.C.  

1'73-74: Visiting Fellow, Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, Wash
ington, D.C.  

COURSES TAUGHT 

Political Science I, American Government, 1950-52.  
Political Science II, Comparative Government, 1950-52.  
BA 150, Elements of Industrial Relations, 1964
XL 150 (Extension), Elements of Industrial Relations, 1964
BA 251, Management of Induwtrial Relations, 1964
BA 253, Settlement of Industrial Disputes, 1964
BA 255, Comparative Industrial Relations, 1969
BA 258, Labor History, 1970
BA 421, Business, Labor and Government, 1968-
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COMMITTEE SERVICES 

(a) Student Committees: Various M.A., M.Sc. and Ph. D. committees.  
(b) Committees of the Academic Senate: chairman or member of various 

ad hoc committees; member, Committee on Public Lectures, 1967--69: member, 
Committee on Privilege and Tenure; and chairman, Committee on Privilege and 
Tenure, 1972-73.  

(c) Administrative Committees: Member, Committee on International and 
Comparative Studies, Subcommittee on Atlantic and West European Studies, 
196S-69 and member, Nonacademic Personnel Appeals Committee, 1967.  

(d) College, Departmental or Other University Committees: Member, Com
mittee on Doctoral and Specialists Master's Program, GSM, 1964-65; member, 
Library Committee, GSM, 1965-66; member, Executive Committee of Stafing 
Committee, GSM, 1966-67; member, Advisory Committee to Division of Research, 
GS'M, 1N,8-72; chairman, Task Force on Reviews Procedure. GSM, 1968-69; 
member, University-Wide Faculty Conference, 1968; and chairman, Academic 
Evaluation Criteria Committee, GSM, 1969-70.  

AD INISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS 

(a) Associate Vice Chairman, Industrial Relations, GSM, 1966-68.  
(b) Chairman, Industrial Relations, GSM, 1968-70.  

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

1. Member, Department Whitley Council (Negotiating Committee), Ministry 
of Education, London, 1946-48.  

2. Member, Youth Employment Committee, Oakland, California, 1957-59.  
3. Consultant, California State Assembly Committee on Industrial Relations, 

1959.  
4. Chairman, Senior Staff Training Program (Western States), Bureau of 

Employment Security, U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1961-6S.  
5. Member, Panel of Arbitrators of the Federal Mediation and Counciliation 

Service and of the American Arbitration Assn. and arbitrator in maritime, truck
ing, aircraft and aerospace, manufacturing, mining, construction, printing, auto
mobile, steel, oil, communications, rubber, retail, distributive, food and other 
industries, public employment and the Department of Defense, 1957 to date.  

LECTURING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

1. Member, radio and television weekly public affairs panel "World Opinion", 
American Broadcasting Company, 1950--52.  

". Lecturer or panelist in numerous labor, management, academic or com
munity programs, and on radio and television. 1955

Lecturer in UCLA Series, "Britain Today", 1965.  
4. Instructor in GSM Executive Training Program. 1965
5. Instructor in GSM Lecture Series on "Current Economic Issues". 196S.  
;. Lecturer, UCLA Business Forecast, 1967.  

7. Lecturer, "Trade Union Ethics", Western Management Association, Mon
terey. 1968.  

.. Lecturer, "The Prospects for Industrial Relations", Oregon State Univer
sity, (Corvallis, 1969.  

9. Chairman, seminar series by the Rt. Hon. Fred Mulley, M.P., Berkeley, 1961 
and UCLA 1971.  

10. Chairman, public lecture by the Rt. Hon. Frank Cousins, former British 
Minis4er of Productivity, UCLA. 1968.  

11. Chairman, UCLA lecture series by Herbert Hill, Labor Secretary of the 
NAAOP, on "Black Labor in White America", 1970.  

12. Lectures to various groups of foreign visitors, Berkeley and UCLA, 1955 
to present.  

EDITORIAL BOARDS 

Momber, Board of Editors, Industrial Relations, 1964.  

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND SCHOLARLY SOCIETIES 

Member, Political Science and Social Science Honorary Societies.  
Member, American Political Science A-oc.iation.  
Member, Industrial Relations Research Association.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Secretary, Association of California Consumers, 1957-58.  

Fund-raising for Israeli-Arab health services in Gaza and the Sinai, 1971-72.  

Intermittent youth activities.  

AWARDS AIND HONORS 

Moore Prize Scholar, South Shields High School, England, 1937.  

London County Council Major County Award, L300, 1949.  
UCLA Committee on Research, $1,391 for research on John L. Lewis, 1965.  

Graduate School of Management, Division of Research, and UCLA's Chancel

lor's committee on International and Comparative Studies, $4,765 for research 

in Britain on industrial relations, 1966.  
GSM, Division of Research, and UCLA Senate Research Committee, $2,500 

for research on John L. Lewis and British trade union legislation, 1970-71.  
Nomination for Pulitzer Prize in History, 1972.  
Ford Foundation grants for research on John L. Lewis, $3,500 (Summer 

1973), $35,000 (1973-74), and $8,750 (1975).  

OTHER CONSULTATIVE AND PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Ford Foundation Lecturer, Montana, 1952.  
State Department Visiting Specialist, Australia, 1963.  
State Department Visiting Specialist, Viet Nam and India. 1966.  
State Department Visiting Specialist and Guest of the South Vietnamese 

Ministry of Labour, 1969 (Visit aborted because of illness).  
Guest Lecturer, University of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 1969.  
Guest Lecturer, Trade Union Council of South Africa, 1969.  
Guest Speaker, Rhodesian Manufacturers Association, Salisbury, 1969.  
State Department Visiting Specialist, Lebanon, 1969.  
Guest Researcher. Tel Hashomer Government Hospital, Ramat Gan, Israel 

and Gaza City, Gaza. and El Arish. Sinai Peninsula, 1971.  
Cuest Speaker, Industrial Relations Center, University of Tel Aviv, 1971.  
Guest Speaker, "American Labor and Politics", House of Commons, London, 

December 1972.  
State Department Visiting Specialist, Viet Nam, Indonesia, Malaysia and 

India, 1974.  
PUBLICATIONS 

(a) Books : 

Hutchinson, John, The Imperfect Union: A History of Cormption in American, 
Trade Unions, New York: E. P. Dutton, 1970, 477 pp. (Paperback edition, 1972).  

(b) Chapters in Books: 
1. Hutchinson, John, "Trade Unionism and The Communists", in William 

Peterson (Ed.), The Realities of World Communism, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall 1901, pp. 164-187. (Reprinted by Institute of Industrial Relations, Berkeley, 
1963).  

2. Hutchinson, John. "The AFL-CIO and the Negro". in Arthur M. Ross and 
Herbert Hill, Employment, Race and Poverty, New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1966, 
pp. 403- 31.  

(c) Monographs: 
1. -An Erahation of Internship and Student Training Programs in ,S?'th 

Californiia (with Ernest A. Englebert and others), Los Angeles: Joint College
Federal Service Council, 1953, pp. 66.  

2. Health Insurance (with Richard N. Baisden), Los Angeles: UCLA Insti
tute of Industrial Relations, 1955, pp. 29.  

3. Health Insurance: Group Coverage in Industry (with Richard N. Baisden), 
Los Angeles: UCLA Institute of Industrial Relations, 1956, pp. 76.  

(d) Professional Journal Articles Published: 
1. Hutchinson, John, "Corruption in American Trade Unions", Political Quar

terly (London), July, 1957. (Reprinted by the Institute of Industrial Relations, 
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STATEMENT OF JOHN EDWARD HUTCHINSON, VISITING PROFES
SOR OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, JOHNS HOPKINS SCHOOL 
OF ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, WASHINGTON, D.C., 
AND PROFESSOR OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT 
LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.  

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I am grateful for the opportunity to speak briefly 
today about a somewhat maligned and certainly neglected country 
whose future is related to ours.  

I have placed a formal statement in the record, and with your per
mission will add only a few supplementary and summary remarks, 
which should take only 9 minutes to read.  

A colleague of yours has suggested that you might wish to hear 
additional testimony in executive session, and I will, of course, be 
glad to supply that.  

Last year I paid two visits to Rhodesia for a total stay of nearly 3 
months. I went in January 1974 on my own account to study the pros
:pects for a negotiated settlement in Rhodesia. During that time, I 
was fortunate to meet with Prime Minister Ian Smith, with Bishop 
Abel Muzorewa-the president of the African National Council
and with a cross section of African and European labor, business, 
political, and community leaders.  

1974 NEGOTIATIONS BETVEEN ANC RHODESIA 

In April 1974, I went back to Rhodesia at the. invitation of an offi
cer of the African National Council. In subsequent discusslols, -t was 
agreed that I would render what help I could to the A NC in its 
current negotiations and relations with the Rhodesian Government, 
and in the event of an agreement would visit various A frican capi tls 
and London and Washington to discuss the merits of the arfroment 
and-a most vital question-the representativeness of the AN'C.  

On May 7, 1974, it was agreed between Mr. Smith and BisIl-o op u
zorewa that certain constitution,9l proposals would be placed bef,re 
the central committee of the ANC for its consideration. I received a 
cony of the proposals the following ,lay, and for the next 4 weeks was 
privy to a number of discussions of the proposals by both African 
and European leaders.  

Later in the month, I was asked on several occasions to relay cer
tain suggestions or proposals between the African Natioil-, Council 
and the Government, and I did so. I was thus a witness to the process 
of disintegration in will and trust and communication which killed 
any prospect for an a,eement. On Jume 2, 1974, the central commit
tee refused to accept the proposals and increased its own demands.  

There has been speculation that the Rhodesian Government did not 
anticipate the. consequences of the Lisbon coup in the raising of Afri
can expectations and demands, and that the African National Council 
failed to maintain its own internal communications and cohesion and 
finally bowed to the very real intimidation from outside Rhodesia.
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I do not want to add to that speculation, but it should be known that 
there was a sad reality then that is still a reality-that is poorly appre
ciated abroad-and about which the United States is probably the only 
power which can do anything useful and corrective.  

AFRICAN/EUROPEAN APFPEIIHENSION AT SIGNING AGREEMEENT 

The reality is fear. The Europeans fear that they will eventually be 
swamped and oppressed and rejected and even liquidated by the 
Africans. The Africans fear that the Europeans will renege on an 
agreement once it has been ratified by the Parliament of the United 
Kingdom.  

Both the Africans and the Europeans are apprehensive that any 
agreement they sign will not be respected at their borders and by the 
international community. They are well aware that most of the outside 
world is blind to the conditions for peaceful political and economic 
development in Rhodesia and essentially indifferent to the wishes of 
the Rhodesian people in the matter.  

The Rhodesian predicament is serious, but the international
including the British and American-debate on Rhodesia is largely 
irrelevant. The necessity for the transition of Rhodesia into a society 
of equality-in law and consideration and opportunity-is not open to 
piactical doubt.  

irowever. I have strong reservations about the term majority rule, 
since it contributes hardly at, all to an understanding of the political 
sy-stems characteristic of Africa. There are no free societies in Africa.  
WO would do well t,, discipline our terminology and make uniform our 
standards when discussing African political change.  

I personally douht if any country in modern times has been preached 
at for so long and with such piety by so many nations so poorly quali
fied to censure or proscribe.  

I dout. if anything approaching recognition has been given to the 
European contribution to Rhodesian development and to the Euro
1,.in ri:,ht to sirvival and reward.  

I doubt if any sustained thought has been given abroad to the prop
o,-ition that the African people in Rhodesia should choose their own 
destiny rather than have it thrust upon them from outside.  

The fact is that until the recent and most praiseworthy initiative of 
Zambia and Tanzania and Botswana to reinforce and maintain the 
representativeness of the ANC, the pressure of international opinion 
anl action on Rhodesia has been directed, not toward a negotiated 
agl'eement, but toward capitulation by the Government or war.  

U.S. R(TLE IN SETTLING RHODESIAN CONFLICT 

Rhodesia does not need any more intimidation. The issues of sanc
tions and the Byrd amendment are symbolically important to both 
sides, and I respect the legitimacy of their concern; but both issues are 
almost irrelevant to the problem of negotiating a responsible and 
stable agreement in the short time there is left before the negotiating 
table is deserted for the bundu and battlefield. It is not wise for the 
UTnited States to expend still more energy and time and taxpayers" 
money on that, idle, most infertile debate.
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As it is, enough destructive intimidation will probably be pro
vided-unsolicited and free-of-charge, against both Africans and 
Europeans in Rhodesia-across the Mozamlbiquan border by profes
sionals. Given its philosophical basis, I find it hard to regard the recent 
.violent change of power in Mozambique as a blow for liberty.  

What Rhodesia needs is the confidence that a negotiated settlement 
will be respected by other countries and given a chance to work. It 
needs a sense of augury. the feeling that some nation with power to 
influence has a practical interest in the good faith administration of an 
agreement with Rhodesia. Only the United States can provide that 
confidence.  

I asked Prime Minister Smith if he would welcome such help, and 
he said he would. I asked Bishop Muzorewa if he would welcome such 
help, and he said he would. I asked every African and European leader 
I met in Rhodesia if they would welcome such help, and they all said 
they would.  

It is not a matter of interfering in the internal affairs of another 
nation. It is simply and only a matter of providing good offices where 
they are needed anid wanted. We have shown not the slightest interest 
in offering or providing such limited but crucial assistance.  

Our stock and stolid policy seems to be that it is a British problem.  
So it is, to some extent. The British must ratify any agreement. but 
they need help in persuading other nations to respect it. In any event, 
with Northern Ireland still on fire, they have no need for further 
troubles in Rhodesia. I know enough members of the Government and 
Parliament of my native land to suspect that they would be delighted 
with our assistance on Rhodesia, provided it was offered with the 
normal political and constitutional properties. They have accepted 
1776, but retain their sensitivities.  

PROFESSOR HUTCHIXSON S SUGGESTIONS FOR U.S. POLICY IN RHODESIA 

Let me summarize here the suggestions I have made in my formal 
submission.  

First, the stability of Southern Africa-with Rhodesia as the litmus 
test of our ability to contribute in welcome and useful ways-is of 
political and economic and strategic consequence to the United States.  

Second, the probable result of current British, American, and inter
national policy toward Rhodesia will be a war between extremists 
rather than a negotiated settlement between reasonable men.  

Third, the African National Council should be encouraged to unify 
its structure and policy to justify its claim to be the prime representa
tive of the African people in Rhodesia.  

Fourth, we should declare now and firmly-in advance of further 
negotiations-that any agreement reached between the Government 
and the Council and ratified by the British Parliament will be sup
ported by us in the U.N. Security Council, in the U.N. General Assem
blv. and before the Organization for African Unity.  

Fifth, the United States should make available any assistance
whether in mediation, in constitutional research, or in discussions on 
the economic future of Rhodesia within the regional development of 
Southern Africa-that may be requested.  

6O0619--76-l0
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Sixth, the President of the United States-as an augury of his in
-terest in peace and fraternity in Southern Africa-should send an 
,envoy to Rhodesia and to the rest of Southern Africa to study the 
means whereby the United States could contribute welcome help to 
the pursuit of political cooperation, regional economic development, 
and racial justice in Southern Africa.  

I am not aware of anything useful that the United States has done 
in Southern Africa in recent years. We have wasted a great deal of 
time on denunciations but have contributed nothing but banalities to 
conciliation. We have tolerated and even joined in the hypocrisies 
about Rhodesia by the worst of political and racist overlords, and 
have condoned the weakening of traditional international law and 
custom. We have properly declared ourselves for racial equality in 
Southern Africa, but have done nothing at all to gird its weak 
founidations.  

This subcommittee will have rendered fine service to the United 
States and all the people of Southern Africa if it directs the attention 
of the President and the Congress away from the ceremonies of cen
smre and boycott toward the most urgent need for negotiation and 
settlement. In so doing it might provide us with the option of peace 
instead of the certainty of war.  

[ r. Hutchinson's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Dn. JOHN HUTCIIESON 

The United States has an interest in Rhodesia. We have ignored or neglected 
that interest at the cost of justice f ,r Rhodesia, of constancy and equity in inter
national law, of racial harmony and political stability in a Southern Africa 
friendly to this country and of the political honor, the material well-being and 
the' national security of the United States.  

The American interest in Rhodesia lies in the encouraging of a negotiated 
settlement rather than an internationally imposed subjugation: the treatment of 
Rhodesia according to traditional standards of international law and behavior 
applied equally to those who sit in judgment; the protection of Rhodesia as a 
snmall nation-the rights of Rhodesia are equal to those of Israel. and both coun
tries are in equal danger from the arrogances of major powers and collections of 
minor ones; the promotion of commerce in goods and services and ideas between 
our two countries for the welfare of both : the building of a stable non-racial free 
society in Rhodesia which will help to stabilize a Southern Africa which controls 
ports and sea lanes and natural resources needed for our security: and the inclu
sion of Rhodesia in a venture in sub-continental economic development which 
will do more for racial justice and the general welfare than all the strictures of a 
most imperfect outside world.  

Put Rhodesia is an international outcast. In the formal British view it is in 
rebellion against the Crown. a crime with which Americans are familiar. In the 
legal fiction of the United Nations it is a threat to the peace-perhaps the only 
case in the law of war of guilty non-belligerence. In the conventional hypocrisies 
it is an Aryan fascist state: it is of course a European autocracy, but it is an 
amateur in oppression compared with half the member states of the United 
Nations.  

The British claim sovereignty over Rhodesia. despite a long history of de facto 
Rhodesian autonomy and an effective declaration of independence on November 
11.1 ")115.  

We support that policy, prnbably for fraternal reosons which Pave nothing to 
(, with the merits. I do not wish to abuse the point. 1-ut will observe that our 
:Ittitde does not sit well with the Bicentennial colehr:utions of 1776. If we are 
ri-lit on Rhodesia, we ought to withhraw recos:nition from every Communist 
stahte on earth, since none of theu camne to pw -- by jc:,ceful or constitutional 
weans. Neither should anybody re'gai:, us. sit,,, by tho: standards we are 
il,zi inmo, a bas tard state. It is ridiculous. :u the British are probhably sorry 
lh,-y painted themselves into such a constitutio;tl corner in the first place.



Recognition is not a moral judgment. It is a recognition of fact, and in the case 
of Rhodesia would be no more a defense of white supremacy than the Declara
tion of Independence in 1776 was a charter for its slave-owning signatories.  

But let it pass. The British will hasten to ratify a bona fide agreement in Rho
desia and accord both independence and recognition to that country. The ques
tion here is whether the United States is helping to bring about such an agree
ment, and whether if it comes we are prepared to defend it abroad and thus pro
mote peace in Southern Africa. I will argue that on both counts we are not, and 
that thereby we are derelict in our duty to international law and equity and 
order, and to our own national interests.  

* * * * * * * 

The problem in Rhodesia is the struggle of its African people for equality in 
law and consideration and opportunity, and the determination of its native 
European population to protect its personal security and to maintain the con
tinuity of government and the economy.  

There are two general alternatives: war, and a negotiated settlement It is 
unfortunate that, in contributing little but bromides to the latter, we have con
tributed immeasurably to the likelihood of the former.  

We are not alone. The Commonwe%;lth persists in its aberrations on Rhodesia.  
,Last year Canadian Foreign Minister Mitchell Sharp advocated a Common
wealth military occupation of Rhodesia-presumably to give birth to peace and 
freedom, perhaps with the winsome President of Uganda in command; one does 
it rush to assume that he would welcome a similar gift for ,zeparatist Quebec.  

Prime Minister Gough Whitlam of Autralia-the oldest white supremacy in the 
Commonwealth--condones the boycott and hot battle for the freeing of all black 
men save his Aboriginal own. Indira Gandhi, the new Empress of India, suspends 
her ca- for civic freedoms in Rhodesia while she guts them in her own caste
ridden land. Prime Minister Forbes Burnham of Guyana preaches racial fra
ternity for Rhodesia from the fireside of fratricide at home; he is joined in 
homilies by Prime Minister Lee Yuan Kew of Singapore, an ethnic autocrat who 
runs the tightest little island in the world. Prime Minister Errol Barrows of 
iit!L Barl'ados openly call, for bloodshed in Rhodesia. but one does not expect 
to see him at the front. Only Zambia, Tanzania and Botswana have eschewed 
the conventional hypocrisies and spoken of late for regional peace in Southern 
Afri-a : and only the United Kingdom has recently sent an emissary to Salisbury, 
presumady bent on conciliation, but one can not be wholly satisfied of that, such 
are the votes his le'-der in the Mother of all Parliaments must count.  

Now. in monumental irony, the Commonwealth has decided unanimously to 
soldsidiz,- the Maoists of Mozambique. newly come to power by the gun; the pur
pose is n ,t at all to feed the bungry of that bedragglel country, but to put the 
gtretti. to Rhodesia ly closing off the railways and the ports. The measure is 
unlikely to succeed, since the Mozambique outlets are not vital to Rhodesian 
.-arvival 1,ut the ge,-ture has the odor of the Nazi-Soviet pact to kill off Poland.  
That lhlied to start a war. Perhaps the strategy of this one-with neither South 
nor North nor Northwest from new Mozambique immune-will be drawn up in 
tl, corridors of Peking.  

That is the point. The inarticulate brutal premise of Commonwealth and 
American and international policy towards Rhodesia is not an intelligent and 
du-ale agreement l,:tween freely consenting parties, but a capitulation by the 
13overrinmnt of Rhodesia to forces yet unspecified; the liquidation of the present 
Afric.i1 l-, adership in Rhdesia which would prefer a peaceful transition to a 
Lee and equal society; and not inconceivably the Vietnamization of Rhodesia 
J-y arm:-(1 forces supplied and directed from abroad. Under present circumstances, 
the major instrument if lolitif.al change in Rhodesia is less likely to be the poll
ing lootl than the panga.  

But c:ipitulation to whom? The only Rhodesian forces who demand capitula
tifi by the Gov(rnnent are based in other countries, mainly -Marxist in persua
sion and committed to violent revolution, divided not only on tribal grounds but 
a-ni over Peking anld Mosow as the sorces of cosmic truth, and in disarr)y.  
Tuoey are not elected, and have no clear constituencies. They no longer enjoy 
the hoszpitality of Lusaka, mtl seem to have tAke1n to killing eai.h other. They 
have no chief nor central leadership, nor anyone to whom a head of state could 
bow. Prime Minister fan Smith of Rhodesia is himself fn milikely candidate 
for surr!,nder; but (,vo(n if h- was there is no one he could hand his weapons to.  

The infinitely preferable alternative is peaceful political change through a
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negotiated settlement. We have done nothing to encourage that either, but the 
elements of success are there.  

The African National Council of Rhodesia is the only body in Rhodesia with 
the faintest claim to legitimacy as the main representative of the African people 
in that country. A year ago it was without contest or rational contradiction the 

prime African political organization in Rhodesia. Since then it has accrued 
the formal allegiance of the two main African liberationist organizations, the 
Zimbabwe African Peoples' Union (ZAPU) and the Zimbabwe African Na
tional Union (ZANU). Since then, also, it has benefitted from the efforts of 
Zambia and Tanz.inia and Botswana and perhaps Mozambique to maintain 
and strengthen its credentials. Unfortunately there have been rumors of defini
tion from the AN(, notably of representatives of ZANU, bringing into question 
abroad its claim to representativeness at home. It is dile to insist that the 
Rhodesian Government negotiate an agreement if it has no one to negotiate 
one with.  

One hopes that the ANC will maintain or recover its stature. It is insistent 
on political and civic equality, but doe- not demand capitulation. It does not 
espouse bloody revolution, but rather transition by consent to whatever form 
of government all the citizens of Rhodesia will support. It is essential to peace 
and freedom in Rhodesia. Any agreement signed by the Rhodesian Government 
with any other current African organization would not-in British law and 
international opinion-be worth the energy of the signatures.  

However, a further step could be taken to add to the credibility of an agree
ment between the Government and the AN(. It was evident last May, after the 
year-long negotiations between the Prime Minister and Bishop Abel Muzorewa, 
the President of the ANC. that had an agreement been signed it would have 
attracted the swift endorsement of virtually every African and European labor, 
business, political, community and tribal organization. Such an assemblage of 
support in the future would constitute far more persuasive evidence of the rep
resentativeness of an agreement than the claims of self-appointed exiles or the 
polls of visiting commissioners. It would be a presiimptu(ms foreign power or 
agency which challenged the legitimacy of an agreement so negotiated and 
endorsed.  

What are the alternatives? It is fashionable to talk of Armageddon in Rho
desia, and to discount the durability of the Rhodesian Government: but it would 
be foolish to ignore the realities. The Rhodesian borders are long, and in the 
long run indefensible unless the sentinels are patriotic Africans. The land is 
generally flat and without natural barriers. The Zambesi is easily fordable in 
many places at the right time of year, particularly along the Mozambiquan 
border. The European farms are easy to isolate, and the water and power sup
plies to) the cities are most vulnerable targets. The ratio of Africans to Europeans 
is some 21 to one, and not all of the latter are Rhodwlsians by birth or reliable 
efmrmitmnent. Mozambique will be a Marxist state. If it i, true to its credentials, 
it will s-pport violent revolution in Rhodesia avim elsewhere, in the sub-continent 
whenever it is convenient to do so. It is not hard to imagiine Beira as the Hanoi 
of Southern Afri-a. Rhodesia. black and white, might well without our help yet 
share the fate of South Vietnam.  

It is chie, in the parlors of the Left. to contemplate the violent capture of Rho
desia as a triumph for the forces of democravy. It would lie nothing of the sort.  
It would be conducted by Marxists armed and trained by the Communist power.  
The first row of casualties would I,e the leaders of the African National Council 
and ZANU and ZAPIT and of the African community who would prefer repre
sentative government in a free society. The se:ond rw of casualties would be 
the leader" of tb European community whoi are neeled for the political and 
economic continuity of Rhodesia into whatever form of -overnment the people 
of Rhodesia choose to have. The final and most tragic casualty would be the 
hope that Rhodesia might have emerged as the one equalitarian democracy in 
all of Afria.  

It is a ritual, in the molon, of thte Right, to bemoan the passing of the European 
ste,xardslip in Rhodesia as the last rites of dutiful Empire. The nostalgia is 
mtural but idle. Rhodesia is a so.iety in necessory aid major transition. The 
clInuo must be to eounality, and the deliberations must take place with speed, 
otherwise the winds of change will soon become a gale.  

The rhetoric speaks of majority rule, but that is a poor phrase for Africa. Ma
jority rule is a legend, a mask for the elite. Africa is a continent of autocracie,% 
either ethnic or party or personal, often benevolent but sometimes nmalign and
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in one or two cases barbaric. In every state there is a shortage of civil liberties, 
of due process and open debate; in fact there is more public dissent in Rhodesia 
than in the majority of African countries. No African state can fairly call itself 
a free society. No African country has any meaningful universal suffrage. One 
man, one vote has no more meaning in most of Africa than it has in Bulgaria.  

What indeed is the goal? We have no right to interfere in the internal affairs 
of Rhodesia, nor to prescribe any particular form of constitutional evolution 
and arrival. But we have an interest in political kinship, and have a preference 
for open societies over the dictatorships of doctrine or pigment or arms.  

Representative government is a reasonable and reachable goal for Rhodesia.  
The notion is implanted in its institutions. The problem is to extend its embrace 
to include both Africans and Europeans on terms acceptable to both. It is em
phatically here we should not interfere, least of all in insisting on some plebi
scitary formula which apes our Western doggerel but which might be unsuitable 
to Rhodesian traditions and preferences. We should confine ourselves to en
couraging the African and European people of Rhodesia in jointly determining 
their own political future, free of foreign piety and force.  

The immediate problems are mistrust and fear. The European- fear the 
Africans and mistrust the British Labor Party. The Africans fear the Europeans 
and mistrust the British Conservative Party. I don't know what they think of 
the Liberals, but they all fear and mistrust the violent liberators outside. In 
particular, and perhaps most crucially of all, they have little confidence that 
any agreement they signed would be respected by the member states of the 
United Nations and the Organization for African Unity, not to speak of the 
revolutionary Communist world.  

It is here that we can help. We should make it plain, first of all, that we 
favor-not disintegration, not capitulation, not invasion, not conquest, not bloody 
revolution, not racial supremacy nor Marxist imperialism-but self-determina
tion for Rhodesia by democratic means.  

We have not done that very loudly or in words that carry strength to anxious 
men. We are silent on our preferences and countenance the pratings in the UN 
Plaza's endless, cheap charade. We are timid at the rhetoric of the barkers for 
the underground, and have not tried at all to point the way. Our only act of 
consequence in recent times has been to. bring back home the only men we had 
in Salisbury who could tell us vital truths.  

We should offer our services to the people of Rhodesia in any peaceful fashion 
that they might find acceptable. Those services could involve mediation, or 
constitutional consultation, or discussions on Afro-European cooperation in the 
economic development of Rhodesia. It might turn out that those services are not 
needed or wanted, but at least we will have extended our hand.  

We should also declare to the Rhodesian people that an honorable agreement 
reached in Rhodesia and ratified by the Parliament of the United Kingdom would 
be supported by us in the UN and throughout the international community.  

That statement should be made now, and it should be made firmly. It would 
be a most important step. It would lie welcomed by both the Rhodesian Govern
ment and the African National Council. It would encourage agreement. It would 
test the sincerity of the U'N General Assembly's professed belief in democratic 
self-determination. It would permit the revocation of legal absurdities and the 
r estitution of normal diplomatic and commercial relations between Rhodesia 
and the rest of the world and thus help to build both political and economic 
confidence within that country. It would also place on the Organization for 
African Unity-assuming that body survives the assault on its sanity and 
credentials that the chairmanship of General Amin will soon inflict-the primary 
responsibility for the protection of the borders of Rhodesia while the agreement 
is given a chance to work.  

We should then make known our interest in the peace and prosperity of 
Southern Africa as a whole; our concern that Rhodesia should play its part in 
the cohesion and development of the region: and our willingness to contribute 
our own efforts and resources to the tranquility of the sub-continent.  

* * * * * * * 

Southern Africa, more than any other part of the world, has been associated 
with white supremacy, but the reality is changing. The danger is that the decline 
of white racism might be accompanied by the rise of black racism of violent and 
dictatorial propensities.  

So far the common assumptions about political change in Southern Africa have 
been morbid, built on the expectation of warlike rather than peaceful change,
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of the advent of new autocracies for old. of exchanges of racial domination 
rather than their elimination. The process of succession in Mozambique is a 
morbid precedent. Rhodesia will be a major test of American good will and 
ingenuity to avoid a blooding of the spears. South Africa remains the giant 
question, the great arena for the most intractable problem of human society.  

There is, perhaps, a lamp to be lit. Southern Africa is a natural economic 
region. The industrial resources of South Africa are of immediate consequence 
to the sub-continent at large. In particular, it is the only prospective customer 
for the water and power to be generated by the Cabora Bassa Dam in Mozam.  
bique and is-through the employment of migratory labor-5ozambique's only 
source of hard currency. Mozambique itself is almost devoid of natural resources, 
and will probably rely heavily on South Africa for both raw materials and skills.  

Rhodesia has enough resources to be economically important to all of the 
countries surrounding it. Zambia and Rhodesia have had complementary eon
ombs since colonial days; the latter is a natural conduit for the transportation 
of Zambian goods to the sea: and both countries have suffered since the cl ,ing 
of their mutual border in 1972. Rhodesia also has an immense and efficient agri
cultural economy, and could well serve as the granary for all Southern Africa.  
Zambia, Botswana and Southwest Africa all have great mineral wealth, .on1, 

explored but much untapped. All the countries of Southern Africa can benefit 
from economic cooperation. All the races of Southern Africa can benefit from 
mutual economic interest: the passions of prejudice do not long survive the lure 
of money. Economic growth is the strongest stimulus to economic opportunity.  
The demand for labor is the precondition of its elevation. The economics of 
Southern Africa might prompt a historic change in its politics.  

We have recently concluded a disastrous military intervention in Southeast 
Asia at uncountable cost in lives and national wealth. Atonement is unne-. F 
sary. but it would be well to demonstrate that we are as generous in peace a 
we were profligate in war. The pursuit of regional economic cooperation-irn 
Southern Africa might achieve the peace we sought so vainly in Vietnam. We 
should declare, soon and strongly, that we are anxious to contribute to the eco
nomic prospc .ity and thus the political stability of what might otherwise be the 
situs of the next large war.  

0 41 0 

Rhodesia should share in the welfare of Southern Africa. At present its 
prospects are gloomy, except perhaps for the murderer and the mortician. It 
needs a negotiated settlement between two major representative grup, sup
ported by all of its African and Furopean organizations of consequence-. It needs 
a time of peace in which to nurture the transition to political and economic jus
tice. It needs good will and unmolested borders. It needs, not the s-leetive 
indignation of pious strangers, but the understanding of a strong country. It 
needs our help.  

It seems such a small thing to ask. Our interest in Rhodesial and SZouthern 
Africa is the interest we should have in avoiding war and encouraging racial hr
mony and protecting our economic and strategic interests: but we murmur tne 
banal and do nothing of susbtance at all. Yet an early and useful contribution 
to a Rhodesian settlement could be set in train during a slack hour on a wet 
afternoon on Foggy Bottom. or perhaps in the White House.  

It would involve no risk of hostilities, no contributions of arms, no affront 
to international law. no offense to the larger detente, no dereliction of duty and 
very little ingenuity.  

It would involve an announcement. Not indeed one of the platitudes of yester
day, but a declaration of intent. There have been occasions in recent history when 
other declarations of intent by the United States might have kept the peace.  

We could do so here. If we choose to offer only a little of our native justice 
and magnanimity, we might help Rhodesia towards its own domestic trnn
quility and lift a standard for all of Africa. If we elect to stand aside, we will 
share the guilt for tyranny and filture wars. The Rhodesians. black and white.  
will loe called upon to pay the highest pri'e.  

Inkoi abab~ni.qi ibagcinc ibate ukuthula.  
_M,,ari ngqaa'rikomborc!!c azolacbcnqcta agoi'o Pa riUnyararo.  
The Lord bless them and kecp them, and give them peace.  

JOHN HUTCHINSON.
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[From the New York Times, Mar. 2, 1974] 

FOB U.S. SUPPORT OF A RHODESIAN SETTLEMENT 

(By John Hutchinson) 

WASHINGTON.-There can be an early settlement in Rhodesia if we encourage 
it. There might be a lasting settlement in Rhodesia if we support it. There will 
probably be a war in Rhodesia, if we stand aside. If war comes, we will be greatly 
affected.  

Rhodesia, formerly a self-governing colony of Britain, broke away and declarod 
independence unilaterally in 1965-a move that Britain considers illegal. Eftrts 
by Britain and Rhodesia to come to an agreement on independence have been 
frustrated over the issue of African rights. The white-minority Government and 
African representatives have been meeting in private for several months on the 
terms of a settlement.  

American hell) is wanted in Rhodesia-by both Africans and Europeans, by 
both blacks and whites-because Americans alone are believed strong enough to 
insure the international acceptance of a domestic bargain in Rhodesia: because 
the vast majority of Rhodesians, black and white, do not want to be libented 
by men they do not choose; because the leaders of Rhodesia, black and white,.  
believe that probably the chance for self-determination is now at hand; and 
because, as yet, neither side fully trusts the other.  

Such help can be offered to Rhodesia, immediately and properly, by stating our 
readiness to support an agreement in Rhodesia that is ratified by the British. If 
we did that, we would bring confidence to the negotiators, support to the British, 
and respect to international law.  

That is what I believe, having just spent a month in Rhodesia. I interviewed 
Prime Minister Ian D. Smith at length, met four times with Bishop Abel Mu
zorewa, the chairman of the African National Council and the leading African 
spokesman in Rhodesia, and talked with every available labor, business, farm 
and political leader in the country. There was no obstacle to any meeting, no 
unwanted witness, no visible fear of open talk. Every man wanted American help.  

If Mr. Smith and Mr. Muzorewa reach an agreement soon, it will almost cer
tainly be accepted by the African National Council, endorsed by every African 
organization of political strength, and supported by the overwhelming majority 
of the Rhodesian people, black and white.  

The agreement would thus meet the prime British condition for independence
namely, that any agreement must be acceptable to the Rhodesian people as a 
whole. Presumably the British Parliament would ratify it. If it did not, there 
would be a war.  

If it did, the British and. it is hoped, the United States and others would ask 
the United Nations Security Council to rescind the international boycott agAinst 
Rhodesia. The issue is more political than legal. Even if one or more permanent 
members of the Council used the veto, Rhodesia would no longer be such an eco
nomic and political pariah.  

The attitude of individual Commmist and African countries is a much more 
serious matter. The Communists arm and train terrorists now crossing the 
Mozambique border, the Africans give them sanctuary as well. Other countries 
and private organizations lend help. Unless there is an international stand down 
on Rhodesia, a breathing space for the agreement, there will be no self-deteur
ruination for her.  

The conditions for self-determination will not last much longer. There is im
ported violence at the border, moving inland. The minority Europeans are ready 
to negotiate, but they will fight to the death for what they regard as their home
land. The African National Council is at present united an(l commands an ir
refutable majority; but there are tensions within it and a call from abrosd for 
killing. Much more delay will tear it apart, destroy the prospect of an interna
tionally acceptable agreement and bring back tribal violence.  

Terrorism would escalate into insurrection and invite invasion. South Africans 
would fear for their borders and would hardy sit around. African leaders to the 
north might try to redeem their pledge to liberate Rhodesia. There would be 
death on a very wide scale and possibly the disintegration of modern Rhodesia.  
One result would be the loss of American moral, material and military resources 
in southern and central Africa.  

Our intelligence on Rhodesia is poor, since we have nobody there; it is prob
ably better on Albania. We do not understand the variables or the need and hope
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for help. It is clear that government by multiracial consent in Rhodesia is a pos
sibility largely dependent on the active goodwill of the United States; that an 
encouraged settlement now could resolve the British dilemma, protect American 
interests, and keep the African peace; that an enduring agreement will require 
an international understanding on Africa, and that by general agreement in Rho
desia the man best equipped to act now and effectively in the matter is Secretary 
of State Kissinger.  

John Hutchinson is visiting professor of international relations at the School 
of Advanced International Studies of The Johns Hopkins University.  

[From the Times, 'May 22, 19741 

THE OBSTACLES TO TRUST BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE RHODESIANS 

The men in Rhodesia might be ready for peace-readier than we are. I am in 
Rhodesia for the second long stay this year. On one occasion or another I have 
talked at length with Prime Minister Mr. Ian Smith, Bishop Abel Muzorewa, the 
President of the African National Council, Dr. Elliot Gabeliah, the Vice-President 
of the ANC, and every available African and European leader.  

I do not know when a settlement will come. The mood in Salisbury changes 
from day to day, and the obstacles to trust are enormous. But the facts are that 
the Prime 'Minister and the Bishop have been meeting frequently and cordially, 
that the ANC has given Muzorewa a mandate to negotiate an agreement, but the 
discussions are about details, and that both men have recently spoken optimistic
ally about their talks. It would be wrong to predict an agreement, but it would 
be well to prepare for it.  

For a further fact is that the quality of an agreement might depend greatly 
upon anticipated reception. 'Mr. Smith and Bishop Muzorewa do not yet trust each 
other. The Africans and the Europeans do not yet trust each other. None of them 
has abounding faith in the world outside. They need to know what the world will 
do if they agree.  

The six principles represent the British conditions for a ratifiable agreement.  
They require eventual majority rule, guarantees against retrogressive constitu
tional amendments, immediate improvement in the political status of Africans, 
progress towards ending racial discrimination, the acceptability of a settlement 
to the people of Rh,,(lesia as a whole and the protection of minorities against the 
majority.  

The essential point now is that-with the exception of the fifth principle, re
quiring majority support-the six principles are no longer appropriate as a 
-ondition of ratification. They were honourably conceived by a British Govern
ment acting as agent for the African people in Rhodesia. Now the African Na
tional Council is the agent, the uncontestable majority representative of the 
African people in Rhodesia, quite capable of-and indeed insistent upon-ne
gotiating its own terms of settlement.  

The fifth principle can be satisfied. Under present conditions, whatever Bishop 
Muzorewa and Dr. Gabellah negotiate should be endorsed by the national execu
tive of the ANC. What the national executive endorses will be acceptable to the 
overwhelming majority of the African people in Rhodesia.  

If the ANO is accepted as the majority African organization for the purposes 
of a settlement, the British constitutional duty will end with the satisfaction of 
the fifth principle. Its interest, of course, would not. What of the other five 
principles? 

I see no great difficulty in providing against retrogressive amendments and the 
abuse of minorities: there is a reciprocal interest involved, a mutual desire for 
security. Further, one simply assumes that there will be provisions for African 
political advancement and the abatement of racial discrimination; otherwise 
there is no point to the exercise.  

The expectations, of course, should be realistic. Africa is a graveyard of fine 
documents. There are no rights an emergency will not impair. There are no con
stitutions a cou p d'etat will not amend.  

There remains the matter of majority rule. It is not much of a phrase for 
Africa, or for most of the world. In many countries it is another word for the 
symbolic elite. In a few places it is a cloak for barbarism. There is independence, 
no doubt, but democracy, only sometimes.  

Minority rule. on the other hand, is a proper phrase for Rhodesia. The country 
is dominated by the few Europeans, claimed by the many Africans. Both would
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prefer to rule, but both have realized that a sharing of authority is the only 
alternative to tyranny.  

They do not know, and neither does anybody else, what governmental forms 
that sharing should assume in the changes necessary for a constant peace. What 
we should therefore look for is not some inmaculate constitutional conception, 
but rather for a fundamental document which will, nevertheless, permit the 
evolution of constitutional wisdoms and adjustments within a system of govern
ment of continuing appeal to the Rhodesian people as a whole.  

It does not matter much what name it has; Representative Government might 
serve. Both bodies want stability with change, and formis of government built to 
suit themselves. It might yet be the achievement of Rhodesia-with dome,-tic 
goodwill rather than fear, and international encouragement rather than cal
umny-to devise a machinery of government by consent, inferior to none any
where in Africa.  

What should be done? British ratification is all-important, but other help is 
needed. The British Government should make it plain now that American en
dorsement of a ratified agreement will be welcome in Britain. That assurance is 
needed in Congress and in the Department of State. It would also be very wel
come in Rhodesia-the Prime Minister and the bishop told me so in Salisbury 
and Nyadihi-and might well encourage an acceptable agreement.  

The United States should then indicate that, in support of the United Kingdom, 
it will argue for the acceptance of the agreement by the organization for African 
Unity and the United Nations.  

The OAU and the General Assembly, in turn, should affirm their unselective 
commitment of self-determination and declare that they will respect an agree
ment endorsed by the African National Council.  

International support for an agreement would then put the burden for peace 
and progress on the Rhodesians.  

They are tired of hate, fear and isolation, and hope for life and liberty and the 
pursuit of a happiness of their own choosing. Perhaps we can help them towards 
fraternity. It is a nobler cause than war.  

JoHiN HUTCHINSON.  

The author, visiting Professor of International Relations at the Johns Hopkins 
School of Advanced International Studies, Washington, D.C., is now in Rhodesia 
at the invitation of Bishop Miizorewa.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. We will be evaluating your 
six recommendations as well as Mr. Good's recommendations at the 
end of his statement. But first let us hear from Robert Rotberg.  

STATEMENT OF ROBERT I. ROTBERG, PROFESSOR OF AFRICAN 
STUDIES, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAM
BRIDGE, MASS.  

Mr. ROTBERG. Mr. Chairman, Senator Biden, I will summarize as 
severely as I can and supplement as briefly as I can.  

Rhodesia is a strategically located colony with great potential.  
Whether called Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, it has a valuable resource base 
and could, under favorable circumstances, serve once again as the ful
crum of a prosperous and progressive Southern Africa.  

Certainly real stability in Southern Africa is impossible without a 
satisfactory resolution o! the Rhodesian problem. and it is for this rea
son that both black and white Africans have been working so assidu
ously together during the past year to bring about a negotiated settle
ment to the Rhodesian conflict.  

I think, despite what has been said already, that we must ask our
selves why Rhodesia is so important.  

First of all, it is there. Surrounding Rhodesia are Mozambique, 
South Africa, Botswana, and so on. It is the center of a-so far
troublesome and troubled region of Africa.



Second-and I need not remind the senatorial committee of this
Rhodesia does have natural resources. You are all too familiar with 
its base metals and American interest in the export of one of those raw 
materials. Rhodesia holds 86 percent of the free world's known reserves 
of high quality chromium and mines sig-nificant quantities of copper, 
ni kel, asbestos, gold, iron, coal, and so on.  

Obviously, under the more auspicious economic conditions than cur
rently obtain there, Rhodesia could greatly increase its production 
of these and other valuable materials.  

In presanction days Rhodesia was a major producer of corn, sugar, 
and tobacco, and could be again. Short staple cotton has also been 
grown with promising yields. Indeed, given the expert level of Rho
desia's farmers, if irrigated water supplies are available in sufficient 
acre-feet, there is no limit to the cropping potential of Rhodesia.  

Rhodesia also served as a transport hub. Opening up its routes to 
the sea would restore a critical transportation link for Zambia, and 
insure the export of copper and the import of machinery and con
sumer goods.  

Rhodesia has a population more highly educated than were the 
comparable populations in countries to the north at the moment of their 
own in(lependence. It has an untapped potential for the growth of 
service industries for the region. It could also count upon visible earn
in :rs from a well-organized tourist sector. After all, few other African 
countries can boast ruins the equal of Zimbabwe and Inyanga, water
fall as exciting as Victoria, or highlands as salubrious as the eastern 
oncw near Umtali. And few African countries have such highly de
velbped infrastructures and well-arranged, when sanction-free, econ
olies.  

As developing nations go, Rhodesia is potentially rich and well-situ
atd for progress. It also holds the very frightening potential for all
out -acial war.  

POPULATION BALANCE IN RHODESIA 

Let us examine the population balance: there are 6 million Africans 
and 270.000-250,000 whites, plus a few thousand coloreds and Asians.  
If we estimate that there are 50,000-65.000 white heads of families or 
others normally eligible to defend white rule in any total conflict, we 
can p 'erceive immediately the dimensions of the problem. Even if one
third of this number were committed to battle and to support for 
1),ttalions in war, what would happen to the local economy? What 
would happen to the very way of life which whites cherish in 
iRhodesia? 

A siet,e economy could not be endured for long. Morale would sag.  
It would not take too manv battlefield reverses or much urban sabotage 
to (leplete the white ranks in the army and make it. impossible to sustain 
wa1".  

Pwmember, too, that at least one-half of -ll the whites in Rhodesia 
hiave immigrated there since World War TI. Their situation is very 
di f,'eiit from the situation of white South Africans.  

Senator C,.\irn. I did not realize that.  
Mr. Rowirznno. I do not w:ant to exaggerate. It could be much higher 

than that. I will try to be conservative.  
Therefore, unlike white South Africans. most white Rhodesians 

could, if they wished, return to relati\-es in Britain, Portugal, Greece,
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'Cyprus, and South Africa. Presumably, many would go to Australia 
.and New Zealand as well.  This is not to say that they will need to. There are more whites in 
Kenya and Zambia now than at the time of independence. They prob
ably earn more per capita in real terms than they did then. So there is 
:an augury in favor of whites in Rhodesia given the kind of negotiated 
settlement that we are talking about. I think there are seven factors, 
however, which still make an all-out racial war possible.  

ELEMENTS ENIA'XCING ALL-O1UT RACIAL WAR 

An all-out racial war is enhanced by
Frelimo's victory over the Portuguese in Mozambique.  
The consequent availability of guerrilla camps and staging zones 

:across the Rhodesian border in Mozambique as well as Zambia.  
South Africa's refusal to continue its support of Rhodesia mili

tarily-and probably econoinically-and its willingness to with
draw troops already there.  

South Africa's clearly enunciated refusal to be sucked into the 
-vortex of a Vietnam-like conflict in southern Africa. That is, it 
does South Africa's self-interest no good to engage in a war which 
c°:arnot be won or which can only focus hostility toward it. and 
away from Rhodesia. Furthermore. should South Africa and Rho
desia somehow prove victorious, would the whites of South Africa 
want to swell their own black population with 6 million more? 
I think not. The white population of South Africa is not yet 4 
million.  

Zambia and Tanzania's decision to support the African National 
'Council's liberation army if negotiations fail.  

The promise of the British Commonwealth to back Mozambique 
if it ends traffic from Rhodesia to the sea, and otherwise tightens 
the economic noose.  

The ability of the militant black nations of Africa to focus their 
attention upon Rhodesia now that GuinM6, Mozambique, and An
gola have been liberated. Awl in this connection, I think we must 
be fully aware of the role Zaml)ia has played in persuading its 
fellow militant nations that South Africa means to cooperate and 
bring about a peaceful conclusion to the Rhodesian situation, and 
therefore, that it is worthwhile avoiding hostility toward South 
Africa for the time being in order to focus attention on Rhodesia.  
They need not look as fully as before at the Namibian situation in 
the hope of solving the Rhodesian problem first.  

It i. true in balancing the odds on whether war is likely that there is 
dis c nion in the black Rhodesian camp. Despite the strenuous efforts 
of Samnora Machel, Kenneth Kaunda. .ilius Nyerere, and Seretse 
Khama. the main opposing wings of the Rhodesian struggle-the Zim
babwe African Peoples Union (ZAPU) and th. Zimbabwe African 
National Union (ZANIT)-have not been united except in name and 
form. The African National Council (ANC) is an umbrelln organization which successfully revived domestic. dissent in 1971-72 and has 
tried to bring together the opposing ideologies .ud end conflicts over 
power that have existed between ZANIT and ZAPU (latterly also 
FROLIZI [Front for the Liberation of Zimbabwe] since about 1962-
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63. There still remains a serious chance of fratricidal conflict among 
Rhodesian blacks on the Angolan model, although at this point the 
arns resources are not available and the individual groups are not all 
together in place.  

I want to add one point here, which is that it would be wrong for us 
to think of this as a tribal struggle, pure and simple. Instead this is a 
struggle over power and we have seen for the past 6 months a maneu
vering in order to gain access to power after a future settlement. This 
is a reasonable approach given the history of the groups. In fact, one 
sees that neither group's executive includes leading members of the 
royal Ndebele house. However. a member of the ZANU executive is a 
fairly close member of the Ndebele ruling house. Nforeover. ZAPU has 
always had prominent Shona members and at one point had more 
Shona members of its executive than of any other ethnic group.  

Can these groups remain unified, can the efforts of Zambia, Tan
zania, and so on brinz about the unity that we have wanted for so long? 

There is one consideration in terms of all-out racial war which we 
must talk about for a moment. That is that the African National 
Council military wing is under the command of those ZANU forces 
which have alreadv demonstrated their ability to fight a guerrilla war 
before and since the coup in Portugal. After years of faltering, the 
ZANU guerrillas opened up an important front in northeastern Rho
desia in late 1972 and have maintained pressure upon the army of 
Rhodesia since then. Their most well-publicized successes came in late 
1973 and early 1974. If negotiations fail, this reorganized guerrilla 
movement will have access to more arms and ammunition, better 
i raining, and better logistical support than be fore. They will also have 
the psychological advantage of Frclimo's success. What are the chances 
of a victory for either side? I think that it is impossible to say.  

Without massive firepower, the Government of Rhodesia could not 
and cannot defeat a concerted rural guerrilla effort backed by Zambia, 
Mozambique, Tanzania, and so forth. This is not to say that the guer
rillas can win, either, but they have already demonstrated an ability 
to tie down a local defensive force indefinitely. Thev can again harass 
isolated areas. They may probably have the ability to do so to such an 
extent that a white exodus will begin. Any panic would surely mean 
the end of a credible defense force. And a further level of warfare 
could engulf the cities, which now are white redoubts.  

No one-African, South African, Zambian, or Mozambican-wants 
Rhodesia engulfed by violence. Least of all do the Rhodesian whites 
want violence. But for 12 years the Rhodesian whites have resisted the 
transfer of power to blacks with surprising success.  

HAS ARMAGIDI)uN COIE? 

Has Armageddon come? Encircled by unfriendly neighbors and with 
its transportation needs dependent upon them, Rhodesia seems finally 
to have run out of luck. But such an analysis rests on Mozambique's 
decision to cut the Rhodesian routes to Beira and Lourenqo Marques, 
from the south, and South Africa's determination to do little to make 
the new single line link from Beit Bridge to Rutenga anything more 
than a thin, temporary expedient.  

As in so many other matters, South Africa's attitude is crucial. It 
has pushed Ian Smith's government very far. Its efforts presumably



were responsible for the release, from prison of the leaders of ZANU 
and ZAPU, and for encouraging the, Smith regime to agree to a cease
fire. But as you know, Mr. Chairman, the great expectations of Decem
ber have been followed by the circumlocutions, evasions, and stallings 
of January through, July. There has as yet been no constitutional 
conference, and much successful maneuvering on the part of the Smith 
government. The guerrilla war continues, and several of the leaders of 
ZANTJ are unable to return to Rhodesia or are under restraint in 
neighboring territories. It is not clear, pending the actions of Mo
zambique, how far South Africa can and will go in using its un
doubted economic leverage to make the Smith government negotiate 
an end to the Rhodesian conflict and begin the hard and, for whites, 
painful task of transferring power to blacks. I do not see, as Ambas
sador Good does, a 3- to 5-year period, but I think things if they do 
happen will happen much faster than that.  

Mr. GOOD. One to three, I said.  
Mr. RBOTBERG. Fine.  
Mr. HuwciiN-soN-. Nobody knows, Mr. Chairman.  
Mr. ROTBERC. There is no doubt that South Africa would prefer 

a comparatively rapid devolution of power to blacks, but it is not 
clear how far it is prepared to go (for domestic political reasons) in 
compelling such a result. Nor is it clear how much more time the black 
governments will give South Africa to bring whites and blacks fruit
fully to the conference table. There is a tendency to think that the 
Smith government favors one over another of the three or four main 
liberationist political groups, and that it has been trying to wait until 
that group gains strength within the country before talking with 
blacks about the future. South Africa may be a party to this endeavor.  
So may Zambia. But it is not clear that such a strategy can provide 
more than temporary solace, or whether it may not lead to the kind 
of Angolan conflict which it is in everyone's interest to avoid.  

Whatever the short-term outcome of thiese manipulations, maneuver
ings, and evasions, it is in the interests of all parties to negotiate a 
settlement and avoid conflict. Let me hedge this last, however. It may 
well be that it is not in ZANU's interest to avoid conflict now, given 
the distribution of power which could result from an immediate con
stitutional aareement. But if it is in ZANU's interest to maintain 
the war. so it must be in white Rhodesia's interest to settle.  

The Prime Minister of Rhodesia has recently reiterated his oft
quoted statement that the colony will not be governed by blacks in 
his lifetime. But that is an unrealistic statement given the ability of 
his neighbors to strangle Rhodesia economically and fiscally, and the 
presumed ability of black states and states of the Eastern block to 
back a well-organized guerrilla movement almost indefinitely. It fol
lows, I think, that it is best to do now what must be done eventually
that whites can obtain more security and better transitional arrange
ments now rather than later. But are the whites of Rhodesia equipped 
to perceive their self-interest in the same way? I think so, and do not 
believe that Pollvanna is talking. Indeed, I think, once Mozambique's 
attitude is clear and the priorities of South Africa are reiterated to 
Rhodesia, that we may see some rapid movement in this direction.  
Admittedly, a change in the leadership of the Rhodesian front may 
first )e required, but I am not prepared to say, either, that such is a 
necessary precondition. Self-interest, not altruism, and very little
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avoidance of conflict has always characterized the political percep
tions of the white leadership in Rhodesia.  

U.S. LEADERSHIP IN AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

If the above premises are reasonable, then it follows that it is in the 
self-interest of this country to enhance those initiatives which would 
bring about a peaceful resolution of the Rhodesian question. As Presi' 
dent Kaunda said in the White House in April, it is time for the 
United States to resume its leadership of the West in African affairs.  
I submit that we can do so by supporting the Zambian and South Af
rican attempts to avoid conflict in southern Africa and by encour
aging the present white government of Rhodesia to discuss the kinds of 
terms for a transfer of power which will make most sense for the 
future good of all of the inhabitants of that territory. We might even 
explore ways in which we could with African support assist in mak
ing the transition from white to black rule as successful as possible.  

Thank you.  
[Professor Rotberg's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT I. ROTBERG 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the subcommittee, I am grateful for this oppor
tunity to appear before you and to testify about Rhodesia.  

Rhodesia is a strategically located colony with great potential. Whether 
called Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, it has a valuable resource base and could, under 
favorable circumstances, serve once again as the fulcrum of a prosperous and 
progressive Southern Africa.  

Mr. Chairman, within the last 15 months prospects for development and 
the resolution of conflict in Southern Africa have increased tenfold. You have 
already heard testimony on Angola and Mocambique and are aware of the 
dramatic alteration in the state of southern Africa since the coup d'tat in 
Portugal in April 1974. We have seen Guin6 and Moqambique attain independ
ence. If the threat of civil war can be contained, Angola will follow in November.  

These are significant milestones which resulted from the coup. Without Por
tugal's \Nillingness to devolve responsibility after 500 years, independence would 
have been achieved much more painfully and laboriously, if at all. Certainly 
the transition would not have been accomplished peacefully.  

South Africa has been directly affected by the events of the past 15 months.  
Alth)ugh many observers would have predicted that South Africa, true to its 
foreign policy for the past two decades and the public statements of its leaderQ, 
would have tried covertly, and, if necessary, overtly to retard independence in 
MoQambique and Angola, in fact. South Africa reacted to the coup in Portugal 
with an attitude of positive neutrality and an unaccustomed posture of c,:m
parative complacency. Moreover, when South Africa could materially have 
assisted blacks and whites opposed to Frelimo in Moc.ambique. it studiously 
refrained from even the semblance of interference.  

This was the face of the new, severely pragmatic, South Africa. For it. the.  
most important need was and is stability in southern Africa. It sought-as part 
of its reaction to the Portuguese coup-to buy time (say 10 years) with space.  
Tt reckoned that the end of conflict in southern Africa would provide South 
Africa with an interval long enough to alter her own internal and quasi-internal 
policies (I refer to the homelands) regarding blahcks. To have intervened in 
Aloiamlique or Angola would have forfeited the kinds of relations it sought and 
needs with black Africa and her newly independent or soon to be independent 
black neighbors. Also. conflict would have been escalated. And the likelihood 
of a spil,,ver from such conflict into South Africa would have been mode much 
more certain. South Africa, therefore-but not without serious debate withirL 
the ruling echelons of the National Party-refused to meddle in Moo~amliqle and 
Angola for two reasons.  

1. Ti, do so was seen to be too risky.  
2. From carefully calculated self-interest.
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South Africa is no less aware than we here today must be of the strategie 
as well as the political significance of detente in southern Africa. In this respect 
the attitudes and interests of South Africa suddenly-but not surprisingly
coincide with the interests of black Africa, and especially with the Repuldic 
of Zambia. With the end of Portugal in Africa, Zambia saw an unheralded 
opportunity-the first in nine years-to satisfy its own political and economic 
requirements for developmental time and cross-border stability. Thus South 
Africa and Zambia not only both appreciated the importance of stability in 
southern Africa, but also took the unusual step of talking together about it.  

Both are and were aware that real stability in southern Africa is impossible 
without a resolution to the Rhodesian problem. Without a deescalation of con
filet, stability in the region will prove unattainable. Hence, about ten months 
ago. South Africa and Zambia began working together, along with the transi
tion regime in Mocambique and the governments of Tanzania and Botswana, to 
articulate and concert a viable policy about and for the future of Rhodesia.  

I need not remind a Senatorial committee of Rhodesia's natural resources.  
You are all too familiar with its base metals and the American interest in the 
export of one of those raw materials. Rhodesia holds 8(; percent of the tree 
world's known reserves of high-quality chromium. It also mines significant quaii
tities of copper, nickel, asbestos, gold, iron, and coal, and lesser quantities of 
forty other minerals. Obvionsly. under more auspicious economic conditions than 
currently obtain there. Rhodesia could greatly increase its production of these 
and other valuable minerals.  

Rhodesia in pre-sanction days was a major producer of corn, su-ar, and 
tobacco, and could be again. Short-staple cotton has also been grown with 
promising yields. Indeed, given the expert level of Rhodesia's farmers, if irri
gated water supplies are available in sufficient acre-feet, there is no limit to 
the cropping potential of Rhodesia.  

From the time of Rhodesia's unilateral declaration of independence to the 
present, her chrome, copper, gold, asbestos, tobacco and maize have. despite 
sanction-, been exported via Mooambique and South Africa to China. Japan, 
the Soviet bloc states. Holland, Switzerland, and, as we know for chrome, ro 
the United States. Corn has been sent to Zambia ond. I presume, Zaire. Her 
imports, especially the gas and oil without which the colony would long ago 
have ground to a halt, also reaches Rhodesia via 'Mo(ambique and South Afrio.a.  

Rhodesia also served as a transport hub. Opening up its routes to the sea 
would restore a critical transportation link for Zambia. and ensure the exprt 
of copper and the import of machinery and consumer goods.  

Since UDI, Rhodesia's light and medium manufacturing sectors have pros
pered in ways reminiscent of the 1950s. The.sev two sectors could once again 
supply neighboring states with processed agricultural goods and manufactured 
commodities now typically imported either from South Africa or from overseas.  
Within a warfare-free southern Africa, a new Rhodesia (probably called Zim
babwe) could prosper as it did when-as the bambazonke of the Central African 
Federation-it supplied the bulk of the requirements of consumers in Zambia, 
Malawi, and southern Zaire.  

Rhodesia has a population more highly educated than were the eomparalle 
populations in countries to the north at the moment of their own independence.  
It has an untapped potential for the growth of service industries for the region.  
It could also count upon visible earnings from a well-organized tourist e(.  

After all, few other African countries can boast ruins the equal of Zimbabwe 
and Inyanga, waterfalls as exciting as Victoria, or highlands as salubriolus as 
the Eastern ones near Umtali. And few African countries have such highly 
developed infrastructures and well-airranzod (when sanction-free) economips.  

As developing nations go, Rhodesia is potontially rich and well-situated for 
progress. It also holds the very frightening potential for all-out racial war.  
Let us examine the population balance: there are 6 million Africains and 270
250,000 whites, plus a few thousand colurcds and Asians. LTet 114 estimate that 
there are 50-65,000 white heads of families or others normally eligible to de
fend white rule in any total conflict. (I am aware that blacks now fight ahongsid 
whites in the Rhodesian armed forces. But this collaboration need not ne,.ts
s:irily continue in all circumstances.) But if ,ven one-third of that number wevrie 
committed to battle (and support for battliodns at war). what would happen 
to the local economy? And what would happen to the very wqy of life which 
whites cherish in Rhodesia? A siege economy could not be endured for long.  
Morale would sag. It would not take too many battlefield reverses or much urban
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sabotage to deplete the white ranks in the army and make it impossible to sus.  
tain war. Remember, too, that at least one-half of all the whites in Rhodesia 
have immigrated there since World War II. Unlike white South Africans, most 
white Rhodesians could, if they wished, return to relatives in Britain, Portugal, 
Greece, Cyprus, and South Africa. This is not to say that they will need to.  
There are more whites in Kenya and Zambia now then at the time of inde
pendence. They probably earn more per capita in real terms than they did then, 

The prospects for an all-out racial war are enhanced by : 
1. Frelimo's victory over the Portuguese in Mog'ambique.  
2. The consequent availability of guerrilla camps and staging zones across 

the Rhodesian border in Mo -ambique as well as Zambia.  
3. South Africa's refusal to continue its support of Rhodesia militarily (and 

probably economically) and its willingness to withdraw troops already there.  
4. South Africa's clearly enunciated refusal to be sucked into the vortex of 

a Vietnam-like conflict in southern Africa. That is, it does South Africa's self.  
interest no good to engage in a war which cannot be won or which can only focus 
hostility toward it, and away from Rhodesia. Furthermore, should South Africa 
and Rhodesia somehow prove victorious, would the whites of South Africa 
want to swell their own black population with 6 million more? I think not. (The 
white population of South Africa is not yet 4 million.) 

5. Zambia and Tanzania's decision to support the African National Council's 
liberation army if negotiations fail.  

6. The promise of the British Commonwealth to back Mocambique if it ends 
traffic from Rhodesia to the sea, and otherwise tightens the economic noose.  

7. The ability of the militant black nations of Africa to focus their attenti(In 
upon Rhodesia now that Guint, Mocambique. and Angola have been liberated.  
(In this connection Zambia has apparently persuaded its fellow militants that 
South Africa means to cooperate in bringing about a peaceful conclusion to 
the Rhodesian situation, and that it is worthwhile avoiding hostility toward 
South Africa for the time being.) 

It is true that there is dissension in the black Rhodesian camp. Despite the 
strenous efforts of Samora Machel, Kenneth Kanda, Julius Nyerere, and Seretse 
Khama, the main opposing wings of the Rhodesian struggle-the Zimbabwe 
African Peoples Union (ZAPU) and the Zimbabwe African National Union 
(ZANT')-have not been united except in name and form. The African National 
Council (ANC) is an umbrella organization which successfully revived domestic 
dissent in 1971-72 and has tried to bring together the opposing ideologies and 
end conflicts over power that have existed between ZANU and ZAPU (latterly 
also Frolizi) since about 1962-63. There still remains a serious chance of 
fratricidal conflict among Rhodesian blacks on the Angolan model.  

But it is equally true that the ANC's military wing is under the command of 
those ZANU forces which have already demonstrated their ability to fight a 
guerrilla war before and since the coup in Portugal. After years of faltering, the 
ZANU guerrillas opened up an important front in northeastern Rhodesia in late 
1972 and have maintained pressure upon the army of Rhodesia since then. Their 
most well-publicized successes came in late 1973 and early 1974. If negotiations 
fail, this reorganized guerrilla movement will have access to more arms and 
ammunition, better training, and better logistical support than before. They 
will also have psychological advantage of Frelimo's success.  

Without massive firepower, the government of Rhodesia could not and cannot 
defeat a concerted rural guerrilla effort backed up by Zambia. Mocambique, Tan
zania, etc. This is not to say that the guerrillas can win, either, but they have 
already demonstrated an ability to tie down a local defensive force indefinitely.  
They can again harass isolated areas. They may probably have the ability to do 
so to such an extent that a white exodus will bezin. Any panic would surely 
mean the end of a credible defense force. And a further level of warfare could 
en-ulf the cities, which now are white redoubts.  

No one-African, South African. Zambian. or Mocambique-wants Rhodesia 
engulfed by violence. least of all do the Rhodesian whites want violence. But 
for twelve years the Rhodesian whites have resisted the transfer of power to 
blcqks with surprising success.  

Has Armageddon come? Encircled by unfriendly neighbors and with its 
trnwuportation needs dependent upon them. Rhodesia seems finally to have run 
out of luck. But such an analysis rests on 'Mocambique's decision to cut the 
Rhodesian routes to Pleira and Lourenco Mfarques ithe colony's main outlet).  
BotswaIla's willingness to liniit the use of the (ld main line to Bulawayo from
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the south, and South Africa's determination to do little to make the new single 
line link from Beit Bridge to Rutenga anything more than a thin, temporary 
expedient.  

As in so many other matters, South Africa's attitude is crucial. It has pushed 
Ian Smith's government very far. Its efforts presumably were responsible for 
the release from prison of the leaders of ZANU and ZAPU, and for encouraging 
the Smith regime to agree to a ceasefire. But as you know, Mr. Chairman, the 
great expectations of December have been followed by the circumlocutions, 
evasions, and stallings of January through July. There has yet been no 
constitutional conference, and much successful maneuvering on the part of the 
Smith government. The guerrilla war continues and several of the leaders of 
ZANU are unable to return to Rhodesia and/or under restraint in neighboring 
territories. It is not clear, pending the actions of Mocambique, how far South 
Africa can and will go in using its undoubted economic leverage to make the 
Smith government negotiate an end to the Rhodesian conflict and begin the hard 
and, for whites, painful task of transferring power to blacks.  

There is no doubt that South Africa would prefer a comparatively rapid devo
lution of power to blacks, but it is not clear how far it is prepared to go (for 
domestic political reasons) in compelling such a result. Nor is it clear how much 
more time the black governments will give South Africa to bring whites and 
blacks fruitfully to the conference table. There is a tendency to think that the 
Smith government favors one over another of the three or four main liberationist 
political groups, and that it has been talking with blacks about the future. South 
Africa may be a party to this endeavor. So may Zambia. But it is not clear that 
such a strategy can provide more than temporary solace, or whether it may not 
lead to the kind of Angolan conflict which it is in everyone's interest to avoid.  

Whatever the short-term outcome of these manipulations, maneuvering, and 
evasions, it is in the interest of all parties to negotiate a settlement and avoid 
conflict. Let me hedge this last, however. It may well be that it is not in ZANU's 
interest to avoid conflict now, given the distribution of power which could result 
from an immediate constitutional agreement. But if it is in ZANU's interest to 
maintain the war, so it must be in white Rhodesia's interest to settle.  

The Prime Minister of Rhodesia has recently reiterated his oft-quoted state
ment that the Colony will not be governed by blacks in his lifetime. But that is 
an unrealistic statement given the ability of his neighbors to strangle Rhodesia 
economically and fiscally, and the presumed ability of black states and states of 
the Eastern bloc to back a well-organized guerrilla movement almost indefinitely.  
It follows, I think, that it is best to do now what must be done eventually-that 
whites can obtain more security and better transition arrangements now rather 
than later. But are the whites of Rhodesia equipped to perceive their self-interest 
in the same way? I think so, and do not believe that pollyanna is talking. Indeed, 
I think, once Mozambique's attitude is clear and the priorities of South Africa 
are reiterated to Rhodesia, that we may see some rapid movement in this direc
tion. Admittedly, a change in the leadership of the Rhodesian Front may first be 
required, but I am not prepared to say, either, that such is a necessary precondi
tion. Self-interest, not altruism, and very little avoidance of conflict has always 
characterized the political perceptions of the white leadership in Rhodesia.  

If the above premises are reasonable, then it follows that it is in the self
interest of this country to enhance those initiatives which would bring about a 
peaceful resolution of the Rhodesian question. As President Kaunda said in 
the White House in April, it is time for the United States to resume its leader
ship of the West in African affairs. I submit that we can do so by supporting the 
Zambian and South African attempts to avoid conflict in southern Africa and by 
encouraging the present white government of Rhodesia to discuss the kinds of 
terms for a transfer of power which will make most sense for the future good 
of all of the inhabitants of that territory. We might even explore ways in which 
we could with African support assist in making the transition from white to 
black rule as successful as possible.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you.  
Senator Biden, do you have any questions 2 
Sentor BIDEN. I do.  
Senator CLARK. Go right ahead.  
Senator BIDEN. The professor looks like he wants to say something.  
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Beg your pardon.  

60-619-76- 11
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Senator BIDEN. Do you have a statement, sir? 
Mr. ITUTCIIINSON. I wanted to add something. if I might.  
S011:tor CLARK. Go right ahead.  

M[OZAMjB]QUE SUCCESS AT SIIUTTING OFF RHODESIA 

M'. T('IIINSON. I would like to say a short word about 
Mozambique.  

I think it would be well to bear in mind that should 'Mozambique 
succeed in shutting off Rhodesia-and its capacity to do that is not 
proven-it would impose punitive costs on the economy of Zambia.  
Malawi, Botswana, and Zaire. Rhodesia would not be the only casualty.  

I also think it i. idle t,) talk about substantial Commonwealth assist
ance, to Mozambique when most of the countries involved an- too broke 
to help themselves. Lcac.t of all is Britain capable of rendering substan
tial assistance. Perhaps the Barbados can bail out Mozambique.  

I think it is particularly unfortunate. that we should be discussing 
the subsidizing of a protomaotist, revolutionary and dictatorial regime 
in Mozambique in order to strangle a country which does have a par
liamentarv inheritance.  

I am well aware of the imperfections of government in Rhodesia, 
but it seems to me that if we talk less about the pat formula of 
majority rule and more about representative government and the free 
society, we might do something to help Rhodesia maintain that parlia
mentary inheritance in whatever form of government Rhodesia might 
in the future assume. It is a precious inheritance and should not be 
killed off for symbolic reasons.  

U.S. POLICY TOWARD RHODESIA 

Senator CLARK. Did either of you want to respond to that? 
IWhat I really would like to look at first is the specific recommenda

tions that each of you made. You have made, I think, three at the out
set, Mr. Good, and Professor Hutchinson 6 or 8, and in the last para
graph of your statement, you have some comments about directions 
for American policy. I wonder if we might spend 3 or 4 minutes
and any or all of you may comment before we do that--on what you 
l erceive to be American policy now for Rhodesia.  

Briefly, what is our policy toward Rhodesia, as you understand 
it? 

Ambassador Good, you look like you might be ready to speak to that.  
Mr. GOOD. Our policy toward Rhodesia, Mr. Chairman, has been to 

keep the British out in front. We have insisted. I think with historical 
justification, that it is not an American problem, it was and remains 
a. residual British colonial problem. Our policy has been to support 
the British in their attempts to mount a program of sanctions against 
Rhodesia through the United Nations. We have unfortunately, since 
1971, been ourselves in violation of an important aspect of the sanc
tions program: namely, chrome. We do not need to elaborate on that.  

I think what we are seeing in the dialog that is shaping up here 
this morning is a quite different view put forward by myself, on the 
one hand. and if I understand him, by Professor Rotberg, and on the 
other by Professor Hutchinson.
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My view would be that the United States ought not now at this late 
date to take some sort of critical initiative as proposed by Air. Hutch
inson. I think that would be unavailing. I think the main dynamics that 
apply, as I have suggested in my statement, are dynamics indigenous 
to the region, Smith and his regime on the one hand and the Africans 
of Rhodesia on the other; and that those who can influence these pri
mary actors most effectively already have made their will known and 
already have set in play their various initiatives. These again are the 
black presidents, on the one hand, and South Africa on the other. Our 
role in all of this, it seems to me, remains indirect, although I would 
not underestimate the importance of the indirect actions that 
we can now take. Obviously, repealing the Byrd amendment I don't 
find to be trivial, as Mr. Hutchinson does. I find that to be essential 
not only in terms of the coherence and integrity of American policy 
vis-a-vis the U.N. and world community but also in terms of the signal 
that it would send at this moment to Salisbury. I think it might be 
possible that we could intervene helpfully at the same time with regard 
to strengthening Mr. Vorster's determination to see transition in 
Rhodesia, although I don't really think that is necessary.  

I think beyond that we must give a very clear signal as to where 
ultimately we stand with regard to events in southern Africa. One 
day we shall have to make up our minds as to whether we are going to 
be solidly in favor of the continuation of white supremacy or solidly 
in favor on the other hand of some sort of transition to a greater par
ticipation and ultimately ascendancy on the part of black majorities.  

I think that it is not useful to talk about whether majority rule 
means a continuation of parliamentary rule, freedom, and justice for 
all. Frankly, I think we stand in the face of historical events that are 
moving far beyond our capacity to influence in that respect, but it 
is important for us to know whether ultimately our interests and 
indeed our values lie with the side of the majority populations in 
these areas or on the, side, on the other hand, of small and resistant 
white minorities.  

Senator CLARK. Professor Rotberg, you have not spoken yet. Do 
you want to go next? 

Mr. ROTBERG. Surely. I think that what Ambassador Good has said 
is exactly the situation that we should be following. I think our 
posture in recent years, in recent months, has been one of watching 
and waiting. which has been appropriate to the situation.  

It is important for us at the present time to appreciate and support 
the initiatives for peace. This is an unusual situation in that we can 
appreciate the mutuality of purpose of Zambia and South Africa.  
There has not been unity of purpose in Southern Africa between 
these two countries until recently. The context is very important. We 
also can show our support in a number of specific ways from time to 
time but there is nothing dramatic in my view that we could or 
should do at the moment. Here I again agreo with Ambassador Good, 
providing our signals are correct and appropriate for the long-term 
future of Southern Africa.  

Senator CLARK. What are those signals ? 
Mr. ROTBERG. By signals I am in a sense underlining and repeating 

what Ambassador Good has said. As a partial response to what Pres
ident Kaunda said in the White House in April on Patriots' Day,
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we must make clear that our own revolutionary heritage argues in 
favor of a shift away from even tacit support to minority regimes
in this case minority regimes in Southern Africa-and that we are 
prepared to see the transition to majority rule to which we have 
always paid lip service. In many instances, of course, we have done 
more than pay lip service: Our attitude on investments in Namibia 
has been appropriate and we have spoken in the right forums in favor 
of transitions to majority rule.  

The Byrd amendment of course. has been unfortunate. I think as 
the weeks go by the repeal of the Byrd amendment will become less 
and less important in that events will overtake us. We have missed 
an opportunity to repeal the amendment because I think events will 
go so fast, if this week's meeting is the argury I think it is, that 
the transition in Rhodesia will be made before we get around to doing 
a great deal about chrome.  

Senator CLARK. Professor Hutchinson, the basic question again is 
what is our policy toward Rhodesia.  

Mr. Hurc-xsoN. I don't think we, have a policy on Rhodesia of 
any consequence at all, Senator, or which bears any valuable relation
ship to our stated wishes about Rhodesia and Southern Africa.  

We say we are for peace and self determination but do nothing to 
encourage the conditions for that most desirable development.  

With every respect I think there is a contradiction in what my 
distinguished colleagues say in the matter. They appear to say that 
-we should lay off Rhodesia but also make clear where we stand, and 
I don't think we can have it both ways, unless what we say is 
unimportant.  

It seems to me also we, talk a great deal about self determination 
nnd liberation but pay astonishingly little attention to the quality of 
that liberation.  

U.S. INITIATIVES IN RHODESIA 

On the matter of U.S. initiative in Rhodesia, I think we should not 
attempt to impose our judgment on the Rhodesians, but I am willing 
to take at their word the many leaders in Rhodesia, black and white, 
who expressed great anxiety that the United States would show 
an interest in their capacity to determine their future for themselves.  
We do not show that interest and they can look to nobody else for 
help in that direction. It is not a joke with them at all. They feel 
isolated, as they are. They feel attacked and maligned, as they are.  
They feel without resources to develop their own political salvation.  
We do not help them in that at all. The onlv people who are likely 
to visit their attentions on Rhodesia, in the absence of our solicitude, 
are the enemies of Rhodesia--certainly the enemies of anything 
worthy of the name of a free society-and I would have thought we 
would be interested in that.  

We have played the Pharisee on Rhodesia for an awfully long time.  
I would have thought, particularly with the approach of our own 
Bicentennial, it would have been well to assert an active concern and 
to do what we probably can to help the people of Rhodesia, black 
and white, to determine without force, without international ostra
cism, their own future. At the moment we are doing nothing at all to 
help.



Senator CLAim. Senator Biden.  
Senator BiDEN. Professor, what you said sounds very impressive 

but I am not sure I understand it. I do not know what the heck we 
always talk about on the eve of our Bicentennial. I do not think of the 
African people in terms of that rekindling of faith.  

I do not fully understand your comment. Can you specifically de
lineate for me what we can do? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. There is one step, Senator, which we could take 
immediately and which I believe would have an early, strong, and 
beneficial effect.  

I came quickly to believe in Rhodesia that the greatest obstacle to a 
negotiated agreement in Rhodesia is the absence of confidence on both 
sides that such an agreement would be observed by the international 
community in general, and specifically by guerrillas at their borders.  
They do not believe it. That is why I in turn believe that what they 
need is not interference, not a determination or even recommendation 
by us as to what kind of agreement they should have or system of 
government they should adopt but some show of interest on our part in 
giving any agreement in Rhodesia a testing period.  

Senator BIDEN. How do we do that, specifically? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. By saying so. By saying that if there were agree

ment in Rhodesia between the government and the African National 
Council-and I think it would obtain the endorsements of all organi
zations of consequence in Rhodesia-we would argue upon the Secu
rity Council, upon the General Assembly, and upon the Organization 
for African Unity that they respect, that aareement, give it a chance 
to prosper and to become stable, give the Rhodesians a chance to de
velop their own political institutions.  

Senator BIDEN. You are not suggesting that we guarantee their 
borders, are you? 

Mr. HT-rciilN-sox. 'No. We have had some unfortunate experiences 
in Southeast Asia which we do not want to repeat.  

Senator BIDEN. The extent to which you are suggesting that we do 
that is that we say in an international forum like the U.N.. that we 
have in fact encouraged other members of the UT.N. to honor whatever 
agreement is arrived at internally by the Rhodesians, right? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. And which was ratified by the British Parlia
ment, as it must be. That it should be respected and given a trial 
period by the international community before anyone attempted to 
destroy it by force.  

Senator CLARK. I wonder if I might ask. to he suire T understand your 
answer. Are you talking about ZANU and ZAPU within the ANC1? 

Mr. HUTCaINSON. They are already included. That is their prob
lem, not ours.  

Senator CLARK. You are speakina of an arranement with all of 
these, not simply the ANC as it existed separately from ZANU and 
ZAPU? 

Mr. HUTCHT-IISON. Let me say somethinff further to that. Senator.  
Last year. in my opinion, the ANC was. without any question at all, 

the prime African organization in Rhodesia, and( was entitled to nego
tiate an agreement, and the government waq willing to negotiate one 
with the ANC. The ANC has since obtained the affiliation of ZANU 
and ZAPIJ, but there have been rnmors of defections. I think there is
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a need to demonstrate the representativeness of the ANC. Any agree
ment must under present circumstances be signed between the gov
ernment and the ANC. Last year it was very clear that if -an agreement 
had been signed it would have received the swift endorsement of every 
substantial African and European organization in Rhodesia. That, it 
seems to be, would be the best evidence of legitimacy. We have no 
right to proscribe such a ceremony. I think we should look upon it 
with favor. It would be a better certificate of legitimacy than the 
opinions of visiting commissioners or outside observers or self-ap
pointed liberators.  

Senator CLkRK. Mr. Good.  
Mfr. GOOD. If I may, Senator, Mr. Chairman, I think there is a 

point of some agreement here between Professor Hutchinson and 
myself, at least. I would agree that the absence of confidence that 
any agreement reached would in fact be endorsed or be enforceable 
or not subject to subversion is a very real problem in a situation 
like this. I would say, however, that it is more important in assur
ing the irreversability of any agreement reached in Rhodesia be
tween the white regime and the black organization to have the con
currence of neighboring Zambia, Mozambique, and Botswana, on 
the one hand, and South Africa on the other.  

Now it is conceivable, as I said in my statement, that the United 
States might be able to play some useful role at the appropriate 
moment in joining some sort of international guarantee, the exact 
outlines of which I could not now predict. I would not agree with 
Professor Hutchinson that it would be productive for the external 
world to end its ostracism of Rhodesia. Indeed I would say, and 
I think this is a point of danger in the whole situation, but a neces
sarv dan!er, that this ostracism not only be continued but be in
creased. I think that the fear of the alternatives as too ghastly to 
contemplate must be there if you are going to get the kind of move
ment on the part of the Rhodesian Front and the conservative 
whites in Rhodesia to meet the minimal conditions of the blacks.  
I am in favor, therefore, of more of the same, more ostracism. I 
think the repeal of the Byrd amendment still has a role to play in 
the situation, but I think beyond that there must be the credible 
threat that an alternative to a negotiated settlement may well in
volve this alternative too ghastly to contemplate. That, unfortu
nately, I am afraid, is a part of the political reality of a situation 
like this. I don't, like it but I recognize it, as being there.  

Senator BIDEN-. Professor Good, that is the point I want to move 
on to. You seem to be saving, and I think you just reiterated it. that 
that threat of the ultimate sanction is one of the primary infgredients 
von see toward any move? *Without that, I get the impression you 
feel fhat it is not likely there would be much movement on the part 
of white Rhodesians to mike any accommodations to the blacks. And, 
to quote from your statement, ,you say. "Mozambique must gradu
'llv increase the sanctions squeeze and preparations must proceed 
ap,,(.e to increase the effectiveness of African guerrilla forces." 

I nm wondering what you mean by that? Do you mean that they 
shluld b~e encoura-ring the increase of guerrilla warfare, or encour
1in6r the use of Mozambique as a sanctuary for the training of 
guerrillas?



Mr. GOOD. To begin with, may I make clear that my position would 
not be that the United States as a Government ought to have a policy 
with regard to guerrilla warfare in central Africa. Surely we should 
not be giving military assistance to the African nationalist move
ment. I am saying as a political scientist, viewing the forces in that 
region of the world, that it is important to hold as a possibility the 
threat of increased guerrilla warfare as one essential ingredient to 
get the white regime in Rhodesia to move far enough to enter into 
a meaningful negotiated settlement. That is all I am saying.  

Senator BIDEN. To hold it as a threat and to increase its effective
ness seems to me to be two different things. I do not think it is a 
semantic difference.  

UNITED STATES AS PARTY TO SANCTION THREAT 

But you have answered my next question. You do not feel that 
the United States should in any way be a party to either holding the 
threat. and/or increasing the effectiveness of the guerrilla movement, 
is that correct ? 

Mr. GOOD. That is correct, Senator, I do not feel that we should.  
I think, alternatively, we should, on the other hand, find ways of 
seeing whether some form of humanitarian assistance would not be 
acceptable from the United States to the African National Council 
outside Rhodesia, educational aid, medical aid. This, of course, would 
have to pass through Tanzania and Zambia and be acceptable to their 
governments. It might well not be. But it seems to me that ought to be 
investigated. I think the symbolism of investigating this is important.  

HUM NA-NITARIA.-N ASSISTA'NCE TO RHODESIAN AFRICAN NATIONALISTS 

Senator CLARK. Could you expand on that a little more. How would 
that work on the aid.  

I noted one of your recommendations concerns humanitarian assist
ance to Rhodesian African nationalists. Just expand on what you just 
said there about how that mig'ht work and who it might go to.  

Mr. GOOD. I think my recommendation on that would be that our 
Government ought to consult first with President Nyerere in Tan 
zania and President Kaunda to see whether from their point of view 
an approach along these lines-let me cite two examples, educational 
•id and maybe medical assistance would be useful. If they would en
dorse the usefulness of such an approach then it would seem to me we 
should, if we can, reach Bishop Muzorewa on one of his trips outside 
of Rhodesia. gTo directly to him. or otherwise to his representatives in 
London, in Lusaka, in Dar-es-Salaam, and find out whether it would 
be useful from the point of view of the organization itself if we were 
to tender aid along the lines I have suggested.  

Senator CLARK. The thing I am not sure of, Ambassador Good, this 
educational aid would go to people within the movement and ANC, 
aid within the boundaries of Rhodesia.  

Mr. GOOD. I would not recommend, even if the opportunity were 
now available to us, any aid within Rhodesia. I am talking about the 
exiled arms of the movement.
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By the way, there is precedence for this. We have in the past ex
tended educational facilities to political refugees from Southern 
Africa.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you.  

ECONOM1IC SANCTION, GUERRILLA WARFARE THREATS CLARIFIED 

Mr. ROTBERG. I want to add one or two points to clarify some of the 
answers to Senator Biden's question.  

We are talking about two things. One is the ultimate sanction, that 
is, the strangling of Rhodesia economically and logistically. That is 
one of the threats that is on the horizon.  

The second one is that the forces of Southern Africa are poised 
for a reopening of full-scale guerrilla warfare.  

If negotiations fail-which we hope they would not-and if the sanc
tion threat is not sufficient-there will be two realities on the horizon 
for the white government of Rhodesia. All the governments in the 
area are aware of these realities. What is happening now is an attempt, 
with these two anxieties on the horizon to impel the kind of negotiations 
which would bring about the kind of a settlement which both black 
and white would find sufficient.  

If this settlement should come about, and I think if it does the forces 
of change will be relatively rapid, then we may have a situation ob
taining fairly soon. that, is, within 2 years, in which aid within Rho
desia could again be given for humanitarian assistance, educational 
needs, and so on. Such aid could be as realistic a possibility as aid to 
Rhodesians outside of Ilhodesia.  

EXTENT OF OUTSIDE INFLULENCE BEYOND AFRICAN CONTINENT 

Senator BMN. Gentlemen. I have several more questions and they 
relate to things we have not touched on yet. I do not think we have vet 
anyway. If you have commented on them, I will read the record and 
you need not repeat it.  

Something occurred to me after reading in a memo that was pre
pared by the committee staff, and from discussions I have had with 
others with regard to the liberation movements and fighting particu
larly in Angola and in turmoil which has existed for some time in 
Rhodesia. What is the extent of outside influence beyond the African 
Continent ? 

For example, I am talking about Moscow and Peking. Is there any 
direct training of guerrilla forces by any other nations and, if so, to 
what extent? What impact is there on the Rhodesian situation we are 
discussing today with regard to any interference, influence, or aid by 
China or Russia? Does it exist or is it, mythical'? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think if you read the liberationist literature, you 
will find a strong Marxist orientation to it. The chief division seems 
to be over Peking or Moscow as the sources of cosmic truth. There is 
a musuem in Salisbury of weapons captured by the Rhodesian armed 
forces. Unless it is a fake, and I don't believe it is a fake, all of the 
weapons are of either Soviet or Chinese manufacture. I do not see 
how we can be indifferent to the ideology of those who would like to 
liberate Rhodesia.
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HUMANITARIAN AID TO RHODESIAN TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS 

I must dissent strongly from Ambassador Good's notion that we 
should provide humanitarian aid to what might be terrorist organiza
tions. If the alternatives are too ghastly to contemplate, we should not 
contemplate them. My own experience in industrial relations and bar
gaining is that those who bargain under stress, particularly if they 
are going to be shot, do not bargain very intelligently.  

I also think it is quite unf air to say that the Rhodesian Government 
has been unwilling to bargain. Prime Minister Smith and Bishop 
Muzorewa bargained over a year, from 1973 to 1974, and came up 
with a set of proposals. I would say if there was any single major cause 
for the defeat of that prospective agreement, it was not the inadequacy 
of the proposals, although they can be accused of that, but the threat 
from outside, and I do not mean threat of boycott or isolation, but of 
death. I was there, if I might say so, when they were discussed, when 
the recent recipients of the threats of death were discussing what they 
might do. Our humanitarian aid to the guerrillas should be confined 
to blank ammunition and rubber knives.  

CLIMATE OF DEATH DESTROYS POSSIBILITY FOR NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT 

We say we are for negotiated settlement in Rhodesia and seem to 
be doing everything we can to destroy the climate which would make 
it possible.  

Senator BIDEN. It seems to me we are going into Ambassador Good's 
suggestion, which may be the proper way to go. It gets into a trick-y 
business when you start sitting back and deciding that what you are 
going to do in the name of peace is to threaten war. But that is ulti
mately what we are saying. In the name of peace we are going to 
threaten you with the ultimate reprisal, which is death. And that may 
be necessary. Maybe that is the way to go. But it seems to get pretty 
hairy when you get down to that. That is why I asked for the Am
bassador to speak to it, and to see if he might buy the increase in 
the effectiveness of African guerrilla forces.  

We sit here on this little platform and we hear witnesses all the 
time on a number of different subjects. They tend to be the people 
who are the most erudite. These people represent particular interest 
groups and power. Lots of times I get the feeling that we don't hear, 
nor can we-I don't know how we can facilitate it-what that average 
white guy living in Salisbury working in the factory or working in a 
jewelry store or working at the grocery store, thinks about things and 
what that average black working out in the fields thinks about issues.  

You have said you spent some considerable time in Rhodesia. What 
kind of feeling do you get from others than leadership people. I mean 
does the white community in South Africa 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Rhodesia.  
Senator BIDEN. Excuse me-feel the imminent danger of loosing 

their heads, like it could happen tomorrow? Is that the cloud under 
which they operate? Are the blacks in the fields waiting for tomorrow 
to come to take up their hoes and strike their white brethren? What 
is the feeling?
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Mr. HUTCHINSON. They don't go around biting their nails, Senator.  
They seems to be very phlegmatic people. But a, lot of them have 
already been killed, both black and white, no joke, no doubt about 
that at all.  

I was up in the northeast area where the insurrection, or whatever 
it is, is taking place, and it is not a vacation for anybody. The threat 
of death is a very real one for moderates in Rhodesia, black and white.  

The greatest contribution we could make would be to add to their 
sense of security. If you are going to kill a man he is not too prone 
to sit down and talk sweet reason with you.  

GRASSROOTS SUPPORT FOR BLACK REVOLUTIO'NARY MOVEMENT 

Senator BIDE.N. One last question in this area. I realize this is so darn 
broad. I wish I were more articulate to be able to frame my questions 
in a way to elicit a specific response, but I am not.  

With regard to the feeling of the majority of the black population 
not part of the leadership by its superstructure, if there was some 
new-found unity and cohesion in the black national groups and they 
suddenly got together and had a meeting and said, okay. we are going 
to conduct a full-scale guerrilla war now, not piecemeal. I"e are going 
to make a frontal attack. W'hat kind of reception do you think that 
would receive among the general black population? Would it have the 
popular support of that man and woman who has three kids and works 
in the field? It seems to me every revolutionary movement around the 
world has succeeded only when it has gotten to the roots. It succeeds 
when it has gotten to the point where they are willing to take up the 
hoe and go at it. Is there that kind of feelin&'? Do you sense that? Or 
is it just at the lea(lership level? Where does it come from? 

Mr. H1-TClIuxs -),-. There has been no popular insurrection among the 
African people in Rhodesia, Senator.  

Senator BIDEN. I know there has not. I am saving if the black leader
ship decided that the unthinkable should occur, in effect if there were 
a declaration of war and we will elininate the white population. what 
kind of feeling or kind of reception would they receive from the gen
eral population? 

Mr. HI-TCTIINSON-. When you point a gun at a man he tends to respect 
your intelligence. I think whatever were imposed by force would at
tract some. following. But why must we consider that alternative? 
W1hy should we try to predict what the response would be to declara
tion of insurrection? Why not try to do something to avoid such a 
necessity? 

Sena tr BIDEN. I will tell you why. If, in fact. your response to me 
was that the vast majority of the black population of Rhodesia was 
champing at the bit to go to it, and eliminate the white population.  
that would have suggested to me a considerably greater sense of 
urgency to the situation than I now feel. On the otler hand, if you had 
said to me, no, the average black in Rhodesia does not feel so inclined 
and would go to great lengths to avoid a frontal confrontation 
with guns, killing people, then in fact it suggests to me that we deal 
with another set of circumstances.  

Mr. IUTCHINSON. I do not believe at all that the African people of 
Rhodesia are crying out for war. The main purpose of the African
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National Council was to achieve political transition in Rhodesia, which 
is not in doubt, by peaceful means, and it attracted very quickly and 
very visibly the open support of what seems to be an overwhelming 
majority of African orgaizations in Rhodesia.  

I talked, I think, to representatives of every open African organiza
tion of substance and they are all supporters of peaceful transition in 
Rhodesia. They have no preference for war. They engage not at all in 
terrorist or guerrilla activities. They support the ANC, which itself 
is dedicated to peaceful ways.  

No, I know of no evidence to justify the assumption that anything 
like a majority of the African people in Rhodesia prefer armed re
volution.  

Senator BIDEN. Professor Rotberg.  

LOSS OF PRIVILEGE RATTER THAN LOSS OF LIFE OVERRIDING FACTOR 

Mr. ROTBERG. Yes, I think I would like to make several comments, 
if I may.  

I do not think anybody anywhere has a preference for war over
reaching a goal that one desires by peaceful means. The Rhodesian 
blacks and whites are no different in this respect from any other people.  
I think our conversation got off on a .slightly wrong tack, gentlemen, 
when we talked about threats of death in any direct personal sense.  
There is the threat of a generalized warfire which everyone is trying 
to avoid.  

Senator BIDEN. If I were a white settler there and if in fact things 
are as you describe them to me, I would be thinking in terms of whether 
or not if the thing was not resolved whether I was going to get my 
rear end blown off.  

Mr. HUTCHINSON. A number of them have already had their rear 
ends blown off.  

Senator BIDEN-. That is why I don't think it was off the wall.  
Mr. ROTBERG. I do not want to minimize the numbers but we must 

put this in perspective. The number of white settlers killed in the 
Northeast have been 17. That is a large number, but it is not enormous, 
given the population. I don't want this to be misinterpreted but we are 
not talking about colossal numbers yet. The number of blacks killed 
has been much, much greater on both sides. This is exactly the same 
as during Mau Mau in Kenya when the number of white settlers killed 
was 32. Obviously the alarms involved in those deaths were much 
larger than the absolute number.  

But I think that there is every willingness on the part of the black 
contending parties to avoid war at almost every cost. Negotiations have 
continued, obviously, for a long time and Smith is a very successful 
negotiator-going back to an earlier point-and I think in terms of 
bargaining skills the long discussion about where the conference should 
be held is an indication of the skill of bargaining-of focusin.g on an 
important but not critical point. Similarly the shape of the table pre
sumably will be the next negotiating question.  

We are talking, I think, not about imminent threats of death but 
loss of privilege. Loss of privilege is what is the key in the situation 
and the reverse is also true. Africans want what they have seen whites 
have: that is, good jobs and equality of opportunity-some of the
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old things we talked about for many years in this country. We are 
really talking about what has happened elsewhere in formerly set
tler Africa: quality of income and closing the, gap between black and 
white incomes.  

In no case, let. me say parenthetically, have the income gaps been 
closed all that much, but at least some movement has been made. And 
this is what I think Africans are concerned about. They are also 
concerned about an increase in the availability of hospital care and 
medical care, schools, at the secondary level and in the end, of course, 
an end to the kinds of social segregation which have existed for a long 
time. That is why I think we are talking about loss of privilege more 
than loss of life in the imminent sense.  

HOW (LOSE IS ALL-OUT CONFRONTATION IN RHODESIA? 

Senator BIDEN. That was the very point I was trying to get at, really, 
how inuch down the road is it ? 

I want to make one thing clear. I used the example of were I the 
white settler. Were I a black man in the fields, I would be equally 
-concerned, too. I do not mean to imply that I viewed it as the white 
Ininoritv worrvin about being slaughtered. I am just wondering how 
close all-out confrontation is since we repeatedly used the phrase and 
the threat of the -unthinkable.'" All three of you spoke about in your 
statement and every one who talked about Rhodesia mentioned it
the threat and fear of total war.  

Mr. RTVTBERG. I think that is a critical point. And I would like to 
say one other thing: Both whites and blacks in Rhodesia have always 
had a certain regard for their own self-interest. That is why I would 
assume that there would be an erosion of white privilege before there 
will be a resort to all-out war, which must remain the ultimate sanction.  
What the ar-unient is about at the moment, as it must be, is how fast 
does a white minority Government lose control of the power of Parlia
ment. the ability to make laws. and the ability to run the civil service.  
These are the issues. Africans on their part clearly want to get both 
feet in the door as quickly as Tossible. They want the transition to 
be shorter than whites would like. I still think that the chances of 
avoiding this holocaust are so far substantial. It is in our interest to 
support these moves, to make it clear that this is what we hope to 
come about, and to deemphasize the popularity of warfare that we 
have talked alout.  

Senator BIEN. Thank you very mueh.  
Profe!,sor Good. did you want to comment at all ? I do not neces

sarily want you to.  
Mr. Goon. Thank vou, Senator. Nevertheless, I will say a word or 

two if I may.  
It has been suggested that we hold out the threat of death. We hold 

out nothin ', if by "we," we mean the United States. I suggest that 
the threat of escalatingr racial conflict is a real threat.  

I further suggested as a clinical social scientist that probably the 
exislence of that threat remains an important inducement to gain the 
settlement. I stay with that judgment.  

You asked what is the attitude of the African in Rhodesia. That is 
very difficult to know, particularly for an outsider, particularly for a
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One speaks as an African with great caution to whites in Rhodesia.  
Notwithstanding, I would say that. whereas in the early years of guer
rilla incursion it could be taken for granted that Africans living in 
the area where the incursions took place would report the existence of 
"alien Africans" in their area to the authorities, that no longer, since 
about December of 1972, is the case. The guerrilla fish is finding water 
to swim in, in Rhodesia. This is so for two reasons. It is partly because 
the guerrillas who are terrorists-and this must be the case under these 
circumstances as it has always been under such circumstances-have 
more effectively terrorized the African living in those areas. But it 
is also the case, in my opinion, based upon conversations that I have 
had in Rhodesia with people I consider to be knowledgeable, that the 
situation gradually is shifting and that there is a greater sympathy 
on the part of larger numbers of Africans to the incursion of armed 
forces into their country.  

Senator BmEN. That was the very point I was trying to get at.  
Mr. ROTBERG. This is simply an opinion. It will be contradicted by 

other observers, I am sure, but my judgment is that we are seeing a.  
gradual shift in the willingness on the part of more and more Afri
cans in Rhodesia to give some quiet tacit support to guerrilla incur
sions in their country if they see that as the only means of bringing 
about effective change.  

May I say that Ian Smith has been Prime Minister for 12 years.  
There has been no effective change for 12 years.  

ENCOURAGING CHANGE FROM STATUS QUO WITHOUT SANCTIONS 

Senator CLARK. May I just ask or add to that? .Mfaybe you and Pro
fessor Hutchinson both would want to comment on that.  

If there were no military threat and no sanctions, what would be 
the encouragement to change the status quo? Why would Mr. Smith 
want to change? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. One assumes that the history of the last 10 years 
has produced a greater willingness on the part of the Rhodesian Gov
ernment to negotiate with the representatives of the African people 
because of a multiplicity of factors. My own view is that there is now 
sufficient awareness on both sides of the odds and of the ghastly alter
native to a peaceful settlement to encourage fruitful negotiations if the 
fruits of those negotations is likely to be protected. I think we have 
gone far enough with intimidation. What we should do now is to 
encourage.  

On the matter of African support of guerrillas, which is anybody's 
guess, I must observe that if you give guerrillas and terrorists an 
increasing number of arms, if you give more arms to more gunmen, 
they will shoot more of their brethren, and their brethren will be 
accordingly more intimidated.  

It is terribly difficult to assess with any intelligence at all the cur
rent state of African opinion, but my guess is based on the fact that 
the African National Council and every other African organization I 
know of inside Rhodesia is elected, that they do collectively represent 
a wish for peace and not for violence. It is up to us to encourage them 
in that.
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SUPPLIER OF RHODESIAN GOVERNMENT' S ARMS 

Senator CLARK. Professor Hutchinson, where do the Rhodesian 
Government's arms come from? Are they produced within that 
country2, 

Mr. HtUTCIIlNSON. I do not know.  
Senator CLARK. I was thinking of airplanes, helicopters, guns, and 

that sort of thing
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have no idea.  
Senator CLARK. Any of you have any idea whether Rhodesia's arms 

are produced within Rhodesia, domestically? Are they produced and 
purchased from France or someplace else? 

Mfr. ROTBERG. Well, I do not think anyone knows in precise detail, 
but there is a South African small arms industry which is presum
ably available, and there is celebrated purchase of airplanes and heli
copters through third parties either in Europe, which presumably came 
from surplus stocks in Europe, or elsewhere in the world. There is as 
we know a flourishing secondhand arms industry. So I do not think 
obtaining arms has ben a problem. It is paying for them that has 
been a Rhodesian foreign exchange problem, and this is where South 
Africa does have enormous leverage as a conduit in the event that 
Mozambique refuses to continue playing its previous role.  

INCENTIVES FOR CHANGE WITHOUT USE OF SANCTIONS, MILITARY THREAT 

1 think it is striking, if I may go back to your previous question, 
to what incentive there would be, I do not think

Senator CLARK. What incentives there would be if the sanctions or 
military threat did not exist? 

Mr. ROTrERG. I think the answer is none. There would be no incen
tive to negotiate.  

Let me just add if I may that on June 25, Prime Minister Smith 
said for the first time, to my knowledge, that he could, after all, con
template seeing a black government in Rhodesia in his lifetime, so 
the awareness of the things you have just mentioned has reached Salis
bury as well as Washington.  

Mr. HUTCIHINSON. Nobody is denying that there has been military 
activity on the part of guerrilla groups and that it has had an effect.  
The question is whether it should be increased. I think there is enough 
evidence to justify the hope. that the willingness, the propensity, to 
bargain is there without further killing. Zambia has indicated, as 
have Botswana and Tanzania, that negotiations should now be tried.  
I do not know why we do not follow their advice instead of talking 
about shoring up the apostolate of violence in Mozambique. I do not 
know whv we do not encourage the Rhodesians to talk.  

".S. SELF-INTEREST TN RHODESIA 

Senator Bim;N. One quiestion that has been asked already I would 
like to go back to, and I wouldl like each of you to respond to it. Then 
I will not ask any more questions. It has been mentioned time and 
again, that a peaceful solution to the situation in Rhodesia is in the 
self-interest of the United States. What is the naked self-interest, if 
there is any, in a Machiavellian sense, that the United States has in
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Rhodesia? You mentioned chrome. Beyond that, what if you look at 
it from a Machiavellian standpoint, what is in our self-interest to be 
involved in any way in Rhodesia? I am not talking about the imple
mentation of force or even use of the good offices of the United States.  
Where does our self-interest lie in that sense? 

Mr. ROTBERG. Well, this may not be the answer you are looking for, 
Senator, but it is clearly in our interest to avoid the kind of warfare 
which would willy-nilly involve us one way or another. An all-out 
racial war would involve South Africa and Zambia and would ob
viously involve the big powers. I suggest that we want to avoid any
thing like that which would involve us in a zone where we would not 
particularly want to be involved and where others would be involved 
who we would not want to be involved. That is why I think stability.  
not at all costs, but stability given the present circumstances, is so 
important.  

The second point is for the benefit of the people, white and black, 
in Rhodesia and in Southern Africa generally-any warfare, even 
fratricidal black conflict, would be inimical to the interests of all par
ties-to all colors in that zone-and would involve neighboring na
tions that are now trying so desperately to modernize themselves. I 
think that it is in our profound interest and in the interest of the 
nations of the world to enhance the potential for modernization and 
development, wherever it is, particularly in southern Africa, and it 
would be impossible to do so if there were warfare there.  

I think the third point is the point you were leading up to-that 
there are resources which can be tapped for the development of the 
free world.  

Ir. H-rTCINSoN-. 1Tell, Senator, the national interest of any coun
try is hard to define. There is substantial commerce between us and 
southern Africa. Southern Africa has resources of interest to our own 
welfare and stability. It has ports and sealines which might well be of 
high consequence to us in the not far distant future. But what we have 
an interest in is not simply a return to more traditional norms and 
standards and patterns of behavior in international law which would 
affect the future of small nations such as Israel as well as Rhodesia.  
What we should also bear in mind is the possibility which I have per
sonally believed in for a long time of Rhodesia emerging as something 
of a model for the rest of Africa, as a nonracial free society. I believe 
the elements for that are there. I am an equalitarian in racial matters.  
I do not hold a special brief for either the Rhodesian Government or 
the African National Council, but I do believe, that Rhodesia could 
show Africa and ether countries in other continents an example of 
the way in which major political change could be peacefully achieved.  

Mr. C,) ). -v.nator. our interest clearly is in a negotiated peaceful 
tran;ition in Rhodes.-ia. There is no question in my mind about that. It 
has been su.,st e, that perhaip. we are not as a 'overnment, or per
haps the allusion was to this panel, taking (hat objective seriously. I 
think we are. I know of no statement by the Government of the United 
States that would suggest otherwise. Of com'se we ,re in favor of a 
negotfite1 peaceful transition in Rhodesia.  

To the chairman's earlier question, of course sanctions and the 
ostracism which have characterized the international community's 
approach to the Rhodesian situation must continue. Our best author-
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ity for that is Bishop Muzorewa himself, and I am sure he made that 
clear when you spoke with him.  

The reason why a peaceful transition is of such importance, if it can 
be brought about-I am not saying it will be brought about, but if it 
can be brought about-is that the feedback into American domestic 
society of serious racial conflict in southern Africa will be serious in 
deed. There is no question about that whatsoever.  

Envision for a moment instead of the Vietnam war played out in 
American livingrooms every evening racial conflict in southern Africa 
being played out every evening in American homes.  

Now it may be-speaking as an historian-that one has got to pass 
through that kind of travail. I do not say it can be avoided but it must 
if we possibly can. If it cannot be avoided then it seems to me the next 
question is whose side will we be on, and that is a very fundamental 
question indeed.  

HEARING PROCEDURE 

Senator CLARK. IWe have a live quorum. We are going to adjourn 
for about 7 or 8 minutes long enough to go over and answer. We will 
be right back and continue with the questioning.  

Mr. (OOD. I have an obligation at the State Department. I wonder 
if I could be excused? 

Senator CLARK. You certainly may. We appreciate very much your 
attendance here. You have s-ubnitted an excellent statement and a very 
good analysis.  

[A recess was taken.] 
Senator CLARK. The meeting will come to order.  
I would like to ask some rather specific questions about American 

policy.  
REPEAL OF THE BYRD AM1ENDM3ENT 

First, we talked a lot about sanctions and the Byrd amendment. I 
would like to ask each of you very briefly to state whether the Byrd 
amendment ought to be repealed or not and why you think so. I have a 
great number of questions. I guess we only have about 20 minutes, but 
I want to get both of your responses on each of these, if I may.  

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I did not come prepared to talk about the Byrd 
amendment or sanctions and do not regard myself as qualified on the 
details of the matter. I simply think that the expenditure of further 
public time on this issue is not going to be productive. I understand 
and appreciate the attitude of the Rhodesian Government and the 
African National Council on the matter. They have opposing views 
about it. I am personally inclined to think that the subcommittee would 
far more appropriately divert its attention to other matters.  

Mr. ROTBERG. Senator, in my view if the Byrd amendment could be 
repealed immediately, it would be worth the effort expended there
upon. In the 6 or 8 months or perhaps a year it would take realistically 
to get it repealed I do not think it would be worth the effort expended 
simply because by that time I have a hope that we will have moved 
1), vond the point where repeal is relevant.  

Sonator CLARK. That is only a hope ? 
[r. RO'IBERGc. That is a hope.  

Mr. T1 'rcHINSON. I might observe I was told by both European and 
A f icau sources in Rhodesia that Rhodesia can sell all of the chrome



it wants to sell and that some of it by one means or another finds its way 
to the Soviet Union, while we evidently continue to buy allegedly in
ferior Russian chrome.  

I have also been informed that the Russians have jacked up the price 
of their chrome and that they are now enjoying a nice struggling 
monopoly pricing system which I would think (hardly) was to our 
advantage; but I would also think that the chrome issue is not terribly 
important to Rhodesia, that it is not terribly important to the steel 
or ferrochrome industry in the United States, that it is not going to 
make much difference in Rhodesia in the short run, and that the shlort 
run is what we have to worry about.  

COMPENSATING MOZAMBIQUE FOR REVENUE LOSSES INCURRED BY 

RHODESIAN SANCTIONS 

Senator CLARK. What about the recommendation which Mr. Good, 
I think, made that the United States ought to be willing to join in an 
international effort to compensate Mozambique for any losses of 
revenue involved in its sanctions against Rhodesia? 

Mr. Hutchinson? 
Mr. HuTCIIINSON. I am opposed to that, Senator, on doctrinal and 

other grounds. I think there is an awful irony in the evidently unani
mous decision of the Commonwealth nations, to subsidize Mozambique, 
not for the prosperity of the citizens of Mozambique-that would be 
more acceptable-but only to destroy Rhodesia and in the process in
evitably cause increasing misery to the African people of Rhodesia.  

As I said before, I do not welcome or look upon the violent transi
tion of power in Mozambique as a blow for liberty. This is not to defend 
the Portuguese colonial regime-there is no defense for that: but 
that does not mean to say we have to regard the successor regime as a 
gift to human society.  

If I had to choose between the preservation of Rhodesia and the 
subsidization of Mozambique I would choose Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. Maintain the present regime? 
Mr. HUTrcINSON. We do not have to talk about maintaining the 

present regime.  
Senator CLARK. I am just trying to clarify what you say.  
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I do not believe we should subsidize a Maoist 

regime to destroy what could become a nonracial free society. If I 
had to take a risk, to place a bet, I would infinitely rather place it on 
Rhodesia than on Mozambique.  

Senator CLARK. Which of the opposition groups would you identify 
as Maoist? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Frelimo.  
Senator CLARK. You are speaking of Mozambique? 
MNr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. I am talking about a choice betweon sub

sidizing the Frelimo government or not. and I would not. I think 
there is a contradiction involved in terms of our own purposes. There 
would be a diminution of our own national interests not least our 
strategic and trade interests.  

I would opt for Rhodesia, the promise of Rhodesia as a nonracial 
free society in Africa with our hell), and also with the help of the 
United Kingdom, to be hopeful.



*Senator CLARK. Would you see Frelimo as being" closely associated 
with the Maoist or Chinese rather than the Soviets? 

Mr. HUTCI-liNSON. They have said no. I do not of course know what 
the real kinship is. I do not particularly care which of those awful 
brethren they choose, but my impression from what I have read in 
Britain as well as here-from listening to Frelimo's own representa
tives in Britain in 1973-my impression is that it regards itself as a 
child of Maoist doctrine.  

Senator CLARK. Do you want to comment? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I do not think it has tried to hide its identity or 

convictions at all.  
Mr. ROTBERG. Yes, Senator, I think that although Frelimo receives 

substantial assistance from China and the Soviet Union, as far as we 
know, and from other countries also in terms of arms and materiel. I 
do not think that we need assume or characterize the Government of 
Mozambique as Maoist at this time, nor i- it helpful to do so. Mozam
bique, like so many other countries of Africa-and new nations par
ticularly-is attempting to modernize and integrate as rapidly as 
possible. The initial published statements of the leaders of Mozam
bique lead me to assume that they will be as pragmatic as most other 
leaders of Africa have been about the future of their own development.  

I think that goes to the premises of the answer to your question.  
I said earlier and I repeat, I think it, made very good sense for the 
commonwealth of nations to encourage Mozambique to forgo income 
it desperately needs by promising to subsidize that loss if Mozambique 
decides to cut the Rhodesian railway links to Beira and Lourenco Mar
ques. It would be. I think, an indication of support if the United States 
were able to assist the united efforts of the commonwealth in this way.  

Let me add a footnote to correct something that was said earlier.  
The cuttinz of transport links to Rhodesia would not affect the econ
omy of MNalawi in any way nor would they affect the economy of South 
Africa. It would have the effect of enhancing the port availabilities 
for both these countries. Uncler present circumstances it would also 
help the economy of Zambia.  

GREATER U.S. SUPPORT FOR AFRICAN NATIONAL LEADERS IN RHODESIA 

Senator CLARK. What about the idea that is sometimes expressed 
here that there are ways that the United States-I address this to 
you Mr. Rotberg so Professor Hutchinson does not have to take every 
question first-could or should exoress greater political or diplomatic 
support for African national lenders in Phlodesia? In your judgment 
should we leave that alone? 

Mr. POTBERc.. Well, I do not see how we can do anything very dra
m,tic. From some point of view it is far too late to do anything 
dramatic. From another point of view the support which has been 
apl)p:ir(nt since the coup in Portui'il. the baekin" for" these national 
movements 'ad tie nationil movements in Rhodeia, has been siiffi
cientlv substantial. There is a unity of purpose, as T said before, 
between South Africa and the surrounding black nations and indeed 
most of black Africa. Obviously it is much more important to indicate 
what our future attitudes will be and express willingness to help in 
the transition period in the ways we have helped elsewhere in transi-



tion periods than to involve ourselves in any, I think, forceful way 
with the national movement at the moment.  

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think that is a central question, Senator. We 
have talked freely and indeed glibly about rendering aid, humani
tarian aid to external terrorist organizations. Now the question arises 
whether we should help national organizations in Rhodesia-which 
ones? I do not think we should choose sides within Rhodesia.  

It is a fact that the African National Council is the prime African 
organization. We did not have to opt for ANC. It has opted for itself.  
Otherwise I do not think we should do anything to change the balance 
of power within Rhodesia, anything to indicate whom we prefer and 
whom we do not. That would be interference in the internal affairs of 
Rhodesia. What we should do-to return to a much repeated point
is to indicate to them, to the principal parties in Rhodesia, that if 
they agree we will help them to make that agreement live.  

TRANSITION FROM' WHITE TO BLACK RULE 

Senator CLARK. Mr. Rotberg, I noticed in your statement you say 
there are "ways in which we could with African support assist in mak
ing the transition from white to black rule as successful as possible." 

How might we do that? 
Mr. ROTBERO. This implies an agreement, of course, say an agree

ment and a movement from the present stage to a transition to major
ity rule. Well, I think there are a number of ways. There are educa
tional and training schemes that we have used before, that we could 
use again, to assist the government to be, or the government in transi
tion. There will be a great need for middle level technical assistance.  
Some of it will have to be supplied from outside. Some will have to be 
supplied by indigenous persons being trained or retrained (or up
graded), rather rapidly. I think some of the most outstanding suc
cesses in the 1960's were in those countries just about to become inde
pendent where there were individuals at the middle level or top 
leadership level that were exposed to new ways of handling problems 
within bureaucracies, within educational systems and within the tech
nical branches. There will obviously be during any transition period a 
desire on the part of Africans to replace whites at various levels of 
the hierarchy and some of the necessary training will have to be sup
plied either'from outside physically or by outside sources setting up 
training institutions within the country. We can be very helpful in 
that latter regard.  

There are other humanitarian ways, using that word, in which we 
would normally be willing, I think, to assist Rhodesia when it becomes 
possible to do so inside the country.  

UNDESERVED LABELING OF MOZA MBIQUE GOVERNMENT 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. If I may return briefly to the question of M[o
zambique. I do not want to put an undeserved label on the govern
ment of the country, it might turn out to be for all I know a gentle 
institution. It may also transpire that the mutual economic interests 
between Mozambique and South Africa which are very real and 
extremely important to Mozambique will temper the international 
behavior of the new Government of Mozambique, but I do think we



should help Mozambique feed its own poor but I do not believe we 
should bribe Mozambique to destroy Rhodesia.  

U.S. CONTRIBUTION TO WAR IN RHODESIA 

.Senator CLARK. We have a vote so we have about 5 minutes and then 
ve will adjourn.  

You said in your statement, Professor Hutchinson, "There are two 
general alternatives: war, and a negotiated settlement. It is unfortu
ziate that, in contributing little but bromides to the latter." that is to 
the negotiated settlement, "we have contributed immeasurably to the 
likelihood of the former," namely the war.  

In what ways has the United States ,-ontributed to war in Rho
desia? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. We have allowed the development of circum
stances which are military in propensity, Senator.  

We have given encouragement to those who would take power in 
Rhodesia by violence. Ambassador Good stated that we are on record 
in favor of a peaceful settlement in Rhodesia. I would agree with that.  
But I would also say just as flatly that we have done nothing to 
encourage the conditions for a peaceful settlement. We talk about 
gfiving help to outside guerrilla organizations. I do not think that is 
a very parliamentary attitude. I do not think it will encourage those 
people, Africans and Europeans, within Rhodesia to talk instead of 
to fight.  

We talk now of subsidizing a revolutionary regime in _Mozambique 
which will need no invitation to cross the border itself should it find 
such an errand profitable to its own interests.  

We are talking about a peaceful settlement but not encouraging it 
at all. We are in fact or by implication encouraging those who seek 
power in Rhodesia by violence.  

Senator CLARK. If I understand your position, then-I will say it 
briefly and you correct me-you say that our responsibility in Rhodesia 
is to become involved to the extent that we are prepared to guarantee 
a settlement, apparently most any settlement which the African Na
tional Council and the Rhodesian Government would arrive at them
selves.  

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I would put it otherwise. I would say that the 
prime parties for agreement in Rhodesia are, of course. the govern
ment and African National Council. One hopes that any agreement 
they reach will be supported by all organizations of substance, black 
and white, in Rhodesia. One also hopes that it will be ratified by the 
British Government.  

I did not say that, we should guarantee the settlement. We are not 
in a position to do that. What I did suggest was that the settlement 
would have a better chance to live if we urged upon the member states 
of the international community that they respect the agreement and 
not interfere with it, that they allow it 'to prosper in peace and not 
destroy it by the encouragement of infiltration across the Rhodesian 
borders.  

UNITED STATES POLICY TOWARD RHODESIA 

Senator CLARK. That would be our central policy toward Rhodesia, 
as you see it, and noninterference in all other respects.
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Mr. HUTrCHiNSON. That is right; we should not interfere in the 
internal affairs of Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. I am going to ask you if you will try briefly to 
summarize what you think our policy should be.  

Mr. HUTCHIN-SON. I think our policy should consist of signaling 
the kind of support we are prepared to give to a settlement in Rhodesia 
and to make it very clear that from our point of view the tranquility 
and stability in Rhodesia can best be assured by the relatively rapid 
transition from a minority government to a nonracial government 
without warfare and with conditions of greatest security for both 
sides, not least for the minority populations, and that we want not 
so much to guarantee agreements but to use our good offices and our 
moral intelligence in the United Nations and among its member states 
for peace and self-determination in Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. How would you say your exclusion or your recom
mendation would differ from that Mr. Hutchinson? 

Mr. ROTBEnG. I start from a premise which is fundamentally 
different.  

I heard Mr. Hutchinson say that the greatest obstacle to peace is 
to support what he calls terrorists. I am saying something

MJr. HUTCINsoN. I do not mean that at all.  
Senator CLARK. I had understood you to say support of terrorist 

guerrilla forces from outside.  
Mr. HuTCIxsoN. I did not say that was the greatest obstacle to 

peace. The greatest obstacle to peace is the absence of assurances to 
the Rhodesian Government and African National Council that what 
they negotiate will be respected outside of their own borders. That 
is the principal obstacle to agreement. Terrorist intrusion is only one 
element in that.  

Mr. ROTBERG. I disagree fundamentally, not that this would not 
be a good point if it were important. I do not believe that it is 
important. I do not believe that it is important becan.e there is no 
threat of border warfare. There has not been any significant warfare 
outside of Somalia, Ethiopia, and one or two other places-Mali and 
Upper Volta. There has been very little border warfare in Africa at 
any time since independence. Settlement in Rhodesia cannot be reached 
in rmy view without the acquiescence if not the support of the South 
Africa, Zambia, Botswana, and Tanzania, the countries most closely 
involved. Therefore, the issue is how we can get from the present 
very unsatisfactory in-between stage-and it must be unsatisfactory 
for'all parties because it is a period when one does not know quite 
what is going to happen next. The best assurance of peace I think 
for whites as well as blacks is a rapid movement to majority rule 
leading to independence with a transitory period with sufficient safe
guards for all parties.  

Senator CLARK. I am sorry that the time has expired and I must 
answer the vote. We are very appreciative to both of you for taking 
the morning and coming here. It was very instructive. Thank you 
very much.  

Mr. HuTcHiNsoN. Thank you.  
Mr. ROTBERG. Thank you.  
[Whereupon at 12:35 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned subject 

to the call of the Chair.]





U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Rhodesia 

THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMI'FTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF THE COMM13ITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 

lVash;i?,qton, D.C.  
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :40 a.m., in room 

4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senators Clark, Biden, and Javits.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

It appears that a negotiated settlement of the Rhodesia problem 
is now a real possibility. But, as yesterday's witnesses agreed, it is by 
no means certain that the minority redime there will in fact willingly 
give up its power and privilege for a transition to majority rule.  

While the. United States is not one of the major actors in the effort 
to bring about an early, peaceful transition to majority rule in 
Rhodesia, this country could do far more to encourage and support.  
that effort. The U.S.-Rhodesia policy must be partly implemented in 
our bilateral relations with the surrounding African nations that are 
most involved in this problem and with the Zimbabwe African Na
tionalists. And it must be partly implemented in our actions in the 
United Nations. For the problem of Rhodesia has been from the begin
ning a problem of the entire world community in which the U.N.  
has been involved.  

The subcommittee will therefore discuss U.S. policy toward 
Rhodesia with both Ambassador Davis, Assistant Secretary of State 
for African Affairs, and Ambassador Buffum, Assistant Secretary 
of State for International Organization Affairs. We will want their 
views on a number of recommendations that were made yesterday 
for the United States to play a more effective and constructive role. in 
the transition to majority rule in Rhodesia. I might say that among the 
recommendations that were made yesterday, which I will be asking 
you about, are these: The United States should return to full com
pliance with international sanctions against Rhodesia-repeal the 
Byrd amendment. I was so happy to see that the House International 
Relations Committee yesterday voted out of Conmittee, the repeal 
of the Byrd amendment. Second, this country should support 
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M1ozamnbique's effort to comply with sanctions. There should be an 
imnmediate offer of humanitarian assistance to the African nationalists.  
The United States should clearly support majority rule in Rhodesia.  
This country should give every encouragement to current efforts to 
reach a negotiated settlement. The United ,States should offer technical 
and educational assistance for the transition period. Basically, those 
were the recommendations that came from the three witnesses 
yesterlay.  

Reverend Lockwood, who will testify after the administration 
witnesses, has also made several specific. suggestions on how sanctions 
could be tightened as a way of increasing this country's support for 
a negotiated settlement and majority rule in Rhodesia. It would be 
useful if Ambassador Davis and Ambassador Buffum could com
ment on his suggestions as well. I will read some of those to you in 
the period after your statements.  

Finally, it is important for members of this subcommittee to know 
exactly what the administration intends for its policy to be on this 
complex and critical problem in the months ahead.  

Ambassador Davis, if you will proceed with your statement. Then 
we will hear from Ambassador Buffum and then go on to questions.  

STATEMENT OF HON. NATHANIEL DAVIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF STATE FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

Ambasszador DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to 
meet with the subcommittee again-this time for an exchange of 
views on the situation in Southern Rhodesia. Ambassador William 
B. Bfiffmn. Assistant Secretary of State for International Organi
zation Affairs, is here with me today.  

A, you know, Rhodesia is teclnically a self-governing British colony 
in revolt against the British Government. Its Unilateral Declaration 
of Independence (UDI) of 1965 has not been formally recognized 
by any country. The reginie of Ian Smith, representing less than 5 
percent of the total Rhodesian population, has since 1965 taken steps 
to perpetmte white minority rule and to exclude the African maiority 
from meaningful participation in the political and economic life 
of the country.  

For the better part of 10 years the Rhodesian problem has evaded 
everv solution, despite repeated efforts of the British Government,.  
supported by the UTnited Nations, which imposed mandatory economic 
sanctions against Rhodesia in 1966 and 1968.  

MOZAMBIQUE INDEPENDENCE CIIA-NGES SITUATION IN RHODESIA, 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Since the accession of Mozambique to independence the situation 
in Southern Africa including Rhodesia has changed. As you know, 
Mozambique. a nation with a 700-mile common border with Rhodesia, 
became independent just 2 weeks ago.  

The independence of Mozambique and the possibility of the closing 
of its borders to Rhodesian trade has placed additional pressure on 
the Smith regime. It is estimated that some 80 percent of Rhodesian 
exports and imports go through Mozambique. There are some indica-
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tions of an increased perception within the minority regime that its 
present course can only lead to further violence and tragedy and that 
it would be preferable to enter into serious negotiations with repre
sentatives of the African majority on the future of Rhodesia. Leaders 
of the neighboring States of Zambia, Tanzania, Mozambique, Bots
wana, and South Africa are seeking to exert influence toward the pro
motion of peaceful solution in Rhodesia. Preliminary talks between 
the Smith regime and the Rhodesian nationalists, who formally united 
in December under the African National Council, are continuing, de
spite deadlocks, interruptions, and procedural difficulties. The formal 
unification of Rhodesian nationalists is a significant development, en
couraged by Presidents Kaunda, Seretse Khama, Nyerere, and Machel.  
The preliminary talks, which resulted from the December agreement 
in Lusaka, are designed to pave the way for a full-fledged constitu
tional conference.  

CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE POSSIBILITY 

Thus. there are some encouraging signs-including the fact that the 
United Kingdom sent an emissary to Salisbury late in June to discuss 
with the Smith regime and with Rhodesian nationalist leaders the tim
ing and modalities of a possible constitutional conference. Nonetheless, 
Mr. Chairman, I think it would be a mistake to be overly optimistic.  
A Rhodesian settlement is still far from accomplishment at this point 
and there is every likelihood that there will be a period of hard nego
tiations ahead.  

PRESENT U.S. POLICY TOWARD RHODESIA 

The main lines of our policy toward Rhodesia have followed from 
the illegal Rhodesian UDI, based on minority rule. In brief, we do not 
recognize the Rhodesian regime's claim to independence: we continue 
to regard the British Crown as the lawful sovereign in Rhodesia: we 
support the U.N. and the UK-United Kingdom-in their efforts to 
influence the Rhodesian regime to negotiate a peaceful settlement based 
on the principles of self-determination and majority rule in Rhodesia.  
To this end we voted for and support the U.N. sanctions against 
Rhodesia. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that while our record of sanc
tions enforcement has been good, there is a major gap in this enforce
ment created by the Byrd amendment, allowing the importation of 
chrome and certain other materials from Rhodesia. In addition to 
providing the regime in Salisbury with much needed foreign exchange, 
the Byrd amendment has also provided moral and psychological sup
port to that regime. I would like to stress again the administration's 
support for legislation repealing the Byrd amendment (H.R. 1287) 
currently being considered by the Congress. As you noted, we are very 
encouraged by the progress of the repeal bill, voted out of the House 
International Relations Committee yesterday. Early repeal not only 
would enable the United States to comply fully withi its international 
obligations, but, we hope. would add an important increment of in
fluence on the Smith regime to move into serious negotiations regard
ing Rhodesia's future.  

Mr. Chairman, we strongly support self-determination for the peo
ple of Rhodesia, and hope that current efforts to arrive at a settlement
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aceptable to the population of Rhodesia as a whole will be successful.  
Thank you.  
Senator CLARK. Ambassador Davis, I understand that Senator Javits 

has some questions at this point.  
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much.  

(' ONTIN Ai) O.\U OBJECTIONS TO ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE DAVIS 

Mr. Chairman, I am not a member of this subcommittee.  
I am very grateful to the chairman for allowing me to ask some ques

tions and I am not going to ask the questions on Rhodesia. I happen 
to be with the Department's position. I always have been on the sub
ject and will do my utmost as a senior member of this committee to 
rive the Department some action. 1 came especially this morning about 

this flap in the Organization of African Unity respecting you.  
I was a party to your confirmation. We did it in the teeth of 

those objections. I do not know whether it has ever been described to 
.You as to why we did, but we thought you were a competent profes
sional, that you would show objectivity and skill in your decisions 
and that this was a national decision for us to make and that it was not 
good discipline in terms of international responsibility for the Orga
nization of African Unity to lodge a protest against an official within 
the State Department in whom we had confidence for the purpose of 
administering African affairs. Really, it was a protest by us. They 
took exception to your approval as you had been a party, because of 
your duty. to actions in another country of which they thoroughly 
disapproved and which many of us disapproved, including myself.  
That does not necessarily mean you are guilty. If that is true, then 
we cannot have people serve in any post as professionals. But nonethe
less, it has caused us a lot of trouble.  

Another aspect of our approval of you was that we felt that like a 
pilot who has had one crash you were a lot better pilot and that you 
would learn from your experience and this learning would be of value 
to the United States. Nonetheless, protests have not died down since.  
If anything. they have become more strident.  

I take this opportunity with the kind permission of the chairman, for 
the benefit of all of us on the committee, to have you, because you 
happen to be appearing this morning, on a subject which is in your 
line. Give us your views and ideas and defense, or whatever you like 
on the record so that we mav have it before us as to whether our juda
ment was right or wrong in this matter which was made, again I 
repeat, in the teeth of the protests which have since grown more than 
less strident.  

Ambassador D\VIS. Senator. I am not sure I understand altogether 
to what you did wish me to address myself when you say that I should 
Zivo my defense. I do not know if you would like to direct-guide me 
in terms of what von want specific answers to.  

Senator T.\VITS. That is exactly right. I want you to give me your 
reaction to the continued protests of the, OAU about you and our 
confirmation of you and also whether in your judgnent time has con
firmed or not, confirmed our judgment in confirming you.  

Ambaisqador D.\vus. Well, sir, so far as continued protests are con
cerned, T night say that I have taken the occasion since I assumed the 
responsibility as Assistant Secretary for African Affairs to make



two trips to Africa and in carrying out my duties to establish con
tacts with a number of African leaders both on the African continent 
and in the United States. I have been deeply grateful and very much 
gratified with the degree of both courteous understanding and also the 
degree to which I have been able to establish contact and work with 
Africans on both sides of the Atlantic.  

In this regard it is certainly my hope that I can first represent my 
country and can also establish understanding and cooperative relations 
with the leaders of those African countries where I have responsi
bilities.  

Senator JAVITS. Do you feel that their continued protests are 
justified? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I am a little perplexed as to what you are 
referring, sir, in terms of continued protests.  

Senator JAVITS. You read about it in the press, when they get to
gether they pass resolutions that the United States should not have 
you as its Assistant Secretary.  

Ambassador DAvIs. I do not believe that I am aware of any resolu
tions.  

Senator JAVITS. There is not such activity as far as you know; is 
that correct? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I know of no resolutions since what was, as I 
understand it, described as the consensus resolution of the OAU, which 
is what you originally referred to.  

Senatior JAVITS. Which was before you were confirmed.  
Ambassador DAvIs. Yes.  
Senator JAVITS. What about the newspaper stories that they are 

still jumping up and down about you.  
Ambassador DAvIs. Well. as I say, my nomination and confirmation, 

as you were aware, was controversial.  
Senator JAVITS. Right.  
Ambassador D.AVlS. It is my hope that as a professional Foreign 

Service Officer, in discharging my duties with honesty and with integ
rity that I can do the best job I know how in establishing good rela
tionships with the African nations and people.  

PRESENT U.S. POLICY TOWARD AFRICA 

Senator JAVITS. *What is, in your judgment, the foreign policy of 
the United States toward Africa now? 

Ambassador DAvis. I would say there are several elements in the 
U.S. policy toward the African continent. One element of the 
U.S. policy is a desire to be helpful in African development. Also in 
humanitarian terms, we have sought to be helpful as in. for example, 
the tragedy of the drought in the Sahel and other areas that have af
fected African nationals. During my recent travels to Africa the 
nature of our cooperation with African states in the developmental 
questions certainly was a very central concern to the African countries 
and it must be a very central concern to those of us who are concerned 
with African policy.  

U.S. POLICY REGARDING AFRICAN TRADE QUESTIONS 

Another question that is of very real importance to the African 
countries is the attitudes of the U.S. Government toward trade ques-
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tions, and in particular they are very much interested in the review 
of U.S. policy that has been going on in connection with our attitudes 
toward primary products in which the Africans clearly have an 
interest.  

As you are aware and as our Secretary of State has said in several 
recent and quite important speeches, that he has reflected on the con
sideration that the U.S. Government has been giving to commodities 
questions as well as the general economic field.  

U.S. INVESTMNENT ROLE IN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 

The third element that is of particular interest to African countries 
is the nature of the role that U.S. investment can play in African de
velopment, and in this regard the view of the American Government 
that investment can play a useful role both in terms of the transfer of 
technology and in terms of the transfers of resources for develop
ment. But it is also the view of the United States Government that the 
rules of investment and the acceptance of investment are a decision for 
thke African nations themselves and we have no desire to force Ameri
(,an investment on the African countries that might not wish it. It is 
only in those countries in which there is a desire to receive American 
investment that we would certainly believe that it can play a useful 
role.  

U.S. NEGLECT OF AFRICAN CLAIM 

e(-nator JAvI'r. It is often claimed th:,t our policy is nic,4 heedless of 
Africa among all the continents, that we neglect, that we more or less 
leave it to the Europeans. Do you think that is justified.  

Ambassador DAvis. I am certainlv aware that there have been senti
ments expressed by quite a few Africans that the attention that the 
U.S. Government has given to African questions has not been what 
tlev would hope it might be.  

f might say in this regard that in the recent months. since I have 
had these responsibilities. I do think that the U.S. Government. and 
I think that our President and Secretary of State have madle some par
ticular efforts to demonstrate the concern of the U.S. Government for 
African questions.  

ROUNDI-P OF AFRICAN POLICY WITHIN sT\TE DEPARTMENT 

SUGGESTED 

Senator JA\VTTS. MIr. Davis. in the course of your in(.umvben(v would 
this be a good time for me to suggest to the chairman of this sub)com
mittee that in the exercise of legislative oversizht there oiio-ht to he a 
roundup of African policy in the State Department and what is being 
done about it and what is recommended, or do you ' till need more time 
to get your feet wet? 

Ambassador DAvis. I think that it's up to yon, sir. a to what you 
wish from us.  

Senator JAVITS. What do you think? 
Ambassador DAviS. Certainly I am still learning in terms of my as

s, eiation with African questions but I am prepared to respond as best 
I ('an to whatever you wish.  

Senator JAV1TS. I am asking you about the timing. What do you 
think would be the right time to seek that kind of a review of African
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policy. There are lots of considerations. Tiiere may be meetings going 
on, the State Department may be rethinking its position. It has not 
sent up, for example, its aid package. I would like your opinion of the 
timing when you think we should ask for it.  

Ambassador DAVIS. I think it could perhaps be a little more useful 
2 or 3 months from now, sir.  

Senator JAVITs. Thank you very much.  

U.S. APPRECIATION OF COMIPLEX POLITICAL ISSUES CONCERNING 
AFRICANS ACKNOWLEDGED 

Ambassador DAVIS. Could I just add one other element, because 
when you were asking me about the concerns of U.S. policy vis-a-vis 
Africa, I did start out by naming several questions of the economic 
relationships and I do not want to close this discussion without ac
knowledging and without noting the very great importance that the 
independent African states place on the complexity of issues concern
ing the southern end of the. African Continent.  

Senator JAvrrs. Good.  
Ambassador DAVIS. In view of the very great importance of these 

issues. which, of course, are the subject of these hearings, I did not 
want the discussion to close with any sense that we do not appreciate 
the importance of these complex political issues that are of the deepest 
concern to all Africans and are obviously of concern to the U.S.  
Government.  

Senator JAVITS. Thank you.  
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. We appreciate your presence, Mr. Buffum.  

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM B. BUFFUM, ASSISTANT SECRE
TARY FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS, DEPART
MENT OF STATE 

Ambassador BUFFum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
In supplementing what Ambassador Davis has already said I might 

review briefly for the committee some of the key developments in 
United Nations' consideration of Southern Rhodesia and the U.S.  
position with regard to those actions.  

As has already been recalled, the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia 
unilaterally declared independence from Great Britain on November 
11, 1965. Great Britain, interested in granting independence to a 
multiracial state governed by majority rule, requested United Nations' 
assistance in dealing with the Smi th regime's persistent illegal claim 
to independence. The Security Council decided on November 12 and 
20, 1965, to set in motion a program of voluntary economic sanctions 
directed at Southern Rhodesia at the request of the United Kingdom 
calling on all states to refrain from assisting the illegal Smith regime 
and to do their utmost to break all economic relations with it, including 
an embargo on oil and petroleum products.  

RHODESIAN SANCTIONS PROGRAM 

Early in April 1966, attempts were made to circumvent the volun
tary oil enbargo. On the grounds that such action, specifically the
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arrival of the oil tanker Joaonla V at the Port of Beira. Mozambique.  
could lead to a collapse of the entire sanctions program against South
ern Rhodesia. the United Kingdom urgently requested a meeting of 
the Security Council on April 7. 1966. The British submitted a resolu
tion before the Seurity Council describing the situation in Southern 
Rhodesia as "a, threat to peace and security" and it was adopted on 
April 9. The United States had participated in the voluntary sanc
tions. If you wish I can supply this committee with a brief chronol
cgy of U.S. actions taken during 1965 and 1966. The United Nations 
Securitv Council responded again to British requests for a meeting 
in December of 1966 and on December 16 again decided that the Rho
desian situation constituted a threat to the peace. The United States 
concurred in these Security Council findings because we believed that 
a United Nations policy of passivity in the face of the Rhodesian 
rebellion would sharpen existing tensions in the southern half of 
Africa, encourage extremism on the part of both black and white coin
munities in African states, and make possible exploitation of the sit
uation by extremists of the left and right.  

At the. request of the United Kingdom, members of the United 
Nations Security Council concluded that selective mandatory sanc
tions should be applied against the Rhodesian regime. This was par
ticularly significant, Mr. Chairman, because it was the first time in 
the history of the U.N. that a mandatory sanctions program had been 
instituted. The prevailing hope was that the sanctions would induce 
the leaders in Rhodesia to agree to majority rule, a step which would 
clearly reduce the potential for violence in a very sensitive area of the 
African continent. While it was uncertain at the time what the actual 
effe,-t of mandatory sanctions on the Smith regime might be. the U.S.  
support of this decision was based on the hope that the mandatory 
sanctions would assist the United Kingdom in its effort to create a 
more equitable political situation in the British territory.  

U.S. POLICY ON APPLICATION OF SANCTIONS 

However, I might point out for the benefit of the committee that 
our position on the application of sanctions is not, without certain 
limits. In March of 1970. the United States first exercised its veto on 
a proposal to include further mandatory provisions to the effect that 
all states should sever all ties with the Smith regime. including means 
of transportation, postal service, and ,ll forms of communication.  
The U.S. representative, Ambassador Yost, pointed out that this 
Government shared the desire to achieve an equitable solution to this 
problem, but that the question arises whether these more extreme 
measures which have been suggested would be sufficiently supported 
by the international community. especially those most directly con
cerned, to make them in fact effective. He further pointed out that 
the United States has consistently attached great significance to the 
maintenance of communications even where relations were strained 
since we would view most seriously the prospect of leaving the U.S.  
citizens anywhere in the world without the means to travel and 
communicate.
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U.S. ACTIONS CONCERNING SANCTIONS PURSUANT TO SECURITY ('UNCIL 

DECISIONS 

As to the U.S. actions pursuant to the Security Council decisions, 
on January 5, 1967, President Johnson issued Executive Order 11322 
which implemented for the United States the Security Council's 
Resolution 232 of December 16, 1966.  

The Security Council reconvened on the question of Southern 
Rhodesia, and on _Mav 29, 1968, unanimously adopted Resolution 253 
which reaffirmed the 1966 resolution, expanded the scope of the sanc
tions, and in addition, established a committee of the Security Coun
cil-commonly referred to as the Sanctions Cmmittee-to monitor the 
implementation of the sanctions. The United States has been, and is, 
an active member of the Sanctions Committee, and we submit quarterly 
reports regarding trade-medical and educational materials are per
mitted-and investigations of possible violations. To date, there have 
been 237 cases of alleged sanctions violations, by various 'tatcs.  
Thirty-three of those cases involve U.S. importation of Rhodesian 
chrome.  

Needless to say, the status of the Byrd amendment and its repeal 
are inextricably a part of U.S. participation in the Sanctions Com
mittee. In November 1971, President Nixon si ,ined into law the Mili
tary Procurement Authorization Act of which section 513 was the 
Byrd amendment. The Byrd amendment permits the importation into 
the United States of certain strategic and critical materials includinug 
those from Rhodesia. A key item included in this category is chronic.  
This legislation had, as a stated objective, the lessening of U.S. de
pendence on the Soviet Union as a source of chromium imports. Dur
ing the period before 1972, the United States had imported from the 
Soviet Union about one-half of its metallurgical-grade chromite. We 
imported virtually no chrome ore from Rhode.sia from 1968 through 
1971 inclusive, and no ferrochrome before 1972. Since 1972. our metal
lurgical grade chromite imports from Rhodesia have remained steady 
at approximately 10 percent of total U.S. imports of this material.  

However, imports of Phodesian chromite seem to have replaced 
declining purchases from other countries rather than to have displaced 
imports from the Soviet Union, as had been one of the original hopes 
of the act. In general, importation of this material from areas other 
than Soviet Union has fallen while the Soviet Union has maintained 
its relative percentage of total U.S. imports.  

REPEAL OF TIE BYRD AMENDMENT-IMPORTAN('E, TIMING 

A few days after assuming the Presidency, President Ford stated 
his full commitment to the repeal of the Byrd amendmient. Secretary 
Kissinger has declared that he is personally convinced that the Byrd 
amendment is not essential to our national security, brings us no real 
economic advantages, and is costly to the national interest of the 
United States in, and conduct of, foreign relations. His statement is 
particularly pertinent to the U.S. posture in the United Nations and 
the Security Council's Sanctions Committee. We share very much the



gratification expressed for the action taken yesterday in the House 
International Relations Committee and I would take this opportunity, 
if I may, Mr. Chairman, to venture the hope also that the Senate will 
again see its way clear to repeal the Byrd amendment, assuming that 
the House shall have acted favorably on this committee's report.  

In providing this brief review of U.N. concerns on the question of 
Rhodesia and the U.S. position regarding those concerns, some ques
tions may have occurred to you. You have already noted to us several 
questions raised in public testimony yesterday which bear on this and 
I should be very happy in association with Ambassador Davis to try 
and be as responsive as possible to any questions the committee may 
have.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. I think your statement is very 
helpful. I appreciate learning of some of the developments, the his
torical facts, and certainly the President's statement and Secretary of 
State's statement here.  

I think I might just say incidentally that in view of the House com
mittee action yesterday, it is our feeling that the Byrd amendment 
should be introduced into the Senate. We felt, after conferring with 
Members of the House, it would be wisest to wait for that until they 
acted, so that will be introduced in the Senate sometime in the next 
day or two.  

I would like to discuss the repeal of the Byrd amendment. Both of 
you emphasized that a good deal in your statements. I would like to 
spend a little time on that at the outset this morning.  

Former Ambassador Good. who was here yesterday, said he believed 
the repeal of the Byrd amendment now would, quoting him, "send a 
signal to Salisbury at a psychologically important moment." Do you 
both agree with that assessment? 

Ambassador DAVIS. Yes, I think in my statement I said roughly the 
same thing, that we do believe that the repeal of the Byrd amendment 
will exert an influence that we believe will be useful.  

Senator CLARK. Either of you may answer this. There was a strong 
feeling here yesterday. with at least two of the witnesses-I think the 
third did not necessarily agree with this-that it was important that 
this be done very quickly otherwise it might be too late to have any 
great impact there. In other words, if we wait 3, 4, 5, or 7 months, then 
in fact events may pass us by.  

Is it your feeling that expeditious repeal is terribly important? 
Ambassador DAvIs. Certainly I think that the sooner the House and 

Senate find it useful to act, I think, probably the better.  

IMPACT OF RESTORATION OF U.S. COM3PLIANCE WITH SANCTIONS 

Senator CLARK. What is the impact of a restoration of U.S. com
pliance with these sanctions ? What impact do you see that having on 
the situation? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I think that, for one thing, the existence of the 
Byrd amendment has been a very considerable encouragement to the 
Ian Smith regime in terms of their perception of U.S. posture and U.S.  
attitude and I think that the repeal of the amendment bringing us 
back into full compliance with the U.N. sanctions, will be important 
in this regard.
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Of course, the other element, is that it will have an obvious economic 
impact as we cease the importation of principally chrome products.  

ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITY IN SUPPORT OF BYRD AMENDMENT REPEAL 

Senator CLARK. I think, then, the other thing that I want to talk with 
you about is how actively the administration intends to support this 
repeal ? 

As you know, it is one thing to take a position on an issue. It is an
other thing to become very actively involved. I would say the adminis
tration has become very actively involved in the question of arms 
embargo to Turkey. The President called in 140 Members of Congress.  
In other words, there are various ways of taking a position on a 
question.  

In view of the renewed interest in Africa which you expressed to 
Senator Javits, let us talk for a moment about some of the things that 
the administration could very actively do with regard to this question.  

One of the things it seems to me, that could be done would be for U.S.  
Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs-I am not suggesting 
how you do your job, I am simply presenting some alternatives-would 
be to go to Members of Congress and explain to them, as you have to us 
this morning, the importance of this issue in United States-African 
relations.  

Would you think that would be a good idea, to personally visit with, 
and talk to, and lobby for repeal of the Byrd amendment.  

Ambassador DAVIS. I have already visited with and talked to a 
number of the Members of the Congress.  

Senator CLARK. Good.  
Ambassador DAVIS. And I am certainly entirely ready and prepared.  

as it may be appropriate and as may be useful, to explain the position 
of the administration to any Members of the Congress who would 
desire information or who would welcome it.  

Senator CLARK. You would be willing to actively go out and seek 
that rather than have them come to you? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I am quite prepared to be helpful with the 
Members of the Congress, as it might be useful.  

Seuator CL.ARK. Maybe this question could be responded to by 
Ambassador Buffum. It is my recollection that Ambassador Scali put 
in countle~s hours in an effort like this. I think he even contacted a 
Senator r covering in the hospital and worked very, very hard in the 
Senate to be celain that, each Senator understood the importance 
within the U.N. of this issue. I think that had a great deal to do with 
the vote we had in the Senate.  

Do you see that as a practical kind of thing that might occur again? 
Am)assador BuFFuM. Yes, I think it is a real possibility. The admin

istration is firmly committed to seek the repeal of this amendment and 
we would certainly be delighted to take any steps which seem appro
priate and instructive in trying to achieve the result.  

I ha ve not had an opportunity yet to discuss this particular problem 
with Ambassador Moynihan, he only had 1 day in Washington since 
he took office, and he is now attending the Economic and Social Council 
in Geneva. It will be one of the subjects of high priority that I will 
take up with him on his return.  

60-619-76-----13
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I would be delighted to convey this as a suggestion from the Chair 
and certainly endorse that enthusiastically on my own part.  

Senator CLARK. Fine. We appreciate your strong support, both 
Ambassador Davis and Ambassador Buffum.  

IMPACT OF BYRD AMENDMENT ON U.S. RELATIONS WITH U.N.  

I wonder, Ambassador Buffum, would you explain in your judg
ment what impact the Byrd amendment has had on U.S. relations with 
the United Nations, on the credibility of the United States s:ay to the 
U.N. What has been the impact of U.S. abstentions and vetoes on 
Rhodesia resolutions? 

Ambassador BUFFUM. Mr. Chairman, from the vantafe point of 
my particular bureau this has been one of the great liabilities with 
which we have to cope. The fact that the Byrd amendment was adopted 
and thereby permitted a major lool)hole in the sanctions progran.1 did 
in fact create a major credibility gap among many members of the 
U.N., and most particularly the African members, about the serious
ness of our commitment to the original determination that mandatory 
sanctions should be applied.  

Now, we have of course, sought to explain that the position of the 
administration has been to seek the repeal of the amendment but 
people look to performance not words in the U.N., as in the Congress, 
and, therefore, it has been one of the elements which I regret to say 
has rather soured our relationships with African members. This is 
unfortunate because it has exacerbated relationships which at bet 
were difficult for reason., which Senator Javits mentioned in his ear
lier remarks, particularly the sense on the part of a number of Afri
cans that the United States has neglected that continent perhaps in our 
preoccupation with Southeast Asia at that time, perhaps for other 
reasons. In any event it was just one more irritant at a time when 
we see increasing tensions between the developed world and the less
developed world, largely on economic development issues. To have 
a fundamental question of this kind added to the other strains just 
made for an additional burden which I think it is fair to say adversely 
affected the totality of the 17.S. relationship with the large majority 
of U.N. members. This is from the vantage point of my particular 
bureau, although it is admittedly a subsidiary element. For us, the 
important element is the improvement we are confident this will bring 
to the general standing of the United States in the U.N.  

IMPACT OF U.N. VOTES ON OTHER RIIODESIAN-RELATED RESOLUTIONS 

Senator CLanK. I wonder if I might just follow up on that somewhat 
over and above the question of repeal.  

What, in your judgment has been the impact of the V.S. abstention 
and vetoes on other Rhodesian-related resolutions? You mentioned, 
for example, our first veto. That obviously is a more difficult and 
complex area than the repeal. But what effect do you think that has 
had on our position in the IT.N.? 

Ambassador BUFFuM. Well, if I might comment on that one par-
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ticular decision, Mr. Chairman. Since I happened to be there at the 
time I can speak from some personal experience about the impact.  

Needless to say, as a general political matter. any time the United 
States finds it impossible to support a measure requested by the 
African states to cope with what they consider to be a very serious 
problem in southern Africa, they are'disappointed. HoweNver, in this 
particular instance I believe we made it abundantly clear that our 
commitment to the basic program of sanctions ag'ainst Southern 
Rhodesia was being maintained, that we were fully supportive of 
efforts on the part of the United Kingdom to try and reestablisih its 
authority and bring about a situation where majority rule would 
prevail and that our action was taken only because of the highly tech
nical measures imposed, which we felt would impact very directly 
on the welfare of American citizens, particularly missionaries who 
were still working in Southern Rhodesia. Therefore, I do not feel 
that the impact of that particular veto was especially harmful.  

Naturally we must see this in the context of the. votes we takei oil 
other related African issues, such as our stand on South Af,'ica, 
Namibia, the expul.ion i-sue, and Apartheid. All of which is merely 
to say that I think it is the overall posture which we adopt, our genral 
policy toward these problems, rather than any individual vote which 
is determining, although it is axiomatic in any instance where we have 
to oppose, particularly with a veto, that we do provoke a certain 
degree of irritation and sentiment.  

R111DYSIAN SAN,'TIONS. (CO.\N -'rUATION P'JLICY ('NSi5TEN(Y 

Senator CLARK. I think in a sense your defense in the statement and 
here of the veto is well worth considering. It is a very, very difficult 
area obviously in terms of whether it is. wise or unwise to even break 
off relations with a country. Mandatory sanctions become more difliult.  
I am curious, and I say this simply as a theory statement, as to whether 
we would have pursued this, had we not vetoed the mandatory sanc
tions, the stronger sanctions in effect, whether our relations would have 
been any different than they are with Cuba.  

Did we not break off all communications with Cuba in our actions 
there or did we keep open some kind of communication? Third. I 
guess I am really asking whether our policy is consistent in those 
two cases or not, in your judgment. I know that did not occur throug.h 
the U.N. I doubt that you are necessarily to be held responsible or have 
specific knowledge of that.  

What would your impression be? 
Ambassador BUFFUM. Unfortunately. Mr. Chairman, I really jut (To 

not know the facts about the communication with Cuba. In the i?"
stance of Southern Rhodesia it was very precise. it specified postal 
communications, telephonio communications, transport in and out of 
Rhodesia. What unilateral measures we took with regard to slecific 
communications with Cuba unfortunately I am not, familiar with 
but I shall be very happy to get, that, information from our division of 
Latin American affairs aind supply it for the committee record.  

Senator ('LARK. I think that might be helpful. I would appreciate 
that.  

[The information referred to follows:]
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COMPARISON OF RHODESIAN AND CUBAN RESTRICTIONS 

(Supplied by Department of State) 

The question of travel and communications restrictions between the United 
State. and Rhodesia and Cuba, respectively, has been treated differently 
lo-ause different considerations predominate in the two cases. With Rhodesia, 
th, principal objective was to encourage the regime to agree to majority rule 
so as to reduce the potential for violence in this sensitive area of Africa. It 
was felt that cutting off transportation, postal service, and all forms of com
munication might impede this objective rather than serve it, as it would detract 
frora efforts of individual, and groups abroad to encourage members of the 
regimie to change their policies.  

With Cuba, in contrast, the principal objective of restricting travel and coin.  
runiotion was to make it more difficult for the G:,vernment of Cuba to intervene 
in the internal affairs of other American states. Thus, the U.S. supported 
Res-lution III of the 12th Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Forei-n Affairs 
(19(;7) which recommended, intcr alia, that the member states restrict sea and 
air transport with Cuba. apply strictly earlier recommendations relating to the 
prevention of propaganda and movement of funds and arms from Cuba, and 
strngrthen controls on travel to and from Cuba. Consistent with this approach 
the United States has maintained restrictions on the transfer of funds, travel 
and tinsportation as well as a general economic denial program.  

\Vo would observe, how:pver, that the United States has n'evr sought to cut 
off all forms of communication with Cuba. Thus, postal services, telephonic 
and telegraphic communication ties remain. We have permitted journalists, 
-cholars. and certain other categories of citizens to travel to Cuba in order 
to fa,litate communication.  

LIMELIHOOD OF IROM1PT U.N. CONSIDERATION OF RHODESIA-RELATED ISSUES 

Senator CLARK. In vo'lr judgment, Ambassador Buffum, are 
I]'ZI odcia-related issues lktc]y to be brought up in the U.N. in the near 
future ? 

Ambassador BUFF-i. Mr. Chairman, we have not seen concern re
cently for the Rhodesia problem occupying a high priority among the 
African rmembers of the United Nations. I think this is, in part, be
cause they believe a, di:il - is possible outside of the institution and 
,coanse the United Nations has already taken what you might call 

the maximun step. It has ,Ised its ultimate weapon already, chapter 7, 
the miost eytreme measure open to the institution is mandatory sanc
tions and, therefore, I do not believe they consider they can expect a 
great deal more from the U.N. as an institution. What theey are looking 
frr is !7ood faith compliance with the measures already adopted by 
the U.N. rather than additional U.N. action, and that is why the re
DO.-l f he Byrd amendment becomes so important to us.  

U.S. SUPPORT CoNUENIO U.N. CO3PENs"TING MOZAMBIQUE 

FOR SANCTION COIPLIANCE 

SculatOr CLARK. Yeq. Let me sun!est one possibility that mi!.Qht occur 
there, as I understand it, in a somewhat indirect wav. I gather there 
is a likelihood that there will be an effort to establish a multilater.l 
find to compensate Mozambique for the cost of complying with 
s,11t ions if it chooses to stop traffic from Rhodesia, to follow up on 
w!at happened at the commonwealth countries. If an opportunity 
were to pr'sint itself for the U.N. to participate in compensating 

(),,Irc.mliqne for participating in the sanctions, in effect, do you think 
tht is something we ought to consider supporting?



Ambassador BUF um. Mr. Chairman, it would be a new policy issue 
for us to address and I am afraid I would really need to take council 
with my colleagues in the Department, a number of whom would be 
involved in such a decision, before I could provide the committee with 
a meaningful response.  

Senator CLARK. We have had Ambassador Davis' response on that 
at our last hearing on Mozambique. If the United States should offer 
to help compensate Mozambique for compliance with sanctions --,ainst 
Rhodesia-I think perhaps I should ask Ambassatdor Davis if he has 
anything to add to what he told us 2 or 3 weeks ago-have there 1 een 
any further considerations to that possibility, to your knowledge? 

Ambassador DAvIs. Well, sir, as of this moment, as I understand 
it, the U.N. has not been seized with the question of what action would 
be desired by the Government of Mozambique. As I think you know, 
this subject came up at the British Commonwealth conference.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Ambassador DAVIS. In other than the U.N. context.  
Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Ambassador DAvIs. So that the present situation, as I understand 

it, is that neither Mozambique (and, of course, they have not been an 
independent state for very long) nor other interested parties have. as 
vet, referred this to the U .'N. Thus, the question of what role the U.N.  
inight play is, I think, still ahead of us.  

'U.S. POLICY TOWARD CO-PE-NSATION OUTSIDE U7.N.  

Senator CLARK. What about our policy or our attitlde toward com
pensation outside of the U.N. Have you considered that 

Ambassador DAVIS. If what, you mean is the posture of the U.S.  
Government toward giving assistance to Mozambique? 

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Ambassador DAvis. The answer is that our attitude is entirely 

positive.  
Senator CLABK. I am speaking, for the moment, of compensation to 

Mozambique for cutting off an importation or shipment through their 
country exclusively. I am not talking about general assistance 
propoTams.  

Ambassador DA-IS. Well, I think, as we discussed briefly the last 
time I was here, there are some constraints on the authorities of the 
U.S. Government as to how we give assistance to Mozambique and that, 
as I understand it, our current authorities, under AID are cast in 
such a way that the most immediately available instrument open to 
us, under legislation, is in the AID context.  

Senator CLARK. Do I interpret that to mean that you feel the ad
ministration could not legally give compensation to the Government 
of Mozambique in a way similar to what the commonwealth countries 
have proposed? 

Ambassador DAvis. Well, actually if you are referring to what 
some of the commonwealth nations have promised to do--as I under
stand it, that has been essentially in the same bilateral context that 
I am talking about.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.



Ambassador DAvis. And that, therefore, although the motivations 
for making assistance available have been cast by some British Corn
monwealth countries in the very clear context of the desire of those 
countries to assist Mozambique, should she decide to adhere to the 
U.N. sanctions program, that the form of that assistance is essen
tially the same as the assistance that we have indicated a receptivity 
and "full inclination to accord to the Government of Mozambique.  

Senator CLARK. I am not quite sure technically what your answer 
means. I guess my question put simply is: Is your judgment that it 
would be illegal, it would be impossible for you under the existing law 
to give bilateral assistance to Mozambique in compensation for cutting 
off transportation through their country from Rhodesia? 

Ambassador DAvis. Well, I should not go beyond what I know and 
I think perhaps if your question is: Is it contrary to the law

Senator CLARK. Yes; that is my question.  
Ambassador DAVIs [continuing]. For the United States to give 

Mozambique a compensation that is legally tied to the U.N. sanctions.  
I think

Senator CLARK. No, I did not ask that. I did not ask if it was tied to 
the U.N. sanctions.  

Ambassador DAVIS. I suppose part of my difficulty is that as I see 
what some British Commonwealth countries have done, they have op
erated in the context of their existing authorities to give assistance 
to Mozam-ibique in the same way that we have indicated that we are 
priepared to give assistance to Mozambique. So that if I understand the 
actual technical situation, the essential difference between what they 
have promised to do and what we have indicated an interest in doing 
is in terms of the public rationale in which they have tied this very 
specifically to compensate for sanctions. We, on the other hand, 
have in the more general context, indicated a desire and willingness 
to be helpful. I am not sure that the legal question arises in terms 
of the policy justification that is publicly given for the action taken.  

Do you follow me? 
Senator CLARK. No, I do not.  
[Laughter.] 
Ambassador D.vis. Somebody in the U.S. Government could get 

lip, and, assuming we have agreement to give assistance to Mozam
bique, could make public declaration that the purpose of this was 
to eompensate Mozambique for observing U.N. sanctions. That would 
put us in essentially the same position that members of the British 
Commonwealth are. So it is not a legal question. it is a question of 
what somebody states publicly as our motivation. You could take 
this arother step. That is, what people tie this to in terms of public 
policy and how much they make a link between Mozambique action 
vis-a-vis sanctions and a. willingness to be helpful. What we essen
tially have made, is an unconditional statement that we would like 
to be helpful.  

Senator CL.kRK. Let me go back one more time.  
All I am really asking in the simplest kind of way is whether it 

is possible for the State. Department to decide that they would like 
to compensate Mozambique, quite aside from the sanctions, quite aside 
from the U.N., quite aside from any other reason they would simply 
like to give assistance to Mozambique for the direct reason of con-
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pensation. Is there something legally in the AID bill that would pre
vent us from doing that? It seems what you were saying at the outset, 
given the existing law, you would not have authority to do that.  

Ambassador DAvIS. No, if I said that I misspoke. Because what my 
understanding of the situation is, we have authority under the AID 
bill to give assistance.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Ambassador DAVIS. And if there are any legal impediments to say

ing we are giving this assistance as a direct compensation for an ac
tion on the part of the Mozambique government, to be honest I would 
have to research this to know whether there are legal impediments or 
not. and I simply do not know.  

Senator CLARK. You do not know of any? 
Ambassador DAvis. Certainly I am not aware of any at this point.  
Senator CLARK. That is reallY all I was askingi, whether or not if this 

Government decided it wanteil to compensate Mozambique, whether 
we could do it, outside of the U.N.  

Ambassador DAVIS. I suppose my unease is that there are fairly 
extensive legislative guidelines that do govern the granting of as
sistance under the AID program and I would want to research as to 
whether there are some constraints.  

Senator CLARK. Would you give us an opinion on that? 
Ambassador DAvIs. Yes.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

GUIDELI-.NES GOVERNING POSSIBLE U.S. ASSISTANCE TO MOZAMBIQUE 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

The provision of U.S. assistance to Mozambique explicitly tied to underwriting 
a Mozambican sanctions program against Rhodesia would not be possible if the 
aid were provided in the form of "Development Assistance." Aid in the form of 
"Security Assistance" could be provided to underwrite a sanctions program.  
However, "Security Supporting Assistance" is limited to 12 countries worldwide, 
and the provision of such assistance to any country legally precludes that coun
try's receiving development assistance during the same fiscal year.  

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTA'NCE EXPANSION TO RHODESIAN AFRICAN 

NATIONALISTS 

Senator CLARK. There was a proposal made yesterday by one of the 
witnesses, I believe by Ambassador Good, and I just quote from it. It 
is a somewhat vague recommendation but I asked him to expand upon 
this -ind we can do that in our discussion. He said the United States 
should: ". . . initiate immediately programs of humanitarian as
sistance to the Rhodesian African nationalists." There was some op
position to this on the panel. I know Professor Hutchinson opposed 
it.  

He was speaking, as I understand, specifically about educational 
assistance and mnedi'al assistance. He pointed out, I believe, that some 
educational assistance was already being given, or had been given, 
through various programs.  

Is the administration considering expanding educational assistance 
to the Rhodesian African nationalists as it has to the Portuguese 
territories ?
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I think we discussed this the last time you were before this 
committee.  

Ambassador DAVIS. Yes. I might say that I have had actually two 
meetings with leaders of the ANC. In both of those meetings the 
question of U.S. assistance in the educational field did come up. We 
do presently carry on a program in which scholarships are accorded 
to people from Rhodesia as well as from other areas of southern 
Africa, and we do have presently under active consideration the ques
tion as to whether we should be taking more vigorous measures in this 
regard and as to whether there is the possibility of expanding U.S.  
efforts.  

Senator CLARK. You are speaking exclusively of educational as
sistance in this case, are you not 

Ambassador DAVIS. This is the principal thrust of what we are 
doing now, as I understand it.  

MEDICAL, HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE EXPAN-SION 

Senator CLARK. Yes. What about the expansion of that to medical 
or humanitarian assistance. Would you feel that that would be 
possible ? 

AIBA S.\DOR DAVIS. You mean the according of medical supplies to 
people within Rhodesia or people outside? 

Senator CLARK. People outside. His recommendation clearly was 
people outside of Rhodesia who are a part of the opposition move
ment, as I understood him.  

Amba-sador DAVIS;. In terms of some kind of medical insurance? 
Senator CLARK. Medical assistance, medical supplies. I assume food.  
Ambassador DAVIS. Are there large concentrations of people who 

are in imnediate and serious need of medical equipment? 
Senator CLARK. That was my understanding of his recommenda

tion. It would be helpful to them to have medical and other humani
tarian kinds of assistance.  

Amhaszador DAvis. Certainly would be happy to look into what the 
needs and what might be possible.  

Senator CLARK. As I recall, when Bishop M[uzorewa and Reverend 
Sithole were here 3 or 4 months ago they talked about the expansion 
of educational assistance and any other forms of humanitarian 
assistance.  

Did you visit with them when they were here? 
Ambassador D\vis. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Do you know anything of that kind? 
Ambassador DAVIS. Yes: the thrust of their interest was in the 

educational field rather than in the medic:ul field.  
Senator CLARK. So you do not recall anything beyond the 

eduicational ? 
Ambassador )AVIs. I do not recall their having raised a medical 

program with me.  
Senator CLARK. Ambassador Good said that President Kaunda and 

President Nyerere should be consulted about the possibility of such
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assistance because obviously these organizations existed within their 
sovereign boundaries.  

You did not raise this question, I gather, with President Kaunda 
or Tanzanian Government then on the occasion of your visit? 

Ambassador DAVIS. No, sir, but, as I indicated, we certainly can 
look into it.  

Senator CLARK. Fine.  

'U.S. SUPPORT OF EFFORTS TO REACH NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT 

Now, another recommendation that was made, again is somewhat 
vague. this was yesterday-that the United States should support cur
rent efforts to reach a negotiated settlement of the Rhodesia problem.  
I gather from your statement today that the United States formally 
and publicly supports these efforts to reach a negotiated settlement 
of the Rhodesian problem. Is that what your statement says, in sub
stance? 

Ambassador DAvIS. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Is it your understanding that the President ex

pressed to President Kaunda support for the efforts he was making 
toward a negotiated settlement on the occasion of his visit here? 

Ambassador DAVis. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Has the United States made any informal response 

to the Dar-es-Salaam Declaration of the 0AU? 
Ambassador DAVIS. I am not aware of any public statement by the 

U.S. Government. but the general posture of the U.S. Government I 
think has been stated.  

U.S. DISCUSSIONS CONCERN ING SOUTH AFRICAN MILITARY PRESENCE 

IN RHODESIA 

Senator CLARK. As I understand it. one of the immediate barriers to 
a negotiated settlement appears to be the presence of South African 
military in Rhodesia.  

Has the United States said anything to the South African Govern
ment alout this? Have we discussed their military presence in Rho
desia. or would you consider that a wrong course for the United States 
to take? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I would like to, if you would allow me, to insert 
in the record what is the history of any discussions that we may have 
had with the South African Government on this particular question.  

Senator CLARK. Fine. I think that will be helpful.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

IissusSIONS WITH SOUTH AFP ICAN COVERNMENT ON PRESENCE OF SOUTH AFRICAN 
FORCES IN RHODESIA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

The presence of South Afrihan forces in Rhodesia has been the subject of a 
number of informal diseus,-4ios with South African officials, both here and in 
South Africa. Former Assistant Secretary Easum specifically raised this subject 
during his visit to South Africa last year.



U.S. STATEMENT CONCERNING MAJORITY RULE FOR RHODESIA 

Has the United States made a clear statement that the results of 
these negotiations should be majority rule for Rhodesia 

Ambassador DAVIS. This is certainly our position.  

Senator (LARK. It is your position clearly and you have stated it 
again this morning, as I understand it? 

Ambassador DAVIS. Yes.  

U.S. WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH GREAT BRITAIN ON RHODESIAN ISSUE 

Senator CLARK. Has the United States been working closely with 
Great Britain on the issue of Rhodesia? After all, they have a pri
mary responsibility here. Have we been discussing the problems and 
questions and working closely with the government of Great Britain? 

Ambassador DAvIS. We certainly support their efforts.  
Senator CLARK. Sir? 
Ambassador DAvis. We certainly support their effort,.  
Senator CLANK. Have you been working closely with them, con

sultin - with them? 
Ambassador DAvIS. Yes. we have consulted with them.  

U.S. ASSISTANCE IN TRANSITION FROM WHITE TO BLACK RULE 

Senator CLARK. Another recommmendation that was made, yeAer
day was that the United States should offer to give a-cistance inmak
ing the transition from white to black rule as successful as possible.  

As I recall, Professor Rotberg suggested that some of our most 
successful programs in Africa in the early 1960's were those that pro
vided educational and technical assistance to Africans assuming re
sponsibility for the government.  

Could you give us any more details on these prograns. Would such 
programs be helpful, in your judgment, in Zimbabwe? 

Ambassador DAVIS. Well. sir, if you were talking about programs 
outside of Rhodesia then this does to some degree overlap with the 
educational program we have talked about.  

NUMBERS OF PEOPLE IN EDUCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS REQUESTED 

Senator CLARK. I wonder if you might expand a little more in 
terms of number and amount of people we are talking about training 
in the educational programs? 

Ambassador DAVIs. At the present level one of my colleagues could 
help me.  

Guess I had better insert that in the record.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

EDiVCATIONA, PROGRAMS FOR RHODESIANS 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

There are two ongoing scholarship programs under which the United States 
provides educational and training opportunities for students from Southern 
Africa, including Rhodesians.  

The first, the Southern African Students Program (SASP) is funded by the 
Department's Bureau of Fdcwational and Cultural Affairs and administered by
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date have received university-level training in the United States-both at the 
graduate and undergraduate level.  

The program is currently operating at the level of 10 new students per year 
for post graduate training.  

The second program, the Southern African Refuge' Eduwati4n 'rogr.amn 
(SAREP) provide; training opportunities in Africa for up to 1i0 si tudello the 
secondary level and an additional 45 students at the post-.e.nlary level, invilud
ing vocational training. The program, formerly funded by AID is now funded by 
the Department's Office of Refugee and Migration Affairs and is administered by 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the African American 
Institute. To date some 300 Rhodesian students have been trained under this 
program.  

U.S. MI*LE IN MEDIATION AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONSULTATION 

Senator CLARK. Professor Hutchinson yesterday, as I understood 
his recommendation, said that the United States should become more 
involved in mediation and constitutional consultation in Rhodesia, 
while the other witnesse felt it was more appropriate for the United 
States to support the African countries already involved, such as 
Zambia and Tanzania and Botswana and Mozambique, and South 
Africa.  

What is your own judgment on this? Do you agree it ought to be 
operating through these other governments or

Ambassador DAVIS. I would tend to support the view that it is more 
useful for the United States to support Great Britain and others 
already involved in exerting constructive influence rather than to 
seek to mediate the question ourselves.  

Senator CLARK. Do you think we should not become as directhy in
volved? Do vou think we ought to supply support to the efforts that 
are being made there now? 

Ambassador DAVIs. I think we can be more useful giving support to 
those who, and in particular Great Britain, have a somewhat more 
direct responsibility.  

U.S. ROLE INSURING AGREEMENT BETWEEN ANC AND RHODESIAN 
GOVERNMENT 

Senator CLARK. What would you think of the argument that our 
government is really the only one in a position or strong enough to 
take a leading role in insuring in effect a decision which would be 
arrived at between the African nationalist movement and the African 
National Council and the Rhodesian Government-simply assuring 
them or insuring that any agreement that they might reach would be 
in effect carried out? 

I am not being very articulate. Do you understand what I am 
saying? 

Ambassador DAVIS. Well, at least I will try to answer, sir.  
Senator CLARK. All right.  
Ambassador D.\vis. The firt useful move that I thinkA we can take 

we have already discussed, which is to repeal the Byrd amendment 
and to return to a situation of full compliance with sanctions.  

As to the present status of the U.S. presence or more accurately 
absence in Rhodesia is, of course, we maintain no post there.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.
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Ambassador DAvIs. We essentially regard, as I have noted, the ter
ritory as a continuing dependency of Great Britain and, therefore, for 
us to kind of step into the middle of that situation would be, I think, 
a very considerable departure from the general posture that we have 
assumed.  

IDEOLOGICAL UNDERPINNING OF CERTAIN NATIONALISTS EFFECT ON U.S.  
ATTITUDE 

Senator CLARK. Let me ask you one other question that stems from 
Professor Hutchinson's recommendations in the discussion yesterday.  

H-V was concerned about what he called the "ideological underpin
nir-" of certain of the Rhodesian nationalists.  

Does such a concern in any way affect U.S. attitude toward these 
Zimba.ibwean nationalists groups? 

Ambassador DAVIS. I think we are gratified that the ANC does 
formally unite a number of movements in the territory of Zimbabwe 
or Rhodesia. If what he is suggesting is that we have a concern about 
ideological currents in those movements, the answer is, I think we can 
say with full confidence that we respect the leadership of the ANC.  
Tie head of it, as you know, is Bishop Muzorewa, a man, I think, who 
commands very great respect in the world.  

CASES INVOLVING U.S. VIOLATION OF INTERNATIONAL SANCTIONS 

Senator CIARK. Let me ask you just a few questions of a more 
specific nature. I am particularly interested in getting your judgment.  
Ambassador Buffum certainly should feel free to come hi on these 
quc tions as well if he can add any light to the problem.  

There have been a numnber of allegations that there are cases in 
which we have violated international sanctions against Rhodesia. One 
case is the export of a DC-8 aircraft now being used in Rhodesia. Are 
you familiar with that ? 

Am nbassador DAvis. Yes; I do know
Senator CLARK. 11oul you address yourself.  
Ambassador DAvis [conitinuing]. I know something of the history 

of that case which did occur some time ago. It was prior to the time 
in vhicl I had responsibilities in this area.  

Senator CL.ARK. Yes.  
' mbassador DAvis. The aircraft in question was sold to Gabon 

which subsequently leased it to Affretair, I think is the aircargo com
pany that was involved. At the time of the sale, we had adequate as
surances in terms of the use of the aircraft. Upon learning of the use 
that Affretair was making of the plane, the Department of Com
merce embargoed any export of equipment and spare parts for this 
aircraft, and that embargo remains in effect.  

Senator CLAnK. I understand there is another case which involves 
the :'port of three Boeing 720's and spare parts that are now being 
use,] by Air-Rhodesia.  

Do you know of that particular case and could you address your
self to it.  

Ambassador DAVIS. Well, perhaps my colleague.  
Do you know of the case?
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STATEMENT OF TEMPLE G. COLE, COUNTRY OFFICER FOR 
SOUTHERN RHODESIA 

Mr. COLE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Temple G. Cole. I am country 
officer for Southern Rhodesia. We will be very glad to furnish a com
plete record of the 720's sale and how they got to Air-Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. That would be very helpful.  
Mr. COLE. In general, at the time of the sale, as I recall-I will have 

to double check with the record-these planes were not sold to Air
Rhodesia. They were sold to a company in a European country which 
subsequently and without receiving permission of the Department of 
Commerce or the U.S. Government, sold the aircraft directly to the 
Rhodesian airline.  

Senator CLARK. Which European country? 
Mr. COLE. This is why I would like to double check before making 

a statement.  
Senator CLXRK. I think it would be helpful in each of these cases, 

I have a couple of others to ask about. If you would submit for the 
record at this point precisely what has happened in each of these 
cases and what our Government's reaction has been, whether we have 
gone back to the Government. the Government of Gabon and the Euro
pean government mentioned here-just exactly what is involved so we 
have it clearly on the record.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

SALE OF 720"s TO AIR RHODEsIA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

In April, 1973, Jet Aviation (Basel), a Swiss company, sold the 720 air'raft 
and related spare parts and equipment to Mr. Mervin Eyett. a Southern Rh,,
desian national who was the General Manager of Air Rhodesia but who had 
been posing as an agent representing a South African air charter firm.  

There is no conclusive evidence that at the time of the sale, Jet Aviation had 
been aware of Mr. Eyett's connection with Air Rhodesia.  

Nonetheless. it has been determined that in transferring the parts, the firm 
violated the U.S. export license issued for the export of these parts to Switzer
land. Accordingly the Department of Commerce moved to suspend the statimi 
license of Jet Aviation and of a related firm, Jet Aviation (Geneva) SA. Ally 
future application by these firms to buy U.S. products would have to be fully 
documented and would undergo careful scrutiny.  

Senator CLARK. The license to import Rhodesian currency in his per
sonal name, which lie used in fact to run an Air-Rhodesia office in New 
York.  

Do you know anything of that particular case? 
Mr. COLE. Yes. Mr. Cowley did have a license to use unblocked Rho

desian currency in this country for the Air-Rhodesia office. Mr. Cow
lev's license to use such funds was revoked, I believe, in May of 1974 
by the Department of Treasury after they determined that Mr. Cow
ley was misusing his license. The Air-Rhodesia office, run by Mr.  
Cowley, in fact was closed at that time.  

Senator CLARK. In fact, a regulation for bidding interline agree
ments between U.S. air carriers was promulgated in 1968 and not 
enforced until 1974. Do you know the explanation of that.  

Mr. COLE. I do know that in 1974 that upon indications that there 
had been violations of the interline agreement and that a number of
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travel agencies were booking tickets directly on Air-Rhodesia flights, 
the FAA [Federal Aviation Administration] made a specific attempt, 
and I believe it was a successful attempt, to notify all airlines that 
were operating in the United States and all U.S. travel agencies of 
the fact that these regulations were in existence. They reiterated their 
intentions to enforce them rigidly, and to my knowledge since that 
time there has been no violation of the FAA regulations.  

I do know in any case where there is a suspected or reported viola
tion that the FAA makes a very thorough investigation of it, sir.  

Senator CLARK. More specifically, why was not the special Federal 
Aviation regulation 21, which prohibits interline agreements with Air
Rhodesia, not enforced until 1974? 

Mr. COLE. I believe the answer to that is the knowledge or the indi
catioii: that there were violations of that specific regulation did not 
come to the atten)tion of the authorities until 1974, at which point 
FAA moved rapidly and quickly to plug the loophole.  

Senator (r.nK. It, first came to their attention in 1974? 
Mr. COLE.. This is my understanding.  
Sc-nator CLARK. Are there any existing interline agreements be

tween the U.S. tirlines and Air-Pthodesia? 
Mr. CoLr. N,,v'e that, we are aware of; no, sir.  
Sen.'or ('LArK. YoU indicated that Mr. Cowleys licenses to import 

Rhodesian currencv has been rescinded? 
MV. COLE. Yes, sir, has been revoked by the Department of the 

Treasury.  
Sonator (CL, r. On the question of tho 7-20 's anl spae parts, we 

would like to have for the record whether or not there was any indi
cation that the Boeing Co. was aware when it sold the spare parts that 
the 7z2 )'s were being sold to Rhodesia. whetber or not. our Government 
taled with Boeing about that, whether in fact they were deceived or 
whether they know about it, and if they knew about it, what kind of 
penalties or action our Government has taken with regard to Boeing 
Co.  

,fr. CoLF.. We will supply that.  
Senator CLARK. Will you supply that for the record? 
Mr. COLE. Certainly.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

BOEING COMPANY'S KNOWLEDGE OF SALE OF 720'S TO AIR RHiODESIA 

(Supplied by Department of State] 
There is no evidon,.e whi.h would suggest that the Boeing Company knew 

of or was in anyway involved in the sale of the 720's or spare parts to Air 
Rhodesia.  

Senator CL.\RK. Senator Biden.  
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
I apologize. gentlemen, for beingr late and not hearing your testi

mony. I have had an opp)ortunity to go over your written statements, 
and I may tread on some questions that have already been asked. If in 
fact I do, please indicate, and I will read it in the record rather than 
having you repeat yourselves.



U.S. ASSISTANCE TO MOZAMBIQUE TO COMPLY WITH RHODESIAN SANCTIONS 

Yesterday we heard testimony, as you probably are aware, from 
three professors who in various degrees indicated a position which I 
think is consistent with that of the State Department. They said it is 
in our best interest and in the best interest of Rhodesiat from our 
standpoint that there be an accommodation and majority rule concept 
in Rhodesia. Some of the suggestions that were made in order to help 
acconnodate that end were some. things I would like to question you 
about, Mr. Secretary, as I recall from the testimony, they said, Mo
zambique should be encouraged and maybe even reimbursed to close 
off its borders and prevent any material from crossing into Rhodesia.  
Apparently, this would work some hardship on Mozambique, and 
there was talk about means by which Mozambique would be reim
bursed for that effort.  

What is the feeling of your Department with regard to that and 
should the United States be taking any action with regard to en
couraging Mozambique to do that? 

Ambassador DAVIS. Well, sir, this has lbeen the subject of some ex
change between the chairman and myself. Briefly, as to the probabil
ity of a U.N. fund to compensate Mozamtbique, the U.N. has not yet 
been seized with the question. To date, so far as I know, neither the 
Governnmnt of Mozambique noj' other interested friendly govern
meres, s. hi a ', ritish Commonwealth governments, have carried this 
que-tion to the U nited Nations.  

*Vat has occurrerl. if I r(,member tho sequenee. is that the British 
Commonwealth continues attendin gthe Kin,-ston Conference indicated 
a desire to be helpful to Mozambique and that a number gave indica
tions they would be prepared to give support to Mozambique in light 
of Mozambique's situation.  

The U.S. Government has also said, and President Ford indicated 
this publicly in his White House toast at the time of Kuanda's visit 
here. that not only do we welcome Mozambique's independence, we 
stand ready to give assistance to the Government of Mozambique. Per
haps the difference between the position of some of the British Com
monwealth countries and the position of the. U.S. Governmnent is that 
they have more directly tied this desire to be helpful to the Govern
ment of Mozambique to the sanctions question while the position of 
the U.S. Government has been essentially an expression of willingness 
to he helpful to Mozambique in a more general context.  

Senator BIDEN. Thank you.  

U.S. CONTRIBUTION TO EDUCATION AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Ambassador Buffum, if my memory serves me correctly, there is a 
fund to supply money for aid for education in southern Africa. I think 
that the IUnited States, within t he U.N., if I am not mistaken, could 
contribute. I think the Tnited States has not contributed to that fund 
in the last 4 or 5 years. I may be, mistaken about that.  

First of all, do you know whether or not we have contributed to 
that in the last 5 years.
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Ambassador BuFFum. I would need to cheek the record, Senator.  
Without benefit of having done that it is my impression we have been 
contributing until quite recently, at any rate, at a level of something 
like $50.000 a year. But I will provide that for the record.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

U.S. CONTRIBUTIONs TO U.N. FUNDS FOR SOITIERx AFRICA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

In 1974, the United States contributed $50,000 to the U.N. Fund for Namibia.  
This fund was established by the General As sembly to provide assistance to 
Namibians and to finance educational and training programs to enable Namihians 
to assume future administrative responsibilities in their territory. In 1975, the 
United States contributed $50.000 to the U.N. Educational and Training Program 
for Southern Africa (UNETPSA). The United Nations General Assembly estab
lished UNETPSA to provide assistance for education and vocational training 
to students from the minority ruled territories of Africa denied educational 
opportunity in their own country. Both of the above funds sponsor training 
conducted outside the minority-ruled countries.  

Senator BmEN. Assuming that we are not-maybe you cannot an
swer this-in light of recent developments do you not think maybe we 
should begin again contributing to this fund? 

Ambassador BUFF:UM. I would certainly agree that with the very 
rapid evolution of developments in southern Africa circumstances 
would indeed warrant a review of our attitude toward such a program.  

CHINESE, SOVIET INVOLvE--MENT IN ARMING BLACK INSURGENCY GROUPS 

Senator BIDEN. One question I raised yesterday and it may seem 
off the wall, I have no substantiation other than a few verbal state
ments made to me outside of this hearing and, Mr. Secretary. Am
bassador, whichever member would like to respond I would appreciate 
it if you would respond. There has been some talk that some of the 
black insurgency groups within Rhodesia and outside of Rhodosia, 
have been supplied, particularly Zanu, with weapons and material by 
Peking and Moscow. I do not know whether that is off the wall or 
whether there is any verification of that. If there is any verification 
of that is there any evidence of any deeper involvement from Moscow 
and/or Peking in any of the movements that have been discussed here? 

Ambassador DAVIS. What I would like to do is to check as to whether 
we have any information in this regard and insert it in the record, sir, 
if we can give you any information that is accurate regarding this 
question thalt you raised.  

Senator BIDEN. I would appreciate that very much. As I said. there 
may be no substance to it at all. I do not know.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

SOVIET AND CHINESE INVOLVEMENT IN I:-ODESIAN LIBERATION MOOVEMENTS 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

There are indications that the Rhodesian liheration movementq have, in fact, 
reived Soviet and Chinese military equipment-snpplied largely through the 
Liberation Committee of the OAU [Organization of African Unity]. It should 
be noted that the mere acceptance of such Pquipment dloes not automatically 
also imply the acc'epance of any particular ideology.
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RHODESIAN ARMED FORCES STRENGTH TO WAGE ANTI-TERRORIST OPERATIONS 

Prime Minister Smith told Parliament, apparently on June 3, 
That unless some genuine indication is received in the very near future from 

the INC of a decision to make a ceasefire effective, antiterrorist operations will 
be pursued until Rhodesia is rid of this curse.  

How effective do you think Rhodesia's armed forces are in carrying 
out this promise? Do they have strength enough where they could in 
fact wage antiterrorist operations and rid Rhodesia of the curse, as 
the Prime Minister allegedly has stated.  

Ambassador DAVIS. Well, I would say in this regard that there is, 
of course, one I think very important element in this and that is that 
less than five percent of thie population of that territory consists of 
the whites who support or who are the principal element constitutin,,g 
the Ian Smith regime, and so you do have a situation in which the very 
overwhelming majority of the people of that territory is black.  

You also have a situation where you have recently emerged the 
independent state of Mozambique which has, if I remember correctly, 
something like a 700-mile common border with the territory of 
Rhodesia. That is, I would say, an element that the leaders of the 
Ian Smith regime would have to take into account in any effort of the 
kind that you des.ribed. I suppose what I am saying is that I am 
somewhat skeptical that what you describe is really very likely to 
happen.  

RENEWAL OF SOUTH AFRICAN GUERRILLA WARFARE ALONG ZAMBEZI RIVER 

Senator BIDEN. Do you have any information or could you give me 
an opinion as to whether or not you think South Africa is likely to 
be drawn into a renewal of guerrilla warfare along the Zambezi River .  
There was talk yesterday that it is not very much in the interest of 
South Africa now. South Africa has apparently soft-pedaled its sup
port for the Smith regime. Smith has sort of lost his ability to go over 
the heads of the South African leadership and appeal directly to the 
South African population. There was discussion about that.  

Does the Department have any feeling or information about that? 
Ambassador DAViS. Well, I think in recent times the Government of 

South Africa has played a role that is constructive in terms of being 
among those countries that have been working to encourage a peaceful 
settlement. South Africa's contribution has been to influence the Ian 
Smith regime toward negotiations, just as Presidents Kaunda and 
Nyerere have played a highly constructive role in influencing the lead
ership of Zimbabwe-the black leadership in that territory

Senator BIDEN. I do not have any further questions, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you very much, Senator Biden.  
I would like to ask just two or three more questions. Then I am going 

to summarize as best I can Lockwood's testimony and give you 8 or 1) 
sentences of it and ask you to comment generally on it.

60-619-76-14
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STATE DEPARTMENT VIEW CONCERNING LUSAKA MANIFESTO 

First, I wondered does the Department of State still believe that 
the Lusaka Manifesto speaks to peaceful solution rather than violent 
means to the Rhodesia problem? 

Anbass adlor D.\vis. Well, if I could, if I could put it in a broader 
coirtext, I think that the view of the Department is that the African 
community is supporting the efforts on a number of sides to reach 
a ne otiated solution. I think that the view of the African commu
nity, as I understand it, is essentially that they believe it is worth
while to try to achieve a negotiated solution. They also make it clear 
that the alternative in their view is violence.  

U.S. CORPORATIONS ACTIVELY OPERATING IN RHODESIA 

,Snator ('LARK. A question along a somewhat different line. What 
U.S corporations are still active in Rhodesia? Do you know anything 
about them ? What their net work is Are they there legally, in your 
judgment 

Ambassador DAVIS. Perhaps Mr. Cole can help me on that one too.  
If you do want a rundown on U.S. corporations and their assets 

and ,', on perhaps I could submit it for the record.  
S(eator CLArK. That would be very helpful.  
[The information referred to follows :] 

HOLDINGS AND ACTIVITIES OF U.S. CORPORATIONS IN RHODESIA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

There are no V.S. companies now operating. At the time of the Rhodesian 
Ur'r [Unilateral Declaration of Independence] in 1965, it was estimated that 
U.S. investment in Rhodesia amounted to some $55 million--concentrated largely 
in mining activity and minerals holdings. There has been no further invest
ment since sanctions were instituted and there has been no repatriation of 
other capital or profits. The operations of these concerns have been assumed 
by the Rhodesians.  

, AT.TE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON AR. LOCKWOOD'S TESTIMONY 

Last, let me read to you various sentences from the testimony of 
Mr. Lockwood who is gong to be testifying after you leave, and that 
is why I want to get your comments. I am particularly interested in 
trviii to get the Government's comments and response to proposals 
that are being put forward. I will just quote these verbatim. I would 
like to have separate responses on all of them, but I think time does 
not permit. I think I can give the thrust of what he is saying by doing 
it in this way.  

"Rhodesia is not a country to which the Secretary of State has for
bidden Americans to travel," or again, "The Treasury and Commerce 
Departments have not stopped innumerable, apparently, illegal tour 
bookings to Rhodesia." 

Do you want to comment on these individually? I will be happy to 
supply them, and you can do that for the record ? I want to get some 
oral response first.  

Do you have copies of this before you? I did not realize that.
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Ambassador DAVIS. No; I do not.  
Senator CLARK [reading]. "The Treasury Department has not acted 

against American hotels and tourist businesses which allow their 
trademarks and names to advance the interests of the Rhodesian tour
ist industry." 

Or again, "Any American tourist can cash American Express checks 
in Rhodesia, use his or her Diners Club card or American Express 
card, a practice to which the Treasury Department has turned a 
blind eve." Again, "Notwithstanding Section 5 (a) and (b) of Security Coun
cil lesolution 2.,3, the State Department has not consistently refused 
visas to known agents of Rhodesian business, including tourism." 

Again, "Perhaps the most dangerous and damning instance of U.S.  
laxitv is the ease with which Rhodesia has been able to recruit mer
cen:iies in this country." 

Perhaps it is difficult to summarize. I am going to let you try to 
handle those as best you can and see what happens. I think if that is 
na( satisfactory, we would appreciate having your written responses 
to this.  

Ambassador DAvis. Well, these came a little fast but I think I will 
perhaps try to address two or three of them and then I think that it 
would be a good idea for us to insert in the record 

Senator CLARK. Good.  
Ambassador DAviS [continuing]. A svstematic response to these 

questions.  
S 'nator CLARK. Good.  
Ambassador D.vis. In terms of travel, my understanding is that 

Rhodesia stands in the same status of countries like North Korea and 
certain others in which it has been the historical practices of the U.S.  
Government to discourage travel, and my understanding in all of these 
cas(s at this point is as a result, I believe, of a Supreme Court decision 
the authority of the Department of State to prohibit travel to these 
areas was withdrawn and the result is that the United States is not in 
tl.i position to enforce the restrictions in t.S. passports against travel 
to s uh areas of the world.  

Senator CLARK. Forbidden by a court decision of the Supreme 
Court .  

Ambassador D.wis. I believe the power of the Department to restrict 
passports and not permit travel to areas of the world-Albania and 
there were a number of others-that this had been the practice of the 
Department and that this authority was overturned by, as I say, my 
understanding is of a Supreme Court decision, and so that this is, I 
think, the backg'round of the ability of the American citizens to travel 
to Rhodesia if they wish.  

We certainly do discourage travel to Rhodesia.  
The other question, which pirhaps because it is of particular recent 

interest in the press, is this question of the so-called mercenaries. It 
might be useful to say where that stands now. First, we are looking 
into this matter very closely to determine whether there has been a vio
lation of U.S. law, and among the relevant laws the Foreign Agent 
Registration Act. Foreign Service Enlistments Act, and, of course, the 
Rhodesian sanctions regulation.
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We understanl that the organization in Colorado that was allegedly 
involved has indicatedl that it was no longer recruitilg. I Should add 
that any U.S. citizen who joins the armed forces of another country 
runs the possible risk of criminal posecution under the Foreign Service 
Enlistments Act. Tl is act subjects lose violating it to prison terms up 
to 3 years and fines up to $ 1,000.  

I believe also that we do not presently have evidence of any Amer
ican citizens actually serving in the Rhodesian forces.  

Senator ('LARK. lilaVe you attempted to gather that evidence? 
Ambassador DAvis. Yes; we have tried to look into it and we do not 

presently have evidence of American citizens who are doing so. If 
there is anyone who does have such evidence we would be happy to 
have it.  

Senator CLARK. IVhat about Brown? Was he actively seeking mer
cenaries, in your judginent, from your investigation 

Ambassador DAvis. Well I think, of course, this does involve us in 
a question of law and as I say we are very actively looking into the 
question of whether violations of law occurred.  

Senator CLARK. If violations occurred, do you intend to pursue that? 
Ambassador D-vls. Yes.  
Senator CLXRK. Any other comments on any other parts you care to 

make at this point ? 
Ambassador DAvIs. To some degree I think we covered the illegal 

booking question, if I understand the thrust of it.  
Senator CLARK. The thrust of the other t wo quest ions dealt with the 

Treasury Department.  
Ambassador DAvis. Yes. To be. honest, I simply do not know if yon 

can take a Diners (ard and process whatever it is through regular 
international channels, and certainly we will look into it and supply 
and answer for the record.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

FRANCHISE OPERATIONS AND USE OF CREDIT CARDS IX RHODESIA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

It should be emphasized that the so-called American franchise operations in 
Southern Rhodesia, such as Holiday Inn, are not franchises of the Amierican 
companies of the same name. Instead they are subsidiaries of wholly-owned South 
African companies. InI this regard the transfer of goods or funds for, investment 
from the United States to these operations in Rhodesia is not permitted.  

Insofar as the use of credit cards and travelers' checks are concerned, the 
Department of Treasury takes the positioni that since lrivate American citizt-ns 
are able to travel to Rhodesia, it would not be ap)pIo)riate to p)rohihit the transfer 
of funds for their maintenance while there. lowever. the Treasury )epartment 
does prohibit the issuance of American travelers' checks by Rhodesian banks for 
use by Rhodesian citizens and residents outside of Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much, both Ambassador Davis and 
Ambassador Buffum. If we have further questions, we will submit 
those in writing. 1e will be glad to review the material you submit 
for the record and appreciate your taking the morning to come here.  
*We will probably, Ambassador Davis. ask von to come back with re
gard to our hearing on Angola which has been postponed because of 
the activity on the floor. I see they have been rescheduled for Monday 
morning at, 9:30, July 14. Then again later as we continue this series 
of hearings on Sout h Africa we will look forward to seeing you here.  

Ambassador Dx) is. Yes.
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WITNESS 

Senator CLARK. AVe are going to hear next from Edgar Lockwood, 
from the Washington Office on Africa and lastly from E. F. Andrews, 
vice president of materials and services, AlleAheny Ludlum Indus
tries in Pittsburgh.  

Mr. Lockwood, I am sorry that time will allow us only to take 10 
or 15 minutes in the opening statement. Whatever you want to sum
marize I would be happy to hear your responses to the Assistant Sec
retary's comments or whatever you would like to cover in an opening 
statement, then we will have time for questions.  

STATEMENT OF EDGAR LOCKWOOD, DIRECTOR OF THE 
WASHINGTON OFFICE ON AFRICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.  

Mr. LoCKWOOD. I will just hit the high spots. I think some of the 
things I have touched on in the written statement have already been 
covered.  

I appreciate very much this opportunity to meet and present our 
views on what the United States should do to encourage political 
progress in Rhodesia.  

We have been very impressed, Mr. Chairman, with the earlier hear
ings before the subcommittee and with your own perceptive and deci
sive stand on African policy questions since you have accepted the 
chairmanship of this subcommittee.  

In 1975 marks perhaps the last moment in which the United States 
can demonstrate by action rather than merely lip service that we 
support majority rule. As majority rule comes closer to reality in 
Rhodesia, and as it now becomes clearly evident that the minority 
reiime is both doomed and morally bankrupt, the opportunity for 
the United States to reestablish its credibility will last for only a little 
time longer.  

For at least 5 vea rs the United States has pursued a double-faced 
poliv toward Rhodesia-openly claiming to support the demand of 
the 9 ' percent African population for majority rule but covertly 
giving a steady stream of material and psychological support to the 
ille(itinate minority regime.  

I will not touch at the moment on the situation in Rhodesia, which 
has been covered before very thoroughly. In the main, I agree with the 
assessment of the situation by other witnesses and your own statement.  

AFRICAN POrU-LATION RESPONSE TO GUERRILLA M1OVEM1'ENTS, ARM1ED 

LIBERATION STRUGGLE 

I would like, however. to touch on the question that Senator Biden 
raised yesterday in regard to how the African population is respond
in- to tihe lerrilla movements and to the liberation armed struggle.  

One of the factors involved is the repressive measures taken by the 
Phtode.:ian regime to put people in what are callkd protective villages.  
These are similar to the "aldeamentos" in Mozambique, similar to the 
so-called strategic hamlets in Vietnam. I would like to read from a 
Catholic document which was brought back by Dean Clinton Bam
burger earlier this year when he went out as an observer to the Sithole 
detention trial-so-called trial.
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Here is the conclusion of the report by the Catholic commission about 
these villages: 

The reports here presented reenforce each other in that all stress the major 
problems. The general impact is one of great dissatisfaction and unhappiness 
which is apparently exacerbated by the government's claim that the move into 
the protective villages has been in their interest and that they are happy to 
have been moved to safety. Many of the people who spoke distrust the security 
forces and many, in fact, look to the guerrillas as their liberators. To the people 
of Chiweshe, what the government regards as "security" is regarded by many 
as simply another collective punishment following on that of the collective 
cattle fines.  

The immediate feeling, which during the last three years the events in Chiweshe 
have had on the people, is a great intensification of political awareness, and this 
includes women as well as men. In fact, a spirit of resistance is discernible in the 
tribal trust lands.  

Then, in another quotation. "that the government plans to put other 
tribal trust lands in the north and east of this country also into pro
tective villages. This could necessitate the resettling of some 2 million 
people".  

I think when we are t alkin, about the current situation we should 
not. ignore this particular question of protective villages.  

I31PROVING U.S. POLICY REGARDING IM1PLEMENTATION OF SANCTIONS 

Let me go on to American policy.  
Evidence offered by the 1969 National Security Study Memorandum 

39 suggests the United States has indeed intentionally weakened its 
implementation of sanctions while trying to maintain a good image 
for the benefit of black African states and United States critics.  

What could the U-nited States do now to improve its Rhodesian 
poli.y ? AVe already touched on the Question of the Byrd amendment, 
which is a statutory legal violation. It is unique as far as the interna
tional communitv is concerned.  

I believe that if the administration sincerely wanted to repeal the 
Byrd amendment, it could indeed accomplish this in a space of a few 
months.  

Second. as you, Mr. Chairman, have recommended, the United 
States should contribute to some multilateral fund to compensate 
Mozambique for the loss of revenues incident to the cutting off of 
Rhodesian trade.  

Third. the Congress should examine the administration of the sanc
tions to determine what needs to be done to create a unified, energetic.  
and effective program of implementation. Our implementation of the 
sanctions program has been lethargic. In effect, it has been passive at 
best and such action as has taken place has been as a result of the 
citizen pressure rather than administrative initiative.  

I would like to mention several examples: Testifying recently in 
support of the Byrd amendment repeal, Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury David R. MacDonald stated that an amendment in the bill 
calling for certification of the orirrin of thir,,d-country steel mill prod
ucts would lead to a "suspension of imports" and he said, "the problem 
would be increased, if, as seems likely, we were also compelled to sus
pend imports of ferrochrome from these same countries." 

Secretary MacDonald's statements on ferrochrome imports run 
counter to the Treasury Department's own regulations issued to im-
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plement the sanctions program in 1968. Subsection 530.201 of the 
Regulations, prohibits "the importation into the United States of 
ferrochrome produced in any country from chromium ore or concen
trates of Southern Rhodesian origin." 

Enactment of the Byrd amendment suspended the effect of this 
regulation but the result of repealing the amendment, with or with
out this provision that Mr. MacDonald was commenting upon, would 
be to restore that provision.  

So we have to ask if the administration intends to overrule or to 
ignore these regulations.  

Next to minerals one of the most important foreign exchange earn
ings for Rhodesia, possibly the second most important, is tourism.  
U.S. tourists are 20 percent of Rhodesia's tourist trade and this influx 
nets Rhodesia $16.3 million per year.  

The text of the Security Council Resolution 253 of 1968 specifically 
calls on States to prevent nationals from supplying funds or other 
financial or economic resources to tourist enterprises, among other 
things. Notwithstanding these very clear provisions, the United States 
allows a flourishing tourist trade to go on. The Treasury and Com
merce Departments have not stopped innumerable apparently illegal 
tour bookings to Rhodesia.  

The Federal Aviation Agency has directed all U.S. airlines to dis
continue making bookings on Air Rhodesia through interline agree
ments but steps are now being taken to evade these regulations.  

At a secret meeting of the IT.S. travel agents held on March 2)3 of 
this year at. the Gotham Hotel in New York City, Mr. Traves Nettleton, who is manager of United Touring Co.. a Rhodesian corporation, 
representing all Rhodesian tourism, openly advocated the -vasion 
of the sanctions by fraudulently marking t.ickets. One travel agent 
present told those in attendance that he had been amazed at how easy 
it was to get licenses from the Treasury for group tours.  

There is not even a color of justification necessary under the 
humanitarian exceptions.  

The Treasury Department has not acted against American hotels 
and tourist businesses which allow their trademarks and names to 
advance the interests of the tourist industry.  

In December 1973, Rhodesia's first Holiday Inn opened in Bula
wayo. According to Tourama of October 1973, a 10-person Holiday Inn 
sales team was in Rhodesia. for a sales blitz in September. The man
agement underwent a 3-week training course at the Holiday Inn 
University at Memphis, Tenn., which is required of all Holiday Inn 
managers.  

The Holiday Inn at Bulawayo is listed in the May-September 1975 
official Holiday Inn Directory. But the Treasury Department takes 
the position tlat it, is legally 'impossible to stop this practice because 
it is only a franchise operation.  

Any American tourist can cash American Express checks, as I have 
said, or use his or her Diners Club card or American Express card.  
The Treasury licenses for these things have been generously given 
and when the licenses are violated, as in the case of Renton Cowley, 
there have been no prosecutions.  

I would be glad to submit an exchange of letters, for example, 
between the Center of Social Action of the United Church of Christ,
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whih submitted massive documentation in regard to Mr. Cowley's 
activities to the Treasuiry Department, and those documents which 
came from Air Rhodesia which establish that in fact there has been 
political influence used, including a Senator of the United States, 
apparently, in seeing to it that the license for Mr. Cowley was rather 
loosely ,,iven and that in fact he was able to obtain a rather easy hear
ing from the Treasuiry Department.  

Senator CLAr K. We would be interested in anything of that kind 
for the record that you might be prepared to submit.  

Mr. LOCKWOOD. I would be glad to supply those documents.  
[Cnommittee staff note. At time of publication the material requested 

had not been received.] 
Xotw.ithstanding section 5 (a) and (b) of Security Council Resolu

tion 5c, the State Department has not consistently refused visas to 
known a ents of Rhodesian business, including tourism. How is it 
possible that Mr. Traves Nettleton, whom the. State Department knows 
to be a principal agent of Rhodesia's tourist industry. was allowed to 
enter the United States to make his pitch in New York for breaking 
salnctions in March of this year? All entry points should have a list 
of known agents of Rhodesian businesses and they should be pro
hibited entry.  

We have gone through the case you have mentioned. the case of 
Air Rhodesia in re,ard to the Boeing 72,'s. I could say it was Mr.  
('arl Hirschmann. a Swiss banker, who has larg'e business interests in 
Europe, Africa. and the United States, who acted as middleman.  
Hlirchmann had obtained U.q. export licenses in 1970 for the pur
chase of these plane.c, and in 1973 for spare parts worth over $500,000.  
These licenses contained a standard clause that the U.S. Government 
nmst. authorize all resales. The United States did not consent to the 
resle, but, little or nothing has been done to either prosecute Hirsch
mann. or indeed to prevent him from making sales again.  

V6, have mentioned the DC-S. I think we should also mention that 
apparently another DC-S, has been sold to Gabon, notwithstanding 
the fact Gabon. who had alreadv violated the previous ag-eement 
refrarding the first DC-S, was allowed another one to be sent to the 
P: ,"ient of Gabon. supposedly for his personal use.  

Perhaps we should mention Mr. Brown's activity. I welcome the 
stateiient of Secretarv Davis and of the State Department generally 
that they are prepared to look toward i prosecution of Mr. Brown.  
I think the evidence suggests his a,-tivities are illegal on several 
grounds.  

We. believe the United States should shut down all operations in 
t is country which promote Rhodesia. and I think in this connection 
it is , cryinL share that it is the only contry in the world where 
tle Rhodesian Information Office is allowed to operate.  

Furthermore, the United States allows the "Journal of Commerce" 
to continue to publish advertisements which promote activities which 
are clearly in violation of sanctions; namely, investment and business 
de;l, I .gs with Rhodesia.  

Senator CLARK. I am a little unclear on that point. The "Journal 
of

Mr. LocKwoor,. The "Journal of Commerce" is ,t journal in New 
York City and there have been advertisements in that journal which
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promote doing business with Rhodesia.. The administration has in effect 
said that it is true that if the advertisements were responded to, there 
would be a violation of the law, but there is nothing wrong with such 
advertisements, that they are not illegal per se.  

Senator CLARK. What do you mean by responded to? I am not quite 
sure I understand that.  

Mr. LOCKWOOD. When the question was raised, for example, in the 
Carnegie Endowment study of 1973-1 have a copy of it here-as to 
the activities of the "Journal of Commerce," they g, into that que. ion 
of what promotion is. In other words, as I undeistand the sanctions 
regulations, you are not supposed to promote illegal dealings with 
Rhodesia, and specifically the provision of economic resources, invest
ment funds, and this sort of thing.  

The advertisements did do that. 1-ut you take a narrow view of what 
a promotion is and say, "Well, that is not really a promotion, it is just 
an advertisement. It has to be something like a contractual deal.- That 
is the position, as I understand it.  

Senator CLARK. I see. I think I will let you go ahead and finish your 
statement before I start questions.  

Mr. LOCKWOOD. In short,, the United States has done only a very bare 
minimum to enforce even those ,-,nctions which still exist. It has gen
erally not acted unless and until it has been forced to do so through 
alert citizen action. Congress should not let its hands b( tied] by a lmin
istration inaction, and indeed we think the Congress can do nmch 1 , 
conducting a rigorous examination of sanctions enforcement and by, 
acting to close loopholes in legislation.  

I think the examination has been very useful this morning, precisely 
the sort of questions that you are asking.  

No one much likes sanctions but they are an alternative to war and 
their success or failure may mean the success or failure of the United 
Nations. Certainly this country is in no position to cast stones at devel
oping nations for hypocrisy and double-dealing when it has achieved 
an unenviable record of repudiating, openly or covertly, its conmit
ments to international law to serve the commercial advanta,,Tc' of a 
few companies. To argue that honesty is better than hypocrisy begs the 
central question.  

Are we prepared to oppose massive racial discrimination, racism 
solidified into political structure, by implementing sanctions desi(-qled 
to attack that problem by means short of war? If we are not prepared 
to exert the effort to make them work, then we can expect to find that 
Africans will draw the conclusion that in the end nothing counts with 
us but money and profit.  

'U.S. CREDENTIALS TO INTERVENE IN SETTLE-MENT TALKS 

Given the record of sanction compliance which we and other- have 
outlined, we do not think that the United States has any good offices to 
offer in assistance to the Rhodesian negotiations. It would seem to be 
disqualified from acting as a neutral referee.  

At the present time there seems to be no prospect that the Zimbabwe 
African National Union is prepared to take part in settlement talks.  
Without ZANU involvement, no meaningful settlement can possibly
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be !-(.ahed, we believe. So the question is also moot, even if this country 
had the credentials to intervene.  

(learly, we would be in no position to do so unless all parties, includ
ing ZANU, wanted it.  

On the other hand, as our bicentennial draws near, we can renew our 
s-trength not only as a people who revolted against a colonial power as 
Rhodesia has done, but as a, people who have struggled also to rid our 
land ,f racism and to establish equality.  

To, the extent that we show the people of black Africa that we under
stand and share their struggle against racism, against colonial domina
tion. we will have an opportunity to share in the economic resources of 
that continent and to c-reate a network of mutually supportive relatiofi
ships with the emerging nations.  

To the extent that we do not, we shall find ourselves outvoted at the 
United Nations on issues that concern this country, and denied access 
to African resources and markets, including those of Rhodesia where 
,,iaj,itv rule is an inevitable reality. Rhodesia is a test case for our 
intentions.  

Thank you very much.  
[Mr. Lockwood's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDGAR LOCKWOOD 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much this opportunity to present our views 
on what the United States should do to encourage political progress in Rhodesia.  

Since the establishment of the Washington Office on Africa in the fall of 
1972. we have devoted much of our efforts to working with sympathetic members 
of (ongress and citizens across the country to improve United States policy 
toward Rhodesia and specifically to repeal the Byrd Amendment, which three
and-a-half years ago created a statutory violation of this country's treaty 
obligation to comply with the United Nations sanctions program. So we are 
pleased to participate in hearings on southern Africa and especially this one 
on Rho'desia.  

Mr. Chairman. I have been very impressed with the earlier hearings before 
this Subcommittee, and with your perceptive and decisive stand on African 
policy questions since you accepted the chairmanship of the African Affairs 
Subcommittee. We appreciate your courageous vote against the nomination of 
Nathaniel Davis as Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, which 
reflected your responsiveness to the views of African leaders and many Ameri

cans concerned about United States policy toward Africa. Your statement on 
U.S. policy toward Mozambique on June 25 showed an awareness of and a 
szensitivity to the requirements for a new turn in our relations with African 
stateq.  

1975 marks perhaps the last moment in which the United States can demon
strate that it supports majority rule in Rhodesia by action rather than by mere 
lip sorvice. As majority rule comes closer to reality in Rhodesia, as it now 
becomes clearly evident that the minority regime is doomed as well as morally 
bankrupt, the opportunity for the United States to re-establish its credibility 
will last for only a little time longpr.  

For at least five years. the United States has pursued a double-faced policy 
toward Rhodesia-openly claiming to support the demand for the 96% African 
population for majority rule but covertly giving a steady stream of material 
and p-ychological support to the illegitiinate minority regime. This hypocritical 
policy was based on the view that the United States could balance irreconcilable 
Interests in an area, since white rule and African aspiration for political rights 
were at a stand-off. Now, decisive changes have come to southern Africa. and 
there is no question that the United States has to choose on which side it will 
stand: with the oppressed majority or the illegitimate minority.  

During the last year. a dramatic shift In the power relations in southern 
Africa has demonstrated that majority rule will soon come to Rhodesia. After 
twelve years of protracted fighting. Portugal opened negotiations with the libera-
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tion movements in 1974 and provisional governments were established in Mozam

bique and Angola. Mozambique, with which Rhodesia shares it 700-mile eastern 

border, became independent on June 25; Angola, to the west of Rhodesia, will 

follow on November 11.  
When Portuguese colonialism collapsed, black Rhodesians began to demand 

with new intensity: "If Africans in Mozambique and Angola have succeeded 
in gaining independence, why shouldn't we?" 

Indepedent Mozambique represents concrete as well as psychological support 

for the struggle in Rhodesia. Independent Mozambique has pledged to cut off 
Rhodesias' sanctions-breaking traffic through Beira and Lourenco Marques if it 
can get financial assistance to compensate for the loss of revenue from Rhodesian 
trade.  

Furthermore, Prime Minister Vorster of South Africa has recognized that the 
new situation demands that Rhodesia grant majority rule soon. To consolidate 
its own position, South Africa seems prepared to withdraw its para-military 
forces from Rhodesia and to lessen its economic support if the Rhodesian Front 
regime remains recalcitrant. It was South Africa which forced Smith to open 
negotiations with African nationalists in December. When the Rhodesian Front 
regime detained and "tried" the President of the Zimbabwe African National 
Union, the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole, in March, it was again South African 
pressure which forced Smith to release him so that he might attend the crucial 
Organization of African Unity meeting held at Dar es Salaam on April 10.  

Meanwhile, the African nationalist groups of Zimbabwe have been working to 
achieve a united front. On December 17, the four major movements (ZANU, 
ZAPU. FROLIZI and ANC) signed a declaration of unity that they would 
Qtruggle together for the total liberation of their country. While there have 
been many setbacks, caused mostly by the recalcitrance of the Smith regime, there 
has been undeniable progress toward a political settlement in Rhodesia over 
the last seven months. Soon there may be a constitutional conference to try to 
work out an acceptable path to majority rule. If peaceful negotiations are 
blocked, however, the African nationalists will intensify their armed struggle, 
with new unity and ,trength. and with increased support from independent 
African countries. Whatever path it takes, political change and true independence 
will come soon to Zimbabwe, and the United States will stand accountable for its 
past support for the minority regime.  

I wish I could say that America's two-faced policy tmr-'d Rhodesia has 
been the result of administrative oversight or political laxity lY a few American 
officialq. But evidence offered by the 1969 National Security Study Memorandum 
39 (NSSM 39) tells a different story: that the U.S. Administration has inten
tifnally weakened its implementntion of sanctions while trying to maintain 
a good image for the benefit of Black African states and U.S. critics. Option 2 
of NSM 39, which is generally accepted to have laid the basis for Nixon's 
policy toward southern Africa, states that the United States should "Ie more 
flexible in rits] attitude toward the Smith regime" "without openly taking a 
position undermining the U.K. and the U.N.." and specifically states that the 
U. should "gradually relax sanctions." Perhaps even more telling was Mr.  
Kissinger's letter to then-President Nixon in January, 1970: "Recommenda
tion: . .. (2) that State, Treasury and Commerce begin to formulate for your 
tonsiderntion alternative approaches concerning U.S. participation in sanctions if 
other nntions continue to relax or withdraw." 

Actual implementation of sanctions during the Nixon Administration, and 
also in the Ford Administration, suggests that this is exactly what was done.  

The current precariouns state of U.S. relations with Mozambique should tell 
ii, that the United States cannot get by with a two-faced policy in southern 
Africa. Constant U.S. statements of siupport for self-determination in Portugal's 
African colonies did not mask its military and economic support for the Portu
guose regime. Now we are paying the diplomatic price: the U.S. government 
waq not invited to Mozambique's independence celebration and Mozambioue has 
not yet recognized the American diplomats assigned there. If the U.S. does not 
act now to put its hosp in order by improving its policy toward Rhodesia, we 
may again suffer the e,,nsequences when Zimbabwe becomes independent.  

What can the United States do now to improve its Rhodesian policy? 
First and foremo8t, the Congress hnoidd end the one statutory violation of 

san,ctions by repealing the, Byrd Amendment. Considerable testimony has already 
been given in both houses of Congress on this matter, so I need not go Into the 
details of it here today. The fact is that so far the Administration has refused
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to give the bill the kind of active support which lets members of Congress know 
that it is serious. For example, although President Ford proclaimed his support 
for sanctions in August of last year, in December, when the sanctions bill was 
to come to a vtei in the House. lie declined at the last minute to send personal 
letters of support to the Hill, as he had promised the bills' co-sponsors he would 
do. I helieve that, if the Administrattion sincerely wanted to repeal the Byrd 
Amendment, it could accomplish it in the space of a few months. And it wolrd 
represent a refreshing eximple of co-operation between the White House and 
the Cm*gress and an end to lip service on this issue.  

Sc'4condly, the Uniif'd States should contribute to a milti-lateral fund to com
pensate Mozambiquie for the los.9 of revenues incident to the cutti-ng off of Rho
dr.xian. tra lr. Reliable estimates indi,.ate that as much as 80 per cent of Rho
deia's sanctions-breaking traffic goes through Beira and Lourenco Marque.  

We were very plea, td that, in the Con gres.ional Recard of June 25, the day of 
Mozambique's independence, you, Senator Clark, called on the United States 
to contribute to the international fund to support Mozambique's decision to 
cut off its ports to Rhodesian traffic. In view of the evasive and non-respomsive 
answer of Assistant Secretary Davis on this issue, we believe that Congre,s 
should not wait for Administration initiatives but should include on its own 
initiative authorization and appropriation in the foreign aid measures for this 
purpose in the forthcoming fiscal year.  

Thirdly, the ('aOnre's, shonld examine the administration of the sanctions to 
determine what needR to be 1dme to create a uvnified, en e'qetir and effcctirc pro
gram of implementation. Our implementation of the sanctions program has so 
far been lethargic, ineffective and passive at best. As we have already indicated, 
NSSM 39 and other evidence suggests that the Executive Department may have 
had since 1970 a deliberate policy of softening sanctions enforcement. Such ac
tion as haq taken place has been the result of citizen pressure rather than admin
istrative initiative. And even after citizen action, tightening of sanctions has 
been spotty.  

I would like to mention several examples of lax implementation which concern 
us deeply: 

We note with alarm the apparent erosion of the Administration's po.qition 
on the importation into thi.s eointrit of ferroehrovie made with Rhndes'ian chrome 
ore in third countrie. srh as ,'orath Africa. While the Administration has 
blamed the violation of sanctions by the Byrd Amendment on Congress, it ap
pears that it is now preparing to weaken these regulations by administrative 
action should the statutory language be repealed. Testifyinz in support of the 
Byrd Amendment repeal on June 19, A.sistant Secretary of the Treasury, David 
R. MacDonald. advised the Subcommittee on International Organizations of tbe 
House International Relations Committee that an amendment calling for certi
fication of the origin of third-country steel mill products could lead to "suspen
sion of imparts" from such countries and would constitute "an impediment to) 
our normal trade relatloas with affected foreig-n countries." "The problem would 
be increased," he said. "if. as seems likely, we were also compelled to suspend 
imports of ferrochrone from these same countries." 

Secretary Mac.Donald's statements on ferrochrome imports run counter to 
Treasury regulations issued to implement the sanctions program in 196S. Sub
section -530.201 of the Rhodesia Sanctions Regulation, 31 CFR, Ch. V, Part 530, 
prohibits, among other items: 

"(5) the importation into the United States of forrocbrnme produced in any 
country from chromium ore or concentrates of Southern Rhodesian origin." 

The enactment of the Byrd Amendment, of course, suspended the effect of this 
regulation and the result of repealing the Amendment would be to restore it.  
Does the Administration intend to over-rule or ignore its own regulations? Search
ing questions need to be asked in this regard.  

Furthermore, Mr. MacDonald needs to be asked whether, when sanctions are 
restored, he will follow past practice in investigating reported violations of this 
regulation. In the past, there have been such invesztigations in regard to South 
African ferrochromes alleged to have been made with Rhodesian material. (See, 
e.g., the letter of Assistant Secretary of the Treasury John M. Hennessy, 
March 15, 197 to Chairman Charles Diggs of the former House Subcommittee 
on Africi, published at page 149, Hearings of the Subcommittee on Africa, et al.  
Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, 93rd Cong. 1st Sess., 
Feb. 21, 22. March 15, 1973.) 

In this connection, it may be rolev.qnt to point out that Union Carbide, which 
has had enormous influence on Rhodesian policy with the Administration since
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the election of President Nixon, Is building a new 50 million dollar ferrochrome 
plant in South Africa. According to the Bureau of Mines chrome expert, South 
African low-grade material can be upgraded to produce acceptable ferrocbrome 
without the use of Rhodesian material, which has been traditionally used to 
beneficiate the South African material. What process will Union Carbide, which 
has chromium mines and a major ferrochrome plant in Rhodesia, use? If its 
exports of Rhodesian ferrochromes are halted, will it ship chrome ore from its 
Rhodesian mines to South Africa for incorporation in ferrochromes made in 
its South African plant? 

The question therefore is whether the Administration is now changing its 
position under pressure from Union Carbide to in effect say: "We are in favor of 
repealing the Byrd Amendment but we will not stop imports of Rhodesian chrome 
if it is refined in South African ferrochrome plants. That may make political 
snse but it would show that the sinctions "exercise" is just that, a charade.  

Next to mineras, one of the most important foreign, exchange earner,? for 
RPhodr.'ia i. tourioni. A recent study by the Coilorate Information Center of the 
Interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility indicates that U.S. tourists are 
20 per cent of Rhodesia's tourist trade and that this influx nets Rhodesia at 
least $16." million per year in foreign exchange.  

In 1972 , the Carn-gie Endowment for International Peace prepared an exten
sive report on sanctions implementation which pointed to massive violations of 
sanctions in such areas :is airline bookings, ,ar renta',. tourism, use of credit 
cards and open adverlisements in the Unit-d States for investment in Rhodesia.  
Later the Rev. Donald 'Morton of the United Church of Christ Center for Social 
Action presented th stimony on many of these violations before the United Nations 
sanctions committee. No prosecutions have been initiated, however, and most of 
these violations :ire still going on.  

The text of section 4 of Security Council Resolution 273 of 1963 (the sanctions 
program for whiobh th: United St'itps vot,,d) ,)rfvides that: 

"-ll States members of the United Nations shall not make av'ilble to tl-e 
ili.gal regime in Southern Rhodesia or to )n7 e'unnercia1, industrial or public 
utility undertalinz, including tourist entcrpric.'.o, in Southern Rhodesia any 
funds for investment or any other financial or economic resourcos and shall pre
vent their nationals and any person within their territories from making avail
able to the regime or to any such undertaking any such funds or resources and 
from remitting any other funds to persons or bodies within Southern Rhodesia 
except payments exclusively for pensions or for strictly medical, humanitarian 
or educational purposes or for the v'rovision -f news material and in special 
humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs." (Emphasis added) 

Notwithstanding those very clear provisions, the United States allows a flour
ishing tourist trade to go on. How does this happen? 

. . . Rhode..ia is not a country to which the ,S'ccretary of ,tatc ha.q forbidden 
.4ncricans to tr,'rl. An Ameriean passport s-at-s tloit it is not good for travel 
to Cuba, North Vietnam, or North Korea. Some way or another, we seem to find 
the legal authority to ban travel to Communist countries even though they are 
not under international interdict, which we cannot find legal grounds to r ,strict 
travel to Rhodesia. The most eff-etive way to prevent Anmericin travelers from 
spending money in Rhodesia in violation of Resolution 253 would be to restrict 
their right to travel under passport to that country.  

. . . The Trea.siury and (Comierce Departtent. haie rot Rtopped innumerable 
apparcntli. ilcegal tour broki q s to P, hod sia. Following detailed revelatinns of the 
inefficacy of the Adminstration's procedures for implementing these provisions, 
the Federal Aviation Agency wrote to all V.S. airlines directing them to discon
tinue making l .s on Air Rhodesia through interline agreements. To the best 
of our knowledge, U.S. airlines are now complying with this diroctive. However, 
steps are now being taken to evade these regulations. At a secret meetingz of 
P.,. travel agents held on March 23 of this year at the Gotham Hotel in New 
York, Mr. Troves Nettleton, Manager of United Touring Company, a Rhodesian 
corporation, who held himself our as r'prt -ntinz all Rhodesian tonrisn,,, openly 
advocated evasion of the regulations by fraudulent nrking of tickets so as to 
make it appear that spac was booked on other airlines, or that it could be 
lhookpd as ground travel and flight on Air Rhodesia booked by cash payment.  

One travel agent present at the meeting told those in attendance that he had 
been amazed at how easy it was to get a license for the transfer of funds for 
group tours to Rhodesia from the Treasury Department. It takes only an average 
of six days. There is apparently no demand on the part of Treasury for even 
the color of a justification on humanitarian or other grounds.
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. The Treasury Department has not acted against American hotels and tour
ist businesses which allow their trademarks and names to advance the interests 
of the Rhodesian tourist industry.  

In December, 1973 Rhodesia's first Holiday Inn opened in Bulawayo. Accord
ing to Tourama of October, 1973, a 10-person Holiday Inn sales team was in 
Rhodesia for a saies blitz in September. The manager underwent a three-week 
training course at the Holiday Inn University at Memphis, Tennessee which is 
required of all Holiday Inn managers.  

The Holiday Inn at Bulawayo is listed in the May-September 1975 official 
Holiday Inn Dir' efory. But the Treasury Department takes the position that it 
is legally impossiIe tto stop this practice because it is only a franchise operation.  

Clearly the use of the Holiday Inn logo and trademark, the use of manage
ment training here in the United States and the listing of the Rhodesian hotel 
does represent a making available of an "economic resource" to a tourist enter
prise in Rhodesia (to quote from the S-curity Council Resolution 253 referred to 
above). We believe that Treasury is disregarding the plain intent of the sanc
tions program by narrowly defining the concept of "economic resource" or, to 
us the language of Executive Order 11419, "commodity" or "product." 

Any American tourist can cash, Americ'an Express checks in Rhodesia. itse 
his or h.(r Diners Club card or Amprican. Express' card, a practice to which the 
Treasury Department has turned a blind eye. We will be glad to furnish docu
ments which establish that thks, transactions continue in 1975 despite exposure 
two years ago.  

* ' ' Notwithstanding Section 5 (a) and (b) of Security Council Resolution 25.  
the State Department has not consistently refused risas to known agents of 
Rhodie.sict, business, including toiurism. How is it possible that M\r. Traves Net
tleton, whom the State Department knows to be a principal agent of Rhodesia's 
lourist industry, was allowed to enter the United States to make his pitch in 
New York for breaking sanctions in March of this year? All entry points should 
have a list of known agents of Rhodesian businesses and they should be pro
hibited entry. If the State Department i: not able to construct such a list, we 
will be happy to assist 1,y supl,>ying the Department with pertil.ut porel of tie 
Rhodesian Herald, although we believe that the State Department has its ,own 
airmail subscription.  

As links to the outside world are cut off, we can erpect Rhodesia to try to 
expand its air traffic. She is limited only by her ability to get aircraft on the 
iternational market. And the evidence suggests that the United States has 
given government-owned Air Rhodesia its most significant boosts to date. In 
1973 the Rhodesia airline, through its assistant general manager, Mervin Eyett.  
purchased three Boeing 720s from Carl Hirschmann. a Swiss banker who has 
large bisiness interests in Europe, Africa and the United States. Hirschmann had 
obtained U.S. export licenses in 1970 for the purchase of these planes and in 
1973 for spare parts worth over $500,000. The licenses contained a standard 
clause that the U.S. government must authorize all resales by the licensee. The 
U.S. did not consent to the resale, but little or nothing was done to prosecute 
Hirschmann or to prevent him from making such sales again. His firm, Jet Avia
tion, was taken off the "station license" list, but this does not necessarily mean 
that he will not be able to buy or export U.S. planes again. (See article by David 
Ottaway, Washington Po.t, Jan. 25. 1974, A 23: Peter Deeley and Bruce Oudes, 
The Observer, London, "How Smith got his Boeing Jets through the Blockade".) 
The Boeings have boosted Rhodesia's traffic to Johannesburg by 53% and to 
Durban by 62% for the year ended June, 1974. Captain Pat Travers. the chief 
of Air Rhodesia, is quoted by the Johanne.hurga Star as s aying: "The impact 
of the Boeings has been far greater than we ever imaginped ... beyond our wildest 
dreams." Air Rhodesia had a neat $705,600 profit in a year which was a disaster 
for most airlines. (See Johannesburg Star. October 12. 1974. Airmail edition.) 

The Boeings are not the only aircraft which have slipped through tle open 
mesh of the U.S. sanctions net into the hands of Rhodesia's air services. Accord
ing to an article in the June 28, 1975 edition of the Johannesburg Star. a D.C. S 
sold to the Gabonese government under a U.S. license which stipulated that it 
could not be diverted to other uses is in fact being used to bring Rhodesian meat 
to Gabon and European machinery and spare parts to Rhodesia. Apparently a 
second D.C. S has been ordered by President Bongo for his personal use. While 
American officials are asking for and getting written guarantees that the planes 
will not enter Rhodesia, there is no way to ensure that diversion will not in fact 
take place in either case. Earlier reports implicated the Flying Tiger Corporation 
as seller and one Captain Jack Malloch, a Rhodesian citizen and director of a
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Gabonese company, Affretair, were involved in the same or a similar operation.  
(See Observer, London, August 26, 1973; Africa News, Durham, N.C. Sept. 6, 
1973.) 

Perhaps the most dangerous and damning instance of U.S. laxity is the case 
with which Rhodesia has been able to recruit tnrcenaries in this coultry. The 
operations of Robert K. Brown of Arvada, Colorado have only recently re, ,ived 
even the promise of investigation although his activities have been kaown to 
the State Department at least since early March, 1975.  

We believe that there is sufficient evidence to warraut an investigation with 
a view to prosecution of Mr. Brown on the following legal issues: 

Is not Mr. Brown acting as an agent of a foreign "'country" or regime? Should 
he not be prosecuted for failure to register with the Justice Department? In 
response to an inquiry from our office the Justice Department officer in chart
of the registration of foreign agents stated that his office did n,,t investigate suciL 
matters, that this was up to the FBI, and that there was no proof o1 agency.  
We contend on the contrary that Mr. Brown is holding himself out as an agent 
of Rhodesian military units by the act of assisting U.S. citizens to join Rho
desian units. We contend that when Rhodesia accepts, the fruits of his efforts, 
as it has, its actions amount to a confirmation of his agency. We call for a -onl
plete and thorough-going federal and state investigation of this notorious soldier 
of fortune's connections, contacts, accounts and business dealings.  

Further, we believe that the committee of the Senate investigating the CIA 
should be asked to question Mr. Brown on the issue of whether the Agency itself 
may be involved in his activities. We say this because of Mr. Brown's previous 
admitted history of involvement in Cuban revolutionary activities, anti-Castro 
activities and plots to overthrow or assassinate Duvalier in Haiti.  

Is not Mr. Brown promoting the military and financial interests of the illegal 
Rhodesian regime in violation of sanctions? His promotional literature spells 
out various details which on the face of it constitute )romotion of sanctions 
breaking. He states that Rhodesia will send an accepted recruit air passage to 
Rhodesia. He states that mercenaries can bank their salaries in foreign banks 
outside Rhodesia. He offers to keep in tonch vith recruits and assist them. We 
call for prosecution of Mr. Brown for promoting violations of sanctions, and in
vestigation of the methods of transfers of funds he has advertised to see that they 
are discontinued in these and any other circumstances.  

The United States should shut dovn all operations in this country which pro
mote Rhodesia. The United States, to its shame, is the only country in the w-,rld 
which permits a Rhodesian Information Office to operate. Furthermbre, the United 
States allows the Journal of Commerce to continue to publish advertisements 
which promote activities which are clearly violations of sanctions, namely 
investment and business dealings with Rhodesia. The First Amendment clearly 
does not give persons the right to openly promote violation of the law. The vase 
for dealing with this advertising more vigorously has been argued persuasively 
and extensively in the Carnegie study, referred to above (see pages 19-31). But 
nothing has been done about it.  

In short, the United States has done only a very bare minimum to enforce 
even those sanctions which still exist. It has generally not acted unless and until 
it has been forced to do so through alert citizen action.  

We have tried to indicate what could be done to restore some measure of 
credibility to the U.S. posture on the Rhodesian question. We are extremely 
skeptical that the present Administration has any intention of acting to restore 
its credibility, but Congress should not let its hands be tied by such inaction. We 
think Congress can do much by conducting a rigorous examination of sanctions 
enforcement and by acting to close loopholes in legislation.  

African liberation movements in Zimbabwe do not expect the United Stat's to 
send it arms and ammunition. They do require that we cease collaboration with 
the Smith regime by vigorously acting to deny it the economic resources it needs 
to stay alive. This is a bare minimum.  

Dr. Hutchinson, who was invited to testify here on July 9, has in times pa.t 
advocated that the United States offer its good offices to settle the dispute 
between the parties in Rhodesia.  

Given the record of sanctions covipliavce which we and others have outlived.  
we do not think that the United States has any good offices to offer in assistance 
to the Rhodesian negotiations. It would seem to be disqualified from acting as a 
neutral referee. Prime Minister Vorster who has been mentioned as a possible 
chairman for negotiations has at least achieved some measure of limited credi-
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]iility by putting some successful pressure on Mr. Smith. Furthermore, the United 
States should certainly not intervene in the negotiations unless all parties in
volved participate in both the talks and the request for U.S. involvement. At the 
present time, there seems to be no prospect that the Zimbabwe African National 
Union, ZANU, is prepared to take part in settlement talks. This is wholly under
standale is view of aections taken by the Smith government against the ZANU 
topi leadership. Without ZANU involvement, no meaningful settlement can possi.  
lly he reached. So the question is also moot even if this country had the creden

tials to intervene. Clearly we would be in no position to do so unless all parties 
including ZANU wanted it.  

N,o ,n, much likes sanctions, but they are an alternative to war. Their success 
or failure may mean the success or failure of the United Nations. Certainly, this 
country is in no position to cast stones at developing nations for hypocrisy and 
double-dealing when it has achieved an unenviable record of repudiating
openly or covertly-its commitments to international law to serve the commercial 
advantages of a few companies. To argue that honesty is better than hypocrisy 
l-',ts the central question. Are we prepared to oppose massive racial discrimina
tion, ra-isru solidified into political structure and designed to attack that prob.  
I in by mnans short of v,,r. If we are not prepared to exert that effort to make 
them work, then we can expect to find that Africans will draw the conclusion 
that in the end nothing counts with us but money and profit.  

On the other hand, as our Bicentennial draws near, we can renew our strength 
not only as a people who revolted against a colonial power as Rhodesia has done, 
,at :i, a p-'qe who have truggled also to rid our land of racism and to establish 

equlity. We have never wholly succeeded in that struggle, but neither have we 
wholly failed. We have a chance to make good our promises both here at home 
and abroad. To the extent that we show the people of black Africa that we under
stand and share their struggle against racism, against colonial domination, we 
will have an opportnity to share in the economic resources of that continent and 
toi create a network of mutually supportive relationships with the emerging 
nations. To the extent that we do not, we shall find ourselves outvoted at the 
Vnited Nations on issne. that concern this country, and denied access to African 
resources and markets, including those of Rhodesia where majority rule is an 
inevitahle reality. Rhodesia is a test case for our intentions.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you.  
As I understand what vou sail ,t the end of your statement, you 

would not support the idea of active American involvement in the 
negotiating process. You feel that we are not in an objective position 
to do tlfa- and we ouit to take a kind of hands-off policy toward the 
situation? 

Mr. LOCKWOOD. Yes, sir.  

31R. LOCKWOOD'S C0MMTENTS ON SECRETARY DAVIS' TESTI1ONY 

Senator CLArK. DOo you have any particular response to what Sec
retary Davis said in general comment on your recommendations? 
Comment on comment? 

fJr. LOCKWOOD. Comment on comment ? 
Well, I think it is perhans a liftle premature. to comment too mush 

on it. I guess I am Dot familiar enou,.gh with the, Supreme Court deci
sion that he referred to in regard to passports to know what are the 
liits of that and what are the rights of American citizens put down 
in that decision.  

I do know that my own passport, which I got only recently, very 
definitely states on the face of it tat I cannot zo to North Korea, to 
North Vietnam, or Cuba. The Peoples' Republic of China has been 
removed, my earlier passport did have that.  

Senator CLARK. Btt Rhodesia is not mentioned.  
Mr. Li-,CKWOOD. That is right, that is what I am referring to. There 

is no open and visible discouragement. I do not think there is any open
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and visible discouragement that keeps however many tourists there 
are from visiting Rhlodesia. I think it is something on the order of 
16,000 we know went to Rhodesia last year.  

Senator CLARK. I think that is something that the .taff ought to 
check into with the Department of State and see if there are any in
consistencies on policy.  

I did not quite understand the point of that be fore. You (id respund 
as I recall to the Secretary's statement about pursuing the recruitment 
o mercenaries.  

Mr. LocKwooD. Yes. Again, they knew about it, it is just that the 
publicity which we helped to generate then gets them a'tive. We will 
be monitoring Brown's activities, we will be looking for a prosecution.  
The record on prosecutions is not very good. I think there have been 
two cases that I know of. Reynolds Metal Co. was prosecuted for i
porting petalite, a very small amount for some laboratory purposes, 
and there was a Vermont fertilizer firm.  

The massive kind of things that I have been talking about really 
have not been acted upon. There is no indication that Cowley's activ
ities were investigated seriously. Cowley should have been prosecuted.  

U.S. LEGAL AUTHORITY TO CARRY OUT SANCTIONS PROGRAMI 

Senator CLARK. The last question I had is basic to my understand
ing of this.  

What authority does the U.S. Government really have to prevent, 
let us say. the Holidav In from listing a Holiday Im in Rhodesia 
What legal authority do we have to go to the tloliday Im Corp. and 
say you cannot do that, or to the Journal of Commerce, that you men
tioned earlier, and say you cannot carry an advertiseement. Do we 
have the legal authority, as you understand it, to do that,! 

Mr. LoCKwVOOD. We not only have the le.a1 authrity, I think we 
have the legal obligation to ,artv out the U-nited Nation's sanctions 
program. The terms of the resolution which we, voted for very spe
cifically pravides that mnember states shall not make available to the 
illegal regime in southern Rhodesia or to any con inicrcial, industrial 
or pulidc utility undertaking, including tourist enterprises in southern 
Rhodesi, any" funds for investment or any other financial or eco
nomic resource.  

Now, in my vicw the use of that logo, which everybody knows world
wide as being a Holiday Inn, is a provision Oi. eco,.nomie, resource and 
the problem is that we fiave interpreted that phras, in a narrow sen:e 
rather than a, broad a' nse, and I think we c'an interpret the word 
comnmodities", for example, or "products", in the sense that if you 

franchise the use of your name, the use of youmr script, the use of that 
trapezoidal form, and if you take the mana-er and train him in your 
training university in Mlemphis. you are providing economic resources, 
and that is a violation of the sanctions that we voted for. It is a vio
lation of our treaty obligation to carry out in teims of the law. it is 
a violation, I think, of section 5 of the U.N. Participation Act.  

CONFLICT WITH BASIC CIVIL LIBERTIES, FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

Senator CLARK. You do not feel that that gets into an area of, let 
us say, basic civil liberties or basic freedom to publish? Do you see 
any conflict there with freedoi of speech 

60-619-76-15
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Mr. LocKwooD. Freedom of speech? I think that there can be a re

striction on freedom of speech where you are in fact advocating and 
promoting a violation of the law. I think that would hold true of 
promoting drunken driving, for example, that sort of thing. I think 
that we are in a gray area, certainly, but I see no reason that we can

not prevent the promotion of Rhodesian trade.  

RHODESIAN EXPORT OF PRODUCTS DESPITE SANCTIONS 

Senator CLARK. Let me ask you a quite different kind of question.  
In your judgment, how has Rhodesia managed to export its products 
despite the sanctions? Have there been that many people cheating? 

Mr. LOCKWOOD. I think they have the active cooperation of Portugal 
and South Africa. Portugal is removed as a possibility and presum
ably, as you have indicated, 80 percent, I think, of the trade has gone 
out through the Mozambique ports.  

Now, the question is: Is South Africa prepared to do the massive 
rewriting of bills of lading that the Portuguese authorities and Portu
guese business people previously provided to Rhodesia? You have to 
have stuff that will show that it is not of Rhodesian origin, so the 
question I think is whether the South African Chamber of Commerce 
and so on is prepared to escalate from 20 percent to 100 percent. They 
have been carrying about 20 percent of the load now.  

Are they going to take 100 percent? That is how it has been done 
primarily-by rewriting.  

The other thing is, it is quite clear from an examination of the 
import and export trade statistics that, for example, Japan has a 
very bad record in regard to chrome. Import statistics of Japan do 
not match with the export statistics of South Africa. Japanese figures 
show that an average of South African chrome has been used, it has 
been said to be South African chrome, but in fact it was Rhodesian 
chrome. And Mr. Andrews, who is going to testify, can tell you that, 
I am sure.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much for coming up.  
We are going to hear from Mr. E. F. Andrews.  
Will you proceed? 

STATEMENT OF E. F. ANDREWS, VICE PRESIDENT, MATERIALS AND 
SERVICES, ALLEGHENY LUDLUM INDUSTRIES, INC., PITTS
BURGH, PA.  

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Senator.  
My statement is only three pages and it takes about 7 or 8 minutes.  

That is the easiest way, although I may stop along and comment to 
some of the things I have, listened to this morning.  

As I said, I am E. F. Andrews. I am vice president, Materials and 
Services, Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc. I do appreciate this 
opportunity to speak to the matter before this subcommittee.  

My understanding is that the subcommittee's intention is to have a 
general review of southern Africa, with certain days set aside to 
examine the current U.S. relationship with individual countries. I 
have come to the Hill many times, speaking for my company and my 
industry on specific economic matters pertaining to Rhodesia.
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Since the purpose of these hearings is broader, I must make it clear 
that I do not necessarily speak for my company or my industry at 
this time. What I have to say will be primarily my own judgment 
and opinion, based upon several years of observing and visiting that 
part of the world in the conduct of my company's business.  

I was in Rhodesia during the so-called cease-fire last December.  
I was there during the Sithole trials this April, and I was there 2 weeks 
ago during the Mozambique independence celebration. On each occa
sion, I talked with the leadership on both sides.  

I am anxious that the policies our Nation adopts will serve to foster 
long-term, good relations with all the countries of southern Africa.  

Rhodesia presents a very complex and multifaceted problem that 
cannot be examined in a vacuum but must be examined in its relation
ship with the countries that surround it.  

I could spend time going into the history of Rhodesia, beginning 
with the Mashona tribe, the invasion of the Matabele tribe, followed 
by Cecil John Rhodes and the European-British colonialism, and the 
declaration of independence 10 years ago, as the American colonists.  
did 199 years ago.  

But, I have been asked to keep my remarks as brief as possible. In 
so doing, I realize that I run a serious risk of not fully developing 
the points I wish to make and the further risk of being accused of 
gross oversimplification. I am prepared to expand any point you wish.  

PRESENT U.S. POLICY TOWARD RHODESIA 

It is my opinion that the U.S. policy toward Rhodesia for the past 
10 years, consisting primarily of (a) withholding recognition of the 
Smith regime as a government, and (b) economic sanctions in support 
of the United Nations, has been negative, nonconstructive, detrimental 
only to ourselves and, to some degree, to the black farmers in Rhodesia; 
is hypocritical and has proven to be ineffective. Sanctions, as an in
strumentality designed to effect political change, have a record of 
failure throughout history. They failed us in China. They failed us 
in Cuba, and they have failed in Rhodesia.  

RHODESIAN PROSPERITY DESPITE SANCTIONS 

All one needs to do is go to Rhodesia and see the prosperous shoppers 
going in and out of stores stocked with merchandise from many na
tions. Shiny new cars-formerly American, now European and Jap
anese-crowd the streets of their cities.  

All people, blacks and whites, mingle casually in the parks, shops, 
and big, new hotels. Better hotels than we have in Pittsburgh, and I 
am not counting the Holiday Inn there either.  

There is little question that the European leadership in Rhodesia 
has brought about civilization, comparative peace, unbelievable prog
ress and, in comparison to many other nations of Africa, one of the 
highest standards of living and literacy for its African population; 
40 percent of the university enrollment is African.  

Since the unilateral declaration of independence and imposition 
of sanctions, Rhodesian G.N.P. has tripled. Its agricultural, mining, 
.manufacturing, and construction output have risen remarkably, and
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the average earnings of both Europeans and Africans have risen by 
60 percent.  

Rhodesia coumts among its trading partners most of Europe, 
Japan, Russia, China, and much of Africa, including Zambia, Zaire, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Gabon, and others. I think we are kidding 
ourselves. The sanctions are against the United States and even we, 
I hear this morning, are having trouble in enforcing some of them in 
spite of the Byrd amendment. We cannot trade. We cannot buy.  
We cannot own. We cannot invest. We can only buy strategic ma
terials, so we are right today more strongly enforcing the sanctions 
than possibly any other nation on earth.  

ECONOMIIC IM3PACT OF CLOSING 31OZAMIBIQUE-RHODESIAN BORDER 

Now, there were those who believed that when the Frelimo gov
ernment under President 1,fachel took over. the Mozambique-Rho
desian border would be closed. Examining the economic factors of 
southern Africa, it is my opinion that the border will not be effec
tively closed nor have a disastrous impact on Rhodesia. For several 
reasons I will be glad to speak to the question of compensation, which 
is not in my text.  

Rhodesia has already, of necessity because of jam-ups, rerouted 
a high portion of its exports to other routes. The outside world has 
grossly overestimated the percentage of export that still goes 
through Mozambique.  

Also, closing the border would have serious impact upon Rho
esM's neighhor. , Botswana. 'Malawi, Zaire. and Zambia, as well as 
Mozambique. all of whom depend 'iion Rhodesia for a very large 
portion of their food-riiaize, beef, tobacco, et cetera and other 
supplies, such as coal to Malawi.  

President Machel said in his inaugural address that restoring the 
economy (f Mfozambique is his first order of business. Closing the 
border to his miners who work in the mines and are paid in gold, 
stopping the tourism, the rail and port revenues, the Cabora Bassa 
power station income, and the new rail line to Nacala would bring 
hi,,h uwcmeplovme;nt and would be counterproductive t:) his No. 1 
Obi(ctie. I think we can look to Mr. Machel to look north in 
a polit-cal and ideological leaning, but look south for his economic 
well-being.  

To stop Zaire and Zambia from shipping their copper and zinc 
thronI ' Phodesia would brin serious economic d]amage to those 
countries. )y forcing them to ship north throuogh war-torn Angola, 
or pay 100 percent Fuirchargoe and experience delays of over 100 days 
by shippin- to Dar-es-Salaam.  

Te economic impact on Malawi and Botswana would be even 
more severe. This is the main reason all four of the leaders of these 
nations have pushed hard for peaceful settlement and d6tente. Our 
policy toward Rhodesia cries out for similar review.  

TWO CWRE5 OF ACTION OTHER TITAN SANI'ONS SUGGESTED 

It seems to me there are two courses of action, other than 
sant ions.  

First. is to support military overthrow. This has been the history 
of the nations north of Rhodesia, starting with the Mau Mau in
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Kenya many years ago, up to the present conflict in Angola. Pursuit 
of this course has led to a spilling of African blood, rapid exodus 
of European technical skills, resulting in 18 military dictatorships 
and 17 civilian dictatorships, many with a powerful minority getting 
rich as it oppresses the people.  

It has resulted in a one man, one-vote, one-time. It is sadly true 
that the countries to the north of Rhodesia present many examples 
of African power groups that have brought advancement only to 
the members of the power group and retrogression to the majority 
of the citizens.  

There should be no doubt but that there are certain African power 
seekers in Rhodesia who intend to control their fellow man from an 
ever narrower base than that ever dreamed of by the Europeans 
or their Matabele predecessors.  

Seeing the obvious failure of this approach, even the majority of 
the OAU has now expressed a willingoness to try a third approach, 
that of negotiated, multiracial self-government, leading to majority 
rule, while protecting the rights of all minorities. We keep talking 
a great deal about majority rule in this country. We have majority 
rule. We have gone way out of our way lately to make sure of the 
rights of our minorities, or have tried to, and we may not have gone 
as far as we need to but we have tried to do that.  

They are fully aware that the same divergent factions that are 
presently warring in Angola exist in Rhodesia under different names.  
In Angola, it is the FNLA, MPLA, and UNITA. Africans warring 
with Africans. Sitting before the House committee hearing, Reverend 
Canaan Banana told the House hearings yesterday, yes, indeed, ZANU 
had been financially and militarily supported by Peking. That is in 
the Congressional Record of the House, representative from the ANC.  

In Rhodesia you have the militant left ZANU under Mr. Sithole 
who says talks will never work and the less militant ZAPU under Mr.  
Nkomo, who is willing to try. Poth are now loosely organized follow
ing the Lusaka talks under the nonviolent ANC under Bishop Muzore
wa. Bishop Muzorewa-I have talked to him many times, he is em
barrassed by the military ncts that get accredited to his name and 
he is fearful that there will be an exodus of European skills and talents 
that will leave the country in retrogression rather than progression.  

Senator CLARK. Who were you speaking of? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Bishop Muzorewa.  
Dr. Gordon Chavunduka, university lecturer and Secretary to the 

ANC, recently said, "Our lon-term goal remains majority rule. How 
we get it is a matter for discussion. We want equal opportunity but we 
do not want to interfere with pr-operty rights and the future so that 
the future will be secure for all Of our (itizeil,.'7 

On June 2-. 197% Bishop Abel T. MXzorv: a, president of the AN NC, 
said, "let us all rededicate oureh ,nil v ,w to create a society here 

where all races can live together in barmouv, t,('ce and cooper'ation 
in the near fit-ire. No true A.X( followers shoul be mixc- up with 
any senseless disturbances, violei,'e, or any othe, fr e hooli nism, 
being planned as a trq! ag-ainst the A: C." 

Both sides a,ieo 1o transitio,)al Tlr.l ' Ti i0 ij- is the point of con
tention. M"1nv of the vspon o )I,, African leaiders mi vatel v admit that 
they ale prol aldlv not l)rpi,amed to) govwern imimediately mvid tirm for 
development of skills wouhl Ie desirable. Mr. Siaith l as said that he
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is willing to accept majority rule provided it is a responsible majority, 
a qualified majority, capable of ruling.  

Senator CLARK. What do you interpret a qualified majority to mean? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I suppose he means qualified people are qualified to 

make the judgment as to what is going on. I suppose that is what he 
means.  

Senator CLARK. It seems to me conceivably might be a contradiction 
in terms, qualified majority.  

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, he put it to me this way one time, sir, and I 
think it expresses what he says. In conversation with him-I do not 
like to directly quote either party except where it has been published, 
and that was. He was saying to give the vote presently to the entire 
mass of Rhodesians overnight, would be like asking the United States 
to extend the voting privilege to everyone over 10 years old.  

Senator CLARK. Then a qualified majority? 
Mr. ANDREWS. In the sense of ability to read, write, understand, and 

so forth. That is what he means, people qualified to make the judg
ment, and the qualifications incidentally that they now have, 'by law 
they have qualifications, of course, by law over their income, educa
tion. The qualification for black vote is substantially less than it is for 
the white vote.  

Senator CLARK. It seems to me that would be more a qualified minori
ty than a qualified majority. If you have a high standard of something 
that excludes 51 percent of the" electorate from voting, you are really 
talking about a qualified minority.  

Mr. ANDREWS. I believe he says in here he is willing to accept a 
majority provided the majority is qualified.  

Senator CLARK. Given that qualification it is only one percent of 
the population.  

Mr. ANDREWS. Not if the majority is qualified. I think he said what 
we need to work to do is qualify the majority, then we can have a 
majority rule. I think that is what he is saying-I do not like to 
put words in his mouth-I am quoting him. Now, both sides have been 
far apart. Both sides have made mistakes. Both sides have not been 
able to live up to a cease-fire, and both sides anguish over this.  

You have two men here, I think, who are indeed honestly and con
scientiously trying to solve the very complex problem.  

Therefore, I recommend that we accept this challenge from both 
sides, recoonize the Smith government-I recognize the responsibility 
of the British Government, and so forth, and so does Mr. Smith, for 
indeed Rhodesia has for years demonstrated that it meets the criteria 
for recognition, that it is in control of its economic, military, and po
litical life and capable of meeting its world commitments, more so than 
many other nations that received much quicker recognition. Let us 
again show leadership in the United Nations and totally lift the sanc
tions and accept Rhodesia's invitation to invest, to create jobs, to build 
trade schools, to educate, to unionize, and to build an economically 
healthy and responsible African middle class, qualified to vote under 
existing laws.  

There are only approximately 90,000 registered voters in Rhodesia, 
10,000 of which are African. It is estimated that perhaps another 20,000 
are qualified and could be registered if urged to do so. Many of these
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received their training at and worked for formerly U.S.-owned com
panies.  

Thus, by investing, we would create the African middle class and by 
reg stering on 1 percent of the population they would have African 
majority rule without bloodshed, economic stAbility, and a country 
in Africa to be envied bv the dictatorships of the north.  

In so doing, I would think we would develop in the southern part 
of Africa a long-term friendship with a group of countries that con
trol a large percentage of the world's supply of many strategic and 
critical materials. To follow our present course plays into the hands 
of those terrorist and power-seeking factions of Rhodesia supported 
by Peking and/or that part of the OAU led by General Idi Amin of 
Uganda.  

To your question of whether they are getting guns, I have seen Jap
anese weapons picked up from the field. I have -een Russian weapons 
picked up from the field, and have pictures of them.  

Senator CLARK. These are Rhodesian-Iaii Smith
Mr. ANDREWS. Guerrilla weapons.  
Senator CLARK. Mv question yesterday was where does Ian Smith 

get his weapons? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know. South Africa? 
Senator CLARK. South Africa? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I would think so. From what I have seen. I have seen 

many of them. I am not that much of an expert on weapons. When it is 
written Chinese all over the barrel you have a pretty good idea.  

Senator CLARK. Japanese? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know that. Did I say Japanese? I mean to say 

Russian. Chinese and Russian. I am sorry. I did not mean to say Jap
anese.  

It is time for a new course. A course of noninterference or idealistic 
meddling in the internal affairs of a foreign country. Let Rhodesians 
solve Rhodesian problems. Let us adopt a policy of detente-trade for 
the economic improvement of all, similar to the policy we are following 
in many other parts of the world with equally unacceptable internal 
practices.  

I think we can then help build Rhodesia without the exodus of Euro
pean skills, without the retardation and retrogression. Even today one 
of Dr. Kaunda's major projects is to attract the white farmer back 
to Zambia who has been gone for ten years, because his agricultural 
program is in chaos and he knows it.  

Thank you.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you, very much.  
We appreciate having your paper and your point of view.  
I wonder if we might visit a little bit. You have obviously spent a 

lot of time in Rhodesia? 
Mr. Andrews. And much of the rest of Africa.  

RHODESIAN POLITICS, SOCIETY, ECONOMIC STRUCTURE 

Senator CLARK. In your observations of Rhodesian politics, society 
and economic structure, what is your general impression of it? Do 
you feel that that is the kind of society, political and economic system 
that you could subscribe to?
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Mr. ANDREWS. As all economic system, yes.  
They are less government controlled, if I can use that word, and 

more for free enterprise, the kind for motherhood and apple pie ap
proach, than probably we are.  

You must remember that the dissident forces that you are hearing 
from and that you see the majority of the people talking about, the 
African now in Rhodesia is better fed, better housed, got a better job, 
driving a car, with a television than most of the rest of places I have 
been in Africa.  

Now, the problem is the vote, it is not the economy.  
Senator CLARK. Let us look at the economic situation.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Strong.  

DISCRUIINATORY ECONOMLIC PRACTICES 

Senator CLARK. I am under the impression. and you can certainly 
check me, that there are discriminatory practices economically? 

Mr. A-DREWS. No. sir.  
Senator CLARK. Within Rhodesia? In other words, an African may 

own property and
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, sir.  
Senator CLARK [continuing]. And has every economic privilege that 

a white Rhodesian has.  
Mr. ANXDRWs. It goes even farther than that. I think, sir, what you 

are talking al)out is what happens in South Africa. A recent disserta
tion in the House sug ested we have got to put the sanctions back on 
Rhodesia because, they have apartheid, the black toilets and white toi
lets, and blacks cannot stay at certain hotels and cannot hold certain 
jobs in South Africa. Such as a black man cannot be a hot metal crane 
operator, that is a white man's job. There is no such exclusion in Rho
desia. If that black man gets that job he gets the pay.  

Senator CLARK. There is no economic discrimination against blacks 
in Rhodesia? 

Nlr. ANDREWS. AS Such, no.  

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN RIODESIA 

Senator ('LARK. What about social? 
Mr. AxDi1-Ws. What do you mean by that? You mean cannot stay in 

the hotels? 
Senator CL ARK. Yes.  
.NM[r. A DRAvS. No, sir.  
Senator CLARK. Is there any kind
Mr. ANDREwS. A black, for example, they have not had and do not 

have racial discrimination on the athletic tield that you have in South 
Africa and black men were playing, on the soccer field of Salisbury be
fo'f, ,a,'.i,, R( inson was ever on a baseball field in New York.  

,enator C!0, !. There is complete integation.  
M,. A x1'. . As a ViS, v. of I1, a. there iS a ,,'0rcfa:tion here 

jim t,,, se',,,' t.v tel to live. bit l6, t time I wa< th(,re a man and 
wolln ii i Vte c nxt ,',n, lo me in ti hotel was a black man and his 
wi i, 'n] tw, (:1l 11a. You sit next to them in the r-fta'urant .- They 
in..:he in h, ln'i.k. They V,' in t he swinn 11iing pot is. In Souith Africa.  

I hy .ann , do tht.
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VOTER QUALIFICATION FOR BLACKS 

Senator CLARK. You were going to pass on, when I interrupted you, 
to the economi c-political equality.  

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, there. is no question but that the crux of the 
problem is the franchise and they have set the. qualifications for voting 
and most of the Africans do not. even bother to register to vote.  

Senator CLARK. Do they have the same qualifications for 
registrationV? 

Mr. ANDREWS. ByN law if they can meet certain qualifications and 
they are rather slight-they must have 2 years of seondary school 
and an income of what would be equivalent of about $800 a year, some
thing like that. It is about half what it is to be a white registered voter.  

EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Senator CL.ArK. If one of the qualifications is education, do they 
have equality of educational opportunities ? 

Mr. ANDREWS. No. For example, the white child is required to go to 
school, as he is in the United States. The black child is not required to 
go to school, although education for blacks and whites is the second 
largest item in the Rhodesian budget.  

Senator CLARK. You say blacks are discriminated against in terms 
of educational opportunities? 

Mr. ANDREWS. I would not say in-opportunity, in-encouragement. It 
costs a man "5 cents a semester to send his kids to school.  

Senator CLARK. About 2.?5 cents? 
Mr. ANDREWS. So he will have some input into it, so he will have 

some responsibility.  

PERCENTAGE OF EDUCATED BLACK PEOPLE 

Senator CLARK. What percentage of the educated people are black 
people? Do vou have any rough idea? 

Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know. I do know they have an 80 percent lit
eracy among the black population, which is I think the second highest 
in -Al of Africa.  

Senator CLARK. Eighty percent of the black population in Rhodesia 
Mr. ANDREWS. Literate.  
Senator CLARK. ('an read and write? 
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the statistic I havo heard many times.  
Senator CLAiK. That does not qualify them to vote? 
M'r. A-NDREW'S. NO, becauis-, the law says 2 years of sco'ndary shool.  

VOTE!' STATIsTIC.S. BLACK 1, IEEN-fATIOX 

S¢riai ,r Cmm,\. A 'c, lin'r to you' fio'ures, there ore app roximately 
fd if,:)0 r<0 ist, , v r( in .hol, a o f wli,.hi 10.0() o ,re A fri,-:m, 

Mr. ' r ~ru:v,.. I woul 'v it, is liliwler 1( 
S i1 tv ( '.v , '-' it is pbovt I oli of ee 'vv 9 or 10
i.'\Jr..', N:D:'EW,. Who b ve qu:liiel and botherei to rXQ'i 1 (Ir.  

Sena , ic ;r,' . (ine , ,[ e(,v, 9 oc r.11,it. l voter; "ic blak 
M r. T .4' t A r;,Iht.  

o1: itor Cr.',:i. .nd one out ,f (very 2l or 2 I, I thuik I read, 
Rhodesian s ar, wliite.
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Mr. ANDREWS. 300,000 to 6 million.  
Senator CLARK. One out of 20. Let us round it off.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, sir.  
Incidentally, the blacks have 16 seats in the House and 50 white, 

and there are 10 black senators and 13 white senators, and I think the 
Republicans would like to have that in the Senate if they could.  

Senator CLARK. Does that mean anything? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I think they would like to have that close majority.  
Senator CLARK. Does that representation in the Parliament really 

have any effect? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Indeed it does. The whole thing is this and that is 

why what is going on over there now has nothing to do with economics.  
They are having constitutional meetings. They are meeting to rewrite 
their constitution. They have black senators elected from among the 
chiefs and so forth. They have white senators, but there are three 
appointed by the President.  

FUTURE OF RHODESIAN POLITICAL SITUATION 

Senator CLARK. Do you believe the Smith regime will go on well into 
the future, that the present kind of arrangement will continue? Do you 
see the situation changing? Do you think there will be majority rule 
in Rhodesia, using the term "qualified majority," in which black adult 
Africans will be allowed to participate? I am'trying to get your feel
ing as to where we are going to go. You say it is not going to remain 
the same. Do you expect some kind of agreement with the African Na
tional Council? 

What do you see in the future? 
Mr. ANDREWS. We have several problems, and I will try to be as 

brief as I can. I think a lot of people do not understand this.  
There is, indeed, as was raised here earlier, some question whether 

the ANC indeed represents the majority of the African people of 
Rhodesia. I seriously doubt that they do-not because they do not 
agree with that position-they do not care.  

I asked Bishop Muzorewa one time, let's you and I go down to your 
office and walk down the street and we will stop the first 100 Africans 
we come to and ask them what the sanctions, what the Byrd amendment 
is, and what chrome is, and how many of them will be able to tell me.  

Senator CLARK. I do not know how many in this country could.  
Mr. ANDREWS. I doubt very many. You lave the political strata of 

Rhodesia, I call them the Bolowalo farmers, which are the conservative 
Afrikaner trying to pull Smith to the right and to reimpose the sanc
tions will stiffen Smith's right wing. He is pragnatic enough to know 
that change is coming. He is going to lead that change, if he can, with
out giving up their standard of living and going into a retrogression.  
And I cannot really fault him for that.  

On the other side you have the ZANU, which is saying and has said 
that we will not stop until there is not a white man left between Salis
bury and Cape Town, and Muzorewa has to contend with that.  

senator CLARK. Whose statement was that? 
Mr. ANDREWS. ZANU. Sithole made it, it is purported. It is on the 

record.  
Senator CLARK. Can you provide that for us?
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Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know. I haven't got it with me, but think I 
can.  

Senator CLARK. We would like to have the documentation.  
[Committee staff note. At the time of publication, the information 

referred to had not been received.] 
Mr. ANDREws. This is the thing in point that is causing South 

Africa's problem of what is going on in Rhodesia; you have these ex
tremes and the various strata in between. The mere question of does 
ANC represent all people of southern Africa, why did the black man 
throw a hand grenade into Muzorewa's house a couple-3 weeks ago? 
Why is he going around with armed guards? He is not afraid of 
having Smith shoot him. The worse thing that could happen to Smith 
would be to have Muzorewa get killed. I do not mean to treat it 
lightly. I think the second thing I would like to inject here is the 
Afrikaner of Rhodesia is a very different man than the Portuguese 
of Mozambique. I envision many as a kind of rugged individualist, if 
you will, that pioneered the West of this country and slept with a rifle 
to keep the Indians and wild animals off of him. He is that kind of 
a person in makeup. He will fight if he has to. I think we should get out 
of the way, and Dr. Kaunda and President Nyerere and President 
Machel have all I think tried to say this. They have recognized that 
the economic facts of life mean that Rhodesia that sets in the middle of 
that economic community must survive, and therefore, they are push
ing for some sort of transitional multiracial outcome that will guar
antee the rights of the minorities that are left, and all of the minori
ties are not white people.  

Example: In Uganda, the Asians were run out of the country.  
Senator CLARK. As I understand, you support these efforts by the 

various people you mentioned in the various nations? 
Mr. ANDREWs. Absolutely. I have said in a statement before the 

House when Lusaka talks occurred Smith had tried and made three 
deals with Bishop Muzorewa, none of which were to be sold and 
stood up. They walked away from three deals and thought they had it.  

POLITICAL CHANGEOVER IMPACT ON FUTURE CHROME SALES TO 

UNITED STATES 

Senator CLARK. Bishop Muzorewa was here. I heard him say before 
the House, not in an official hearing, I think this is his quote: "When 
we have decided where to sell our chrome," meaning after they came 
to power, "we will ask first who were our friends when we needed 
them most." 

Mr. ANDREWS. Right.  
Senator CLARK. Do you suspect that if the bishop or others come to 

power, that will be the end of chrome sales in the United States ? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Absolutely not. Let us think about it. If you were the 

bishop, who has helped them the most and who has hurt them the most? 
Ask him personally if the sanctions have been effective? His answer 
will be no. He says he would like to see them kept on because they 
aggravate Smith. They failed. I think the amount of chrome you are 
going to shut off is nothing in their exports compared to their tobacco, 
beef, gold, corn, asbestos, all of which are bigger crops than chrome.
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Senator CLARK. You say more of the income of the Rhodesian Gov
ernment comes from the other sources.  

Mr. ANDREWS. With the Byrd amendment, you are going to shut 
off $4 million worth of chrome, $300 million export, that is what you 
are going to do to them. Let us ask the question, who was the friend, 
the biggest friend of Smith? The Americans who said, look, we will 
put the sanctions on, and we left them on for 5 years, and the only 
guy that got hurt was us. We shut down three ferrochrome plants 
in the United States, and go ask the man out in Steubenville, Ohio, 
or Marietta, Ohio, who is out of a job because of it; who got hurt? 

NTow, that is all. We have the sanctions stronger imposed on them 
than any other industrial, major industrial nation right today, and 
we s2aid in the Byrd amendment in one sentence, we will not cut our throat on strate,ic materials if everybody else is cheating.  

N:ow, go down there. The Russians, the Chinese, the blacks of 
Africa. the most of Europe, are all trading. They are trading in beef, 
trading in textiles, trading in coal, trading in chrome, trading in 
asbestos, Rhodesian asbestos. There are two German firms that have 
built automobile assembly plants since the sanctions went on. The 
Japanese have built a ferrochrome plant there since the sanctions 
went on.  

Now, who is the one that has really hurt them the worse? If they 
end up all of a sudden in power

Senator CLARK. You would predict that if the bishop comes to 
power, that he would be anxious to sell his chrome? 

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, I think he will. I do not think he is coming 
to power. He does not want the job.  

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM S IMPORTATION OF CHROM1E 

Senator CLARK. Do you import chrome in your firm? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Allegheny Ludlum's importation of its raw ma

terials, mainly chrome, from REhodesia represents substantially less 
than .- percent of our needs, Y(s; we have brought a little bit in to 
prove the point.  

U.S. DEPENDENCY ON RHODESI.AN CH07NIE FOR STRATEGIC PURPOSES 

Senator CLARK. Are we indeed that dependent on Rhodesian chrome 
for strategic purposes? I noticed in Ambassador Buffum's state
ment this morning-you were here? 

MIfr. ANDREVS. I (lid not read his statement.  
Senator CLARK. lie said we inported virtually no chrome ore from 

Rhodesia from 1I(;.GS to 1971.  
Mr. A m::1 :.-. Of .ourso not. It was against the law.  

S(na.t,' (''.\RI:. No ferrochrome before 1972.  
MIr. ANI,,wmvs. Of c'wr~4o r e). They did nwt have any.  

:;env . oV . ,in',.172, cur metallurgical cln'omit, imports 
,,Iun heode,: ha\, re;neined st,.adil- at rppyuiil:v.'lv 1) ixclt 

(oftie t ) 1 IT.S. . i t:: ef this flB er} a].  
7! "~ A ,I I;~~ am I; I I rI at that. Th)is 510T ~~ th, State, 

I'partment las 1 tn O(;lng tille :,d tid e ,gain, urd thc', have not 
botlhe -l to fill] w(1),t wl, t the p,'41 ,bem is.
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Let me answer your question, sir. There are two things-chromite, 
and there is ferrochrome. Two different things.  

Now, when the sanctions were put on in 1968, it was against the 
law to bring chromite into the United States. That is why there was 
none imported.  

There were six ferrochrome plants in the United States. Three of 
them were dependent upon Rhodesian chrome for its ore supplies to 
make ferrochrome. Two of them are dependent upon Russian chrome 
ore to make ferrochrome. The biggest one got its chrome from Russia 
and one from Turkey.  

Now. that is where we got our chrome ore from. And I said to the 
State Department in 1968, when they told me that the Smith govern
ment would not last but 6 months, we would be out of this business, 
if you left the sanctions on for 3 years you would bring irreparable 
damage and destruction to at least up to 50 p'ercent of our ferrochrome 
industry.  

In 1968 the Rhodesians did not make ferrochrome. They had no 
ferrochrome industry because their mines were owned by U.S. in
dustries who had ferrochrome plants in the United States.  

Now, when the sanctions were put on, of course, chrome ore stopped 
coming in from Rhodesia but the amount that had come from Russia 
from 1960, 1961, 1962, etc. kept on coming in, serving the three plants 
so of course it did not go down.  

What happened was the three ferrochrome plants that were de
pendent upon Rhodesian chrome, went out of business.  

Now, when the sanctions came off-I am kind of surprised, you 
know., how come there is up to 10 percent ore coming in? The Russians 
have fallen short of their shipments and' doubled the prices. Even 
some of the Russian buyers have started buying from Rhodesia. They 
have found the Russians to be unreliable.  

In the meantime the profits were accruing to U.S. industries in 
Rhodesia on those chrome mines which they couldn't ship to the 
United States, but shipped to everybody else.  

What do you do with that money? So Smith built a ferrochrome 
industry, which he did not have. He built it with Japanese help and 
German and Italian equipment, and I was there and saw it go up 
every year from a green field until where now the ferrochrome 
industry in Rhodesia is bigger than our ferrochrome industry. This 
was built, with our locked-in money, that is against the law to come 
out, while we shut down three plants here. Look at your imports of 
ferrochrome from Rhodesia-30,000 tons last year, zero in 1971. Of 
course, we are not bringing chromite ore.  

Senator CLARK. I am still waiting for you to answer my question.  
Mr. ANDREWS. I thought I did.  
Senator CLARK. The question is do you think that a complete sanc

tion would affect us strategically? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Certainly.  
Senator CLARK. Ten percent? 
Mr. ANDREWS. I was told when I came here, Senator, that this was 

not to discuss chrome and the lyrd amendment, and please, not 
bring it up, so I do not have a lot of statistics and a chart.  

Senator CLARK. Who told you not to bring it up? 
Mr. ANDREWS. The staff.
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Senator CLARK. Our staff ? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, sir. They said that was not what the subject was 

about. I get highly identified with this subject because of my fight in 
the House and so forth over there on H.R. 1287, so I think they were 
afraid I would use this platform to make a speech on the Byrd 
amendment.  

Senator CLARK. I am giving you an opportunity.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, you are.  
The point is if you have 2 hours I can talk for 2 hours on this 

subject.  
Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact, I have only got 2 minutes.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Eighty-seven percent of the world's chrome comes 

out of Southern Africa.  
Senator CLARK. I do not want a lecture on chrome.  
What I really want to know is the strategic question. If ten percent 

of our chrome 
Mr. ANDREWS. Chrome ore? 
Senator CLARK. Chrome ore.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Chrome ore.  
Senator CLARK. Comes from Rhodesia, and if that were cut off, do 

you think there is no other source? Could we not increase other 
sources? Do you think the 10 percent is strategic ? 

Mr. ANDREW. You cannot make steel with chrome ore. You need 
ferrochrome. So what you are talking about, the 10 percent that comes 
supports 50 percent of our needs. What about the other 50 percent 
that is imported ferrochrome? 

Senator CLARK. How did we exist in the period when it was cut off? 
Mr. ANDREWS. We had inventories. We saw the sanctions coming 

and we took the stockpile down from its highest point in history of 6 
million tons down to 2.5 million tons with the stockpile because you 
could see it coming.  

Soft sanctions went in 1965-66.  
Senator CLARK. To be specific, if we had permanent sanctions for 

the next 5 years what would be the adverse strategic effects? 
Mr. ANDREWS. Adverse strategic effects would be you would drop 

to probably 30 percent ferrochrome, self-sufficiency. In the United 
States you would move up to 70 percent imports. I have predicted 
that the price of chrome would go from the normal world price of $70 
now, $140 by the Russians, to $500.  

Senator CLARK. That is strategic? That is what happened in oil.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, sir.  
Senator CLARK. I do not see that as a strategic question.  
Mr. ANDREWS. I think you would then be dependent because of your 

lack of ability if you did enforce and say no ferrochrome that con
tains Rhodesian chrome comes in, you would then shut down the stain
less steel industry, as you did the ferrochrome industry, or a major 
portion of it.  

And chromium, by definition, is the most strategic material in the 
United States, and we have none indigenous to the United States.  

Senator CLARK. Carry that on through.  
Mr. ANDREWS. You cannot build an airplane, and build a power 

station, cannot build a hospital, cannot build a food processing plant, 
cannot build a train.
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Anywhere you want corrosion resistance you need chrome. It has 
been defined as the most unsubstitutable metal we have. It is the most 
strategic material.  

U.S. SURVIVABILITY WITH IMPOSITION OF SANCTIONS 

Senator CLARK. From your judgment, if we were to impose such 
sanctions, we really could not survive as a country? 

Mr. ANDREWS. It would depend on a lot of things. If the rest of the 
world would quit buying, I think you have to ask your question, can 
you afford to go offshore for your corrosion resistance tool steels and 
material, especially the steel industry, as a strategic policy.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much for coming.  
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you for your time, sir.  
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to 

the call of the Chair.]





U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Angola 

MONDAY, JULY 14, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 

SUBO(', IMITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS, 
OF THE COuMrITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 

Washingto,, D.C.  
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 4221.  

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick (lark (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senators Clark and Biden.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

Angola on the eve of independence is a nation of great potential.  
It is already one of the richest countries in Africa. This wealth 
could now be used to improve the quality of life for all its people.  

After 500 years of colonial domination, they will finally have the 
opportunity to work together as equal citizens of a free nation to 
shape their own future. But independence could also bring civil war 
and years of tragedy, as this last weekend of terror has so clearly 
revealed.  

It is essential that U.S. policy toward Angola be supportive of 
peace and unity in that nation. Of course, it is for the Angolans 
themselves to resolve their internal differences-with the help of 
neighboring African States and Portugal.  

What the United States can and must do is to help assure that out
side interference by major powers will not aggravate the divisions 
within Angola.  

It must be clear that the United States wants good relations with 
whatever government finally takes power in Angola, and that this 
country will not interfere in determining what the nature of that 
government will be.  

This was the first and strongest recommendation made by all three 
public witnesses on Angola. As Professor John MNarcum put it, "Per
haps the most important thing the American Government can do in 
Angola is to refrain from projecting parchial or ideological intoler
ance into its per'cptioll of the situation there." It is true that the 
Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China have giv\en military 
support to different liberation movements in their struggle for 
independence.  

(235)
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Many believe that the United States has been covertly supporting 
one of the liberation movements. A cold war view of the world might 
dictate that the United States should give military support to one 
of the movements.  

It might be argued by some that this would be the only way to 
protect American strategic and economic interests in Angola.  

But the U.S. experience in dealing with independent African nations 
should have taught us that such intervention would be a serious 
mistake.  

African leaders are most interested in maintaining policies of non
alinement. in establishing good relations with all the major powers 
and avoiding any foreign control over their policies. Undoubtedly, 
this same desire to preserve their independence will shape the foreign 
policies of future leaders of Angola as well.  

If the United States establishes a clear, evenhanded policy toward 
the liberation movement leaders in Angola and, if it makes every 
effort to establish communications and good relations with all of 
them, it will probably be able to work constructively with any future 
government.  

The United States does have to overcome its lack of support for 
the struggle against colonialism-a choice this country made because 
it feared offending a NATO ally, Portugal. In my opinion, it would 
be iiwise, to compound these past mistakes by again basing U.S.  
policy toward Angola on cold war assumptions.  

It is also important to remember that the issue of territorial integ
rity is a particularly sensitive one in Africa. African countries are 
committed to maintaining colonial borders and building unified nation
states within them. All of them have regional and ethnic divisions that 
must be overcome.  

Any outside country that attempts to aggravate these divisions 
in Angola jeopardizes its relations with all the nations of Africa.  

As a democratic nation that is interested in helping make democ
racy work in other countries, the U.S. interests clearly lie with 
unity and stability in Angola.  

The Alvor agreement inoludes a provision that there will be demo
cratic elections for a constituent assembly.  

The chances of these elections taking place are much better if the 
liberation movements are unified and can work out acceptable ground 
rules for them.  

On the question of U.S. strategic and economic interests in Angola, 
it is certainly not in this or any other country's interests that Angola's 
economy be disrupted by civil war. Nor is it in U.S. interest that in
stability and conflict with major power intervention continue.  

REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATION COMMENT ON PUBLIC WITNESS' SPECIFIC 

SUGGESTIONS 

The public witnesses on Angola made several specific suggestions 
on how the U.S. could help promote unity and stability in that country.  
It would be useful if the administration witnesses today could com
ment on the following suggestions: 

First, the United States should support the efforts being made by 
Portugal and the OAU to promote unity among the liberation move
ments and keep peace in Angola.
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The witnesses even suggested that the United States might offer 
to help pay the cost of maintaining Portuguese troops in Angola if 
they are needed longer than was originally expected.  

Second, the United States must -avoid any covert support for any 
one of the liberation movements. This recommendation applies not 
only to Government support, but also to American corporations in 
Angola that might be pressured to give financial assistance to the 
liberation movements or the Cabinda secessionist movement.  

It was recommended that the Government investigate the possibility 
that Gulf Oil or other corporations are under this kind of pressure.  

Third, the United States should make it clear that it can deal with 
any government that might take power in Angola. A special effort 
must be made to establish comnunications with all the liberation 
movement leaders and to convince them that the United States is 
impartial.  

Fourth, offers of U.S. assistance, bilateral as well as multilateral, 
must be the kind that will encourage unity among the liberation 
movements and will not favor any one of them. The witnesses felt it 
was important to work in close cooperation with the Portuguese Gov
ernment on this matter. There may well be development projects that 
have the endorsement of all three of the movements. It is encouraging 
that in its educational assistance to Angola, the United States has 
offered an equal number of scholarships to all three of the move
ments.  

Fifth, if it is clear that the United States is not in any way inter
vening on behalf of one of the liberation movements, it could play a 
role in encouraging the Soviet Union and China to cease their inter
vention.  

It might be useful to call to the attention of the international 
community the difficulties outside military assistance is causing in 
the effort to bring about a peaceful resolution of this problem.  

Finally, Professor Mlarcum recommended that U.S. policy toward 
Angola be clearly based on a "mutuality of interests." While this 
recommendation may seem vague, there is in fact a great difference 
between basing policy on a mutuality of interests and basing it ex
clusively on the promotion of short-term American interests.  

For example, the U.S. Govermnent could encourage American com
panies in Angola either to be inflexible in their dealings with the 
new Government, or to try to work out a relationship that would be 
beneficial to Angola's own economic development.  

The contracts for these investments were made with the Portu
guese colonial government, which had very different interests than 
an independent government will have.  

The United States could demand that Angola's foreign policy be 
consistent with our own positions as a condition for establishing close 
relations. Or it could support Angola's efforts to develop good re
lations with all countries, thus assuring its genuine independence.  

The United States could make judgments critical of the new gov
ernment's internal economic and political policies. Or the United 
States could work with that government in supporting those policies 
that will improve the quality of life for its citizens. The area where 
it is most important that the United States base its policy on a 
mutuality of interests, is the use of Angolan ports for U.S. and other 
government naval visits.
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WITNESSES 

Today, witnesses from the Bureau of African Affairs and from 
AID, will outline for the subcommittee current U.S. policy toward 
Angola. Hopefully, they will also comment on the above suggestions 
that have been made by some of the foremost U.S. scholars on Angola.  

Ambassador I)avis, we welcome you and the other witnesses. You 
may proceed in any way you are. prepared.  

STATEMENT OF HON. NATHANIEL DAVIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Mr. DAvis. 21r. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to meet with 
the subcommittee for an exchange of views on the situation in Angola.  

Angola, as you know, will be the last of Portugal's African colonies 
to attain its independence, which is scheduled for November 11 of 
this year. Unlike the situation in the other territories, where a single 
liberation movement existed when Portugal embarked on its policy 
of decolonization last year, three major liberation groups have existed 
in Angola for some years. In addition to agreement with Portugal, 
the three groups had to agree among themselves on the modalities 
for independence. This was done last January, and a transitional 
government composed of representatives of the three movements and 
of Portugal was installed on January 31.  

COMPETITION AM1ONG THREE LIBERATION MOVEIENTS IN ANGOLA 

The basic problem posed by the separate identities of the three 
groups and the strong competition between them for ultimate lead
ership of Anoola was not resolved; and as you know, there have been 
recurring serious outbreaks of violence since January. The three 
movements divided by ethnic, ideological, and personal differences, 
have made several efforts to reach political accommodation and to in
sure a peaceful transition to independence, but fighting among them 
has continued. A second "smnmit" meeting between leaders of the 
three groups took place in Nakuru, Kenya, during June 16-21, under 
the sponsorship of President Kenyatta. We sincerely hope that the 
three leaders-Agostinho Neto of the Popular Movement for the 
Liberation of Angola (MPLA), ITolden Roberto of the National 
Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA), and Jonas Savimbi 
of the Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA)-will 
continue to make serious efforts to resolve their differences through 
nPgotiations. The aegreement reached on June 21 pledged each of 
them to sharing in the preparations for independence without addi
tional bloodshed. Fighting between MIPLA and FNLA broke out again 
late last week, however.  

U.S. POSITION TOWARD FUTURE INDEPENDENT ANGOLA 

Our own position toward the future independent Angola was stated 
bv Preqident Ford at the White Thouse dinner for President Kaunda.  
of Zambia on April 19, when he said:
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We have been following developments in southern Africa with great, great 
interest. For many years the U.S. has supported self-determination for the 
peoples of that area and we continue to do so today. We view the coining inde
pendence of Mozambique, Angola, and the island territories with great satis
faction * * * as we viewed the independence of Guinea-Bissau just last year 
* * * America stands ready to help the emerging countries * * and to provide 
what assistance we can.  

I would add that we hope to enter into mutually beneficial rela
tions with independent Angola at the appropriate time..  

Although the problems now facing Angola and its leaders are pro
found, the country has a great potential which can only be realized if 
peace and order prevail. Angola's natural and human' resources will, 
in the long term, make it a politically important and economically 
viable member of the family of nations. We look forward to we]
coming Angola into the international community and wish the leaders 
success in reaching a peaceful resolution of \heir differences.  

MJr. Dennis Conrov of the AID will review Angola's economic 
potential and possible assistance needs.  

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you.  
We welcome you, Mr. Conroy. You may proceed.  

STATEMENT OF DENNIS E. CONROY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF AFRI
CAN REGIONAL AFFAIRS, AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Mr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
It is a pleasure to appear today before the sulomlmittee on behalf 

of the Agency for International Deve]opment to discuss the economy 
of An,-ola and the implications for U.S. assistanc,.  

LIMITED ROLE FOR AID IN ANGO0LA SEEN" 

I would like. to comment right away that we visualize a limited role 
for AID capital assistance in Angola. The comtry is by far the rich
est of Portugal's overseas territories which are becoming independent 
and in 1975 apparently enjoyed the third highest per capita income 
among independent African countries. It should be apparent from the 
brief economic data that follow why we do not anticipate providing 
capital development assistance.  

An unofficial estimate for 1973 put Ano,,la's GXP at 2._ billi,,n, 
and with a (;.2 million population, the per capita G,LP would then 
be over K-0.91. Oil incit e is tle major ree.son in 1975, oJ1 revenes 
were sti iia! (d at about $4215 mJiillion. An-)1a's ,the':" mnnera.i resourees 
are also inD,'Yes. I i amo, I,s r',k sc',')n in ip imt,,m ,, as a mim,ral 
e:-t, an(d in 19 74 revenles fromn dliamiH ' ,-; were , :j million. Iion 

is Omineh an1 :! e t ..1. i rh tc:,de. cii, eurIv e:!,,oricd ki v h 

(:Iai.au ~, 1 -v 1)7T., lo ev:r .'fa de ,Ic .,:it a ', av-' 1al h, ;i' develop
11 nt in tb'," sovt(lwrn pall of t,w (iolldcv. ivl_ :i:,,'. m,,. aiM 
phosIlmtes : lon.iii in qiieetif-v, al' iolt he edet eotelt. ,f 
ir,, 'c s will ~r,1uire a 1in l''al s .
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ANGOLA RICH IN AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 

Angola's agricultural resources are also impressive, and the agricul
tural sector presents the most significant opportunity for raising living 
standards. More than three-quarters of the population are employed 
in agricultural production with coffee, cotton, and sisal the chief 
exports and important sources of export earnings. Coffee earnings alone 
in 1974 are estimated at $172 million. The country grows many other 
crops: bananas, tobacco, sugar, oilseeds, wheat, and rice. Many live
stock are raised and Angola could support a major livestock industry.  
Ocean fishing is also an obvious resource. Although Angola had run 
balance-of-payments deficits, up until 1973, the substantially in
creased export earnings from petroleum and coffee that year reversed 
the situation and a significant surplus is estimated for 1974. The future 
economic level could well be affected by the uncertain political situa
tion now prevailing, so future economic activity is difficult to predict.  

AGRICULTVRE STATISTICS FOR ANTGOLA, 1975 

Senator CLARK. If I may interrupt you for a second, Mr. Conroy, 
in terms of the statistics that you gave above, what is your judgment 
on how accurate those will be in 1975 with all of the political upheaval? 
It seems to me I have been reading that the economic situation has 
taken a rather downward turn with the civil war-civil war is too 
strong a word-the activities that are occurring.  

Are these trends that have been occurring in the last year? 
Mr. CONROY. I do not think we have information, sir, exactly on 

the data for last year, for 1975. By and large it is very possible they 
have been. I am not sure they will be reversed but they are not going 
to be favorable.  

Of course, a large part of the export earnings are from oil revenues 
and it could be that those actually have increased in dollar volume.  

I don't think they have been affected.  

PERCENTAGE OF OIL EXPORT EARNINGS 

Senator CLARK. WVhat percentage of their export dollars are derived 
from oil? 

Mr. CONROY. I believe that it is about 60 percent in 1974. The price 
goes up and production has gone up in 1975, so this could counter that.  
If oil exports were affected, this would be a major factor in terms of 
the economy. But, it is true, the present economic situation will not 
continue as it did in 1974.  

Senator CLARK. Go ahead, I'm sorry.  

AID ASSISTANCE NEEDS TO INDEPENDENT ANGOLA 

Mr. CONROY. We have limited data about the status of the Angolan 
African population but we know that education and training has 
been limited; illiteracy runs 85 to 90 percent; and although more 
farmers play a role in the cash economy than in many African coun
tries, subsistence agriculture is paramount. Government agricultural 
programs to date, with the possible exception of coffee, have not em
phasized the rural areas and the whole concept of rural development,



with farmer training, extension, and research needs to be introduced.  
Industry and commerce have been dominated by the Portuguese seg
ment of the population. The serious shortage of skilled black Angolans 
means that skilled advisers and operational personnel will be needed to 
keep the economy operating-while training programs for Africans 
are mounted. Primary and secondary education will carry on if a 
sufficient number of teachers remain. However, staffing of university 
departments will be a critical problem and technical education must be 
developed from the ground up. Health will be a pressing social need in 
rural and urban areas, and the new government will require extensive 
help in planning and operating programs to meet the needs of an 
independent country.  

AID TECHNICAL HELP, REFUGEE RESETTLEMIENT ASSISTANCE 

AID has programed funds for training of Angolans under the $25.  
million authorized in fiscal year 1975 for Portugal and the Portuguese 
colonies in Africa gaining independence. We have signed a contract 
for a regional development training program with the African Ameri
can Institute and at least 40 training grants in either Africa or the 
United States have been made available this year for selection through.  
the Ministry of Education in Luanda. We have requested additional 
funding for this program in the fiscal year 1976 congressional presen
tation and could expand the number of participants next year if candi
dates are found.  

We also wish to respond if a request comes from the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees to assist with a resettlement program 
similar to that received for Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau. There are 
hundreds of thousands of persons who fled their homes during the 10
year insurgency-some to neighboring countries-who must be helped 
to return to their land and given food, seeds, handtools, and minimum 
health care to enable them to plant crops and become self-sufficient.  
The program may total $7 to $10 million of which the United States 
might contribute 25 percent.  

In this connection, I would like to mention a practical programing 
problem with which the African offices in State and AID have been 
faced over the past 21/ months with this special category of funds.  
While the Appropriations Act signed in late March 1975 provided that 
not less than $10 million of the $25 million authorized be used in 
Africa, only $5 million of the funds authorized in December 1974 were 
made available to make grants. African requirements and the requests 
received have required grant funding; training, resettlement of refu
gees, assistance to Cape Verde are not appropriate for loans.  

We could have been more responsive more rapidly in obligating 
funds if the entire African appropriation had been available on a 
grant basis.  

In summary, Angola should not require large amounts of capital 
assistance but the United States should be in a position to provide 
technical help and resettlement assistance. The problems facing an 
independent Angola in rural development, agricultural research, 
technical training, university level education, and administration will 
be great.  

Senator CLARx. Thank you very much, Mr. Conroy.  
Either of you may answer questions as we go along.
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TOTAL VALUE OF U.S. FIXED INVESTMENTS FOR ANGOLA 

Senator CiATi1. I have some questions. Senator Biden, feel free to 
break in at any time you may have questions.  

I wonder, Mr. Conroy, or Mr. Davis, do you know the total value of 
tlh , (-.S. fixed investments in Angola? 

Mr. Dwis. Yes, I do have some figures in that regard.  
American investment in Angola is estimated between $300 million 

and $400 million, most of which is concentrated in petroleum explora
tion and production.  

Gulf Oil Co.*s investment in the development and exploration of the 
Calinda offshore oilfield is by far the largest single U.S. investment 
in Anola and may account for 90 percent or more of the total U.S.  
investment in the territory.  

Other American oil companies currently holding exploration con
cessions in Angola as reported include Texaco, Exxon, Argo Petroleum 
('o. of Los Angeles, and Amerada Hess Corp., Sun Oil Co., and Cities 
Service.  

None of these concessions have entered into production. However, an 
older concession jointly held by Texaco and a Belgium company is 
1roducing about 30,000 barrels per day. U.S. companies with modest 
investment in concessions in exploration operations in the mining field 
reportedly include Chromalloy American Corp., United States Steel 
Corp.. and Tenneco.  

In the industrial commercial field. General Tire & Rubber Co., 
ITT. and First National City Bank have small or modest, investments.  

JT.S. imports from An,'ola, primarily petroleum and coffee, rose from 
0;(') million in 1973 to ",, 3s million in 1974. Much of this increase was 
the result of sharply higher petroleum prices.  

U.S. exports to Angola climbed from $38 million in 1973 to $62 
in 1974.  

Senator CLARK. Fine.  
What is the total value of 1.S. investments? 
Mr. D.\viS. Well, in terms of trade, in 1974 the imports were $378 

million and the exports were $62 million. And, of course, petroleum 
was most of the imports.  

U.S. POLICY C(INCERNING PROTECTION OF GULF OIL INVESTMENT 

Senator CLrxnIK. It appears that 90 pereent. I think, was the figlre 
you used-90 percent or more of this investment is Gulf Oil.  

Is it WIr Policy that the U.S. Government has a responsibility to 
protect the Gulf Oil investment in Angola? 

Mfr. D.\ivp. Well, I think
Senator CLATIK. Would vynii qlalify that in some way or describe 

wlimit our policv wNild ~e ? 

T think that UT.S. p hivy ti ward in.-es, in'ut is tIhat we recognize 
tl',, f11l ri."l ,. t1- e 01 hcsf nt iv, i, tever it may 1"'; fin'!' to reo'u

1ves wel t abroad .a (1. s.,,odl. Io "'o to the point of nationaliza
ti,,1 of;' I .-, in,,';tme t ift 'tat is tlh'iv (1 0Ision.  

4we d :4)t is thait intcrl'! ioiwl 1iw is clev.:r that if :i host 
,mtI ." . investn, ut does iati4 l1.S. investment, that they
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do have an obligation to prompt, adequate, and effective compensa
tion for the investment nationalized, and this is the position I think 
that we have taken fairly consistently around the world.  

U.S. POLICY RE RENEGOTIATING FOREIGN INVESTI1ENT CONTRACTS WITH 

NEW GOVERNMENT 

Senator CLARK. Since the current contracts for foreign investors in 
Angola were made with Portugal, do you believe that the new govern
ment has the right to renegotiate these contracts so that foreign invest
ment will contribute more to the country's internal economic develop
ment, or do we as a Government have a policy? One of the public 
witnesses here made quite an issue of that as we talked about Angola.  
What is your judgment? What is our policy? 

Mr. DAvis. Well, I think that what usually happens when there is 
a change of government and change of jurisdiction is that the normal 
practice is that the government which assumes the responsibility of 
sovereignty generally does accept the general international obligations 
of the previous sovereign power.  

Now, this does not mean that a new government would not have 
the right and the opportunity to review such arrangements as might 
have been made before, and, for example, a decision to nationalize 
is certainly a very sharp example of a decision of a govermnent, 
whether it be in a new government or otherwise, to change the terms 
of reference under which a foreign company is operating in that 
territory. And I think that we certainly do recognize that the new 
government of any territory has the right and opportunity to review 
such arrangements as there might be. and, obviously, has the power 
and right and opportunity to change them in accordance. with its 
general obligations and its obligations under international law.  

FLEC, FLNA, M][PLA THREATS TO GULF OIL 

Senator CLARK. Mr. Bender, one of our witnesses, stated tlat there 
had been threats-he never evidenced this, as I recall, with any specific 
evidence-but said there had been threats to Gulf by the FLEC and 
FLNA and MPLA. If they didn't provide money to them, its 
installations would be destroyed. Are you aware of any such threats 
as that ? 

Mr. DAVIS. I have no knowledge of such activities. I would say that, 
as he, I have heard such things.  

Senator CLARK. But the State Department does not have specific 
knowledge? 

Mr. Davis. No, I have no knowledge of specific threatening negotia
tions or what have you.  

I-V-STT -TION OF THREATS TO CULF OIL 

Senator CT. ,rT:, . kld vm bare not ,onducted an in esticrafion into 
tht possibilit-? v'ou haven't had any disCflS-.ions with Gu 1 Oi 

Mr. R XVT,. No, sir.  
,eq~1o]! r Cr , r' :. T nm 'm.r.mnov of fl MIflt;1,tifnfl Siloonmittee 

of the Foreirn PI elation Committee, before v-hiel Gulf Oil irn testi-
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fled they gave money to North Korea and Bolivia under this kind of 
pressure.  

I am curious whether you had any information of that kind with 
regard to Angola.  

Mr. DAVIS. No, sir, I do not have. As I say, I have heard such allega
tions but I do not have hard information.  

U.S. FOLICY CONCERNING ASSISTANCE TO LIBERATION MOVEMENTS 

Senator CLARK. Both the Soviet Union and People's Republic of 
China, as I understand it, are providing assistance to different Angolan 
liberation movements. Does this in any way affect the decision within 
the administration on whether the United States should provide 
assistance to those movements? 

Mr. DAvis. We have maintained for some years now, since an arms 
embargo on the former or present Portuguese territories, and my 
understanding is this arms embargo which was instituted, I believe 
under the Mutual Security Act of 1954, and that this gave these 
authorities to the President to control arms exports, and then he made 
a Presidential determination under them, and my understanding is 
that this determination continues fully in force.  

ASSESSMENT OF SOVIET-CHINESE INVOLVEMENT IN ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. Just how serious do you believe the Soviet-Chinese 
involvement in this conflict to be? Have we made any assessment of 
that? Do we really know much about the involvement of either of 
those two parties? 

Mr. DAVIS. I think that clear hard information is, as I am sure you 
can imagine, somewhat hard to come by. I think that the indications 
are that very considerable military assistance is being given by coun
tries in Eastern Europe to MPLA and that some degree of assistance 
has been given by an Asian power to FNLA.  

INCREASED SINO-SOVIET COPETITION OVER AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. This is a judgmental question, I guess. Do you 
believe that the Soviet and Chinese interest in Angola reflects an 
increased Sino-Soviet competition over Africa? 

Mr. DAVIS. Whether their positions are reflective of an increasing 
competition, I am not sure. There have been elements of let's say lack 
of coordination of their views in a number of places in Africa.  

Wlhether this is basically on the increase, I am not so sure.  

SOVIET INTEREST IN AFRICAN MILITARY, PORT FACILITIES 

Senator CLARK. Do you have any evidence or any feeling that the 
Soviet interest in Angola is in any way tied to an interest in African 
military or port facilities? 

Mr. DAVIS. I do not have any evidence that the Soviet Union is 
seeking port facilities in and around Angola, if that is the import of 
what you are saying.  

Senator CLARK. Yes, that is.
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U.S. STRATEGIC NAVAL INTEREST IN ANGOLA PORT FACILITIES 

In your judgment, what would be the impact on U.S. strategic in
terest in Angola if the Angolan ports were closed to the United States 
and made available to the Soviet Union? *Would that have any great 
impact, as you understand, on our strategic interests in that part of 
the world? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I think that if what you are talking about is a 
U.S. naval

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. DxVIS [continuing]. Naval travel around Africa? There are two 

-or three things that might be considerations in this regard.  
One of them is, of course, the recent opening of the Suez Canal which 

does open up the 1)ossibility of U.S. naval vessels at. least up to a certain size. not having to go around the full extent of the African 
Continent.  

Mv understanding of the situation of our Navy is that some of our 
naval vessels can pass through the Suez Canal and some cannot.  

Insofar as those vessels that need to go around the African Con
tinent, we are, as I am sure you are aware, our practice is not to put into 
South African ports, so that then the question comes as to into what 
ports can these vessels put in as they go around the African Continent, 
and in the past it has been true that they have been putting into what 
were the Portuguese territories both on the west coast, and on the east 
coast and with the coming of the independence of both of those coun
tries that prospect has been altered very sharply.  

Now, there are some possible alternate places for them to put in and 
there is always the possibility of their fueling at sea and this then 
becomes a matter of the economics of the situation as to what it costs 
to get tankers out there to fuel at sea. But these are the kind of con
siderations which the Navv would have -to take into account.  

Senator CLARK. Is it fair to say that you see no great strategic loss 
if that occurs? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I am not sure whether I speak for my colleagues 
across the river in the Pentagon as to -their evaluation of the utility of 
access to these ports.  

U.S. ACCEPTANCE, COOPERATION WITH WHATEVER GOVERNMENT TAKES 
POWER 

Senator CLAnK. One of the recommendations that was made that I 
read to you earlier said something to the effect that the United States 
should demonstrate clearly and convincingly that it will accept and 
work with whatever government takes power in Angola-I guess any 
of the three liberation movements or any combination of them.  

Do you tend to agree with that? 
Do you think our Government can do that consistently? 
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I think that the President, when he stated in his 

general view about the emerging territories that had been under Por
tuguese rule, he said that the attitude of the U.S. Government was fa
vorable to their coming independence and he also expressed a general 
view that we would seek to establish a constructive relationship with 
the countries that emerged, and we are certainly open to being helpful 
to them.
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U.S. POLICY TOWARD LIBERATION MOVEMENTS 

Senator CLAm. Would you just generally describe our policy toward 
the liberation movements? 

Have we tried to stay in contact with them? Have we tried to stay 
out of them Ilow would you describe what our relationship is toward 
the liberation movements as such? 

Mr. DAvis. Well, I think that our general policy toward all of the 
liberation movements in southern Africa. I think that it has been set 
forth, I am sure, there are some theologies in this matter and I am 
relatively new to these questions.  

Perhaps I should get a little help from Mr. Arenales, as to what kind 
of position we have established.  

STATEMENT OF ALFONSO ARENALES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE 
OF SOUTHERN AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

Mr. ARENALES. For some years, during the decade of the 1960's and 
1970's, it had been our practice to receive and to be in communica
tion at the medium level through our embassies in neighboring Afri
can countries with representatives of the various liberation movements 
in all of the southern African countries.  

With the coming into being of Portugal's decolonization policy 
last year, our policy toward contact with liberation group members 
and leaders was looked at and a decision was made-I think it was in 
September of last year-to upgrade the level at which these contacts 
could take place so that our various ambassadors in the countries 
were then free to deal directly with the leadership of these movements.  

That decision has guided our contacts with liberation groups and 
their leaders ever since with regard to Mozambique, Angola, Rhodesia, 
Namibia and other liberation groups that exist.  

As you know, only two of the three Angolan liberation group leaders 
are in An-ola and

Senator CLxrK. Two of the three leaders are in Angola? 
Mr. AREN.ALES. Yes, sir, and our Consul General has been in contact 

with the leadership of all three of the movements as represented in 
the transitional government from the outset, from its installation last 
January.  

Senator C.Kyr. qo it is fair to say you are in touch with the three 
divergent movements 

M r. Ar.NALES. Yes. sir.  
S;enator CL.\Rm. Andl their leadership? 
Mr. -AiR.As. Yes, sir.  
Mrl. l)\vI. I mi'lit a(ll in connection with that that I have not as 

vet h,( tlq opqportimitv tio talk to any of the three Le:,,ds of the libera
tien movements. l lowover, I thoual_*J A woull mention that in connec
tion with other liberation movenent in southern Africa I have 
bad tl',e opportiunity to talk with lBislop luzorewa :md others ,f the 
leaders o;' ti,., lileration movement, in Rlhodeia and have had the op
portillity t! talk wit1 the. head of SWAP(\ that it i net that the 
leaflosh ip (d the ilul-a'uf is not )erfectly pi'la Ied to have personal 
'onltal.t wit Ii 111wat i 0 )Vtn-elents as, it may be appropriate.  

S'-,'nitor ( L.1rK. Sciiator Biden ?
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U.S. INTEREST IN RELATION TO THREE LIBERATION M31VE3IENTS 

Senator BIDEN. Thank \on, Mr. Chairman.  
I would like to pursue the question of the three divergent natioialist 

groups.  
Is it in our interest that one should come to the fore rapidly? Do 

we care which it is? 
Is it in our interest that any particular one, in fact, should assume 

the reigns of power in Angola? Or is it in our interest for the con
fusion to be prolonged? Where does our interest lie and what do we 
do about it? 

Other witnesses have suggested that the United States-and you 
may have mentioned this already-should help the Portuguese with 
the cost of maintaining troops in Angola, if need be, while the civil 
war is being sorted out.  

Where should we go? What should we be doing, just keep hands off 
and see what develops? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I might try to answer your question, Senator, in 
two or three ways, one of which is that we certainly see that the re
sponsibility for Angola between now and November rests with the 
Portuguese Government and so that now what came out of the Al-or 
agreement was a transitional government in which the transitional 
government would be chaired by the Portuguese and in which all 
three of the liberation movements would participate.  

PREDICTIONS OF CIVIL WAR UPON INDEPENDENCE 

Senator B1DrE. Is not everyone predicting there is little or no hope 
of that participation lasting very lon2 Everyone I have ever spoken 
to suggests that upon independence on Noveml),r 11, what is likely 
to happen is an all-out civil war, until one of the factions prevails. I 
apologize for not being here to hoar all of your statements.  

Does that have any validity? 
Mr. DAV1i.;. That would not be our view of what would be desirable.  
Senator BIDEN. Is that your view as to what is most likely to hap

pen? Is that a realistic view of the factions? 
Mr. D. vis. What I think is that right now, for example, the Foreign 

Minister of Portugal, Mr. MTelo Antunes, is on his way to Luanda and 
I can only assume that, his mission will include an effort to dampen 
down the present violence and to reestablish the viability of the transi
tional arran--emients of -overnment.  

Senator E. I an not suggesting that in fact that, is not his in
tent. Every time Dr. Kissiner gets on a plane and goes to the Middle 
East it is his intention to bring peace to the Middle East. Sometimes 
he is more optimistic than other times.  

I am trying to get the "non-State Department" answer. I am trying 
to get a "straight" answer. I am trying to g,,t a realistic appraisal Ibv 
you if whether as commentators have been saying for some time now, 
that there is little or no possibility for a peaceful transition. Further, 
if the coalition that is envisioned as forming as of November 11 is not 
likely to hold and whether there is going to be a continuation of, or 
increase in Angola's civil war? 

Which do you think is most likely? I am looking for the best judg
ment call, not what you hope for. What do you think? If you, were a 
bookie sitting there, where would you put your money?
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Mr. DAVIS. Well I think that, if you will allow me to give you, 
slightly State Department answer

Senator BiDEN. OK.  
Mr. DAvis. I think that it is only fair to the situation on the ground, 

that it is only fair to the serious and real efforts of Foreign Minister 
Melo Antunes and of those people who are working for a peaceful 
transition in Angola to certainly give all of the benefit of the doubt 
that we can give to the efforts of those people who would like to see 
a better solution than to that situation degenerating into civil strife.  

Senator BIDEN. It was probably an unfair question.  
Obviously, if you tell me what your actual assessment is it could 

very well undermine the efforts of people who are trying to bring 
about that peaceful transition.  

But from what I have read and the people I have spoken to have 
told me, it seems to me like a long shot. I guess I am not going to be 
able to get, to the next question and get a realistic answer.  

If in fact my premise is correct, that it is a long shot, is there any 
one of those three warring factions we should have a greater interest 
in? So I will pretend I did not ask that question. You do not have 
to answer it. I'll move on to something else.  

ROLE OF OIL AS CONSIDERATION IN ANGOLA 

Oil is a consideration it seems. I am wondering how much oil we 
are all considering-"we" in an editorial sense. I do not mean the 
United States, necessarily.  

How much oil is at issue? How big a stake is there in Angola with 
regard to oil. Can it play a major role in the world's oil picture or is it 
minor? 

Mr. DAVIs. As I understand it, the Gulf investment is something 
over $300 million.  

That in 1974 the Cabinda field, which is by far the largest field in 
Angola, produced 54 million barrels of oil of which 27 million bar
rels or exactly 5) percent was exported to the. United States. Cabinda 
currently supplies about 2.25 percent of the total U.S. imports of 
oil.  

So I do not know if that gives you some approximation of what 
you want ? 

ARM1S SUPPLIES TO LIBERATTON GROUrS 

Senator BrDE,-. That does answer the question. Thank you.  
It has been suggested by some, includina recently by Mr. Ottawav 

of the Washington Post in an article on Sino-Soviet rivalrv in An
gola, that a)peared sometime last week. that rivalry seemed to be 
concentrated on the supply of arms to the liberation groups. Obviously 
the supply of arms is going to prolong or at least intensify any con
flict that exists there.  

Do vou think that the Tnited States should in any way intervene 
with either good offices, and/or supplvina Angolaii troops with arms 
or taking any kind of action under the large umbrella that we have 
to try to discourag'e the warring factions from taking arms from the 
Soviets or Chinese ? 

Maybe you could comment on the whole area of arms supply to the 
liberation groups.
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Mr. DAVIS. So far as the question of arms supply, this did come up, 
sir, before you joined us.  

Senator BIDEN. Then I will read it in the record. There is no need 
to repeat yourself.  

Mr. DAVIS. I did point out that we do maintain an arms embargo 
for the export of arms to Angola so far as the U.S. Government is 
concerned.  

So far as good offices are concerned, I think that there is certainly 
a very widely held feeling that it would be a very good thing if the 
supply of arms from outside of Angola could be-that something 
could be done about it so that it does not develop into a scramble in 
terms of supplying more and more arms to one faction or another.  

I think in terms of the utility of leadership in this regard, I might, 
I suppose, point out a really rather evident fact, and that is that 
Angola is part of the African community and that I perhaps: 
express the hope that the African community itself might interest.  
itself in-I do not mean to say that they have not-but I do think 
that multilateral interest in the possibility of bringing Angola back 
to a more peaceful road could be a useful thing.  

STATE DEPARTMENT INVESTIGATION CON'C'ERNING GULF OIL ROLE 
IN ANGOLA 

Senator BME-. I am going to probably tread on a little thin ice 
here but I am going to give it a shot anyway.  

Has anyone. in the State Department conferred with officials of 
Gulf Oil Corp. or any other corporation that has an interest in the 
Angolan oil fields to find out whether or not-any demands for finan
cial support have been requested by any of the liberation groups and 
whether any demands have been met, or entertained ? Additionally, 
what position would the State Department take with regard to de
mands being made by liberation groups on Gulf Oil Co. or any other 
for financial support for the purchase of arms or anything else? 

Mr. DAVIS. If any official of the State Department has conferred 
with Gulf along these lines I do not know of it. sir.  

[The following information was subsequently supplied :] 
The Department does, of course, keep in close touch with Gulf officials con

cerning developments in Angola.  

Senator BIDEN. I am not an official member of the ][ultinational 
Subcommittee. I am what they term an ex officio member, and I have 
had the opportunity to attend several of their closed hearing-s. Were 
I in the State Department, or were I Dr. Kissinger, I would suggest 
to you or someone they should sit down with Gulf Oil or someone else 
and find out what is happening with regard to their corporation in 
Angola. From what I have learned thus far it would amaze me in 
fact if Gulf Oil Corp. and other oil companies in Angola have not had 
some contact somewhere along the road with the liberation groups.  

In countries where there has been an established independent gov
ernment for a significant length of time like Italy, it amazes me that 
tens of millions of dollars have gone not to warring political factions 
but rather to flat out payoffs. If it happens there I suspect you might 
find a little bit here. I suggest it should be explored. I would hate to 
see a situation where our national policy is not to side with any one-
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liberation movement or another and then find out that Gulf Oil was 
supporting one of the liberation groups and while our stated policy 
was nonsiiport. The outcome of this pending civil war, might affect 
the U.S. position with regard to An-.vola significantly because I doubt 
whether many Africans, or many Angolans, whether they be involved 
in the conflict or not, make a distinction between Gulf Oil and the United S;tates. Although I pray to God they would make that dis
tinction, I (loubt very much whether they would. I would hope you 
would certainly at least inquire of Gulf Oil and others as to what 
role they are going to play or have been asked to play or have resisted 
from playing internally in Angolan politics.  

This is more of a little diatribe than it is a question. If you sat in 
the hearings we have been having in the Multinational Subcommittee, 
I suspect you might come to similar conclusions. It should be investi
gated.  

One more question. if I may, then I will cease,. Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARKI-. Keep going.  

U.S. RESPONSE TO DEMONSTRATION OF rORTUGUESE REFUGEES 
REQUESTING HELP 

Senator BIDEN. Portug'ues,, citizens in Angola demonstrated in front 
of the American (Consulate General, I understand, to request American 
help to fly out an estiniated thousand refugees still trying to leave 
A i'ola.  

What h,.s been our response to that demonstration 
Mr. TDvjyS. Well. sir, I think that. as I understand the situation with 

flights between Portual and Anoola, that the Portuguese Govern
ment-and I do wish to ropeat-that they :,re the power that is re
sl)nsile in that plnce ,nd that the Portu,uese Government has made 
no request of the U.S. ( :;-,vermnent for tle provision of aircraft or 
what have von and, in fact. I believe that the Portuguose Government 
has , een maintaining its rather regular schedules of regular coin
lie',i a l airlines.  

Nov" considerin,_, that these are mostly Portguese citizens, con
Fsidorinr that they wish to &!o to IPort,_,al. and connsidering that this is 
a question that is in the first instance withlin the purview of the Portu
,rnc,te- aulthoritv. I think that we weld perhaps look first to them for 
their view as to what is the appl,,priate vaiy to V.andle this particular 
proldlem beca use. ,f col-s 5 . where they v-!,A to ,-', is P ortual.  

Senator BIDEN. I concur fully. I a! Nvav. find it fascinatini." that citi
zens of almot every country in the world look to us for help. no mat
ter what. happens:. They want to burn tile flag one time. Then they have 
their hands out the next time they want our help. I found it fatscinating 
when I read the :w..ount that Portuguese citizens were demonstrating 
in front, of the. 1.S. consulate in a Portuguese colony requesting the 
I nited States to flv Portuiiese to Portuial and .oiehow viewed us as 
being insensitive for not doing it. I think it is a fascinating world. I do 
not understand it all.  

IBut any way I appreciate your response.
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DOES U.S. SUPPORT ANY ONE LIBERATION MOVEMENT OVER ANOTHER? 

I am going to make one last shot, just so I have asked it for the rec
ord. Does the U.S. Government support any one liberation movement 
over another in the Angolan dispute? 

Mr. DAVIs. It is our hope that the Portuguese who are in charge of 
the place and that have worked out a transitional government that in
cludes all three of the Angolan liberation movements, and it is our 
hope that the Portuguese authorities will be successful in bringing a 
degree of peace back to the city of Luanda and that the efforts of For
eign Minister Mfelo Antunes to bring these movements back into a 
cooperative arrangement which will allow them to move forward as 
the three movements indicated, most recently at the Nakuru meeting 
in Kenya, that they would be looking forward to free and peaceful 
elections, which was their original commitment under the Alvor Agree
ment and, in our view if the three movements can work out electoral 
arrangements and hold peaceful elections and have a peaceful transi
tion that would be the best solution in Angola.  

Senator BmE-. M\r. Secretary, you are an amazing man on a gloomy 
Monday like this in *Washington. For a man to have that much hope 
about anything deserves our cooperation on this committee. I think you 
are an amazing fellow to hope that. much. I just hope the Portuguese 
can decide who owns Portugal, let alone what happens in Angola. But 
at any rate, I am deliohted with your optimism. I'm sorry I had to 
come in late and I have to leave early.  

Thank you very much.  

V.S. ARMS EMBARGO TO ANGOLA AND MOZAMBIQUE 

Senator CLARK. M\r. Secretary, I would like to return to the question 
of the arms embargo, which you mentioned briefly.  

I understood you to say that we intended to maintain this arms em
bargo. I am speaking of Angola. Is that an accurate statement as to 
what you said earlier, the United States has an arms embargo? I think 
you said Angola and Mozambique both' 

Mr. DAVIs. I think what our situation is, and I think that this is a 
policy that is of some years standing. in point of fact

Senator CLARK. Yes .  

Mr. DAvIs. That the embargo, you can probably tell me how many 
years it has been a fact

Mr. ARNALES. 1961.  
Senator CLARK. One could certainly assume this will be our policy 

following the November 11 so-called freedom of independence day for 
Angola, would it not? 

Mr. DAVIPS. Well. when such countries receive full independence I 
think that the provision of the embargo, as I understand it, referred 
to territories : did it, not? 

Mr. AREXALEs. That is correct. The experience of the territories 
which have become independent, such as Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, 
have not shown what will happen with regard

60-619-76-17
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Senator CLARK. In other words, our policy toward Mozambique is 
not continuing an arms embargo? 

Mr. DAIs. Do you know what the technicality is, where it stands in 
that regard. I think perhaps what I had better do is look into that, 
sir, and insert an answer in the record, if I could.  

Senator CL-RK. And would you say the same for Angola? 
Mr. D. vls. I think the question so far as Angola is concerned be

tween now and when it achieves its full independence on the 11th of 
November, that the current situation is clear and that, as I understand 
it, that under law there is a Presidential determination.  

Senator CLARK. I meant the period after November 11.  
.,rr. DAvis. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. It is not necessarily the case that we are going to 

continue the arms embargo in Angola after November 11 any more 
than it is necessarily the case that we are continuing it today in 
Mozambique? 

Mr. DAkvis. Let me look into it legally and the situation with regard 
to both countries, sir, and put something into the record.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

TERMINATION OF ARMS EMBARGO TO INDEPENDENT AFRICAN STATES 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

At the direction of the President we have maintained since 1961 an embargo 
on the sale and shipment of arms and military equipment either to Portugal 
fir u.se in it4 African territories or directly to Portugal's present and former 
African territories. This embargo remains in effect even in those countries which 
were f,,rmerly Portuguese p 's'oe.ions which have now become independent.  
Termination of the embargo, either in its entirety or with regard to any individ
ual country affected, would require a further decision by the President. If such 
a decision were taken, military exports to any affected country would, of course, 
remain subject to generally applicable United States export control laws and 
regulations.  

NAVAL SHIlPS CALLING AT ANGOLAN, MOZAMBIQUE PORTS THIS YEAR 

Senator CLAK. Something further on the ports themselves. We 
talk about the strate ic importance or unimportance of the Angolan 
ports. Do you know if any of our naval ships called at Angola for 
Mozainbique this year.  

Mr. DAVI,. Yes, I think they have and I think that the last call to 
the port, of Luanda was a few months ago.  

.\r. ARENALES. It was actually the Port of Mocamedes in Southern 
An'ola. I think the last, call was in May of 1975.  

Senator CLARK. I wonder if you would mind providing that for the 
record. The port, visits of U.S. naval ships in Angola and Mozambique.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

PORT FACILITIES IN ANGOLA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

General information on the available facilities at Angola's three-deep water 
prts (Luan(la, Ioljto, :ad M,\[.amedes) is provided below. Because of recent 
port strikes and slow downs in Angola, some of these facilities or services may 
not be currently available.  

LUANDA 

Dianda, the capital of Angola, is the country's second largest port. The port 
is a natural sheltered tidal harbor. There are no reported hazards or difficulties
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in the harbor approiAhe. The depths in the central part of the harbor range 
from 36 feet to over 100 feet. Deep water berthing facilities are provided at the 
main pier. Berthing depths range from 25 to 39 feet on the east side of the pier.  
Fuel, oil, water and telephone services are available through the main pier. Pro
visions are usually available. There are no major shipyards or repair installa
tions at Luanda; however, the Luanda railroad shop and foundry can perform 
minor, above-the-waterline repairs.  

LOBITO 

Lobito is Angola's largest port and the Atlantic coast terminal of the Benguela 
Railroad which extends inland to Zambia. Lobito has a natural coastal harbor, 
protected by a peninsula. There are no obstructions on the approaches to the 
harbor and the controlling depth of the entrance is 78 feet. Vessels entering the 
harbor must use tugs. Vessels may anchor off the port captain's office in water 
depths of over 100 feet. There are two deep water wharves in the port with 
adjacent water depths of 32 to 34 feet. Fuel, diesel oil and water are reportedly 
available. Lobito has no major ship repair facilities; however, minor repairs 
can be performed by small, local machine shops.  

MOCAMEDES 

Mocamedes, Angola's third largest port, is located on the country's arid soufh
ern coast. Mocamedes has a natural harbor partially protected by the configura
tion of the coast. The access to the harbor from the north is reportedly easy, 
with a minimum depth of 45 feet. The harbor provides safe anchorages at depths 
of 42 to 56 feet. The main pier is 900 yards long and provides good berthing 
space with a water depth immediately alongside the pier of 30 feet; however, 
the water becomes much deeper a short distance out from the pier. Bunker "C" 
fuel is reportedly available. Fresh water is apparently in very short supply.  
Good quality provisions are apparently available locally. Mocamedes has no 
ship repair facilities.  

As will appear from the listing of calls by U.S. Naval vessels during the past 
two years, both Luanda and Mocamedes have been placed at the disposal of our 
shipping. There appears to be no reason why all three of the ports described 
above could not be utilized in the future.  

U.S. NAVY SHIP VISITS TO ANGOLA (1973-75) 

[Supplied by: Department of Statel 

Port and ship I Purpose 2 Dates 

Angola-1973 
Luanda-NOA DD-841-- ..........--------------- F/P/R ----------- Feb. 9, 1973 to Feb. 12, 1973.  
Luanda-Fiske D0-842 ----------------------------------- F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Luanda-Adams DDG-2 ----------------------------------- F/P/R ----------- Aug. 23, 1973 to Aug. 25, 1973.  
Luanda-Stribling DD-867 -------------------------------- F/P/R ----------- Sept. 21, 1973 to Sept. 25, 1973.  
Luanda-Ingram DD-938 ---------------------------------- F/P/R ----------- Sept. 24, 1973 to Sept. 25, 1973.  

Angola--1974 
Luanda-Paul DE-1080-- ....-.-.--------------------- F/P/R ------------ Mar. 24, 1974 to Mar. 25, 1974.  
Luanda-Mullinx DD-944----------------------- - F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Luanda-Koelsch DE-1049--------------------------F/P/R ------------ Apr. 22, 1974 to Apr. 24, 1974.  
Luanda-Brumby DE-1044 --------------------.----------- F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Luanda-Aylwin DE-1081 --------------------------------- F/P/R ----------- July 11, 1974 to July 13, 1974.  
Luanda-Hawkins D-873 -------------------------------- F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Luanda-Paul DE-1080 ----------------------------------- F/P/R ------------ Aug. 10, 1974 to Aug. 11, 1974.  
Luanda-Mullinix DD-944 --------------------------------- F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Luanda-Hawkins DD-873 -------------------------------- F/P/R ------------ Nov. 20, 1974 to Nov. 21, 1974.  
Luanda-Alywin DE-1081 --------------------------------- F/P/R -------------- Do.  
Mocaedes-Lawrence DDG-4 ----------------------------- F/P/R ------ ----- Oct. 23, 1974 to Oct. 25, 1974.  
Mocamedes-Montgomery DE-1082 ------------------------ F/P/R ............. Do.  

Angola-1975 

Mocamedes-Trippe DE-1075 ------------------------------ F/P/R ------------ Jan. 30,1975 to Feb. 1, 1975.  
Mocamedes-Hewes DE-1078 ------------------------------ F/P/R -----......... Do.  
Mocamedes-Brownson OD-868 --------------------------- F/P/No liberty ..... May 12, 1975 to May 13, 1975 
Mocamedes-New DD-818 -------------------------------- F/P/No liberty ------- Do.  

I Ship code: Do equals destroyer; DOG equals guided missile destroyer; DE equals destroyer escort.  
2 Purpose code; F equals fuel/bunkering; p equals fresh provisions; R equals crew liberty/ recreation.
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U.S. NAVY SHIP VISITS TO MOZAMBIQUE (1973-75) 

ISupplied by Department of State] 

Port: Ship I Purpose 2  Dates 

Mozambique-1973: 
Lourenco Marques: 

Fiske DD-842 ------------------------------ F/P/R ---------------------- Feb. 19-21, 1973.  
NOA DD-841 ------------------------ F/P/R -------------------- Do.  
Ingram DD-938 ---------------------------- F/P/R ----------------- April 28,-May 15, 1973.  
Inchon LPH-2 ----------------------------- F/P/R ------------------- Aug. 9-il, 1973.  
Adams DDG-2 ----------------------- F/R----------------- Sept. 1-4, 1973.  
McCandless DE-1084 ------------------- F/P/R -------------------- Do.  
Ingram DD-938 ---------------------------- F/P/R ----------------- Sept. 1-16, 1973.  
Stribling 0D-867 --------------------------- F/P/R --------------------- Do.  

Mozambique-1974: 
Lourenco Marques: 

McCandless DE-1084 ----------------------- FP/R .------------------ Dec. 31, 1973-Jan. 6, 1974.  
Adams DDG-2 ----------------------------- F/P/R --------------------- Do.  
Paul DE-1080 ------------------------ F/P/R ----------------- Apr. 2-3, 1974.  
Mullinix DD-944 --------------------------- F/P/R --------------------- Do.  
Brumby DE-1044 --------------------- F/P/R ----------------- Apr. 13-15, 1974.  
Koelsch DE-1049 --------------------- FjP/R -------------------- Do.  
Paul DE-1080 ----------------------------- No fue!/P/R ------------- Aug. 1-3, 1974.  
Mullinix DD-944 --------------------------- No fuel/P/R ---------------- Do.  

Mozambique-1975 ------------------------------------------------------------- No visits.  

1 Ship code-DD =destroyer; DDG=guided missile destroyer; DE=destroyer escort; LPH=helicopter carrier.  
Purpose code-F=fuel/bunkering; P=fresh provisions; R=crew liberty/recreation.  

Senator CLARK. How about Mozambique; can you speak to this? 
Mlr. ARENALES. None this year.  

ASSISTANCE TO CABINDA SECESSIO'IST 310VEM1E'NTS 

Senator CLARK. I wanted to talk again a bit about Cabinda in 
particular, about the secession movement there, and any assistance that 
might be going in that direction from this Government unwittingly.  
It's often claimed, as you know, that Zaire provides assistance to 
FLEC, the Cabinda secessionist movement.  

Mr. D\vis. I think there are actually two such movements.  
Senator CLARK. Does any U.S. military assistance to Zaire go to 

leaders of those two movements? 
Mr. DAvis. The situation, as I understand the situation on the 

ground-.Ml. Arenales can correct me if I am wrong-I believe the two 
movements are split. And that one. of them is ideologically somewhat 
closer to the government in Con.go-Brazzaville, and the other is 
somewhat ideolooically closer to the government in Kinshasa now.  

You say did any of our 
Scnator CLARK. We give assistance, as I understand it, to Mobutu in 

Zaire. Did any of that assistance find its way to those two movements? 
Mr. DAvIs. My understanding, and I tell you the background of why 

I can only believe not, is that my understanding is that when either 
F MS [foreign military salesi or MAP [military assistance program] 
plrovide. assistance of the United States, either foreign military sales or military assistance program, military, whatever it. is, whether it be 
materiel or what is provided to a country, that there are explicit 
arrangements barring the transfer of that materiel outside the country 
to other recipients. and that this can be done, as I understand it, only 
under certain special ,'onditions, which include the drawing up of a
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new agreement between the recipient, the original recipient country 
and the United States. Also, the drawing tip of an agreement between 
the second recipient coultry and the United States. And I believe there 
is a reporting requirement to the Congress and so on.  

I'm certain to my knowledge that no such occasion has arisen.  
Senator CLARK. As you know, agreements of that kind are. sometimes 

violated, as in the case of Turkey, which is a different kind of agree
ment, but an agreement that none of our military assistance would be 
used in a war against another ally and yet it was. Nothing, to your 
knowledge ? 

Mr. DAVIS. I have no knowledge of violation of the agreement.  

U.S. POSITION ON SECESSION OF CABINDA 

Senator CLARK. Has the United States taken an official position
Mr. DAvis. Taken what? 
Senator CLARK [continuing]. An official position on the possible 

secession of Cabinda? Has the administration expressed any public 
support for the agreement among the liberation movements that 
Angola should remin whole, or have we taken any position of any 
kind with regard to the secession? 

Mr. DAvIS. My understanding is that there is a unanimity of view of 
all of liberation movements in Angola that Cabinda should remain an 
integral part of that territory. There has also been a rather long
standing view of the OAU in the African continent that supports the 
territorial integrity of States in Africa, as established by their pre
vious boundaries, so I can assure you that the United States is giving 
no support to Cabinda separatism.  

Senator CLAIRK. It would be our public policy position that Cabinda 
should remain part of Angola? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, we are essentially not a party issue.  
Senator CLARK. I understand. We do not take a public policy posi

tion with regard to this except we are not supporting any secessionist 
movement? 

Mr. DAVIS. Whether we have made some public pronouncements on 
this particular question; to be honest, I don't know.  

AID ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ENDORSED BY FNLA, NIPLA, UNITA 

Senator CLARK. About the aid program. In determining possible 
U.S. assistance to Angola, is an effort being made to find economic 
development projects that have been endorsed by all three of the 
liberation movements? Have any such projects been agreed upon in the 
interim government, Mr. Conroy? 

Mr. CONROY. To my knowledge, no such projects have been agreed 
upon in the interim government, and if they have been, we have not 
been approached by the transitional government for assistance in that.  
The one prog-ram we have which is benefiting Angola, which you 
alluded to, Senator Clark, is the training program which we are 
administering through the African American Institute. In this case, 
its all three of the liberation movements are providing or nominating 
candidates for selection.
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UNITED STATES-PORTUGUESE COOPERATION REGARDING ASSISTANCE TO NEW 
GOVERNMENT 

Senator CLARK. Can you tell me, in our anticipation of aid to Angola, 
are, we working in any way through Portugal or with Portugal? Have 
we had any discussions with the Portuguese Government, that you are 
aware of, with regard to assistance to the new government in Angola? 

Mir. CONroy. As far as I know, Senator Clark, we have had no dis
cussions with Portugal regarding assistance to Angola; and in terms 
of the evolvement of aid in the former Portuguese territories, for 
instance, in -Mozambique and Cape Verde Island, while we have con
sulted with Portugal, the negotiations have really been with the transi
tional government who were given the authority by Portugal.  

Senator CLARK. Rather than Portugal? 
Mr. CoNROY. Yes. sir.  

PORTUGUESE STUDY OF WORLD DEVELOPMENT IN ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. It's my understanding that Portugal did an exten
sive study of agricultural development in Angola and established cer
tain goals and a program for development. Are you aware of that 
stud? Is there an extensive study the Portuguese have for Angola? 

Mr. CON IO . No, I'm not. We will be looking into that kind of thing 
but I had not known about it and perhaps we should obtain a copy of it.  

POSSIBILITY OP ELECTIONS FOR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY 

Senator CLARK. Secretary Davis, what is the likelihood that, in your 
jud 'gient -and this is a purely judgmental question-that there'will 
be elections for a constituent assembly as provided for in the agree
ment. Do you think that will come forward? 

Mr. DTAvis. Well, I guess this is a little bit along the same lines of 
Senator Biden's question and I do feel, I think quite fundamentally, 
t hat the useful and constructive posture of all those who are interested 
in a, peaceful and constructive solution of the Angolan question, that 
all of us should be directing our efforts to maximize the possibilities 
of such peaceful outcome, and so it would be, and I realize that I'm 
casting my answer in the direction of what is essentially both hope and 
also what I believe to be the only constructive posture that. our Gov
ernment can take-which is to support the efforts of and including the 
efforts of the Portuguese authority and hopefully the possibilities it 
will go forward this way, because this is imbedded in both the Alvor 
.agreement and the more recent Nakuru agreement, and it obviously 
is the best thing for the territory.  

IS POLICY TOWARD ANGOLA AFFECTED BY POLICY TOWARD PORTUGUESE 

GOVERNMENT? 

Senator CLARK. Is our policy toward Angola any way affected by our 
policy toward the Government in Portugal? Has that been a problem 
on assistance? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, the profound change in the orientation of the Gov
,ernment in Portugal is what set in motion this entire process.
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Senator CLARK. I was speaking really of the last 3 or 4 months of 
that, not so much the original reason for decolonization. Have we had 
any occasion to ever discuss Angola with the Portuguese Government, 
that is to say, within the last 3 or 4 months? 

Mr. DAVIS. I'm sure there have been occasions in which the question 
of Angola has come up in Amabassador Carlucci's conversation with 
various Portuguese officials and as far as I know he would continue 
to indicate our favorable attitude toward the Portuguese Government's 
efforts to promote peaceful transition to independence of Angolan 
territory.  

PORTUGUESE EFFORTS TO PROIOTE PEACEFUL TRANSITION TO INDEPENDENCE 

Senator CLARK. There is every indication, at least as I have observed 
it, that Portugal is anxious to see a unified government emerging there 
so they can disengage themselves. Do you have the same feeling? 

Mr. DAvIs. That is, I think, a large part of the reason the foreign 
minister is going to Luanda right now.  

UNHCR APPEAL FOR HELP FOR REFUGEES FLEEING LUANDA CONFLICT 

Senator CLARK. Recently there have been reports of a large number 
of refugees, both Africans and Portuguese, fleeing areas of conflict 
from around Luanda. Has the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees appealed for help for these people to our Government? 

Mr. DAVIS. M[y understanding of that situation is that the High 
Commissioner for Refugees is awaiting a request from the transitional 
government in Angola for assistance in this regard, and I believe that 
it was perhaps in Mr. Conroy's statement, was it not, in which he indi
cated here this afternoon that if the High Commissioner for Refugees 
were to direct a request to the U.S. Government to participate in efforts 
to assist the Angolan refugees that our attitude would be f:avorable. I 
think we would be prepared, as I remember it, to 25 percent of the total 
is roughly the indicated percentage I think in such matters has become 
the pattern of U.S. support.  

Senator CLARK. It's my recollection that you have recently visited 
Kenya.  

Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir.  

KENYA MrEDIATIon EFFORTS IN ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. Did you have occasion then to discuss with the gov
ernmental officials in Kenya the liberation movement? Were we able to 
give any support to Kenya mediation efforts on that occasion? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, actually I visited Kenya arriving just as the 
Nakuru conference was closing.  

Senator CLARK. I see.  
Mr. DA Is. I did express to President Kenyatta my own personal 

gratification and admiration for his initiative in having brought to
gether these Angolan leaders and having produced the result that that 
conference produced.
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AFRICAN STATES APPEAL TO STOP ARMS SHIPMENTS TO ANGOLA 

Senator CLARK. I know that David Ottaway reported on July 7 a 
joint communication issued after the Kenya meeting. I noted one of 
the main causes of the present political crisis was the intrusion of large 
quantities of arms into Angola.  

I'm wondering, to your knowledge, have the African states appealed 
to the U.S.S.R. or China and others to stop the arms flow? 

Mr. DAVIS. If they have I'm unaware of it, sir. Perhaps I might 
check. Mr. Arenales? 

Mr. ARENALES. That is right.  

QUESTION OF RAISING AR31S ISSUE WITH OTHER GOVERN-MENTS AND U.N.  

Senator CLARK. Should the United States raise that issue with these 
governments, in your judgment, or would that be the kind of inter
ference that you prefer not to engage in? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I think when this question came up slightly tan
gentially before, I am certainly very much aware that Angola is part 
of Africa and is to become a part of the African community, and if you 
want my own personal view I have some feeling that some kind of a 
multilateral effort in this regard might be more effective than for us to 
act alone.  

Senator CLArzK. Has this question been raised in the U.N., to your 
knowledge? 

Mr. DAVIS. If it has, I'm not aware of it.  
Senator CLARK. We have not taken it up with let us say Mobutu? 
Mr. DAVIS. I don't recall a U.S. request to Mobuto to try to induce 

him to cut off the flow of arms.  

PORTUGUESE REQUEST FOR AID FOR SECURITY PURPOSES 

Senator CLARK. I think Portugal has not, as I understand it, 
requested any aid for security purposes in Angola from us, have they ! 

Mr. DAVIS. No, sir; I don't believe so.  
Senator CLARK. Mr. Ambassador, I think that covers the questions I 

wanted to discuss with you.  
We appreciate your appearance, Mr. Conroy, Mr. Arenales. Thank 

you very much. The hearing is adjourned.  
[WThereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to 

the call of the Chair.]



U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

South Africa and Nainibia 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCO-M-MITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS, 

OF THE C03 MITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Washington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 4221, 
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senator Clark.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will please come to order.  

OPENING STATEM1ENT 

For many reasons, the political, economic and social oppression in 
South Africa today is particularly offensive to the rest of the world.  

First, it is a system of racial domination, a white minority of 3.8 
million rules over a majority of 17.5 million blacks and 2 million 
"coloureds" and Asians. The vast majority of South Africans do not 
participate in electing the Parliament or formulating the laws that 
govern their lives.  

Second, the South African government's exercise of its political 
control is extremely thorough, internal security forces are large and 
efficient in suppressing opposition. The African political parties that 
once sought to change the. system of apartheid through nonviolent 
means have been banned. Political, religious, student and union lead
ers are banned or imprisoned if they appear to seriously challenge 
the system. The government has and uses the authority to arrest and 
detain citizens without charge and without trial. There is no bill of 
rights, no constitutional restraint on majority decisions of the Par
liament.  

Third, economic oppression in this industrialized state is systematic 
and thorough. Although Africans make up more than 70 percent of 
the population, they have been assigned only 13 percent of the land.  
These African homelands, or bantustans are fragmented, seriously 
overpopulated and desperately poor. The 53 percent of the Africans 
who live and work in white areas are treated as transient laborers.  
They must carry a pass at all times. They cannot own property there.  
They can be expelled at any time for violating one of the many regu
lations that governs their lives. Those who have entered white areas 
since 1968 can remain for only a year at a time and have to live in 
unisex hostels. This system of migrant labor has disrupted African 
family life tremendously.  

(259)
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The gap between the affluent whites and the impoverished Afri
cans is large and growing. It has been reported recently that in the 
mines, whites earn 12 times what Africans earn, and that in industrial 
production, whites earn five times what Africans do. African wages 
in agriculture are even lower. Because of the severe limitations on 
African labor unions, it is difficult for them to bargain for higher 
wages; and union leaders are subject to arrest if they become too pow
erful. It is also difficult for an African to advance in his occupation; 
57 percent of all Africans have received no education, and in urban 
areas primary instruction must be in an African language rather 
than in one of the two languages used by whites in business. The re
quirement that Africans return to their homelands after a year in 
white areas makes the development of skills difficult. It is forbidden 
by law for an African to be in a position where he will give orders to 
a white. Some occupations are reserved by law for whites alone.  

Fourth, racial domination and oppression in South Africa are ex
pressed socially in the color bar. Africans, whites and coloureds have 
separate and unequal educational, medical, transportation and recrea
tion facilities. Intermarriage is illegal. The minor changes that have 
occurred in petty apartheid practices in recent months are themselves 
indicative of the all-inclusive nature of the color bar. In February. the 
government announced that Africans and whites would share the same 
facilities in parks, museums, libraries and at the zoo.  

The International Community has attempted in many ways to 
exert nonviolent pressure on the South African government to end 
its practice of racial domination. The International Court of .Tustice 
has determined that South Africa's occupation of the league man
date territory of Namibia is illegal. It was over the issue of Namibia 
that a voluntary arms embargo was imposed on South Africa and 
that the General Assembly voted to exclude South Africa from its ac
tivities. The U.N. has called on South Africa to grant Namibia in
dependence as a unified state.  

The United Nations has also frequently expressed concern in vari
ous resolutions about the system of apartheid within South Africa 
itself. A U.N. Committee Against Apartheid has been established to 
collect and distribute information about conditions in South Africa 
and to bring this problem to the attention of national governments.  
Finally, South Africa has been excluded from the olympics and other 
international competition in protest against its domestic policies.  

Clearly, the United States must be on the side of human rights, 
racial equality and majority rule in South Africa. To do otherwise 
would be to abandon this country's moral principles on an issue of 
great concern not only to the, black African sttes but to most of the 
nations of the world. However, sincere and well-informed people dis
agree on how these principles could be most effectively furthered in 
U.S. policy toward South Africa.  

Some argue that it is best not to try to ostracize South Africa. or 
to be very critical of its policies. They believe that such actions only 
serve to harden the positions of the South African whites. They rec
ommend instead greater communication with the South African gov
ernment and peo~le. They would encourage foreign investment in 
order to expose South Africans to more enlightened labor policies.  
They might -irgue for an end to the arms embaro'o in order to coun
ter South Africa's sense of military isolation and halt the growth of
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its large domestic arms industry. And, above all, they would argue for 
increased dialogue and cultural exchange with South Africans in or
der to demonstrate that there are alternatives to racial domination. In 
reasoned discussions, they believe, South African whites could be con
vinced that continuation of the present system is not in their economic 
or political interest.  

Many of the Americans concerned about the South African prob
lem, on the other hand, argue for increased isolation of that coun
try from the rest of the world as the only means of applying effective 
pressure for change. On the international level, they would argue for 
expulsion of South Africa from the U.N., a mandatory arms embargo 
and perhaps even international economic sanctions. In U.S. bilateral 
relations with South Africa, they would argue for the withdrawal of 
all U.S. investment, recalling the ambassador and not exporting to 
South Africa goods that support the system of internal oppression.  

Many observers who support increased international pressure on 
South Africa also argue that withdrawal of investment and inter
national economic isolation are not feasible or desirable. But they do 
believe that foreign investment in South Africa can and should be 
used more effectively to change the system from within. They point 
out that America corporatiois operating in South Africa can do 
much more to improve the conditions of Africans and give them 
greater economic power. Even now, Africans are moving more anc 
more into skilled jobs as there are too few whites to fill them. The 
economic power of such skilled workers is enhanced by the fact that 
they cannot be easily replaced when they strike. Corporations can 
encourage this process by providing greater educational opportuni
ties for their African employees and putting more of them in skilled 
positions.  

They can provide equal pay for equal work and hire Africans for, 
many higher level jobs. They can provide greater health benefits to 
their employees. They could 'pressure the South African Governnint, 
to change those laws that deny Africans equal economic opportunity.  
Most important, they can do much to encourage the growth and in
fluence of African labor unions.  

A convincing argument is made that South Africa's economic de
pendence on black labor is going to force it to make substantial eco
nomic and political changes in the future. Americans investing in 
South Africa should! be at the forefront of this change rather than 
merely supporting the status quo.  

This is only a brief summary of the problems in South Africa. of 
what different observers believe to be the impact of current U.S.  
policy on those problems, and of new directions that have been sug
gested for U.S. policy. The witnesses today, Mrs. Goler Butcher, 
Donald McHenrv. and Leonard Thompson. have all done considerable 
research on South Africa and have been particularly concerned about 
U.S. policy there.  

They will be able to comment in much greater detail on the many 
argnients that. hnve been put fith on this subject and hopefully, will 
make specific policy recommendations of their own.  

First, we are going to hear from Mrs. Goler Butcher, attorney here 
in Washington. Please proceed, Mrs. Butcher, in any way you prefer.  

Certainly your entire statement, as with the other witnesses will be 
put in the record.  

[Mrs. Butcher's biography follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MRS. GOLER TEAL BUTCHER, ATTORNEY, WHITE, 
FINE & AMBROGNE, WASHINGTON, D.C.  

M\fi's. BUTCI-IR. Yes, M[r. Chairman, I will excerpt the significant 
parts from mv statement.  

Senator CrIkRK. All rielt.  
Mrs. BUTCHER. Afr. Chairman, I wish to express appreciation for 

the invitation to appear before the committee. It is Congress that must 
take the lead to end what is essentiallv a coverup of U.S. policy on 
southern Africa. The Congress must insist on: 

(1) A frank statement of the facts on the situation in South Africa; 
(2) An open analy sis of IT.S. interests in that area; 
(,) Progress toward a therapeutic confrontation, discussion, debate, 

and analysis of what U.S. policy should be: 
(4) Change with a view toward developing an honest, sensible and 

rational U.S. polcy-consistent with U.S. 'interests-toward South 
Africa.
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"COVERUP " OF U.S. POLICY ON SOUTHERN AFRICA 

If there is any doubt as to the phrase "a coverup," NSSM 39, the 
National Security Council Study Memorandum of 1969 on Southern 
Africa, reveals a deliberate policy in action considerably divergent 
from the oral pronunciations. The resulting gap was cloaked by verbal 
expressions of abhorrence of apartheid and support of majority rule.  
Obviously, discrepancies were explained away by the position flat our 
Government could not support nonpractical or extremist courses of 
action. Now, the revelations of the secret NSC [National Security 
Council] study have revealed our actual commitment to the status quo.  
Regrettably, the public has tended to abet this coverup because of : 

(1) Our general willingness to face the fact of Government duplicity 
or insensitivity for the repression in South Africa and 

(2) Our willingness to be led astray by the Communist bug-a-boo 
and the battle cries to protect the cape ,Oa lanes for the West; 

(3) Our willingness to be deluded. How else can our applause for 
the changes taking place in South Africa be explained, when those 
changes relate to park benches, opera houses, or even a few more pen
nies in the pay check, but not to basics? How else can be explained 
the public's, to a large extent, condoning the triple veto against South 
Africa's expulsion from the United Nations or later the veto of a man
datory arms embargo? There should have been public calls for our 
Government to come forward with positive alternatives which would 
do two things; (1) Get the message to South Africa that we do not 
and will not support apartheid, and (-2) put the United States in a 
defensible positive position rather than the unfortunate position of 
defender of the status quo; racism and minority rule-a position which 
in the long run is not only inimical to our foreign policy interests, but 
is untenable, given America's own racial composition.  

Yes, the piblic has abetted this coverup by its complaisance. More
over, in a democracy there is a special responsibility on the people 
through their elected representatives to present not only criticism but 
practical, viable alternatives to executive policy. Thusthese hearings 
have a special significance.  

V.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTH AFRICA 

After a brief review today, first, of the facts on South Africa, and 
second, of U.S. interests in that area. I will concentrate on the essen
tial ingTedients that a sane U.S. policy must address now and also on 
practical positions which the United States can and should support
all in the hope that the necessary publi, analysis and debate can be 
held openly and frankly-on what U.S. policy should be on South 
Africa-with our policyinakers- a debate which has been all the more 
elusive because our policymakers, unfortunately, themselves have be
come mesmerized by their own words of inaction.  

In assessing U.S. policy toward South Africa, it is critical to realize 
the complexity of South Africa. Too often, American visitors go to 
South Africa and see only a few of the pieces, become transfixed by 
these, and misgauge the situation there. The outspoken critics of petty 
apartheid, such as the En-lish-languag'e newspapers and the Progres
sive Party, are lut a, minute part of the scene. Even these few atypical 
voices do not challenge the fundamentals. There are many faces of
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South Africa. For example, the play, "Sizwe ]3mizi Is Dead"-d$ 
graphically as it presented influx control, the total limitation on move
ments of the African and utter inhumanity of apartheid-gives but 
one part of the picture of the unparalled repression of that Govern
ment. An equally relevant picture relates to the will of the Africans 
to overcome the situation, such as that portrayed in May as the trial of 
the SASO (South African Student Organization) defendants began.  
When the young black South African students arrested for planning 
to sponsor pro-Frelimo rally last October were brought to court after 
having been held for months and months and after finally having 
been charged under the Terrorism Act, they came into trial singing 
their songs of liberation each with his arm held high to testify their 
invincible spirit.  
. Sophistication is needed in dealing with the complexities of that 

society to avoid becoming confused by sleight-of-hand manuevers. Last 
October, Prime Minister Vorster, in a desperate effort to get support 
from the United States, Britain, and France to stave off expulsion 
from the U.N. by the Security Council, promised astonishing changes 
within 6 months. Those looking at the South African scene have to be 
,careful lest they are beguiled by such announcements or by VYorster's 
recent one respecting certain land rights for the urban African. Even 
the South African journal, the Financial Mail, stated that as a result 
'of these proiected changes: "Two steps back and one forward. brings 
die urban African to where he was 8 years ago" through the restoration 
of the principle of 30-year lea-,ehold rights.  

What we must do is to look first at certain verities in this situation 
if we are going to have any understanding of the South African 
scene. I would sugrest that the first relates to participation in the 
political process: "That is being done so that all people in South 
.- frica, regardless of race. can participate in the political process?" 
The answer is: "Nothing." A second verity is thlat South Africa is 
rushing diametrically in the opposite direction from one multiracial 
society to effectuate the Bantustan policy, whose essence is the denial 
of citizenship in South Africa for the vast mainrit- of South Africans.  

Under the laws of that country, the majority has no freedom of 
movement, or residence, of employment, no right to land, to family 
life. to education, or to participate in the government.  

RECENT CHANGES OCCU-RRING IN sorTIT AFRICA 

Whatever changes may have o~curr-d or may be eccnrrin g in South 
Africa, they have not. reached these fundanm-ntal,. Vorsters promise 
,s to change in South Africa must be viewed aoainst the backdrop of 
these facts. And what has happened since lest fall: 

Minute, inconsenuential changes: vague announcements about re
storing ri, hts to urban Africans: 

The deliberate decision made that the totally anomalous status of 
the ,,, led inder separate development would continue: 

The deninl of certain minimum a-surances to the homeland leaders 
so that. with the exception of the head of the Trans ei. the homeland 
leaders took a position against the proposed independence of the 
Bantustans;
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. The Government announcement, under the Affected Organizations 
Act, declaring the Christian Institute an affected organization, thus 
crippling a key antiapartheid organization, 

The expropriation of the Black Theological Seminary, a multiracial 
institution, which I visited with Congressman Diggs' Codel and whose 
presence opposite Fort Hare, now a "tribal" Xhosa University, was 
an embarrassment to the Government after previous attempts by the 
Government to buy out the seminary and to threaten and to silence 
it had failed; 

The arrest, detention for months without charge, and torture of 
SASO members to silence all meaningful opposition, black and white.  

All this has happened. The facts on the international scene with 
respect to South Africa should be critical in determining U.S. policy 
because the issue of racism, and particularly apartheid. transcends all 
other international issues for the African countries and is a. key issue 
for the third world in general. There is no more effective way for us 
to alienate these countries than by giving comfort to the enforcers of 
apartheid. The heightening of international conern about U.S.  
actions has been simultaneous with recent events which have sounded 
the death knell for minority rule.  

INTERNATIONAL FOCUS ON U.S. POLICY 

The sharpening international focus on U.S. poliev is seen in the out
spoken concern of !the Organization of Afri'an Unifv on the appoint
ment of Nathaniel Davis to be Assistant Secretary of Stafe. President 
Kaunda's use of the occasion of his toast to President Forl fo. voice 
his disquietude with U.S. policy toward Africa is also on nnint.  

The relevations of last summer, some 5 years after th,, fact. of 
NSSM 39--other than being remarkable for showing the lack of ,lair
voyance or political perceptiveness of our foreign affair. experts in 
their premise that the whites are in southern Africa to stav-showed 
little that the watchers of U.S. policy were not aware of: namely, 
that since 1969, U.S. policy-whatever the verbal prononncenu(,1,ts oil 
abhorrence of apartheid and support of majority rule may have been
U.S. policy has been supportive of the status quo.  

U.S. INTERESTS WITH RESPECT TO SOUTH AFRICAN POLICY 

Any assessment of what U.S. policy should be with respect, to South 
Africa must come to grips with U.S. interests. The first imperative 
here is that we realize that our interests in cold, hard practical terms 
are coterminous with our interest with respect to human rights. This 
is very often overlooked because our policymakers have a way of stat
ing our concern about repressive minority rule in South Af'rica only 
as an aspect of our concern for the violation of humnan rights and 
our desire to see a better deal for the majority in that. area. But the 
truth is that for a major power as is the United States, no situation 
such as that brewing in South Africa, a vertitable caldron of racism , 
repression, fear, and violence by a 17 percent minority against an R2 
percent majority can exist without a substantial threat to V.S. inter
ests. Further, a consideration of the geographic, economic, natural
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resources, and industrial facts on South Africa makes it clear that it 
is in the interest of the United States to have South Af rica a friendly 
country and to have the people of South Africa friendly toward the 
United States. Although the present South African Goverment is 
friendly, it is clear that this present situation of minority rule cannot 
last. The minority can buy time, but while doing so, it is building up 
the explosives in the situation. We cali go along with their policy of 
staving off the inevitable with the domestic jurisdiction excuse. But 
casting our fortunes with South Africa jeopardizes our substantially 
greater interest in black Africa: economically, in access to raw mate
rials, oil, minerals, commodities, and in markets; and strategically, 
with respect to Africa as a whole. It may have been a few years ago 
that as the big power with the big stick, we could take the Machiavel
lian approach, but the present fact of interdependence means other
wise. Can we not at least learn out of the debacle of Vietnam that we 
cannot cast our lot with a repressive status quo with impunity and 
without great damage to larger U.S. interests? 

The prerequisite here is to define U.S. objectives. For a number of 
years our policy objective has apparently been to give the message to 
those concerned in the United States, in the United Nations, and in 
Africa and the third world of the U.S. support for majority rule. But 
the actual message conveyed to South Africa was not one of concern 
by the United States. This is so even allowing for irritations to South 
-frica present in our bilateral relation-4ip from the arms embargo 
policy and restricted policy on promotional activities. Further, South 
Africa has been able without fail to count on us to do our utmost to 
bail her out of difficulties in the international arena. Our credibility 
with black Africa and the third world has been shredded. Obviously 
this Janus-headed policy has failed, and it is time for our Government 
to decide what our objective is. Is it. merely to remove ourselves from 
the taint of support of an actual ally It is submitted that this is not 
only an unworkable policy, but is inconsistent with our interests.  

It is submitted that a more realistic objective would be to refuse to 
be a supporter of minority rule even if we are not, prepared to give 
actual support to a change to majority rule.  

The fundamentals of such a policy would be: 
(1) To oppose not only the system of apartheid but the government 

which institutes such a system; and 
(2) Be supportive of the majority and liberal elements in their 

struggle to rid their country of the evil of apartheid.  

rnRACTICAL, PEACEFUL STEPS SHOWING U.S. sUPr)RT FOR MAJORITY RULE 

There are a number of practical peaceful steps which we can take to 
show our support for majority rule and opposition to minority rule.  

A first. recommendation is that U.S. officials cease being apologists 
for the South Afri,'an rezime. This is the. way we are viewed: 

*When we insist, on finding encouragemnent in the inconsequential 
cliainges announced l y that (oNvernment ; or 

When we, with ot. the use of an- of the famed Yankee ingenuity, 
first. resort, to the. vote in the name of the principle of consistenicy and 
thwn raiso questionable le.-al justification for our policy position. when 
alternativelY the IUnited States could hae, supported suspension; or
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When we veto the application of charter VII to South Africa's 
illegal occupancy of Namibia.  

A second recommendation is that the U.S. consituent agencies must 
adhere to stated policy. The sorry picture of the military's meeting 
with South African Government officials should be ended.  

The commandant of the South African defense forces, Admiral 
Biermann, visited the United States and saw the then American 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Moorer, and the 
Secretary of the Navy, Secretary Mittendorf. Meetings by American 
military officials are contrary to stated policy; yet a group of Ameri
can admirals are said to have dined with Admiral Biermann.  

Moreover, in connection with certain congressional and staff visits 
to South Africa, it is reported that these have been paid for by South 
African private businessmen and organizations, such as the South 
African Agricultural Union.  

I have here an article from Business Week on these congressional 
visits.  

Great care must be exercised there because of article I, section 9, 
of the Constitution and under the Forei-in Gifts Act, which goes to 
the legality of these visits as well as to the wisdom. Our Founding 
Fathers rightly banned emoluments from foreign governments.  

SOUTH AFRICAN PROPAGA.NDA INITIATIVE TOWARD ENDING ARMS EMNBARGO 

The South African propaganda initiative has been stepped up 
enormously in the past few years and it is directed squarely at the 
U.S. policymakers, the Congress, and the military, all toward an end
ing of the arms embargo. The South African Minister of Information 
was here recently and made a very interesting presentation along 
these lines: the South Africa Government is trying to do its best as a 
member of the free world to protect the sealanes around the cape to 
insure the freedom of the seas for the West, notwithstanding the 
growing Soviet naval presence in the Indian Ocean. He called on the 
Western Powers to "shoulder their responsibility" in the South Atlan
tic and Indian Oceans.  

First, it is nonsense both that South Africa 'with 87 percent of its 
population rightless and voteless is a part of the free world and that 
our only recourse to protect our interests is to protect its brand of 
fascism. We have been seduced by this argument before to our detri
ment. Second, the case has not been proved as to the Soviet threat in 
the Indian Ocean. Note, the South African case rests on the self
serving presentation: an alleged Soviet threat, the available South 
African port of Simonstown, and the industrially developed structure 
of that country, all militating toward the conclusion that we need 
South Africa. There are also some self-interest factors present with 
respect to the Navy, the chief domestic proponent on this issue. Even 
assuming that the Soviet Union will make the Indian Ocean an area of 
confrontation, there are other viable alternatives we would have to con
sider because of the great price. that we would pay if we bed down 
with South Africa. Such an alliance would surely bring retaliation: 
jeopardize overflight rights. In fact, it might well help to do what we 
fear most with respect to Chinese and Soviet influence in the area and 
help the Soviets get the submarine base in Nacala. Further, such an 

6o-619-76--1
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alliance would hurt us in a number of other critical areas with respect 
to negotiations on various raw materials and commodities.  

Similarly, we must avoid NATO embroilment in the South Atlan
tic. We must not fall prey to the South African game to use a Soviet 
threat to inveigle us into a defense relationship which, in turn, would.  
be a guarantee of the minority's maintenance of power.  

We must insist that the United States adhere to its own funda
mental tenet of U.S. policy with respect to Africa-to keep the conti
nent free from big power rivalry.  

The South Africans' efforts to break the arms embargo by getting 
sonobuovs. souid detection equipment was turned down, as were their 
efforts to get the P-3 Lockhart Orion Naval Patrol Aircraft to monitor 
Soviet naval movements in the ocean, and thus, to bring into reality 
Ulnited States-African intelligence and military cooperation. These 
would also be a fundamental breach of the arms embargo as it has 
existed since 1963: to refuse to become entangled militarily with South 
Africa, whether or not the particular situation was posed as one relat
ing to apartheid or to the enforcement of apartheid. This is true 
whether what is proposed is with respect to the domestic enforcement 
of apartheid or with respect to external threats because the arms em
bargo from 1963 on has not made any distinction between external 
and internal threats. Further, the arms embargo against South Africa 
should be tightened, not relaxed whether or not the relaxation since 
19); in the ",grav" areas has brought South Africa si nificant equip
ment. the very fact of relaxation has carried a significant signal of 
comfort to the national regime. The arms embargo should bar sales to 
South Africa of all military equipment, and it should bar the sales of 
all itenis for the use of the South African military, whether lethal or 
not.  

The sale of weanons-grade uranium to South Africa and nuclear 
collaboration with South Africa should be ended. Congressman Digas' 
bill, H.R. 6032, would bar such cooperation and end the transfer of 
nuclear materials to countries, such as South Africa, that have not 
ratified the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty.  

rLACING SOUTH ArRICAS' POLICY OF C'DETENTE" IXN PERSPECTIVE 

Another imperative is to place in perspective South Africa's Policy 
of "d6tente." Although this term, ,'enerallv used for United States
Soviet. relations, has been borrowed here, the situation is very different.  
South Africa, whose security situation has been radically'altered by 
the developments in the forner Portuguese areas of Mozambique and 
Angola as a result of the Portuguese coup, is desperately trying

To substitute the crumnbling ring of buffer states->Mozambique, 
Angola, and Rhodesia-with free African states that will not 
harbor terrorists; 

To keep the other states in line by economic and military 
domination ; and 

To in fl.ate its internal situation from outside changes to give 
itsolf tile to elt'eetua.te its apartheid biuenrint, the time schedule 
for honmelaind's independence was hne updated; and. thus, for the 
white South Africens to prevail through divide-and-rule tactics.  

It Is with these perspectives that we have to view the South African 
Sliplort for moderate groups in Rhodesia. moves toward the balkai-
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zation of Nanibia and South Africa's economic overtones toward other 
African countries. It is not a matter of d6tente from a sense of live and 
let live, but. an effort to buy time for South Africa's own policy of 
racial repression and to allow minority domination to triumph. In a 
nutshell. detente is the game of minority rule survival and U.S. policy
makers must not allow themselves to be diverted from the basics as to 
the situation in South Africa by this charade.  

HOMELAND INDEPENDENCE 

It, is equally crucial that we understand that independence of the 
homelands is not decolonization and cannot, be equated with the inde
pendence of former colonial territories. Homeland independence is 
not self-determination: for the affected people have had no freedom of 
hoice in the matter. The homeland policy is a gigantic heist. Even 

though we all cheer how magnificently some of the homeland leaders 
are carrying forward their strateg-y-strategy devised on the basis of 
their subservient position, the Bantustans are essentially a sham as 
well as a diversion from the main point: a free South Africa for all 
South Africans remardless of race, majority rule of the whole of South 
Africa and not of bits and pieces for the 72 percent black majority, 
ald not the present situation where the 17 percent. white minority 
strives to continue its domination over 88 percent of the territory of 
South Africa. The United States should clearly state and adhere to 
the position that the Bantustans are illegal under international law, 
whi,.h requires the pwrticipation in the government of that country of 
al] people without distinction as to race and color.  

GOVER'NMENT SUPPORT OF INVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Our Government must realize that the presence of IT.S. investment 
renler it li ,,taeg to apartheid. And yet, given the 25 million black 
Aer-an[. U.S. support of South Africa in a military confrontation 
m]irht I v, -ii,'idal to our own form of government. Our country might 
Z7,'wviv. ]iit tfli repression necessary to contain black Americans would 
1)e the el of democracy as we know it.  

At a minimum, therefore, the U.S. Government should take a stand 
fL'flIt-t e':-,,nsion of U.S. investment. Finally. the Government should 
alv' Aneric'an companies doing business there that they do so at 
their o 11ri.J. tbpt we will not protect them.  

It 'amiot be -ainM-d that these investments in South Africa provide 
a fli .z, i l nderpinning for South Africa and give it respectability 
in 1he wor1. Therefore. a position advocating withdrawal is the only 
In!,rial o1io. The argiment that since American business employs the 
Afri.:)I. it I iC,,'ne-e helps the African misconstrues the key fact oi 
foreim ii,-,stnent hv focusin" on its meaning to the majority rather 
thou.n on its meaninia to the minority. It is foreign investment and its 
capitol, technoln!" -n d telni ral know-how which enables the. minority 
to pltrn,.i itsolf a.!,_,-inst thw majority.  

With rspfet to what can be done now, first the Government. should 
use ii s lev toraf j i '., to it. that at the wMiinilm !U.S. businesses do 
not exploit th r i.l !plove,. A laLor ottaclhe should be assig-ned to our 

ml,,.- with this ,)eipl r(,s)poPi)ilitV. S.,ond. the le:,i.lature should 
put, teeth in such efforts. Cng-ssima I )i,,s has introduced legisla-
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tion to influence U.S. comapanies in South Africa, to follow certain 
basi, standards of fair employment by making this a condition of 
eligibility for U.S. Government contracts.  

It is further submitted that our representation in South Africa 
should be downgraded to the charge level. But at a minimum our 
ambassador should be recalled so long as South Africa refuses access 
to any U.S. Congressman.  

Let us be clear. These types of measures have nothing to do with 
the change needed in South Africa, namely majority rule. But it would 
bring IT.S. Government leverage to end exploitation by U.S. firms of 
the majority and it might serve to put the children of the relatively 
few employees of U.S. firms in better position to contribute to the 
attainnient of majority rule.  

Government support through loans or guarantees or other facilita
tion of investment or business in South Africa should be curtailed; 
vet certain expanded facilities for the Export-Import Bank of the 
U-nited States are available to South Africa. The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture has just announced the establishment of a new $1 million 
line of CCC-Cominoditv Credit Corporation-credit to finance ex
port sales of U.S. beef and breeding cattle to ranchers in South Africa.  

Finally, the 1960'-, U.S. program of support to Southern African 
refugees has been withering away since 1969. It should be given new 
life.  

In summing up recommendations with respect to policy towards 
South Africa. let me underscore the need for the assigmnent of respon
sibility among Government agencies. As it is now, State enunciates 
one policy, but the Pentagon, Commerce, CAB-Civil Aeronautics 
Board-Treasury, Export-Import Bank, NASA-National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration-even the Post Office go their own 
separate ways. An effective policy requires executive coordination by 
a s ingle agency with central responsibility.  

QUESTIONS OF TAX CRE1)TT, . MITAPTER VII RESPECTING NA3MIBIA 

With respect to Namibia. I wish to look quickly at two distinct ques
timis: tax credits and chapter VII. I wish to urge the introduction of a 
bill similar to that introduced last session by Senator Mondale to pro
vide for the disallowance of tax credits for taxes paid to any country 
or political entity where (1) such an administration has been held to 
be illegal by the International Court of Justice and (2) the U.S. Gov
ernment has accepted su,-h opinion.  

The United States still permits K.S. companies doing business in 
Namibia and therefore paving taxes to the illegal administering au
thority. South Africa, to (relit such taxes, against taxes owed to the 
United States. Such tax credits should be ended. The Treasury has 
determined that, it lacks the authority to end Such credits under the ap
plicable Internal Revenue Code provision. 02G U.S.C. section 901. con
sistent, with the U.S. legal duty to recognize the illegality of South 
A frica's presence in Namibia and the invalidity of its acts concerming 
Namibia. That. it took the Treasury Departient from March 1972, 
when it, received a commuication from 27 U.S. Senators and Repre
senitatives, to May 1973 to determine that it lacked discretion to disal
low the. tax credit strongly suggests that the decision that "existing
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tax credit legislation did not provide discretion to deny the tax credit" 
was itself discretionary. So clarifying legislation should be introduced 
and should be passed.  

But, a most important element in communication to South Africa 
that her continued presence in Namibia is no longer acceptable is the 
willingness to use the Charter machinery designed for dealing with 
acts of aggression, threats to the peace and breaches of the peace. That 
South Africa's occupation of Nainibia constitutes an act of aggression 
cannot be gainsaid. The contemplated program here put forward is a.  
step-by-step scenario designed to induce real movement by South 
Africa. A first step would be to seek the creation of a special ad hoc 
subcommittee (a) to study the problems of and (b) to devise a plan of 
implementation of pro tanto sanctions against South Africa-that is, 
a trade embargo (i) on goods destined to and originating from Nami
bia, (ii) on that proportion of South Africa's trade allocable to Nam
ibia, and (c) to report to the Council by a given date, say 9 months 
later. The second step would be for the Security Council to seek an im
mediate article 39 determination that South Africa's continued pres
ence in Namibia is an act of aggression, but without moving to an 
article 41 decision to apply sanctions. Rather, the third step contem
plates the Security Council proceeding, pursuant to article 40 and call
ing upon South Africa to comply with certain provisional measures, 
using charter VI instead of charter VII action to attempt negotiation 
with South Africa. At this point, the United Nations would be deal
ing with South Africa from a position of strength and determination 
since the ad hoc subcommittee. would be working out implementation 
for pro tanto sanctions and the requisite chapter VII determination 
would have been made. It would be clear to South Africa that such 
palliatives as announcements of multiracial talks with no scheduling 
would not do.  

Further, the forecast independence of parts of Namibia would 
clearly be seen as totally unacceptable. It should be clear that in the 
whole proceeding during this interim period the only subject of nego
tiation is South Africa's withdrawal from Namibia and the restoring 
of fundamental freedom to Namibians. The impetus for meaningful 
action by South Africa would lie in the knowledge that once the ad hoc 
subcommittee had reported, the United States was prepared to support 
a Security Council resolution imposing pro tanto sanctions against 
South Africa.  

In conclusion, we fought World War II successfully out of the con
viction that Nazism and everything it stood for must be. ended. Yet 
now our policy, wittingly or unwittingly, gives comfort to a country 
whose leader was held as a Nazi during that war and even more whose 
government continues the practices of racism and monstrous inhu
manity of man against man.  

If it were the human rights of black South Africans only that were 
imperiled, the call would still be for America to act at least with all 
available peaceful means. But it is the interests of the United States 
itself both in the foreign policy area and domestically that are at stake.  
The necessity is that the Congress push, pull, tug, and legislate our Gov
ernment into a rational policy toward South Africa.  

[Mrs. Butcher's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOLER TEAL BUTCHER 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to express appreciation for the invitation to appear 
before the Committee. It is Congress that must take the lead to end what is 
essentially a "cover-up" of U.S. policy on southern Africa. The Congress must 
insist on: 

(1) a frank statement of the facts on the situation in South Africa, 
(2) an open analysis of U.S. interests in that area, 
(3) progress towards a therapeutic confrontation, discussion, debate, and, 

analysis of what U.S. policy should be, 
(4) change with a view towards developing an honest, sensible and rationaL 

U.S. policy-consistent with U.S. interests-towards South Africa.  
If there is any doubt as to the phrase "a cover-up", NSSM .39, the National 

Security Council Study Memorandum of 1%9 on Southern Africa. reveals a 
deliverate policy-in-action considerably divergent from the oral pronunciations.  
The resulting gap was cloaked by verbal expressions of abhorrence of apartheid 
and support of majority rule. Obvious discrepancies were explained away by 
the positions that our Government could not support non-practical ior extremist 
courses of action. Now, the revelations of the secret NSC study have revealed our 
actual commitment to the status quo. Regrettably, the public has tended to abet 
this cover-up because of: 

(1) Our general unwillingness to face the fact of government duplbity or 
insensitivity to the repression in South Africa.  

(2 Our willingness to be lead astray by the communist bug-a-boo and the 
battle cries to protect the Cape Sea Lanes for the West.  

(3) Our willingness to lie deluded. H1ow else can our applause for the 4-hanges 
taking place in South Africa be explained, when those changes relate to park 
benches, opera houses or even a few more pennies in the pay check. but nit to 
basics. How else can be explained the public's to a large extent condoning the 
triple veto against South Africa's explusion from the United Nations, or later 
the veto of a mandatory arms embargo. There should have been public calls 
for our government to come forward with positive alternatives which would do 
two things: (1) get the message to) South Africa that we do not and will not 
support apartheid, and (2) put the U.S. in a defensible positive position rather 
than the unfortunate position of defender of the status quo, racism and minority 
rule-a position which in the long run is not only inimical to our foreign policy 
interests, but is untenable, given America's own racial composition.  

Yes. the public bas abetted this cover-up by its complaisance. Moreover. in a 
democracy there is a special responsibility on the people through their elected 
representatives to present not only criticism but practical viable alternatives 
to executive policy. Thus these hearings have a special significaute.  

After a brief review today, first, of the facts oin South Africa. and second 
of U.S. interests in that area. I will concentrate on the essential ingredient: 
that a sane U.S. policy must address now and also oin practical positions which 
the U.S. can and should support-all in the hope that the necessary public 
analysis and debate can be held openly and frankly (on what U.S. poliey should 
be on South Africa) with our policynakers-a debate which has been all the 
more elusive because our policymakers unfortunately themselves have become 
mesmerized by their own words of inaction.  

THE FACTS ON SOUTH AFRICA 

In assessing Y.q. policy towards South Africa. it is critical to realize the 
complexity of South Africa. Too often. American visitors go to South Africa and 
see only a few of the pieces, become transfixed by these and misguage the situa
tion there. The outspoken critics of petty apartheid, such as the English languae 
newspapers and the Progressive Party are but a minute part of the scene.  
(Even these few atypical voices do not challenge the fundamentals.) There are 
many faces of South Africa. For example, the play. "Sizwe Bauzi Is Dead"--a 
graphically as it presented influx control, the total limitation onu movements of 
the African and utter inhumanity of apartheid-gives but one part of the 
picture of the unparalleled repression of that government. An equally relevant 
picture relates to the will of the Africans to overcome the situation, such as that 
portrayed in May as the trial of the SASO Defendants began. When the young 
Black South African students arrested for planning to sponsor a Pro-Frelimo 
rally last October were brought to court after having been held for months
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and months and after finally having been charged under the Terrorism Act, 
they came into trial singing their songs of liberation with an arm held high to 
testify to their invincible spirit.  

Sophistication is needed in dealing with the complexities of that society to 
avoid becoming confused by sleight-of-hand maneuvers. Last October, Prime 
Minister Vorster, in a desperate effort to get support from the U.S., Britain and 
France to stave off expulsion from the UN by the Security Council promised 
astonishing changes within 6 months. Those looking at the South African 
scene have to be careful lest they are beguiled by such announcements or by 
Vorster's recent one respecting certain land rights for the urban African. Even 
the South African journal, the Financial Mail stated thus as a result of these 
projected changes: "Two steps back and one forward, brings the urban African 
to where he was eight years ago" through the restoration of the principle of 
30 year lease-hold rights.  

What we must do is to look first at certain verities in this situation if we 
are going to have any understanding of South African scene. I would suggest 
that the first relates to participation in the political process: "what is being 
done so that all people in South Africa regardless of race can participate in 
the political process?" The answer is: Nothing. A second verity is that South 
Africa is rushing diametrically in the opposite direction from one multiracial 
society to effectuate the bantustand policy whose essence is the denial of citizen
ship in South Africa for the vast majority of South Africans.  

Other verities: South Africa is a country: 
Where the African majority is deprived of all fundamental freedoms by a 

government whose policy is admittedly to keep South Africa under the domina
tion of the white man and to continue to secure to the whites an abundant 
supply of cheap labor; 

Where some 4 million whites have relegated unto themselves complete authority 
over 17 million Africans and over some 2 million Coloureds ; ' 

Where this 17% white minority receives more than 70c%. of the national 
income, even though they comprise less than 20% of the economically active 
population 

Where the gap between white and non-white income is steadily growing.  
Notwithstanding statistics cited on the increasing wages of the African, the true 
picture is that in real terms his economic lot is deteriorating; 

Where the whites are said to have one of the highest, if not, the highest 
standard of living in the world, and the African in industrially developed 
South Africa is worse off than Africans in many of the developing countries of 
Africa.  

Where the distribution of income is the most unequal in the world; 
Where the Black laborer has no rights; 
Where it is a crime, an act of terrorism "to embarrass the administration of 

the affairs of the State".  
In the South African Government itself there is no participation whatsoever 

by any group except the whites, and that government has completely despotic 
power over all the people of that country. The laws of South Africa deprive the 
African majority of all basic rights; for a person'% race i determination of 
every aspect of his life. Under the laws of that country, the majority h:'s no 
freedom of movement, or residence, of employment, no right to land, to family 
life, to education or to participate in the government.  

Under the Security laws. including the infamous Terrorism Act and notorious 
Suppression of Communism Act, the Government can exercise its power arbitrar
ily against anyone, Black or white who steps out of the mold and unparelleled 
rigidity of that society. The government can through its banning authority, 
exercise unfettered power to silence opposition.  

But, it is in the educational sphere that the most pernicious inequities exist.  
Education is free for the white and coloured child. A Black child must pay for 
tuition and other costs related to schooling-such as textbooks and costs of 
building i*f he can get a place in the relatively few, overcrowded, double and 
triple shift schools for African children.  

These, plus the living death of influx control, groups areas implementation, 
removals and the thousands of daily arrests for violation of the pass laws are 

I Out of a total population of 24,887.000, there are: 17,712,000 Africans, 4,100,000 
whites, 2,306,000 Coloureds and 709,000 Asians.
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the basic attributes of apartheid, or separate development as it is euphemistically 
known. Whatever changes may have occurred or may be occurring in South 
Africa, they have not reached these fundamentals. Vorster's promise as to 
change in South Africa must be viewed against the backdrop of these facts. And 
what has happened since last Fall: 

Minute inconsequential changes, vague announcements about restoring rights 
to urban Africans; 

the deliverate decision made that the anomalous status of the Coloured under 
separate development would continue; 

the denial of certain minimum assurances to the Homeland leaders so that, 
with the exception of the head of Transkei, the homeland leaders took a position 
against the proposed independence of the Bantusans; 

the Government announcement, under the Affected Organizations Act, declar
inz the Christian Institute an affected organization, thus crippling a key anti
apartheid organization; 

the expropriation of the Black theological seminary, a multiracial institu
tion, which I visited with Congressman Diggs' Codel and whose presence op
posite Fort Hare, now a "tribal" Xhosa University, was an embarrassment to 
the government after previous attempts by the Government to buy out the 
seminary and to threaten and to silence it had failed.  

the arrest, detention for months without change and torture of SASO mem
bers so silence all meaningful opposition, Black and white.  

All this has happened. The facts on the international scene with respect to 
South Africa should be critical in determining U.S. policy because -the issue 
of racism, and particulaily apartheid, transcends all other international issues 
for the African countrie_ and is a key issue for the Third World in general.  
There is no more effective way for us to alienate these countries than by giving 
comfort to the enforcers of apartheid. The heightening of international concern 
about U.S. actions has been simultaneous with recent events which have sounded 
the death knell for minority rule.  

The sharpening international focus on U.S. policy is seen in the outspoken 
concern of the Organization of African Unity on the appointment of Nathaniel 
Davis to be Assistant Secretary of State. President Kaunda's use of the occa
sion of his toast to President Ford to voice his disquietude with U.S. policy 
towards Africa is also on point. The domestic concomitant of the developments 
in southern Africa and of the demonstrated bankruptcy of U.S. policy towards 
Portugual and its still reverberating boomerang is an expanding southern African 
constituency here in America.  

This growing concern is attested by the number and level of conferences on 
southern African questions: the University of Wisconsin four-day conference 
on Namibia, the Temple University Conference on Southern Africa, the Yale 
('onference on Change in ('ontemporary Southern Africa and a series of meet
ing on southern Africa by the Council on Foreign Relations, to mention a few.  
The Brookings Institute is now contemplating including Africa in its areas of 
study.  

The revelations of last Summer, some five years after the fact, of NSSM 39
other than being remarkable for showing the la~k of clairvoyance or political 
perceptiveness of our foreign affairs experts in their premise that the whites 
are in southern Africa to stay-showed little that the watchers of U.S. policy 
were not aware of: namely that since 1969, U.S. policy, whatever the verbal 
pronouncements on abhorrence of apartheid and support of majority rule may 
have been, U.S. policy has been supportive of the status quo.  

U.S. INTERESTS WITH RESPECT TO SOUTH AFRICA 

Any assessment of what U.S. policy should be with respect to South Africa 
must come to grips with U.S. interests. The first imperative here is that we 
realize that our interests in cold, hard practical terms are coterminus with our 
interest with respect to human rights. This is very often overlooked because 
our policymakers have a way of stating our concern about repressive minority 
rule in South Africa only as an aspect of our concern for the violation of human 
rights and our desire to see a better deal for the majority in that area. But 
the truth is that for a major power as is the United States, no situation such 
as that brewing in South Africa, a veritable couldron of racism, repression, fear 
and violence by the 17% minority against an S2% majority can exist without 
a substantial threat to U.S. interests. Further, a consideration of the geographic,
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economic, natural resources and industrial facts on South Africa makes it clear 
that it is in the interest of the United States to have South Africa a friendly 
country and to have the people of South Africa friendly towards the United 
States. Although the present South African Government is a friendly Govern
ment, it is clear that this present situation of minority rule cannot last. The 
minority can buy time, but while doing so, it is building up the explosives in 
the situation. We can go along with their policy of staving off the inevitable 
with the domestic jurisdiction excuse. But casting our fortunes with South 
Africa jeopardizes our substantial greater interest in Black Africa: economi
cally, in access to raw materials, oil, minerals, commodities and in markets; 
and strategically, with respect to Africa as a whole. It may have been a few 
years ago that as the big power with the big stick, we could take the Machia
vellian approach, but the present fact of interdependence means otherwise. Can 
we not at least learn out of the debacle of Vietnam that we cannot cast our 
lot with a repressive status quo with impunity and without great damage to 
larger U.S. interests? 

ESSENTIALS FOR A RATIONAL U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTH AFRICA 

The prerequisite here is to define U.S. objectives. For a number of years our 
policy objective has apparently been to give the message to those concerned in 
the United States, in the United Nations and in Africa and the Third World of 
the U.S. support for majority rule. But the actual message conveyed to South 
Africa was not one of concern by the United States. This is so even allowing 
for irritations to South Africa present in our bilateral relationship from the 
arms embargo policy and restricted policy on promotional activities. Further, 
South Africa has been able without fail to count on us to do our utmost to bail 
her out of difficulties in the international arena. Our credibility with Black Africa 
and the Third World has been shredded. Obviously this Janus-headed policy 
has failed; and it is time for our Government to decide what our objective is.  
Is it merely to remove ourselves from the taint of support of an actual ally? 
It is submitted that this is not only an unworkable policy, but is inconsistent 
with our interests.  

It is submitted that a more realistic objective would be to refuse to be a sup
porter of minority rule even if we are not prepared to give actual support to a 
change to minority rule.  

The fundamentals of such a policy would be: 
(1) to oppose not only the system of apartheid but the government which 

institutes such a system and; 
(2) be supportive of the majority and liberal elements in their struggle to 

rid their country of the evil of apartheid.  
There are a number of practical peaceful steps which we can take to show our 

support for majority-rule and opposition to minority rule.  
A first recommendation is that U.S. officials cease being apologists for the 

South Africa regime. This is the way we are viewed: 
When we insist on finding encouragement in the inconsequential changes 

announced by that Government; 
Or when we, without the use of any of the famed Yankee ingenuity first 

resort to the veto in the name of the principle of consistency and then raise 
questionable legal justification for our policy position, when alternatively the 
U.S. could have supported suspension, 

Or when we veto the application of Chapter VII to South Africa's illegal 
occupancy of Namibia; 

A Second recommendation is that the U.S. constituent agencies must adhere 
to stated policy. The sorry picture of the military's meeting with South African 
government officials should be ended.  

The Commandant of the South African Defense Forces, Admiral Biermann, 
visited the United States and saw the American chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, Admiral Moorer and the Secretary of the Navy, Secretary Mittendorf.  
Meetings by American military officials are contrary to stated policy; yet a group 
of American admirals are said to have dined with Admiral Biermann.  

Moreover, in connection with certain congressional and staff visits to South 
Africa, it is reported that these have been paid for by South African private 
businessmen and organizations, such as the South African Agricultural Union.  
Great care must be exercised there because of Article I, Section 9 of the Con-
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stitution 2 and under the Foreign Gifts Act, which goes to the legality of these 
vi:sits as well as to the wisdom. Our founding fathers rightly banned emoluments 
from foreign governments.  

The South African propaganda initiative has been stepped up enormously in 
the past few years and it is directed squarely at the U.S. policymakers, the 
("ingress, and the military, all towards an ending of the arms embargo. The 
Smuth African Minister of Informtion was here recently and made a very inter
eating presentation along these lines: the South Africa government is trying 
to do its best as a member of the free world to protect the sealanes around the 
('ape to insure the freedom of the seas for the West notwithstanding the growing 
Soviet Naval presence in the Indian Ocean. He ,alled on the Western Powers to 
shoulder their responsibility in the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.  

First, it is nonsense both that South Africa with 87% of its population rightless.  
and voteless is a part of the free world and that our only recourse to pr tect our 
intere.sts is to protect its brand of facism. We have been seduced by this argu
ment before to our detriment. Secondly, the case has nit been proved as to the 
Siviet threat in the Indian Ocean. Note. the South African case rests on a self
serving presentation: an alleged Soviet threat, the available Sauth African port 
of Simonstown and the industrially developed structure of that country, all 
militating towards the conclusion that we need South Africa. There are also 
some self-interest factors present with respect to the Navy, the chief domestic 
Troponent on this issue. Even assuming that the Soviet Union will make the 
Indian Ocean an area of confrontation, there are other viable alternatives we 
would have to consider because of the great price that we would pay if we bed 
down with South Africa. Such an alliance would surely bring retaliation: 
jeopardize the access of our naval vessels to the ports in East Africa : jeopardize 
over-flizht rights. In fact, it might well help to do what we fear most with 
respect to Chinese and Soviet influence in the area and help the Soviets get the 
subm rine basp in Nacala. Further, such an alliance would hurt us in a number 
of otlier critical areas with respect to negotiations on various raw materials and 
commodities.  

Similarly, we must avoid NATO embroilment in the South Atlantic. We must 
not fall prey to the South African game to use a Soviet threat to inveigle us into 
a dvfense relationship which in turn, would be a guarantee of the minority's 
mniintenance of power.  

We must insist that the U.S. adhere to its own fundamental tenant of U.S.  
policv with respect to Africa-to keep the continent free from bin power rivalry.  

The South Africans' efforts to break the arms embargo by getting gonohouvs 
slind detection equipment was turned down as were their efforts to get the 
P-" L,-okhart Orion Naval Patrol Aircraft to monitor Soviet naval movements 
in the ocean, and thus, to bring into reality a P.S./South African intelligence 
and military cooperation. These would also be a fundamental breach of the arms 
qs it bas existed since 1963: to refuse to become entangled militarily with South 
Africa. whether or not the particular situation was posed as one relating to 
apartheid or to the enforcement of apartheid. Further, the arms embargo against 
South Africa should be tightened, not relaxed, as has happened after the NSSM.  
Without arguing whether the relaxation in the "grey" areas brought South 
Africa significant equipment, the very fact of relaxation carried a significant 
sig-nal of comfort to the National regime. The arms embargo should bar sales to 
South Africa of all military equipment and it should bar the sales of all items for 
the use of the South African military, whether lethal or not.  

The sale of weapons-grade uranium to South Africa and nuclear collabora
tion with South Africa should be ended. Congressman Diggs' bill. H.R. 6082, 
would bar such cooperation and the transfer of nuclear materials with countries 
such as South Africa that has not ratified the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty.  

Another imperative is to place in perspective South Africa's policy of "detente".  
Although this term. generally used for U.S./Soviet relations, has been borrowed 
here, the situation is very different. South Africa whose security situation has 
ben radically altered by the developments in the former Portuguese areas of 
Mozarmbique and Angola as a result of the Portuguese coup is desperately trying: 

To substitute the crumbling ring of buffer states, Mozambique, Angola and 
Rhodesia with free African states that will not harbor terrorists; 

2 ... And no nrrson holdlnc any Office of Profit or Trust under them, qhall, without the 
('onqant of the Conrress. accept of any preqnt. Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind 
wvhatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.
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To keep the other states in line by economic and military domination; 
To insulate its internal situation from outside changes to give itself time 

to effectuate its apartheid blueprint, the time schedule for homeland's inde
pendence has been updated; 

And thus, for the white South Africans to prevail through divide and rule 
tactics.  

It is with these perspectives that we have to view the South African support 
for moderate groups in Rhodesia, moves toward the balkanization of Namibia 
and South Africa's economic overtures towards other African countries. It is not 
a matter of detente from a sense of "live and let live", but an effort to buy time 
for South Africa's own policy or racial repression and minority domination to 
triumph. In a nutshell, detente is the game of minority-rule survival and U.S.  
policymakers must not allow themselves to be diverted from the basics as to the 
situation in South Africa by this charade.  

It is equally crucial that we understand that independence of the homelands 
is not decolonization and cannot lie equated with the independence of former 
colonial territories. Himeland independence is not self-determination; for the 
affected people have had no freedom of choice in the matter. The homeland 
policy is a gigantie heist. Even though we all cheer how magnificently some 
of the homeland leaders are carrying forward their strategy-strategy devised 
on the basis of their subservient position, the Bantustans are essentially a sham 
as well -fs a diversion from the main point: a free South Africa for all South 
Africans regardless of race, majority rule of the whole of South Africa and not 
of bits and pieces for the 72% Black majority, and not the present situation 
where the 17%, white minority strives to continue its domination over 88% 
of the territory of South Africa. The U.S. should clearly state and adhere to 
the position that the Bantustans are illegal under international law, which re
quires the participation in the government of that country of all people without 
distinction as to race alid ,, dor.  

Our government must realize that the presence of U.S. investment renders it 
hostage to apartheid. And yet. given the 25 million Black Americans, U.S. sup
port of South Africa in a military confrontation might be suicidal to our own 
frm of government. Our country might survive, but the repression necessary 
to contain Black Americans would be the end of democracy as we know it.  

At a minimum, therefore, the United States government should take a stand 
against expansion of U..S. investment. Finally, the Government should advise 
American companies doing business there -that they do so at their own risk, 
that we will not protect them.  

It cannot be gainsaid that these investments in South Africa provide a financial 
underpinning for South Africa and give it respectability in the world. There
fore, a position advocating withdrawal is the only logical one. The argument 
that since American business employs the African, its presence helps the African 
miscon-trues the key fact on foreign investment by focusing on its meaning 
to the majority rather than on its meaning to the minority. It is foreign invest
ment and its capital, technology and technical know-how which enables the 
minority to entrench itself against the majority.  

With respect to what can be done now, first the government should use its 
leverage to see to it that at the minimum U.S. businesses do not exploit their 
eniployees. A labor attache shuld be assigned to our embassy with this special 
res-onsibility. Secondly. the legislature should put teeth in such efforts. Con
gressman Digs has introduced legislation to influence U.S. companies in South 
Africa to follow certain basic stlndards of fair employment by making this a 
4vndition of eligibility for U.S. government contracts. It is interesting to note 
that, as reprehensible as it is, South African law does not prohibit an employer 
from Tyaving equal wages.  

It is further submitted that our representation in South Africa should be down
graded to the Charge level. But at a minimum our Ambassador should be recalled 
s long as South Africa refuses access to any U.S. Congressman.  

Let us be clear. These types of measures have nothing to do with the change 
needed in South Africa. namely majority rule. But it would bring U.S. govern
ment leverage to end exploitation by U.S. firms of the majority and it might 
serve to put the children of the relatively few employees of U.S. firms in better 
posi tin to contribute to the attainment of majm-ity rule.  

Government support through loans or gmarantes or other facilitation of 
investmrent or business in South Africa should be curtailed: yet certain expanded 
facilities of the Export-Import Bank of the United States are available to South
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Africa. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has just announced the extablish
ment of a new $1 million line of CCC credit to finance export sales of U.S. beef 
and doing breeding cattle to ranchers in South Africa.  

Finally, the 194;o's I'S program of support to Southern African refugees, SASP, 
has been withering away since 1969. It should be given new life.  

In summing up recommendations with respect t, policy towards South Africa, 
let me underscore the need for the assignment of responsibility among govern
ment nagencies. A, it is now, State enunciates one policy, but the Pentagon, 
Commerce, CAB, Treasury, Export-Import Bank, NASA, even the Post Office 
zo their ovn separate ways. An effe.tive policy requires ext'cutive coordination 
by a single agency with central respon.sibility.  

With respect to Nambia, I wish to look quickly at two distinct questions: tax 
credits and Chapter VII. I wish to urge the introduction (f a bill similar to that 
introduced last session by Senator Mondale to provide for the disallowance of 
tax credits for taxes paid to any country or political entity where (1) such an 
administration has heen held to be illegal by the International Court of Justice 
and (2) the U.S. Government has accepted such Clpinion.  

The United States still permits U.S. compani*, doing business in Namibia 
and therefore paying taxes to the illegal administering authority, South Africa, 
to credit such taxes against taxes owed to the United States. Such tax credits 
should be ended. The Treasury has determined that it lacks the authority to end 
such credits under the applicable Internal Revenue Cole provision, 2( U.S.C.  
Section 901, consistent with the United States legal duty to recognize the ille
gality of South Africa's presence in Namihia and the invalidity of its acts con
coerning Namibia. That it took the Treasury Department fromn March 1972. when 
it received a communication from 27 U.S. Senators and Representatives. to May 
1973 to determine that it lacked discretion to disallow the tax credit stronuly sus
gests that the decision that "existing tax credit legi 4lation did no provide dis
cretion to deny the tax credit" was itself discretionary. So clarifying legisla
tion should be introduced and should be passed.  

But, a most important element in communicating" to South Africa that her 
continued presence in Namibia is no longer acceptable is the willingness to use the 
Charter machinery designed for dealing with acts of a,:t-ression, threats to the 
peace and breaches of the peace. The South Africa's cccupation of Namihia con
stitutes an act of am':ression cannot be gainsaid. The contemplated program here 
put forward is a step-by-step scenario designed to induce real movement by 
South Africa. A first step would be to seek the creation of a special Ad Hoe Sub
,committee (a) to study the problems of and (b) to devise a plan of implementa
tion of pro tanto sanctions agaist South Africa-that is. a trade embargo (i) 
on goods destined to and originating from Namibia, (ii) on that proportion of 
South Africa's trade allocable to Namibia. and (c) to report to the Council by 
a given date, say 9 months later.  

The second step would be for the Security Couneil to seek an immediate Ar
ticle 39 determination that South Africa's continued presence in Namibia is an 
act of aggression, but without moving to an Article 41 decision to apply sanctions.  
Rather, the third step contemplates the Security ('ouncil proceeding, pursuant 
to Article 40 and calling upon South Africa to comply with certain provisional 
measures, using Chapter VI instead of Chapter VII action to attempt negotia
tion with South Africa. At this point, the United Na Iions would be dealing with 
South Africa from a position of strength and determination since the Ad Hoe 
Subcommittee would be working out implementation for pro tanto sanctions and 
the requisite. Chapter VII determination would have been made. It would be 
clear to South Africa that such palliatives as announcements of multiracial talks 
with no scheduling will not do. Further. the forecast independence of Namibia 
within 10 years would clearly be seen as totally unacceptable. It should be clear 
that in the whole proceeding during this interim period the only subject of nego
tiation is South Africa's withdrawal from Namibia and the restoring of funda
mental freedom to Namibians. The impetus for meaningful action by South Africa 
would lie in the 'knowledge that once the Ad Hoc Subcommittee had reported, 
the U.S. was prepared to support a Security Council resolution imposing pro tanto 
sanctions against South Africa.  

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we fought World War II successfully out of the conviction that 
Nazism and everything it stood for must be ended. Yet now our policy, wittingly 
or unwittingly, gives comfort to a country whose leader was held as a Nazi
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-during that war and even more whose government continues the practices of 
racism and monstrous inhumanity of man against man.  

If it were the human rights of Black South Africans only that were imperiled.  
the call would still be for America to act at least with all available peaceful 
means. But it is the interests of the United States itself both in the foreign 
policy arena and domestically that are at stake. The nh'cCsity is that the Congress 
push, pull, tug and legislate our government into a rational policy towards South 
Africa.  

[From A Quarterly Journal of Africanist Opinion, vol. IV, No. 3, Fall 19741 

REFLE(TIONS ON L.S. POLICY TOWARDS NAMItlIA 

(By Goler Teal Butcher) 

United States policy towards Namibia is the one shining oasis in the veritable 
desert known as United States policy toward southern Africa-an area of foreign 
policy where a mirage of official words has tended either to obfuscate United 
States government actions supporting the minority government or to obscure the 
real significance of such actions.  

United States policy towards Namibia has been a shining oasis: 
-A shining oasis, first because it was in part the vision and determination of 

a President of the United States-that the "well being and development" of the 
peoples of dependent territories belonging to a defeated country form a "sacred 
trust of civilization"-that bore fruit in the mandates system and, in particular, 
in the Mandate for South W's Africa. Thus resulted the special status of South 
West Africa as an international territory.  

-A shining oasis., because it was the 1949 United States argument which was 
substantially mirrored in the International ('ourt's Advisory Opinion of 1950 on 
the International Status of South West Africa. The Court concluded, first, that 
notwithstanding the demise of the League of Nations, the international status 
of this territory continued with the United Nations exercising the League's super
visory functions. Second. although the UN ('harter did not impose a compulsory 
obligation on South Africa, tie mandatary, to place the territory under a trustee
ship arrangement, South Africa could not escape international obligations 
assumed in the League Covenant respecting the territory and the inhabitants.  

-A shining oasis, even vicariously,' because it vas Judge Jessup of the United 
States who in his definitive dissent termed the Judgment of the Court in the 1966 
South West Africa ( 'a-es "completely unfounded in Law" and indicated the 
criterion to be used to determine the compatibility of apartheid with the obilign
tions of the mandate: namely. the Charter's premise that "friendly relations 
among nations" are "hased (in respect for the principle of equal rights and self
determination of peoples" and a world in which there is to be international coop
eration "in promoting and encouraging respect for humnan rights and funda
mental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion." 2 

-A shining oasi,. Ile(.ausv it was the United States with Arthur Goldberg at 
the helm who, following the lamentable opinion of the court in 19116 (or rather 
its judicial dodge). supported the UN General Assembly in moving to net with 
respect to the situation-declaring the mandate disavved, forfeited and there
fore terminated. We might note that, of the three big 1powers, the United States 
alone took this action-without the comfort of its cohorts of recent date, the U.K.  
and France, who have ('.,ntinued to remain in an anomalous position even with 
respect to the legal status of Nanlibia.  

-A shining oasis, beause the United States joined the Ad Hoe Subcommittee, 
formed very early in 1967 after the resolution in 191,6 terminating the mandate 
(and on which Williaim Rogers-later to be named Secretary of State-served 
as the U.S. representative). AAirn, in 1970, the U.S. actively participated in the 
Ad Hoc Subcommittee whi,'h, intl'- alia, recommended that the Security ('ouncil 
request an Advisory Opinion of the ICJ on the "Legal Consequences for States of 

The position of the U.S. government itself on apartheid was indicated in the 20 October 
1963 U.S. statement to tto Trostecship CommittPe: 

• . . There is foitlhpr I,,;zal nor political basis for the apartheld laws In South Africa 
there is also no moral hsis for such laws anywhere in the world, let alone in a tprri
tory such as South-West Africa. which has a clear international character, which was 
given to the Govt-rnnnut of .,,iith Africa as "a sa lred trust of civllization." 

2International Court of Jistiee Rvports of Juiugmefnts, Advisory Opinions and Orders: 
South West Africa 4'a- is, 19i1; (Diss. Op. Jessup), pp. 222. 428-29.
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the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia Notwithstanding Security 
Council Resolution 276." 

-A shining oasis, because of the written and oral statements that the United 
States submitted to the Court in the fall of 1970 in connection with the 1971 
Advisory Opinion and in which the United States cogently argued that South 
Africa is in illegal occupation of Namibia and consequently has a legal duty to 
withdraw; and that as long as South Africa remain. in Namibia, it is legally 
obligated to restore the fundamental freedoms of the inhabitants of the territory.' 

But unfortunately. either the oasis has drie'd up, or that too wak a mirage.  
We are now at a sorry juncture: the United States stands out not by reason 

of the above actions, but because, when it came to doing something concrete to 
enforce the above positions, not one single thing was done.  

I would like now to review several reasons for this tragic situation where the 
hitherto commendable actions of the United States have come to a standstill.  
First, the American pattern of international inaction when a moral interest con
flicts with commercial concerns is but a reflection of the historical dilemma 
of this country when ethical interests vie with material priorities. This nation 
may have been founded on the noble idealism conveyed in the words of the 
Declaration of Independence that "all men are created equal"; but it was also 
built on the ignominous realisim of the three-fifths clause of the Constitution, 
enshrining and protecting slavery. Similarly, in the international arena, the 
United States reflects, acknowledges, and supports the words of the Ullited N;i
tions Charter that "international peace can only be attained on a foundation of 
self-determination, fundamental freedom and human rights for all without 
regard to race, sex, language or religion." But U.S. actions with respect to the 
Namibia case (intern.ationally). are found wanting.  

But the causes of this situation are more complex than the historical Amer
ican dilemma between philosophy and action. Until recently. Namibian issues 
have come to the fore in this country primarily in the context of legal issues as 
adjudications before the International Court: and even with resnect to UY;A 
Resolution 2145 and thereafter as issues directly predicated on Judicial Opinions.  
The United States may well be proud of its international lawyers who in 1950 
led us to support a finding by the Court that South Africa is legally accountable 
for its administration of the territory to the international community and who, 
again in 1971. led us to support the Opinion: 

Upholding the termination of the mandate by the political organs of the 
United Nations ; 

Reaffirming South Africa's obligation to withdraw as determined by the 
Security Council and holding that the duty of all states, whether members of 
the United Nations or not, is to refrain from any actions giving support or 
recognition to the illegal occupant.  

Despite all these shining examples, realism compels us to acknowledge that 
there have always been certain limitations built into the position of the United 
States. For example, in 1950 the United States' Written Statement to the Court 
argued that international accountability continued and that South Africa had to 
consider the territory as coming within the concept of Chapter XI of the UN 
Charter (which applies to those peoples who have not yet attained self-govern
ment). But we did not support the position that South Africa must place Namibia 
under a Chapter XII trusteeship arrangement. It might even be hazarded that, 
had we done so (given the weight of our views), this whole question might have 
been more easily resolved. (As indicated earlier, the Opinion which the Court 
announced in 1950 paralleled in many respects the positions argued in the U.S.  
submission.) That we did not argue an obligation to make Namibia a trust terri
tory was a significant shortcoming. Again, in 1.466 and 1967 we supported Gen
eral Assembly Resolution 2145. terminatin" the mandate. and we joined that 
little Ad Hoc Subcommittee already mentioned. But we (lid not support UNGA 
Resolution 224,(S-V), which established the Council for Namibia. and we never 
joined the Council. Now the shortcomings of the Council of those days are 
well-known. But had the U.S. been a member of the Council, and had it supported 

• security ('ovil Plsollition :1641. of 17 December 1974 unanimously calls on South 
A frioa to withdraw from Nim'hi ii antl to move to trnn, i'er power to the people of South
We4 Africa with Vnited Nations assistance, and asks South Africa to "make a solemn 
i1-,elnration" that she will comnly with ITN decisions regarding the territory. Finally, the 
Security Council is to meet on May 30 to review South Africa's compliance and to consider "appropriate measures."
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the kind of deliberate practical actions which might have been meaningful in the 
international context, and which surely would have given South Africa the 
message, then the result might well have been different. Again, in 1971 when we 
submitted our statement to the Court, we supported, as I have said. the obligo
tion of South Africa to withdraw. But our government made a point of nol 
supporting the position of the Secretary-General excluding all trade with 
South Africa in Namibia as well as all dealings involving licenses, titles or
interests, grants, concessions and other rights purportedly granted by South 
Africa after UNGA Resolution 2145. Had we done so, the pressure against invest
ment and trade with Namibia might have had impact.  

Again, even when the United States accepted the Advisory Opinion, we cau.  
tiously limited this to an acceptance of the conctlsions of the Opinion. Finally, 
we were supporters of that whole questionable scenario which followed the 19!72 
retrogressive Security Council Resolution 309 in Addis Ababa, and the ensuing 
dialogue-finally terminated last year by the United Nation,.  

With all of these shortcomings-however serious they may be--a look at the 
sorry stance of the United Kingdom makes the position of the United States 
appear relatively laudable. And indeed, the U.S. position has been an enlightened 
one of which we may be proud.  

What has happened? The time for action has arrived, and the historical 
dichotomy in the United States between words and actions-or between law.  
and pragmatism where our pocketbooks are concerned-has come to the fore.  
Myopia induced by present business interests reinforces the inertia which :rijsp 
policy-makers when obviously selfish interests do not compel action. Although 
with respect to Namibia the "cat to be belled" is of relatively Lilliputian size, the
United States government (because of substantial private and public involve
ment with South Africa) will do no more than inveigh against South Africa. It is 
a relative little thing to be supportive of an end to an illegal administration.  
It is another for our basically status quo nation to take action, e-on peaie'lhl 
action, to end that illegal administration-unless that administration threatens 
our own immediate interests. Indeed, this policy of inaction is a part of the 
"Nixonian move"--and notice I did noit use that euphemistic misnomn-r. "tilt": 
I say "move" (a 180 degree move)-toward solid support for the status quo in 
southern Africa.  

The U.S. hardened its position in 1969. But in 1974 things have changed with 
respect to the situation in southern Africa. As a result of the Portuguese coup, 
there has been a complete restructuring of the security situation in southern 
Africa. As a result of the growing strength within the Vnited Nations of the anti
apartheid forces, the situation there has changed. Notwithstanding the
unprecedented wave of repression and oppression which South Africa has con
ducted against SWAPO and all the Africans who have spoken out in Namibia.  
internal resistance is increasing. So the time has come for all of us who are 
concerned with a rational U.S. policy towards Namibia to start b'ingini forth 
viable-that is, peaceful-suggestions, because the United States is not going 
to consider anything but peaccfil measures. Should the United States ever
signal to South Africa that it is serious on the Namibian question, South Africa 
would have to reconsider in sober terms its position on Namibia. We are no longer 
at the time of National Security Council Study Memorandum 39 (1969), when 
It was taken as a given that South Africa could not be forced out of Namibia.  
That was nonsense five years ago-and it is even more absurd now, because we 
can let South Africa know that the cost of her presence in Namihia is not 
acceptable. How do we get the message to South Africa? How do we make "an 
offer they cannot refuse"? I would like to advance some actions for your 
consideration.  

In May 1970 the United States made the "unprecedented announcement" that 
U.S. nationals who invest in Namibia on the basis of rights acquired throruh the 
South African government since adoption of General Assembly Resolution 2145 
will not receive U.S. government assistance in protection of such investments 
against claims of a future lawful government of Nnibia. That is all well and 
good, but I think that those of us who are intorested in (hoange must ask the 
United States to announce and enforce a policy that our government will not 
protect U.S. investment against the pr.elet ,,olaicful occuiimint in Namibia; noth
ing less is meaningful now.  

The United States still permits U.S. companies dini business in Nnmibla (and
therefore paying taxes to the illegal administering authority. South Africa) to 
credit taxes paid to South Africa against taxes owed to the United States! Such
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tax credits should be ended. We fought very hard last year to get an adminis
trative determination to end this practice. Such a clarification of the applicable 
Internal Revenue Code provision, 26 U.S.C. § 901, by the Secretary of the Treas
ury would be consistent with the legal duty of the United States to recognize 
that South Africa's presence in Namibia is illegal and its acts respecting Namibia 
are invalid. It took the Treasury Department from March 1972 (when it received 
a communication from twenty-seven U.S. Senators and Representatives) until 
May 1973 to determine that it lacked discretion to disallow the tax credit. This 
strongly suggests that the decision that "existing tax credit legislation did not 
provide discretion to deny the tax credit" was itself discretionary. Senator Mon
dale has introduced a bill providing for the disallowance of tax credits for taxes 
paid to any country or political entity where (1) such an administration has been 
held to be illegal by the International Court of Justice, and where (2) the U.S.  
government has accepted such an Opinion.  

The situation in southern Africa so threatens the peace and security not only 
of that area, but of the world, that affirmative action should be taken now to 
develop tax disincentives for doing business in Namibia.  

There are other concrete actions which our government could take if it were 
serious. For example, we could begin to question the certification of imports 
mined or produced in Namibia pursuant to franchises granted by the illegal 
administering authority. Also, we should institute closer surveillance by the 
Securities & Exchange Commission to assure that material facts regarding stated 
U.S. policy on Namibia -lre included in the prospectuses of registration state
ments for the sale of securities relating to investment in Namibia.  

The United States has treaties with S,,uth Africa. The question is, which of 
thoswe treaties apply to Namibia, and for which ones do we honor such applica
tion? The extension of any such treaties to Namibians-including most favored 
naticn treatment for products enterinz or leaving Namibia, as well as any ex
tenion of GATT privileges-raises questions of inconsistency with the Advisory 
Opinion.  

With respect to the systematic repression that has prevailed over the past 
eighteen to twenty-four months in Namibia, the United States should not be con
tent with oral clemarches, but should make written aides-memories and diplo
matio notes of protest. We should follow these up by making our protests public, 
and, when nothing is done, by taking the matter to the United Nations Security 
Council and requesting a UN Investigating Committee.  

We should monitor those U.S. corporations which insist on doing business in 
Namibia, pursuant to our oAligations under Security Council Resolution 310 in 
which we recognize that U.S. corporations doing business in Namibia should 
adhere to the employment standards set forth in the Universal Declaration of 
Hunan Rights. A routine letter calling the provision of the Security Council 
res(dution to the companies' attention is inadequate.  

Finally. the Commerce Department should end all activities relating to the 
harvesting of Namibian seals. The present sleight-of-hand policy by which the 
various departments of government fail to implement pronounced policy must be 
brought to an end.  

On the international level, the U.S. should give full support to the UN Com
missioner for Namibia, with particular emphasis on his programs for the edu
cation and training of Namibians. Further, if the United States finds the terms 
of reference of the Council for Namibia (as set out in Security Council Resolu
tion 2248 (S-V)) objectionable, our government should state (1) the explicit 
revisions we believe necessary: and (2) our intention to join once these are 
satisfactorily resolved. It should then begin to work toward this end.  

Most important in communicating to South Africa that her continued pres
ence in Nanibia is no longer acceptable is the willingness to use the Charter 
machinery designed for dealing with acts of aggression, threats to the peace and 
breaches of the peace. That South Africa's occupation of Namibia constitutes an 
act of aggression cannot be gainsaid. The measures contemplated here constitute 
a step-by-step program designed to induce real movement by South Africa. The 
first step would be to see to the creation of a special Ad Hoc Subcommittee (1) to 
sidy the problems of and (2) to devise a plan of implementation of pro tan to 
sanctions agoinst South Africa-that is. a trade embargo on goods destined for 
and originating from Namibia. and on that proportion of South Africa's trade 
allocable to Namibia. and .2) to) report to the Council by a given date, perhaps 
nine months later. The second step wul be for the Security Council to seek an 
immediate Article 39 determination that South Africa's continued presence in
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Namibia is an act of aggression-but without moving to an Article 41 decision to, 
apply sanctions. The third step contemplates the Security Council proceeding, 
pursuant to Article 40 and calling upon South Africa to comply with certain pro
visional measures, using Chapter VI instead of Chapter VII action to attempt 
negotiation with South Africa. At this point, the United Nations would be dealing 
with South Africa from a position of strength and determination since the Ad Hoc 
Subcommittee would be working out implementation for pro tanto sanctions and 
the requisite Chapter VII determination would have been made. It would be 
clear to South Africa that such palliatives as announcements of multiracial 
talks with no scheduling will not suffice. Further, the forecast of independence 
for Namibia within ten years would clearly be seen as totally unacceptable. It 
should be clear that during this entire interim period the only subject of negotia
tion would be South Africa's withdrawal from Namibia and the restoring of 
fundamental freedoms to Namibians. The impetus for meaningful action by 
South Africa would lie in the knowledge that once the Ad Hoc Subcommittee 
had reported, the U.S. would be prepared to support a Security Council resolution 
imposing pro tanto sanctions against South Africa.  

This scenario is proposed as one way for the Government of the United States 
(if it chooses to redeem its position that the welfare of dependent peoples is a 
sacred trust) to compel the Government of South Africa to realize that the cost 
of its recalcitrance on Namibia is escalating. Sadly, our government has strayed 
so far in its policy on Southern Africa that there is little hope that such a 
scenario will be played out. But all those interested in Africa and in a rational 
United States policy toward southern Africa in general and Namibia in particu
lar have a special responsibility to assist now in continuing to develop practical 
alternative policies. Together we must lead, push, pull and tug our government 
into the support of a concrete policy towards the realization of self-determination 
for Namibia." 

[From Business Week, Apr. 21, 1975] 

SOUTH AFRICA ONE MAN'S CAMPAIGN To BOOST ITS IMAGE 

Werner Ackermann, a 51-year-old Pretoria businessman, appears to be on an 
expensive one-man crusade to change the world's image of South Africa. In 
the past year, he has personally invited 39 foreign legislators and businessmen, 
plus their aides and wives, on all-expense-paid tours of his country. His latest 
guests, three U.S. congressmen, arrived home this week vowing to help South 
Africa's political and military interests in Washington.  

*'This trip has enabled me to envisage a rosy future for economic and polit
ical relations between South Africa and the U.S.." says Representative John H.  
Dent iD-Pa.). "I plan to inform both Cmgres and my constituency about the 
advantages of increased contact." After a side excursion that the trio took to 
Rhodesia, Representative Richard I. Ich ird (D-Mo.), a member of the House 
Armed Services Committee, says he plans to support retention of the Byrd 
amendment. which allows the U.S. to import Rhodesian chrome despite trade 
sanctions by the U.N. Such a move would also benefit South Africa by reducing 
diplomatic pressures on that nation.  

Ackernvminn's g-ierosity is highly suspect. An informed U.S. official says the 
trips lie hosts are actually paid for by South Africa's Information Dept. as part 
of its worldwide effort to influenc -e opinion. Pretoria uses the pretense of personal 
invitations, critic's say, to g,,t around U.S. law. prohibiting congressmen from 
accepting gifts and travel from foreign governments. Asked vhy he took the 
trip. Ichord said: "I came to looik. listen, and learn, and I'm not doing o at the 
U.S. taxpayers' ,xpese. When it cointcs to trips like this. I'm the judge of my 
(own ethics.-" 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE 

Ackermann and his wife, opera singer Mimi ('oertze, are certainly strong 
supporters' of the Nati,,nalist Party led by Premier B. J. Vorster. Moreover, 
Ackermann admits that he has never met many of the people he invites, and 
that the Information Dept. ma kes up their tour itineraries. But he denies he is 
financed by the government. "'hatt I'm trying to do is promote better under
standing,' he say-s. "I'm working to ch: .e [our] image, at my own expense." 

Security Council IResr'lution 366 of 17 Deeenher 174 I. CoImmenfled insofar as it goes, 
but the big question remains as to which "aplopriate mieasures" )f the Charter wi' will 
support. (Is it not sad, however, that five yvars after Security Council Resolution 269, 
setting a date for withdrawal, that this is considred promising?) 

60-619-76--19
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At the rate of $3,000 per U.S. visitor for each two-week trip, that expense 
now amounts to at least $120,000. Ackermann, a self-professed millionaire, claims 
that much of it is tax-deductible, since the visitors may benefit his businesses, 
which range from export-import to tourism and citrus groves.  

Whatever Ackermiann's backing, his campaign dovetails neatly with that of 
the Information Dept., particularly where the U.S. is concerned. Pretoria would 
like Congress to remove the ban on the sale of arms to South Africa, first im
posed by the U.S. in 1962 as an anti-apartheid measure, and it wants a military 
agreement committing the U.S. Navy to a stronger presence around the Cape of 
Good Hope.  

Pressure for these changes intensified early last year when Dr. Cornelius 
Mulder, South Africa's minister of information, visited the U.S. and spent 25 
minutes talking to then-Vice-President Ford. He also met with key Defense 
Dept. officials and legislators.  

Last May, Vice-Admiral Hugo H. Biermaun of the South African navy visited 
Washington and talked with Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, then chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. A later trip by a second South African admiral was 
canceled because of adverse publicity.  

UNDAUNTED 

In tune with the military public-relations offensive, Ackermnann's guest list 
has been heavily larded with members of the 40-man House Armed Services 
Committee. Besides Ichord, the most recent tour included Representative Har
old Runnels (D-N.M.), and two of the six congressmen who toured South Africa 
at his invitation in January were also committee members: Representative Bob 
Wilson of California, ranking Republican member, and Representative G. Wil
liam Whitehurst (R-Va.).  

Interestingly enough, former Defense Secretary Melvin Laird, now an executive 
with Readc'r's Digest, was in South Africa at the same time as Dent's party.  
Laird, who was init among Ackermann's guests, caused a stir by saying at a press 
conference that the U.S. would review its arms embargo.  

But the South Africans do not rely on two-way visits alone. They recently 
hired the Washington law firm of Collier, Shannon, Rill & Edwards, which has 
worked on the Rhodesian chrome question for the U.S. steel industry, to help 
them shape their responses to U.S. legislation. And they have paid for advertising 
aimed at lessening their isolation. One claims that the chief protection for the 
Middle Eastern oil that goes round the Cape of Good Hope is South Africa's naval 
base at ,Simonstown.  

With the new, more liberal cast of Congress, South Africa's efforts seem likely 
to fall on deaf ears. But Ackermann, at least, is undaunted. To date, most of his 
$3,000-a-head guests have been pro-South African already, but he plans to break 
new ground. "In the near future," he says, "I'll be writing letters to both Bella 
Abzug and Shirley Chisholm." 

Se'nator CLARK. Thank you very much, Mrs. Butcher.  
I would like to hear from each of the witnesses first. We will then 

have the rest of the period for questions.  
We are going to hear next from Prof. Leonard Thompson, Depart

ment of History at Yale University.  

STATEMENT OF PROF. LEONARD M. THOMPSON, DEPARTMENT OF 
HISTORY, YALE UNIVERSITY 

Mr. T'oipsox. Mr. Chairman, it. is a great privilege and honor to 
be asked to attend and speak here.  

Perhaps I should start by saving that I have certain relevant creden
tials. I have spent a total of 126 years as a domiciled resident of South 
Africa from the age of 10 to the age of 21 and then again 14 years as 
a university teacher after World War II. During World War II I was 
in the Iritish Navy and before that at Oxford University. Since I left 
South Africa in 1961 1 have been teaching here in the United States.
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I have revisited South Africa three times since then.  
I am not going to read my statement, Mr. (hairman, but shall speak 

from notes. I put in three documents which I have written fairly 
recently about contemporary South Africa.  

Senator CLArK. They will be included in the record.  
Mr. T1o31Psox. Thank you very much.  
[The information referied to follows :] 

CHANGE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: A 1975 OVERVIEW 

(By Prof. Leonard A1. Thompson, Department of History, Yale University) 

(Extract from a paper presented to a symposium on Change in Contemporary 
Southern Africa held at Seven Springs Conference Center, Mount Kisco, on 
May 9-11, 1975.) 

Suppose we have tape recordings of discussions now taking place in the Prime 
Minister's office in Pretoria and the office of the Liberation Committee of the
Organization of African Unity in Dar es Salaam. Suppose, too, that in each case 
an official is reading aloud a memorandum, summarising the situation as it 
should be in Southern Africa in 1984.  

The South African document might read as follows: "If we continue to play 
our hand as skillfully in the next nine years as we have recently, we shall have 
secured our vital interests by 1984. Internally, we shall have consolidated our 
power. Our White nation will be more united than ever before, because we shall 
be the most prosperous nation in the world. We shall have increased our 
numerical strength by incorporating the Coloured People. We shall have satisfied 
the leaders of the African population who reside in the Republic that it is in their 
interests to support us. And law and order will prevail here, because we shall 
have perfected our bureaucratic apparatus for the identification and elimination 
of radical opponents, White as well as Black.  

"All our neighbors will depend mainly on us for their material well-being.  
Once they have got to grips with their reslonsibilities, the independent govern
meats of the Homelands, of Mozambique, and of what will presumably be known 
as Zimbabwe and Namibia will have found themselves in very much the same 
position as the governments of Lesotho, Botswana, and Swaziland now are. By 
1984 the ruling classes of these little states will have been softened up by our 
judicious use of financial assistance. They may still indulge in high-sounding 
anti-South African rhetoric in the OAU and the UN, but they will have learned 
that they cannot escape our economic orbit, nor challenge our military power, 
which will include nuclear weapons.  

"By 1984 we shall have dismantled most of our so-called petty apartheid laws 
and regulations (without of course giving Africans or Asians a say in the election 
of members of our Parliament), which will have muted American and European 
criticisms of our policies. National and international corporations based in Amer
lea, Europe, and Japan will be making even greater profits than at present from 
their participation in our economy; and, after reviewing its global policies fol
lowing its reverses in South East Asia, the Government of the United States will 
have become our partners in a SATO alliance for the defence of the South Atlan
tic region against Communism.  

"We shall, of course, experience a number of crises between now and 1984. but 
there is no reason to believe that we shall be overwhelmed by them, p-rovided 
we keep cool heads. Internally, we have a most delicate task in the industrial 
sector, where we must build up a stable and loyal community of skilled African 
Workers. This will be done by providing them with a rising standard of living, 
immensely superior to anything available to them elsewhere in Southern Africa, 
and security of domicile in the Republic, provided they refrain from political 
agitation. Another delicate task will be tho incorporation of the Coloured People 
into our White nation, which is essential to offset our adverse reproduction rate 
vis-a-vis the Africans [See Secret Memo 47/1975]. The Hertzog people will not 
like, but they cannot muster enough support to wreck our strategy.  

"Externally, we shall have to act with exceptional finesse in handling the de
colonization of the Homelands and, especially, Rhodesia-Zimlmbwe and South 
West Africa-Namibia. We are already making a propitious start in the Home
lands: Mantanzima has opted for independence in the Transkei. If Buthelezi or-
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Miaungope or any of the other Homeland leaders persists in being recalcitrant, 
we shall ind a way of removing him. In Rhodesia-Zimbabwe, our best hope is 
to establish a mixed regime, allowing the Whites to keep their property, but 
Smith has been so rigid that it is now likely that we shall have to accept a Black 
government. Our timing will be vital. We must declare ourselves early enough 
for the new government, and moderate African states to the north, to feel obli
gated to us for our assistance. Liberia, the Ivory Coast. Gabon, and even Zambja 
are providing helpful in this respect. South West Africa is still more com
plex. Three, our preferred option is to detach the north, with its large African 
lopulation, and join it with Angola; and to establish a mixed government under 
White leadership in the south. But in South West Africa-N'amnibia, as in Rhodesia
Zimbabwe, it is clear that we may have to sacrifice the interests of the local White 
population for the sake of the greater interest of White South Africa. In that case, 
we shall make generous provision for the resettlement of White refugees here in 
the Republic; since most of them are Protestants of northern European origin, 
they will be easily assimilable and valuable additions to our Nation.  

"In short, our security will be based on our sound and expanding economy.  
the divisions among our potential enemies, and our value to the United States and 
its allies as a proven bastion against Communism." 

Supposing that the OAU document has been drafted by the Tanzanian mem
ber of the Liberation Committee, it might read as follows: "By 1984 majority 
rule will prevail in Zimbabwe and Namibia as well as in Angola Mozambique; 
coups will have removed the collaborationist regimes in Malawi and Swaziland; 
and South Africa itself will be on the verge of liberation. There will have been 
internal struggles and secessionist movements in several of the liberated ter
ritories during the transitional period, but by 1984 the new regimes will have 
consolidated their power and will be restructuring their societies.  

"Our priorities are now clear. First, we shall make sure that there are no 
obstacles to the completion of the liberation of Mozambique and Angola. Mozam
bique presents no serious problems-the reactionary section of the White 
settlers have shot their bolt and Samora Machel is reliable; but in Angola we 
must continue to put pressure on the leaders of the three liberation movements 
to sink their differences and to discipline their followers. In the last resort, 
if they continue their senseless strife, we must agree to give our united support 
to one of them. Second, we must deal with Rhodesia. This should be a fairly 
straightforward exercise. The Smith regime is weak and brittle: South Africa 
is withdrawing its support: and when Mozambique closes its border, as Machel 
has undertaken to do on Mozambique's independence day, Rhodesia will quickly 
collapse. The Presidents of Zambia, Zaire and Botswana are correct to try 
to achieve this task with as little bloodshed as possible, and President Nyerere 
can be counted on to see that there is no deviation from the principle of majority 
rule. Should the Smith government persist in refusing to face reality, the Zim
Iabwe freedom fighters, equipped with arms left over from the war in Mozam
bique and fresh supplies from overseas supporters, will force the whites to sur
render after a short campaign. Third, there is Namibia. There, too. prolonged 
military operations should not be necessary, for it is not in South Africa's 
interest to continue to defy the United Nations on what to her is a secondary 
issue: but we must be prepared to cope with devious diplomatic manoeuvres 
from Pretoria before we shall have liberated a united Namibia. The coups in 
Swaziland and Malawi will be a natural consequence of the liberation of 
Mozambique and Zimbabwe: plans have been made for both these purposes.  

"Initially, the freedom of action of the governments of the liberated countries 
will be seriously limited by South African economic imperialism, but by 1984 

they will have gone a long way towards detachinz themselves from South Africa, 
as Zamlia has already done. They will have withdrawn their labor from South 
Africa and obtained aid from an international consortium to tide them over 
the period of readjustment. They will have radically altered the economic priori
ties in their territories, concentrating on rural production for high-level sub
sistence, following the example set by Tanzania. Consequently, they will have 
become less dependent on foreign trade. But there will be areas of industrial 
dE velopment associated with the coal-mining and manufacturing industries of 

Zimbabwe and the power producod by the Cabora Bassa dam. In addition, several 

of tl, liberated states will have joined Kenya, Uganda. and Tanzania, as well 
:5 Z.mbia, in an Economic Union. Free Central and Southern Africa will 
at last be on the road to the economic development of their African populations.  
as contrasted with the colonial and neocolonial economies which merely pro

Ioted the growth of export sectors for the benefit of foreigners.
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"By 1984 the Republic of South Africa will be completely isolated. Its economy 
will be in decline because it will lack markets for its products, its cities will' 
be rent by industrial strife, and White morale will be crumbling. Foreigner,
who have been contending that the South African government is capable of
buying off its middle class African subjects will have been proved wrong. No 
concessions that the regime is capable of making will prevent the overwhelming 
majority of the African inhabitants of the Republic from realizing that they art 
oppressed and identifying their oppressors, especially as they will be exposed 
to stimulating broadcasts from our Radio Liberation Stations in Louren(o 
Marques and Salisbury. The republican bureaucracy will be running short of 
reliable manpower and more than half of the members of the armed forces will 
be Black. With military aid from overseas sympathizers, we shall be infiltrating 
trained guerrillas and arms into the Republic.  

"Of course we shall have setbacks before South Africa is free. The progressiv 
members of the OAU must always be vigilant to prevent states like Liberia, the 
Ivory Coast, Gabon, and Zaire from succumbing to the machinations of Sioutlh 
African diplomacy. We most also be wary of allowing the great powers to nst
Africans as surrogates for their conflicts. In the last resort, however. South 
Africans themselves will be the- principal agents of their liberation. But inside.  
South Africa. as elsewhere, there are and will be traitors: tribalists who lpt 
Africans against Africans : peopl'e who are corrupted by nmoney and status withinl 
the apartheid system: and nmost dangerous of all, because most difficult to 
expose, woolly-minded men and women who lack a clear understanding" of their 
real interests.  

"Fortunately time is on our side. The age of imperialism and neocolonialism is 
ending. The oil-producing states have shown how those of us who possess scarce 
resources can combine to obtain fair prices. And White people throughout the 
world are already disenchointed with South Africa.  

"I would lilke to cocse this memorandum on a personal note. I studied in the 
United States. in the 1h),;1k and liav'( recently returned from duty in (11ur Tan
zanian Embassy there. I am convinced that we would lbe wiong to dcspair of 
.America. The younger generation of White Americans is much less motivated by 
racial prejudice than its predecessors. Black Amreicans are becoming better 
informed about the ways in wvnich their race is degraded by apartheid, and their 
influence in American politics is increasing. I believe that when the United 
States government has digested its experience in South East Asia, it will be 
better able to appreciate the difference between totalitarian communism and th(
human socialist society that we and ,,ther pro 'gressive African states are trying 
to build. Moreover, nwv that th policy of relying on reactionary allies has failed 
in Greece, Portugal, and Vietnam, the American government will be more con
cerned than previously to consid r our interests as nonaligned nations, if ninly for 
fear of the consequences of forcing us into the Soviet camp." 

CHANGE IN ('ONTEMAPOARY 'SOUTH AFRICA 

(Edited by Leonard Thompson and Jeffrey Butler) 

INTRODU('rION 

The news about South Africa often seems contradictory. (-)n the one hand.  
many items suggest that South Africa is an unstable country with a regime that 
is anathema to most of its inhabitants and l.l(lcnemned by the rest of the world.  
For example, during recent years there have been strikes (if African workers in 
Durban, Johannesburg, and Namibia-events without precedent since African 
political or'-anizations were banned and crushed in the early 1.960s. There have 
also been disturbances in all the segregated universities that the government 
has created for African, (Colored, and Asian students. Several of the African 
politicians who operate the institutions that the government has established in, 
the "Bantu Homelands" hav'i been demanding greater power for their adminis
trations and al~o publicly orticulating the grievances of the entire African 
population South African athl.tes have been excluded 1roni the amympic (ames 
and many other international sljorts competitions: and in 1)74 a move to expel 

'This Introduction hns been revised in consultation with JlTMr-Py Bntlvr and in the livit 
also of comments hy Richard ,1],hiek. I avid R(,binsnn. NEwell Stultz, and Absnlonm 
Vilakazi.
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South Africa from the United Nations was stopped in the Security Council 
only by the vetoes of Britain, France, and the United States, and even so the 
South African delegation was then excluded from the proceedings of the General 
Assembly. Moreover, the guerrilla forces of the African liberation movements 
have been so successful in Portuguese territories that military officers seized 
power in Lisbon in April 1974 and began to decolonize Mozambique and Angola 
which, with Rhodesia, had previously functioned as buffers between the Repub
lic and Black-controlled Africa.  

On the other hand, other news items suggest that the South African regime is 
perfectly secure. For example, South Africa's gross national product has con.  
tinued to soar; during 1974 the value of her principal export-gold-rocketed to 
$190 a fine ounce. European, American, and Japanese corporations have continued 
to increase their highly profitable participation in the South African economy 
by trade and investment and through their industrial subsidiaries. Moreover, 
although the government has been flexible in some respects (e.g., in not prevent
ing "homeland" leaders from speaking out), it has also been refining its extremely 
efficient apparatus of coercion. It has continued to eliminate potential leaders of 
resistance among the subject peoples by banning them, imprisoning them, or 
forcing them into exile. It has similarly been harassing White opponents. A 
commission has investigated the activities of the four White-controlled organiza.  
tions that have been most critical of its racial policies-the University Christian 
Movement, the National Union of South African Students, the Christian Institute 
of South Africa, and the South African Institute of Race Relations-and parlia
ment has passed legislation limiting access by "affected organizations" to funds 
from wutside South Africa. And in a general election on 24 April 1974 the 
National party, which has held power without a break since 1918, was returned 
by the exclusively White electorate with an increased majority.  

flow d,. facts such as these fit together? Which of them reflect the dominant 
trends in South African society and point the way to the future: those that ex
press the will and the power of the regime to maintain the essence of the present 
system, or those that foreshadow fundamental change? Are the White South 
Africans invincibly entrenched in their monopoly of real political power and 
their inordinate share of the wealth of the c'untry ? Or is White domination being 
undermilid? Or are pressures building up that must eventually produce a 
('at a lysin ? 

Obviously there are no simple answers to such questions. Despite some simi
larities with the American South as it was as recently as two decades ngo), there 
has never been a society quite like modern South Africa, so not much is to be 
gained by extrapolatin- from other ca.ses. A lrcess model if the system would 
have to) take a,',co)unt (of continuous interactions across the major divide between 
White and Black, with Black as well as White initiatives and White as well as 
Black rvs)pionie:s to initiative, from the other side. But if these were the only 
forces that the model included, it would be far from sufficient. It should also 
provide for interactions across the secondary divisions in South Afri,-an so6civty.  
];esides the numerous secondary ethnic divisions (Afrikaner-British: African
fVolored-Asian; Xhosa-Zulu-Southn-etc.) the entire ethnic spectrum is cut across 
by cultural. ('ccrpational. and regional groupings. Finally, a model of the dynam
ics of cointempirary South Africa could not be complete without allowance for 
external forces, which are themselves varied and often ambiguous in purpose 
and effe.t.  

4 ines capacity to asses' the direction of change in any society, including con
temporary South Africa, is also impeded by the problem of evaluating the relative 
significance of events that make newspaper headlilies and trends that do not.  
The former may merely be expressions of the established forces (e.g., election 
results) : the latter may be altering people's interests, perceptions, and behavior 
(e.g., the emergi, clas stratifications within the African, Colored, and Asian 

vommuiiitis, as well as within the Afrikaner community).  
This book grarples with these questions. The first two sections considr the 

llrocv-ssi of change that are taking pla ' within the White ant! the African com
imunities respectively. The third section examines the instruments of White 
domination, the role of an intermediate group (the Asians). and interactions 
aniong tt rae's. The final section deals with the relationships between the 
Republic mnd the external vorld. Each section concludes with a chapter that 
se,,,ks to draw the salient threads together and to establish the principal dynamics 
of the, l resent lime.
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Nearly all the authors have had extensive experience of life in South Africa 
and many have a real stake in the country. They represent a variety of ethnic 
backgrounds, academic disciplines, and national, social, and professional affilia
tions. They also cover an ideological spectrum that, in other societies, would be 
regarded as extending from conservatives to socialists. However, supporters of 
the National party were not invited to contribute, so the reader will not find any 
overt defense of the government that has been in power since 1948.  

Two questions lie at the heart of the book: what would constitute significant 
change in South Africa? And, to what extent is significant change made likely 
by contemporary trends and events? But a resolution of these questions is im
peded by underlying problems of a general character: what measures of sig
nificance do we have? How do we assess the cumulative significance of trends 
and events ? 

The contributors are, we believe, agreed that by "significant change" we mean 
change in the structure of South African society, that is to say radical rcdi.tribn
tion of poiwer rand wrealth. This formulation recognizes that political and economic 
factors are inextricably involved ; but it is open to different interpretations, 
especially as to the extent of redistribution that would constitute significant 
change in South Africa. All would agree that significant change would result in 
orders no longer being given exclusively in one direction-by Whites to Blacks: 
but most would go further and recognize that significant change will not have 
occurred unless all adult members of the population participate in the central 
political 1roco-ss ("majority rule") and there is also a substantial increase in 
the Black share of the resources and wealth of the country. A strong minority 
would go further still and specificaly assert that in South Africa change would 
not be significant unless the outcome was a socialist order.  

There are four main interpretations of the trends in contemporary South 
Africa. First, there is the possibility that the overriding trend is an accentuation 
of the authoritarian features that have been present in South Africa since the 
nineteenth century. In support of this conclusion, there is a considerable body of 
evidence that the principal decision-makers in the ruling party are now con
cerned, above everything else, to maintain their power; that they have the will 
to adopt all measures that seem necessary for the purpose; and that they have 
the capacity to succeed for the foreseeable future. This conclusion follows from 
focusing on the power of the South African state: the laws in the statute-book: 
the bureaucratic structures that enforce the laws; the rapid identification and 
suppression of potential leaders of resistance and organizations that migzht 
foment resistance: and the build-up of advanced military and police technology.  
Within the White oligarchy, the reasoning continues, opposition to these trends 
is marginal ; and, despite all their newsworthiness, the Bantustan politicians, the 
Black workers and peasants, the Black students, the new regimes in Angola and 
Mozambique, the South African guerrillas and exiled politicians, and the foreign 
critics do not have the capacity to overthrow the South African system. On the 
contrary. their main effect, in this interpretation, is to accentuate the au
thoritarian trend in South Africa by frightening the White population.  

Secondly, there is the possibility that the dominant trend is what one con
tributor calls "reactionary reformism." By this he means that the government is 
indeed making "concessions" in response to internal and external pressures, but 
that these concessions are not promoting change in the basic structure of South 
African society. In support of this interpretation is the evidence that South 
African Blacks have recently been receiving increasing opportunities for political 
self-expression in the Bantustans and the Colored and Indian councils, and for 
material well-being in improved wages and fringe benefits. The government
this argument continues-has shrewdly drawn a distinction between thse laws 
and practices that are essential for the maintenance of the overall system of 
White donminati,,n, which air' being retainwd and enforced with the utmost rig4r, 
and those that are not essential, which are being rel:xed. In the former categrry 
are the White monopoly of the franchise for the central Parliament and White 
ownership of the bulk of the land, the natural resources, and the industries: in 
the latter, the so-called petty apartheid laws and regulations, such as those that 
segregate people ly race in trains, buses, rr"-zlauirants, hotels, libraries, and lrnrks.  
It is compatible with this assessment that the Bantustans may become formally 
independent, that the wages of Black workers may rise appreciably, and that 
skilled Black workers and their families may acquire greater security of residence 
in the towns provided thoy abstain from fomnding organizations tht could grn
erate political power. But so long as the central goovernment remains an exv'lu-
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sively White institution and Whites retain control of the bulk of the land and its 
resources, individual Africans will be utterly dependent on Whites for their live
lihood, the Bantustans will be impoverished, neocolonial satellites of the Republic 
with scarcely any means for independent political action, and the new regimes 
in Mozambique and Angola, like those in Botswana, Lesotho. and Swaziland, will 
also be constrained to tolerate the status quo in the Republic. Skillfully applied, 
this policy is considered capable of defusing internal resistance, stabilizing South 
Africa's frontiers, disarming Western criticism, and creating ever-stronger ties 
between the Republic and Western political, commercial, industrial, and military 
i 71terests.  

The third interpretation is derived from highlighting much the same data as 
the second, but assessing them differently. According to this interpretation, what
ever the intentions of White decision-makers may be, the Black peoples of South 
Africa are capable of turning the situation that now exists to their advantage, 
so that although current reforms may be reactionary in intent they will become 
revolutionary in effect. Some Black South Africans, the reasoning goes, are begin
ning to use the bargaining power that they have as indispensable workers in the 
modern industrial economy and as operators of the segregated political institu
tions that the government itself has created. Already they are influencing the 
central decision-making process and raising the political consciousness of the 
Black masses; and the consequence of these developments is that Blacks will 
inexorably generate enough power sooner or later to effect fundamental change.  

Finally, there is the interpretation that the essential dynamics in contemporary 
South Africa are a prelude to revolution. In this view, authoritarianism has been 
the central feature of South Africa throughout the twentieth century, and cur
rent developments are not beginning to rid South African society of its oppressive 
.harocteristics, but are merely seducing a few members of the Black population 

from loyalty to their race and class and substituting a particularly vicious form 
of neocolonialism for the earlier forms of oppression. However, after the inter
lude of rplative impotence that followed the suppression of African political 
organizations in the early 1960s, the recent strikes in South Africa and guerrilla 
sucvesses in neighboring territories show that the future lies with the Black 
liberation movement. Already a revolutionary consciousness is pervasive and it 
will generate overwhelming power once the Black peasants and townsmen are 
provided with guns, as they soon will be as a result of the liberation of Angola 
and Mozambique.  

The logic of the fourth-the revolutionary-interpretation may not convince 
people who are impressed by the power of the South African state and the 
manipulative skills of the government. A skeptic may doubt whether the pr",
conditions for guerrilla-led revolution exist in South Africa. What precedent is 
there for guerrilla forces overthrowing a modern industrialized State? In tbis 
vein. Herihert Adams concludes his chapter with the observation that "To take 
full account of a complex, contradictory reality distinguishes social science from 
wishful thinking." However, other contributions consider that no scholar is free 
from ideological assumptions that are derived from his class interests and that 
affect the questions he asks and the conclusions he reaches, and Albie Sachs 
rominds us that some visionaries, such as Rousseau, Lenin, Mao Tse-tung and 
Castro, have made more accurate predictions than social scientists. "All revolu
tions," writes Sachs. "are impossible to the social scientist until they happen: 
then they become inevitable." 

These four interpretations of contemporary processes in South Africa are not 
fully spelled out in this book, which is structured along different lines. Nor, for 
the most part, do contributors associate themselves exclusively with any one 
assessment of the dominant trends. Indeed, it is the editors' impression that 
most contributors recognize that most if not all of the interpretations have some 
cogency. Moreover, they are not mutually exclusive, especially when they are 
related to each other over time. For example. authoritarianism accompanied by 
conservative-inspired reforms may in fact be the dominant processes at the 
present time; but the ground may simultaneously be being prepared for funda
mental change: either through a gradual accredition of power in the hands of 
Blacks, or by outright revolution, or by some combination of both these processes.  

The book pinpoints a series of major questions, the answers to which will prob
ably determine the future of South Africa. Will such restraints as exist among 
White South Africans (for example, in the Progressive party and among the 
r'crliaite Afrikaners) lie overwhelmed by the authoritarian forces in White 
society? Will the African skilled workers and the Bantustan politicians aud
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administrators become satisfied with the rewards available to them as a result 
of the modifications that are being made in the South African system, or will 
they associate themselves with the demands of the African masses? Will Colored 
and Asian South Africans identify with the Whites or the Africans? Will West
ern critics continue to exert pressure on the South African government and, if 
so, will their effect be blunted by the division between advocates of disengage
ments and advocates of radical reform? Will the South African guerrilla and 
political organizations in exile resolve their factional disputes and develop a 
coherent leadership and a realistic strategy for liberation? And, when the du-4 
has settled on the decolonization of Angola and Mozambique, will the independ
ent African states and the Communist powers provide more substantial support 
for the South African liberation movement than they have in the past? 

There are still many gaps in our knowledge of crucial processes in contem
porary South Africa. We know too little about how decisions are made within 
the White oligarchy. Political scientists have likened this problem to Kremlin
ology. We have still less knowledge, based on systematic research, about the 
inner dynamics of thought and behavior among the majority of Black South 
Africans. If we are better to comprehend the realities of -this unique society.  
we need more thorough investigation of such factors: but, of course, it is not 
easy to conduct research on the most fundamental issues in so coercive and tense 
a society.  

We realize that there are major omissions in this book, for no one book of 
reasonable length could deal in depth with all the factors related to change in 
so complex a situation. We had intended to include a chapter on the Colored 
people, but we were not successful. Moreover, there is not much analysis of 
South Africa's military strength, nor of the strategic significance of South 
Africa to the Great Powers, nor of the internal structures and tendencies in the 
neighboring territories. Nevertheless, we hope that the book does shed light on 
the most vital processes within contemporary South Africa and their relation
ship to external processes.  

The book illuminates some of the remarkable complexities of contemporary 
South Africa and should assist readers in making their own assessments of 
events as they occur. Since the central issue in South Africa is racial inequality 
and oppression, the problems of the country are not likely to be ignored by the 
present generation of Americans and Europeans who claim to have renounced 
racism. Moreover. it is conceivable-and some contributors think it is likely
that southern Africa is a flashpoint, like Korea, Vietnam, and the Middle East, 
that may become the scene of a conflagration that would provoke serious tensions 
if not actual conflict among the Great Powers.  

WHITE OVER Br.,kcK I-\ SOUTH AFRICA: WHrAT OF THE FUTURE?* 

(By Leonard Thompson) 

INTRODUCTION 

Prediction in human affairs is an extremely precarious undertaking. The 
variables are so many, their relationships so complex, and the injection of 
fresh factors so frequent that prediction is the function of the diviner rather 
than the scholar-if by prediction we mean forecasting events with specific 
results in a specific timetable.  

In Modcrnizing Ra'ial Domination, which was pul'ished in 1971, Heribert 
Adam showed that several of the prophecies Pierre van den Berghe had made 
in 1.95 were false. though Adam did not highlight van den Berghe's rashest 
assertion of all-that "conditions will have become favorable for these 
[revolutionary] developments within five years at most," 1 Moreover several 
of the counter-assertions that Adam included in his book are themselves now 
looking suspect. For example. Adam was sufficiently impressed by the diplo
matic offensive that South Africa was conducting at the beginning of the present 
decade to declare that more and more independent African countries would 
soon "settle for peaceful co-existence" with the Republic,- whereas in 1974 
South Africa's outward policy is in disarray.  

*I am grateful to Jeffrey Butler, David Robinson, and Stanley Greenberg for helpful 
comments on drafts of this chapter.  

I P. van den Berghe, South Africa: A Study in Conflict (Middletown. 1965), p. 263.  
2 H. Adam. Modernizing Racial Domination: The Dynamics of South African Politics 

(Berkeley, 1971), p. 121 ; See al'o Adam's item 8 on pp. 121-2.
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Nevertheless, a social scientist worth his salt understands contemporary 
processes in terms of his own discipline better than a layiman and the authors 
of the previous chapters-social scientists of several disciplines--jointly possess 
an exceptional understanding of contemporary South Africa. Moreover change 
is always in large measure a product of the past. Consequently, the contributors 
to this boo;k may claim to be exceptionally well equipped to assess the con
sequences of the process of changes that are presently discernible in South Africa.  

Unfortunately. however, understa.nding does not produce unanimity, because 
subjeitive factors inevitably affect judgment. Even if several siprialists have 
all reflected laing and hard alout South African problems and tried their best 
to come to "oijeitive" conilusins about what is happning" and what is likely to 
happen, they cannot be expected to, agree. This book shows very clearly that the 
ler'(,pti(Pis or , scholar are affected not only by the approach of his dis'ipline 
but also by his domicile, his citizenship, and his past or present status and affilia
tions in South Africa sficiety. Sf-holars domiciled in South Africa fall within the 
scope of the Republic's laws, which prescribe horrendous penalties for expressing 
ideas that are commonplace elsewhere: whereas many scholars domiciled out
side South Africa live in milieux where it is customary ti disparage people 
who have the responsibility for coping with the situation from within. A White 
person lacks the knowledge that cetes from experience of life in the sub
ordinate strata of South African sc~iety, and conversely with a Black person.  
Abo)ve all, it is difficult to keep one's rational faculties and one's moral sensibilitie-s 
in separate compartments-to prevent one's judgment as to what will happen from 
being, influenced by one's convictions as to what should happen. Wishful thinking 
and ominous forebearings are the greatest distorting factors in any attempt to 
peer into the future.  

Cinsequently, for subjective as well as objective reasons, it would be fool
hardy to attempt to distill from the previous chapters one or more specific 
scenarios. replete with timetables, for the future of South Africa. Who. a year 
or two ag,,. would hqve predicted that in 1974 the prici' of gold would s,,ai above 
$190 an ounce, or that the ('aetano regime would be overthrown in Lisbon and 
its successor would rapidly transfer 110wer to the African liberation movement in 
Guinea-Bissau and start a similar process in Mozambique and AngolaY Never
theless we hope that this chapter, concluding a book in which diverse authors 
have analyzed a series if particular aspects of the South Ati-ican situation, may 
provoke thiought about how the multidimensional jizsaw puzzle fit: t,ther and 
what it augurs for the future of South Africa. What is the resotant of the ex
ternal forces nv operating, upon South Africa? How, cumulatively, are they 
affecting the structure of Suth African society? 

In the first chapter in this section. Potholm analyses the changes that have 
recently been taking liace in the relations between the Republic and the other 
territories in southern Africa. Malagasy and Zambia have recently ,,ine a long 
way tuward r ,,rientin their trade away from the Republic. and i ve'fn Botswana, 
Les(itho. and Swaziland are acting more independently than they were a few 
years ago. In addition, whereas until recently the Republic was 1iuttres ed by 
White regimes in Angla and Mozambique as well as Rhodesia. the Portuguese 
territories are now in the process of decolonization, which places White Rhodesia.  
tiii. in jeopardy. Moreover, as Potholm demonstrates, the differences between the 
i'ore values that prevail in the Republic and Rhodesia and those tlat prevail in the 
other territories are becoming" accentuated rather than diminshed. Nevertheless, 
Pothlnhn concludi s that the Republic is capable of adapting to these changes in 
its neighborhood without itself underg'oing fundamental change.  

It is possible that Potholn's conclusions are siunewhat weakenod 1,y his as.o
ciation with the systems-analysis, appro:ch to southern Afri'a that las recently 
leeome fashionable among American political scientists. To apply this or;g'anizing 
principle to southern Africa is to presuppose a degree of stability that has not 
i.xist(d among the territories of the region since the Republic left the Common
wealth and the British African Empire bl.gan to dissolve. No two, anal vsrs have 
agreed upon a list of the territories that ,i'imprise the subsystem and individual 
analysts have had to alter their lists to keep pace with events, or to propound 
intricate formulas of differential relationships to validate the alpiicability of 
the ioene, it to southern Afrii.a .' Pothin himself starts his chapter ly including 
Zambia and AMalagasy "under the generi' heading 'contiguous,' " but in later pas
sag as he omits them from his analysis. A model with an inherentl." static bias is 

3 K. Go mily. Cinfrotilttiolit d Acrcommfodation in Southicri 1.frica: The Limits of Inde
poifd'mic (li,rkeliy, 197::), pp. 302-23.
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not a wholly satisfactory device for explaining contemporary interterritorial 
relations in southern Africa.  

Sean Gervasi's chapter focuses on the purpose and effect of the southern African 
policies of the Western powers, especially the United States and the G'reat 
Britain. Not only does he demonstrate that the Western invilvement in th, South 
African economy is large, increasing, and exceptionally profitable, but 1,- alsi) 
contends that Western governments consider they have a vital interest in pre
serving their access to) raw materials located in South Africa ;ind their ticiotrol 
over the sea route around the 'ape of Good Hlope. For these reasons, he main
tains, conservative public and private authorities inl the W'i.-, al:iri'd at the 
successes of the liberation movements in th territwri,,s to the iI'7ith oif the Re
public, have been pursuing a strate: y of c,,ntainment imed at fore:ialling revo
lution. This strategy includes discreet aid to the White, regime and preparations 
for assistance to it in the event of military conflict spreading ti the Republic. It 
also includes a reform cimiponent. but the reforis envi.saged are marginal and 
are not intended to undermine the structure ,of South African siociety. The s:' r-t(,gZy 
is made to seem humane and progressive by being presented to the public as 
promoting peaceful, evolutionary change through accelerated e(iinemic ,rNoNth.  
In fact, however, Gervasi concludes, there nre no grounds fir (,xp-cting that 
accelerated economic growth will promote, a redistribution ,of piow er or wealth.  

Sam Nolutshungu :,grees with Gervasi and takes his argunielt further. He 
regards Western pressures upon South Africa as "antirevolutionary reformism" 
(as distinct from "revolutionary radicalism," which lie ',ssoci'ites with ('om
munist and Third World pressures), and he correlates tlh, effects of such Western 
pressures with a class analysis of south African society. From this he dedues that 
since members of the Afrikan-r elite arc, nw uajir c;apitalists with internitional 
affiliations, the National party is quite willineg to prolnte reforms (.f the sort 
desired by Western g'overnments. Such reforms include conces.'imcs to the Black 
bourgeoisie (including the Bantnu-an plbliticns ). who, he ,laim, are thereby 
becoming separated from the Bleak woirkers and peasant.-the Iotential revolu
tionaries-and turned into c' tlaborat' rs.  

The Gervasi-Nolutshungu propositions veal-v on a eonspirac.y ther, in which 
the conspirator is "international capitalism," including the majw eV,, Wcst,rn -ov
ernments, the South African government, the Afrikaner elite, and the Black 
South African bourgeoisie. This theory requires careful exaninaiion.  

Are we to believe that the majir Western governments are iii ,. ,'ably com
mitted to policies that amoint to "antirNvolutionary reformism"? In ternis of 
motives, there is no doubt that many Weterners desi rt' modifia"ntions in Nouth 
Africa because they consider that that is t!ie best way of ensuring a ('ontinuous 
flow of hig'h profits and scarce raw materials to the West. But others advocate 
reforms for quite different purpses: to, alleviate the daily su fflrin-s of Black 
South Africans and also to start a process that may snowball and culminate in 
a radical redistribution of power and wealth.  

In terms of effects, the theory is a-historiical because it ignores the fact that 
the consequences of actions differ-and often differ profoundly-from the mo
tives of actors. Even reforms sponso"l with the "antirevolutiontary" mitives 
that Gervasi and Nolutshungu ascribe to th We.'t may in fact g.,-enirate funda
mental change in the distribution of power aid wealth in South Africa. Radical 
cha:nges elsewhere have usually been reecded by reforms that were inteoded 
to stabilize regzimes. Reforms initiated by established authorities have been the 
preludes not only to theo major shifts of power in m,'dern Europe, but also to, 
the decolonization of Francophonic trnpic(al Africa, and there is no, reason to 
believe that South Africa should be an exf.eption.  

The Gervasi-NolutsAhungu theory also implies that nation-states and multi
national ,orporations are static and mon,,lithic institutii-q. For e-amle, (ler
vasi's demonstration that the 'Western powers have vital interests in South 
Africa does not necessarily nean that Western governments and corporations 
Will supoort the White regime indefinitely and at :ill costs. There ar, at least 
three objections to that logic. First, the internal political processes in Western, 
eountries are extremely emplex,', and, cv\ e if Glervasi is correct in his exposi
tion of the motives of the Heath and Nixon administrations, both have- now 
colblpsed and their slerso-qrs or tlhir successors' si'css,rs may boecone more 
responsive to domestic qntiapartheid lobhbies than theyv were. Second, the debacles 
in Suez, Algeria. and Vietnam have produiel, domestic constraints that would, 
make it very difficult for any British. Anrican, or French government t, inleir
vene militarily in South Africa to prop up "a raci:t regime threa:tened by popu-
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lar uprisings. Third, recent events have shown that the external deterrents to 
Western support for the White regime may become strengthened by pressures 
fron Arab oil producers, or from combinations of Third World producers of 
other raw materials. So, even if we take the most cynical view of the motives 
4)f Western governments and multinational corporations, the time may be ap
proaching when they will deem it expedient to hedge their bets in South Africa 
in the ho)pe that, if fundamental changes do take place, they will be able to do 
business with the new regime.  

THE GUERRILLA THREAT 

Despite their failure to oust the Portuguese in the 1960s, the guerrilla move
ments in the Portuguese African territories generated substantial power in the 
early 1970s. By the end of 1973 the African Party for the Independence of 
Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands (PAIGC) controlled one-third of Guinea
Bissau and was recognized as the legitimate government by the Organization 
of African Unity (OAU) and over seventy members of the United Nations. In 
the early part of 1974 the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola 
,0MILA) was maintaining a presence in northern and eastern Angola and it 
and the Zaire-based National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) were 
developing serious thrusts into the Calnda enclave north of the lower Congo, 
important for its off-shore oil fields. More immediately threatening to South 
Africa were the operations of the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique 
(FRELIMO) in Mozambique where, infiltrating southwards from its long-es
tablished bridgeheads in the northern provinces, it was making a series of attacks 
on three major railroads: Beira-Malawi, Beira-Umtali, and Tet-Cabora Bassa.  

These events precipitated a crisis in Portugal. a small and relatively under
,leveloped European country that had been spending about 40 percent of its 
national budget and 5 percent of its gross national product, and straining the 
loyalty of its young men, in efforts to suppress the rebellions. In February 1974 
General Antonio de Spinola, a highly respected deputy chief of the General 
Staff and former governor-general of Guinea-Bissau, published a book in which 
be declared that no military victory was possible in Portuguese Africa and 
-pleaded for a political solution with self-determination for the colonial peo
pIes. In March junior officers circulated an underground document asserting that 
-1 politi,.al solution must 'safeguard national honor and dignity as well as all 
the legitimate interests of the Portuguese settled in Africa," but should also 
"mlnake allowances for the irreversible and undeniable reality of the deepest 
aspirations of African peoples to govern themselves.'' In April these officers 
overthrew the Caetano government and installed a coalition cabinet, includ
in. Socialists and Communists. The new government immediately began to nego
tiate with the leaders of the guerrilla movements in the three territories, evi
dently in the hope of transfeiring power to the PAIGC in Guinea-Bissau but 
of transforming Angola and Mozambique into semiautonomous states with a 
loose and subordinate relationship to Portugal. However, the coup opened up a 
wider range of possibilities and the situation soon developed even more rapidly 
than it had in French tropical Africa. where French efforts to maintain the sub
stance of power by concessions in 1956 and 1958 led to independence in 1960.  

Initially. some observers expected that organized groups of White settlers and 
Black collaborators might seize power in Loureno Marques and hold onto as 
much territory as possible, counting on South African military assitance. In that 
event the Pretoria government would have been faced with a difficult decision.  
Hawks would have argued that South Africa should intervene to acquire control 
over at least the southern part of Mozambique, for Loureno Mfarques is the 
closest port to the Witwatersrand and it has been coveted by South Africans for 
over a century. On the other hand, doves would have reasoned that intervention 
would discredit South Africa's claim to be a nonaggressive state.  

In fa t, the White settlers offered only partial and ineffective resistance when 
FRELIMO renresentative began to pa rticipate in the government of Mozambique.  
and during May 1974 the prime ministers of South Africa and Rhodesia issued 
n joint declaration tht all they wanted was "good" and "stable" government 
in neighboiug territories and that they were not concerned about the possibility 
of their being Black governments. However, nlthonh FRELIMO will Probably 
bwecome the ruling organization in an independent Mozambique during 1975 and 

Le Monde, cited In The Guardian (Manchester and London) weekly edition. 23 March 
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it has a strong revolutionary socialist orientation, its policy toward South Africa 
will be constrained by economic factors. Mozambique is a poor country. It derives 
a large part of its meager wealth from the earnings of its men on the Witwaters
rand gold mines, and for the foreseeable future South Africa will be the only 
possible major consumer of power from the Calora Bassa darn which is sched
uled to begin production in 1975.6 

In Rhodesia 260 thousand White settlers are trying to maintain control over 
more than 5 million Africans in a territory as large as California. G'reat Britain 
regards Rhodesia as a rebellious colcmy: no foreign government recognizes it; 
and the United Nations has imposed general economic sanctions against it. That 
the regime has survived as long- as it has since its unilateral declaration of 
independence (UDI) in 19t65 is due primarily to South Africa, which has ignored 
the sanctions, contributed military aid in the guise of police, and provided moral 
support; and secondarily to Portugal, which has permitted it to trade through 
Beira and Louren t) Marques. Although sanctions have not toppled the regime, 
they have caused serious sliirtage of goods and foreign exchange; there is a 
crucial dearth of white manpower; and morale is brittle. In the second half of 
1973 the number of White emigrants actually exceeded the number of White 
immigrants; and since December 1972 well-armed and well-trained guerrillas, 
operating from bases in Mozambique, Tanzania, and Zambia have been conduct
ing small-scale but effective operations inside Rhodesia.  

To maintain itself the government has resorted to increasingly desperate 
measures, most of them derived from South African precedents: arbitrary arrests 
and detentions: executions: forced removals of entire populatims: group punish
ments on villages: and expulsions of foreign journalists and university teachers.  
In 1972 Rhodesia's main effort to gain British recognition was found by the 
Pearce Commission to be unacceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a whole. The 
government's subsequent attempts to make a deal with Bishop Muzorewa's 
African National Council to the satisfaction of Great Britain came to nothing 
during the tenure of the Heath administration, which was well disposed to such 
an outcome. With the Labour party confirmed in office in a general election in 
October 1974, Rhodesia's chances of winning British recognition without funda
mental change dwindled to vanishing point.  

Even before the Portuguese coup, the Salisbury regime was hard pressed
politically, economically, and militarily.6 Now, if FRELIMO succeeds in con
solidating its power throughout Mozanbique, the prospects of White Rhodesia 
will plummet catastrophically. The territory will have become nearly surrounded 
by Black-controlled states and all its trade routes will be under Black control.  
except southwards across its 150 mile border with the Republic to distant 
South African ports.  

In 1973 Dr. (Tonnie Mulder. South African mini.ster of the interior and of 
information, said that South Africa preferred the front line against terrorism 
to be the Zambezi rather than the Limpopo and Prime Minister Vorster declared 
that we know what to do if our neighbour's house is on fire." ' Nevertheless, the 
Rhodesian situation is under constant and anxious review in Pretoria, and the 
South African government may soon have to decide whether to become more 
fully engaged in the defense of the Zambezi line or to sacrifice White Rhodesia.  
No doubt there are strong demands for full military commitment, for many 
White South Africans have relatives in Rhodesia or have invested heavily in 
the territory. But there are also powerful counter-arguments that weigh heavily 
with the Pretoria politicians. The Smith government has not been very skillful, 
and it has made some of its most momentous decisions without consulting 
Pretoria-including the decisions to seize UDI in 1065 and to close the Zlmbian 
lorder in 1973. South Africa has made thorough preparations to hold the Limpopo 
line, which is more defensible than the Zambezi. And, by astute diplomacy and 
economic incentives South Africa will hope to moderate the policies of an African 
regime in Zimbabwe as well as in Angola and Mozambique.  

As the dust settles on the chanue.s sparked off by the Portuquese coup, the 
guerrilla threat to South Africa will become more serious. Indeed, if the *White 
regime in Rhodesia collapses, South Africa (with Namibia) will face poten

'R. First, "Snuthern fr'ioa ;fter Spin In" :,nd G. T.ndl, "Porturni nn,! her ('6lonles 
Join the Twentieth Cpntury: (Tuse. and Initinl Iplications of the Military 'up,1" 
Ujahamu, 4. 3 (Wintor 1974), pp. 5S--08 and 121-62.  

K. Good, "Settler Colonialism in Rhodesia," African Affai'.q 73, 290 (January 1974), 
pp. 10-36.  

Africa Research Bulletin 11, 8 (August 1973), p. 2961.
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tially hostile neighbors along a frontier stretching two thousand miles across 
the continent from the Cunene River to Delagoa Bay, and Botswana as well 
as Malawi will be able to reduce its dependence on the Republic, as Zambia 
has already done.  

In these circumstances South Africa will probably have to yield at least 
the northern part of Namibia, where the African population has cultural and 
historical links with the population of southern Angola and has been held down 
with increasing difficulty by subservient African chiefs. Elsewhere, however, 
although it has been argued that guerrilla activity on the Maoist model will 
be the harbinger of revolution in South Africa,' the Republic will probably be 
able to contain any such activity for some time to come, provided that that is 
the only threat it has to cope with. Regimes that have been overthrown by 
guerrilla forces were either colonies, such as Algeria and the Portuguese terri
tories, in which the guerrillas' task was to convince a metropolitan government 
that it w'as in its interests to withdraw, or weak and corrupt political systems 
in preindustrial countries, such as Batista's Cuba and Chiang Kai-shek's China.  
South Africa is neither of the.2e. In resisting "terrorists" its government has 
the ardent support of 4 million Whites who consider their vely survival is at stake. South Africa has a far more powerful industrial base and far more for
mid&ible military equipment than any government that has been overthrown 
by guerrilla forces. It has the capacity to produce atomic weapons; the terrain 
in the vicinity of its borders is treeless or sparsely wooded savanna, which 
affords .itcrrillas scant opportunity for concealment. Moreover, the South 
African revolutionaries in exile are divided into rival factions; the capacity 
of Black African states to launch military expeditions against the Republic 
is limited by dolne:tic economjic and political weaknesses, interstate rivalries, 
and serious logistic problems; and neither the Soviet Union nor the People's Republic of China seems prepared to make a major commitment in southern 
Africa in the near future. Consequently, although guerrilla groups launched 
across South Africa's land frontiers may become a continual irritant to the 
regime, they do not seim likely to Ie able to overthrow it.9 

The rulers of the Inajor states in central Africa-President Kaunda of Zambia, 
President Nyerere of Tanzania. and President Mobutu of Zaire-are experienced 
and realistic politicians. Insofar as they are able to exert diplomatic pressure 
and coordinate the strategy of the liberation movement as a whole, they are 
likely for the foreseeable future to concentrate on assisting FRELIM0 to consolidate its hold over Mozamlique, on consummating the transfer of power to a predominaitly African government in Angola, and on promoting fundamental 
.changes in Thodesia and Namibia. These goals will not necessarily be achieved 
smoothly or rapidly. Moveover, as the transition proceeds the new governments 
will be preoccupied with grave internal political and economic problems and in 
no condition t!-) precipitate physical confrontations with the Republic. The South African government, in turn. while continuinz to perfect its military 
defenses and to try to improve its reputation with the outside world, will be 
obliged to make serious efforts to establish normal working relationships with the new governments as they come into existence in neighboring territories. Consequently, if fundamental changes are to take place in South Africa itself in 
the near future, they will probably be generated primarily by pressures inside 
the Republic.  

Dr.ACK POWER IN THE BANTUSTANS AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES 

What, then, are the effects, actual and potential, of foreign influences upon 
domestic affairs in South Africa? Foreign criticisms have already had a profound influence on morale in the Republic. Despite its tight control over the 
educational system, the radio services, and the form of the political institu
tions, the government has not succeeded in insulating South Africans from the 
knowledge that world opinion virtually unanimously condemns the theory and practice of racial discrimination. Although many White South Africans dis
count this knowledge by accepting the official propaganda line that the policy of separate development will eliminate racial discrimination and that poverty, 
instability, and injustice are just as endemic in other societies, influential Whites 

8 M. Logassick "Guorrilla Warfare in Southern Africa," in W. Carter and Martin Kilson, 
eds.. The ifricow) RieCdcr: !Indepcident fIfria (New York, 1970), p 381-400.  93, .T , J41 Oh11s" 1 4ta e. to .n .rfare : A So iuth African Case Study," Journal of Modirn African Stuldic.%, 11, 2 (June 1973), pp. 267-303.
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in numerous occupations are deeply concerned. Many industrialists, trade 
unionists, sportsmen, clergymen, intellectuals, journalists, authors, and artists 
have overseas affiliations and the politicians themselves are by no means isola
tionist, but anxious to obtain Western approval. Moreover, many of the Black 
leaders and potential leaders who have emerged within the government's own 
separatist institutions-Bantustan politicians and university and high school 
students-are overtly rejecting government propaganda. There seems to be no 
way in which the regime can stop Black consciousness from penetrating deeply 
into Black South African society, for the workers and peasants are well aware 
that their conditions are unjust.  

It is much more difficult to assess the on-going effects of foreign involvement 
in the South African economy. The evidence is overwhelmingly strong that in 
the past the managements of foreign subsidiaries, with very few exceptions, have 
complied not only with South African law but also with South African custom 
in the wage rates, job allocations, and fringe benefits they have provided for 
their Black workers."0 Until recently, Western criticism of the performance of 
foreign corporations in South Africa was confined to relatively small groups of 
zealots closely associated with South African exile groups. Now, however, the 
antiapartheid lobbies are influencing larger segments of the populations of Great 
Britain and the United States. During the last few years the Guardian's expo
sures of the employment practices of British subsidiaries and revelations of the 
practices of American subsidiaries by the Diggs Committee (the Subcommittee 
on Africa of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the United States House of Repre
sentatives) have reached a wider public, with the result that Western corpora
tions can no longer expect the behavior of their South African subsidiaries to be 
ignored.' These pressures may increase. In the United States, for example, it 
is conceivable that the 11 percent of the population who are of African descent 
will use the government's South African policy as a bargaining counter in 
domestic p Iitics.

12 

Black South African organizations in exile and also many Westerners who are 
repelled by the injustices in South African society, including the World Council 
of Churcle-, have called for complete "withdrawal" or "disengagement" from 
South Africa. This proposal has the persuasive quality of ideological purity; but 
it is not realistic. The involvements of Great Britain, and even of the United 
States, Fran:e, West Germany, and Japan are probably too important to their 
national interes to be abandoned. Even if the government of one such country 
decided to "withdraw," it would be extremely difficult to enforce the decision on 
its citizens, and insofar as it managed to do so other companies, foreign or South 
African, vould merely acquire the relinquished assets and operate them. Indeed, 
the prospects of general withdrawal are nebulous, for there are always govern
ments and corporations that find ways of seizing profitable openings, as the 
French did when others were respecting the United Nations' embargo on the 
supply of arms to South Africa.13 

Since withdrawal is unrealistic, the crucial questions are narrower ones: what 
are, and what are likely to he, the effects of reforms, actual and potential, on 
South Afrio.-n society? Are Gervasi and Nolutshungu correct in assuming that 
any conceivable reforms would merely strengthen the regime and prolong the 
system of White political economic domination? 

It is ner.,-,sary to distinguish, as Sachs and other contributors to this volume 
have done. between reforms that have no direct bearing upon the power structure 
and reforms that create new sources of power. The so-called petty apartheid laws 
are in the former category. For example, White domination is not directly affected 
if Blacks are allowed to use the same transport facilities as Whites or to par
ticipate in selected sports events with Whites, or if foreign Black diplomats are 
given special treatment. It is the White monopoly of political and economic 
power thiit is fundamental to the system.  

In 1959 Verwoerd initiated the Bantustan policy with conservative objectives: 
to defuse foreign criticism and to divert African political activity from the center 
and fragment it along ethnic lines. Fifteen years later, as Schlemmer's chapter 

10 F. First, .. Steele, and C. Gurney, The South African Connection: Western Invest
ment in Apartheid (London, 19721.  

"For example, sre J. Simon, "Yale's First Year as a 'Socially Responsible' Stockholder," 
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UC. Keto, "Black American Involvement in South African Race Issues," Issue, 3, 1 
(Spring 1973), pp. 6-11.  

.To say that withdrawal is not likely to occur is not to deny that It may be tactically 
advantageous for antiapartheid pressure groups to call for withdrawal.
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demonstrates, the effects of this "reform" are highly ambiguous. On the one hand, 
the Pretoria government still exerts a great deal of control over the Bantustan 
authorities, and even if the territories acquire formal political independence, 
their freedom of action will be severely limited by their continued economic de
penlence on the Republic. On the other hand, some of the Bantustan politicians 
:ire skilfully exploiting the possibilities that are available to them. They have 
won the right to substitute an international language-English-for their differ
ent vernacular languages as the principal medium of instruction in the African 
schools and colleges, and they are developing a degree of cooperation with one 
another that was not foreseen by Verwoerd. That is to say, a politioal program 
that was intended by its White creator to be a stabilizing factor has developed 
its own dynamics, which are already posing serious problems for the regime.  
Nolutshungu is surely incorrect in dismissing all the Bantustan politicians as 
"tribal oligarchs" and implying that as conflict develops they will all prove to 
Ihe collaborators with the White regime.  

Before 1973 no comparable reforms had been made in the industrial sector.  
Nevertheless, important changes had been taking place in the structure of the 
labor force. The White population of South Africa is deeply committed to con
tinuous economic growth, but three factors have been making it impossible even 
lo sustain the existing level of productivity on the basis of a labor force rigidly 
divided between permanent White skilled workers and migrant Black unskilled 
workers. First, the White proportion of the total population of South Africa is 
declining. It decreased from 21.4 percent in 1911 to 17.2 percent in 1973, and an 
Afrikaner economist has estimated that it will fall to 14 percent by the end of 
the century and to 11 percent by A.D. 2020. Second, more and more Whites are 
being drawn away from the productive sectors of the economy into the burgeon
ing bureaucracies. By 17.3 over 360,000 Whites were employed in the central, 
provincial, and local administrations and the Railways, Harb-ours and Airways 
Administration.' Subsequently. moreover, the decolonization of Angola and 
Mozambique has placed still higher demands on the limited pool of White man
power for military service in the frontier areas. Third, the tendency of develop
ments in modern industrial technology is to require that an ever-higher propor
tion of the labor force shall possess skills that at the minimum can only be 
acquired by permanent and secure employment. Consequently, by 1973 the govern
ment had to cease treating the African population as an indifferentiated mass of 
interchangeable migrant laborers with homes in the reserves and were obligated 
to permit industrialists to employ an increasing number of Africans on tasks 
requiring skill and experience.  

The 197" strikes of African workers highlighted these developments and placed 
the Whites on the horns of a dilemma. To continue totally to exclude Africans 
from the industrial decision-making process is to incur the risk of further dis
turbances that are extremely difficult to foresee and suppress and that cause bad 
publicity overseas; whereas to allow it may be to give African workers the 
means to erect an organizational structure with immense power potential. Cur
rently, this dilemma is causing vigorous debate among Whites. Sections of 
management and White labor are pressing for the admission of Black workers 
into recognized trade unions; government and other sections of management 
and White labor are opposing it. The government handled the 1973 strikes with 
a caution it had not previously displayed in similar circumstances and it sub
sequently provided for the creation of African works and liaison committees. In 
their present form these committees allow for African participation in communi
cation with management but not in bargaining, and they are no more igiificant 
than the first steps in the "homelands" policy were in the early 1960s. But this 
concession, too. may prove to be a vital step in a cumulative process that will 
( ,alate beyond the intentions of its generators. Committees necessitate organiza
tion, and organization is a means to power.  

Of course the government intends that any concessions it makes shall not 
shake the established order. As Wilson suggests, part of its strategy may be to 
confine the benefits of reform to the group he aptly calls "urban insiders" (Mayer's 
"urban core") at the expense of the "urban outsiders," who are intended to re
main migrant, inseclre, and unskilled, in the hope of driving a new wod-ge within 
African society by creating" an upper segimnt of the working cla,'s with a stake 
ihl I l s810118 qu1o.  

1 M. I14rrell, ed., A ,urrcu, of Race RclatioP i0 ,S'oth Africa, 1973 (Johannesburg.  
1974), ), 49.  
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Nolutshungu apparently expects that this device will work-that African skilled 
workers, given privileges relative to the migrant workers, will become a stabiliz
ing force for the regime. On the other hand, Mayer's researches in Soweto, a 
large African township on the Witwatersrand, show that already amn.g the 
urban core internal class cleavages, though strong, are moderated by a con
sciousness of an overriding identity of interests with all who fall on the subor
dinate side of the major divide in South African society. It is surely premature 
to deduce from a Marxist analysis that the Black skilled workers (and likewise 
the Bantustan politicians) will collectively serve the interests, of the Whites.  
No doubt many will do so. But since it is precisely the more privileged Africans 
who have rising expectations and it is these expectations that are blocked by the 
overriding color bar. some are likely to respond to the demands of th- African 
masses, among whom conquest and systematic exploitation have instilled a vast 
reservoir of resentment.  

As Adam has demonstrated elsewhere, the South African regime has a reinark
able talent for controlling the direction of change.6 However, its means are not 
limitless. Greater power is now being accumulated boy Black rural authorities 
and urban workers than Africans have possessed in South Africa at any time 
since they were conquered in the nineteenth century. While it is difficult at this 
stage to perceive by what precise mechanisms Black power will escalate, it is 
also difficult to see any way in which the process of escalation can be reversed.  

If this analysis is sound-if South Africa has entered into a period of internal 
instability pointing toward fundamental change-the use that Western public 
and private authorities now make of their leverage there can prove to be 
extremely important. It can affect, the tempo of change, the process of change, 
and the future alignment of a reconstructed South Africa. If they continue to 
act conservatively, as adumbrated by Gervasi and Nolutshungu. by the time 
South African Blacks have broken down the barriers of apartheid their leaders 
will have become completely alienated from the West. Such alienation already 
exists among many Black intellectuals. However, there is no reason to assume, 
with Gervasi and Nolutshungu, that Western authorities are either so racist 
or so inflexible they are incapable of realizing the opponents of apartheid have 
a cause that will triumph in the long run. Taking a longer view of their own 
interests, industrialists, for example, can apply fair employment practices in 
their South African subsidiaries-providing their Black workers with superior 
training and with job assignments, wages, and fringe benefits commensurate 
with their talents; and governments, which have apparently been caught un
prepared by the onset of Portuguese decolonization, might deen it oxpedient to 
establish contacts with leaders of the South African liberation groups as well as 
with the Bantustan politicians. By aligning itself with the dynamic forces in 
South Africa, when fundamental changes do take place, the West will find that 
the successor regime will be as pragmatic in its external policies as the Black 
regimes in tropical Africa are now.  

DIFFI(ULTY OF PREDICTIONS FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Mr. Tn,,xrsox. I would like to start by nakinc, the poilt that I 
distrust people v.'ho have clear predictions as to what is ,oing to 
happen in Southern Africa in general an(l in the Repilli' of South 
Africa in partirular. The paper most re,.entlv written is a rather 
fanciful illustration of that proposition; I develop two scenarios, both 
of which I think are internllv logically c,nsistent. 0n. of dben sug
gests that as of 1984. the (,cverlmient f Sonth Africa will rmain 
in its present form and white-controlled South Africa will lominate 
the rest of S,,thern Africa mainly for economi' reasons1 '0ereas the 
other equally internallv consistent scenario suli-ests that by 1984, all 
the territorios adjacent to tlhe Republic of South Africa, including 
Namibia, will be under majority rule and also will have detached 
themselves from economic dependence upon the Republic of South 
Africa, and the Republic itself, if it has not yet made the complete 
breakthrough to majority rule, will be on the verge of so doing.  

16 This Is the central theme of Modernizing Racial Domination.  
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That is just to stress the point, Mr. Chairman, of the appalling 
difficulties of prediction; Mrs. Butcher's very illuminating statement 
developed a great deal of the intricacies and complexity of contem
porary southern Africa society.  

ECONOM1IC PREDICTIONS FOR SOUTH AFRICA 

The next point I would like to make is that among the predictions 
that have been made is the liberal economic prediction that has had 
a great effect upon optimistic politicians in this country and others: 
the prediction basically that all you have to do to affect healthy change 
in South Africa is to stoke up the economic machine in the expectation 
that ultimately economic growth will inevitably deracialize South 
Africa.  

There are many ways of refuting this proposition, and the litera
ture is full of refutations, but as a historian, I just take the simple 
line that diamonds were discovered in South Africa in 1870; since 
then, the economic machine has been stoked up for a century and 5 
years, and far from deracializing South Africa, there have been an 
intensification and a routinization of white minority rule ,md white 
minority control of the economic resources throughout the country.  

The next point I would like to make is that in spite of what I have 
said so far, I do discern very important new factors in the South 
Africa scene. There are chancoes in the external environment and, 
secondly, in the internal situation in the Republic' of South Africa.  

CHATCGES I-N EXTERNAL ENVIRONM3ENT OF SO-TIT ARI(A 

The changes in the external environment are, of course, primarily 
those, Initiated by the Portuo'uese coup and the move to .utonomy in 
Angola and TMozambique. The situation in Angola is desperate and 
trai cr and we cannot at this stage discern what the short-term out
come will !e there.  

In Mozfmbique, on the other hand, there is a single dominant Afri
can Liberation Party which now has control of the country, and 
Mozambiqiie is the more important of these two territories for the 
Republic b,cause of the very close proximity of its ports. Indeed, 
Lourenco Marques is the nearest port by far to the industrial heart
land of the 1epublie of South Africa.  

The Rhodesian situation is very complex at this moment. There is 
a great deal of negotiation and attempts at manipulation by internal 
and external forces, but one does expect significant change in Rhodesia 
toward becoming an African-controlled Zimbawbe in the near future.  

Likewise, South Africa's Government is beginning to retreat from 
its earlier adamant position that it is destined enduringly to control 
southwest Africa or Namibia. That, too, is a very complex question.  
But one expects that Namibia to have its status changed in the reason
ably near future; or at least the northern part of it, which ,would be 
the solution preferred by the South African Government.  

But, althoin()h the external environment has changed, I do not think 
we are going to see anything like an effective guerrilla movement 
launched into South Africa by invasion from the north, from terri
tories such as Mozambique. I have argued in one of my papers that



guerrilla prospects of that sort in the Republic of South Africa are 
very different from those that existed in territories where guerrilla 
warfare by invasion from outside has prevailed. Nevertheless, the ex
ternal environment of the Republic has changed so signifcantly that it is obvious the South African Government is deeply concerned about it.  

INTERNAL SITUATION WITHIN SOUTH AFRICA 
Secondly, the internal situation in South Africa is changing excit

ingly and quite dramatically now. Black power is being 'built up in 
Bantustans. I agree with the general gloss put upon that problem by 
Mrs. Butcher but I would also say this-that in my judgment it would 
be wrong for people interested in the future of 'black South Africans 
to write off the Bantustan leaders as stooges of the South African 
Govermnent. This is an attitude that has prevailed in some quarters.  I think that each Bantustan politician is inexorably concerned with 
his own constituency of African people as well as with the present im

balance of power between himself and the South African regime.  More significant in the internal situation have been recent develop
ments in the industrial centers of the Republic of South Africa, notice
ably the Witwatersrand and Durban complexes, and to a lesser ex
tent the Port Elizabeth and the Capetown areas.  

MWhat has happened has been that as a result of the increasing dearth 

of slilled white labor and also of technological developments which place an increasingly high premium upon skilled as distinct from 
unsk-illed labor in modern industrial organization, more and more 
black people are inextricably acquiring skills, and it is in the eco
nomic interest of white industrialists and the white community of 
South Africa generally to let that process continue. And it is 

continuing.  Furthermore, over the last or 3 years there have been a ec ries of 
more or less spontaneous strikes in various parts of the Republic and 
Namibia by black people, and what indicates the changing perception 
of power in the minds of the white rulers of South Africa is the fact 
that whereas a decade or so ago the police would have trampled upon 
these strikers and the government would have made no concetslOnS to 

them, so that the strikers would not have gained any of their objectives, now the South Africa Government has found it expendient, in
deed necelsary, to attempt to conciliate blak labor. ntages are rising 
and concessions are being made to skilled workers of a sort that have 
not existed over the last several years. This is a shift of policy by the 

goverment.  I believe that the changes now taking place in the external environ
ment and the internal situation in South Africa, and aropd South 
Africa constitute an escalation of black power in the region to an ex
tent that has not existed since whites conquered the Africans in the 

19th century.  

SOUTHt AFRICAN REGIM[E TRYING TO CONTROL EXTERNAL, INTERNAL 

CHANGE 
Of course the South African regime, responsible as it is exclusively 

to a white electorate, is trying to control these complex processes of 
external and internal change, so that the white population shall not
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sacrifice its domination of the authoritative political institutions in the 
Republic itself.  

Hence one hIs d1tente (this faslionable phrase has typically been 
picked up by the South African Government in its propaganda), an 
attempt by the South African Government to e:tablish a dialog with 

lacH k African governMents in the central and northern part of the continent. The other facet of the South African Government's external 

polic.ies is the attempt to use its economic strength as a means for per
petuating white domination of Southern Africa's neighbors. even if 
they are in the formal sense politically free.  

A precedent for this has existed for a decade now: Swaziland, Bots
wana, and Lesotho have been formally independent states for a decade 
bNt their penury is such that, they are dependent upon the Republic.  
The planning in Pretoria is that the sa-ie will be the fate of other con
tiguous territories, even when the internal political control of those 
territories shifts from blacks to whites.  

In internal policies (and Mrs. Butcher was on this point eloquent 
and accurate) the intention of the government is clearl v to control the processes of change that I have very briefly touched on 1)y maintaining, 

indeed strengthening" the already very elaborate, very refined and ex
traordinarily efficient system of bureaucratic controls, with the police 
very much in evidence.  

The Bantustans policy is. of course, a policy of dividing Africans 
politically into nine separate so-called nations, all of which will be 
weak, and all of which are intended to be utterly dependent upon the 
Republic.  

In addition, there is- the removal of the so-called petty apartheid 
laws, such as whether a, black man may sit next to a white person on a 
bench. These sort.s of concessions are being made with an eve to this 
august body, the UT.S. Cong'ress. in the expectation that they will be 
(leemed to be significant concessions.  

What is not intended by the government in its attempt to control 
the processes of change that are taking place in the region is that there 
should be any relation of absolute and exclusive white control over the 
sovereign central institutions of the Republic of South Africa.  

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL rROCEc;.Eq CONSTITUIE IRREVERSIBLE 

ES(ALATION OF BLACK POWER 

A few remarks, now, if I may, about dynamics. Opinions do differ 
and people whose judgment I respect are of the view that the South 
Africa.n regime is controlling the situation and will continue to do so; 
that these controls that I have mentioned will prevail. However. in 
spite of what I said at the beginning about the diffieultie of predic
tion, it is my judgment that. the effect of the external and internal proc
esses which I have touched upon constitutes an irreversible escalation 
(d' l)lack power.  

I iv',,ldi like to repeat that-an irreversible escalation of black 
po(wer.  

What, of cons,,', one camot. say is when the critical staloe will be 
iiched. One would ie incredil dv naive as a historian, which happens 
to be my profession. if one attempted to do so. If Americans in the 
early 1770's had trie( to make a prediction of the when and the how
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and the consequences of imminent change, they would have been very 
unlikely to be near the target.  

Likewise, for the French in the 1780's or the Russians, if you will, 
in the early 1910s.  

Specific predictions about the when, the precise how, and the precise 
consequences of radical change are, I believe, beyond our capacity.  

U.S. INTEREST IN SOUTHI AFRICA 

Turning to the question of U.S. interests and policy, it seems to me 
that the V.S. interests in South Africa can be crudely divided into two 
categories. First, the interests of U.S. companies. These are economic 
interests of specific companies, which make large profits in South 
Africa, but we also know that. the totality of these American economic 
interests in South Africa constitutes only a very small proportion of 
the totality of U.S. foreign trade and investment.  

Second, there are deenied to be U.S. national interests as distin
guished from sectional economic interests. There is the question of the 
strategic significan-o to the United States of the cape route. I was in 
the British Navy in World War II and indeed operated for some 
time in the South Atlantic. I agree with what Mrs. Butcher has said 
that these interests do not seem to have been publicly analyzed. One 
has had very emotional, far-reaching assertions by senior officers, espe
cially naval officers., but with great respect, having been a junior officer 
in the British Navy, my respect for the judgment of senior naval officers 
has not always been justified by the facts.  

Senator CLARK. You are right.  
Mr. Tii-_Ntr ox. As when I was ordered to attack a 17-boat in a posi

tion which. when plotted on the chart, was in the middle of the island 
of Guernsey.  

The other national interest deemed to be significant to the United 
States is access to South Africa's extraordinary range of strategic raw 
materials. That again is a problem that I have not seen really system
aticallv handled and I hope that the facilities at your disposal will 
make it possible for it to be objectively and penetratingly analyzed.  

S1I OPT-TERM r.S. POLICY 

As regards policy, in the context of this very summary statement 
of categories of U.S. interests, what I particularly want to do is to 
distinguish between the short term and the long term. I agree with 
Mrs. Biutcher when she said that there is at present a clear-cut 
dichotomy between the rhetoric of the U.S. Government and on the 
southern African question and the reality of U.S. polic, and especially 
between the rhetoric of the U.S. Government and the reality as per
ceived by the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants of the reo'ion.  

To illustrate the point, the removal of an Assistant Secretary of 
State just after lie had established c.ommunication with the Frelimo 
leadership of Mozambique, at a stage when it, was about to become 
independent, and his succession by another officer who had been Ambas
sador to Chile at the time when. as we now know, all sorts of extraor
dinary things were going on there under the auspices of the United 
States-whatever the. truth of the matter may be, and the public doesn't
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always know the truth a bout personalities and their competence
the. effect of that on the African mind was appalling. Hence, the OAU 
took that very unusual step of criticizing the U.S. administration.  
and in terms the Sec retary of State of this country quite understand
aly took strong objection to the criticism as interference in a ,loiles
tic matter.  

If ono were an Ame,.,rican l)usinesrnan with interests in -mithern 
Africa, it is of course perfectly intelligible that he would take the 
view that the present South African regime throws virtua lly no ob
stacles in his way provided he abides by South African law. There
fore, from the narrow and specific business perspectiv-e it is- inteliu.:'ib]e 
that there is an aversion to ro,.kinu- the boat anl disturbfing the p resent 
political d*l:)ets(tion. Lil.ewise no doubt from the sp,,ifi" l'ofezsional 
perspective of people in the Penta,-on. The pres.cnt South A frican eli
mate is favorable to the narrowly defined short-term interests of Amer
ican busin -. 'en and tfle Pentagon.  

But cv a in the short run, the cost of this i- that we are sapping 
th, confidonce of. first. I dack South Afrians: sco'wl, blac(k Am\iert
cans: and third, the entire third world in the interitv cf the United 
States, bccauie of this lichotomy between rhetoric and reiJity.  

What is seen 1,v - ich persons is that present U'.S, i a1alogous 
to the earlier polic of muted rhetorical criticism of the S'alazar
Caetano re-ime in Portuogal. anl covert, and n,)t always so covert sup
port. for that r'cgime s,, long as it was in power. even thiit it was 
known to be a. colonial regime oT a particulalrly nefarious sort and 
a c ,','lmpt and virtually t(,talitarin re-ime at home.  

Likewise, it, bring-, ,choes into the minds of such persons of the 
whole (.ezpeiatel un fortunate American support for the regime now 
de-fmet in South Vietnam.  

So in the short run. thou'lgh there are advantages for specific cate
Lories of persons and for tii Pentagon, there is zu cost. an , that is 
a Cost which one has to wveizh very. very senously. Although I entirely 
endorse the hulmanitarian. the ethic af color that has been li.t upon 
thcs. thin., even in a 4raiit natiornl-interest, material. Miachiavel
li:n type of analysis. one has to bear in mind that the Third World 
or parts of it are now developin!v muscle.  

It's not wise to.dly for the United States or any other Western 
power 1dithelv to i,-nore the perceived interests of Third (World coun
tries. Nigeria is a ni..jor supplier of crude oil to the U-nited States: 
sOne, saY. the ,.eatc t single forei:gli supplier of ,rude ,il. Arab oil 
producers and Iran are also Third World countrics which, like black 
Souiih Africans and black Americans and black Africans. react al
versely to overt or coX,,it cpport by a Western 1ovcruinent for a 
ra-iat reuime.  

LON:-TER3r 17.S. POLICY 

But all that relat e to the short term. Now a word about the long 
term. If the United -Itatos were to continue its present p0b\,. with 
aln ant ithos-is bet,'(een rhetoric and ue' (stam I believe that as black 
Ipo wer continues to ,:,'wlate it Smuth Africa the 1 -,sefits of the policy 
will diminish and tint in -it longer run, when a majoritv regime 
eventlially comes i to pwer in S oth Africa, it will inexorably be 

liosl ile to the Unitel Stalesc and inudebted to China or Russia or whom-
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ever you will, but not to the United States and not presumnably to 
its Western allies.  

This has been the experience of the United 'States in Portugal, in 
Vietnam, and in Mozambique. The new Frelimo government in M,,
zambique is utterly hostile to the United States and it's going to take 
a great deal of resourceful policy by the U.S. Government to over

come that fully understandable attitude of hostility.  
It should also be borne in mind in formulating policy that the 

South African regime of today needs U.S. support much more than 
the United States needs the support of South African regime. and 
this means that. the dice in diplomacy are loaded in favor of the United 
States.  

U'.S. POLICY RECO-M-MENDATIONS 

As for r,_',?nimendations, I strongly urge support for t!e lill spon
sored by ('ongressman 1 ;ig-:; to insure that U.S. firms that operate in 
South Afri,-a adhere to fair employment procedures if they are to 
receive U.5. G-overnment contra-ts.  

I believe that U.S. firms operating in South Africa should be told 
that they do so at their own risk;.  

I recommend that the United States open up communication with 
diverse categories of South African backs, not only the Bantustan 
politicians, but also black South African intellectuals and represen
tatives of tie black South African oppoAtion movements.  

I recommend that the U.S. Embas-. in Pret ,;ria shoul( 1e instricted 
to make its pesence felt even more tlhan hitherto, 1,y sending represen
tatixe- to all poiitical trials that ,re held in South Africa from which 
the public are not excluded.  

I also recommend that the United States should do more to provide 
sanctuary for political ref tees from South Africa and education for 
South African blacks.  

VIOLENT CHANGE 

Finally, a note on this word which is often a balking point for all 
of us when we think a oout chanm.,'e in any country and especially when 
we think of change in South Africa : this tcrrible word, violence. *We 
are all agreed we dislike violen'e, just as we all are or used to be 
agreed in endori zng motherhood. But the question is who uses it, for 
what re:ason, with wht inteisity, and with what results. The word 
violenc,. is often used to evoke ,-iich a histurbing (notional response 
that people stop -hort in their thouglits.  

As regards South Africa, one has to weigh data which we have 
against conjectural data.  

There is the certainty that violece is practiced every day in South 
Africa on a very lar-e' scale upon black South Africans. In the mo.-st 
overt way this takes the form ,f police searches and bamings and other 
puiishi nts for -c-imes" that are merely political and have no moral 
content at all.  

There is- . the day-to-day violence expeiienced 1) llack people in 
South Afric'! that is tile collsequeuc" of th fact, that the system as a 
whole rc .- lt- in the forcel separation of families over loig periods.  
One could e!lovate edlh~sly on that.  

So we have routine violence in ;;,luth A'frica which we ,-an measure 
and which1 we know a lot about. This mass.ive roitiue violence of the
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l)ro.sent has to be weighed against the violence that will be associated 
with the critlial stage in the transformation of power-it may be less.  
it Iay ,' mN.ore, we don't know-and the equally unknown extent of 
violence that a new re"uie will practice.  

In ,-onclusion, may I say that if, as a result of the rethinking that 
vou. sir, are lronoting, and parallel rethinking throughout other U.S.  
lpolicyViakin' institutions, American policy were to become more ef
fective ii South Africa. more attuned not only to a profound moral 
issue 1but also to the totality of American interests in the short term 
and even imore in the long term, then that will be a very important 
departure from what we have experienced recently, particularly if I 
laY so say. .-ince 1969.  

Thank vou.  
[Questions and answers follow :] 

MR. THO1MPSON's ANswERs To QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR CLARK 

Question 1. Who in the United States are the advocates of the policy to apply 
greater U. S. pressure on South Africa to change its internal policies? Who are 
the major advocates for relaxing that pressure. Has U. S. public opinion had 
much impact on Administration policy toward South Africa? Has African opin

ion had any? Has Third World opinion had any? 
Answer. For greater pressure: an overwhelming majority of academics and 

<ollege students who have studied the South African situation; informed Black 
Americans: many religious organizations; younger foreign service officers with 
African experience.  

For relaxing pressure: conservative businessmen with South African in
terests: military and naval officers and Pentagon employees; rightwing groups 
with raeial prejudices; others who fear the consequences of fundamental change 
in South Africa.  

Impact: During the Nixon and Ford administrations the conservative impact 
has influenced Administration policy significantly.  

African and Third World opinion were of some effect in the 1960s, but have 
been much less influential since 1969.  

Question 2. Those who favor normal relations with China and Cuba and the 
Soviet Union and believe that all nations should be represented in the U.N.  
have a difficult time accepting the recommendations that South Africa be ex
pelled from that world forum.  

Hiw do those who advocate isolation of South Africa reconcile this with 
their general position that the U. S. should have relations with all countries? 

Answer. Advocates of the isolation of South Africa consider that their posi
tion is warranted by the South African Government's persistent defiance of 
U.N. resolutions on Rhodesia, Namibia, and South Africa itself. I do not myself 
support the expulsion of South Africa or any other member from the U.N.  

Question 3. Whenever Rhodesian or South African issues are raised in Con
gress opponents of increasing pressure on these countries argue that human 
rights are being similarly violated in the communist countries and in many 
African states. Why single out South Africa and Rhodesia for censure? How 
do you respond to these arguments? 

Answer. South Africa and Rhodesia differ from communist countries in basing 
their policies on racial discrimination. I am opposed to totalitarianism of any 
sort, am aware that the record of the Soviet regime's dealings with its ethnic 
minorities is far from clean, and do not regard the South African regime as 
uniquely evil. But the distinction is a real one, for South Africa and Rhodesia 
are the only contemporary societies that are fundamentally racist in structure.  
Moreover, in Rhodesia and South Africa the U.S. has the responsibility that flows 
from large-scale economic investment and trade.  

Qui.ttion 4. What impact have policies of ostracism had on South Africa. such 
a.,s exclusion from General Assembly, arms embargo, exclusion from international 
sports? 

Answer. Such policies have boosted Black morale in South Africa and caused 
the South African government to make changes that, though minor in them
selves. may contribute to the process that will eventually result in fundamental 
changes.
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Question 5. A basic premise of the current policy of "communication" rests 
on the assumption that opportunities for communication between the major 
ethnic groups in South Africa exist, that there is some flexibility of position 
between them and the government and that there are outlets for black political 
development. Would you comment on that? 

Answer. This premise has some, but limited validity. I would not argue against 
communication with the South African Government. My recommendations are 
additive not alternative to the practice of communication.  

Question 6. Another common assumption put forth with regard to change in 
South Africa is that "natural forces" such as economic development and in
dustrialization would necessarily work on behalf of the gradual improvement 
of the political as well as the material well-being of the blacks. Is this an ade
quate or accurate basis for U.S. policy? 

Answer. The assumption that such "natural forces" will necessarily improve 
the political well-being of Blacks is refuted by history; further economic growth 
may continue to take place within a racist system, as in the past. However, if 
African incomes rise significantly, African political aspirations and capacities 
should also develop, which may in the short run be countered by repression.  

Question 7. It has been argued that "cultural exchanges" with South Africa 
(bringing South African citizens here and sending Americans there) help to 
expose American values. Do these exchanges in any way serve ti encourage 
change within South Africa? How could they be improved? 

Answer. Cultural exchanges are to lie encouraged, they dio have soime good 
effects of the sort mentioned. A broader cross-section of South African society 
should benefit from exchanges: and Americans who visit South Africa should 
be encouraged to use their initiative and examine South African (onditions 
beyond those they encounter in the programs devised for them hy South African 
authorities.  

Question 8. Americans learn about South Africa mostly through the English 
language publications of that country, but the National Party is predominantly 
Afrikaner. Can you identify the basic differences between the British and the 
Afrikaner and the basic differences between the British and Afrikaner elements 
in the government? 

Answer. The Anglo-Afrikaner cleavage was subst:ntial in the past. when 
most Afrikaners were farmers (Boers) and Great Britain still had considerable 
political as well as economic power in Southern and Central Africa. These differ
ences have diminished greatly since most Afrikaners have become urbanized 
and especially since South Africa liecame a Republic and left the Common
wealth in 1961. The vast majority of White South Africans of both groups 
support the principle of racial discrimination, differing only about tactics and 
details: the small minority who are fundamentally opposed to racial discrimina
tion includes Afrikaners and Jews. as well as people of British descent.  

Question 9. What is the difference in your opinion between the rcrligte (en
lightened) and verkrampte (closed off) groups of the Afrikaner Nationalists? 

Answer. Vrrkrampte are Afrikaners who wish to maintain a narrow and rigid 
policy of Afrikaner self-interest as well as White supremacy. VTcrlilgtc are 
Afrikaners who consider that it has become morally necessary and/or expident 
to modify that policy. e.g.. by ceasing to alienate Whites of British origin, by 
incorporating the Coloured People into the privileged ruling caste, and by 
making minor concessions to Bantu-speaking Africans: but few of tl-ein con
template sharing power in the South African parliament with African.. even 
though some acknowledge that fundamental change is desirable as well as 
inevitable.  

Que.tion 10. Evaluate the internal political ,tability in South Africa with 
respect to the following points: 

(a) What kind of limits on his maneuverability does Vorster face from the 
right wing of the party? 

(h) How much political support can Vorster win for even cosmetic changes 
in apartheid policies from the National Party, the Brodcrbond and other Na
tionalist or Afriktner elite groups? 

(c) What kinds of pressures is Vorster feeliog from the anti-apartheid white 
parties? 

(d) Does Vorqter need pressure from the Unit,,d States and other powers to 
keep his right wing in line? 

Answer. (a) The right wing is still strong enough to make it necessary for 
Vorster to disguise some of his deci.ions. and to balance his cosmetic eonces
sions with conspicuous harrassment of people who advocate fundamental changes.  
White as well as Black.
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(7) Time is probably on Vorster's side in winning support for cosmetic 
changes, for the younger generation is more disposed to regard them as necessary 
than the older generation; but, for the most part, only so long as it is clear 
that the cosmetic changes are not generating fundamental changes.  

(c) Local White pressures are not powerful enough to divert him from his 
policy of resisting fundamental changes. Anti-apartheid Whites have not been 
able to come up with a program that satisfies the general White population that 
racial discrimination can be dismantled without endangering their security as 
well as their economic interests.  

(4) Probably not: the dynamics of the internal situation are sufficient to 
keep the right wing in line.  

Qucstion. 11. The South African government constantly speaks of the tribal 
or ethnic differences of the "peoples" of that country. Are they so different that 
they could not form a united front politically? Is one apt to emerge superior in 
leadership to the others? 

Answer. Tribal or ethnic hostilities among the Bantu-speaking Africans (71% 
of the population) have diminished, in spite of the government's attempts to 
perpetuate them, because so many Africans have worked in the industrial cities 
where they have encountered people of different tribal backgrounds and ex
perienced with them the same discriminatory conditions. Industrialization has 
broken down tribal harriers in South Africa more than in any other part of sub
,aharan Africa, though it has not wholly eliminated them. In South Africa, 
class and ideological differences are probably a greater threat to African unity 
than tribal differences. But, if they were given reasonable opportunities for 
political communication and organization, the Africans would have a fair 
prospect of creating a united front among themselves.  

The (o-l, red People (9%) and the Asians (3%) are torn between fear of 
Africans and dislike of their present subordinate status. Some intellectuals 
advocate unity with Africans; but they do not carry the majority of their people 
with them.  

Qucstion 1?. South Africa has developed a national arms and munitions po
tential sufficient both for her own needs and Rhodesia's. Rhodesia, during the 
period of sanction, has seen her GNP rise remarkably. In view of this, can 
ostracism, international sanction, or arms and economic embargoes be said to 
work? Are they effective? 

Answer. General sanctions would certainly be effective if they were universally 
observed. As it is, this is not on the cards. But the United States should certainly 
respect the arms embargo and encourage its allies to do so.  

Quc.,tioa 1. As of September, 1f974. South Africa had diplomatic relations 
with only 26 nations (versus 17 in 1963), but conducts trade and investment 
relationships with many more, including many Black African nations. Please 
comment on South Africa's apparent success in this field as opposed to its 
diplomatic forays.  

Answer. This is a natural consequence of South Africa's economic strength 
and geographical position, combined with the tension between ideological com
mitment and economic self-interest in Black Africa.  

Qvcstioi. 1 1. Prime Minister Vorster said in 1972: "Because we understand 
Africa and its peoples better than anybody else, we are prepared to lend tech
nical and other aid to Africa insofar as we are able." Comment on why Black 
African states have been so reluctant to accept South African aid but are willing 
to trade with it.  

Answer. South Africa certainly has technical and material assets that would be 
nloful t, Black Africa. but its failure to understand Africans within its own 
borders makes it impossible for the South African government to understand 
Africans elsewhere. Vorster's boast is not accurate. People who live by racial 
discrimination have only a partial understanding of the people they dominate, 
as was the case in the Southern United States during slavery. The rulers of 
most Black African states are now chary of foreihn aid and concerned about the 
conditions and implications of specific offers of aid.  

Quc.tion 15. Since 1959 South Africa has walcd a successful and aggressive 
c.inpaizn to woo foreign investment. and trade ties. Does the presence of foreign 
inveslor, in South Africa weaken or strengthen South Africa's internal security? 

Answer. A\t present, the net effect of foreign investment probably strengthens 
South Africa's internal security tlt effect might however be modified if foreign 
companies applied fair employment practies.
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Que8tion 16. What should U.S. policy be concerning the Bantustans? 
Answer. U.S. policy concerning the Bantustans should be pragmatic and flex

ible, based on recognition of the fact that the Bantustan program does not miti
gate the central South African problem, which is White racial domination of the 
remaining 87% of the area of the Republic.  

Question 17. What should U.S. policy be on American investment in the 
border industries or within the Bantustans? How could your recommendations 
be implemented? 

Answer. The U.S. Government should discourage U.S. investment in border 
industries, because they undermine the position of black urban workers and 
perpetuate the dependence of the Africans on white economic institutions. Con
sideration should be given to devising differential tariffs to restrain such invest
ment. The U.S. Government should not prohibit private investment in the border 
industries or the Bantustans. or anywhere else in South Africa, if only because 
it would not be able to enforce the prohibition. But U.S. investors should be told 
that they invest in South Africa at their own risk, and U.S. companies should 
be required to comply with a fair employment code in any operations in South 
Africa, on pain of losing their right to U.S. government contracts. The same code 
should apply in any Bantustans that become independent, and indeed in any 
country in the world.  

Qic.stion 18. Has the South African government been successful in encourag
in industries to e.stablish plants on the borders of the Bantustans, so fewer 
African workers will come into the "White Areas"? What are the changes that 
the South African government will be successful in this policy and force a larger 
percentage of the African population to live in the "homelands" ? 

Answer. The growth of border industries is not sufficient, and is not likely to 
become sufficient in the foreseeable future, to have a significant effect on the 
demand for African labor el.-ewhere in the "White" areas of Souith Africa.  

Qucstion 19. Can you identify the revenue resources of the Bantustans and 
describe their ci momies, present or potential? 

Answer. With minor differences of degree, the Bantustans are underdeveloped, 
overpopulated. impoveri.,hed rural slums, that do not produce enough food too 
feed their inhabitants. Their economic function is as dormitories for White South 
African's migrant labor force and there is no prospect of significant change in 
the foreseeable future. They depend heavily on subsidies from the South African 
government.  

Question 20. What is your opinion of the viability of the homelands policy? 
Can it work? 

Answer. The "homelands" policy may work in the sense that it may divert 
some Afric-n political pressures and energies from the real issues of South 
Africa, and it may confuse some foreigners about those issues: it will not work 
in the sense of solving South Africa's major problem, which is gross inequality 
of politicail power and economic wellbeing. There are major objections to Mle 
"homelands" policy: but it has created new foci of political power which, how
(ver limited at present, may have con sequenccts unintended by the South African 
government.  

Qiiestion 21. Should the Vnited State-s recognize the Transkei when it becomes 
independent next year? What other nations might recognize it? 

Answer. Before making a decision, whether to recognize the Transkei, the 
U.S. government should take cognizance of the views of the governments of 
friendly Black African salos. This would help repair the damage that recent 
U.S. riolii(s have done to Ohw confidence of the Third World in I.S. claimis to 
le nonra(it and humane. I do-, not know what advice they would give or what 
they thermsilves will d. However, if the U.S. delays recognition, the effect should 
I'e to enco'age the South African government to grant some substance as well 
as the mere form of independence to the territory.  

QurMioo ?,. How will the Transkei differ from Botswana, Lesotho and 
Swa zil, 11(1? 

Answer. An independent Transkei will be very similar to Botswana, Swaziland, 
and, espevi:illy, Leotho-poor eountrios largely dependent on South Africa. Its, 
main difference will lbo its access to the sa so that, unlike Lesotho. people and 
goods will I.e allr to move into and out of the Transki'i without using South 
African territory or air space,.  

Question 2.3. Are any American or non-Ameri an companies in South Africa 
pursuing desirable employment i d icie'? 

Anw,,'. The employment practices of foreign companies in Smontb A fri a differ 
consideraily. Sone compnie. have improved their practices consmiderably in re-
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cent years, but as far as I am aware none of them pursues wholly desirable 
policies at present.  

Qutestioa 24. Do you have any recent information on how American companies 
in South Africa compare with others in their labor policies? 

Answer. On balance, the labor policies of U.S. companies probably compare 
favorably with those of other major participants in the South African economy, 
e.g. the British. This difference may be the consequence of substantial U.S.  
investment in capital intensive, as distinct from labor intensive industries.  

Qucdion 25. What do you believe should be the policies of U.S. companies or 
their South African subsidiaries with regard to: Hiring: wages; promotion; 
training; educational and health benefits; and labor unions.  

Answer. Congress should enact a fair employment code for application to all 
U.S. companies and subsidiaries in all foreign countries. The code should include 
provision for a minimum wage, it should prohibit racial discrimination, and 
.hould encourage opportunities for collective bargaining by all workers. The 
minimum wage should vary according to a standard formula, depending on tjhe 
local cost of living. If any of the clauses in the code are in conflict with local 
law, the code should oblige the company to apply to the local government for 
dispensation from the law: the application and the local government's response 
should be reported immediately to the U.S. Government. Congress should regu
larly review all such reports and monitor the code.  

Question 26. How can the U.S. Government most effectively encourage U.S.  
corporations with investments in South Africa to adopt more enlightened employ
ment practices? 

Answer. The U.S. Government should explain to such corporations how U.S.  
national interests are damaged when they apply racial discrimination: and it 
should not grant contracts to companies that fail to comply with the U.S. law 
enacting the fair employment code.  

Que.stion 27. How would you evaluate the recommendations that the U.S. Gov
ernment require corporations with investments in South Africa to make full, 
annual, public disclosure of the details of their employment practices there? 

Answer. It is most important that U.S. corporations should be required to make 
such disclosures.  

Question 2S. What are the prospects of African labor unions bringing about 
radical change in South Africa's political and economic structures? 

Answer. This is unlikely in the near future, because the government has banned 
or arrested virtually all potential leaders and because employers have proved 
to be reluctant to negotiate with African organizations that are not approved 
ly the government. However, those African unions that do exist p)rovide a 
training-ground for potential industrial leadership in the future. U.S. firms 
should be encouraged to recognize and give legitimacy to these or!'anization.  

Qun0tion 2.9. What are the major barriers to labor unions being a maior force 
for change? What are the condition,; that could make them more powerful.  

Answer. The major barriers are: employers' unwillingness to recognize such 
unions without government approval : and government repression of trade union 
leaders who step beyond its narrow definition of their fumctions.  

Employers should grant African trade unions ill privileges preQntly granted 
to unions recognized under the Industrial Conciliation Act. including aqcces to 
7)lnnts and facilities, deduction of union dues, and free and onen nezotiation of 
wazes and working conditions. Change in the policy of the South African gov
ernment may result from such action by private employers.  

Qucstion .0. Could other organizations of urban blacks also be effective in 
bringing about change? If so, what are the organizations and what role would 
they play? 

Answer. African urban organizations associated witlh the gfovernment-luch 
as Urban Bntu Councils-arc not likely to be _nrinted the means to be effective 
in contributing to substantial change in South Africa. These bodies are creatures 
of the government, unlike trade unions which can gain economic and political 
advantages through the initiative of private employers.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.  
We are going to hear'next from Mr. )onall Mclhenry, Carneglie 

Endowment for Internltiona I Peace.



STATEMENT OF DONALD McHENRY, CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR 
INTERNATIONAL PEACE 

Mr. MCHENrY. Thank you Mr. Chairman.  
I appreciate the invitation of the committee to appear during the 

subcommittee's series of hearings on the situation in southern Africa.  
The situation and problems of that part of the world, indeed of 
Africa as a whole, deserve more attention than Americans, including 
Members of the Congress, have given it heretofore. It will be clear from 
my statement that I believe it necessary to correct a number of aspects 
of policy which the United States has followed in South Africa, par
ticularly in recent years. An essential prerequisite for the correction 
of policy is knowledge and understanding of developments there.  

It has been my experience, particularly while in Government that 
when knowledge and interest were limited on a particular issue con
cerning southern Africa, policy decisions tended to reflect narrow 
and short-term interests rather than the broader and long-term inter
ests of the United States. These hearings and others like them could 
go a long way toward assuring that there is sufficiently wide and 
open discussion to give overall U.S. interests greater consideration.  

I have been asked to express my views on current developments in 
South Africa and Namibia and particularly on what, if anything, the 
United States can or should do to encourage a process of peaceful 
change within these two countries. In addition, I have been asked to 
comment on South Africa's attitudes and likely policies toward its 
neighbors.  

Your committee has already explored the momentous changes 
set into motion by the coup in Portugal. South Afric'a, which was 
protected by a buffer of white-ruled states to the. north became exposed 
directly for the first time to the independence movement which has 
swept'the continent since World War II. The so-called white redoubt 
was dealt a crucial, but not fatal, blow. By the end of 1975 black 
majority-ruled governments are expected to hold power in every 
country in Africa except Southern Rhodesia, where approximately 
a quarter of n million whites unilaterally declared independence of the 
United Kingdom and have continued to rule 5 million blacks despite 
mandatory economic stanctions imposed by the United Nations, Nami
bia, where with an equally lopsided proportion of white/black popula
tion South Africa contilnues to maintain control, despite a deterrnina
tion buttres-ed by decision of the World Court that South Africa's 
League of Nations' mandate was terminated and its continued rule 
judged illegal, and of course. South Afria:i. where 4 million whiteq 

control ov-er more thrn $4) million blacks.  

c-CSUTT AFRICAN GOVIINMINT 

One view of the South African Government is that it is stubborn and 
seemingly nnrosponive to the changfes in Africa to the north. Put 
the South African Government is also praamatic as events of the last 
year will att 'st. The Governmont i mmediately roeo'ized the implica

tions of Mozambique indopendewv' for South Africa. The South
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Africans also recognized that the new Government in Mozambique 
and Angola., no matter how committed to majority rule in South 
Africa, would be faced immediately with pressing political and 
C(onomilc problems.  

SOUTIT AFRICAN RELATIONS WITH -ORTIIERN NEIGHBORS 

As far as relations with its northern neighbors are concerned, South 
African support of the white government in Southern Rhodesia was 
an insurance policy to be retained and supported as long as the 
premiums remained low. The maintenance of a white government in 
Southern Rhodesia is not and never has been essential to the continua
tion of white minority rule in South Africa.  

At least in thp economic sphere. those problems were intimately 
connected with South Africa. South African commerce contributes 
heavily to Mozambiwcue's port income; South Africa will be the major 
customer for power from the Cabora Bassa dam: and employment of 
Mozambique citizens in South African mines is a major source of 
[ozanibioue's forei~n exchange. South Africa knew, as Zambia haz 

discovered, that these economic relationshipn. could not be altered 
immediately. South Africa also calculated that it might use the time 
during which the new governments were being established to em
phasize, indeed to further, economic interdependence in the area and 
to establish wyorkina-, albeit not warm. rel.ations with its neighbors 
on the basis of noninterference in each other's internal a.ffairs. In 
short. South Africa found itself in a peculiar coincidence of interest 
with its black neighbors. It was in South Africa's interest to distance 
itself from Southern Rhodesia and, if I may say so, to take some of the 
credit for promotin peaceful (,hanze in Southern Rhodesia.  

I shoul,d also add tl)at the Smith regime does not see its interests 
as the same as South Africa's and therefore has resisted South African 
pressure for accommodation to Rhodesia's black majority.  

While there is a coincidence of interest at this time, it's obviously 
one which the Africzn countries (lo not believe will last forever. I thin: 
no one should be misled that the African countries will give up on 
their objective of sceing, majority rule in South Africa.  

Mr. Chairman. I have, examined what I believe are. South Africa's 
motivations with regard to change in Southern Rhodesia in order to 
provide, some indication of South Africa's approach to its neig'hbors.  
In brief, South Africa seeks to promote noninterference in internal 
relations while promoting an economic interdependence which, while 
assisting neighboring countries, would also make them pause before 
initiating or allowing hostile actions toward South Africa from their 
territory. Clearly. South Africa is capable of. and prepared to, resist 
hostile actions by force, if necessary.  

It is important to recognize, however, that South Africa has drawn 
sharp distinction between change outside its borders and change 

within South Africa itself and between its willingness to discuss rela
tions between states and its willingness to discuss what it looks upon 
as its internal affairs. There is a tendency by outsiders to look upon 
South Africa's recent external policies as an indication of change 
within South Afr'ica and to conclude that, however slowly, South 
Af ica is also (leliberately moving toward what I would call structural 
change in South Africa and Namibia.
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It seems to me those who believe this are being very much misled.  
There are definite signs that South Africa has moved, or is moving, 
away from such absurd aspects of racial discrimination as separate 
park benches, water fountains, elevators, theaters, and the denial of 
the right of Africans to own land in so-called white South Africa.  
South Africa has devised a rationale for permitting interracial con
tact in sports and recently made changes in hotel accommodations.  
These changes should be recognized and welcomed. But, it should also 
be recognized unmistakenly that neither in Namibia nor in South 
Africa has there been any change in the principle of apartheid. The 
South African Government continues to pursue a policy of political 
and economic domination of the black majority by the white minority 
without the participation of the majority 'in 'the decisionmaking 
process. The means of implementing that domination have changed 
from outright racism to the more sophisticated concept of "homelands" 
and promises to move to "independent" black states. But the concept 
remains the same. Moreover, there is no indication that the South 
African Government has moved away from its determination to en
force apartheid through passage and implementation of some of the 
most repugnant laws in existence. The pass laws, banning laws, the 
terrorism act, discriminatory labor laws, among others remain in 
effect. African political leaders remain banned, exiled, 'and jailed.  
Within the last year, the Government has moved to weaken and per
haps ultimately silence some of the organizations, both black and 
white, which have spoken out against apartheid.  

In Nainibia, South Africa continues to rule almost 10 years after 
the United Nations General Assembly terminated the mandate and 
declared continued South African rule illegal. South Africa claims 
that it is in the process of allowing the right of "self-determination," 
but not surprisingly it is a definition of self-determination which starts 
from the division of the country along tribal lines. Even if the theo
retical possibility of a single government materializes, it promises to 
be so devised as to insure white domination.  

ANALYSIS OF UNITED STATES-AFRICAN POLICY FORMULATION 

I would like to focus my comment, Mr. Chairman, on American 
policy and how that policy is formulated because I think an under
standing of how that policy is formulated and the factors which go 
into it is necessary before we can take corrective steps which must be 
taken.  

During the last year, some of our Government's classified papers 
regarding U.S. policies toward South Africa have become public.  

Both Professor Thompson and Mrs. Butcher have referred to them.  
That is, I refer specifically to the National Security Council papers on 
southern Africa, National Security Study Memorandum 39, a study 
which technically covered southeri Africa but which was largely de
voted to South Africa. Not very persuasively, Department of State 
officials deny that the recommendations in that document ever became, 
or constitute, present policy. I say not very persuasively because we 
have seen a coincidence between the recommendations contained in 
that study and U.S. actions. Given the changes which have taken place 
in southern Africa during the last 18 months, it is time to take another 
look at U.S. policy.
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It might be useful to look at how policy was analyzed last time 
against some understanding of what not to do the next time.  

If you will recall, in this NSSM 39, Professor Thompson's state
ment about whether or not there were any interests-vital interests-of 
the United States was answered.  

NSS3r 39} ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGES 

At this point, I would like to analyze the approach in NSSM 39 and 
make some suggestions of chang. .  

In the study, the statement is made that: 
None of the (U.S.) interests are vital to our security, but they have political 

and material importance. Some of these interests are concrete and evident 
in the region itself, whlie others relate to our position in black Africa and the 
world.  

There follows a seemingly standard list of what are called U.S.  
interests. These include: Political-insuring that U.S. policy is not 
considered so prowhite as to endanger U.S. relationships elsewhere 
in Africa on a variety of matters, including U.S. defense installations, 
overflight, investment, and trade-avoiding identification of U.S.  
racial policies at home with those of South Africa-avoiding an out
break of violence which would make it difficult for the United States 
to find a middle ground between insurgent violence and counterviolence 
without sacrificing interests. Economic: a highly profitable direct in
vestment of about $1 billion-a growing trade which at the time showed 
a favorable balance of payments of about $200 million-maintenance 
of a stable economic relationship between an important U.S. ally. the 
17nited Kingdom, and its major tradinfr partner, South Africa : and
the orderly marketing of South Afric a's !old production which was 
seen as important to the successful operation of the two-tier gold price 
system. Defense: protection of the Cane route-potential access to 
ports and repair facilities in South Africa and overflight rights-use 
of a Department of Defense missile tracking station in South Africa.  
Scientific: use of a NASA station in South Arica to support un
manned spacecraft-the orderly marketing of South African uranium 
for peaceful Imrposes and mointenance of influence aimed at channel
iwr Soulh Africa's itomic energy program toward p)ea,-eful purposes.  

Perhaps in an effort to appear hardnosed NSSMA[ 39 contained no 
discussion, except perhals by implication, or a U.,. interest in the 
attainment of a majority rule or in the observance of international law 
and fundamental humai rights. On the contrary, NSSM 39 holds that 
the racial policies are a maim iosue in U.,. foreign policy, not because 
the United States feels strongly about, racial discrimination but "be
cause other countries have made it, so." For its part. the T nited States 
would be willing "to accept, political arrangements short of g-aran
teed pro -ress toward majo(,rit v rule." allweit proviled there was some 
assurance of "broadened politicial participation in some form by the 
whole population." 

It's clear as far as that analysis was concerned, 1.S. political inter
est in the race issue arose larg'ely from such negative considerations as 
iuminzin,_r Coimmuist inflilence and propag'anda protecting "tangi

ble interests" from any retaliation which might result from a. policy 
sympatheti or accommdating to the white overnments: and ensur

ing that racial issues in the United Nations remain "manageable." Fur-
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ther. there is the implication that U.S. interests in southern Africa 
might change, depending on whether violence was inevitable; whether 
Afic.an states could take any significant retaliatory action against 
the United States if we ignored our "political interests" and pursued 
our "tangible interests." Most. important, there was the implication 
that definition of U.S. interests was greatly influenced by a judgment 
that the whites were sufficiently strong to hold out indefinitely. Pre
sumably. an estimate that the blacks of the area might shortly attain 
power would have meant a re-definition of U.S. interests. The defini
tion of U.S. interests was extremely flexible and short-ranged.  

Based on this analvsis, of U.S. interests, the Nixon administration 
developed a policy of "comnunication" which, by "selective relaxa
tion'" of U.S. policies toward the white states and $5 million in aid 
for the enclave states. was to "encouraoe some modification" of poli
cies of the whites. "help to draw the two groups together and exert 
some influence on both for peaceful change." Consistent with Mr.  
Kissinger's recommendations of January 2, 1970, President Nixon 
ordered, and the United States began. an effort, to "straddle" the black
white issues. However. whereas for the Kennedy and Johnson admin
istrations to "straddle" meiant to err on the side of distance from and 
.coolness toward the white regrimes. for Nixon "straddle" meant 
"partial relaxation." Thus, the United States arms embargo was not 

changed but reinterpreted and more so-called grey area items were 
allowed export anl military contracts increased; full EX-IM [Export
iport Bank] facilities were made available to South Africa: and the 

U-nited States swithed from a posture of pained abstention on United 
'Nations resolutions to opposition.  

More important. than specific actions was the. changed tone of U.S.  
relations and the signial transmitted to blacks and whites alike. South 
African officials were warmly received in the White House. and at 
the Department of Defense. sometimes without the knowledge of, and 
usually over the objection of, the Department of State. The American 
Ambassador in South Africa entertained on a discriminatory basis 
and, only after heavY criticism, was stopped by Washinigton from 
participating in opening of the Milan Theatre in Capetown.  

If today the same approach is used to assess U.S. interests in 
South Afri,°.a as was used in 1969, there would be some significant 
changes. On the one ]and. having given moral and material support, 
however modest. to the nationalists in their struggle, the Soviet Union 
arid China now occupy a stronger position in Mozambique than does 
the United States. It might be argued that Chinese and Soviet-Con
]munist-influence in Mozambique is a potential threat to U.S.  
interests. The argument could thus be made that South Africa's im
portance lIs increased. not lessened. This point of view is encouraged 
further l)v the fluid situation in the Middle East and the Indian Ocean.  
While fo'rmerlv the closu'e of the Suez Canal was a key factor, now 
the argument is being made that the opening of the Canal together 
with the potential denial of ports in Angola and Mozambique make 
the Cape route even more important: First, because the Soviets will 
have easier access to the Indian Ocean. thus putting them in a position 
to threaten crucial Western oil supplies: second, because, in any event, 
supertankers will have to continue to use the ('ape route; and finally 

60-619- 76-21
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because use of the Suez Canal is uncertain for cargo destined to and 
from Israel.  

If you read Newsweek, Time magazine and if you see their ads, they 
have already begun to promote. It should not be long, I suggest. before 
there. are renewed efforts both by South African military officials and 
within the U.S. Government, particularly from the Defense, and 
within Defense from the Navy, to permit sales to South Africa for 
defense purposes, especially for purposes of tracking submarines and 
observing fleet movements.  

South Africa has already begun to promote this line of reasoning in 
advertisements in African newspapers and magazines. It should not be 
long before there are renewed efforts to piermit sales to South Africa 
for defense purposes, especially for submarine tracking and observa
tion.  

U.S. ECONOMIC POLICY FORMULATION ANALYSIS 

In the economic sphere. U.S. investments in South Africa have 
greatly increased. $1.2 billion in 1'74; U.S. exports to South Africa 
climbed to $1.2 billion in 1974. up to So percent over 197-. and con
stituted a substantial favorable Ialance. $7T) million at a time of 
historically high U.S. trade deficits. The prospects arp for increased 
South A rican puirchases over the next decade. South Africa.  
riding the crest of greatly increased gold revenues and imi
pressed by the (hanged politi(al situation in the area. has already in
creased its military budget by a thirdl and has accelerated its effort to 
become self-sufficient. Moreover, South Africa is the source of in
creasing]y scarce natural resources. inclu(ing much of the platinum 
used in pollution control equipnent for U.S. automobiles.  

I cite these to say that if one used the same kind of device for deter
mining what shoudl be U.S. policy in 1975, as was used in 1969, I do 
not doubt that the policymakers would probably come out virtually 
the same place with the wrono'headed policy. The only thing which 
would line up on the other side, to place it, in balance, is probably an 
increase in U.S. investments in places like Botswana and the increas
ing importane of Nigeria and the Congo to the United States, 
particularly in the import of Congolese oil.  

NSS31 3 9 APPROACH TO U.S. SOUTH AFRICA POLICY 

The problem with using a NSSM 39-type approach to determining 
U.S. policy toward South Africa is severalfold: It quickly becomes 
a Christmas tree ty)e listing of specific relations with the area in which 
so-(alled tangible interest appear more important than intangible 
interests, even though those tangible interests are not essential and are 
relatively minor in terms of overall U.S. relations 

It allows special interests within the U.S. Government, particularly 
Government agencies su,'h as Commerce and the Navv to distort policy.  
It focuses more on short teim tangible interests than on long term 
tangible interests 

George Ball makes this poiit in his book. As you know, Mr. Ball is 
not known .s a friend of A fri(a.  

It inevitab.lY fa vors "st abillity," or evolutionary change, even though 
justice and stability itself may demand revolutionary change.
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I do not doubt that it would be possible now, as it was in 1969, to 
find a way to rationalize the kind of policy which was adopted in 1969.  
It could be argued that economic and political necessity force accom
modation between blacks and whites in South Africa, that economic 
and political reality will mitigate potential anti-IT.S. views of black 
governments, that economic necessities and acknowledged South Afri
can military superiority will serve to postpone and/or moderate the 
potential for violence in the area, that no significant immnediate threat 
is posed to South Africa which would place "important" U.S. interests 
in jeopardy, and finally, that blacks elsewhere in Africa and in the 
United States are too preoccupied with their own problems to object 
strenuously.  

DANGERS INIIERENT IN SHORT-TERMI POLICY APPROACH 

However, the situation in Portugal provides a graphic picture of the 
dangers inherent in a short-term approach which emphasizes current 
"tangible interests." While the U.S. policy toward Portugal gave the 
United States access to the Azores, African ports, and Angolan oil for 
an additional 5 years, the policy worked against both the United States 
and against Portugal. Portugal postponed and made more inevitable 
the agony of coming to grips with its economic, social, and political 
problems at home. While it did so, the very forces which Portugal 
suppressed organized to pursue sharply different and. comparatively, 
more progressive policies. The emerging Government in Portugal has 
already restricted U.S. u.e of the Azores.  

The United States now is forced to refuel in the air. We have had 
the capability for a number of years.  

The new black governments in Africa owe no debt to the United 
States. They may ultimately conclude that their economic and political 
interests require the equal access sought by American officials, but their 
present attitude is distinctly cool.  

I think the independence celebration in Mozambique, where the 
ITnited States was one of those not invited, is an indication the new 
Government is distinctly cool.  

FUTURE U.S. POLICY APPROACH RECOMMIIENDED 

A more useful approach to assess U.S. interests and p~olicies in South 
Africa must begin with preciselv the issue which NSSM 39 obviously 
avoided. In the first place, the U-nited States must recognize that the 
one-sided scale which existed previously in the weighing of "tangible 
interests" is no longer accurate. The United States increasingly needs 
the resources and even the good will of black Africa. But second, the 
list of U.S. economic and military interest,, cannot be considered out
side the context of ethical values and without including the mainte
nance of such values as an equally important I.S. interest.  

To act. on such values does not miean that the United States must, as 
Henry Kissinger once put it. "make the doimestic policies of countries 
around the world a direct objective of American foreign p-+',v." It 
certainly does not. muea i military involvement-although the willinaz
ness of the United States to resort to force on ideological grounds 
has not gone unnoticed. Nor does it mean taking on the resl)onsibility
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for change in South Africa. That is something that only South Afri
cans of all races need to accomplish-and I believe ultimately will.  
Rather, acknowledgement of human rights as a pervasive issue in 
T.S. relations with South Africa and the translation of that position 
into policy means giving greater weight to such issues in the process of 
resolving conflicting interests and a willingness to go to greater lengths 
to uphold human rights.  

I would like to conclude by citing one example which I think many 
of is know with regard to what kind of thing I'm talking about when 
I say weighing the ethical and human rights issues more seriously than 
we do when we list the so-called tangible ones.  

In the case of the carrier Fr'ankliv Roo.c,'edt. there was no question 
flhat South African ports were useful and convenient, even exciting, 
Nit the principle of equal treatment, and avoidance of domestic criti
i~. oitwei.-hed the cost of avoiding South African ports. With the 

FDP, it came down to a question of values; it will also no dounbt be a 
(pi,-tion of values, not security, when questions such as the Cape route 
arise in a new evaluation of U.S. policy in South Africa.  

It seems to me. if I may make some specific surestions. that there 
are two things which ought to be characterizing U.S. policy toward 
Souith Africa.  

The first is that the United States ought to distance itself as a 
('T-\,rmitent from South Africa and from that Government's policies.  
We o,-ght to maintain correct but cool relations. Translated, this 
means that. we do not have to maintain the kinds of large Embassy 
sta fin," which we maintain in South Africa, and we do not need large 
CmolMercial offices. We do not need attach6s; we do not need a large 
niil itary e t ablishment there.  

Secondly. that the U.S. Government ought to insure that none of 
ils ',iovernmental actions help the South African Government. BY 
this. I mean we should insure that South Africa does not get. and I 
undlerstand there is renewed consideration of it now, such things as 
a -uiar quota or use of Ex-Im Bank facilities or anything of that 
niatnre which involves the U.S. Government.  

Third. we ought to indicate to the substantial American invest
Ment which is in South Africa that they are on their own. They cannot 
and should not look to the U.S. Government for support now in help
ing them carry out their business, or support later if they get into 
tro-le because of the changed political situation in South Africa.  

The second major point with regard to policies that stands with 
rerard to violence which Professor Thompson cited.  

It seems to me that in the last several years, particularly in the 
last (; years, almost every statement of the T.S. Government on the 
issue of change in South Africa and Southern Africa has preached 
afainst violence. I do not myself advocate violence, but it does seem 
to ,he tlmt the United States. if it has no other recommendations as 
to how the peoile of South Africa can he relieved of the oppressive 
-itunition in which thev live-if the United States has itself no other 
psitive recommendations, we ought at least to refrain from tellinq 
b,4il)le w]at they ouirht to do to relieve themselves of the oppression 
l'fr,,i which they suffer.  

Thank von, Mr. Chairman.  
[Mr. Mcl~enry's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT By DONALD F. MICHENRY 

I appreciate the Invitation of the Committee to appear during the Subcom
mittee's series of hearings on the situation in southern Africa. The situation 
and problems of that part of the world, indeed of Africa as a whole, deserve imre 
attention than Americans, including members of the Congress, have given it 
heretofore. It will be clear from my statement that I believe it necessary to 
correct a number of aspects of policy which the United States has followed in
southern Africa, particularly in recent years. An essential prerequisite for the 
correction of policy is knowledge and understanding of developments there.  

It has been my experience, particularly while in government, that whein 
knowledge and interest were limited on a particular issue concerning southern 
Africa, policy decisions tended to reflect narrow and short term interests rather 
than the broader and long term interests of the United States. These hearings 
and others like them could go a long way toward assuring that there is suffi
ciently wide and open discussion to give overall United States interests greater 
consideration.  

I have been asked to express my views on current developments in South 
Africa and Namibia and particularly on what, if anything, the United Slates 
can or should do to encourage a process of peaceful change within these two 
countries. In addition, I have been asked to comment on South Africa'. atti
tudes and likely policies toward its neighbors.  

Your committee has already explored the momentous changes set into motion 
by the coup in Portugal. South Africa. which was protected by a buffer of white
ruled state. to the north became exposed directly for the first time to the inde
pendence movement which has swept the continent %ince World War II. The so
called white redoubt was dealt a crucial, but not fatal, blow. By the end of 19175 
black majority-ruled g,,vernments are expected to hold power in every country 
in Africa except: Southern Rhodesia. where approximately a quarter of a million 
whites unilaterally declared independence of the United Kingdom and have (on
tinued to rule five million blacks despite mandatory economic sanctions impIs ed 
by the United Nations: Nanibia, where with an equally lop-sided proportion of 

white/black population South Africa continues to maintain control, despite a 
determination buttressed by decisions of the World Court that South Africa's 
League of Nations' mandate was terminated and its continued rule judged illegal, 
and. of course; Souh Africa, where four million whites maintain control over 
more than twenty million blacks.  

One view of the South African government is that it is stubborn and seemingly 
unresponsive to the changes which have taken place in the world since World 
War II and especially unresponsive to changes in Africa to the north. But the 
South African government is also pragmatic as events of the last year will atte.st.  
The government immediately recognized tile implications of Mozambique inde
pendence for South Africa. The South Africans also recognized that the new 
government in Mozambique and Angola, no matter how committed to majority 
rule in South Africa, would be faced immediately with pressing political aial 
economic problems.  

As far as relbtions with its northern neighbor are concerned, South Afri,an 
support of the white .overnment in Southern Rhodesia was an insuronce policy 
to be retained and supporte1 as long as the premiums remained low. The ln nin
tenance of a white government in Southern Rhodesia is not and never has beeil 
essential to the continuation of white minority rule in South Africa.  

At least in the economic sphere, those problems were intimately connected with 
South Africa. Suth African commerce contributes heavily to Mozambique's prt 
income: South Aftica will b. the major customer for power from the Cabora 
Bassa dam: and employment of Mozambique citizens in South African mins i: 
a major source of M,,zamnbiq1uc'*11 foreign exchange. South Africa knew. as Zambia 
has discovered, that these e¢onomic relationships ,.ould not be altered imlledli
ately. South Africa al,o calculated that it might use the time during whih the 
new governments were being established t(I emplisi:',- indeed to further, eto
noimic interdep,-,llne, it, the atrea -ind to esta!blish working., albeit not warm, 
relations with its neighil , onl the i:t.sis of non-interfelrcoce in each other'4 in
ternal atfiirs. Iii short, Sitl Afric; found itself in a lculiar o 'incidence of 
interest with its bla)c.k neighbors. It was- in South Africa's interest to disralae 
itself from Southern Rhodesia and. if I may say sot, to tl k- some of the credit for 
promoting peaceful ,ial ge in Southern Rhodesia.
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I should also add that the Smith regime does not see its interests as the same 
as South Africa's and therefore has resisted South African pressure for accom
nodation to Rhodeia's black majority.  

Mr. Chairman. I have examined what I believe are South Africa's motivations 
with regard to change in Southern Rhodesia in order to provide some indication 
of South Africa's approach to its neighbors. In brief, South Africa seeks to pro
mote non-interference in internal relations while promoting an economic inter
dependence which, while assisting neighboring countries, would also make them 
pause before initiating or allowing hostile actions toward South Africa from their 
territory. Clearly South Africa is capable of, and prepared to, resist hostile ac
tions by force, if necessary.  

It is important to recognize, however, that South Africa has drawn a sharp dis
tinction between change outside its borders and change within South Africa itself 
and between its willitigness to discuss relations between states and its willing
ness to discuss what it looks upon as its internal affairs. There is a tendency by 
omtsiders to look upon South Africa's recent external policies as an indication of 
.liaiige within South Africa and to conclude that, however slowly, South Africa 

i:, also deliberately moving toward what I would call structural change in South 
Africa and Namil ia.  

There are definite signs that South Africa has moved, or is mving, away from 
such absurd aslie!,ts of racial discrimination as separate tark benches, water 
f,untain , e evators, theaters. and the denial of the right of Africans to own land 
in so-called white South Africa. South Africa has devised a rationale for permit
tilug inter-racial contact in sports and recently made changes in hotel accommoda
tiois. These changes should be recognized and welcomed. But, it should also be 
reC0,iJiu:ed unmistakenly that neither in Namibia nor in South Africa has there 
been aniy change in the principle of apartheid. The South African government 
continues toi pursue a policy of political and economic domination of the black 
majority by the white minority withot the participation oif the majority in the 
decision-inaking process. The means of implementing that domination have 
changed from outright racism to the more sophisticated concept of "homelands" 
and prilnises to move to "independent" black states. Put the concept remains the 
same. Moreover. thoie is no indication that the South African g()vern ent has 
moved away from its determination to enforce apartheid through passage and 
imphmentation of samie of the most repug-nant laws in exi.stence. The pass laws.  
banning laws, the terrorism act, discriminatory labor laws, among others remain 
in effect. African political leaders remain banned, exil,1 and jailed. Within the 
last year, the government has moved to weaken and perhaps ultimately silence 
somPe of the organizations, both black and white, which have slken out against 
apartheid.  

In Namilia, South Africa continues to rule almost ten years aftex the United 
Nat i ii is General Assemb ily terminated the mandate and declared continued South 
M frican rule illegal. South Africa claims that it is in the process, of allowing the 
right of self-determination". but not surprisingly it is a definition of self-deter
iination which starts from the division of the country along tribal les. Even 

if the theoretical possibility of a single government materializes, it promises to be 
so devised as ti ensure white domination.  

Imring the last year. some of our goovernment's clissifled palers regarding 
United States policies toward South Africa have become dllblif.. I refer spe'ifi
(ally to the National Security ('ouncil papers on south 'rn Africa, National Secn
ritv, Study Memorandum 39, a study which te,''.nieallv 'iiovered southern Africa 
hut which was largely devoted to South Africa. Not very pernasively Department 
(if State officials deny that the recommendations in that document ever became, 
or cmstitute, present policy. I say not very persuasively hcause we have seen a 
clin(idne between the recommendations coj-tained in that study and United 
Sthts a 'tins. (iven the changes which have takeii place io siuthern Africa dur
inu the last eighteen months. it is time t,) take nother look :at llite(l qtates 
pilicy. At this point. I would like to analyze the approach in NSSM :3) and make 
some so gestii us of changes.  

Ill the study, the statement is made that "None of the [r..] interests are vita1l 
to our security, but they have political and material importalne. Some of these 
interests are concrete and evident in the region itself, while others relate to our 
position in black Africa aid the worll.' 

There fillows i seemingly standard list of what are called United States inter
(,sis. These incllde : 

I1,,jitiu'o.-In.jnring that Tnited States policy is not considered so pro-white as 
to ('11da-gr Unit(d St a tes relationships elsewhere in Africa on a variety of mat-
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ters, including United States defense installations, overflight, investment, and 
trade; avoiding identification of United States racial policies at home with those 
of South Africa; and avoiding an outbreak of violence which would make it diffi
cult for the United States to find a middle ground between insurgent violence and 
counter-violence "without sacrificing interests." 

Economdic.-A highly profitable direct investment of about one billion dollars: 
a growing trade which at the time showed a favorable balance of payments of 
about $200 million: maintenance of a stable economic relationship between an 
important United States ally, the United Kingdom, and its major trading partner, 
South Africa , and the orderly marketing of Suth Africa's gold production which 
was seen as "important to the successful operation of the two-tier gold I)ri4:e 
system." 

Dcfense.-Protection of the Cape route; potential access to ports and repair 
facilities in South Africa and overflight rights; and use of a Department of 
Defense missile tracking stntion in South Africa.  

Sci(ntift.-Use of a NASA station in South Africa to support unmanned 
spacecraft: and the orderly marketing of South African uranium for peaceful 
purposes and maintenance of influence aimed at channeling South Africa's 
atomic energy program towa rd peaceful purl)oses.  

Perhaps in an effort to appear 'hard-ni,1(d,'d NSSM 39 contained no discussion, 
except perhaps by implication. ,rr a United States interest in the attainment of 
majority rule or in the observance of international law and fuudamentAi human 
rights. On the contrary, NSSM 39 holds that the racial policies are a major 
issue in United State foreign lolicy, not because the United States feels strongly 
about racial discrimination but "because other countries have made it so." For 
its part, the United States would hei willing "to accept political arrang-ements 
short of guaranteed prui'ess toward majority rule,'" albeit provided there 
was sonie assuralce of "broadened political participation in some form by the 
whole population." 

The United Stales political interest in the race issue arose largely from such 
negative considerations as minimizing 'olnuiist influence and propaganda: 
protecting "'tangible interests" from any retaliation which might result from a 
policy sympatheti, or accommodating to the white governments: and ensuring 
that racial issues in the ITnitep( Nations remain "nmanageable." Further, there is 
the implication that United States interests in salthern Africa might change.  
depending on whether violence was inevitable: whether the United States could 
exert influence fr lipeaceful change: and whether African states could take 
any significant retaliatory action against the United States if we ignored our 
"political interests" and pursued our "tangible interests." Mlost important, 
there was the implication that definition of I'nited States interests was greatly 
influenced by a judgment that the whites were sufficiently strong to hold out 
indefinitely. Presumably. an estimate that the hlacl's ,f the area might shortly 
attain power would have meant a re-definition of Vnited States interests.  
The definition of United Slates interests was extremely flexille and shorl-ranged.  

Based on this analysis of the ITnitcd States interests. the Nixo-n Administra
tion de~ol, id a wplicv of 'communiation" which, by "selective relaxation" of 
United States polioies toward the white states and five million dollars in aid 
for the enclave states, was to "enmmciiran some modificntion" of policies of the 
wbites, "help to drw the two groups together and exert some influence on both 
for peaceful ch.ange." Consistent with Mr. Kissinwer's recontnendations of 
January 2. 1970, President Nixon ordered, anld tie United States began. on ef
fort to "straddle" the lack-white issus. However, whereas for the Kennedy 
and Johnson administr-ttions to ''straddl' meant to err on the side of (listance 

fromn and .,, nmess towni' d the wh ir ri nies. for Nixon 'stra1ddle'" menns " n rtial 

relaxation '" Ths. the Vnited States arms embargo w' not chanqed Wit re

interpreted and more so- -alled .rey area items were allowed export nd military 
contracts increased : full EX-IM facilities were made availale to South Africa : 

and the Uitted State- switched from -A posture of pained abstention on United 
Nations res',lutions to op-jsiti on.  

Mfore important than sp ecific actions was the changed tone of United Sttes 
relations and the signal transiitted to bla(ks and whits alike. South African 

offioials were warmly received in tei White Tos'4e Mnd 9t the, Denartmont of 

Defense. sometimes without the knowledge of. and nually over the objection 

of. the Department of State. The American Amtn5Odoi in South Afrirn enter

taned on a discriminatory ba sis and, onv after hl':ivy c.riticism. ,was sti ued by 

Washington from participating in a pulblic event at which disrinination was 

planned.
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If today the same approach is used to assess United States interests in South, 
Africa as was used in 1969, there would be some significant changes. On the one 
hand, having given moral and material support, however modest, to the national
ists in their struggle, the Soviet Union and China now occupy a stronger position 
in Mozambique than does the United States. It might be argued that C(hines; 
and Soviet (communist) influence in Mozambique is a potential threat to United 
States interests. The argument could thus be made that South Africa's import
ance has increased, not lessened. This point of view is encouraged further by the 
fluid situation in the Middle East and the Indian Ocean. While formerly thi
closure of the Suez Canal was a key factor, now the argument is being made 
that the opening of the Canal together with the potential denial of ports in 
Angola and Mozambique make the Cape route even more important: first, because 
the Soviets will have easier access to the Indian Ocean, thus putting them in a 
position to threaten crucial Western oil supplie.: second, because, in any event.  
super tankers will have to continue to use the Cape route: and finally becau'e 
use of the Suez ('anal is uncertain for cargo destined to and from Israel.  

South Africa has already begun to promote this line of reasoning in advertise
ments in American newspapers and magazines. It should not he long before.  
there are renewed efforts to permit sales to South Africa for defense purIoes.  
especially for submarine tracking and observation.  

In the economic sphere, United States investments in South Africa have greatly 
increased ($1.2 billion in 1974) : United States experts to South Africa climbed 
to $1.2 billion in 1974. up 80% over 1973. and constituted a substantial favorable 
balance (.$700 million) at a time of historically high United States trade deficits.  
The prospects are for increased South African purchases over the next decade.  
South Africa, riding the crest of greatly increased gold revenues and impre-ssed" 
by the changed political situation in the area. has already increased its military 
blidget by a third and has accelerated its effort to become self-sufficient. More
over, South Africa is the source of increasingly sC irce natural resources. includ
ing much of the platinum used in pollution control equipment for United States 
automobiles.  

A current 1969-type analysis would note the sharp increase in United States 
investments in Botswana and the more favorable prospects of that conn-ry a a 
source of raw materials. Finally, it would have to note that United States c,
nomic interests in other parts of Africa. particularly in Nigeria and the ('one,, 
have also grown substantially. Nigeria. particnlarly, is important because of its 
oil supply and its large market potential.  

The problem with using a NSSMI 39-type approach to determining United States 
policy toward South Africa is several fold: It qnickly becomes a Christmas tree
type listing of specific relations with the area in which so-called "tangible iner
ests" appear more important than "intangible interests." even though thse 
"tangible interests" are not "essential" and are relatively minor in term: (if 
overall United States relations: it focuses more on short term "tangible inter
ests" than on long term "tangible interests" : and it inevitably favors "stability." 
or evolutionary change, even though justice and stability itself may demand 
revolutionary change.  

In NSSI 39. the United States found a number of ways to rationalize col
tinued pursuit of its "tangible interests." It "was argued that economic and polit
ical necessity will force an accommodation between blacks and whites in Sonth 
Africa : that economic and political realities will mitigate potential anti-United 
ttes views of black governments : that ecolnolic nece sities and acknoNv'1llu-1 

South African military superiority will serve to plstpone and/or moderate the 
potential for violence in the area: that no sig-nificant immc-diate thr-at i. p,-,Ned 
to South Africa which would plaee "important" lUnited States intere-r< in 
jeopardy : and finally, that blacks elsewhere in Africa and in the United Srates 
are too preoccupied with their own problems to object strenuonsly.  

Hnwever. the situation in Portugal provides a graphic picture of the danw-rs 
inherent in a short tern approach which emphasizes, current "tanurible interests." 
While the ITnited States polivy toward l'ortugal gave the United States lcrts 
to the Azores. African ports and Angolan oil for an additional five yeair. the.  
polioy worked against both the United Staes and aainqt Portugal. Portu.I 
postponed and made more inevitable the agony of coming to grips with its 
economic. social, and political problems at home. While it did so. the very forces 
whiich 1'I ugal suppressed l organized to pn rsie sharply different and. ,on ,,ara
tivevy nmore pr.ogressive policies. The emerging givernmeut has already restricted 
United ,1tates us'e of ilie Azores. The new black governments in Afri.-a ove Ila 
debt to the Unild St.th's. Tl,y may ultimately conclude that their economic and
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political interests require the equal access sought by American officials, but their 
1present attitude is distinctly cool.  

A more useful approach to assess United States interests and policies in South 
Africa must begin with precisely the issue which MSSM 39 obviously avoided.  
In the first place, the United States must recognize that the one-sided scale which 
existed previously in the weighing of "tangible interests" is no longer accurate.  
The United States increasingly needs the resources and even the good will of 
black Africa. But, second, the list of United States economic and military inter
ests cannot be considered outside the context of ethical values and without includ
jug the maintenance of such values as an equallly important United States 
interest.  

To act on such values does not mean that the United States must, as Henry 
Kissinger once put it, "make the domestic policies of countries around the world 
a direct objective of American foreign policy." It certainly does not mean military 
involvement-although the willingness of the United States to resort to force 
-on ideological grounds has not gone unnoticed. Nor does it mean taking on the 
responsibility for change in South Africa. That is something that only South 
Africans of all races need to accomplish-and I believe ultimately will. Rather, 
:acknowledgement of human rights as a pervasive issue in United States relations 
with South Africa and the translation of that position into policy means giving 
-rater weight to such issues in the process of resolving conflicting interests and 
a willingness to go to greater lengths to uphold human rights.  

In the case of the carrier Fr(inklin Roozcrelt there was no question that South 
African ports were useful and convenient, even exciting, but the principle of equal 
treatment (and avoidance of domestic criticism) outweighed the cost of avoiding 
South African ports. With the FDR. it came down to a question of values; it will 
also no doubt be a question of values, not security, when questions such as the 
(ape route arise in a new evaluation of United States policy in South Africa.  

Senator CLARK. I want to thank the witnesses very nmuch for their 
statements.  

Unfortunntely, under the schedule we have, we must end this hear
inm at 12 o'clock, and it's 12 o'clock.  

We have something in the area of 100 questions, many of which 
vou have answered in your statements, some very specific questions.  
I want to go into the question with regard to our policy in the U.N.  
and many others. If I may, I will submit those to you in written 
form. Any that you feel were not covered by your statements perhaps 
you could answer in writing for us. I think we c:n keep the record 
olien for inclusion for about 2 weeks. These will be prepared and 
mailed to you at once. If you will be kind enough to answer those, we 
would be most appreciative.  

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.  
[Qucstions and answers follows:] 

MR. McHENRY'S ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR CLARK 

Q testi',n 1. Who in the United States are the advocates of the policy to 
,iply -reater U.S. pressure on South Africa to change its internal policies? 
Who are the major advocates for relaxing that pressure. Has U.S. public 
opinion had much impot on Administration policy toward South Africa? Has 
Atrian olinion had any? Has Third World opinion had any? 

Answer. It is imiportant to note that the number of persons knowledgeable 
h,'nit South Africa and about American policy toward that country is extreme

ly small. Generally, American concern obouit Sonth Africa is not nearly as 
great as one concludes from reading South African newspapers. This absence, 
or seeming absence, is most ly due to an absence of knowledge and concern about 
Africa and southern Africa.  

It seeU1s to mie that the groinps mliost concernod (In lb found iniong Aiel's 
yo11irx, lrtieu'arly ollego students, alInon a" church organizations, and nmong 
h]lv~'l. In addition, there are such groups as the Ainerican C'ommittee on Africa, 
the African-Amerien Institute, the African .'-tudis Association, black news.  
pjliprs, and non-governmental organizations which take an active interest in 
foreign policy questions.
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Opposed to these groups., whieh advoc-ote increased pressure on South Africa 
in order to promote constructive chllange iin policy, are a number of other groups 
which in niany instances are ni(,ro highly organized, more dedicated to a single 
cause. and more fivnnially ,4ilvent. This latter group advocates relaxing Ameri
can polivy. That garmp includes conservative, so-called anti-Communists. and 
\Inierican vorplratiils, pa ,ricui!a * v those which have large investments in South 

Africa. or who depend upon the importation of raw materials from South 
fric:i. or who see South Africa as a large market for the export of sophisticated 

Ajei-riean iods. In addition, there arr, inporltant elements within the American 
iiht:ry es-tallishnienit. The most o,-cal ol these are those elements in the Penta

gon. particularly ii the Navy, who ,-e suine implortance ini piotecting the Cape 
Route or counteracting Soviet naval lbuld-utp in the Indian Ocean and ire in
lined to sublordinate Iiditi,'l and humanitarian considerAtions to what I believe 

a 'f' ill-conceived and s!'ort-:ihted s -curity c ,nsiderations.  
Each of the gronps has a connterpar within the United States government.  

Yor example, within the State Deartnent there is a grolip. mainly in the 
IPu-eau o)f Afric in Affairs, Bureau of Intornitional Organization Affairs. and 
lihe Leg:il Advisor's ()fh( which continues to advocate pressure on the South 
African governlent and at least retainment of those mealsures which the United 
Sta tes .ado)pted between 1960 and 1969.  

In addition, of course, there is tle committee whi!'h was headed by Congressman 
IPig-<s. which lis sient a great deal of time looking into the whole question of 
Aimerican lolicy toward 'Stith Africa.  

(in the otli-r hand. Smith Africa has ta ,it supporters within the government 
a11, outside the military. Under the or"anization of foreign policy and decision
itaking introduced by President Nixon and qeeretary Kissinier. these groups 
exert a significant measure of influence In American policy. Such agencies as 
the ('onmeree Dljpartment: the Treasury Department: the Bureau of Economie 
,ond Commercial Affairs and the PBureau of Political-Military Affair.s at the Staite 
Department; the CIA-all tend to support a relaxation of American poliey to
wards South Africa.  

In general. I would say that the ]-sson of the last ten years is that tho.se 
eleients which -4iipport relaxation tend to prevail wihen there is ll sharp pulblic 
de!1,ite :and when policy isslie are decided in private or inder the secrecy stamp 
of the N:tional S'*culity Conlllcil. 'When the Navy ide an effort to take the 
a;irrier FDR into Capetown. tht effert 'va olllosed ais an outrageo.'s example 

of American cooperation with Roth Africa. As a result, the Pentagon backed 
down and, since tle FDR incident, no Anierican military vessel has made a 
sc'hednll1 (-;all at South African 1l1t5. ()ii the -ther hand, when tlhe Nixon ad
ninistration ehnatad Anerican plic y toiwards South Afriea in 1969, there was 
anl ',lall'iate effort to keep the ehani-e serret fri'ni the Amiieri,'n:t jlulic and .s 
a result tle chaege' went minlticed by the pulic at large. Those persons who 
follow South Afrivan questions closely wo're unable to liae al example such 
-is the FDl? is n ea(haliIgI' ili Imlicy and therefore unable t-i mnrshall general 
.Ajorican sunport tim ards the wlihe series of policy change-s introduced by the 
NIxmn adniinistra till.  

In -,i neral. I would say that African opinion has had very little effect on 
A niericali policy over the last siY years for so. There was a tendency to ration
:ilize -or ratber-diqniss African views in a rather cynic:l wety. Simply put.  
there was a helief that tle Africans were not in a position to retaliante ag.ainst 
the !ifit,'d Sta h's and tler'fire cuild Ie i-nired. Fvcn more I'ynical was the 
il-lief li:,t Africans needed the United States and its s:sizi ance as mueh as. if 
n,)t more tln. tHie United States needed Africa s. anil thcref re. n7ain their 
opiinioIn cmold lie ignored. Perliap the inost cynical exanilde oif :in e'ala tion of 
Afri(.an views can be found in the feelinil of the Nixon administration that a 
•;5 million increase in American assistali-e t) the enclave states of solthern 
Africa wVmlld offset closer relaitiInisb s between the United 'States and the 
white countries of qouthern Africa. In general. I wihul say that the attitude 
which the U'nited StMtes exhiuil towyrds African olinion is similar to the 
ilttitll wiiich tltl'nIed States exhibits towards the ioinion of Third World 
emmtriv'. In short, it is the feeling that they are not important.  

It is not lear whether I-he Vinted Stites will clhange these feelings now that 
Africain elilntrics, soich a9s Nioeria. ilave taken on increased commercial im
pJ~ll 11)to th 1 'nited States: and, in fact. have become major sources of oil 
for til T hi l .r1 bu vs.  

(Ow'1im !?. T'hIise who favor normial relations with Chin') and Cuba and the 
Solviet Union and believe tlat all nations should he represented in the U.N. have
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n difficult time accepting the recommendations that South Africa be expelled from 
that world forum.  

How do those who advocate isolation of South Africa reconcile this with their 
general position that the U.S.,should have relations with all countries? 

Answer. I find it dificult to understand why those persons who advocate ex
pulsion of South Africa from the UN should be expected to be any more consist
ent than the United States was when it supported continued South African 
membership in the United Nations at the same time that it opposed the admission 
of the People's Republic of China to the United Nations. For my own part, I 
would not favor the expulsion of South Africa from the United Nations. On the 
other hand, it does seem to me that the warmth of our relations with South 
Africa and the warmth with which South Africa is treated in the United Nations 
should be adjusted according to South Africa's willingness to move toward a more 
humane racial policy. It seems to me perfectly consistent with the maintenance 
of normal diplomatic relations and the maintenance of the channel of communi
cation to say that while we can be on speaking terms with South Africa and allow 
private contracts with South Africa, we as a government do not have to extend 
to that country the kind of friendly relations which we would extend to coun
tries with which we have common goals, aims and ideals.  

Question .J. Whenever Rhodesian or South African issues are raised in Con
gress opponents of increasing pressure on these countries argue that human rights 
are being similiarly violated in the communist countries and in many African 
states. Why single out South Africa and Rhodesia for censure? How do you 
respond to these arguments? 

Answer. This is a red herring-type question. Of course, there are other couin
tries where there are violations of human rights. But there is no other country 
where the violation is a matter of official policy. One might add that in other 
areas where the United States has found it difficult to countenance the policy of 
a particular country, the United States adjusted its relationship accordingly.  
That is why there are trade restrictions with regard to Eastern European coun
tries. the Soviet Union, China, Cuba. Now, I do not wish to say that the United 
States should repeat in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia what I believe are 
errors in our relations with China, Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and Cuba.  
But I do believe that as we have adjusted our relationships with those countries, 
it is necessary and essential that the United States adjust its relationships with 
South Africa and with Southern Rhodesia. If I may use :t somewhat strained 
analogy, there are some people who are invited to dine at the White House on 
formal occasions. Only a few are invited to dine upstairs with the President and 
his family. Those who are not invited upstairs are not considered the Perident's 
enemies, but generally speakin, those who are invited upstairs are considered 
the President's friends (or objects of persuasion). Similarly, in relations between 
states ther:e are numerous occasimns where relations can be adjusted so that there 
can Le no doul,t of our attitudes. If South Africa wishes to be a part of the 
so-called western, anti-communist world, let her adjust her attitudes and actions 
accordingly.  

Qustion 4. What impact have policies of ostracism had on South Africa, 
such as ex-clusion from General Assembly, arms enbargo, exciusion from inter
national sports? 

Answer. It is popular to believe that policies of ostracism on South Africa 
have had no impact on that country's policies, and some even suggest that the 
impact his had a reverse effect: that is, that South Africa in a state of seige may 
have even strengthened the policies to which outsiders object. I would argue that 
there h.s been an impact on South Africa already. From the nid-sixties to the 
present South Afri'a has been forced to avoid some of the extremes of the fifties 
and early sixties. There has been no Sharpeville, even though some of the con
ditions which were present at Sharpeville have 1 een present in other recent in
stances (e.g., the Ovambo and Durban strikes). South Africa has been more re
luctant to jail newly rising political leaders and has been forced to give new 
political leadership (who, after all, use South Africa's own creation as a plat
form) far greater latitude than South Africn wishes. South Africa has had to 
make changes in its sports policy and has had to allow selected foreigners 
greater acoss. It seenis to me also that the South Africa has shown a greater 
sensitivity to criticism and at a minimum has been forced to attempt to put its 
policy forward in the best light. In somie instances, the impossibility of present
ing a policy in an acceptable manner has led to changes in that policy (e.g., sports, 
urban housing, labor grievances).
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Now, with regard to the arms embargo, it is clear that South Africa has 
not been denied the kinds of conventional small arms and military equipment 
which it wanted. It is now capable of producing those materials on its own. In 
addition, there was always a very large hole in the arms embargo, largely 
because France refused to observe the arms embargo and French African coun
I4ries were reluctant to criticize France less they lose the French economic support 
,npon which they were dependent. Nevertheless, the arms embargo has placed 
:-ome significant difficulties in South Africa's path. The embargo forced South 
_\fria to spend larger sums of money for French military goods. The embargo 
forced South Africa to divert some of its resources to the manufacture of arms. I 
think the embargo has kept South Africa from getting some of the most sophisti
cated weapons which it would have liked. Most important, the embargo kept them 
from identifying their policies and their protection with Western military estab
lishments. We should be very careful not to underestimate the importance of 
that identification to South Africans. They wish to be identified with the West 
and that identification is very important to them, particularly in the business 
and military areas. I should note here that South Africa believes that both the 
hiu~uessman and the military are willing to subordinate their immediate objec
tivvs to any long-term or humanitarian considerations. That is the reason, for 
example, behind newspaper advertisements which ask whether South Africa 
allone should defend the Cape Route, an action which South Africa believes 
ij lifficiently important to NATO to receive NATO support.  

Q2lifstion 5. A basic premise of the current policy of "communication" rests 
on the assumption that opportunities for communication between the major 
ethnic groups in South Africa exist, that there is some flexibility of position 
between them and the government and that there are ,itlets for black political 
development. Would you comment on that? 

Answer. The question is not clear to me. Communications as such is like 
motherhood (was). Communications as used in American policy up to 1969 was 
baieally to maintain a dialogue between South Africa and the outside world. The 
fpeling was that a channel of communication needs to remain open. No action 
vas taken to close that channel. On the other hand, it is clear that the so-called 

policy of communications outlined by the Nixon administration-and. I presume.  
in the Ford administration-was simply a rationalization for relaxation of 
Anwrican policy and pursuit of so-called tangible and immediate interests. Coul
niunication as a means of exchanging ideas was clearly secondary. While South 
Africa had unrestricted access to the United States to state its views. Americans 
were subjected to continued and increased restrictions in South Africa. USIA 
libraries continued to omit from their shelves harmless hut classic American 
works of art simply because (f South Africa's racially motivated censorship 
laws. South Africa restricts visas which it issues for Americans who wish to 
visit South Africa. and it restricts the passports which it issues for South Africans 
who wish to visit the United States. No restrictions are placed on Snth Africans 
who travel in the United States. South African citizens and diplomats are free 
to visit any public place without notice or permit. But even American diplomats 
miut give notice and obtain a permit before visitinig SOWETO.  

But communications Irith in South Africa are far nore important than com
munication with outside individuals and countries. After ill. in the final analysis, 
it is South Africans of all l'aes and persuasions who will have to resolve their 
own problems. One of the ironies of South African policy was that while the 

outh African government was seeking to establish a dialogue with other African 
er,nntries and t, maintain communications with the United States. it had etab
lished no comnmnications with blacks writhin South Africa itself, with a majority 
of its own citizens. Only after that irony was pointed out by "homeland" leaders 
.9nd by a) her African countries did South Africa ('onsent to hold talks with the 
leaders of the homelands. Fvon now I an not sure that this,, t.aks have resulted 
in mlmunicatis. I am not sure there is a dialone. There probably is more a 
imonologue. Soulth Africa, so far, has not qhown that it has _-itten the e:sential 
plrt> of the m'Vsn,.:c which the homeland leaders have presented. Perhaps 
they do have that missaa and their decision is simply to ignore it.  

,,.tsti,, 6. Another common assumption put forth with rozard to change in 
Solith Afrjc!i is that "nti'iaMl forces"' such as economic dvcolopmlent and indus
tri 117:1tion would nec'jsanirily work on behalf of the 1'-rnllal improvement of the 
political as well 'Is th' material vell-hein of the blacks. Is this an adequate 
o, n,.ll'ate basis for U.S. policy?
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Ans'er. The assumption is that "natural" forces such as economic develop
ment and industrialization will naturally undermine apartheid. I'm afraid tlat 
that assumption is one of those seemingly plausible doctrines but elaborate 
rationalizations for continuing business as usual. There is nothing in the history 
of mankind which would lead us to believe that that assumption is correct. Ii 
the United States, industrialization and economic development did not lead to 
any change in the relative positions between whites and blacks in either the 
economic or political sphere. Only when the force of the federal government and 
federal and local laws intervened was there any sharp, or even significant.  
difference. Proof that the industrialization argument is fallacious can be found 
in South Africa itself. South Africa is one of the most developed countries in 
the world. Yet. the ;aLp between South African blacks and whites has steadily 
increased, and Africans today have fewer political rights than they had tw enty 
years ago. I would suggest two extended studies on this point. The first is 
Guy Davis' Industrialiration and Raoc Relations, which covers not only the 
United States but South Afri,-a and other countries of the world where there 
are race problems. The second study is Heribert Adams' hook, Moderni:-i.r 
Racial Domination, which is entirely on South Africa. Both of these studi,(s 
suggest that there is ahsh utely nothing inconsistent between economic develop
ment and industrialization on the one hand. and continued political and econiic 
suppre sion of the vict ims of discrimination, whether in Capetown, London, or 
New York.  

Qie.etion 7. It has boveln argued that "cultural exchanges" with South Africa 
(bringing South African citizens here and sending Americans there) help to 
expose Americans to South Africa's problems and South Africans to Ameri.;can 
values. Do these exchanges in any way serve to encourage change within ,nifb 
Afri-a? How could they be improved? 

Answer. There are. of cours,. bienefits to lie derived from cultural exchan,.a-
South Africams need to -,#,t out and see wibat the rest of the world is like.
Americans and others need to go to Si ,nth Africa and see for themselves the 
very genuine problems which exist in that country. But the exchanges nui-t 
lie free awiil open, and they nist indeed le .c/,'han .. ('onmunication is it 
possible so long as the South Africans continue to restrict the Americans who 
go to South Africa-restrict those who get there and restrict what they do once 
they are there-and so long as the South Africans cintinue to, restrict Sfuth 
Africans coming to the United States. It does no god for the South Afric.:1ns 
to invite t, South Africa only those prsons who are among conservative elements 
in the United States and to exclude such distinguished American schidars as
Professor (wendolyn Carter. Professor Toni Karis. and a numnber of others.  
There can be no useful exchange if an American musical organization going to, 
South Africa finds that it cannot get visas for members of the group, only to 
discover once that when the black drummer is omitted front the group. visas 
for the remainder of the group suddenly and not so mysteriously ,one throu-zlh.  
In sum, I support the idea of evelhanges. of open communication and of 
nnrestricted travel between the United States and South Africa. I would not lik, 
to see formal exchanges such as exist with the Soviet Union. (In the olier howl.  
should Siiith Africa continue t, subhject visitors to that country to piiti.:il 
scrutiny, then a formal excil nge agreement would more appropriately reflect 
the state of V. 8.-Soutl African relations.  

Quc.tior S. Americans, learn about South Africa mostly through the Englikh.  
languae pnblications (of that country, hut the N:ational Party is predominanil1
Afrikaner. Can you identify the iasil- differences between the British and the 
Afrikaner and the basic differences between the British and Afrikaner elemen s 

in the government? 
Answer. Of course, there are differences in the publications of the Englih.l 

lqnguage press and the Afrikaans langin'ge press. I would say the mi,,st 
knowledgealile people (in South Africa. however. get their information front 
media published in both lnguages. (0 r. they get their material frirn offiiiaT 
government lbliCatins such as South Afria's Han sard or South Africa'.  
Gazette. (Some of the most laniing" information about South Africa vall h 
found in official pul,lication. ) In addition, organizations sueh as th, Southlt 
Afric a Institute of Ra(e Relations inintain excellent trnslhation services a nii 
publish obje(ctive inforiation on South, Afri,;,n develowiii'nts. I tl:ink it wohill 
be a mi.si tike to ideni ify or to d',jnd sodely 111l n ]English law"i lae sollr '.  
and ignore the kfrikallcr 1ul lications: however. I do not believ tlitt till 
English press si rnili-antly di. torts Afrikaner vieuw.
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T am not sure but that there isn't a fiction which exists in the West with regard 
to differenes of approach between Afrikaner and the English-speaking South 
Africans toward black South Africans. The Nationalist Party continues to 
gain a tremendous plurality in elections, and it is a plurality which, though 
based on the overwhelming support of Afrikaners, also has the support of much 
of the English-speaking population and recent immigrants. I regret to say that 
many of the differences between the predominantly English-speaking United 
P.hrty and the Afrikaner-speaking National Party, are distinctions without a 
difference. As a matter of fact, one of the real problems which the United Party 
ha:-' as the major opposition party is the task of presenting a real alternative 
to the Nationalist Party. It is not clear how different in practical terms United 
Party policies would be from the policies of the Nationalists. United Party 
policies mig2ht be less harsh, more humane. but the relative position between the 
white South African and the black South African does not seem to me as if it 
would be changed very much. You can see this every time a United Party spokes
man is asked the ultimate question. And. in South Africa, the ultimate question 
is a long way from what was (and perhaps continues to be) the acid test in 
the United States : "How would you like your daughter..." 

Qur.,?tion 9. Evaluate the internal political stability in South Africa with 
respect to the following points: 

(a) What kind of limits on his nmnenverability does Vorster face from the 
right wing of the party? 

(b) How much political support can Vorster wiin for even cosmetic changes 
in apartheid policies from the NationA Party, the Brodcrbond and other 
Nationali.t or Afrikaner elite groups? 

(c) What kinds of pressures is Vorster feeling from the anti-apartheid white 
parties? 

(d) Does Vorster need pressure from the United States and other powers to 
keep his right wing in line? 

Answer. Given the conservative nature of South African society, there are 
undoubtedly very real limits on Mr. Vorster's maneuverability with regard to 
his right wing. On the other hand. there is every indication that Mr. Vorster 
is now at the height of his power, He has received considerable support for his 
efforts to resolve the Rhodesian question. He weathered the initial attack 
from his extreme right wing several years ago and, within the last year. Mr.  
Vorster was able to attain virtually complete control over the Broderbond, 
the s-o-callod secret Afrikaner society which runs South Africa. It seems to me.  
therefore, that Mr. Vorster is certainly capable of making "cosmetic changes" 
in apartheid policy, and I would suggest that he is capable of moving South 
African policy considerably beyond cosmetic changes. South Africans tend to be 
p ople who follow their leaders, and Mr. Vorster is right now the unquestioned 
leader of South Africa.  

I doubt seriously thatt 'Mr. Vorster is under great pressure from anti-apartheid 
white parties in South Africa. The United Party, which is supposedly the prin
cipal opposition-at least, it has the largest number of opposition members in 
Parliament-is weaker today than it has ever been before. One can argue that 
the small Progressive Party is stronger than it has ever been before, particularly 
now that it has been joined by United Party defectors. On the other hand, many 
of the Progressive Party gains came out of the hide of the very much weakened 
Vnited Party. I am not sure whether Mr. Vorster needs pressure from the United 
States and other powers to keep his right wing in line. On the other hand. it 
helps. Mr. Vorster's six-month declaration on Namibia. the South African's 
ambassador's declaration with regard to racial discrimination before the UN 
Security Council last year, and the active role played by South Africa on South
ern Rhodesia were all reactions in part to pressure from outside. There probably 
is a point, however, where outside pressure can be too great, particularly if it 
is blind pressure and takes no account of the practical political and social prob
lems of South Africa. Fortunately, most responsible critics of South Africa are 
cognizant of tlkes problems and do not advocate instant and simplistic solu
tions to South Africa's racial problems, only that South Africans of all races 
join in cooperative efforts toward resolving their problems. Certainly, that is the 
approach of the Lusaka Manifesto and the 1964 United Nations Committee of 
Exports.  

Qiistiou 10. The South African government constantly speaks of the tribal 
or ethnic differeinces of the "peoples" of that country. Are they so different that 
they cild not form a united front politically ? Is one apt to emerge superior in 
4adership to others?
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Answer. There are, of course, tribal and ethnic differences in South Africa. but 
it seems to me that South Africa uses those differences to rationalize continued 
white domination. The South African government certainly has gone out of its 
way to promote differences within groups. At one time, there were no tribal 
colleges. Fort Hare was a college which attracted people from all backgrouids 
(and several South African universities were open to all races). The government 
enforced tribal distinctions in higher education, as it had done in education 
generally. Even SMWETO, where there live thousands of peol)le who have never 
been to the Homelands and whose tribal identification is almost non-existent, the 
government has enforced tribal identification. The advisory council in SOWETO( 
was once organized along non-tribal lines. The government insisted that the 
group be destroyed and that members of a new body be elected on a basis of tribal 
representation. While recognizing tribal differences, I do not believe that differ
ences are such that no politically united front can emerge. A.s a matter of fact.  
if there is a leader who commands attention from diverse elements in South 
Africa among the blacks, it is Chief Buthelezi. who is Zulu but whose alpear
ances in SOWETO indicates that he is extremely popular across tribal lines.  

Que.tion 11. As of September, 1974, South Africa had diplomatic relations with 
only 26 nati,,s (versus 17 in 1963), but conducts trade and investment relation
ships with many more. including many Black African nations. Please comment 
on South Africa's a _,arent success in this field as opposed to its diplomatic 
forays.  

Answer. I do not find it surprising that South Africa would maintain tra(lo 
and investment relations with a far greater number of comntries than it main
tains diplomatic relations. It simply indicates that the two aire different. Trade 
is largely a private matter, whereas diplomatic relations are a public matter.  
Diplomatic relations frequently are all indicator of the warmth of relations 
between governments. Much of South Africa's trade with black Africa results 
simply from the earlier history of colonialism. By that I mean that in colonial 
Africa. tride and commercial lines were oriented toward the white sfiuth : South
er Rhodesia through Mozanibique; the Oong'f through Angola ; Zambia through 
Southern Rhodesia. South Africa. and Ang:ola. South Africa benefitted from 
advanced development and. were it not for political factors, would le a natural 
hub of industrialization. South Africa has capital.  

Some of South Africa's trade results from hypocrisy rather than necessity.  
There is an element iin man which allows him to say one thing and do another.  
For example. it is clear that China has long traded with South Africa through 
Hong Kong and other places. At one time in the sixties, there were indications 
that eastern European co untries were also trading with S,,uth Africa, while 
all the time maintaining that they had an embargo. ()f course, the most out
standing examples of hypocrisy are those black African countries to the north 
whose trade had not been oriented to the south and who, would suffer no greit 
hardship-only inconvenience-under a total embargo. Those countries continue 
to trade with Smth Africa, and the amount ,,f trade may be building. One thing' 
is sure, we don't know what the extent of that trade is because, since about 
1964. South Africa has not published a breakdown of its trade with African 
countries. They have not published this breakdown simply because se'recy 
allows African countries to cointiulle to trade while sm ying they were doing 
otherwise.  

Qustion 1?. Prime Minister Vorster said in 1972: "Bi-cause w( understand 
Africa and its people better than anybody else, we are prepared to lend tech
nical and other aid to Africa insofar as we are able." Coumment on why Black 
African states have lieen so reluctant to accept South African aid but are 
willing tii trade with it.  

Answer. I would not agrie with Mr. Vorster's statement that South Africa and 
South Africans understand Africa anil its peoples better than anybody else 
does. If anything, I would s'ay that Siuth Africa's self-imposed is(atiin from 
the rest of Africa have resulted in South A frica's trellieidouIs ignoraiie of 
Africa and the continent. What South Africa knows is that which South Afriian 
government propaganda gels a kick 'ut of recitli.--tI'l unattractive things 
which occur in Africa's histiiry a mud which ,ccir in the lisiory iif .ny deivelop,
in. area. South African: , kniw if the milit:i1,r ,-,oips '11il of ('-')rupti ; South 
Africans know of tie iro ]elLS--ctonib'. social :,1il pl itica'l-wich face 
much of northern Africa. But, as I s.I llese : re negative thin,,.gs and I do not 
think they give S,mth Afriea any piarticular expertise and hairdly rationalize, for 
example, the continued level of abject poverty in the richest country on the
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continent, just as the United States can find no consolation in the fact that any 

group elsewhere is worse off than groups in the United States.  

African reluctance to accept South African aid but acceptance of trade is 

partially explained in my earlier comment. It is not clear to me how much 

trade is going on, but we know that re-orientation of trade is a major priority 

of African countries. It is clear that Africans feel extremely strongly about the 

racial policies of South Africa. None of them wishes to see South Africa able 

to doi in the rest of Africa what it has been able to do, or what was done.  

under the colonial administration in Southern Africa. None of them wish to 

see continue South African economic (and with it, political) hegemony over 

the area.  
Quewstio. 13. Since 1959 South Africa has waged a successful and aggressive 

campaign to woo foreign investments and trade ties. Does the presence of 

foreign investors in South Africa weaken or strengthen South Africa's internal 

security? 
Answer. I doubt that the presence or absence of foreign investment has any

thing to do with South Africas" present internal security. The question is. is 

South Africa strengthened by the presence or absence of foreign investors, and 

my answer wouI(l be that it is strengthened by the presence of foreign investors.  

Any tie which South Africa is able to maintain with the outside gives South 

Africa a certain amount of psychological strength. They are able to tell them

selves that they are not the lepers oif the world when it counts. Secondly, for

eign investment becomes captive. It becomnes a way of influencing policy. It 

becomes a consideration and perhalI) a restraint on the United States if the 

U'nited States should wish to act against South Africa. The captive-that is.  

the company-also becomes an effective lobby, a key lobby against any increase 

in pressure on South Africa. Foreign investment gives South Africa additional 

capital. South Africa can raise its own capital, but nevertheless, foreign invet

ment gives South Africa additional capital. More important, foreign investment 

zives South Africa technology. The technoloxv which is present in the rest (if 

the world and the value of thnt technology cannot be underestimated.  

Quction. 14 A. What should U.S. policy le concerning the Bantustans? 
P. What should U.S. 1,ie* li e on Anierit'an investment in the border indo'

tries. or within the Bantustans? Hoiw could your recommendations be imple
mentod ? 

(". Has the South African government been successfnl in encouraging indui

tries to establish plants on the borders of the Bantustans, so fewer Afric'in 
workers will comre into the "White Areas"? Wh'at are the chanzeq that the 
South African gOvernment will be sncces.ful in this policy -nd force a larger 
percentage of the African pTolplation to li e in the "homelands "? 

D. What is your opiniom of the viability of the homelands policy? Can it 
work 

? 

Answer. The Bantustan present something of a problem to the United Stateq 

and for concerned individuals both in and out of South Africa. One does not 

wish to be harsh and unfeeling towards those people who by any standard need 

some kind of economic assistance and could use the political autonomy which 

might ultimately result if South Africa followed its Bantustan policy to it 
logical conclusion. On the other hand. one has to recognize that the Bantustans, 

are indeed an implementation of the policy of apartheid, of racial di.crimina
tion, of taking a political entity and dividing it into smaller pieces without any 
say in that decision on the part of the people who are beinz divided, and who.  

after all. constitute a majority of the population. It is "divide and rule." More 
important than that, it is what Gwendolyn Carter in her hook on the Transkei 
,allel "the politics of domestic colonialism." It allows South African whiteF to 

continue to maintain their dominant poition while appearing to the outqide 

world to be allowing self determination and political autonomy.  
It seems to me that American policy towards the Bantustans mu t he Nased 

on our own independent judgement. In making that judgement we must hold in 

mind first ltbe views of blacks within South Africa. It is very clear that blacks 
within Sonth Africa do not buy tle Bantu.stan concept. The people of SOWATO 
find it hnrd to believe that they ought to be shipped off to remote rural area, 

which they have not .een and which their forefathers have not seen. In general.  

I think eurrent kmerican policy toward the Bantustans is correct. The United 
qtates has sought to maintain contacts with the Bantustan leaders. This is ap

propriate. They are persons of great dignity, grent importance and stature in 

South Africa, and many of them would be leaders even if there was no formal
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Batustan policy. At the same time, there should be no question of the United 
States maintaining or establishing any kind, of formal relations with the 
Bantustans as if we look upon them as any present or future government. Cer
tainly, the Bantustans cannot expect recognition from independent African 
countries.  

I would take the same attitude toward American investment in border in
dustries and with the Bantustans as I take toward investment in general in 
South Africa. Given the strictness under which business must operate, I do not 
believe it advisable for any new American investment -to go into South Africa, 
nor do I believe it advisable for current American investors in South Africa ti 
significantly expand their operations. I should make it quite clear that this has 
nothing to do with current investment in South Africa. They are there. They 
went at a different time. Pulling out, for most, would be impractical. They must 
be pressed to operate their businesses as fairly as the law permits, and when 
that limit is reached they must be pressed to seek changes in the law.  

In general, investment in underdeveloped areas of any country is desirable.  
and investment in so-called border areas could be a desirable undertaking: hw
ever, here, too, one has to recognize that investment in South Africa's Ban
tustans is the government's way of implementing i'ts policy of apartheid. Even 
the question of decentralization of industry, which should be the concept behind 
the border industries program and a perfectly normal, acceptable economic de
velopment concept throughout the world, has been tainted in South Africa by 
that country's definition of (industrial) expansion and location of a plant. Ex
pansion in South Africa is defined not in terms of how many new employees 
would be employed; not in terms (of what new resources there are; not in terms 
of whether there is adequate water or power or transportation or conmunica
tion; but expansion is defined in terms of how many black African empbyees 
are to be used.  

By coercion (refusal to issue permits) and financial incentives. South Africa 
has succeeded in encouraging growth in some of the border areas. It is worth 
noting, however, that some of the so-called border areas were always centers of 
urban living or established commercial areas which South Africa wishes to 
enlarge.  

Basically, South Africa's efforts to keep Africans in the homelands face star
tling odds. Even government agencies hove warned that industrial investment 
will have to "accelerate considerably" to ochieve the minimum 20.000 jolbs (which 
would hopefully lead to an additional 40,000 jobs) needed simply to keep pace 
with the growth in population. According to one source, only 720 jobs were cre
ated through investment in 1971, and fewer than 9,000 in 1974. Without massive 
assistance. Africans in the homelands 'are doomed to unemployment and an effort 
to scratch out an existence on the over-crowded, over-grazed, and inhospitable 
soil of homeland areas.  

Question 15. Should the United States recognize 'the Transkei when it becomes 
independent next year! What other nations might recognize it? 

Answer. No, the United States should not recognize an "independent" Transkei.  
I doubt that any African country will do so. As a matter of fact, I doubt that 
any country will do so except Siouth Africa.  

Quc.tion. 16. llow will the Transkei differ from Botswana, Lesotho and 
Swaziland? 

Answer. The comparison with the enclave states is false, though it is a com
parison which South Africans are fond of making. The homelands are a gerry
mandered "'fulfillment" of the 1926 Land Act. The gerrymandering is to protect 
white South African economic and political interests, not to fulfill African just 
political aspirations, or even to accord them a reasonable chance of economic 
success. The Africans will end up with less than 14/ of South Africa's poorest 
land. Ten homelands will consist of 24 area. and only two homeland,, listh, 
Qwaqwa and South Ndebele. will be single entities. Kwazulu will be divi(led 
into 10 pieces.  

Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland are single entities. But the major difference 
can be seen in the origin of South Africa's land dee'isions. As the Johmoicssbwr' 
Star (January 31. 3.719T put it: 

"Even a massive injection of loans and aid from the Central Governmont will 
not and cannot create States out of the inadequate land whieli the 193f; under
taking provided for. When that undertaking was given, the situation wa s totally 
different from today's. Then the land was for Native Reserves, the kraals to 
which migrant workers would return after their stint in the white economy, 
They were not to be States for free and independent people-just inalienable 
lots within the country as a whle for those who lived in the kraal life. The 1936 
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undertaking preceded equal and separate develol iient • • • and the controversial 

land issue must ie updated if the (Governnent is sincere in its policy to create 

independent viable states for those Africans who do not live and work in the 

cities." 
Qtic.stion 17. A. Are any American ,)r non-American companles in South Africa 

pursuing desirable emp lmont policies? 
B. )o you have any recent inforimation on how American companies in South 

Africa iompare with others in their labor policies? 
C. What do you believe should be the policies of U.S. companies or their South 

Afric in subsidiaries with regard to :Iirig r vanes: promotion: training; edu.  

cational and htaIth benefits: and labor onions.  
1). lMow can the U.S. government most effectively encourage U.S. corporations 

with ina'estments in S, uth Africa to adopt more enlightened employment prac.  
vices ? 

E. liow would you evaluate the recommendations that the V.S. go'vernment 
require corporations with investments in s'outh Africa to make full, annual, 
public (lisclosure of the details (of their enldyment practices there? 

An.swer. In general, the major Aineri,-mn companie.s, with the exception of the 
tire companies, have made significant improvements in their employment policies.  
Much of this was in the elimination of blatant discrimination in fringe benefits, 
which in South Af-'ica are even more important to ilack employees than they 
are to whites. Some improvement has alsio been made in wages and training.  

Hw cver, Soth Africain formal and informal government restrictions place a 
limit on how far companies can proceed. Those lilits- in the type of job which 
ilaks ca in hold and the level of jobs l( overnment polioy prevents blacks from 
sv'pervising whites ) also limit their Nv'aL:-s. Sonie of the,e limitations can and 
should be pressed at least to the point where the government is ffpr('td to direct 
discrimination instead oif simply implyin- that it would di so. In the area of 
worker rel)resentatiiin. the companies could encourage ;.n(d. if need be, as sist in 
the formation of iadepenlent unions with lack membership. Nothing prohibits 
such union or'ganization and llothiilz prohibits the negtiatiins of contracts with 
such nions, albeit they could not participate in the industrial conciliation 
priocess.  

The United States government must recognize that American investors are 
perceived to be repres'entative if United States policy and that this perception 
will cmtinue no matter hiv munch N-- spe;ik of free business enterprise and the 
American pra(ctiee of not (.itli'olling biusiness. As a matter (if fact. the United 
States government is known to (Iitrol iusiness when it wishes to do so (e.g., 
balance of layments restrictions: East-West trade: trade with Cuba. China.  
etc.). In addition, the United States does irivide informational assistance to 
American investors and relres entational and retaliatory assistance in the event 
Anerican investoirs are uafairly treated. So the soparation explanation is a myth.  

It follows, therefore, that the (Goveruhent shiluld play an active rile in pro
moting minimum standards. This need not lie interference. The Congress. for 
example, would perforni a significant service if it followed the precedent of the 
British and .1hrpoc oacd information from American firns on the grounds that 
their iiperations dii affect the representaition of the United States abroad. Simni
larly. the Executive might broaden and strengthen its effo rts to persuade Ameri
can investors to inlpl'rive their ways.  

Qtistion 18 A. What are the prospects of African labor unions bringing 
about radical change in South Africa's piitical and econimic structures? 

P. What are the major harriers to labor unions being a inajor force for change? 
What are the conditions that could make them more powerful? 

,Aitswer. Black labor unions coul(l bring about significant political ani economic 
change in South Mfrica. As a matter of fact, it is because of the potential power 
oif black labor unions that South Africa has ippOsed their full and equal partici

pation in collective barg;iinini. Stouth Africa is fully aware that changes in the 
economic structur e must follow or anicm!pany chan-e.s in lhe political structure.  

For example, th- decisiin to include African blarks in skilled and supervisory 
positions, and thus open a higher econonmic level to blacks, is inconsistent with 
the concept of apartheid, and separate admuinistr'ation, and Bantustans.  

I diuhit that South Africa in the near future will change its laws and permit 
r(intcrCd African unions. Their unwillingness to do s, underscores the need 
for i'mployers to take the only other route currently available. They should 
encourage th formation of nonracial unions and then negotiate with them.  

[\Whelupohl. at 12 noon. the subcom1mittee adjourned, subject to the 
call if the Chair.]



U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

South Africa and Namibia 

THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1975 

IN1TED STATES SENATE, 

SUBCO-MMITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF TIHE (OMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS.  

Wash in fo, . D.C.  
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:15 a.m. ill room 

4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Dick Clark (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presidinig.  

Present: Senator Clark.  
Senator CLARK. The subcolmnittee will please come to order.  
I want to apologize at the outset for the delay from 10:30. We are 

about 40 minutes late in gretting started.  
The Foreign Relations Committee is meeting with regard to the 

question of arms sales to .Jordan, and we have had a vote. We apologize.  

VITNEISSES 

We have about an hour for the hearing and have five witnesses. I am 
going to ask the witnesses to try to summarize their statements.  

We will be hearing first from administration witnesses Secretary 
Davis and Secretary lBuffum. Please come forward to the table.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

I have a very brief statement to make. I simply want to say at the 
outset, after having heard the public witnesses yesterday, that many 
Americans and representatives of the black African states are deeply 
concerned about what they perceive to be a U.S. policy of supporting 
the status q1o in South Africa.  

South Africa's system of apartheid violates the principle of human 
ri.hts which this comutry reIrards as the essential foundation of -ood 
government. Many of the world's nations still look to the United States 
as the leading defender of hlii iii rights.  

South Africa's policies of racial domintion are particularly of
fensive to all who have fought a,-ainst racism in this country and 
against colonialism in imch of the world.  

Many observes regard U.S. South Africa policy as a test of this 
country's support for limmnam rights and racial equality throuthout the 
world.'They often wo ler whether these commitments are genuine or 
are simply used whi(1 it is conveinieiit for other pur)oses. After all, it 
was claimed that U.S. involvement in Vietnam and Korea and its 
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aftempts to isolate Cuba and China were based on the defense of hu
man rihts. If the United States was willing to go against much of 
world opinion for these causes, it should certainly be willing to join 
the international con-nnunity in efforts to defend hunan rithts in 
South Africa.  

As United States votes in the U-nited Nations on South African 
issues, its trade and investment relations with South Africa and its 
seeing reluctance to pressure the South African (overnment in any 
way have called into question its comitment to human rights.  

ltesterdav's witnesses dealt extensively with the question of U.  
interestsz. They pointed out that this country has a growin: interest in 
maintaining good relations with the nations of Africa. They asserted 
that thes, relations have been seriously jeopardized by U.S. Africa 
policy. They stated that the -nited States has a political interest in 
not suport'ing oppressive rliimes, ike the former Portugese govern
ment, because the resentment that builds up aiongr the oi)presed be
comes resentment against the United States as, well. Finally. they 
stated that the United States does have ethical and moral ilnterest;.  
Its foreign policy must be ba-ed not only on expanding and maintain
ing its power, but als,) on fuirthering- and defending the 1,Jinciplcs that 
are at the core of its national identitv.  

At times, furthering such basic and long-term interests coincides 
with short-term economic, strategic. and political interests. Yester
day's witneses felt, that, while a correct South Africa policy is indeed 
consistent with many of this country's short-term interests, this admin
istration has chosen to give hig-her priority to those short-term interests 
that conflict with support for human rights and racial equality in 
South Africa. That was the allegation. They called for an open, 
honest debate ,v Congress. the administration, and the concerned pub
lic on what this country's interests in South Africa are and which 
of them should be given the highest priority. Hopefully. the admin
istration witnesses today. and the public witnesses who will follow 
them, will contribute to this necessarv debate about the complex and 
controversial issues involving United States-South Africa policy.  

Secretary Davis, would you like to proceed? 

STATEMENT OF HON. NATHANIEL DAVIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF STATE FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID P. N.  
CHRISTENSEN, ECONOMIC OFFICER, OFFICE OF SOUTHERN AFRI
CAN AFFAIRS 

,\fr. DAVIs. Yes, sir.  
I think you asked me to summarize my statement, and I think that I 

have provided. I hope. co)ies of my fill statement for the record.  
Senator CLARK. They will be included in the record.  

U.,. POLICY TOWARD SOUTH AFRICA 

Mr. I)AvNsq. rhe J nited States strongly disapproves of the South 
African policy of apartheid or separate development and .5ceks to 
en,'ouaue the South African Government to end it and estalish the 
basis for a just. soietv and government. Our policy derives from our 
own heritage of a multiracial society, our interests elsewhere in Africa
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and our efforts to promote respect for human dignity throughout the 
world.  

The United States has adopted a policy toward South Africa of 
imposing restraints in our bilateral relations and communicating with 
its government and people, making clear our nonacceptance of apart
heid. Other restraints in our relations concern U.S. investment and 
trade. We neither encourage nor discourage private American invest
ment. We engage in systematic. contacts with all elements of South 
Africa's population. We carry on an active cultural and educational 
exchange-of-persons progTam, and we encourage American firms 
located in South Africa to adopt enlightened employment practices 
for all of their employees.  

I might say also, the large majority of those people who come in our 
exchange program are not whites.  

Certain aspects of what is called petty apartheid are being abolished, 
but we do not see substantial evidence that the South African Govern
ment has changed or intends to change the fundamentals of apart
held. Prime -Minister Vorster has declared that the whites will con
tinue to rule South Africa and that "separate development" will remain 
the bedrock of his government's racial policy.  

Since South African leaders intend to maintain their basic policies, 
it i] our view that the possibility of future racial conflict in southern 
Africa remains real.  

U.S. POLICY TOWARD NAXMIIA 

Turning to Namibia, U.S. policy toward that international territory 
is based on our belief that the people of Namibia should be allowed 
to exercise freely their rifght to self-determination. G iv en our support 
for U.N. General Assembly Resolution 2145 of October '27, 1966, which 
terminated South Africa's League of Nations mandate over Namibia, 
and for the conclusions of the 1971 International Court of Justice 
Advisory Opinion regarding Namibia *which upheld the legality of the 
U.N. General Assembly Resolution 2145, we take the .,iew that South 
Africa is ille-'allv administering Namibia and should withdraw from 
the territory, which is properly the responsibility of the United 
Nations.  

We have repeatedly made clear to the South African Governiment 
or deep concern over violations of human riylits in tie territory. For 
example, la t month we sought to persu:de ihe South African Gov
ernment to revo:e or stay the expulsion from Namibia of the Angli
can Suffrag'an Bishop of Damaraland. Richard J. Al\ood, and his IT.S.
citizen wife. We also expressed our displeasure to the South Afri
can Government when Mi-s. Wood was evicted from the territory when 
sle, refused to obey the expulsion order.  

Because of South Africa's illeal admnini -tration of Namibia, and 
South Africa's refusal to acknowledg e U.N. responsibility for this in
ternational territory, the U.S. Government has since May 1970. offi
cially discouraged i)rivate American investment in the territory and 
has denied Export-Import Bank guiarantees and other facilities for 
trade with Namibia. Since May 1970, we have also warned potential 
V.S. inestors that we would wthholnl U.S. Government protection of 
U.S. investments, made on the basis of rights acquired through the
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South African Government after the 1966 termination of the man-.  
date, against the claims of a future lawful government in Namibia.  
We have encouraged thw few American firms with investments in 
Namihia to conform their employment practices to the Universal
D )eclaration of Human Rights.  

South African leaders have repeatedly asserted that South Afri
can Government policy in Namibia is aimed at preparing" the people 
of the territory to exercise their right to self-determination. However, 
the ,Routh African Government has not stated when and under what 
conditions the exercise of .elf-determination will take place. There are 
i(lications that, the constitutional talks may begin within a few 
months. Political party leaiders who are not also ethnic and tribal 
gri oup leaders, however, will, as we understand it. not be permitted 
to take part in the talks. Therefore. politicll parties, including the 
South West A frie, n People Orm, ni za tion-S WAPO-reconized by 
tile OAT and the U.N. as the leo'itimate representative of the Narmi
lia people, will be excluded from the talks.  

SVAPO leaders aud other more militant black nationalists favor 
the immediate establishment of o majority rule unitary state and re
ject participation in the c.,aistititional talks unless a mmber of con
d ition. -~-i-h as the rel,,ase of Namihian ioliti-al prisoners-are met.  
C'01e lelers of minoritv ethic and tribal o'roups are concerned at 
tl 1 cs~ibility of domination of an independent Namibia by the ni
weric."llv superior Ovambo tril) from which SWAPO draws its 
sunl i lt.  

Re,- m'd1- the future of Namilia. we 1pl.1 the follnwing views. All 
Ya:.milians should within a short time Ic ' -iven the opportunity to 
e~:uvc,. their views !'reclv anrd uder U.N. supervisMion ol the political 
future and constitutionml structure of the territory. All Namibian po
l 'i l . rnups should he allowed to campaihn for their views and to 
1c",rtiCii-,ite without hinderance in peaceful ,olitial activities in the 

curse of self-determnation. TIe, territory should not he fragmented 
il accordance with api ri!el,1 ,,0i,-v ,',,ntrarv t the wishes of its peo
!,h'. AndI the future of Namilbia shcmld be determined by the freely 
exrc -,c'o .hoice of its inhalitants.  

We h~ave expressed these vie',s to the mtho African Goverr"ent.  
an 'c are now considerinZ what further actions we might usefully 
tke to persuade the South Africans that it is in their own 1,cst inter
.st to move rapilly to resolve in a satisfacto'y manner the Namibiai 
issiue.  

A-,I jant Secretary Buffum will dli-uss the U.N. )spects of the 
Soutlh \ frican and Namibian issues.  

Thank yon.  
Se'lotoi Cr, nfl. Thank von very much. al we will .o on to Pro, 

,r Iuffum's paper.  
[H'ecretary Davis' prepared statement follows ] 

PIFPARED S1 TVA!:\FNT OF NATTI-ANIET. DkAvI, A5I,5TNT S (ETRFTAPY OF STATE FOR 

AI'CAN AFFAIRS 

Mr. 4cairmnan. Menmler, 4cf tile Committee :I am pleed to join with Assistant 
Secretary Puffun in representin. the Department of State before the SubCOm
nwittee which tod;cy is c.csid.ring S'.S policy toward South Africa and Namibia.  
AVo e',osider tht So1i1-h Afri(a mid Namilia are separate although related 
1is. and therefore( I p~r)l*opSe to discuss first South Africa and then Namibla.
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The United States strongly disapproves of the South African Government's 
policy of apartheid or separate development and seeks to encourage the South 
Africa Government to end it and establish the basis for a just society and gov
ernment. Our policy derives from our heritage as a multiracial society, our 
interests elsewhere in Africa, and our efforts to promote respect for hunian 
dignity throughout the world. The United States has adopted a policy toward 
South Africa of imposing restraints in our bilateral relations and communicating 
with its government and people, making clear our non-acceptance of apartheid.  

Foremost among the restraints has been our careful adherence over the 
past 12 years to a comprehensive arms embargo, encompassing all military 
equipment. In addition, since 1967 we have banned visits by U.S. Navy ships to 
South African ports except in cases of emergency.  

Other restraints in our relations concern U.S. investment and trade: we 
neither encourage nor discourage private American investment. We seek to 
ensure that prospective U.S. investors are fully aware of the political, economic, 
and social problems relating to investment in South Africa. We do not engage 
in the full range of trade promotion activities in Smth Africa that we undertake 
in other countries. Only limited Export-Import Bank facilities are available 
for trade with South Africa and direct loans are specifically prohibited.  

In implementation of our policy of communication without acceptance, we 
maintain our diplomatic mission in South Africa we engage ill systematic 
contracts with all element:s of South Africa's population; we carry on an active 
cultural and educational exchange-of-persons programs: and we encour.ge, 
American firms located in South Africa to adopt enlightened employment 
practices for all of their employees.  

Within South Africa there is at present much talk of significant changes 
taking place in the apartheid system. The recent opening of the Nitol. Malaii 
Theater in Cape Town to all race,, government plans to permit certain blacks 
to buy their own homes, but not land, in the black townships near urban centers, 
and the participation of blacks in some international sporting events are cited 
as example of change. Certain aspects o)f what is called petty apartheid are being 
abolished, but we do not see substantial evidence that the South African Gm4vrii
ment has changed or int'nids to change the fundamentals uif apartheid. Prime 
Minister Vorster has declared that the whites will continue to rule South Africa 
and that "euarate development" I apartheid) will remain the bedro.k of his 
government's racial policy. Since South African leaders intind to maintain their 
basic policies, it is our view that the possibility of future racial conflict in 
southern Africa remains real. We therefore believe that our present policy 
of restraints and conmunic:ttion without acceptance of apartheid should hw min
tained, and that it offers, the miuist effective means at our dispisal to approach 
the prolulems of southern Africa.  

Turnin- to Namilha. U.S. policy toward the international territory is based 
upon our belief that the people of Namibia should be allow-d to exercise freely 
their right of self-determination. Given our support for UN General Assembly 
Resolution 2145 of Octilr 27, 19(i;l. which terminated South Africa's League 
of Nations Mandate iver Namibia, and for the conclusions of the 1971 Interna
tional Court iif Justice advisory opinion regarding,' Namibia. which upheld the 
legality of UN General Assembly Resolution 214.5, we take the view that South 
Africa is illegally administering Nanuibia and shorld withdraw from the terri
tory which is properly the respousibility of the U'nited Nations.  

We have repeatedly made clear to tile Siiuth African (iv-rnment our deen 
concern over violations of human rilits ill the territiry. For ex:mile, last aumiath 
we sought to persuade the South Aft ican Government to revoke or sl:ay the 
expulsion frin Namihin of the Anglican Snffla an Bishopl (if D~ima raland, 
Richard J. Iiiid an(1 hi iS. citizen wile. We also cx!pre' sod our dip1oiasure to 

the South Afri, an Government when Mrs. W ,iid was i'victed friu the territiiry 
when she refused to oley the exlpulsimn order.  

Becau.oe if South Afriea's illegal mhiainistratiin of Nanila and South Afri,.a's 
refusal to acknowledged UN rostioitsiflility for this ititerna tional territory, the 
ITS. Government has sini' May 1970 officially .iscnuragA priv:ite Amerii'an 
investment in the territory .-nd has denied E':,,,rt-Tmjtrt B.imI mranit e- anti 
other facilities for trade with N: mili:j. Silce .May 1970, we Ihav .-1 warl md 

potential U.S. investors that we wiuld withhold IS. I ,vernmne t jlriteut ion of 

U.S. investments, made (o the basis of rights acqul iu'd through the South African 
Government after the If9(16 terminaltioni (if the inutIlate, anginst the chaim. of a 
future lawful government in Namilia. We have eln'iulraged ti few American 
firms with investments in Nanih:,; to iiinformn their employment practie- to) the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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Since the Portuguese coup in April 1974, there appears to have been some 
movement away from political deadlock in Namibia. South African leaders have 
repeatedly asserted that South African Government policy in Namibia is aimed 
at preparing the people of the territory to exercise their right to self-determina.  
tion. However, the South African Government has not stated when and under 
what conditions :the exercise of self-determination will take place. It maintains 
that the people of Nainibia, and not South Africa nor the United Nations, must 
determine their own future and all options, including unitary independence, will 
be open to them. The South African Government, acting through the ruling 
white National Party of South West Africa, called in September 1974 for the 
leaders of the various ethnic and tribal groups to meet together to discuss the 
future of Namibia. These constitutional talks have not yet been held, as efforts 
to persuade all the various groups to take part have apparently not been success
ful so far. There are indications that the constitutional talks may begin within 
a few months. Political party leaders who are not also ethnic and tribal group 
leaders, however, will, as we understand it, not be permitted to take part in the 
talks. Therefore, political parties, including the South West Africa People Orga
nization-SWAPO-recognized by the OAU and the UN as the legitimate repre
sentative of the Namibian people, will be excluded from the talks.  

At present black opposition to South African rule in Namibia is somewhat 
divided on some issues. SWAPO leaders and other more militant black national
ists favor the immediate establishment of a majority rule unitary state and reject 
participation in the constitutional talks unless a number of conditions such as (he 
release of Namibian political prisoners are met. Some leaders of minority ethnic 
and tribal groups are concerned a? the possibility of domination of an independent 
Namibia by the numerically superior Ovambo tribe from which SWAPO draws its 
.upliort.  

Regarding the future of Namibia, we hold the following views: all Namibians 
should within a short time be given the opportunity to express their views freely 
and undler UN supervision on the political future and constitutional structure 
of the territory; all Namibian political groups should be allowed to eampaizn 
for their views and to participate without hindrance in peaceful political activities 
in the course of self-determination; the territory should not lie fragmented in 
accordance with apartheid policy contrary to the wishes of its people, and the 
future of Namibia should be determined by the freely expressed choice of its 
inhabitants.  

We have expressed these views to the South African Government, and we are 
now considering what further actions we might usefully take to persuade the 
South Africans that it is in their own best interest to move rapidly to resolve 
in a satisfactory manner the Namibian issue.  

Assistant Secretary Buffum will discuss the UN aspects of the South African 
anid Namibian issues.  

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM B. BUFFUM, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL AFFAIRS, DEPART
MENT OF STATE 

Mr. BU-FFUM. Thank you. M[r. Chairman.  
I havo also submitted a statement for the committee's record, out

lining the relationship between our policy in the United Nations and 
South Africa's policy as it relates to apartheid currently and as it 
applies to Namibia.  

U.N. ASPECTS OF SOUTH AFRIC'A. k AM IAN I ISsITSF.  

I shall not take the committee's time to g'o over the specifies of this 
paper vx'cept perhaps to direct your attention to a few of the implica
tions oE o-r vote, in the UTnIitel Nations. since I gather this is a point 
thlit was raised in pul ]io testimony yesterday, implication.s which go 
beyond, really. ,-ir attitude either toward South Africa itself or its 
policies, since it has been oue vote and certainly has been the subject
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of some controversy. Most recently, this related to our veto in the 
Security Council, along with the I nited Kingdom and France, of a 
resolution which called for the expulsion of South Africa from the 
United Nations.  

We did not think this was, Mr. Chairman, because we believe that 
it is important-it is a serious problem of compliance with (harter 
requirements by the United States to have that member exposed to the 
full opinion in that body itself.  

We were equally and very fundamentally opposed to a decision by 
the General Assembly last fall to suspend South Africa from participa
tion in its 29th session, since we consider that participation in meetings 
of the General Assembly is one of the fundamental rights of member
ship. That this question touches on the basic purposes and principles 
of participation in the organization and is implicitly a suspension or 
expulsion and that such measures against a member would require the 
action of the Security Council.  

We viewed this as a matter of principle, Mr. Chairman, and not 
because it reflects any dimension of our concern for disapprobation of 
apartheid, but because it has universal application and because we 
think that the question of suspension and expulsion should not 1 e 
dealt with lightly. Never in the history of the United Nations has a 
member been expelled. We think the consequences should be weighed 
very, very seriously before supporting such a policy.  

I might advise the committee that the U.S. Government itself Seri
ously considered the possibility of a suspension or expulsion move 
against Hungary in 19.(;, after the Soviet invasion, when the subse
quent puppet regime accommodated itself to Soviet rule. We also ,.on
templated the possibility of recommending disapproval of Hungarian 
credentials.  

I attended a meeting at that time with Secretary of State John 
Foster Dulles, who was a prominent lawyer, and a-fter very careful 
review of the provisions of the U.N. Charter, we concluded, and we 
have maintained the position ever since. tha t credentials are a technical 
matter which really just. certify the authenticity of the delegates at
tending the session. That the question of suspension and expulsion is 
clearly the prerogative of the Security Council. It wzis quite clear to 
us that unler those circumstances the Soviet lion would have vetoed 
such a measure, and therefore, we desisted, and that has been our policy 
ever since.  

As you are quite familiar. -Mr. Chairman. with the disciission in the 
press of the move a:ainst South Africa last year. it is already bein 
taken by some members as a possible sprinof)oard for action against 
additional members this fall, an,l I think it is extremely important 
that we maintain a very clear anid unequivoeable stand anl the fimda
mental principles involved in the rights and privileges of membership.  

W ith rfard to tho Security Council m ,vc to decla r',' the situation 

in South Africa ).id Namibia a threat to peace, let. Ille just say very 
briefly, Mr. Chairman. that we do not feel in ,rood conscienPlce tlt we 
can declare it as such. We :e no imminent threat of attack on Nam lia.  
nor do we sec that the situation at the moment, threatens iiiternatiomal 
peace in the. sense that, chapter 7 would require )efore a determination 
is made tliat there i in fact a threat to peace or a breach of the peace 
which would justify the imposition of mandatory sanctions.
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I think the rest of the history of our participation is outlined in 
some detail, 3r. Chairman. I have described those items which I think 
are )articularly sigificant and which hatve perhaps implications that 
the comnmittee av Ny wilh to consider, going beyond the South African 
probleii itself.  

Thank you, sir.  
[Ambassador Buffuni's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STAT'r."MENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM B. Bi'Fi'M, ASSISTANT 

SECIETARY FOE INTERNAIIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS 

Thank you Mr. o'liirlan. I am William Buffuin, Assistant Secretary for 
International Organization Affairs. I should like to review briefly for this 
committee events in the 'iited Nations regarding Suth Africa and Namibia 
and the lnited States position with respect to those events.  

Two 1 liies pursued by the government of Soth Atrica have involved that 
nation in a series of confroitations with the U nited Nations. The first of these 
policies is. of course, aloarthei(l which has been mentioned by Aiibas-ador Davis 
at some length. The other ik the South African administration of the man
dated territory of Namihia. whih iihas: alsiI been mentioned. While the United 
Natiiii, hw had a ci,,isi'tent 1., .itioi of condemning the South African Gov
ernment for these policies, over a liii. period, the tempo of United Nations 
coll'derations has been a-e',lerated in recent years by the active interest of the 
new A 'H'inan milemili's. The faiiu:e of the South African Government to heed 
numneroules United Nation- rezoluriens alnd the (-)pinion, of the International Court 
(if JIns ice led to a sense f frustration almong" nany of the menle's and eventually 
ti the rjieeti, c of the South African delegation's credentials at the 29th General 
Assemily. Rejection of thoes credentials in effect deprived Seith Africa of a 
fundatecental right aivd privilhge of membership, namely participation in the 
I>olaera A semly. and w';i effected in a manner which we consider violates 
the United Nations ('barter and (General As-seinbly Rules of Procedures. I believe 
it vortlhwhile to provide the c, mnnittee with .-,ne of the background.  

Each year frim 1970 to ItI73 the United Nations General Assembly has voted 
to aniend the report of ils ('redeintials 'ommittee in order to reject the South 
Afrii an I c ,redentinl4. In enV eh intan,.*, the Assembly President ruled 
Ilhat 1-lie vote (eonsituted a severe condemnation of and warning to South Africa, 
lint that the South African delt -ation could continue to participate in the 
General Assembly since their ,rceleiti:ls were technically in order.  

In 1971 the C'redentiils C(lommittee itself rejected the South African ,reden
tial. The "2!4h ,en.er:l Ass ,bly l'rsiil-nt. Bouteflika.c.ef Algeria. departed 
from th pae rnlings and in. tead ruled that the rejection required the exclusion 
of Soulli Afnica's particiliation fromn the remainder of the General Assembly 
session. The 'initel States olppsed this ,he.isinm I ecause we thought it not in 
,,ee'eedt'iiee with the Asciao ly Rules of Procedures. which provide only that 
the creF iltials 1nut e1, signeld Iy the ahe-ld of stte ,,r g, verninenit or the Minister 
of Foreign Affnii. I ,mr view. thc creelentials review lire eeess is a technical 
OWe. d( '-ived to '- riey that lernsoil claiming tii represent a governlent have 
teen ai utherized IY that government.  

In addition, the Tiiited Naiti,'%i Ch'barter prcvide. that the Security Council 
mullSt rieO'c'nl",II' SliIiliWsiion or expulsion before the Ass-oteldy may act. Suspen
sio el o inembee<hill right s thi ugh the rejectien of credentials is clearly con
trary tee the 'harter provisions. o!)n Seltenmli'r 30, 197-4. the GePneral Assembly 
apircved the C'r.delnti:as C'onititee report ronimeiiding the rejection of 
Smiuth Afrie: reden tials anild ealel on the Security Council to "review the 
rp!:,ticnsip lietweon the uilled N:ities and Scuth Africa". III carrying out the 
in~t rn.ti ees ,,f the I.n.at A .seinlhdy tli se,.c 'ity Council met and reviewed a 
resehition calliiic- f,,r the eo.llsin ef Siuth Africa. On October 30. 1974. that 
re-, lnticli wva s ljeted when Friance, the 'tnitod Kingdon and the United States 
jined in the first triple veto in the history of the United Nations. On November12 
the (hi-m'al A'se'nil* v upheld Mr. onteflila'4 ruling to susheend South Africa.  

Th,, r,,":enieg behind these li roils to exclude South Africa appears to rest 
cel t.he' ebjectim to two hneiv Seuth African policies. The first is clearly the 
1plicy oel rneinl si -'-I ti o known as alartheid in which the majority of South 
Africa's 1eoplaIion remains unrepresented In South Africa delegations. The 
'nithd Naticens has estaldished a sleicial committee which reviews the question



of apartheid and reports findings and recommendations to the General Assembly.  
The General Assembly with significant 'nited States support has adopted re.-4Iu
tions condemning the policy of apartheid. The second is the South African policy 
of continued illegal occupation of and extension of the policy of apartheid to 
theiformer German colony of Southwest Africa. now known i1. Namibia.  

As you probably know, the League of Nations in 1920 granted South A-frica 
a mandate over the territory of Southwest Africa.  

The provisions of the mandate were aimed at respecting the separate inter
national status of the territory of Southwest Africa while authorizing South 
Africa to administer the internal arrangements of the territory. Such adminis
trative arrangements were intended under the mandate system to be a means 
to political, economic and social development of the territory to facilitate ulti
mate self-determination. The iulited Nations General Asselbly, as the League's 
successor, holds the authority to review conditions in the territory of Namibia 
and its progress toward self-determ ina tion.  

From its earliest days as administrator. South Africa came under attack for 
its exploitation of Namibia and its treatment of its non-white population. South 
Africa's racial policy of apartheid had been severely criticized by the Leagi,
of Nations. The League's successor, the United Nations, has also criticized 
repeatedly and severely South Africa's administr-ation of Nnniibia and policy 
of apartheid. In October. 1966, the United Nations General Assembly, with nlited 
States support. decided that South Africa had violated its mandate. The General 
Assemldy in Resolution 2145 declarted tile mandate terminated and stated that 
henceforth Namihia was to be tie direct responsibility of the United Nations.  

On .June 21. 1971 the Internatioml C,urt of Justice gave all advisory opinion 
on the legal conse(luences of Swuth Africa's continued pir(esvnce in the territory.  
and ruled in effect that the South African mamitlate was l,/ally terminated by 
the United Nations. I,,wever. United Nal ions efforts to exercise its responsibility 
have been of little avail becaus,.e of South Afria's refusal to cooperate.  

On December 17, 1974. the United Nations Security Council unanimously 
adopted Resolution ".0; w'hic.h demanded that South Africa make a statement 
that it will comply with United Nations resolutions on Namibia. to vithdraw 
from its territory, and to transfer p:iiver to the people of the territory. That 
resolution w'as entirely consistent with the established United States view that 
South Africa's preseme in the torritoriv has been illt,:.al since the General 
Assembly Resolution 12145 in 196(; lev'ked South Africa's mandlate.  

In Resolution 366 the Sec'urity t',oncil also decided to mnet before May 30.  
19t75 to review South Africa's (-,mlianue with the resolution's provisions. Oii 
May 27, Prime Ministe-r Vorsle'r delineated South Africa's i',sition: 

(1) South Africa could not acc'elt United Nations supervision with respect 
to Namibia.  

(2) South Africa was prepared to negotiate with a mutually acceptable repre
sentative ,of the United Nations Secretary 4l eneral, 

(31 The South Afri'an ( 4overlineli was, prepared to welcome African leaders 
who may wish to visil Naiibia.  

(4) The Suth African Government i-as open to meet with the African chair
man of the United Nations o'cmil for Namiihia and Organization of African 
Unity to aid true leaders of the territory to meet with them as well.  

Ili exe'lltion of Resolution 6;6, the Security 'ouncil met the first we e'k in 
June1 of this y'ar to review the question of South Afri'a's c, ntinued illegal 
occupation of Namihia. The rmsdutiomn before the Security Coincil d'lermine(l 
that the illegal occunation (t N:'mihia by South Africa constituted a threat to 
international peace ond securityrm ;hd therefore (-aile(! for the institution of a 
mandatory arms embhargo as provided for mider Calmater 7 of the United Nations 

'harter. Franc, the United lingdt lli, and the United Stat -s joined toE veto thie 
rosoluti,,n. Tiis marked the su-\vith time the 'nited SIatles had exer'cis.d its 
veto in the Security (Cm inil.  

The U nited States believ's that mUana(tory san-tions provided for under 
Chapter 7 of the 'harte ' are not required by the existing situation in Namitia.  
Deplorable and illegal though Solih Africa's oc''u!-ati ,n of Namilba Emay be, 
we do not 1,eliee,'e that time sitialion justities :1all f o mIligatory action by 

United Nations memi.r stat'.s. Thml'm alppears to be 11 i linger of imminelt attack 
by Namilia on any of its neighbrs, nor dees all attack by SouthI Africa or its 

neighb,s on Nanibia appea' ilinlIeiit.  
The United States (Governmncit hls unilaterally refused to allow shipments (lf 

American arms and military equipment tEE 'Soth Africa for the last twelve years.
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We have taken this action to make clear our strong disapproval of apartheid 
and to assist in a peaceful resolution of the serious racial situation in Southern 
Africa. We invite other countries to join us in our voluntary arms embargo policy.  
We do not, however, believe that the current situation justifies making that 
embargo a mandatory one or calling for other sanctions which under the Charter 
are designed to deal with threats to peace.  

As a further commitment to Southern Africans under minority rule, the United 
States Government has participated in voluntary humanitarian and education 
United Nations programs. In 1974 the United States contributed $50,000 to the 
United Nations Fund for Namibia and in 1975 $50,000 to the United Nations 
Educational and Training Program for Southern Africa. Our contributions are 
contingent upon voluntary contributions of other countries. The goal of these 
programs is to provide assistance for education and vocational training to 
students from the minority ruled territories of Africa denied educational oppor
tunities in their own countries. All training is conducted outside of the minority 
ruled countries.  

In providing this brief review of recent events in the United Nations regarding 
South Africa and Namibia some questions may have occurred to you. I should 
be happy to try and answer them now or submit recent reports later.  

U.S. VETOES OX SOUTIERN AFRICA ISSUES 

Senator CLArK. I certainlyv want to say, Ambassador Buffumn, that I 
agree with you with regard to the issue of expulsion. One witness did 
recommend that yesterday. I think that that is the wrong way to go, 
not only because of the Charter. but in general the concept of the 
United Nations, that includes all nations. If we start making moral 
judgments on the membership. I am not sure how many people we are 
going to have in the United Nations.  

I think that the ITnited States could have well adopted a more uni
versal attitude in this respect-and not on the question of expulsion, 
lut on the question of recognizing grovernments or not recognizing 
other governments, such as the People's Repllic of China. We could 
have accepted on the same theory. at any rate, the inclusion of that 
nation and some others. perhaps, as well.  

Let me ask yf)u, Amlbas- ador Buffum, we have talked about the 
United Nations and v, mr tatement (roes in some detail al ont the 1.8.  
veto of the imposition of mandatory arms embargo against South 
Africa, which, I think, is a different question. You mentioned that the 
V..'. veto of the arms embargo was the seventh that we have cat. How 
many of these vetoes have been on southern Africa i.sutes? South 
A fri'ca or Rhodesia, let us say.  

Mr. BuFrIrW . Mr. (liairman. I would really have to research the 
reCord to give you a precise number. and I will be hapl)y to '-upplv that.  

Senator CLArK. Fine. I think that would be helpful.  
[The information referred to follows :] 

U.S. NEGA'TrE V ITEIS IN TIE SI"( 1-RITY ('O'NCIL REG.mIIunxG SAitrtErnx FRIc 

[Suiliplied by Department of State] 

1. Tn March 1f970. Burmidi. Nepil. Sierra Leone. Syria, and Zaimihia introduced 
a rts dation to tHI Scnrity ('ilicil wlhich. h i'r Oli. called for the expansion of 
so neti(ins against Southern Rhmmhlsia to inclliI, tral nslorta tion, pstal sorire.  
a1l all imrlnu of eimmnialicaliiiis. The l' nit d Stalti exer'iscd it. veto for the 
first i il'' oil the grmulds Hat Ille effec'tivilmss (if .llh :ac'tio)n ws doi Inl)tful. and 
that oven where relations are strained, the United Stateus would view most 
seriously the prospect of having US citizens anywhere in the world without the 
iwwalvs t o tavii iml i,,n m1unitate. The United States and the United Kingdom 

voted negalively on the resolution.
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2. On May 22, 1973, the United States and the United Kingdom vetoed a 
resolution which would have imposed, iotcr alia, a bhlo(kade on Lourenco Marques, 
Mozambique, and limited all purchases from South Africa, Mozambique, and 
Angola to 1965 levels. In explanation of the negative vote Ambassador Scali 
stated. "We consider it unrealistic to) call for broader sanctions until the full 
membership of the United Nations has demonstrated its willingness to take more 
seriously the sanctiots already in force. In our view, to pass a resolution which 
is clearly unenforceable would seriously damage the reputation and credibility of 
the United Nations and further crode public confidence in the United Nations 
ability to act in a meaningful way." 

3. On October 4. 1974. the United States, the United Kingdom, and France 
joined in the first triple veto in the Security Council's history. This vote was in 
res.pnse to a resolution sponsored by Kenya, Mauritania, Cameroon, and Iraq 
which called for the expulsion of South Africa. In explaining the US vote, Am
bassador Scali stated: 

-*The Unit d Nations was not founded to, be simply a league of the just. Rather, 
in our view it is a unique international forum for the exchange of ideas, where 
tho)oe practicinl" obnoxious doctrines and policies may be made to feel the full 
weight of world opinion ... South Africa should continue to be exposed, over and 
over again, to the blunt expressions of the abhorrance of mankind for 
apiartheid . . . Even if this wN ,uld help thwart the ugly crime of apartheid. ex
pulsion would set a shattering precedent which could gravely damage the United 

Nation stru-tl re." 
4. on June G. 1.,75, France. the United Kingdom, and the United States again 

joined in a negative vote on a resolution vhiclh determined that time illegal oceupa
tion of Namibia by South Africa constituted a thrCat to) international peace and 
security, and therefore called for time institution of a mandatory arms embargo), 
a, provided for under Chapter 7 of the 1 nited NatiMns Charter. In explanation 
of tbfe vote, Ambassador 8vali stated: 

"My Government believes that the situation in Namibia, however illegal, how
ever unacceptable to the international community does not constitute a threat to 
international peace and sevurity." We believe that mandatory sanctions under 
the provisions oif Chapter 7 of the UN (Charter should be reserved for the most 

acute and critical threats to or breaches of the peace. Although we fundamentally 
disagree with certain actions by South Africa, we do not consider that the situa
tion has reached such a critical state." 

'U.S. VETO OF 31ANI)ATORY ARM3S EMBARGO AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CrARK. Would you explain to us why the United States 
vetoed the imposition of the mandat ry arms embargo against South 
Africa ? 

Mr. BurF-v1. I think that there are really two major facets to be 
answered.  

First of all. the U.S. Government does impose a very strict, good 
faith, volntary arms embargo on South Africa. WYe have done this 
over a period o)f years. We did this voluntarily because we felt orig
inallv that there ilight be a serious ques4ion as to whether or not arms 
provcided by the U.S. (Uovernment might be used by the Government 
of South .Africa, in i illelfentatiol of apartheid policy and, in some 
ways. repressioni of the racial majority of the country. However, this 

was done as a voluntary measure, and I make a very sharp distinction 

between this and what would be. called for under chapter 7.  

This touche(-. Mr. Chairman, On the basi,' finl(linli which I alluded 

to a moment ago in determiningo that the situation is a threat to peace 

and seclrity. because it i- only if the Security Council makes such a 

formal determination under climPter 7, whi(h requires a specific findin r 
that there is a threat to peace o a 10 reach of tile peace that the Council 

can then in upose a mandatory aims eml ar,,o or mandatory sanctions 

of any kind.
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RHODESIAN SANCTIONS' POLICY 

Senator CLARK. Was that done in the case of Rhodesia? 
Mr. BUFFTNI.Yes, sir, it was done in the case of Rhodesia, and if I 

might, point out the distinction between the two, in the case of Rho
desia, the Security Council was asked by the sovereign authority for 
Rhodesia-namely, the United Kingdom--to declare the situation a 
threat to peace. This happened at a time when the illegal Rhodesian 
regime was declaring its independence of Great Britain and when it 
was seeking to get external support both in terms of arms and, in the 
immediate instance, very critical petroleum supplies. The United King
doma asked for a finding by the Security Council that under those 
(irclmnstances at that time, permitting additional assistance to flow 
to the illegal regime constituted a threat to peace, as they, the sovereign 
administering authority, saw the situation. We, therefore, felt that 
since, the Council itself was in receipt of a specific request by the 
sOverei-n authority concerned to declare a situation under its control 
a threat to peace

OTHER REQUESTS FOR MANDATORY ARMS EMBARGOES 

Senator CLARK. I understand that distinction, but I assume that 
other countries, and perhaps not the same circumstances, obviously not 
in the same, evcumstances that you have described with regard to 
(reat Britain, 'hut certainly that clain was made in this case as well, 
was it not ? 

Mr. BUFFM. It lhs been made. yes, Mr. Chairman. There have 
been a number of resolutions introduced over the years which would 
have made such a finding, lbut the precise difference is that they were 
never, of course, introduced by the sovereign authority in the case of 
South Africa.  

i addition, I think that we must also take account of practical 
differences which attend the situation in Southern Rhodesia as 
opposed to South Africa.  

Senator Cl\RK. Just before you do that-and I think that would 
be valuable for us to go into, because there are always distinctions-on 
this question of the ,overeign authority, I assume that our Government 
is not groing to argue that we have a precedent here and we are only 
going to vote for those U.N. resolutions in this regard where the 
request has come from the so-called sovereign authority. We still have 
latitude to make that independent judgment on each of these resolu
tions, do we not? 

Mr. m'u r. Yes, we do. indeed, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CL.mi. Go ahead.  
Mr. Burm~-n. I would not by any means require. a request. for the 

sovereign authority to determine a threat to peace if. in our best objec
ti ye jdgment. there were in fact an immnediate threat to peace or 

breach o)f the peace in any part, of the world. However, I should add 
that. the Secumritv Council has used its ultimate authority which it 

in apl; vino mandatory sanctions only sparingly. In fact, 
S, nIthern Ix1mdesla Is the o)ly instance in the 30-year history of the 
United( Nations where liandatory sanctions have been applied. Because 
this is. of cmise. the one area where the sovereign member states have
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surrendered, in fact, a substantial amount of their sovereignty t.o the
international institution by undertaking to apply measures as a legal 
obligation which had been invoked by the, Security Council aftet 
having made a chapter 7 finding.  

EFFECT OF IT.". VOLUNTARY EMBARGO 

Senator CLARK. I agree that-it is not something that you take on 
lightly. It is an action that is one one. should only take after the care
fulest kind of consideration, but it seems to me that, perhaps a volun
tary embargo would have made it in a way much easier for us to sup
port. I assume that, as a result of having taken that action, the real 
effect of our Government's action would not have changed one iota.  

-Mr. BUFFUM. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. I think that the pro
grain that we have now pursued, our voluntary arms embargo, is un
doubtedlv the same program that we would have expected to pursue
had the Securitv Council made a chapter 7 finding and imposed a man
datory embargo.  

U.S. SU-PPORT, EXPRESSING RESERVATIONS ALTERNATIVE TO VETOING ENTIRE 

U.N. RESOLUTION 

Senator CLARK. The other question I have is that often we tend to 
be on the minor side of these issues, with a group of six or seven, or 
whatever, on the grounds that we have, expressed reservations about 
certain details in the resolution. It seems to me that in the United 
Nations-and again, I am not sure that it applies in this case-that 
we would often support resolutions in principle, and at the same time, 
express reservations about details that we find not. acceptable, rather 
than vote against the entire resolution. Is that not a practical alterna
tive to so often being on the side of only two, three, or four nations in 
the world? 

Mr. BUFFUMI. Mr. Chairman, that is indeed practical and frankly, 
that is the course that we frequently follow in the General Assembly, 
where the net impact of our abstension, let us say, as opposed to imak
ing a vote, is qnite different. from what it is in the Security Council, 
most particularly. when it involves a question of being able to apply 
the full weight of the Tnited Nations in terms of requiring member 
states to follow a specific program; namely, mandatory sanctions.  
There, of course, an abstension on the. part of ourselves and the United 
Kingdom and France would have permitted the adoption of mandatory 
sanctions, which we really had-circumstances in the area did not 
warrant. And again, which we think would not be wise because, as a 
practical matter, we did not consider the consequences of the sort of 
total mandatory santetion that we feel confident would be invoked by 
the Council, if we were merely to abstain would have the effect, a sig
nificant effect on the situation in South Africa, since it has tremendous 
resources of its own. It possesses great internal strength, in stark con
tradistinction to the situation in Southern Rhodesia, which, in effect, 
is the practical point that I was alluding to a mjomient a-zo. It relates to 
the efficacy of sanctions. in adldition to our b~asic loeg)al reserv~ation about 
the legitimacy of a finding that a threat to peace really (Toes exist 
there.
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U.S. RECOMMENI)ATIONS CONCERNI N(/ AMIBIA INDEPENDENCE FROM SOtTII" 
AFRICA 

Senator Ci-knK. We are talking a great deal these days-I think 
wisely so-about positive approaches to the next session of the United 
Nations. Certainly that has been under discussion in this subcommit
tee. and in the committee as a whole.  

,cretarv Kissinger addressed himself to it at Milwaukee. In this 
re g'ard, what, really, has the United States proposed as a positive 
alternative to the mandatory arms embarao. to strengthen interna
tional pressure on South Africa to grant independence to Namibia 
Do we have any positive proposals to make, other than the fact that 
we have exercised our veto? 

Mr. BuFrrum. Yes, indeed, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Davis has re
ferred to a number of specific policy points which we have advanced 
to the South African Government. If you care to pursue that, I really 
think that that would relate to our relationship with the South Afri
can A Government.  

Senator CLARK. Anvthin g beyond what yon listed in your state
inent .  

MJr. DVty,. *Well. if I follow yon, sir, what vou are particularly in
terested in is the question of Nainibia, and the situation that we find 
ourselves in.  

Senator CrArNk. With particularly reference to our positive recoin
mendations to the United Nations in this re u-ard.  

Mr. D.Rkvs. Well, what I woul(l say in this regard is that following 
the so-called triile veto, the triple negative vote of Great Britain, 
France, and the United States, on the question of the resolution regard
ing Namibia. and the debate on the first day of .June of this year, we 
have entered into discussions with the British and French. because I 
think there is a (oncern shared by all three Governments at the out
,olne of the debate in New York, and we do presently have under con
sideration what our next possible courses of action might be with 
respect to this question, and such ways in which we can exert some 
constructive influence on the South African Government with respect 
to that question.  

Senator CLArK. It seems to me that you are saying then that we 
have not made any positive proposals as yet. We are only talking 
with the other two veto powers.  

Mr. D.xvis. Essentially we are at that stage in our consideration of 
what might next be usefully done.  

Senator CLARK. But it would be your hope that the three of you 
to ether, or a part of that three, would have positive proposals to 
make on the occasion of the next session: is that accurate? 

Mr. DAvis. It certainly would be our hope that some positive action 
could result, whether in the bilateral context or in the context of the 
United Nations.  

Senator Cr-.pi. By way of positive proposals? 
Arr. D~ris. By way of some effort to exert a positive influence.  
Senator CrmiK. I think that is all the questions I have for Ambas

sador Buffum, although please feel free to pitch in at any point, if 
yon have anV comments.
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U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTH AFRICA FOLLOWING NSSMr 39 

Ambassador Davis, two of yesterday's witnesses, Mrs. Butcher and 
Mr. McHenry, stated that there was a shift in U.S. policy toward 
South Africa following the NSSM 39, which is much discussed, re
ducing U.S. pressure ol South Africa to change its internal policy. Mr.  
McHenry stated: -Consistent with Mr. Kissinger's recommlfendations 
of January 2, 1970, President Nixon ordered, and the United States 
began, an effort to 'straddle' the black-white issues. However, whereas 
with the Kennedy and Johnson administrations to 'straddle' meant 
to err on the side of distance from and coolness toward the white 
regimes, for Nixon 'straddle' mea-nt 'partial relaxation'." 

Or again, Mrs. Butcher said: * Since 1969, U.S. policy, what
ever the verbal pronouncements or abhorrence of apartheid and sup
port of majority rule may have been, U.S. policy has been supportive 
of the status quo." 

My question is this: Based on those allegations. what precisely has 
been U.S. policy toward South Africa since the famous NSSM 39.  

Mr. DAvis. Well. I do understand that there have been a number 
of recent press articles which charge the U.S. Government in 1970 
did-and it has been variously described as "tilt"-toward the white 
regime, of southern Africa, or whatever these descriptions might be, 
and that these charges are related to what was a preliminary draft of 
a 1969 National Security Study Memorandum, a so-called NSSM, 
that was leaked to the press in 1972.  

And at the beginning of the Nixon administration in 1969. the 
National Security Council did request a review of our policy toward 
southern Africa. This resulted in NSSM 39, whose six option.s ranged 
from the extremes of conducting normal relations with the white re
gimes to their isolation and increased measures of coercion. Each 
option was self-contained, opening with the statement of a premise, 
followed by the general policy posture, illustrated 1,v e sl)cciti: 
operational examples which would flow from that general policy pos
tine and ended with a listing of the pros and cons of adopti)ing the 
option under discussion.  

The authors of the articles alleging a tilt all assumed that Option 
- adopted as our policy. What in fact ocur.mred was not that. None 

of the six options were adopted, and in fact, there was a ral her limited 
number of decisions that did ensue from that study and that exer
eise. And these decisions did preserve what was our basic poli'y toward 
South Africa and preserved it intact.  

Now. there was a conception that was articulated which could 1per
haps be described as communication without acceptance, alid as a 
result of that idea of connunication without acceptance, for example, 
our exchange programs with South Af'ica were increased, and in this 
case. as I mentioned earlier in mv statement. these e xcma'e proiiiams 
do rincil ,ally relate to brin,,ing people who are not wfit,,s to the 
Vnited States, althoough it is also pait of the policy of comnmnica
tion to influence people who will have an important voice in the 
direction in which things go in South Africa.  

And the efforts of this kind do not imply acquiescence in rev_,ard to 
racial policies. Our policy does mean departing from the arms em-

60 619-76-23
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bargo, from refusal to admit to apartheid in any of its forms, or from 
our continued expression of abhorrence for that system. It means 
pursuing policies designed to induce receptivity to change. respect for 
human rights, and we do hope that the result will not be violent.  

REINTERPRETATION OF AR-MS EMBARGO, CERTAIN EXPORTS SINCE NSM 39 

Senator CLARK. Let's look at some of the specifics. We have been 
given, I think, a valual-le administration reaction to a n ,I.er of alle
oations al)out NSSM 39, fnd it is valual le to have that for the record.  
Let us look more specifically now at what the witnesses tal!:el about 
in terms of the implementation of NSSM 39. and have yi repn1il 
to some of thore.  

One is that the arms embargo was reinterpreted. so that more of the 
so-called grcy area items were allowed to export. What would you 
respond to that? Was there a slight lessening of the arms embargo and 
certain things exported? 

Mr. I)Avis. Well. I do not know whether the word would be that 
misery enjoys company. but in the fairly recent time that I have been 
concerned with these questions, as Assistant Secretary. I might say 
that the concerns expressed by the South African side tend to be 
exactly the opposite. They reproach us for what they feel has been a 
rather rigid interpretation of the arms embargo.  

Senator CLARK. Has anything slipped through in the process, small 
aircraft or anythingc of that kind? 

Mr. D.vIs. To try to address this question. as I am sure you are 
aware-this controversy basically relates to actions and decisions that 
were taken for whatever it was, several years ago, in any event, and 
what I would say, in general, insofar as I have had contact with the 
administration of the arms embargo, I think that the arms embargo 
has been carefully preserved by the U.S. Government. and certainly, 
as I SaT. in recent times. since I have been associated with it.  

Senator CLARK. Insofar as your knowledge is concerned, it has been 
a very. very tigyht embargo. and nothing has been slipping through 
on the b1 sis of the interpretation in the grey areas 

Mr. DAis. I would not try to claim that nothing has ever-in 
which interpretations could be ambiguous, or grey areas. that nothing 
has ever been exported. because I think that I cannot say. There are 
always, of course, ambiouities, and that is why these are defined as 
grey areas.  

U.S. POLICY CONCERNING EXPORT-IMfPORT FACILITIES AVAILABIITY 

TO SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. Let's run through the list here and check off some 
more for your reaction.  

Full export-import facilities were made available to South Africa, 
including recently a decision to help finance and construct a nuclear 
reactor in South Africa by an American company.  

Mr. DIAvs. So far as the Export-Import Bank is concerned, our 
current policy-toward South Africa-is that the policy permits in
surance and guaranteed coverage on commercial sales. It normally 
limits the term of such coverages to 5 years, but extends it to a maxi-
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mum of 10 years if necessary, in order to be in keeping with current 
international connercial practices, or to meet foreign government 
support competition.  

Pricing policy generally permits discount loans of less than $2 mil
lion. Direct loans and all other Export-Import Bank facilities are not 
available for transactions with South Africa. No direct Export-Im
port Bank loans have been accorded to South Africa since before 19U;4.  

FINANCING OF NUCLEAR REACTOR CONSTIR.UC'TIC)N" AND PRESENT U.S.  
POLICY 

Senator CLARK. So we are not helping to finance construction of a, 
nuclear reactor in South Africa? 

Mr. DAVIS. So far as I know, there has been no Export-Import Blank 
financing to a nuclear reactor. Now. perhaps I had better check with 
my colleagues to be sure that that is right.  

Senator CLArK. I think that it may have been a guaranteed loan 
that I am referring to.  

Identify yourself.  
Air. CHRISTEN;SEN. The Export-Import Bank has issued-in fact, 

GE and several U.S. companies were competing for this contract, 
alon" with some foreign companies, French, German, et cetera. and 
the Export-Import Bank has issued a preliminary connnitment to GE 
simply saying that the Ex-Im Bank will consider the possibility of 
issuing a guarantee to cover a Private Export Funding Corp. to the 
U.S. group that is bidding on this, if they were to receive the contract.  
The contract has not been awarded.  

Senator CLARK. If that were done, Ambassador Davis, would you 
consider that consistent with U.S. avowed policy? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, if I understand the present situation and policy, 
what is being talked about, is not a direct loan.  

Senator CLARK. A guaranteed loan.  
Mr. Dvis. And is consonant with the terms of reference of what the 

Export-Import bank policies have been for a nmnber of years.  
Senator CLARK. So that if the decision were made for a uaranteed 

loan. you feel that this could be consistent with American policy to
ward South Africa? 

Mr. DAvIS. Certainly. as I understand it, it would not be a departure 
from current poli v ouidelines.  

Senator CLARK. I wonder if you could provide for the record any 
past illustrations of where that may have been done.  

M r. DAVIS. Yes. sir.  
Senator ('LARK. Consistent with our policy. In other words, let's 

build a record of the history of having done that, so that we are not 
establishing another new practice here, of an attitude toward South 
Africa.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

ExPORT-IMPORT BANK GUARANTEE LOAN PROCRA.  

[Supplied by Department of State] 

From the inception of the guarantee program over forty years "zo through 
Fiscal Year 1974, the U.S. Export-Import Bank has extended a total of $226 
million in vari, forms of guarantees for transactions involving the export of
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U.S. goods and 'servic(s to) the Repullic of South Africa. Included in this total 
are the following eXamles of such guarantees : 

General Motors/Continental Bank, $48.6 million for the sale of diesel electric 
liocomIotives to the South African Railvays, authorized on December 23, 1971; 
United Engineering and Foundry Company/Pittsburg National Bank, $5.04 
milliom for the sale of a eold reduction mill to the South African Iron and Steel 
Comlany, on 'May 17, 1971: and Uinited Engineering and Foundry Company, $6.3 
inillion for steel f(oundry equipment to the South African Iron and Steel Company, 
authorized March 4, 1971.  

Mr. DAvis. Could I just add one other word, in connection with 
question of nuclear matters, because I think, as you may remember in 
the past several months that the question. I think, that the question of 
providing nuclear material to South Africa came up and was subject 
to a rather wide misinterpretation. And so, I think that, as we are on 
the subject, it would )erhaps be useful to clarify that question, which 
was, incidentally, clarified, I think, very effectively and clearly by 
Members of the Congress concerned with international atomic energy 
cooperation matters. In fact, they did read into the Congressimnal 
Record, I think, a very good clarification of what had been a very 
liongstanilin., arraingoinent, with the four peaceful nuclear activity.  

Senator CLAMK. Iii that regard, simply because we are so short of 
time. Mr. Secretary, and have other witnesses, I wonder if you would 
!e willing to give us some )rel)ared information on that 

Mr'. I)Yvis. Yes. sir. The only thing I would want to make clear, how
ever. is that such fissionable material that has been provided has been 
l)riovite(l under an a21'cement of many years' standing and under 
full IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) safeguards, in 
terms of insuring that these materials not be converted.  

Senator (0n1i.j. If you have a longer statement, we would like to 
lave that in the recoril, at this poinlt, as well, because it would be good 
to have it. )o-s that include the (Iuestion that the United States sold 
cIiriche(l uranium to South Africa ? 

Mr. I).wis. That was the qiiestion that I was trying to address.  
Senator (fl.Am. You are saying" that that sale is c.onsistent with long

c.Stal IiAled 1)o1i'v of this (hovcrnment and ,onsistent with
'Mr. )AVis. And under full international safeguards. The agree

nient was entered into in 1 957.  
[The information referred to, follows :] 

rGPV17M1NT i OtR ('ooi'eATi ION IN PROVIDING NNUC'LEAR .IATERIAL TO SIoT i AFRICA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

An agreexnent for cooperation permitting the export of nuclear materials.  
iinluling enric'hed uranium to South Afri'a. has been in force since 1957, "nd we 
hav h)ewi supplying enriched urnniun for its research reactor since 1965. It is 
ill 'if '_9 such igrewenmets the U.S. has enter(d into with various countries 
fir ti- 'iply €,f nule.r fl. Vnder its termnls. Ihe Sontlih Africai (zoieruinent 
und i4t" ih) 1);la.e all sll pplied lna terials ullner safi'Xuards and not. to usle thel 
ink the nm nficture i)l' Weapoiis. Ini 1974 the Sc llii Africn (overnnent r'equested 
t:itic ,\ ic meat a1 milenled to peirmit the acquisitioIi froll the United States 
41f .lhiitiiiial suppliies ol, 11w 'iiii'heil Urlliiillnim to iit anticipated fuel require
ii e I ir twit I'llel ore:/ etcrs they :1iined t eoi it rlict. Tbe United Sta te- agreed 
14, this a inendment. which also extended the life ,of tle agreement to 2007. only 
after a ssliring itself that the a,., uisition of this material would not cintrilite 
to I ltt cmoitry's iitt ary calcability. At the same tine, we ohtained the important 
1uhiild-t 1adiling thrligh an excliinge f motes with South Africa that. South Africa 
iite'riietit le therlIlS cor the Agreelilelt for ('01ipei'atin tic precilide use of sip-
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bility that South Africa might have interpreted the Agreemenit to permit the use 
of supplied materials for "peaceful nuclear explosives." 

U.S. SALES OF ENRICHED URANIUM31 TO SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARIK. Have we been selling enriched uranium to South 
Africa, or is this new 

Mr. DAvIs. There is also some confusion in the original publication 
in which the total amount of uranium that had been furnished under 
this arrangement over a rather extended period of time was miscon
strued as one very recent shipment, and there was a confusion in 
terms of the amounts involved. And the program is a, program that is 
long in standing, and we have been supplying South Africa with en
riched uraniun for its research reactor since 1965 continuously.  

U.S. POLICY CONSISTENCY CONCERNING ('CC LOANS TO SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. One other point, and then I have some question. that 
I would like to have you answer for the record, in order that we can 
hear the other witnesses. One of the witnesses yesterday mentioned 
that the CC0-that would be the ('ommodity Credit Corporation
of the Department of Agriculture has extended a $1 million credit to 
South Africa for the purchase of beef and breeding stock. Are you 
aware of that, and can you address yourself to that ? Is that consistent 
with our goals in South Africa, in your view 

Mfr. Dvis. The Department of Agriculture informs us that CCC 
credits have been regularly proviled to South Africa, purchasers of 
U.S. agricultural commodities for the past, at least several years, as 
far back as records held in the Department of Agriculture, which 
go back, I believe, to 1969.  

Senator CLimK. I wonder if you might ask the Department to 
provide for us that information for the record, the total amounts 
involved. As a member of the Agriculture Committee, that comes 
as somewhat of a surprise to me. I am not quite sure why we are 
extending credits to South Africa for beef and breeding stock. It 
may well have some purpose, but I think it would be good to have 
that, in the record, at this point.  

Mr. DAvis. I understand the total is about $11 million worth of 
such credit has been extended since 1969, generally in sums of about 
$1 million per transaction, and then we will try to suil)Ilement this 
for the record, sir.  

[The information referred to follows :1 

('CC CREDIT SALES TO SOUTT AFRICA 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

According to the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAIS), U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. the total amount (if o'w' credit ,,ales to the Republic of South 
Africa from Fiscal Year 1969 through Fiscal Year 1975 totaled $47.09s"000 to 
cover sales of rice ($46,609,000) and tallow ($489,000). The FAS notes that credits 
made available by CCC credit lines may he used only by individuals or firms in 
South Africa making purchases from 1.S. suppliers: such credits are nt ex
tended to the Government (if South Africa, an1(d no approhation of the plicioi 
pursued by that government is either intendcd or inplied. Aeording top the FAS.
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buyers in many African countries, including Senegal, Ghana, Liberia and Zaire, 
have participated in the CCC program.  

Senator CLARK. Good. I would like to have that. It just seems to me
and I hate to make a statement without the evidence-but there are 
many companies in Africa with very low per capita incomes and very 
low life expectancy, to whom we give none or almost no assistance.  
_And to extend S11 million in credits to South Africa does not seem 
to IIn, to be consistent. But I would like to look at it before making 
that judgment.  

I wonder, Mr. Secretary-we have .:everal other questions that I 
would like to give you. I think I may just hand them to you, at this 
point, and ask you if you would be kind enough to supply the answers 
for the record.  

We thank you for coming. Thank you very much.  
[QueStions and answers follow:] 

MR. DAvis' ANSWER TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR CLARK 

Qucstion 1. What are the economic, strategic and political interests of the 
United States in South Africa? 

Answer.  
Econoic.-Direct U.S. investment there at the end of 1973 was $1.24 

billion. We had a favorable balance of trade in 1974 amounting to over $550 
million. South Africa is a promising market and the source of a variety of essen
tial minerals such as antimony, manganese, vanadium. chromite, uranium, plati
nuni and gold. Balanced against this economic interest in South Africa is an 
increasing U.S. economic stake in the rest of Africa where U.S. investment is 
three times larger than in South Africa. U.S. trade with the remainder of Africa 
in 1974 was twice that with South Africa. Furthermore, trade and investment 
with black Africa is growing at a more rapid rate than with South Africa.  

,tratcgic.-South Africa has an obvious strategic significance because of its 
geographic proximity to the lines of communication between the Atlantic and 
Indian Oceans. While it would be convenient for U.S. naval ships to use South 
African facilities from time to time. these facilities are not vital to our defense 
needs. We have near Johannesburg the terminal tracking station of the Air 
Force's South Atlantic Missile Test Range, although this station is relatively 
inactive at present.  

P'olitico.-Our major political interests are: 
To persuade the South African Government to abolish apartheid and 

thereby reduce the possibility of a bloody race war.  
To encourage South Africa to pursue its efforts to promote peaceful move

mioiit toward majority rule in Rhodesia.  
To convince South Africa that it should grant independence to Namibia 

on terms acceptable to the international community.  
South Afri,.a's racial policies clash directly with our own principles of racial 

'juisti,.- and the right of the governed to a vice in their government. To he true 
to thes- principles. to maintain our traditional support for their universality, and 
to fulfill our international obligations in thiN regard. we consider it important 
to pay attention to the questions of human rights and human dignity in South 
Africa.  

Th,, ,outh African Government's racial policies complicate our relations with 
the remainder of Africa and. at times. with other non-aligned states. both at the 
VN and in other international forums. They also prevent full pursuit of other 
intere4,4t in South Africa and the realization of the potential benefits of closer 
lanter:l rolationships with that country.  

('ommunist countries with few economic interostq at stake in the area are 
nble to capitalize on the problem of racism in ,outh Africa ind to use this entree 
to onlw:nc(e their own positions, often to our detriment, in Africa.  

In ihe lonmzr term, the continn.9tion (d" 8th Afriv:l's present policies ill
Ire I, 'ie prospects for violence in the rpetion and this could well invite for

ei zu n i vi nVeTn t.  

Q,,stin H. how i current TT.. policy toward South Africa perceived by the 
govel'inient there? .'y African political leaders in that country? By other 
African lads of state?
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Answer. There is little question that South African Government leaders are 
acutely aware of the United States Government's opposition to apartheid and 
the policies that spring from it. Considerable attention and resources are 
devoted by government organizations such as the South African Information 
Service, as well as non-governmental organizations such as the South Africa 
Foundation, to persuading influential segments of American opinion to accept 
at face value the South African Goveinment's claims of meaningful changes 
in race relations. The reiteration of the United States position on apartheid 
no doubt serves to increase the feeling of isolation among South African whites 
who would like to have the closest possible ties with the U.S. More practical 
manifestations of U.S. opposition, particularly our arms embargo, are a serious 
concern to Siuth African leaders who are continually seeking ways to break it.  
It is possible that perceptions among leading South Africans about the depth 
of U.S. opposition to apartheid may differ. Some appear to believe that a few 
"low to medium level bureaucrats in the State Department" are primarily 
responsible for American positions that they dislike. Others may have a 'better 
appreciation of the relationship between our concern with our own problem of 
racial discrimination, the importance of our relations with the rest of Africa, 
and our South African policies.  

Black African leaders in South Africa differ greatly in their overall political 
perspectives, and consequently in their views about American policy toward 
South Africa. While most would agree that foreign opposition to apartheid has 
had a constructive influence, they would disagree on such questions as the 
relative benefits and disadvantages of American and other foreign investment 
in South Africa.  

The views of the leaders of other African states outside Africa are also diver
gent. However, their positions in the United Nations suggest that they would 
like to see a policy which takes a stronger position against South Africa.  
Some would appear to believe that we could promote much greater change in 
South Africa were we to use leverage they believe we have on the South African 
Government, e.g. trade and investment. A number appear to share our view 
that a policy of communication and of exposing South Africa to the broader 
influences of world opinion has a greater potential of encouraging progress there 
than a policy of hostility and isolation.  

Question 3. Would you evaluate the internal political stability in South Africa 
with respect to the following points? 

(a) What kind of limits on his maneuverability does Vorster face from 
the right wing of the party? 

(b) Will his options decrease as elections in South Africa approach? 
(c) What kinds of pressures is Vorster feeling from the anti-apartheid 

white parties? 
Answer. The Prime Minister's standing appears to be high with all elements 

of his party and his policies have strong support among a solid majority of the 
white population. By-elections earlier this year did show some increase in the 
support for the arch conservative "Reconstituted National Party", and there 
has also been some criticism from the National Party right-wing supporters of 
his approach to the Rhode.'ian issue. However, we have seen few commenta
tors who suggested that there was any serious challenge to the Prime Minister's 
supremacy within his party.  

The last general eletins were held in 1974. Although the English par
liamentary tradition which permits the Government to dissolve the Assembly 

and call for elections at any time of its ownv choosing is applicable in South 

Africa, elections are only required every five years and we are unaware of any 
plans to call them in the near future.  

The parliamentary opposition-the United Party and the Progressive-Reforn 
Party-constitute no serious challenge to the National Party supremacy. Although 
they often serve to assure that significant government policy decisions are subject 

to debate and criticism, and that injustices perpetrated under the apartheid sys

tein are subject to some limited form of scrutiny in the parliamentary process, 

they are unable to exert any significant pressure, as political parties, on the 

Vorster Government.  
Qifc.ition I.. What are the functions of tbo Economie/Commercial officers 

assigned to the Embassy in South Africa? Are they following the stated policy 

that we neither encourae nor discourage invstment in South Africa? 

Answer. The U.S. policy ,overning commercial activities in South Africa, in 

order to give concrete expression to our displeasure with apartheid and to avoid 

giving an appearance of closeness to the South African Government, limits U.S.
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Government sponsorship of export expansion activities while at the same time 
pursuing legitimate U.S. national interests in maintaining a favorable balance of 
payments position and in creating jobs through exports. The U.S. commercial 
oflicers operating within the framework of this policy perform the following 
services: 

Ia) Report on significant economic developments in South Africa; 
(b) Brief U.S. businessmen on the South African political, economic and 

social factors; 
(c Identify major South African projects which have significant export 

potential for American firms; 
d ) Assist U.S. businessmen, upon request, in making appointments with 

potential South African customers: 
(e) Maintain connercial libraries in each of the posts; 
(f) Investigate trade complaints; 
(fq) Make representations on behalf of the U.S. Government or American 

companies with South African officials or businessmen.  
U.S. commercial officers in South Africa strictly adhere to our policy of neither 

encouraging nor discouraging U.S. investment in South Africa and do not report 
on investment opportunities in that country. When speaking with potential U.S.  
investors, these officers explain our policy on investment in South Afri':a and the 
reasons for it. They also advise the potential investors that if any investmients are 
made, company officials should seek to follow enlightened employment practices 
with all of their workers in South Africa regardless of race.  

Qucstion 5. How wouhl you respond to the argument that South Africa is such 
an important supplier of raw materials that the U.S. should encourage closer 
economic relations ? 

Answer. South Africa is indeed an important source for the United State; of 
ai numner of important raw materials : chromite, vanadium. platinum. mianganese.  
gem diamonds and other products. However. there are alternate sources for each 
(of these items. Canada, Australia and the Soviet Union provide the United statms 
with many of the same raw materials that South Africa does. Moreover. the 
South African (overnment has never made political or economic support of its 
policies a factor in the marketing of its mineral resources.  

Qiitioo 6. Dr. Pieter Koornhof. Minister of Mines, announced South Africa 
is in a position to embark upon a full scale uranium enrichment plant in Pelin
daba, Transvaal. (It would produce 5,000 tons a year and could earn as much 
as $375 million a year.) Ie added the private sector and foreign interests should 
take 1Irt.  

Are any U.S. investorrs interested in this project? What would the U..S. Gov
erninent's attitude lie towards their so doing? Should the U.S. offer this': Are 
other nations apt to, do so if we do not? 

Answer. We are not aware of any interest at all by U.S investors in 1artici
patin.L" in this project. American participation in such a venture would in any 
case lie subject to the restrictions enumerated in the Code of Federal Renulations 
(l0 CFR 810, a c ly of which is attached) which states in section S10.6: 

"... it shall lie unlawful for any person to engage directly or indirectly in the 
production of special nuclear materials outside the U.S. except (a) under an 
agreement for cooperation made with a foreign national pursuant to section 123 
(if the Act or (b) upon authorization by the Administrator [of the Eneruy Re
search and Development Administration] that such activities will not le inimical 
ti, the interest of the United States." 

We see no reason why the U.S. Government should encourage American ill
vestnent in this or any other indigenous national uranium enrichnent under
taking. We are. however, encouraging the South African Government to sikn the 
nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in order to bring all of its nuclear facilities, 
including" the planned enrichment plant, under tight, internationally a.cepted 
s'afegua rds.  

There have been press reports that Iran was interested in a possible invest
ment in the Siuth African enrichment facility, but the Iranian atomic energy 
agency has pullicly deniied such an interest.



Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations

CHAPTER 111-UNITED STATES ENERGY RESEARCH AN[ DEVEI.OPM[ENT 
ADMINISTRATION 

PART 810-UNCLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES IN FOREIGN ATOMIC ENERGY PROGRAMS 

Rccodification of Regulations Governing Unclassified Activities in Foreign 
Atomic Energy Programs 

The U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration hereby announces 
nonsubstantive revisions top its regulations governing unclassified activities in 
foreign atomic energy progranms. By Federal Register Notice of January 20.  
1975 140) F.R. 3242), the regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission applicable 
to the functions exercised by the Energy Research and Development Adminis
tration under the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, were affirmed by the 
Administration. By Federal Register Notice of March 3, 1975, these regulations 
were redesignated as Chapter III of Title 10, ('ode of Federal Regulations. Parts 
700 through ,870. Pursuant to this redesignation, 10 ('FR, Part 110, was redesig
nated as 10 CFR. Part S10. The present Notice is intended to l'ecodify the current 
provision- of 10 ('FR, Part S0, in order to remove all references to the Atomic 
Enery ~('ommission and substitute therefor the Energy Research and IDevelop
inent Adninitration. or the Administrator, as appropriate.  

Pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.8.('. 553.  
the Energy Research and Development Administration has found that good 
cause exists for making this action effective without the, clstolary :0-day waiting 
period. Accordingly, pursuant to the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended, and sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of 
the United States Code. the following- amendments to Title 10, ('ode of Federal 
Regulations are published as a document subject to codification to be effective 
on the date of publication in the Federal Register: 

1. Part 810 of Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations. is deleted.  
2. A new Part 810 of ('hapter I1, Titb- 10, ('ode of Federal Regulations 

is adtoltted as follows: 
Sec.  
S10.1 Purpose.  
S10.2 Scope.  
510.: Definitions.  
',11.4 Communications.  
,1).15 Interpretations.  
.10.11 Authorization requirement.  
,10.7 Generally authorized activities.  
s 10.s Grant and revocation of specific authorization.  
RlO.9 Contents of application.  
,10.10 Reports.  
"1l1ll Additional information.  
5'10.12. Violations.  
S10.13 Effective date.  

AUTHORITY: Sees. 57. 161, 68 Stat. 932, 948, as amended 42 U.S.C. 2077, 2201 spe. 104, 
Pil. L. .(-425 (October 11, 1974), sec. 223. 68 Stat. 958, as amended: 42 U.S.1. 2273, 
W§ 510.10 and 810.11 issued under see. 161o., 68 Stat. 950, as amended; 42 U.S.C. 2201(o).  

§ 810.1 Purpose.  
The regulations in this part inori rate a general authorization made by the 

Admiui-trator under section 57.1. (2 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (7S Stat. 605) establish reporting requirements atpplicalde to persons 
who el1;l!4e in certain unclassified ictivities in foreign atomic energy prograns; 
;lad (-;hdi-Ii procedures governing applications for specific authorizatimis to 
enga , directly or indirectly in the production of special nuclear material outside 

the United States.  

§ 810.2 Scope.  
The regulations in this part apply to all persons within or under the jurisdic

tion of the United States.
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§ 810.3 Definitions.  
As used in this part: 
(a) "Act" means the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 ((5 Stat. 919) including any 

amendments thereto.  
(b) "Agreement for cooperation" means an agreement for cooperation with 

any nation or regional defense organization pursuant to section 123 of the 
Act.  

(c) "Atomic weapon" means any device utilizing atomic energy, exclusive of 
the means for transporting or propelling the device (where such means is a sela
rate and divisible part of the device) , the principal lurpose of which is for use 
as. or for development of, a weapon, or weapon prototype or a weapon test 
devic'.  

(d) "Administration" means the United States Energy Research and De
velopment Administration.  

(e) "Administrator" means the Administratir of the United States Energy 
Research and Development Administration.  

f Defense information" means any information in any cate.zory determined 
by any Government agency authorized to classify infiormation, as being informa
tion respecting relating to, or affecting the national defense.  

(g) "Nuclear reactor" means an apparatus, other than an atomic weapon. de
signed or used to sustain nuclear fission in a self-supporting chain reaction.  

(h) "Person" means (1) any individual, corporation. partnership, firm, as
sociation. trust, estate, public or private institution, group, Government agency 
other than the Administration. any State or any political subdivision of. or 
any political entity within a State: and (2) any legal successor, representative.  
agent or agency of the foregoing.  

(i) "Research and development" means (1) theoretical analysis, exploration, 
or experimentation ; or (2) the extension of investigative facilities and theories 
of a scientific or technical nature into practical application for experimental 
and demonstration purposes. including the experimental production and test
ing of motors, devices, equipment, materials, and processes.  

(j) "Restricted Data" means all data concerning (1) design, manufactnrinz 
or utilization of atomic weapons: (2) the production of special nuclear mate
rial: or 13) the use of special nuclear material in the production of energy.  
hut shall not include any data declassified or removed from the Restricted 
Data category pursuant to section 142 of the Act.  

(k) "Source material" means source material as defined in the regulations 
contained in 10 ('FR, Part 44).  

(1) "Special nuclear material" means special nuc.lear material as defined in 
the regulations contained in 10 'FR, Part 70.  

(in) "United States". when used in a geographi.al sense, includes all terri
tori's, and possessions of the United States, the Canal Zone and Puerto Rico.  

§ Sl0.4 Communications.  
All communications concerning the regulations in this part should be ad

dressed to the Administrator, Energy Research and Development Administra
tion, Washington, D.C. 20.545. Attention: Division of International Security Af
fairs. Communications and reports may be delivered in prson at the Adminis.  
tration's main offices in Washington, D.C. or Germantown, Maryland.  

§ 810.5 Interpretations.  
Except as specifically authorized by the Administrator in writing, no inter

pretation of the meaning of the regulations in this part by any officer or em
ployee of the Administration other than a written interpretation by the General 
Counsel will be recognized to be binding upon the Administration.  
§ 810.6 Authorization requirement.  

Se'l-ion h57b.(2) of the Act, as illemented 1,y the Energy Reorganization 
Act of 1974, provides that it shall be unlawful for any person to engage di
rectly or indirectly in the production of any special nuclear material outside 
of the United States except (a) under an ag rinent for ci*operation made pur
suant to section 123 of the Act, or (h) upon authorization by the Administrator 
afte- a determination that such activity will not le inilmial to the interest 
of the United Statets.  

§ S1O.7 Generally authorized activities.  
fa) Pursuant to section 571.(2) of the Act, the Administrator has determined 

that any activity which constitutes directly or indirectly engaging in the pro-
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duction of any special nuclear material outside of the United States will not 
be inimical to the interest of the United States and is authorized by the Ad
ministrator, provided that it: 

(1) Does not constitute directly or indirectly engaging in any such activity 
in any of the following countries or areas: 
Albania; 
Bulgaria; 
China, including Manchuria (and excluding Taiwan (Formosa)) (includes Inner Mongolia; 

the provinces of Tsinghai and Sikang; Sinkiang; Tibet; the former Kwantung Leased 
Territory, the present Port Arthur Naval Base Area and Liaoning province) 

Viet-Nam; 
Cuba; 
Czechoslovakia; 
East Germany (Soviet zone of Germany and the Soviet Sector of Berlin) 
Estonia; 
Hungary; 
Latvia; 
Lithuania; 
North Korea: 
Outer Mongolia; 
Poland; 
Rumania; 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ; and 

(2) Does not constitute directly or indirectly engaging in any of the fol.  
lowing activities outside of the United States: 

(i) Designing or assisting in the design of facilities for the chemical process
ing of irradiated special nuclear material, facilities for the production of heavy 
water, facilities for the separation of isotopes of uranium, or equipment or 
components especially designed for any of the foregoing: or 

(ii) Constructing, fabricating, or operating such facilities: or 
(iii) Constructing, fabricating, or furnishing equipment or components es

pecially designed for use in such facilities; or 
(iv) Training foreign personnel in the design, construction, fabrication, or 

operation of such facilities or equipment or components especially designed 
therefore; or 

(v) Furnishing information not available to the public in published form' 
for use in the design, construction, fabrication or operation of such facilities or 
equipment or components especially designed therefore; and 

(3) Does not involve the communication of Restricted Data or other classified 
defense information: and 

(4) Is not in violation of other provisions of law.  
(b) Pursuant to section 57.b. (2) of the Act, the Administrator has determined 

that any activity not generally authorized pursuant to paragraph (a) of this 
section, which constitutes directly or indirectly engaging in the production of any 
special nuclear material outside of the United States, will not be inimical to the 
interest of the United States, and is authorized by the Administrator, provided 
that it: 

(1) Does not involve the communication of Restricted Data or other classified 
defense information ; and 

(2) Is not in violation of other provisions of law; and either.  
(3) Is limited to participation in Ii) meetings of or conferences sponsored by 

educational institution, laboratories, scientific or technical organizations; (ii) 
international conferences held under the auspices of a nation or group of nations; 
or (iii) exchange pr,,grams approved by the Department of State; or 

(4) Is limited to the furnishing of information which is available to the pub
lie in published form 2 or which will be made available to the public in published 
form within 60 days after the furnishing thereof.  

§ 810.8 Grant and Renovation of Specific Authorization.  
(a) Any person who proposes to engage directly or indirectly in the production 

of special nuclear material outside of the United States may apply, unless such 
proposed activity is authorized pursuant to an agreement for cooperation or is 
authorized by § 81(.7, for a spe('ifi authorization to the Energy Research a1n(d 
Development Administration, Washington, D.('. 20545, attention : Division of 
International Security Affairs.  

' For purposes of this section, "information which is available to the public in published 
form" shall include, but not he limited to anuy information contained in in1 apLPicjvltion filed 
in accordance with the regulations of the U.S. Patent Office and eligible for foreign filing 
under 35 U.S.C. 184. In addition. Information which is available from the Administration 
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552 shall, for purposes of this section, be deemed to be information 
available to the public in published form.  

2 Ibid.
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(b) The Administrator will approve an application for a specific authorization 
to engago directly or in(lirectly in the production of special nuclear material out
side of the United States by conducting any of the activities enumerated in 
§ Sl0.7 (a) if, after taking intoi account following factors, he determines that such 
activity will not lie inimical to the interest of the United States: 

(1 ) Whether the United States has an .areement for cooperation with the 
-.moitry in which the proposed activity will lie conducted : 

(2) Whether the country in which the prolposed activity will he conducted is a 
party to the treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and, 
Irsuant thereto, has, entered into an agreement with the International Atomic 

Ener;gy Agency (TAEA) for the application if safeguards to its peaceful nuclear 
activities : 

13) Whether tle country in which the proposed activity will lie conducted, if 
ni~t a party to the NIT, will accept IAEA safeguards with respect to the project; 

(4) The relative significance of the proposed activity and availability of cor
lrabile a. sistalice frni other sources; and 

(.5) Any other fact which may bear ulon the political, economic, or security 
iilterest of the United States.  

(c.i An authorization luriuant to this § Sl0.S may be revoked, suspended, or 
ilmdified. in whole or in part : 

(1) For any material false statement in the application for an authorization 
ior in aiiv additional iuformatimi submitted pursuant to § 810.11, or 

(2) If the Administrator finds that the cnduct of any or all of the authorized 
activities would lie inimical to the iiiterest of the United States.  

§ 810.9 Contents of Application.  
(: Each aPl licatimii. shall contain the followinlg information 
( I I The full name. address and citizenship (if the applicant. If the applicant ik 

;I cirl)iiratiiin 4r oither vility. it shall indicate the State where it was incorporated 
,ir organized. the hication of the principal o ffice, and shall furnish information 
klimwn to the applicant i(-i cerning the control or ownership, if any. exercised 
Over th, applicant by any alien. foreign c(iirloratiin or foreign G;i-ernment. Each 
application shall contain ,implete and accurate disclosure with respect to the 
rial party or parties in l ncrest.  

(2) A complete st:itement of the activity for which Administration author
ization is4 requested. iii'lmliui designatiain if the country ir countries involved 
alid :1 Ohf.iletl description of the specific prject to) which such activity relates.  

(Ii) If the' application i, ntains restricted data or other defense information.  
it -h:ill lie prepared in sm-h manner that all restricted data and other defense 
int' rn'tion are i-4liarated from the unclassified information.  

(c) Tifi-iation c itained in alildication,. statements or reports otherwie 
filed 1by th applicant with the Administration may lie incorporated by refer
iice. provided that each such reference is clear and specific.  

§ 810.10 Reports.  
(:) E,-.ept as provided in parag'raph (c) of this section, each rerson who 

ci c:'2'-s in an activity slp iiified in 1aragiariid (It) of this soction shall within 
:) da3y fronI the (' iiniellceipnnt of such activity submit a report to the Energy 
P,.-(I.n1rh and Developonent Adlinistration. WVashington. DR.. 20545. Attention: 
1 visi m (if liternatioiiil Security Affairs. Eai.h such report shall contain the 
fiihhowii-" infmmation : 

11) The name. addrs' and citizenbio i of th person submiittinzg the report 
(,2 'Ih llinle, adhi',ss :)i( citizenship of the person or persons for whom 

such activities- are perf rned : 
C" I A disi-ripti( iif I he activity, including its locations.  
HI Activitis to) be roported: 
(1 The desig.u, c, nstruction, or operatin, outside the United States, of: 
(ii , nuclear rea.lor : or 
( ii) A fa-ility for the sealration of isotopes of plutonium : or 
(iii) A facility fur the chemiiical. physical or metallurgical processing or 

f:l ri(.li o- alloying of special nuclear material: or 
iv I A facility filii the production of zirconium (hafnium-free or low-hafnium), 

re cI i ir-grale graphite, or 1erylliinn : or 
(2) Tb,- designi or fabrication outside ie United States,. of any component 

part especially desigued or fabricated for a nuclear reactor or other facility 
spe.ificd in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph ; or
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(3) The furnishing of designs, drawings, or other technical data for use 
outside the United States in the construction or operation of a facility specified 
in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph or in the fabrication of a component part 
specified in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph , or 

(4) The separation, outside of the United States, of isotopes of uranium or 
plutonium, or 

(5) The production, outside of the United States, of heavy water, zirconium 
(hafnium-free or low-hafnium), reactor-grade graphite, or beryllium : or 

(6) The chemical, physical or metallurgical processing or fabricating or 
alloying, outside the United States, of special nuclear material.  

(c) The reporting requirements of this section shall not apply to: 
(1) Any activity consisting only of (i) the communication of information 

generally available to the public in published form ; or (ii) financial assistance; 
or (iii) the transmittal of information relating only to conceptual design or per
formance characteristics of nuclear reactors or facilities; or (iv) the com
parative evaluation of types of reactors or facilities; or (v) any combination 
of the foregoing.  

(2) Any person to the extent that such person engages in activity authorized 
by § 810.7 as the employee of a person required to submit a report pursuant to 
paragraph (a) of this section.  

(3) Any activity specifically authorized by the Administrator.  

§ 810.11 Additional information.  
The Administration may at any time require any person who engages in 

activity specified in § 810.10 to submit additional information with respect to 
such activity.  

§ 810.12 Violations.  
An injunction or other court order may be obtained prohibiting any violation 

of any provision of the act or any regulation or order issued thereunder. Any 
person who willfully vilates any provision of the act or any regulation ,,r order 
issued thereunder may be guilty of a crime and, upon conviction, may be punished 
by fine or imprisonment or both, as provided by law.  

§810.13 Effective date.  
The regulations in this part are effective September 30, 1975.  

NOTE.-The reporting requirements contained herein have been approved by 
the Office of Management and Budget in accordance with the Federal Reports 
Act of 1942.  

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 23rd day of September, 1975.  
For the Energy Research and Development Administration.  

EDWARD B. GILLS, 

Acti g Assistant A dininistrator for- attional cecurity

[FR Doc. 75-26044 Filed 9-29-75; 8:45 am] 

Qitestion 7. How influential can the action of U.S. firms be in South Africa? Are 
we overestimating their impact in South Africa? 

Answer. Since U.S. firms account for only about 17 percent of the total foreign 
investment in South Africa and only 3 percent of the total investment in that 
country from both domestic and foreign sources, it is obvious that the impact 
of the policies and practices of our companies is somewhat limited. However, 
progressive U.S. employers can provide an important example to other firms op
erating in South Africa of the effectiveness of enlightened emnloyment practices 
and can demonstrate the U.S. employer's world-wide commitment to the prin
ciples of social justice. It is important also to note that U.N. firms are not alone in 
seeking to improve the conditions of their black employees in South Africa. Many 
British, Swedish, Canadian and domestic South African firms are also taking 
innovative actions in this field. The actions of one group of companies serves to en
courage and reinforce the commitments of other groups toward fair emphoyinent 
practices. In addition, improved employment practices by U.S. firms alone can 
directly and favorably affect the lives of thousands ,of black workers employed 
by these firms in South Africa, which in itself is a very worthy goal.  

Question 8. How do American companies in South Africa compare with native 
corporations in their labor policies and practices? 

Answer. Many American coml)anies operating in South Africa. including most 
of the larger ones, have announced steps which they have taken to improve
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their employment practices with regard to their black workers, including more 
-equitable wage scales, improved pensions and medical benefits, training facilities, 
'employee housing and similar measures. However, U.S. and other foreign corn
lanies are not unique in providing these and other benefits to their black 
workers. A number of South African firms have traditionally been strong support
ers of just employment practices for all workers regardless of race. In fact 
several major South African companies are in the forefront of the business com
miunity in South Africa in providing fair salaries and decent working conditions 
for b1Lck workers and in improving communications between the management and 
the black labor force. Unfortunately, many South African firms do not appear to 
have, as yet, followed the lead of these companies. We do not have sufficient ma
terial available on individual South African firms to permit a more detailed 
analysis of their respective employment policies and practices; however, judg
ing from the rash of strikes in South Africa in 1973 and 1974 and from published 
aggregate data on wages and salaries, many South African firms (and probably 
a number of foreign firms as well) continue to pay their black workers at sub
sistence levels and have not established any realistic form of communication 
which would permit these workers to seek to redress their grievances.  

Qucti~. 9. Should the Congress write legislation making it compulsory for 
'.S. corpurations ti follow the labor practices recommended by the Department? 
Answer. In a response (copy attached) to a similar inquiry from Congressman 

Jack Brooks, Chairman of the Committee on Government Operations in the 
House of Representatives, the Department stated that while we sympathize with 
the intent of legislation to foster the expansion of improved employment prac
tices by American firms in South Africa. we believe that such legislation could 
pose the rLsk for U.S. companies of irreconcilable conflicts with South African 
laws and administrative powers enforceable by law which can be, and have been, 
used in many instances to bar equal employment training and promotion op
portunities for blacks. Therefore, we maintain that continuing to encourage vol
untary efforts, building on the initial progress already made in this field, is a 
better approach.  

OCTOBER 17, 1975.  
Ion. JACK BRooiS, 

Chairnan, Committcc on Go'crnmcent Operations, Hottse of Representatices, 
Washington, D.C.  

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : I refer to your letter of April 28 and my interim reply 
of May "2 regarding H.J. Resolution 410 intended to make fair employment prac
tices in the South African enterprises of U.S. firms a criterion for eligibility 
for U.S. (,vernment contracts.  

The lDepartment of State has sought actively to encourage a peaceful evolu
tion in South Africa from doctrinaire racial concepts to policies which will pro
vide for the attainment of basic human rights by all of that country's citizens, 
regardless of race. In partial pursuit of this objective, it has been the Depart
ment's policy for the last few years to encourage and support the efforts of pri
vate Ainerifan firms operating in South Africa to adopt enlightened employment 
practices. The Department has urged U.S. firms to persist in availing themselves 
of every reasonable and legally permissible means to ensure that all of their 
employees and the families of these employees have what they need to pursue 
decent and productive lives. Recommended practices include the following: 

To pay the "rate for the job" or "equal pay for equal work" ; 
To provide adequate pension, insurance and medical benefits: 
To provide supplementary educational facilities for employees and their 

children: 
To assist employees and their families to obtain adequate housing; 
To provide skills training on a regular basis aimed at higher productivity; 
To provide opportunities for advancement based solely on merit.  

We are convinced that the racial problems of South Africa cannot be solved 
through violence or withdrawal, but rather through a policy of constructive 
entagemient. The proviso "legally permissible" is. I believe, germane to the pro
ps(d joint resolution. As drafted, II.J. Res. 410 could pose the risk for U.S.  
colpanis of irruvcnilable conflicts with South African laws and administrative 
1)owtns e,forceable by law which can be, and have been, used in many instances to 
bar equal enmploymnlt training and promotion opportunities for blacks. Accord
ingly. ;m(loption (of the joint resolution might compel an American company with 
oli,:1ti is in Soulth Afri,. to choose ietween reminin, eligible for U.S. Gov
er-iII,'i ,., Itracts ond Cointinuing operatios' ill Souith Africa.



Thus, while we sympathize with the intent of this legislation to foster the ex
pansion of improved employment practices by American firms in South Africa, 
we believe that continuing to encourage voluntary efforts, building on the initial 
progress already made in this field is a better approach. Many American com
panies with interests in South Africa have become increasingly concerned about 
the situation of black workers there. A number of U.S. firms have made public the 
steps they are taking to improve their employment practices in South Africa, 
while other firms have preferred to introduce significant improvements without 
publicity.  

In an effort to focus increased attention on the topic of enlightened employment 
practices, the U.S. Department of State in February 1973 issued a booklet en
titled "Employment Practices of U.S. Firms in South Africa", which provided 
an illustrative list of goals as well as specific examples of actions taken by U.S.  
companies to improve working conditions in that country for all employees re
gardless of race. Subsequently, in a statement dated September 1974, the Depart
meut reiterated these employment practices goals and urged that in view of the 
changes now taking place in the industrial relations picture in South Africa, 
American firms operating there should give special consideration to improving 
relations between employers and employees by using all available channels of 
communications. This would encompass being prepared to engage in collective 
bargaining with representatives of black workers including representatives of 
unregistered trade unions. The statement noted in this connection that, while 
unregistered unions are not specifically provided for in South Africa's industrial 
relations legislation, they are not illegal.  

The results of these efforts are reflected in an article which appeared in the 
South African newspaper "Johannesburg Star" on October 5, 1974, which stated 
in part: "The State Department is anxious that American companies in South 
Africa should be seen to be at the forefront of the move to improve the condi
tions of Black workers." 

"In the last five years many companies, under both public and private pres
sure, have greatly improved both the wages and conditions of their workers. Con
ditions in some American plants, notably those of General Motors in Port 
Elizabeth, are outstanding." 

The steps taken by American firms in the field of employment practices com
plement similar efforts on the part of nunierous responsible and progressive 
groups in South Africa which realize that the future welfare of their society 
may well depend on how soon existing inequities are removed. Additionally, pub
lic and private pressures in Great Britain, the Federal Republic of Germany 
ond other countries which are being exerted upon firms with interests in South 
Africa have resulted in the adoption of improved employment conditions.  

We are encouraled by ths,,e developments. In our view, public and private 
efforts which succeed in encouraging American companies in introducing volun
tary improvements in their labor practices in South Africa are more likely to 
influence favorably South African and third country employers than would the 
proposed legislation.  

I hope that you will call upon me if you believe that we can be of further 
assistance in this matter.  

The Office of Managem(-nt and Budget advised th:it from the standpoint of the 
Administration's program there is no objection t, the submission of this report.  

Sincerely.  
ROBERT J. MC('LOSKEY, 

Assistant Secretary 
for Congressional Rclation&,.  

Qii'tion 10. Britziin haS a alar'ae investment in South Africa. Are the practies 
of its corporatiorts any different from American companies? What has been the 
impact of British public pr','ure on those corporations? 

Answer. Private direct investments in South Africa from the Sterling Area 
(almost all British) totalled .4.9 billion at the end of 1971, about 66 percent 
of all foreign direct investmnent in South Africi at timt time. Total profits froni 
these British direct investments averaged about $180 million annually during the 
1966-1971 period.  

According to a detailed sudy done by tbe Expenditure Committee of the, 
British House of Cirmon' in V)73-1974, the performance of Briti4h firms in 
South Africa in the field of emihployment prtctices appears to be i.nerilly on par 
with the performance of other tirms, both foreign alld do 1Hsti(.. ollel'ating ini that 
country. In an effort to en ourag Britih firms to improve their enmploynient
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practices, the Expenditure 'ommittee made a series of recommendations and 
published a set of guidelines (('ode of Practice) for British firms operating in 
South Africa (copy attached).  

Several individual British firms have made commendalle initiatives recently 
in the field of improved labor conditions for their respective black labor forces 
in South Africa better wages and fringe -benefits and improved employer-em
ployee communications). Two British firms have announced that they will nego
tiate diretly with unregistered black trade unions representing their workers.  
Public pressures in the United Kingdom are likely to have considerable influence 
in encouraging other British firms to follow the initiatives of their more progres
sive colleagues.  

FIFTH REPORT FROM THE EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE, SESSION 1973-74, WAGES AND 

CONDITIONS OF AFRICAN WORKERS EMPLOYED BY BRITISH FIRMS IN SOUTH 

AFRICA 

Chapter 13 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

18. At various places in this Report we have given our opinion as to what 
constitutes good practice on 'the part of companies in South Africa with regard to 
wages and conditions of employment. These views are gathered together and 
produce as a set of Guidelines in the 'ode of Practice printed as an Appendix to 
this Chapter. We recommend that the Appendix be regarded as the draft for a 
new set of Guidelines to British companies with business interests in the Re
public, replacing the advice currently .goiven by the D.T.I. We recommend that 
the Guidelines be published by the D.T.I. and that a copy be sent 'by the D.T.I.  
tp every British company knownm to have, or to be contemplating the establish
ment (if. business interests in South Africa.  

1,1). Although we were told by the I.T.I. that advice on employment practices 
in South Africa is given to companies both by the commercial staff posted to the 
British Enlba.sy in South Africa and by D.T.I. in London. we received the im
pression that both the Embassy and D.T.I. played a fairly passive role, possibly 
waiting for companies to request advice and assistance. We recommended that 
the staff in the Embassy and the D.T.T. play an active role of seeking out com
panies in order to encourage and advise them on improvements in employment 
practices. This function requires an up-to-date knowledge of, for instance, the 
law, South African Government policy and company practice. Staff would be 
assisted in keeping up-to-date on current practices if they received voluntary re
ports on the progress of firms. Information in these reports could be incorporated 
in the Guidelines as a lead for other firms. We recommend that a review be 
undertaken of the staff in South Africa and the D.T.I. whose function it is to 
provide information, assistance and advice to companies, in order that the pur
poses we envisage are adequately met. We recommend that companies be invited 
to submit reports on their practices and on progress concerning African wages 
and conditions. We recommemn that the Guidelines be regularly revised.  

190. Is it important that .onpanies should expect future publicity. In this in
quiryv we have been concerned to understand the situation in some detail and to 
document the employment practices of British-affiliated cuimpanies, both good and 
l)ad. Future investig.ations could concentrate on those companies which do not 
pursue good employment practices; and. if the policies which we have reeom
mended appear to have failed in their objectives, tougher measures could then 
be considered. We anticipate that the subject will continue to command the in
terest and vigilance of the House.  

1!11. Some colnpanies said that they were reluctant to exercise control over or 
issue dii'ectives to sulsidiaries in South Africa because the subsidiaries might 
thereby be rendered liable to United Kingdoin corporation tax I see paragraph 

The two menmoranda sulmitted by the Inland Revenue do not indicate that 
the issue Of podicy directives on wages and conditions of employment alone has 
this result. Nevetheess it is importont that there should lie no doubt about 
the nmatter, and that companies should not be deterred from exercising due con
Irol hrimugh any misapprehension. We recommend that the Inland Revenue 
should issue public guidance on this subject, and that if necessary there should 
lie legislative change.
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CODE OF PRACTICE 

GUIDELINES FOR UNITED KINGDO'M COMPANIES WITH INTERESTS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

1. Government policy is summarised in a statement of the Prime Minister made 
in March 1973: "I hope that British companies in South Africa would recognise 
their own interests in establishing a name as good employers, ill particular by 
keeping abreast of the best current practices and opportunities for advancement".  
These Guidelines are intended to assist companies in achieving and maintaining 
good employment practices.  

2. In general, companies should ensure as a minimum that as far as possible 
the management attitudes and practices adopted by their affiliates in South 
Africa, in relation to their employees are consistent with and can bear examiia
tion against the attitudes and practices adopted towards their employee., in the 
United Kingdom.  

3. British companies having business interests in South Africa or contemplating 
operations there should ensure that they have a thorough knowledge and under
standing of the position of their African workers, and of the economic, social 
and political forces which govern their lives. There is an abundance of unskilled 
labour available in the Republic, so that the operation of market forces cannot 
be relied upon to ensure adequate wages for the unskilled. Because Africans 
lack the normal trade union rights and there are very few African trade unions.  
there can be no certainty that collective bargaining will ensure that Africani 
wages are adequate. Considerable differences exist in the average earnings from 
employment of Africans and Whites in all sectors of the economy. Government 
laws and regulations on the movement, residence and emlploylnent of Africans 
place:great power in the hands of employers over their African employees: dis
missal may entail the loss of rights to urban residence and employment. The 
migrant labour system, which has been subject to criticism not only for its 
economic but also its social consequences, is in many cases legally imposed on 
companies and their African employees. Various legal, institutional and custom
ary obstacles to equality of opportunity and to the advancement of Africains 
into better and higher-paying jobs are encountered. The setting in which their 
subsidiaries and associates operate should be well understood by British com
panies. It is because of this setting that the present Guidelines have been 
produced.  

4. The impression that employers are effectively prevented from improving 
the wages or conditions of service of African employees is mistaken. The South 
African Government has expressed itself in favour of increases in wages for 
Africans, and it is not opposed to the training and advancement of Afri.ans 
provided that White workers do not object. It has spoken against the resistance 
of White trade unions to African advancement. Many South African emploiyers 
have set progressive goals, as evidenced by statements of an employers' associa
tion in favour (If trade union rights for Africans, and the minimum wage olbjec
tives of various associations. Progressive views have been attributed to some 
White trade unions. The great shortage of skilled and educated manpower which 
prevails in South Africa is generally acknowledged to have produced a greater 
incentive to, and possibility of, Afrian advancement than existed iii the past.  

5. It is right for British companies to accept a responsibility in relation tI tie 
wages and conditions of African employees in their business interests ini South 
Africa, in so far as the companies have the power to control or influence these 
wages and conditions. The wages and conditions of African employees are all 
important issue, on which the parent company is advised toi formulate certain 
broad polh(i-s. The Main Board director responsible for industrial relations 
should be no less concerned with industrial relations in South African affiliates 
than the financial dirctor is with their financial policies.  

6. To increase their impact in South African subsidiaries and associates, it is 
important for parent companies to develop good relationships with them. Thee 
can be fostered through periodic visits to the Republic by the Chairman and 
others in the parent company. Personal visits also enaile the parent company to 
acquire knowledge of wages and conditions in the affiliate. Main Board rc-presen
tation on tho South Africai bi ard is to ho recomnmended. To monitor and assess 
an affiliate's policies, information should be roquired regularly (in Nva gs and 
conditions expressed in relation to the policy objectives of the British board.  

-619-76-24
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Inidostrial Relationvs 
7. In the abseii., of African membership of trade unions it is advisable to 

estalish, or ,ontinue with, effective works committees of African employees as 
a nwans of consultatiian, einmunieation, and training in industrial relations. To 
be iffective, works Ammittces hould be democratically elected, should meet 
regularly and frequently, and should be aile to discuss wages and conditions of 
empioyntent. P'acti'es which hinder the development of African unions should 
lie avoided. Africani trade uniins are not unlawful, and, although they possess 
nie of the normal trade union rights, there is nothing' to prevent a company 
from recogiisinL' and negotiating with a trade union representing African workers.  
The lawful development of cillocetive bargaining with African employees should 
be encouraged.  

Thc Porcrt! Daturm Linc 
s. Poverty Datum Line (P.D.L) and Minimum Effective Level (M.E.L.) 

estimates (an provide a helpful guide to the minimum wages which employers 
should pay in the Republic. 'ompanies should ensure that there is available 
an up-to-date P.D.L. and M.E.L. measure appropriate to their lowest-paid work
ers and their dependents, in each location of operation. Where P.D.L. and M.E.L.  
estimates are not available, a company should commission experts to undertake 
such studier, or it should join with other companies--either through an area 
empl-yers' association or an industry employers' association or an association of 
British companies (e.g. U.K.S.A.T.A. or through sponsorship of a national 
survey-to produce appropriate estimates.  

9. The estimators of the P.D.L. regard it as a measure of the barest minimum 
required to support a family in African living conditions, assuming the wisest 
allocation of expenditure. A wage equal to the P.D.L. cannot therefore be thought 
of :Is a fair one. 4'ompanies are urged to accept the M.E.L. as the target for 
minimum wages, and to establish a timetable for achieving it.  

Fringe Benefits 
30. There is a ease for companies to provide benefits in kind for employees 

if the benefits would otherwise be provided inadequately or not at all. Where 
companies provide board and lodging for migrant workers, much can be done to 
raisi, the quality of life of these employees. Companies should be familiar with 
the living conditions of their migrant workers and ensure that high standards 
of provi.i,n ar achieved mid maintained : but they should also be mindful of the 
living coulitions and needs of their migrant empbiyees' dependants.  

11. Assist.;nce with family h.using is impeded by laws relating to freehold 
and residence, but in the ca.se of employees comninutin- from nearby Bantu 
homelands there is a psility of a company helping Afrivans to acquire their 
own homes. Much can lie done to further education of African employees, their 
childreu anl tl,, Afri,'an oimmnunity generally: assistance can range from 
literacy prammeN to bursaries for university education. The high demand 
for reduction alniong many Africans makes this a particularly valuable form 
of a~sistaiie. ('ompani( are in position to ease the puroldems and insecurity 
of Afri( ans r'eulting from rtrictions in their movement, residence and employ
ment, by providing advice anil legal assistance when problems arise. Firms 
sh mld determine whether African employees and their delpendents have need 
of mnelical s-ervices in iddition ti those provided by the State: and if so, to meet 
the need. ('impanies should ei ure that African employees are covered by a 
pension sclimoi -which i4 comparable in benefits to that of White employees but 
suited to thon e-le of Africans. e.g. migrant employee. should not be disadvan
ta-(ed by briken service. By providing free or ubsidised meals, companies can 
ensure that lw-paid em-ploytes ire nutritiously fed.  

12. In the provision of fringe henefits, companies should attempt to redress the 
disadvantages encountered bIy Africans in the availability of social amenities 
and servio,,. Mainy of the benefits in kind recommended alive would he helpful 
not only toi enlly.no '4 but alo t,-, employers. 1iy stren.'theniimi employee loyalty 
• iid redlncinz labour i ure'rivr. There are mnny institutiins- and organisations 
c(ii..rned w ith the welfare of Nii-Whiles ti which coilnanie,.- could make finan
cia: Iontriloimtioius.  

Afllriaol Letbo), 
1:'. Clilnolnies shl l ali ,pt a ,,li'y towards nio:r:nt lalkouiir !,:isei io only 

on tl , citfilvillenci(4s fir the i'olcipial1y of the nik:rant buteni lint also on al 
1 Itlirs!! I 

1
i .Ig (If the CI IIcISo I I Iiiimen for African-.
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14. There is much that companies can do to see that their employees have a 
legal right to reside with their families within commuting distance of their work.  
For instance, there is reason to believe that Government enforcement of migrant 
employment in some industries is not entirely inflexible. A consideration of 
importance in choosing a location for a new plant is that some locations permit 
more use of stable, family-based labour than others. Advice and legal assistance 
can be given to African employees in relation to the "pass laws".  

Wage Structure 
15. A company's wage structure should be determined irrespective of race, 

according to principles of job evaluation. "Equal pay for equal work" will be 
meaningless so long as Whites and Africans are not employed in the same jobs or 
grades. Payment of the rate for the job irrespective of race can accelerate the 
pace of African advancement in times of shortage of skilled labour, because it 
can give White workers and unions a sense of security against the undercutting 
of their wages.  

16. It should be an objective of company policy to reduce the differential, often 
large, between the average pay of White and African workers. This can be 
achieved not only by a narrowing of the wage structure but also by a change in the 
racial structure of employment.  

17. Controlled prices or competitors' practices may hinder British-affiliated 
companies in their improvement of wages and conditions. It is possible to reduce 
or overcome these difficulties, as is shown by those companies which have exerted 
their influence on their competitors (for example, in employers' associations) 
to raise wages throughout an industry, or on the authorities to introduce or 
raise statutory minimum wages or to raise controlled prices.  

African Advancement 
18. Companies are urged to press hard for the advancement of Africans into 

more qualified and better-paid jobs. Adherence to the nores, custom and prac
tice of South African society may mean that opportunities for African advance
ment are overlooked. It is important that racial discrimination be avoided not 
only by those at the top of the company but also right down the managerial line.  
There may be need for a programme to change the attitudes of White supervisors 
of African employees.  

19. There is reason to believe that where legal job reservation exists, it can be 
avoided by obtaining exemptions, and by careful and diplomatic handling of 
White workers and trade unions. There is no law preventing a Non-White from 
being in authority over a White, but a company would have to negotiate with the 
Government, whose general policy is to prohibit such appointments, and possibly 
with White workers or unions. In order to ensure equality of opportunity among 
the races, companies should be prepared to meet the costs involved in duplicating 
facilities where separate facilities are required by law.  

20. Companies which complain of a lack of aptitude or ambition on the part of 
African workers may find that the problem lies with their own management.  
Where lack of education prevents African skill-acquisition 4-)r promotion, the 
remedy lies partly in a company's own hands. Moreover, an individual company 
can raise the educational quality of its labour force by offering attractive pay 
and conditions.  

21. It is important to see African workers as individuals with potential for 
skill-acquisition and career-development. Wherever the scale of operations per
mits, companies should establish training departments to p)rovide training for 
African workers, and to develop their full potential. Where training cannot be 
provided within the firm, the use of external training courses should be explored.  
Companies can attempt to overcome the problem that Africans cannot be appren
ticed to White artisans, either by means of a training school for artisans or 
through training on-the-job.  

22. Companies should recognize that to recruit skilled workers from Britain 
and other countries for employment in South Africa can retard the pace of 
African advancement. Where that is the case, companies are urged not to us'e 
White immigrant labour but to endeavour to recruit from the Non-White poten
tial within South Africa and to develop thai- potential Iy means of training.  

Geural Adrice 
23. Companies may feel that to follow some of thes.e Guidelines would he dam

aging to their profitability. But there are profit advantages in being a good em
ployer, and it is in a company's wider interest to wainta in a good reputation. The
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ability to pay basic wages above the relevant P.D.L. now, at least to all adult 
male employees, should be regarded as one of the minimum conditions for main
taining or establishing a business interest in 1South Africa.  

24. Given the particular circumstances of British companies operating in South 
Africa and the continuing interest in their performance, companies should con
duct a regular review of these matters at Main Board level so that they may be 
in a position to satisfy shareholders seeking information. Companies should bear 
in mind that disclosure followed Iy s rutiny is an essential characteristic of a 
free society which no one should fear and from which much good may come.  

25. The British Embassy in Pretoria, the British Consulates-General in Johan
nesburg and other centres, and the Department of Trade and Industry in London 
are able to give detailed information and advice on P.D.L. and M.E.L. estimates 
and on the organizations and individuals making these estimates; on the training 
and advancement of Africans; antl on other aspects of wages and conditions. They 
can also give details of organizations in South Africa which provide information 
and assistance on these subjects, and on the laws relating to Africans. Companies 
will find further help in the Fifth Report of the Expenditure Committee of the 
House of Commons, 1973-74, and in the evidence given to the Trade and Industry 
Sub-Committe in 1973 (House of Commons papers 116 and 21-I to 21-IV of 
1973-74).  

Question 11. What American corporations are operating in Namibia? What is 
the profit/investment ratio? Are they contributing in taxes an inordinate am ount 
to the South West African government? Does some tax income go to the South 
African government? Should their taxes to those governments be deductible 
in light of the International Court of Justice and United Nations' actions against 
South Africa? 

Answer. At the present time we believe the following American owned coin
panies have investments in Namibia: American Metal Climax, Inc.: Brilund 
Mines Ltd. ; Caltex Cbrporation; Gallion Iron Works & Manufacturing Comi
pany: Gemstone Mines, Inc. : Interpace Corporation: Mobil Oil Corporation: 
Newmont Mining Corporation: Arthur G. McKee and Company; Texas Gulf.  
Inc. : and the Zapata Corporation. We have no information available on the 
profit/investlnent ratio for these companies. In 1972, according to the U.S.  
Internal Revenue Service, two U.S. companies in Nanibia paid the South 
African Government a total of $2 million in taxes. Twelve other American coin
panies operating in Namibia during that year claimed no tax credits. The tax 
credit issue was carefully reviewed at the time the Treasury Department made 
its determination in 1973 that current U.S. law provides for a credit in the event 
(of any payment of taxes on income to a governing power without regard to the 
legality of that government. Therefore, we do not consider that the granting of 
tax credits implies any recognition by the U.S. Government of the legality of 
South Africa's taxing power in Namibia.  

Question 12. Is the Department ready to prepare, in conjunction with Treasury 
and other affected Agencies, legislation forbidding such tax credits? 

Answer. The )epartment of State is not contemplating any further action at 
this time on the tax credit issue. A decision by the Department on whether or 
not to support any new Congressional legislation aimed at denying U.S. tax 
credits to American firms doing business in Namibia for taxes paid to the 
South African (overnment on income earned by -these firms on their respective 
Namibian op-erations could not be made until such time as we would have the 
opportunity to review the actual legislative proposals.  

Qutetion 13. Many American scholars cannot get visas to visit and (io research 
in South Africa because they have been critical of South Africa's policies. Some 
have suggested that there should be a slow-down of U.S. approval of visas to 
South African businessmen and officials until these scholars are granted visas.  
W at is the Del:irtment's view on this? 

Answer. We have exerted strenuous efforts in past years to persuade the 
South African (1overnment to grant visas to individual Americans and in a 
general effort to persuade that Government to adopt more liberal policies with 
reg-ard to the issuance of visas. We will continue to pursue these objectives.  
However. we do not favor retaliatory action. For many years we have sought 
to prniiiotv a free 1lb w of persons and ideas amiong nations. Morever, we do not 
lueliev, that an individual should be penalized for the actions of his Government.  
Fbially, there is no legal authority vested in our consular officers under present 
hli:datio to deny or delay the issuance of a visa simply as a measure oif 
retaliatin.
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Question, 11. Have "cultural exchanges" with South Africa-bringing South 
African citizens here and sending Americans there-in any way served to en
courage changes within South Africa? Could they be improved? 

Answer. It is, of course, difficult to evaluate in concrete terms the contribution 
of programs such as our cultural exchanges to furthering the objective of con
structive change in South Africa. However, the comments of foreign service in
spectors over the years and of the participants in these programs do suggest 
that it i.- one of the most constructive and creative elements in our relations with 
South Africa. Our Embassy and the U.S. Information Service in South Africa 
devote considerable energy to the selection of participants in an effort to assure 
that they reflect the major elements of South African society, that they are repre
sentative of significant social, cultural and political elements and are individually 
capable of benefiting from the exchange experience and of disseminating these 
benefits to others.  

The criteria for selection of participants in these programs are frequently 
reviewed and each U.S. visit by a South African is separately evaluated in an 
effort to improve the content of the visits.  

Question, 15. What role will the Bantustan leaders play in bringing about 
change in South Africa? What is their role now? 

Answer. The significance of the "Bantustan" or "Homeland" leaders in the 
future of South Africa will depend upon a number of factors, including their 
individual perspectives as leaders, the differences among the various territories 
they lead, their relationship with other groups in South Africa, including Africans 
outside the Homelands, and, of course, the future actions of the South African 
Government in regard to the Homelands.  

The development of the Homelands policy in recent years has provided oppor
tunities for the exercise of leadership by Africans which have been largely ab
sent .lince the suppression of the African National Congress and the Pan African
ist Congress in 1960. Most Homelands leaders have used the platforms provided, 
albeit t6 differing degrees, to criticize the policies of the South African Govern
ment and to articulate grievances against the apartheid system which are uni
versally shared by Africans in South Africa. The voice they give to these 
grievances is one of the most notalle contributions of the Homelands leaders at 
the present time.  

The extent to which these leaders will be able to influence the political con
sciousness (,f the African population at large, especially those living in "white" 
South Africa. and the extent to which they will be aide to organize support on 
the national level will be major facto rs in determining South Africa's future.  

When evaluating the possibilities inherent in the Homelands system, however, 
it is desirable as well to recall that the encouragement of ethnic or "tribal" 
distinctimi,s among Africans is among the objectives of the South African Gov
ernment in pursuing this policy. African critics of the Iiiom-lands leaders argue 
that even if sime of them do aspire to national leadership in the broad sense, 
they will ow'e their positions in the first instance to ethnic and "tribal" con
stituencies. In light of experience in a variety of countries with the divisive 
effects of real or perceived cultural differences, such critics contend that there is 
a danger that in the final analysis Homelands leaders will lie unable ti, resist 
centrifua-il pressure inherent in the Iomelands policy and will emerge as rulers 
of small, "independent", but impoverished client states.  

Qucx.tioi 1M. What is the overall U.S. piilicy concerning Bantustans? 
Answer. It is our view that the African Homelands, as presently constituted.  

represent an unjust division of South Africa's territory, the effect of which will 
be to enhanc0.e divisions among the African population, prevent their political 
c'operation with other South Africans, and deprive them of the share of S.outh 
Africa's natural and man-made wealth to which they are in justice entitled.  

Quc.tio 17. What is U.S. policy on American investment in the border indus
tri(-' or within the Bantustans? How is that policy imlilemented ? 

Answr. Since the "Border Areas" and the Bantustans or Iloinelands re inte
gral parts iif Siith Africa, we would regard any American investment in these 
areas as being indistinguishahle from I.S. private investment elsewhere in South 
Africa and would therefore neither cncourage nor discourage it.  

Quo.stiomis 18 d- 19. Will the I.S. recognize the independence of the Transkei? 
In what ways will the Transkei differ from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland? 

Answer. Although the South Africin Government has declared its intention to 
-rant independence tii the Transkei ,,n Octoher '%;, 976), the issue has not been 

formally posed in terms of a request for recognition or an application for 'N
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mmbership. In the meantime, the United States is following relevant develop
nents both in the Transkei itself and in terms of its implications for South Africa 
internationally. An evaluation of the similarities and differences between the 
Transkei and independent states, including Botswana, Lesotho and 'Swaziland, 
will be among a nuniber of factors which will be taken into account when we make 
a decision on the question of recognition. Pending a decision on the matter, we 
are taking care to avoid any actions which would compromise our freedom to 
chse the course we judge the most appropriate.  

Q oc.tion 20. One of the major criticisms of the Homelands policy is that it 
involves too little land for su.h a large proportion of the people. Is there any 
likelihood of South Africa's making major concessions for more land and fIr 
coherent geograpihical entities? 

Answer. We have seen no evidence that the Government would agree to alter 
the present alloiation of land for the homelands. This was first established in the 
Native Trust anil Land Act of 193 ;. Prime Minister Vorster told the Homeland 
leaders who met with him in Umtata in November 1973 that he would be unable 
to go beyond the 1provisions of that Act. Nevertheless, many of the Homeland 
leader, eontinue to press for the addition of more land to their Homelands argu
ing that they would not otherwise be viable.  

Question 21. Doies the OAU recognize the South African Government or any 
Siuth African political or exiled party such as the African National Congres.? 

Answer. Every independent country on the African continent is a member of 
the OAU except South Africa. The OAU does not recognize that the Government 
of South Africa is the legitimate representative of its people and on this iasis 
favors its exclusion from the United Nations and other international bodies.  
The most recent OAU Council meeting, which was held in Dar es Salaam in May 
1975, voted to provide material support to the African National Congress and the 
Pan African Congress, both of which organizations are seeking the overthrow of 
the South African Government. It should be noted that neither of these move
ments is recognized by the OAU as having governmental status.  

Question 22. Has repression in Namibia increased since the veto of the Security 
Council resolution of June 6, 1975? 

Answer. South African police and army reinforcements were sent to Namibia, 
particularly Ovamboland, in the wake of the mid-August assassination by unkown 
persons of the Chief Minister of Ovamboland Filenion Elifas. Since mid-August 
an unknown number of Namilians, reportedly including several Lutheran pastors, 
have been detained ostensibly in connection with the assassination of Chief 
Elifas. A few of those detained were subsequently released uncharged. As of mid
October the American Embassy in Pretoria estimated that about 30 Namibians 
were being detained throughout the territory under the Terrorism Act and other 
repressive and illegal legislation. In early September our Embassy approached 
the South African Government expressing concern over reports of detentions and 
requesting particulars on the.e detentions. We are still awaiting a promised 
South African Government response to our request. We do not believe that this 
recent increase in repression in Namibia results directly from the veto of the 
Security Council draft resolution on June 6, 1975. but is related to other events 
descrilbed above.  

Quc.tion 23. Has the U.S. veto of the mandatory anns embargo had an impact 
on the South African Government's policy toward Namibia ? 

Answer. There have been no new developments in the South African Govern
ment's policy toward Namibia since June 6. the day the veto was cast. (Almo.st 
one year after it was proposed, a South African (Government-inspired Constitu
tional ('onference to discuss the future of Namibia was convened in Windhock 
on September 1.) 

Qu.,:tion 24. Is South Africa willing to allow international supervision of the 
elections of the delegates to the South West African Constitutional Conference? 

If not. would the United Nations be likely to recognize anything which evolves 
from that Conference. What will be the U.S. positions on this in the UN and 
tiiward South Africa? 

Answer. South Africa has not. been willing to allow international supervisinn 
via the UN of developments in Namibia, including elections held within various 
tribal gronups. In a May 27. 1975 letter to the U'N Secretary General, South 
African Firiign 'Minis tr ruller stated that the South African Government waR 
"unalho" to -Ieipt UN supervision in respect to Namiia. Nil elections have been 
held in Namiila solely for the purpose of choosing" delegates to the Constitutional 
Conference.
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It seems highly unlikely that the United Nations will recognize decisions 
reached in the Oonstitutional Conference in its present form as representing the 
will of the Namibian people, given the facts that the Conference was initiated 
by the South African Government and that SWAPO, recognized by the UN as 
the sole authentic representative of the Namibian people, is not represented at 
the Conference.  

The U.S. Government does not consider that the Constitutional Conference 
represents the views if all the Namibian people since several signiriiant political 
groups, such as SWAPO and the Namibia National Convention, are not repre
sented at the Conference.  

Qicstion 25. Why has the U.S. not joined the UN Council for Nainibia? 
Answer. The United States abstained on UN (General Assembly Resolution 2248 

of 1967 which established the Council for Nanibia because we believed that the 
stated functions of the Council, such as travelling to Namiloia to take over the 
administration of the territory, were unrealistic and Iheyond the available means 
of the United Nations to achieve. We therefore declined to serve on the Council 
and have maintained this position ever since, although we periodically review 
our position on the matter.  

Quc.tion 26. Should the US. recognize SVAPO as the representative political 
party of the people of Namibia ? Why? 

Answer. The United States is not prepared to recognize SWAP10 as the sole 
representative party of the Namibian people in the absence of an indication 
from the Namibian people that SWAPO holds such a position. SWAPO draws 
almost all its support and membership from the (lvanlwo, tribe, and there are 
no indications that it enjoys broad support in other tribal and ethnic groups 
in Namibia.  

Qae-8tion 27. Claims are made that Namibia's natural resources are being 
exploited to the detriment of the territory. on the (other hand many describe 
it as a treasure trove of natural resources. How do you evaluate the mining 
activities of U.S. corporations there? Do they aid or harm its economy! its 
labor force? its human rights? 

Answer. Most U.S. corporations interested in mining operations in Namibia 
are presently in the mineral exploration phase. Newinmt Mining Corporation 
and American Metal Climax, Inc. (AMAX), which together own (;51% of the 
Tsumeb Corporation. a large producer of copper. lead and zinc, are the oly 
U.S. corIp)rations presently engaged in large-s -:tle midni. operations in 
Namibia. Most Namibians who have visited the Department of State over the 
past two years have asserted that U.S. and other freigni investment asists 
the develpinent of the Namibian economy and ,rNi(les needed employment.  
However, these Nanibians believe that American and onI-r companies should 
increase wages paid to black workers and adopt the rule (of equal pay for 
equal work. Thle I epartnent of State has ur-,ed U.S. firms doing business in 
Namibia to seek to conform their employment praetives to the Universal De
claration of Human Rights.  

Quextion 28. What would the withdrawal of South Africa mean for Namibia ? 
Would another Angolan situation ensue? 

Answer. The sudden withdrawal of South Afri,.i from Namibia would no 
doubt cause eonidernlo administrative and eoiini di,. -:tiin. BPcau( e of 
the scarcity of trained Namiilans. it would prh;1bly 1ie ne-.ssary to brin in 
considerable nrunbers of foreign personnel ti nmintain The functioning of the 
government and the economy. At the present time it does not appear likely that 
the withdrawal of South Africa from Naidia would create an Angolan type 
situation a, Namibia has only one armed liberation -,reii,. SWAP,'.  

Que.otion 29. What assessment do you have of the January, 1975 elections in 
Ovamboland? How much government interference was there? How free was it? 
Why did SVAPO do so badly at that time? 

Answer. In the January 197; Ovamboland Legislntiv, Concil el-,.tion.q s"1111 
55% of the eligible voters, reportedly went to the 1l1l1 dslite 9 call by SW.\I' 
for a boycott of the elections. The largeoh ,tr tiirniiit was s'oeninr'lv a nolit,: 
setback for SWAI i. It is impo:sible to estimal ' with !Imthority thp e-t,,nt, if 
any, of government interference in tlh(e (q.ctiOs. TlorO have leon1 cl),'la ,,S 
made liy the International Cjinlnlission (of Timrit< amid tltor -:,roiips thoqf the 
Soiith African Adnijffistratirn utilized a variety (of i.,r.ivo moasures to insore 
a large turnout. Our Embassy in South Africa lasni informoatiin which w11u11 
either confirm or refute these allegrations!. Lilh.r:tm Pishi, Aunl:i and the 
recently expelled Anglican Bishop Wood initiate(l ami imv(stigation of these
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nl0,;4tions, and a legal team has visited Ovamboland to study the allegations.  
No report has ieen issued by the legal team to our knowledge. The failure 
of tIie voters to obey the SWAPO call for an election boycott has been explained 
by supporters of SWA') as due to the government's efforts to force the people 
to vote. Also the flight of some 3,000 mostly young Ovambos, primarily SWAPO 
snlitpirers. to Zambia during the last six months of 1974 left a very much 
re'l1(,d c''ntingent of SWA( ) activists in Ovamboland.  

Q'..stioi .:o. How representative is SWAPO of the Ovambos? Of the rest of 
Namibia ? What is its political ideology? 

Answer. We believe that SWAPO continues to be a significant political force 
within the Ovalnbo community. As far as we know SWAPO does not have a broad 
base of support in any of the other ethnic or tribual groups of Namibia. It does 
have non-Ovambo members, such as National Chairman David Meroro, who re
cently fled Namibia. SWAPO professes to be socialist and non-aligned in its 
political orientation. It strongly opposes foreign investment in Namibia at this 
time lbecause it believes such investment strengthens the hold of South Africa over 
the t rritory, and it favors a unitary independent Namibia on a one-man one-vote 
lsol. s WAPO leaders within Namibia advo(cate independence hy peaceful politi
cal means while the SWAP( leadership in exile favors a combination of military 
activity and p, litical agitation to achieve independence.  

Qiestioii -,1. What other political parties exist in Namibia? How strong are 
they? Walt are their ideolog-ies? 

Answer. In addition to SWAPO there are probably at least 25 other political 
partic's and '"rops in Ninibia. Most of these are small in membership and ap
parently have little territorywide importance. The more significant political 
parties wohuld include the Herero-hased South West Africa National Union 
(SWANU t which is the leading element in the Namibia National Convention. an 
nibrella organization which also includes SWAPO (in country), the Ovambo
basevd Democratic Cooperative Development Party (DEMKOP). the Damara
hasid Namibian African Peoples Democratic Organization (NAPDO) and the 
Rehoioth Volksparty. The Namibia National Convention favors a unitary gov
erninent and has a militantly nationalist outlook, refusing to enter into discus
sionjs with the South African Government or to participate in the Constitutional 
0'onfren,.e' n-w underway in Windhock until a number of conditions such as the 
freeing of political prisoners and the free return of exiles, are met.  

\t the ',ther end of the political spectrum are such parties as the National 
Unity Denmcratic Party (NUDO). headed by Paramount Herero Chief Clemens 
Kapuno. which favors dialogue with the South African Government to achieve 
independence for the territory. The White opposition party, the Federal Party of 
S, wth West Africa (formerly the United Party) advocates a free, independent, 
denimcratic Republic of South West Africa, possessing a Federal Constitution and 
maintaining (.lose economic and security ties with South Africa and other south
ern African states. The ruling white National Party of South West Africa, a 
branch of the National Party of South Africa, appears to favor a decentralized.  
('inflderal type of government and a policy of removing the "discriminatory" 
aspc.ts of apartheid without altering its basic principles.  

Senator ('ianK. We are going to hear next from three public wit
nes , : Jennifer I)avis. Elizabeth Landis. and Jordan Ngonlbane.  

1- tfrtunately, we have been listening to the buzzer that just went 
off. It mleans that we have a vote. I am 'oin 7 to try to see if we ,cannot 

a, little loner than I had ori,nallv intended. I wonder if perhaps 

tle h ost. war to proceed would not be for me to ao over and vote right 
no V, 1,f,,' o -tart. It will take me about S or 9 minutes, I am afraid.  
TIhn we will come )ack.  

Prbtip, each of yon could take a look at how you might try to sum
in1: 1 ze vm'M t(meilts. The entire statements will be put in the record.  
I I' Yom .,ml pend perhaps 5 minutes on each statement, then we will 
limtv time for q uestions. If You 1m0t do that. I will understand; 
1ut if v'n -:in, I would like to have each of You comment upon one 
1 Ioth i(,'" statements, and have a little discussion.  

Tha:nk( yon.



We are in recess for about 10 minutes.  
[A recess was taken.] 
Senator CLARK. The hearing will resume. Here is Jennifer Davis, 

from the American Comnmittee on Africa.  

STATEMENT OF MS. JENNIFER DAVIS, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, 
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA 

Ms. DAvis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have done my best to sum
marize the statement. And I will submit ny statement for the record.  

Senator CLARK. Let me say, by the way, that we would welcome any 
comments that any of you may have with regard to testimony that has 
already been presented tis morning and any reactions that you may 
have.  

Ms. DAvis. What I want to talk about is, in effect, a very small part 
of the total argument that I am making. But this relates to sometling 
that you asked Ambassador Davis about and that is the sale of our 
light aircraft.  

TIE NATURE OF ChANGE IN SOUTH AFRI(A 

But let me just put it in a little background. I begin my te.stimonv 
with a look at the nature of change in South Africa, because I think: 
that is a central question. And to me it seems important that we do not 
confuse self-interested military flexibility with real social change.  

I think that it is blatantly clear that there is consideralde flexibility 
in the politics of the South African system. And adjustments arc !I ng 
made, but these are designed to maintain and to protect what is essen
tially the extremely racially oppressive system.  

South Africa is under constant pressure, extremely strong- internal 
pressure which can only be expected to increase and of courne, external 
pressure.  

INCREASE IN' -MILITARY EXPENDITURE 

And South Africa has responded in a number of way, some of 
which I outline briefly. But the one I am most concerned with at this 
point is the very dranatic increase in military expenditure in South 
Africa.  

South Africa has doubled its military budget in 2 successive years 
and is now spending over a billion dollars annually on militarY ex
penditure. It has a dual defense philosophy; with one focus internally, 
and then a second external focus. The internal focus is of cor-se de
signed to cope with the problem of potential black insurgency, so that 
they are focussing very strongly on developing their counter iiu-ur
gency. as they term it.  There has been considerable expenditure, also, though on very much 
more sophisticated equipment. Other witness:es have spoken in the last 
2 days, I noticed in testimony, about the communications base at 
Silvermine, in the ('ape, about the Simonstown base, extensions and 
so on: I will not repeat their evidence. Put, aes I see it, that expenditulnc 
is designed to stren-then South Africa's (les]allitV as an ally. In 
other words, that second expenditilre is not so 1mch relate(l to 4lth 
Africa's direct military needs,. as it is to intei'ratine" So,,th Africa into 
a whole Western defense complex.
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And I think that this is very important, because it reflects the tre.  
mendous importance that South Africa places on its relationships with 
Yestern Europe and the countries of the North American Continent, particularhy tI (, United States.  

South Africa really s4ee., thc, r, alliances as critical for its ,urvival.  
An,1 it vill work har d to 1 uild them. It understands, I think, very 
accuratel. 1:,,w to ]1nuipul:,te the coalPF.enle of its interests vith the 
intirests of tlh' wNsl tvrn1 .opmvties. as they are perceived by, for in
st:,w. the ,lvfenlo deplirtment of tho'.", countries.  

Hence, i, i-eat 4tre,.. for in.-tanoo. on the critical position of the 
Cape, so thov nov ter!,, it the -iiew Gibraltcr." 'ate to the Indian 
(),..n and t1he wafol ilo.-, of tho southern Atlantic.  

The coloern of the American Committee on Africa is that this 
v lknowvle,],ied ~oat .o'tc, of interest is in fact likely to lead to 
clo-(,r anti - 1o.,-,r lins between South Africa and the United State, 
anti to a hreakin,_: of any arm eibar-o that still does exist. And, that 
we !ee ,as not in fact very far fethed.  

Partlv, in my t.titonv. I have run througfh a number of wars in 
whivh there .(owml to he clear indications of pressure, from different 
Amrerican 'roups on th- arms embarnfo. The other reason why. in 
fact, it scent to me, not unlikely that the emlbargo might be breached 
is that in fact. it ha; already been breached, and very consistently.  

ARCM. E'MB.PR t BREACII RELATIVE TO SALE OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT' 

And I would like to read. or summarize in more detail, just the last 
tlhr,, pages of my tetimov on the question of the way in which the 
einharao is being breached in relation to the sale of light aircraft.  

In 1971, I testified before Congressman Dig(gs' Subcommittee on 
Africa on the question of the arms embargo. I pointed out at that time, 
tlat one of the major itemls of trade between South Africa and the 
IUhited States was an increasing number of light aircraft..  

T)urin- that y(Var corctary Newsom explained U.S. policy on 
air.,'aft. a; follows: 

There has been no chtanae in the arms emla rgo which wo have maintained 
since 1963 and which ainiao ,,thor things preclndes the sal- of any aircraft 
to South Africa for military lurposes, including military training and 
reol n ani :a lice.  

Normal trade with South Africa in civilian-type goods for nonmilitary purposes
continues, and we are prepared to consider licensinz for VIP transport purposes, 
limited nunier' of ,smnll unarimed executive civilian-type aircraft which will 
not strengthen South Africa's military or internal security capacity.  

I argued at that time thot endinr" civilian aircraft to South Africa 
was in fact, potentially a hi'eakinf of the arms embaro'o because of the 
part;cular nature of the South African military structure.  

South Afria has a ' -tem whereby it has the air commandoes. It 
has other 'ommandot, as well-that, is, land commandoes-but I am 
her, concorned with what can best be described as a flying militia, 
maeI up of volunteer, who uIse their own planes. They are not members 
of die reular military fores, but are paid by the Government when 
theyv fly in tim, of emergency or war. The establishment of 12 
sqa10,h'ons Of such commandoes was authorized in 1964.
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The commandoes attend an annual 2-week training camp, during 
which all of their expenses are paid by the Government. Their training 
entails radio cooperation with army and mobile police striking forces.  
reconnaissance, practice l)ombing. and g'eneral cooperation with the 
police and the army. in maintaining the interna l security of both South 
Africa and what they term "Southwest Africa"; that is, Namibia.  
Many of these commandoes fiy U.S. lighlt planes such as Pipers and 
Cesslas. I might interject that the South African I)efenmse Force has 
a journal called Paratus. which I believe the Library of Congress has 
copies of, and reg'ularly, in Paratus there are reports of training" exer
cises; that is, joint exeli-'s involving these commande , the military, 
and the air force.  

And these are primarily. of course. counterinsurgencv exercises.  
There was a large one last year called Project Irene, which brought 
togoether the air coimandoes, some land conimancdoes. and the regular 
military forces. So this is one of the ways in which supplying light 
aircraft, even for commercial use, because of the structure of the air 
commandoes, makes U.S. aircraft directly involved in the process of 
counterinsurgency. In other words, exactly what we say we do not 
want to do. we are doing when we allow these civilian aircraft to go 
to South Africa.  

It is increasingly clear, too, that there have been other erosions in 
the formal arms embar-o, and that light aircraft, such as Cessnas and 
heavy transport plane, such as the Lockheed "Hercules" C-130, have 
been provided directly to the South African Government for military 
use. long after the supposed embargo of 1963.  

I have attached further information on this as appendixes- appen
dix I is an extract from the International Institute for Strategic 
Study's annual report, titled "The Militar*y Balance," and is a study 
put out every year of the world's military strength.  

In that, you will see listed for South Africa, as part of the regular 
military air force, C-130"s and Cessna's. Cessna's, according to the 
nilitary balance, are used in a squadron, assigned to the army, and 
both the reserve squadron and the air commando sqiiadrons; that is.  
they are used by the air force.  

Senator C\Ran. I certainly appreciate havinQ" it. That entire report 
will be made a part of the record, following the text of your Pre
pared statement.  

Ms. D.\vis. To cow'clilde. I think that. the best. way of issessing how 
those aircraft are iisd, is again to look at what the South African 
defense journal, Parattis, says about them in an article depicting the 
role of aircraft on the border. An article, in 1974 Paratus refers to 
the usefulness of the C-130's and the invaluable role played by the 
Cessnia's.  

They say, that without these aircraft, the helicopter. Cessna, and 
Dakota. problen:; of -iipplies and communication would be insur
moltal le.  

They go on to dvc .rilw the tasks performed and specifically refer 
to reconnaissance, low-lvel, visual reconnais a,v with a pilot and 
observer as 1 in" done hv the Cessna becauise of its maneuverability 
and low fuel consmption. These small aircraft keep the 1,000-mile 
border under constant 4urveillance, and that is clearly a military task.
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Finally, the article reports that Cessnas are used for aerial observa
tion and can be used to control ground fire onto specific targets and to 
report subsequent enemy movement.  

It. seems to be clear that U.S. aircraft are beinog built into South 
Africa.'s system of military rel)ression in the most direct way possible.  
It is these airc.raft that will be in the forefront of the inevitably bloody 
sulppression of any black attempt to oppose continued white, minority 
rule.  

It is useful to point out here. that in South Africa you (To not have 
to carry a gun to be regarded as a terrorist. The definition of "terror
ism" is "seeking to embarrass the affairs of state." You can be dem
onst ratinl,/ you (an )e marchin,, in the. street and be a terrorist: even 
)eac eful demonstrators or striking workers mi-ht find themselves the 
targets of these V.S.-built airplanes. And it is certain that in the 
develo)ment of a "liberation war." sucli as that just ended in M\ozam
bique. American planes would be used to search out and destroy 
African freedom fighters.  

I have not made a long list of recommendations. But I would stron
1Y support the recommendations made by Mrs. Butcher. And the one 
issue we would like to raise very seriously is the need to reexamine 
the way in which the arms embargo is, in fact, implemented or not 
imlplemented. and to push very strongly for a serious implementation 
of stich an embargo. Thank you.  

[Ms. Davis' prepared statement follows :] 
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JENNIFER DAVIs, RESEARCIT DIRECTOR. AMERICAN COM

MITTEE O.\ AFRICA 

1IU.NTING REALITY 

One of the major problems for anyone trying to understand United State
South Africa poli('y and relationships is the long established tradition of double 
talking. To find the truth it is neces.ary to penetrate behind the coded languaze 
and to recognize a series of myths which serve to cloak a far more unpleasant 
reality.  

The primary myth perpetuated by So uth Africa is that it is changing. Critics 
who call for radic.l internati ,nil respmnses to South African racial (iplressiOn 
and epl,,itation have for many years been met by the- "But things are changing" 
argument. The initial nyth-maker is of course South Africa ... but the device 
is mo141st useful Io(cau'le it is so earerly seized uponl by powerful foreis such as 
the United Statt.s governnient, seeking to justify a policy of perpetual tolerance 
for what is in fact. f((r thoise who suffer under it, an int(lerable situation. See'l
tary Newsom articulated such a view very precisely in a 1971 speech. lie said: 

"We believe change will come in southern Africa. Economic and demographic 
pressures make this inevitable. In South Africa itself there is a lessening of 
rigidity. Change is a central theme of discussion: there is psychological and 
intellectual ferment within the Afrikaner community: there have been isolated 
instances of acceptance of multi-racial activities: there is a growing realism 
among businessmen that Africans are important to them as skilled workers and 
as a market. They are beginning to focus on the need for improvement of work
ing conditions for non-whites. We cannot expect change to come quickly or 
easily. Our hope is that it will come peacefully." 

The system has shown itself capable of considerable flexibility in the past 
decade. Ten years ago Prime Minister Verwoerd was proud to think of him
svlf as a man of granite. Today's pragmatic South African leaders recognize 
that building in rock does not meet the needs of a rapidly expanding industrial 
economy.  

At issue is not wltber changes are occurring both inside South Africa. and 
in that country's attitudes to Africa and the world. The argument revolves 
around the nature and purpose of those changes. It is at this core level that 
there seems to he dangerous confusion. Perhaps it is necessary to re-state, at 
this point, the hasic siuation that calls for change.
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The "problem" in South Africa is that of the dispossession of a majority black 
population and the total usurpation of all economic, political and social power 
by a white minority. The "problem" is a system--the apartheid system-delib
erately designed to use blacks for the creation of wealth and then guarantee 
the exclusive benefits of that wealth to the whites. The primary purpose of the 
whole network of South African law and administration is the protection 
of this system, which produces for the whites, who benefit from it, the highest 
average standard of living in the world and for the blacks, who suffer under 
it. a life of perpetual poverty, violence and humiliation.  

The statistics which reflect this situation are well known-I quote only a 
few of them.  

There are less than four million whites in South Africa. they provide only 20% 
of the country's economically active population-but take home over 76% of the 
wealth created every year; the blacks, who provide 8 out of every 10 workers, 
are left with only 23% of all the wealth they played a major role in producing.  

White workers earn an average eight times as much as their black fellow 
workers, 

White workers can work anywhere, at any job they please, move about freely, 
live with their families, organize trade unions, strike legally. Black workers 
are restricted by a cast iron system of controls. They cannot move freely, are 
regimented by the pass laws, prevented from living with their families, for
bidden to strike, forced to work as migrant workers, always under the white 
supervision-at unequal jobs for unequal pay.  

Current South African policy as laid out in what is mockingly called a "home
lands" plan aims at ensuring that Africans he denied permanent residence in 
the "white areas" (which comprise 87 % of total land area and include all major 
towns and cities). The design intends to make Africans in such area migrants
living without their families. By 1971 the proportion of economically active 
African men living in single accommodation (i.e. labor barracks) in the five 
main cities of South Africa was as follows: ('ape Town, .5%; Durban, 55%; 
Johannesburg, 4!,9 ; Pretoria, 47% : Port Elizabeth, 20%.  

The changes that are currently being made are not intended to alter this 
pyramidal structure in which blacks, the majority. stand always at the bottom, 
supporting the whole society on their backs. Even a cursory glance at the con
tinuing black/white wage gap, increasing population regimentation, endless 
political repression and hollowness of Bantustan independence, should indi
cate the futility of any belief in current government-directed change. It is a 
mistake to confuse self-interested flexibility with racial social change.  

White South Africa is currently dealing with a very complex situation. Already 
the most highly industrialized country in Africa, accounting for ',"1r of the 
whole continent's GDP and 40% of its industrial production it now has to ad
just to internal pressures generated by continued economic expansion, and at 
the same time confront a rapidly changing situation just beyond its frontiers.  

The increasing sophistic.ation of the economy ha.i for instance shifted the 
nature of the demand for labor-and so there are announcements that Black 
work-rs ;ire to be upgraded-what this means is that the pool of unskilled 
black labor is no lonter useful and is to lie replacid by a pciol of semi- killed 
black labor. Th landlis. voteles!', rightless nin-person status of the Blaclks 
remains unchanged. Changing lalior demands may even bring in their wake 
somle measllre of unionisation andl more permanent urhanisatin-lunt the rate 
and direction (,f all such changes wrill be controlled by the whites who will 
move cautiously to avoid generating (langerously irreversible trends. There are 
daily reminders of this truth in the South Afriean priss. The ('0pc Tinie. of JTne 
l3th reports Deouty Minister of P,antu Edlucation. Mr. T.N.II. Janson as aying 
"The Government would train the Blacks, but it would not train them to he 
destroyir (if the way if life in South Africa . .. one thing that was sure was 
that nolidy wanted a recurrence of :an A.ng,,la or Mozanique in Soulth Africa." 
The Juno 24th ('api Time. carried an assurance frim Minister of Labour Marais 
Viljoen that i v ;iled white jol now being )iven t-i Blacks would revert ti the 
W11ites, if the worst cane to the worst and Soilth Africa suffered a depression . . .  
"If it biecimes nii(,(.,4s:iry the (livernment will not hesitate to take the ne,',s:Iuy 
steps to give the While workers the protection to which theiy are entitled", I., 
said.  

internal economie development irought w-ith it al,*o a need for change in 
relationships to the world outside. South A frica now seeks external markets for 
its manufactured -,oods as well as for the vast streall of raw niterials w hich 
still centinue to flow to ajor industrial ciiuntii,. o:ihi ng it a valuable memi er 
of the "Westirn world". The rational place to fild such market is cliise by, in 
Africa.
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This thrust coincides with a second important set of South African priorities 
which devolve on its politico/strategic requirements. For the last ten years South 
Africa has been carefully developing a 4 pronged external policy designed to 
consolidate and protect its stability.  

While working hard to build powerful friendships in the world South Africa 
has also sought to achieve three ends in Africa: Firstly, the extention of almost 
,iuomplete control over the so-called captive states--e.g. Lesotho, Swaziland, Sc
ondly, neutralization of the independent African $tatvs, using where possible, 
the economic inducements a't.soviated with what w.as once Dialogue and is now 
Detente. (Where neutralization could not be achieved in a 'friendly' manner South 
Africa was prepared to use the tougher techniques ,f 4conomic strangulation 
and politeial subversion.) Thirdly, there was the attempt to construct a solid 
Southern Bloc, involving a close-knit alliance with I',rtu;:al and Rhodesiat. In 
this way South Africa attempted to rin, itself with a series of buffer state:.  
hoping that the combination of a ruthlessly efficient internal security police and 
border buffers would prevent sucessful ba ck org:tnization or guerrilla incursion.  

Now the Luffer states are vanishing rapidly. Ind-el Mozambique is not just 
a ,,nntryv with in independent black government. but one with a very directe.l 
political philosophy which will no doubt soon begin to be translated into a livilg 
model of an alternative society.  

In the face of such far reaching upheavals South Afiia has already shown 
signs of considerable re-thinking. It seems clear that the coming period will se
attempts to win by political and economic activity what ean not lie won mili
tarily. Hence the pressure ,i Rhodesia's ]ain Smith ti) move towards some sort 
of "settlement": hence the generally very 'correct' attitude towards the new 
Mozambique. with great restrain placed on those who might normally have been 
expected to fulminate about black savages, red perils and the need for interven
tion; hence also the tremendous drive -towards Detente in Africa.  

At the same time, looking realistically into the future South Africa has also 
emharked on a crash program to double and re-double its military strength.  
and to cement its international alliances.  

In fact this dual response is more closely interconnected than might first appear.  
In attempting to project a new image of increasing reasonableness and flexibility, 
coupled with a constant emphasis on its potential role as a bulwark against com
munism. South Africa seeks to provide the major powers of Europe and 
America with greater incentives (and justification) for a continued policy 
of overt where po-sible, covert where necessary, alliances.  

SOUTH AFRICA'S MILITARY BUILD-UP-WHO ARE THE ETNEMIES? 

South Africa has doubled the size of its direct military budget in two ytears, 
expenditure rising dramatically from R470m ($658m) in 1973/4 to R700m 
($9S0um) in 74/75 and a planned R94Sm ($1.327m) for 75/76. In fact a decisiom 
was made in 1974 to complete the ten-year plan in five years. This expenditure 
now represents something of the order of 1Snj of the entire budget. 3.7' of 
GNP and on estimated per capita expenditure of $2S,, according t(4 P.W. Botha, 
Minister of Defense.  

Minister Botha's arithmetic seems alarmingly weak. Total South African popu
lation in 1974 wa just under 25 million, this would mean a per capita expendi
ture of R.7.9)0 ($53.00). In fact, a far more realistic way of looking at this ex
pen(liture is in terms of white per capita expenditure, because this money is ob
viously being spent to defend a privileged white society against its black mem
bers. On that basis per capita expenditure reaches 11237.00 ($331.80)-a figure 
higher than that for the United States during the Vietnam years.  

According to the Defense White Paper tabled in Parliament in March 19)7. the 
main reasons for the increase in expenditure are the need to counter all formq of 
insurgency and to maintain "a credible and balanced conventional force". Land 
forces are to be re-organized into a counter-insurgency force and a conventional 
force, and the Air Force is to be similarly restructured. The budget reflects this 
pattern, indicating particularly big jumnps in expenditure on arms for land 
defense.  

South Africa is not only spending much more on its defense but is also pushing 
very hard to develop self-sufficiency in the production of weapons, aircraft and 
ships. Using much imported technology., via licensing arrangements and spe
cialised personnel, a.s well as internal "know-how", the South Africans now claim 
to be practically self-sufficient in the production of ammunition and rifles. Air
craft, .. noured 1i'rsi-nnel carriers and radio equipment are all being made inter
nally, and Minister Botha recently announced that South Africa is to begin build
ing tanks, and six ciirvettes for the navy. This self-sufficiency, which gives South
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Africa considerable independence and a great tactical advantage, has been delib
erately fostered via the ten year old Armaments Board. and the state-controlled 
Corporation-Armscor-which is responsible for over-seeing the production of 
all military equipment. South Africa has long sought to make itself relatively 
safe against the consequences of possible international actions ucih as. an effec
tive arms embargo, and has apparently succeeded to s,,ne extent.  

SOUTII AFRICA'S DEFENSE PIIILOSOPHY 

It seems relevant to, speculate at this juncture on tle purpose 1)f this continu
ing escalation of military might. As can be seen from the reference t, Appendix 1, 
South Africa already has a military force vastly superior to the c, mbined force 
of most of Sub-S iaran Africa.  

According to the S tockhdilm Internati,,nal Peace Research Institut 's handl,,eok 
for 1974, South Africa is the only cojuntry in Africa to have an indi enously de
signed missile system. The sysIem is described as being air to air, with a solid 
propellant power plant and high explosive war-head. The design ',s beg mi in 
1.ft3 and production began in 11)72. According to the same source, Swith Africa 
is also the only country in Africa which manuiacturers, under li-oene, foreign 
designed major weapons, including both aircraft and armoured vehicles.  

Under license from Italy, South Africa produces the MB-324; M (Imp:ala) 
trainer, a light strike aircraft, jet pwered, with a speed of 800 kninhr: produc
tion was begun in DC-l7, the craft is 7W indigenous manufacture and by 11)73 
South Africa had 200 of these planes. A second license obtained from Italy in 
19173 will enable South Africa first to assenble and later produce tue light 4rike, 
jet powered MB-326 K, with a speed of 890 kmihr: production is relp)rted to have 
begun in 1974. Licenses have also been obtained from France for the assembly 
and subsequent manufacture of the jet powered Mirage F1 fighters, with initial 
plans for a run of 100, and the SA 330 Puma utility helicopter, of which 20 had 
been produced by 1973.  

There are other significant areas in which South Africa is building a military 
capacity that seems either greatly in excess of any African threat, or totally ir
relevant to countering such a threat. The increasing South Afrian interest in 
nuclear development is one such area ; other striking examples include the de
velopment of a complex communications center at Silvermine, in the Cape-de
signed to maintain surveillance of a vast area stretchingL from the Indian ((-an 
to the southern Atlantic--and finally the expansion of facilities an,1 construction 
of a submarine base at Simonstown, decided on despite the recent cancellation 
of the U.K. agreement involving the use of that p,1-t.  

South African military strategy is in fact ained at two fronts-an internal and 
an external one. Internally and nn its borders the South African Lovernment is 
facing an increasingly threatening situation. Thus much military expenditure is 
designed to enable greater internal control and South Africa is fle'ltrating' ,,n 
developing counter-insurgency capaldlities very ralidly. There are numerous 
reports of regular "C lIx' practice operations. and as has already 1 ,ea indiii'd 
there is growing expenditure on equipment suitable for such opera)tions-ar
moured cars, light aircraft, helicopters. etc. Growing pres iure fr.:1 SWAMP(), 
the Namibian liberation movement has forced Smth Africa to replae the police 
that were defending the Caprivi strip with army units. A special viunteer corp is 
being established t,-, take over the increasingly serious task of guarding the 
borders-and such border units will be paid special bonuses! 

It seems likely that South Africa sees independent Africa as threatening pri
marily in this context-i.e. insofar as it provides a base for "internal disorder." 
It is also probably true that South Africa fears a peasant rebellion in Pondoland 
more than it does a Chinese or Russian invasion.  

CAPETOWN-A NEW GIBRALTAR? 

If it is not to be used for repelling an "All African Army of Liberation" or 
Russian invaders, what then is the purpose of the rest of South Africa's military 
capacity? It is at this point that we see the coalescence of South African and 
Western interests-and must pause for a moment to consider a second myth.  

The official U.S. position has long been that it "abhors apartheid" and has no 
common military or other interests with the white minority regime. In fact of 
course the reality has been very different. The wide publication I;,st year of the 
NSSM 39 document served only to confirm the observations of those who had 
warned that the United States was in fact 'losely linked economic.aly, politically 
and strategically to the white racists and 'olonialists in Southern .\fri,'a.
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The South Africans themselves have used their knowledge and understanding 
ofi Western strategy to push for alliances, and are now concentrating heavily on 
their potentially crucial role as defender of the gateway to the Indian Ocean, 
and watchdog of the Southern Atlantic.  

They have been quick to recognize the implications of America's Vietnam ex
prienee, realizing that U.S. strategic planners will have to rely on building 
stro g regional alliances for the maintenance of U.S. interests, rather than on 
direvt intervention. In particular South Africa seems eager to capitalize on U.S.  
interest in the Indian Ocean, seeing the Pentagon eagerness to fortify Diego 
Garcia as a hopeful sign for future joint working arrangements.  

It is in this context that ACOA wishes to express alarm at the current direc
tion of U.S. policy, particularly as it relates to military linkages and the arms 
eii iiar go.  

NATO AND SOUTH AFRICA 

In May 1975 the South African press reported the eruption of a storm in the 
NATO defense and planning committee over American Defense Secretary 
Sthlesinger's proposal that a major monitoring installation be established in 
South Africa for NATO intelligence purposes. The proposal that such an installa
tion be used to monitor all Soviet fleet movements in the Indian Ocean met with 
a violent reaction from the Dutch Defense Minister, who threatened to put 
Holland out of NATO if there was any cooperation with the South African 
( Government.  

Already in 1974 work (lone by Sean Gervasi and others had made it clear that 
the Defense Planning Committee of NATO had issued a secret instruction in 
JTme 197:) to the Supreme Allied Command. Atlantic ( SACLANT) to undertake 
contingency planning for the defense of the southern African region and the 
Indian ()eean, altholgh this was outside the NATO area. The justification for 
su,.h a (lecision was the need to protect the southern entrance to the Persian 
Gulf. and the sea routes used by the oil tankers serving European and American 
ports. The secret plans reportedly concentrated on the development of air-naval 
task fores which would operate in the Indian kWean and around the Cape and 
wi ,ld stand ready to assist South Africa in case of need.  

Most recently in June 1975, the British Anti-.lparthcid Movement released 
information alleging that several NATO members including the United States.  
I lii inited Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of Germany. Holland and 
I lenmnark had been engaged in the planning and development of Project Advokaat, 
-i naval surveillance system established by South Africa at Silvermine. which 
all,,\-s Suth Africa to keep under surveillance an area stretching from South 
America to Bangladesh. Ac,.ording to the Anti--Iparth cid Movement. Advokaat 
has permanent chainels linkin- it in with the United Kingdom admiralty and 
tlie VUnited States Navy. The Anti-Apartlicid Movement released documents show
in- that orders for parts of the system had been placed with companies in all 
I te above mentioned countries, including the United States. Apart from any 
inpdications relating to NATO's role in this matter, it seems to us that the pr,)vi
sion (if electronic equipment for such a military communications system is a clear 
violation of the arms eibargl. Yet apparently at least ten United States firms 
lav, been allowed to supply highly specialisedl devices to this project. The nanmes 
of ,,me of the Corporations involved in supplying equipment for Advokaat from 
the i nited States are now kioxwn.  

Iti is liupo-ssilile in so short a time to give more than a shorthand reference 
tii a f,w (of the other many indications (If a growing American network of 
s ninpathetie contacts and linkages with the minority power in South Africa.  
There have been high ranking South African military and Government leaders 
visiting Washington with increasing frequency. 1975 has seen both Democratic 
•od Republican Congressmen, several perhaps co-incidentally on the House 
A\r Ied Service Committee, visiting South Africa. its Simonstown naval base, 

.ilvrmine ('ommunications ('enter and Atlas Aircraft Corporation. Melvyn 
Laird. former United States Secretary of Defense, also went to South Africa 
this year. One might even play with other, more sinister connections-such as 
th,1 griniil collaboration between the United States. Iran and South Africa.  

Finally I would call this Committee's attention to what is probably the sim
jlst -and perhaps also the iist disturbing-evidence of the long range direc
lioll of United States policy in South Africa. Despite all assurances to the con
trory I he ITniteil Slates has allowed a sit nation to develo ill whiclh American 

1 irraft, spplied to Slli Africa after the impositiiin of the l1.;3 embargo, are 
1 ,eilg used by the iilit ary for purp, 15es thai cannoit It. 1 any stretch of the most 
1,wr:amratic imagination, be described as non-military.
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BREAKING THE ARMS EMBARGO-U.S. AIRPLANES IN SOUTH AFRICAN SKIES 

In 1971 I testified before the House Committee on African on the question of 
the arms embargo. I pointed out at that time that one of the major items of 
trade between South Africa and the U.S. was an increasing number of light air
craft. Commenting on such sales in that year Secretary Newsom explained U.S.  
policy as follows: 

-There has been no change in the arms embargo which we have maintained 
since 1963 on the sale of military equipment to South Africa . . . and which, 
among other things, precludes the sale of any aircraft to South Africa for mili
tary purposes, including military training and reconnaissance. However, normal 
trade with South Africa in civilian-type goods for non-military purposes con
tinues, and we are prepared to consider licensing for VIP transport purposes 
limited numbers of small un-armed executive civilian-type aircraft which will 
not strengthen South Africa's military or internal security capacity." 

I argued that such sales of "civilian" aircraft to South Africa showed the 
fallacy of the licensing system under which aircraft are sold for "non-military 
purposes". This is little more than a polite legal fiction; any aircraft can be 
easily converted for military use and in South Africa the existence of a para
military group such as the Air Commandos makes it possible for the military 
to use civilian air-craft while maintaining the legal fiction.  

THE COMMANDOS 

The all white Air Commandos, established in 1964, can best be described as a 
flying militia, made up of volunteers using their own planes. These men are not 
members of the regular military forces but are paid by the government when they 
fly in times of emergency or war. The establishment of 12 squadrons was au
thorized in 1964. The Commandos attend an annual two-week training camp, 
during which all their expenses are paid by the government. Their training en
tails radio co-operation with army and mobile police striking forces, recon
naissance, practice bombing and general cooperation in maintaining the inter
nal security of both South Africa and South West Africa. Many of these Com
mando members fly U.S. light planes, such as Pipers and Cessnas.  

Thus, even if the licensing procedures were adhered to technically in the sense 
that no planes were sold to the military, such planes would become available 
to the military, and, most important of all, form part of the "security plan
ning" of the government.  

Recent reports from various South African sources, including the military 
journal, Paratus, indicate that the South Africans are now concentrating very 
seriously on training their military forces to cope with what they term "anti
insurgent" operations so that the importance of the Commando role is increas
ing. One such recent operation, held in the Kwa Zulu Bantustan in 1974 went 
on for S days, involving the Army, Air Force, Navy and Police; The exercise 
covered the following aspects of counter-insurgency operations: 

Integration of Citizen Force, Commando, SAAF, SA Navy and SA Police ele
ments in operations. Intelligence processing at unit and group HQ level.  

Co-operation with local authorities and other departments.  
At unit level: 

1. Employment of armored cars.  
2. Employment of light fixed wing aircraft.  
3. Road movement.  
4. Search and destroy operations.  
5. Patrolling. road blocks, ambushes, counter penetration operations along 

a coastline. Follow-up operations.  
According to the Paratus report the air arm was provided by a squadron of 

Citizen Force volunteer pilots with their own aircraft. They were used for visual 
recce, contact recce, evacuation of casualties, communication flights and special 
operations.  

It is now increasingly clear that there have been even more serious erosion in 
the formal arms embargo, and that both light aircraft such as Cessnas and heavy 
transport planes, such as the Lockheed Hercules C-130 have been provided 
directly to the South African Cavernment for military use, long after the sup
posed imposition of an embargo in 1963.  

According to the International Institute for Strategic Studies (see App. 1) 
there are now at least 7 C-130's operating in transport squadrons of the South 
African Airforce. Cessnas are used in a squadron assigned to the army, and in 
both the Reserve squadrons and the Air Commando squadrons.  

60-619-76-25
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These aircraft play a direct military role in operations quite openly described 
by the South Africans in their publications. Thus, in an article depicting the role 
of Aircraft on the Border Paratus refers both to the usefulness of the C-130s and 
to the invaluable role played by the Cessna, commenting that: "Without these 
aircraft, the helicopter, Cessna and Dakota, Problems of supplies and com
munication would be insurmountable." 

Among the tasks performed by these planes are: 
"Reconnaissance: Low-level visual reconnaissance with a pilot* and observer 

is done by the Cessna because of its manoeuverability and low fuel consumption.  
These small aircraft keep the one thousand mile border under constant 
surveillance.  

"Aerial observation post: Cessnas can be used to control ground fire onto speci
lic targets and to report subsequent enemy movement." (see App. II) 

Thus U.S. aircraft are being built into South Africa's system of military repres
sion in the most direct way possible. It is these aircraft that will be in the fore
front of the inevitably bloody suppression of any Black attempt to oppose con
tinued white minority rule. It should be remembered that in South Africa a ter
rorist is defined, by law, as anyone who attempts to embarrass the affairs of 
state. Thus even peaceful demonstrators or striking workers might find them
selves the targets of these U.S. built airplanes, and it is certain that in any 
development of a liberation war such as that just ended in Mozambique, Ameri
can planes would be used to search out and destroy African freedom fighters.
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APPENDIX II 

AIRCRAFT ON THE BORDER 

The prevailing topographical and climatic features on the northern borders of 
South Africa necessitate the use of a number of types of aircraft for various 
purl,,,ses. They undertake regular flights conveying supplies which could not 
he adequately transported by surface from Pretoria to bases serving the border 
areas.  

This is of particular value during the rainy season when roads become im
passide. Air-lifted supplies are off-loaded at the large central bases where 
they arc stored and subsequently flown to smaller and more remote bases by 
helicopter, Dakota or Cessna.  

other than this basic freight work, for which they are designed (the C130 
,and (1l;I". being famous for their ability to take off and land from extremely 
short runwaysi, these aircraft do no other border work and are based and 
maintained at Pretoria.  

The iost practical aircraft usod in the primitive bushveld found on the 
brder is the helicopter. They are based at the two main camps with the neces
s-try pilbts and maintenance crews, all of whom are members of the Permanent 
Fo r,'e o)r extended-service National Servicemen who have been trained for their 
varionu jiols. Pilots and crew serve stints of duty of two or three months, after 
which ihey rejoin their base units.  

IIeli,.pters are used in the following ways: 

CASUALTY EVACUA TION 

Biau:-, of the size and ruggedness of the surrounding country, an otherwise 
minor casualty on the border can lead to serious complications. Often patrols 
a re taken deep into the bush, and even in many of the camps themselves medical 
facilitie., although adequate for everyday mishaThs, cannot cope where surgery 
is required. Here the helicopter conies to the fore through its ability to land 
in entall spacfs, or even to winch up a casualty from the bush without landing.  
luile the helicopiter are attachments for stretchers and adequate room for a 
di,,t,,r znd assistant to work while the patient is in transit.  

TRANSPORTATION AND RESUPPLY OF TROOPS 

To patrol the vast open spaces between border lists, troops need to travel 
rco:t distances. Where r,,ads are bad or nonexistent, this takes time. In these 

cenditions the helicopter is used to ferry troops to various points in the bush, 
to, return for them later. These troops are landed from the helicopter, or, if no 
,open space is available in the bush, dropped by winch. At the end of the patrol.  
:at a prearranged time and place, they are picked up in a similar manner. If 
n(,ed be, they can be re-supplied with water and food and ammunition during 
thc course of their patrol.  

RECON.NAISSANCE 

Although not normally used for reconnaissance, the helicopter is indispensable 
w imn used in conjunction with ground patrols, as it can reach the border in the 
immediate vicinity for signs of enemy movement and then give aerial support 
to the patrol if necessary. They have also been used successfully searching for 
lost tr,,ops.  

MAINTENANCE 

Each pilot has his own particular aircraft and, with his ground crew, looks 
a fter it with parental assiduity. Spares are scarce and help far away. Whatever 
;oes wring must be repaired on the spot with the equipment available. Facilities, 
however, are good and the aircraft are kept in excellent condition. A helicopter 

ee(,d servicing every five flying hours, so pilots and crew are kept busy, some
iiho's working through the night and all week-end to prepare their aircraft for 
ser'viC .
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The aircraft which matches the helicopter's versatility and indispensability 
on the border is the Cessna. Used first in 1966, their landing field was the main 
dirt road in front of the local police station. These pilots also serve stretches of 
two to three months at a time.  

Cessnas are used in the following ways: 

RECONNAISSAN CE 

Low-level visual reconnaissance with a pilot and observer is done with the 
Cessna because of its manoeuverability and low fuel consumption. These small 
aircraft keep the one thousand mile border under constant surveillance.  

LIGHT TRANSPORT 

All border posts have some kind of airfield or runway, but the majority consist 
mainly of a strip cleared of bush and levelled. These dirt runways turn inti, 
veritable quagmires in the wet season and at times it takes all the pilot's skill 
to reach take-off speed on the water-lgged field, and landing can give the air
craft a mudbath from tip to tail! Personnel, rations and equipment are flown 
wherever they are required, often to settlements and camps too small to ie 
honoured with a name (,n the map. A book, listing conditions of each runway, ha! 
entries which often look like this 

Markings ----------------------------------------------------- NIL 
Wind Indication ------------------------------------------------ Ni.  
Clearways ---------------------------------------------------- NIL 
Taxi Tracks --------------------------------------------------- NIL 
Dispersal Area ------------------------------------------------ NIL 
Facilities ----------------------------------------------------- N [L 
Drainage -------------------------------------------------- Natural 

CASUALTY EVACUATION 

Special fittings for strt(tchers , drip and other medic-al eqiuipment are fittcd 
into each Cessna. One pilot informed me that a woman had even given birth 
in his Cessna while she was being rushed too hospital.  

AERIAL OBSERVATION POST 

Cessnas can be used to control ground fire onto specific targets and to report 
subsequent enemy movement.  

ROAD RECONNAISSANCE 

The Cessna is used to check on the condition of roads before a convoy sets 
off. Also,. when large convoys are in transit, the distance between the leading 
and trailing vehicles can be as much as ten miles. The Cess.na flies above the 
convoy and reports all required information to the convoy leader by radio.  

RADIO RELAY POSTS 

Because of the flatne;s rf the terrain radio) aerials cannot be placed on natural 
outcrops to augment their height. Radio communication is therefore at times 
difficult. Use is made of the Ces. na to relay important radio messages, its height 
overcoming the ubiquitioiis tol,,,-raphial problem. Again, as with the helil opter.  
each pilot has his own aircraft and else attachments are formed. Each aircraft 
is given a name, usually terms of ende;irment, such as "Baby Jumbo", "Bukes' 
Baby". etc., and with the dedicated work of the ground crew all aircraft are 
kept in excellent flying shal. No matter what time the Cessna comes in. it is 
always welcomed by its r,,w\v who check and secure it for the night, always 
looking after its affairs before their own.  
. When writing about Aireraft on border duty, some mention must be made of 
that old work-horse the Dakota. Flying long hours and heavy freights, this
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versatile aircraft is a great 'asset to any border camp. It lands and takes off 
.on the same bad runways, does work that no other self-respecting aircraft would 
do,. but always keeps its head high with a little coaxing from pilot and crew.  

Without these aircraft, the helicopter, Cessna and Dakota, problems of sup
plies and communication would be insurmountable. It is through them that the 
-continued presence of our troops is guaranteed and life on the border made a 
little easier.  

'Senator CLARC. Thank you very much.  
11'e are going to hear next from Elizabeth Landis. I sometimes 

wonder if we can finish this hearing. There is another vote on now, 
but I can wait until the second bell. At any rate, I may have to inter
rupt you.  

STATEMENT OF MS. ELIZABETH S. LANDIS, LEGAL CONSULTANT, 
OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSIONER FOR NAMIBIA 

Ms. LANDIS. Thank you, M.r. Chairman. I am going to omit a great 
deal of what i background material in my statement and simply turn 

, ery quickly to a series of recommendations which I have to make 
with as little explanatory material as )ossible.  

I must say, I am terribly concerned with Mr. Davis' admission that, 
in fact, thp United States has no plans for positive action to help bring 
about the liberation of Namibia.  

It is ridiculous. There are all kinds of things that the United States 
might bo doing, and I would like to list, a number of them, as quickly 
as possible.  

Senator CLARK. I think his testimony indicated that they were only 
talking to the British and French at this point.  

Ms. LANDIS. Well. talk is cheap. But planning is important.  
For the sake of clarity, I have broken down these recommendations 

into fire major groups: 

FULL COMPLIAN'CE WITH INTERNATION AL COURT's 1971 ADVISORY OPINION 
ON NAMIBIA 

The first one is full compliance with the International Court's 1971 
advisory opinion on Namibia.  

My first suggestion is that the United States should denounce the 
provisions in its double. taxation and extradition treaties with South 
Africa which extend those treaties to Namibia.  

Another suggestion is that the United States should refuse to apply 
GXTT provisions to goods of Namibian origin, since. Namibia is not 
a party to GATT. It should in addition, take the necessary steps to 
insure that goods of Namibian origin are not passed off as if they 
were of South African origin, in order to obtain the benefit of GATT 
provisions.  

Another suggestion that has alreadv been discussed enough, I think, 
is that the United States should extend its arms emuhargo against 
va riou s things which are not now covered, and, in particular, it should
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extend it to technical know-how, patents and machinery for produc
ing armaments within South Africa, itself.  

Similarly, it should refuse to supply South Africa with enriched 
uranium or with equipment, data. patents, or technical advice con
cerning uranium enrichments; and it should refuse to train South 
African nuclear scientists and technicians; and so on.  

WITHDRAWAL OR DISCOURAGEMEENT OF U.S. INVESTMIENT IN NAMIBIA 

My second category is withdrawal, or at least discouragement, of 
American investment in Namibia.  

In this connection I know that the U.S. State Department, has sent 
out a nice letter to American investors in Namibia saying, "Our policy 
is to discourage investment. But if you will invest anyway, please treat 
your workers humanely." 

This is not my idea of discouragement. And it is quite clear that 
other government departments do not discourage investment even 
that much.  

To effectively discourage investment, I would say that, first of all, 
the United States should deny tax credits to American investors who 
are paying taxes to the South African government on Namibia oper
ations. And the legislation or ruling-whichever is involved-should 
make clear that if a tax credit is denied, a deduction of the taxes paid 
as a necessary business expense is also not to be allowed.  

In addition, I think it is perfectly clear that all departments of the 
Government ought to be instructed to discourage American invest
ment, to take various actions discussed in my written statement. In 
particular, the United States ought to refuse all consular services to 
American investors in Namibia.  

TREATMENT OF REFUGEES FROM SOUTHERN AFRICA 

I have a third category on the treatment of refugees from southern 
Africa. They ought to be treated as political refugees as much as 
escapees from Cuba. I will not go into any more detail on that.  

SUPPORT FOR NAMIBIA IN UNITED NATIONS 

I would like to spend a little more time on the fourth category
support for Namibia in the United Nations-because I feel that the 
representations that were made here earlier this morning were some
what distorted.  

First of all, the United States, I feel very strongly, shou]d reverse 
its record on Namibian and South African issues in the United Na
tions. It has gotten to the point where this last year, in one case the 
United States was the only country in the entire General Assembly 
that voted with South Africa. This is a pretty sad state of affairs.  

I have here, and I would like to submit for the record, if I may, 
analyses of U.S. voting records on southern African issues for 1972 
and 1973.
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Senator CLARK. That would be most useful.  
AMI s. LANDIS. I am sorrY I do not have the one for 1974. I will send it 

around later, if I can i-get around to finishing it.  
Senator CLARK. I wish you would. That would be very, very enlightening.  
[The information referred to follows:] 

SOUTHERN AFRICA PERSPECTIVES-SOUTIIERN AFRICA: THE UNITED STATES RECORD 

AT THE UNITED NATIONS, 1972 

[Supplied by: Elizabeth S. Landis] 

The UN continued during 1972 to devote considerable time and energy to the 
seemingly intractable problems of southern Africa. Indeed, 1972 may be noted 
by future historians as the year in which both the General Assembly and the 
Security Council reached out-erratically and sometimes contradictorily, even 
erroneously, towards new initiatives to achieve some action on Southern Africa.  

1972 may also be noted as the year in which the US conclusively proved in the 
UN that, despite its fine rhetoric, it does not disapprove of apartheid and colo
nialisin as much as it fears effective steps to end them. The American position 
was made explicit in the General Assembly as US representatives repeatedly 
broke with the majority of the Western European countries to vote with South 
Africa and Portu-al on resolutions opposing apartheid and colonialism.  

GENERAL ASSEABLY 

Despite the US-or perhaps because the Assembly felt it unprofitable to 
water down resolutions to try to win American acquiescence-the 1972 Assembly 
took two very significant new steps relating to southern Africa: 

1. Following a recommendation of the 1971 Assembly, it admitted representa
tives of the Organization of African Unity-rec,,.znized liberation movements 
from Namibia, Zimbabwe. and the Portuguese colonies as observers to com
mittee discussions of territory represented by the movement. While this limited 
status fell far short of the movements' desires, it clearly represented a vital 
first step in that direction. (Resolution .305. Namibia; 2918, Portuguese Colonies: 
and 2945, Zimbabwe) A long second step, probably involving major conflict 
within the ITN, may well be taken when the PAIGC issues its anticipated claim 
to be the rightful government of Guinea-Bissau in 1973.  

2. In a series of resolutions the Assembly "affirmed" the legitimacy of the 
struggle against apartheid and colonialism "by all available means", thereby 
effectively giving its blessing to wars of national liberation. The United States, 
born in revolution, opposed these resolutions approving violence.  

Important provisions of the most significant resolutions adopted by the As
sembly are summarized below.  

Anti-colonialism Resolutions 

elsolution 2908 (XXVII) Implementation of Independence for Colonial Peoples 

The key provision of this resolution reaffirms the legitimacy of the struggle 
of colonial peoples and recognizes their right to achieve self-determination and 
independence "by all the necessary means at their disposal . . ." (Par. 6) The 
resolution also condemns the imposition of non-representative regimes and 
arbitrary constitutions on colonial territories (par. 7) and requests that states 
withhold assistance of any kind from Portugal, South Africa, and the Smith 
regime in Rhodesia. (par. 9) 

The US joined France, Portugal, South Africa, and the United Kingdom in 
voting against this resolution.  

Resolution 2r)79 (XXVII) Activities of Foreign Economic Interests 
This resolution reaffirms the rights of people in dependent territories to self

determination and independence and to the enjoyment of the natural resources of 
their territories (par. 1). It also reiterates that the activities of foreign economic 
and other interests operating in Rhodesia, Namibia, and the Portuguese colonies 
"constitute a major obstacle to political independence" (par. 2) and condemns
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the policies of colonial and other powers which support such interests. (par. 5) 
In particular, paragraphs 6 and 7 condemn the Cabora Bassa project in Mozam
bique, the Cunene River project in Angola and all governments which have not 
prevented their nationals from participating in these projects. The resolution also 
requests states to end all assistance to regimes which repress the people of 
colonial territories (par. 9) and calls on the administering powers to abolish 
discriminatory and unjust wage systems in their dependent territories (par. 10).  

The U.S., sensitive to any calls to restrict private enterprise, and calling the 
resolution unrealistic, joined Canada, France, Portugal, South Africa, and the 
United Kingdom in opposing the resolution.  

Resolition 2980 (XXVII) Implementation of Independence for Colonial Peoples 
by U.N. Agencies 

The U.S. also voted against Resolution 2980, which calls on specialized agencies 
and other international institutions associated with the U.N. to assist colonial 
persons in Africa struggling for their independence as well as persons in liberated 
areas; to discontinue all collaboration with South Africa, Portugal, and the 
Smith regime until they renounce racial discrimination and colonial oppression; 
and to ensure the representation of colonial territories in Africa by their national 
liberation movements "in an appropriate capacity" when dealing with territorial 
matters.  

South Africa-aparthcid resolutions 

Resolution 2923E Situation in South Africa 
This resolution inter alia, condemns South Africa for intensifying the imple

mentation of apartheid and its "Bantustan" policy and for exporting apartheid 
to neighboring territories, especially Namibia; and it demands an end to repres
sive laws and persecution of opponents of apartheid (pars. 1-5). It calls on all 
states to fully implement the U.N. arms embargo against South Africa, reaffirms 
its belief that only sanctions can change the situation in South Africa, and 
requests the Security Council to consider adopting such measures under Chapter 
VII of the Charter (pars. 6, 7). It states its support of the internal opponents of 
South Africa (par. 9) and reaffirms the "legitimacy of the struggle of the 
oppressed people of South Africa to eradicate apartheid and racial discrimination 
by all available means..." (par. 10) 

The U.S., again declaring its adamant opposition to violence, including wars of 
national liberation, jined Portugal, South Africa, and the United Kingdom in 
voting against the resolution, while most of western Europe abstained.  

The U.S. did support three resolutions on apartheid which required no substan
tial action; but it abstained on three other, almost equally innocuous resolutions 
relating to the work program of the Special Committee on Apartheid, the dissemi
nation of information on apartheid, and on an International Conference of Trade 
Unions against Apartheid. (Resolutions 2923 C, D, and F) 

Rhodesia (Zimbabwc) resolutions 

Resolution. 2945 (XXVII) Question of Southern Rhodesia 
The preamble to this resolution "notes with satisfaction" the African rejection 

(as reported by the Pearce Commission) of the (Goodman Commission) "pro
posals for a settlement" between the United Kingdom and the Smith regime in 
Rhodesia. The first operative paragraph reaffirms the principle of no independ
ence before majority rule in the territory and calls for full participation of pop
ular leaders in any settlement and for approval by the people of the territory.  
Subsequent paragraphs condemn the presence and intervention of South African 
troops in Zimbabwe (par. 5) ; they call on the United Kingdom to refrain from 
treating the Smith regime as sovereign (par. 2), to convene a national constitu
tional convention of genuine popular representatives to work out an acceptable 
settlement, and to assure that any future constitutional arrangements should be 
determined by universal adult suffrage on the basis of one-man, one-vote.  

The U.S. voted with Portugal, South Africa, and the United Kingdom against 
the resolution, claiming that it required too much of Britain.  

Resolution 2946 (XXVII) Question of Southern Rhodesia (Sanctions) 

This resolution deplores the refusal of the United Kingdom to take measures 
to end the illegal regime in Zimbabwe (par. 1) ; condemns South African and 
Portuguese collaboration with the Smith regime (par. 2); condemns generally
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violations of mandatory sanctions against Rhodesia (par. 3), and, in particular, 
importation of Rhodesian nickel and chrome by the United States (following 
enactment of the "Byrd Amendment".) (par. 4) 

The U.S. joined Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
South Africa, and the United Kingdom in opposition to this resolution. U.S.  
representatives bitterly attacked what they considered undue attention to Ameri
can violation of sanctions under the Byrd amendment while others engaged in 
far more extensive sanction-busting.  

Portuguese colonies resolutions 

Resolution 2918 (XXVII) Territories under Portuguese Administration 
This resolution was the only one directed specifically to the Portuguese terri

tories although several anti-colonial resolutions were concerned primarily with 
the same areas. After condemning Portuguese colonial policy and the "continued 
collaboration" of South Africa and the Smith regime in Rhodesia (preamble) it 
affirms that the national liberation movements are the "authentic representatives 
of the true aspirations" of the people of the territories and calls on U.N. agencies 
and organizations, when dealing with matters affecting the territories, to ensure 
their representation by the liberation movements. (par. 2) Paragraph 3 calls on 
the Portuguese to end repression in the colonies and to treat captured freedom 
fighters in accordance with the provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. The 
next paragraph requests material and moral assistance for the colonial people 
to help them continue their struggle for self-determination and independence, 
and paragraph 5 requests governments, particularly NATO members to withdraw 
all -assistance to Portugal which enable it to continue colonial repression.  

The U.S., maintaining its reactionary stand and unwilling to concede that 
NATO weapons which it supplies to Portugal were being used for colonial repres
sion, joined Brazil, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and the United Kingdom in 
opposing the resolution. Canada, the Scandinavian, and other western European 
states joined the majority of the Third World in supporting the resolution, while 
Belgium, France and Italy abstained on this vote.  

Resolutions concerning Xamn ibia 

Resolution 3031 (.X-XVII) Question of Namibia 
The first paragraph reaffirms the inalienable right of Namibians to self-deter

mination and independence and the legitimacy of their struggle "by all means" 
against the illegal occupation of their territory. The next emphasizes the terri
torial integrity of Namibia. Paragraph 6 deplores support given South Africa by 
states and "interests" operating in Namibia, and paragraph 7 calls on states, 
inter alia, to refrain from all relations with South Africa where it purports to 
represent Namibia. The resolution also calls on states to refuse to grant recog
nition to any rights or interests acquired in Namibia under South African 
authority since the termination of the mandate.  

Paragraph 9 reaffirms the authority of the Council for Namibia as the adminis
tering authority and specifies certain functions and responsibilities the Council 
should discharge. Paragraph 10 requests cooperation by states and U.N. agencies 
and institutions with the Council, and the next paragraph invites the Security 
Council to take effective measures to implement the resolution.  

Paragraph 12 enlarges the membership of the Council, a proposal informally 
discussed for some years but not formally made until there was some certainty 
that new members would be forthcoming. The People's Republic 4)f China imme
diately indicated its willingness to serve on the Council and this generated a 
quick revival of interest in membership. The U.S.S.R.. reversing its previously 
cautious attitude to the Council, sought membership, as did Poland and Rumania.  
Burundi, Liberia, and Mexico completed the roster (if new members, adding 
seven to the original roster of eleven (Chile, Colombia, Egypt, Guyana, India.  
Indonesia, Nigeria, Pakistan. Turkey, Yugoslavia and Zambia).  

The United States abstained on this resolution.  

SECI ITY COUNCIL 

While most of the initiatives relating to southern Africa originated in the 

.Asseimbly in 1972, the Security Council and the Council for Namibia both took 
important steps as far as Namibia was concerned. It appears that countries 
sympathetic to) South Africa played an iml)ortant role in developing several of 
the Securi ty Council mi wes.
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Resolution 309 (1972) Secretary-General Contacts 
At the Security Council meeting in Addis at the beginning of 1972, the Argentine 

representative urged another attempt at negotiations with Pretoria concerning 
Namibia. The French representative is reported to have generated support for this 
proposal by suggesting that, if South Africa remained adamant, the French g,,v
eminent would change its position on Namibia. Paragraph 1 of resolution 309, 
accepted on this basis by the African members of the Security Council, "invited" 
the Secretary-General "to initiate ... contacts with all parties concerned . . . to 
enable the people of Namibia . . . to exercise their right to self-determination 
and independence .. ." He was to report back by the end uf July.  

The American Committee on Africa, condemning the move to engage in dia
logue with South Africa over Namibia pointed out that this was a step back
ward from the previous UN position which, by terminating the South African 
mandate, had ended completely all South African authority in the territory.  
"The fact that South Africa has expressed a willingness to allow a special repre
sentative to make occasional trips to Namibia may seem to some to indicate 
a new liberality in South Africa's policy. To us it indicates the meaninglessness of 
the proposal which South Africa can accept because it makes no demands for a 
change in policy. At the very time that this proposal is being worked out, the 
South African regime is tightening up its apparatus for control in Namibia." 

The United States gave its full support to this more as a constructive and 
bloodless approach to the problem of Namibia.  

Resolution 310 (1972) Illegal Occupation of Namibia 
In order to gain broader acceptance for the proposals embodied in resolution 

309, the Security Council also adopted at Addis a resolution reaffirming the right 
of Namibians to self-determination and independence with national unity and 
territorial integrity. The most significant provisions are found in paragraph 
5, which calls on all states whose nationals operate in Namibia despite UN reso
lutions, to ensure that such nationals hire Namibian workers in conformity with 
the basic provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. (This was 
particularly aimed at contract labor.) 

The United States voted for this resolution. In so doing it seems to have 
tacitly accepted the legal proposition that the Declaration is part of the con
stitutional law of Namibia.  

Resolution 319 (1972) Continued Contacts with South Africa 
The South African government immediately invited the Secretary-General 

to visit Namibia, and he accepted the invitation. At the end of July he issued a 
very hopeful report, indicating progress and recommending continuation of his 
mission, with the appointment of a special representative to deputize for him.  
Although the Africans voiced fears that no concrete results would emerge from 
the Secretary-General's contacts and expressed some concern that further leg, 

tiation under the terms established by Pretoria might be construed as tacit 
recognition of some South African rights in Namibia., they bowed to Western 
pressure, appearing sensitive to the accusation that a failure to agree to the 
extension of the Secretary-General's authority would be cutting off fruitful pos
sibilities for peaceful settlement. He was thus given until the end (if November to 
continue his contacts, and the authority to appoint a representative to help him.  

The VS supported the Secretary-General on the basis that the talks appeared 
promising and voted for the resolution.  

Rc.'fldution 3fl (1972) Further Extension of Discussions 

It is reported that the South African government vetoed several emissaries 
prolusel I y the S,retary-(General before he finally named Ambassador Alfred 
Martin Escher of Switzerland to represent him in continuing discussions. Ambas
sador lE' ,her also made a trip to Namibia and South Africa. On November 30 he 
submitted a report which in effect ac.'.pted the South African Bantustan p, lkiy 
which Vorster had rechristened "regionalism", and attempted tP disguise with 
a proposal for a token Advisory Council for Namiila. The report was so bitterly 
attacked that it and it,, autlur w're dropped. But the Afrian states were still 
unwilling to accept the onus for endin. the mission, which was continued once 
more till the end Iof April 19738.  

The Vnited States sn23,,irt(il r,.. luitiin 832, extending the Secretary-General's 
powers to continue contacts. (Since that timie the ('Inncil for Namilbia. which 
tie Secretar * -General had not ti'eated as a "concerned party" and laid not 
consulted, has reconmelded that the Secretary-(;enrals authority be terminated;
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it pointed out that while the discussions were going on, without tangible results, 
South Africa continued to expand its "homeland" program in Namibia and to 
victimize its opponents.) 

COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA 

In its first years of existence, the Council for Namibia was able to accomplish 
very little. However, in 1972 it also began to take some new initiatives.  

;ruthcast Atlantic Fisheries 
Early in 1:172 the Council learned that an organizing meeting of the Southeast 

Al ]antic Fisheries Commission was to open shortly in Rome under the auspices 
Of the Food and Agriculture Organization, which had initiated the international 
convention under which the Commission had been created. It was apparent that 
the Commission would deal primarily with fishing in and near Namibian terri
torial waters, which were claimed by South Africa, and that South Africa would 
in effect represent Namibia at the meeting. The Council asked the Commission to 
be allowed to represent Namibian interests. When the Commission turned down 
the Council's proposed intervention, the FAO withdrew its assistance to the Com
mission in a step which served to acknowledge the validity of the Council's claim 
to represent Namibia.  

The U.S. was not a member of the Commission and apparently was not aware 
of any tof the action, all of which took place in about a week.  

Inrcstigation of Working Conditions in Narnibia 
As the general strike of Namibian workers, which began in December 1971, 

stretched into the spring of 1972 and unverifiable reports of victimization of 
strikers filtered out of the Territory, the Council sought first-hand information 
on working conditions in the Territory. Consequently the Council requested the 
pre sidents of Newmont Mining Co. and American Metal Climax Corp., which 
manage and jointly dominate Tsumeb Mining Co.. the largest copper mine in 
Nahibia accounting for 80% of all the base mineral production in Namibia and 
is the largest single private employer of labor, to meet with the Council and dis
cuss working conditions in the Territory. The corporate officers refused. The 
i'ouncil thereupon requested U.S. Ambassador Bush to assist it in obtaining the 
prsine of the corporation presidents, pointin- out that this was in line with 
th requirements of paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 310 (see above) 
which the U.S. had supported only a few months before.  

Amlassador Bush's refusal was phrased as if it had been drafted by the cor
porations: It denied the authority of the Council to take such action, pointing out 
tbat the U.S. had not supported Assembly resolution 224s (S-V) (1967) estab
lishing the Council. Further, the Ambassador attacked the Council for picking 
iln the American companies when employers of other nationalities, with, he 
claimed, probably worse labor practices, had not been asked to meet with the 
Council. le did not acknowledge any duties on the part of the U.S. under 
resolution 310.  

Thus the United States has continued to reiterate its verbal support for human 
rights and self-determination on Southern Africa at the United Nations in 1972.  
At the same time it consistently opposed all attempts by the majority of the 
world's nations to initiate actions which would accelerate the struggle for liber
ation. Defending its stance by a stated abhorrence of violence as a weapon of 
cha-nge, the U.S. chooses to ignore the violence constantly perpetrated against 30 
million black people by the white colonial and minority rulers of Southern Africa.  

SOUTiERN AFRICA PERSPECTIVES-SOUTTTERN AFRTC '.: THE U.S. RECORD AT THE 
UNITED NATIONS, 1973 

[.Supplied by: Elizabeth S. Landis] 

United Nntions decisions and actions in r-lation to southern Africa during 
1973' g-,nerally built upon steps taken in 1972. They took account, however, of 
two new developments in the area : Guinea-Piss:au's declaration of independence; 
anl the failure of the Secretary-General's "mission" to South Africa to arrange 
the transfer of the administration of Namibia to the UN.  

The US reaction to these developments was, typically, negative: it refused 
to recognize the new state of Guinea-Bissau (and, by implication, threatened
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to veto its anticipated application for UN membership). And it clung to the illu
sion that the Secretary-General's negotiations were making progress (undefined) 
and therefore argued that they should be continued despite strong African senti
ment to the contrary.  

During 1973 the US edged closer than ever before to the white minority 
regimes of southern Africa although it continued to criticize apartheid. Its 
voting record diverged noticeably from that of most conservative European 
countries, including even France, which tended to withdraw from an exposed 
hardline position on racism and colonialism resolutions and frequently abstained 
instead. On the one issue the United States stood alone with Portugal and 
South Africa while all other states voted against them or abstained.  

Most of the significant issues concerning southern Africa were considered 
by the General Assembly. The Assembly followed the 1972 precedent-oppoSed 
both years by the U.S.-in admitting representatives of the concerned OAU
recognized liberation movement as observers during committee discussions of the 
territory represented by the movement. It also again affirmed-over US opposi
tion-the legitimacy of the struggle against apartheid and colonialism by all 
"necessary" means (in effect by armed force).  

Important provisions of the most significant resolutions (classified generally 
by subject) are summarized below and the US vote indicated as to each.  

ANTI-COLONIALISM RESOLUTIONS 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3163 (XXVIII) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEPENDENCE FOR COLONIAL PEOPLES 

The key provision (Para. 5) of the 17 operative paragraphs reaffirms the 
legitimacy of the struggle of colonial peoples for self -determination and inde
pendence "by all the necessary means at their disposal" and notes with sati.
faction the progress made by the national liberation movements of colonial 
territories. Paragraph 7 calls for moral and material assistance to struggling 
colonial peoples, and Paragraph 10 calls on UN agencies to ensure representation 
of colonial territories by national liberation movements when matters concerning 
the territories are considered.  

The United States joined France, Portugal, South Africa, and the United 
Kingdom in voting AGAINST this resolution.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3118 (XXVIII) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEPENDENCE BY SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

This resolution also reaffirms the legitimacy of the struggles of colonial people.  
and urges all moral and material assistance by UN specialized agencies to the 
peoples of colonial territories, "including especially the populations in the liber
ated areas ... and their national liberation movements." 

The US, Portugal, South Africa, and the United Kingdom OPPOSED this 
resolution.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3117 (XXVIII) 

ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC INTERESTS 

Operative paragraph 2 reaffirms that foreign economic, financial, and other 
interests operating in Southern Rhodesia. Namibia, and the Portuguese territories 
"constitute a major obstacle to political independence and to the enjoyment of 
the natural resources of those Territories by the indigenous inhabitants .. " 
Paragraph 6 calls on all governments to prevent their nationals from partici
pating in the Cabora Bassa and Cunene River basin projects (iii Mozamnbique 
and Angola respectively). Paragraph 9 calls on all states, in the language of 
the World Court's 1971 Advisory Opinion, to refrain from relations with South 
Africa which may support the continued illegal occupation of Namibia or in 
which South Africa acts on behalf of Namibia.  

Only Portugal, South Africa, and the US voted AGAINST this resolution.  
Twenty-three states abstained.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3103 (XXVIII) 

LEGAL STATUS OF FREEDOM FIGHTERS 

This relatively short but revolutionary resolution declares that national libera
tion wars are "legitimate and in full accordance with the principles of interna
tional law" (Paragraph 1) and that attempts to suppress such struggles are "in
compatible" with the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
etc. (Paragraph 2) The following paragraphs declare that armed conflicts by 
subject people against colonial and racist regimes "are to be regarded as inter
national armed conflicts in the sense of the 1949 Geneva Convention," which 
,shall apply to the combatants; and captured freedom fighters are to be accorded 
the status of prisoners of war. Paragraph 5 declares that the use of mercenaries 
against freedom fighters is considered a criminal act, and mercenaries shall be 
punished as criminals.  

The US was one of 13 countries-mostly European, but including Brazil, 
Uruguay, Israel, and South Africa-voting AGAINST the resolution. Nineteen 
.states abstained.  

SOUTH AFRICA-APARTHEID 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3151G (XXVIII) 

SITUATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 

This is the last and most controversial of seven resolutions on South Africa 
grouped under one resolution number. The resolution condemns South Africa 
for "its repeated acts of inhumanity and aggression," as well as other states 
which continue to provide military equipment and supplies to the Republic.  
(Paragraphs 1, 4) Paragraph 5 condemns "in particular, the unholy alliance be
tween Portuguese colonialism, South African racism. Zionism and Israeli im
perialism. . . ." It calls on states to take certain specified actions as a first step 
to bring pressure on South Africa. (Paragraph 8) Paragraph 2 reaffirms the 
legitimacy of the struggle against apartheid by all available means, and para
graph 11 declares the OAV'-recognized liberation movements (ANC. PAC) as the 
"authentic representatives" of the overwhelming majority of the South African 
people. Finally the resolution condemns South Africa's Bantustan policy. (Para
graph 14) 

The US. in company with Bolivia, Israel, Nicaragua, Portugal, South Africa, 
and the UK, OPPOSED the resolution.  

The US ABSTAINED on five other parts of the resolution. but voted FOR 
Part F. a purely formal resolution calling for voluntary contributions to the UN 
Trust Fund for South Africa.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3055 (XXVIII) 

POLITICAL PRISONERS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The US SUPPORTED a short resolution condemning South Africa for fliling to 
comply with UN requests to release persons "imprisoned, interned, or otherwise 
restricted" for opposing apartheid.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3068 (XXVIII) 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON APARTHEID 

The US OPPOSED adoption of a draft convention on apartheid, along with 
Portugal, South Africa, and the UK. The US justified its opposition on the basis 
of several controversial technical provisions in the convention as drafted
although those flaws may not, in fact, constitute the true basis for American 
opposition.  RHODESIA (ZIMBABWE) 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3115 (XXVIII) 

QUESTION OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA (GENERAL) 

This relatively innocuous resolution reaffirms the right of the people of Zim
babwe (Rhodesia) to independence (Paragraph 1) as well as the principle of no 
independence before majority rule there (Paragraph 2). It calls on the UK to end
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the illegal Rhodesian regime and to bring about conditions (expulsion of South 
African forces, release of political prisoners, repeal of discriminatory laws, etc.) 
necessary for the people "to exercise freely and fully their right to self-determina
tion and independence. .. ." (Paragraphs 3-5).  

The US joined Portugal, South Africa, and the UK in OPPOSING the 
resolution.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3116 (XXVIII) 

QUESTION OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA (SANCTIONS) 

This stronger and more pointed resolution condemns: the UK for failure to 
-end the illegal Rhodesian regime (Paragraph 1) ; South African and Portugal for 
collaborating with the Rhodesian regime (Paragraph 2) ; the US for continued 
importation of Rhodesian chrome and nickel in violation of mandatory1 sanc
tions (Paragraph 4) ; and other (unspecified) states for failing to enforce such 
sanctions (Paragraph 3). Paragraph 7 "invites" the Security Council to widen its 
sanctions by taking three specified steps. The following paragraphs call on the 
Security Council to consider imposing sanctions against Portugal and South 
Africa, to force them to adhere to Rhodesian sanctions; they also appeal to per
manent Security Council members not to frustrate Security Council actions 
against Rhodesia by casting vetoes.  

France, Portugal, South Africa, the UK, and the US OPPOSED this 
resolution.  

PORTUGUESE COLONIES 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3061 (XXVIII) 

ILLEGAL OCCUPATION OF REPUBLIC OF GUINEA-BISSAU 

This resolution welcomes the accession to independence of the peoples of 
Guinea-Bissau. It condemns Portugal for "perpetuating its illegal occupation of 
certain sectors of the Republic" (Paragraph 2) and demands that it desist from 
further violation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Guinea-Bissau.  

The US interpreted the resolution as constituting virtual recognition of Guinea
Bissau and therefore cited all the classic arguments against recognition (inade
quate control of population and territory, foreign-based administration, etc.) in 
explaining its vote AGAINST the resolution. Brazil, Greece, Portugal, South 
Africa, Spain, and the UK joined in voting no. Thirty states-mostly European 
and Latin American-abstained.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3113 (XXVIII) 

QUESTION OF TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION 

This long resolution starts by reaffirming the legitimacy of the struggle for 
independence of the people of the territories "by all ways and means at their 
.disposal" and recognizes the national liberation movements in territories as the 
"authentic representatives of the true aspirations" of the peoples. (Paragraphs 
1, 2) it recommends that UN specialized agencies deal with the liberation move
ments when considering matters which affect the territories (Paragraph 2) and 
give assistance to the people in the liberated areas to help them continue their 
struggle. (Paragraph 6) It condemns Portugal's continued repression (Para
-graphs 3-5) and appeals to NATO allies and others to withdraw assistance 
which enables Portugal to continue its colonial wars and to refrain from collabo
ration with Portugal. (Paragraphs 7-9) 

The US joined Bolivia, Brazil, France, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and the 
UK in OPPOSING this resolution.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3114 (XXVIII) 

INQUIRY INTO REPORTED MASSACRES IN MOZAMBIQUE 

This resolution established a 5-nation committee of the Assembly to look into 
alleged massacres of Africans in Mozambique by Portuguese troops, as reported 
by local missionaries and others.  

The US joined Portugal, South Africa, and Spain in OPPOSING this 
resolution.  

1 i.e., voted by the Security Council and binding on all UN members.
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NAMIBIA (SOUTHWEST AFRICA) 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3111 (XXVIII) 

QUESTION OF NAMIBIA 

This resolution opens by reaffirming the legitimacy of the Namibia's struggle 
for independence "by all means," recognizing SWAPO as the "authentic repre
sentative of the Namibian people" (paragraph 18 provides for defraying SWAPO 
expenses when accompanying certain UN missions), and condemning South 
African occupation and repression. (Pt. 1, Paragraphs 1-4) Paragraph 7 states 
that contacts between the Secretary-General and the South African government 
should be terminated "as being detrimental to the interests of the Namibian 
people .. " Paragraphs 11-17 call on states and UN agencies to comply with UN 
resolutions and the recent World Court Advisory Opinion on Namibia; to co
operate with the UN Cmuncil for Namibia and invite its participation in their 
affairs when Namibian interests are affected: and to assist Namibians so that 
they can continue their struggle for independence. Part II requests more con
crete assistance from specialized agencies. Part III calls for more informa
tion and publicity about Namibia; its last provision decides to commemorate each 
Augu4 t 26 as Namibia Day.  

Although the US has adopted a cautiously correct position on legal issues in
volving Namibia, it was unwilling to approve liberation by armed struggle, and 
it also disagreed with paragraph 7. It therefore ABSTAINED on the resolution.  

GENERAL ASSEMiBLY RESOLUTION 3112 (XXVIII) 

UN FUND FOR NAM1IBIA 

The two crucial provisions of this resolution allocate $100,000 to the Fund from 
the UN's regular 1974 budget (Paragraph 2) and appoint the UN Council for 
Namibia as trustees of the Fund (Paragraph 6).  

In spite of some question as to the advisability of making the Council 
trustees-since the delegates (not the states) sitting as the Council change from 
meeting to meeting-the US joined the entire UN membership (except Portugal 
and South Africa) in voting FOR the resolution. It appears that the UN may 
make a substantial contribution to the Fund.  

SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 342 (1973) 

DISCONTINUATION OF EFFORTS UNDER RESOLUTION 309 (1972) 

In response to Assembly resolution 3111, paragraph 7 (see above) and the 
urgings of the OAU, the Cmncil for Namibia, and SWAPO, the Security Council 
voted to discontinue the Secretary-General's contacts with South Africa, under
taken in accordance with its resolution 309 of early 1972.  

The US, which had strongly supported the Secretary-General's negotiations 
as a central feature of its policy on Namibia and expressed a hope that events 
would allow a revival of the negotiations, nevertheless voted FOR the resolution.  

MISCELLANEOUS 

The US supported the appointment of Sean Man-Bride, former Irish Foreign 
Minister, Executive Secretary of the International Commission of Jurists, and 
Directo)r of Amnesty International, as the new UN Commissioner for Namibia.  

The TTS opposed an amendment to the report of the credentials committee 
(A/9179) rejecting the credentials of the representatives of South Africa to the 
General Assembly. Although the amendment succeeded, the chair ruled the 
amendment was hortatory only, and South Africa was not excluded from the 
Ass 'ibly.  

Senator CrrK. I am sorry to say that I must interrupt, yoi lono" 
enonu.,' for. me to go vote. If I (10 not leave now, I mis the vote. I will 
lb l)nck again in about 7 01" 8 minutes. I also have a 12 :15 meeting, but.  
I will see, if I cannot continue.  

[A recess was taken.]
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Senator CLARK. Please continue.  
Ms. LANDIS. If I may, before I continue, I have here a draft report 

on foreign investment in Namibia which I would like to submit.  
Senator CLARK. It will be made a part of the record.  
[The information referred to is in the committee files.] 
Mr. LANDIS. And I have something here which I cannot give you.  

It is the only copy now in existence. But in a few days there will be 
copies of this study on Namibia Uranium Implications for the South 
African Occupation Regime. And if I might have the opportunity to 
send this in, when they come oil the press.  

Senator CLARK. We would like very much to have that.  
[The information referred to is in the conmittee files.] 
Mr. LAN\DIS. Thank you. Now, I will continue on our voting rec

ord, which I think is appalling. I think that, as you pointed out, it 
is frequently better to make compromises, as most legislators do, and 
to have some influence on the ultimate outcome of legislation than 
it is to simply be rigid and refuse to take any part that applies in 
the U.N. General Assembly.  

Secondly, the United States should make annual contributions to 
the United States Fund for Namibia, through which the U.N. chan
nels its assistance to Namibians outside the territory. The United 
States did contribute $50,000 in 1975, but conditioned further con
tributions on removing the fund from the regular budget of the 
United Nations, thereby making it totally dependent on voluntary 
contributions.  

The United States should also contribute to the Namibia Institute, 
which is designed to set up crash courses for the training of Namibians 
to administer their own country, when it gets its independence. Every
body remembers the problems in the Congo, because there were no 
people trained to take over. The Namibia Institute is an attempt to 
prevent that kind of a fiasco in a free and independent Namibia.  

Fourth, the United States should declare its support for the decree 
for the protection of the natural resources of Namibia, which was 
issued by the United Nations Council on Namibia on the 27th of 
September, 1974. I have here a copy of that decree, which I would 
like to submit for the record.  

Senator CLARK. Fine. It will be made a part of the record.  
[The information referred to follows :] 

[Text of the Decree adopted by the U.N. Council for Namibia at its 209th meet.  
ing on 27 September 1974 and approved by the General Assembly of the 
United Nations at its 29th Session on 13 December 19743 

UNITED NATIONS NAMIBIA GAZETTE NO. 1 

DECREE No. 1-FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF NAMIlBIA 

Conscious of its responsibility to protect the natural resources of the pe,,
ple of Namibia and of ensuring that these natural resources are not exploited 
to the detriment of Namibia, its people or environmental assets, the United 
Nations Council for Namibia enacts the following decree: 

DECREE 

The UTelcd Nt a tions ('ou!w il for Yawliia.  
]cerofjnizig that, in the terms of ( ejwrail Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI) of 

27 October 1966 the Territory of Nainila (formerly South West Africa) is the 
direct responsibility of the United Nations, 

60-619- 74; -26
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Accepting that this responsibility includes the obligation to support the right 
of the people of Namibia to achieve self-government and independence in accord
ance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, 

Reaffirining that the Government of the Republic of South Africa is in illegal 
possession of the Territory of Namibia, 

Furthering the decision of the General Assembly in resolution 1803 (XVII) 
of 14 December 1962 which declared the right of people and nations to permanent 
sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources, 

Noting that the Government of the Republic of South Africa has usurped and 
interfered with these rights, 

Dcsirons of securing for the people of Namibia adequate protection of the 
natural wealth and resources of the Territory which is rightfully theirs.  

Recalling the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice of 21 
June 1971,' 

Acting in terms of the powers conferred on it by General Assembly resolution 
2248 (S-V) of 19 May 1967 and all other relevant resolutions and decisions re
garding Namibia, 

De'rcecs that 
1. No person or entity, whether a body corporate or unincorporated, may search 

for, prospect for, explore for, take, extract, mine, process, refine, use, sell, export, 
or distribute any natural resource, whether animal or mineral, situated or found to 
be situated within the territorial limits of Namibia without the consent and per
mission of the United Nations Council for Namibia or any person authorized to 
act on its behalf for the purpose of giving such permission or such consent; 

2. Any permission, concession or license for all or any of the purposes specified 
in paragraph 1 above whensoever granted by any person or entity, including 
any body purporting to act under the authority of the Government of the Re
public of South Africa or the "Administration of South West Africa" or their 
predecessors, is null, void and of no force or effect; 

3. No animal resource, mineral, or other natural resource produced in or 
emanating from the Territory of Namibia may be taken from the said Territory 
by any means whatsoever to any place whatsoever outside the territorial limits 
of Namibia by any person or body, whether corporate or unincoporated, without 
the consent and permission of the United Nations Council for Namibia or of any 
person authorized to act on behalf of the said Council; 

4. Any animal, mineral or other natural resource produced in or emanating 
from the Territory of Namibia which shall be taken from the said Territoy with
out the consent and written authority of the United Nations Council for Namibia 
or of any person authorized to act on behalf of said Council may be seized and 
shall be forfeited to the benefit of the said Council and held in trust by them for 
the benefit of the people of Namibia; 

5. Any vehicle, ship or container found to be carrying animal, mineral or other 
natural resources produced in or emanating from the Territory of Namibia shall 
also be subject to seizure and forfeiture by or on behalf of the United Nations 
Council for Namibia or of any person authorized to act on behalf of the said 
('Council and shall be forfeited to the benefit of the said Council and held in 
trust by them for the benefit of the people of Namibia; 

6. Any person, entity or corporation which contravenes the present decree in 
respect of Namibia may be held liable in damages by the future Government of 
an independent Namibia; 

7. For the purposes of the preceding paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 and in order 
to give effect to this decree, the United Nations Council for Namibia hereby au
thorizes the United Nations Commissioner for Namibia, in accordance with 
resolution 2248 (S-V), to take the necessary steps after consultations with the 
President.  

Ms. LANDIS. I have some comments on the decree, but I will leave 
them to be read in my written statement.  

Now, I would like to touch briefly on another U.N. matter, to say 
that I think that the United States should call immediately and 
strongly for new Security Council meetings to follow up on Security 
Council Resolution 366.  

1 Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia 
(South Wcs.t Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 867 (1970), Advisory 
Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 16.



As you remember, Mr. Davis referred to the fact that the United 
States exercised its second triple veto to prevent Security Council 
adoption of a mandatory arms embargo, which was sought because 
South Africa had failed to end its illegal occupation of Namibia.  

Now the triple veto, which was followed by no other alternative 
whatsoever-Council members simply folded up their tents and si
lently slipped away-the triple veto was interpreted by both Namib
ians and South Africans as an invitation to settle the whole Namibian 
issue by force.  

South Africa immediately started a new crackdown on its oppo
nents. At the same time it sponsored so-called homeland elections, 
under its control, and it made preparations to call a constitutional 
conference, under its control, to be attended by these people who were 
elected.  

Allegations by responsible people that the elections were a fraud 
have been rejected out of hand by the South African Government.  
At least one African investigating such charg-es has been arrested, 
imprisoned, and beaten.  

Namibia watchers assume that by the end of this year there will be 
a so-called independent Namibia, created by that constitutional 
conference.  

It is also assumed that the great majority of the Namnibian people 
will not accept a so-called independent government led by puppet 
black leaders. So the Namibian situation will turn from what it is 
today into a bloody confrontation of black against black.  

This is the result of our triple veto. And we seem to be unconcerned 
about any further action to be taken.  

My recommendation is that, at the very least, the United States 
should call for territory-wide elections on a universal suffrage basis, 
under U.N. supervision and control, to elect representatives who should 
consider the future of Namibia. The resolution should declare in 
advance that any other elections which are not conducted under U.N.  
supervision and control would be automatically deemed invalid; and 
that any government established on the basis of such an invalid election 
would not be recognized by any U.N. member.  

Senator CLARK. Your proposal would be our proposal to the United 
Nations Security Council in the form of a resolution ? 

Mls. LANDIs. That is right.  

CLARIFICATION OF U.S. POLICY TOWARD NA-MIBIA, SOUTH AFRICA 

Aiid finally, my last point is on the clarification of U.S. policy toward 
Namibia and South Africa.  

I do not want to read out the whole of what I have written but I 
have gone into the statements of the State Department people over a 
period of years as I have read them, and I have compared them with 
the actions which have been taken. Without going into all of those, 
I do want to point out in particular that the United States, in its so
called leadership exchange program, in which it has brought over 
blacks from Southern Africa, has failed to bring over a single SWAPO 
leader, although SWVAPO is the recognized authentic voice of the 
Namibian people, recognized by the OAU and the U.N. It has brought 
over, sometimes repeatedly, black leaders, many of whom are members 
of divisive organizations in the territory. And in spite of the fact that
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Mr. Davis referred to SVAPO as recognized by the U.N. and the 
OAU, I must say that one reason given for the U.S. refusal to support 
the 1974 resolution on Namibia in the U.N. General Assembly was that 
the United States was unwilling to so recognize SWAPO.  

U.S. ACTIONS CONSONANT WITH NSS3M" 39, OPTION 2 

I will skip most of my other points to come to the very last page, 
in which I point out that in my opinion the actions of the United States 
are consonant not with our abhorrence of apartheid or with our desire 
to get South Africa out of Namibia; they are consonant with following 
option 2 of NSSM '9, to which we all return eventually.  

Apart from the fact that NSSM 39 dismisses moral considerations, 
considerations of the international rule of law, and considerations 
of the right of black people to independence equal to the right of white 
people to independence-apart from that, we all have to face the fact 
that NSS-M was based on the false premise that blacks in Southern 
Africa could not change their condition by force. The Portugese coup 
has proven the obvious fallacy of that premise and the inadequacy of 
the basic staff work which produced NSSM 39.  

REAPPRAISAL OF SITUATION INX SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Sometime last year, it seems clear, a reappraisal was made of the 
situation in southern Africa. Presumably, a new national security 
study memorandum, which according to our best information is No.  
SO-something of 1974. was produced to take account of the chaned 
situation and the weaknesses in NSSM 39. I think, undoubtedly, that 
the policy that our Government will in the future follow vis-a-vis 
Namibia and South Africa-whatever State Department officials say 
publily-will be found in new NSSM 80-whatever-it-is.  

Therefore, my last recommendation for the subcommittee-and I 
urge it as strongly as I can-is that this subcommittee should insist 
on obtaining access to the new revised NSSMT: that it should refuse 
to accept anything less than the actual document. It should not ac
cept any gloss on the document. If it. is really serious about its 
attempt to understand or influence. American policy toward southern 
Africa, this is the only way it would know what the policy is that it 
is influencing.  

Thank you.  
[MIs. Landis' prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH S. LANDIS 

Mr. ('hairman, members of the subconmittee: I want to ongratulate yOu 
for holding this series of hearings on southern Africa at a time when change 
is occurring fast and furio.Nly in that part of the world nand when it is vital 
for our government to respond knowledgevahly and sympathoticaily. I also, want 
to thank you for the opportunity to speak to you about Namiin, which has 
1,,o,, of special concern to mne for many years, now.  

For your record, I am a lawyer and an Africanist. I have done technical 
asistan.e wvork for the Government of Liberia. have taught African stndies.  
have worked on southern African questions at the United Nations in variou.  
capaeities for a nmber ,f years. and have written a number of nrtiele mid 
other plliication Oi the pullie law of South Africa and Namibia. ('urrently 
I ani lcg:i, consultant to the ITN Cocnmisioner for Namilcin. I speak here in my 
personal cn:pacity, (if course, and my views do not necessarily reflect UN positions.
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BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT NAMIBIA 

This summary of information about Namibia may provide some background 
for my recommendations, which follow.  

Namibia is one of the larger territories in Africa, some 320,000 square miles 
in area. It can be roughly superimposed on California and Nevada. It is bounded 
on the north by Angola, on the east by Botswana, and on the southeast and south 
,by South Africa. At the northern border a long thin panhandle (the Caprivi 
Strip) stretches some 300 miles further east to a junction with Zambia, Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia), and Botswana.  

Its population is sparse, some 850,000 by official South African estimate (1974), 
slightly over 1,000,000 according to the Commissioner's Office. One hundred 
thousand Namibians are white, descendants of Germans who settled there before 
World War I and Afrikaners from South Africa who flocked to the Territory 
after the War.  

The Blacks consist mostly of indigenous Africans although there are some per
sons of mixed descent -(Coloureds," Rehoboth "Blasters"). South African ethnol
ogists recognize some nine indigenous "peoples" or "nations." The government 
claims that these peoples are mutually antagonistic and unable to cooperate 
politically. It has been, and still is, South African policy to create and enlarge 
-ethnic hostilities, mistrust, 'and jealousies by every possible means in order 
to prevent unified opposition.  

The Territory is very rich although its primary wealth is in wasting mineral 
resources: diamonds, low-grade uranium, copper, and other base metals. There 
is exploration for oil and gas off the coast and some suggestion of finds in very 
-deep water.  

These minerals are exploited today almost entirely by foreign capital. The 
most important investments are South African, followed by American.  

Because the land is largely desert or semi-desert, agriculture, except in the 
northernmost areas, is largely limited to stock-grazing (cattle. karakul sheep).  
Overgrazing is a continuingl problem. Droughts are repeated, sometimes pro
tracted, and the availability of water is the key to agricultural development.  

Namibian coastal waters teem with fish, but overfishing by South Africans 
and other foreigners has caused a serious decrease in the annual catch in recent 
years. An attempt is now being made to regulate fishing by an international 
convention, to) which South Africa is a party and under which it, in effect, 
claim, too represent Namibia.  

The current lrgal status of Namibia is that of an international territory under 
direct administration of the UN General Assembly, carried out by .the UN 
Council for Namibia and its executive officer, the Commissioner for Namibia.  
South Africa unlawfully occupies the Territory by force and administers it in 
defiance of the International Community and of international law.  

As members of the Subcommittee are no doubt aware, Namibia, then known 
as to South West Africa, became an Imperial German Protectorate in 1.84-S,5, 
as a result of the Congress of Berlin, which established the ground rules for 
colonial division of Africa.  

When (,,rmany 1,st the First World War, all its colonial territories became 
mandated territories under the League of Nations. The League entrusted it to 
the then Union of South Africa, which had occupied it as enemy territory 
during the War. South Africa was bound by its mandate agreement to deal with 
the Territory so as to "promote to the utmost the material and moral well-being 
and the social progress of the inhabitants of the territory. . . . " (Art. II) 

The South African Government demonstrated almost immediately through 
its administration of Namibia that it looked upon the mandate as a disguised 
form of annexation. After the Second World War it was the only mandatory 
power that refused either to free its mandated territory or to convert it into 
a UN trust territory.  

As international standards for dealing with colonial peoples slowly improved 
after the War, South Africa's practices in Namibia deteriorated: It introduced 
its domestic apartheid system into the Territory, replacing existing informal 
racial segregation by rigorous laws. It applied its battery of repressive legisla
tion-including those recent horrors, the Terrorism Act' and the "BOSS Act" -2 

to quash Namibian dissent. It began a process of integrating the Territory eco

IAct No. 83 of 1967.  
2 Act No. 101 of 1969, sec. 29. as amended.
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nomically into the Republic so that, whatever its outward political trappings, it 
would in fact be dependent economically on South Africa.  

The most hated action was, however, the creation of "homelands" ("Ban
tustans") in Namibia. Applying its theory of irreconcilable ethnic differences 
among peoples, the South African government created uninational homelands.  
for each "nation" in Namibia. It assigned approximately 40% of the Territory's 
land surface-or approximately 0.14 square miles per capita-for the Black 
homelands. The remaining 60% of the Territory, which contains the entire sea
coast, the urban centers, major known mineral deposits. most roads and railroads, 
and much of the best agricultural land, is the "white homeland"-an allocation 
of approximately 1.92 square miles per capita. Blacks, forced by the poverty in 
their own homelands to seek work in the white area, are rightless "aliens" there, 
though in their own country; they may be sent back to their homelands involun
tarily at any time.  

By providing substantial perquisites to the local chiefs who back the home
lands policy and by promising ultimate "self-government" to each area the Re
public has managed to create a class which opposes national unity and fears 
free and open elections in the Territory.  

In October 1966 the UN General Assembly revoked South Africa's mandate 
over Namibia on account of its maladministration of the Territory. Since that 
time the South African government has occupied the Territory in clear and, 
flagrant violation of international law. South Africa now has no right to ad
minister the Territory, to represent Namibia or act for it, to grant concessions 
or collect taxes there, or to engage in any other activity there, except to arrange 
for the transfer of its administration to the United Nations pending Namibian 
independence.  

This interpretation of international law was specifically upheld by the Inter
national Court of Justice in 1971 ' when it advised that UN members were under 
international obligation: to recognize the illegality of South Africa's presence in 
Namibia and the invalidity of its acts on behalf of Namibia: and to refrain from 
any acts implying recognition of the South African presence or giving support 
or assistance to its presence. The United States backed this Opinion.  

The Republic has, nevertheless, continued its unlawful activities with the 
acquiescence or connivance of its main trading partners, including the United
States. In particular, it has continued its policy of fragmenting Namibia into 
Bantustans despite UN calls for independence with territorial integrity.  

In the last decade, and particularly since the World Court's 1971 Advisory 
Opinion on Namibia, Namibian opposition to South African rule has become more 
unified, more militant, and more sophisticated. Namibians are now engaged simul
taneously in political opposition within the Territory. military opposition along 
the northern border, and political lobbying on the international scene. Many 
observers know of the general strike in late 1971-72, which shut down the Terri
tory for months. But fewer realize that there is a small-scale war of national 
liberation going on in the north, where South African paramilitary police have 
been replaced or reenforced by army units.  

SWAPO (South West Africa Peoples Organization), which is active in all 
areas, is the largest constituent of the national liberation movement. It is recog
nized by the OAU and the UN as the "authentic representative" of the Nanilbian 
people. There are. however, other legitimate political groups, most of which 
collaborate with SWAPO in the newly formed umbrella organization, the Nami
bian National Convention.  

South Africa has reacted to the growing and increasingly effective oppositiol 
with a several-pronged counter-attack: It has advanced its homeland program 
and held out the possibility of an independent Namihia of federated homelands; 
at the same time it has redoubled its efforts to destroy national unity by harping 
on the danger of Ovambo (equated with SWAPO) domination of less populous 
Black groups. It has directed a campaign of ruthles's ferocity against opponentq.  
characterized by public floggings of both men and women; imposition of 
permanent martial law in Ovambol-nd : and detention without trial and torture, 
even killing, of untried prisoners. (In consequence tluusand- of Namibianis bave 
fled the country. Protesting churchmen, including this last month the American 
wife of the Siiffragan Bishop of Damaraland. have been forcibly deported from 
the Territory.) To distract the world's attention, South Africa has laid stress 
on its importance to the Wcst as the guardian of the Calpo route.  

SLegal Conseliences for Stntes of the Continued Presence of Sooth Africa In Namibia 
(South Ws(,t Africa notwIthstanding Security Council Resolutiun 276 (1970), Advisory 

OpInion, I.C..J. Reports 1971, p. 16;, at par. 133.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMERICAN ACTION 

The following recommendations have been grouped for ease of presentation 
under five headings. Most of them are not new, although some respond to recent 
events. They represent what I consider to be a minimal program if the United 
States intends to pay more than lip service to the International Rule of Law and 
to prove that it deems the freedom of Blacks as precious as the liberty of whites.  

Full compliance with the International Court's Advisory Opinion on. Xanibia 
The United States should denounce the provisions in its double taxation 

and extradition treaties with South Africa which extend those treaties to 
Namibia.  

The United States should refuse to apply GATT provisions to goods of 
Namibian origin, since Namibia is not a party to GATT. It should, in addi
tion, take the necessary steps to ensure that goods of Namibian origin are 
not passed off as of South African origin in order to obtain the benefit of 
GATT provisions.  

The United States has the technical expertise to prevent the mislabeling of 
Namibian goods based on techniques developed during the two decades it excluded 
goods from mainland China.  

The United States should extend its arms embargo against South Africa 
to include spare parts, all equipment (such as helicopters and executive 
jets) convertible to military use, and, equally important, technical know-how, 
patents, and machinery for producing arms and armaments in South Africa.  

Although the United States claims to enforce fully the UN-requested arms 
embargo against South Africa, there has been some easing of the embargo by 
means of redefining the goods subject to ban. More important, perhaps, is the 
transfer of technology, patents, licenses, etc. to the growing South African 
armaments industry.  

The United States should refuse to supply South Africa with enriched 
uranium or any equipment, data, patent, or technical advice about nuclear 
devices (peaceful or otherwise). It should refuse to send American nuclear 
scientists or technicians to South Africa; to train South African scientists 
and technicians in nuclear technology; or to allow South African scientists 
or technicians access to American nuclear laboratories, libraries, or plants.  

Beyond the support which nuclear cooperation of any sort gives South Africa 
in its continued occupation of Namibia, it is unthinkable that the United States 
should give such assistance to any state which has refused to sign the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty.  

Withdraial, or at least discouragement, of American inrcstment in Namibia 
In May 1970 the United States government issued a statement intended to 

discourage Amercan investment in Namibia by denying post-mandate investors 
there certain benefits and by refusing to protect them against claims of a future 
independent Namibian government. This statement is unique among the countries 
with substantial commercial contacts with South Africa or Namibia.  

Nevertheless, there are serious questions about its implementation. As far as 
I have been able to discover, "discouragement" in fact consists of a form letter 
sent by the State Department to known American investors setting out this 
policy and adding that, if they insist on investing, will they please treat their 
workers humanely. It would be interesting to learn if the State Department ever 
evaluated its policy to determine its effectiveness.  

Furthermore, it appears that other Departments and agencies of government 
disregard or even oppose the discouragement policy. Thus the Commerce Depart
ment approved sending insIKectors to Namibia to obsorve the slaughter of baby 
seals there for an American fur ,ompany. And the IRS, or the White House, 
refused (when the issue was raised by Congrcsman Diggs) to deny tax credits 
to American investors in Namibia for taxes paid to South Africa or their activities 
in the Territory.  

The United States should deny such tax .redits to American investors by 
legislation if it cannot be done by administrative action. The legislation or 
ruling should not allow, alternatively, a deduction of the taxes paid as a 
necssary business expense.  

All Departments and agenoies of -overnment should be instructed to dis
eourage American invo stment in Namibia by, inter alia, refusing to provide 
information to potential investors or to assist or furnislh any services in 
connection with such investment. The Unite d States shoul refuse all c'n
sular services to American investors in Nanihia.
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Recasting immigration policy as to 2-efugees from southern Africa 
Unlike refugees from Cuba, Hungary (1056), or Tibet, Blacks from southern 

Africa have never been treated as, presumptively, political refugees although most 
of them in fact are. Nearly all of them are hassled by INS officials, and many live 
under threat of impending deportation-which is tantamount to condemnation 
to prison or execution. Even white opponents of the South African government 
find that the INS is likely to accept at face value accusations of ideological 
impurity made against them by the Republic although the United States has 
repeatedly denounced the very South African policies they opposed.  

The INS should treat Blacks from southern Africa as presumptively 
political refugees if they claim that status.  

The INS should cease its mindless harassment of Black refugees from 
southern Africa, particularly of students and ex-students who cannot return 
to their homes safely.  

The INS should consider presumptively invalid charges of "communism" 
and similar accusations levied by any white minority regime against its 
citizen refugees in the United States who can show that they opposed the 
regime by means considered legitimate in this country. In ease of other 
charges of a political nature, the immigrant should be accorded basic due 
process by being informed of the charges made by the regime he opposed 
and by being granted an opportunity to rebut them in an administrative 
hearing.  

Support for Nainibia at the United Nations 
The United States should reverse its voting record on Namibian and 

southern African questions in the United Nations.  
The American record on southern African and colonial issues at the United 

Nations has been going from bad to worse recently. In the 1974 General Assembly 
session we were South Africa's strongest supporter-in one case the only state 
in the entire Assembly to vote with the Republic. American representatives con
demn South Africa with words, but support it by votes, both in the Assembly and 
in the Security Council, where the United States participated in the first triple 
veto in history to prevent expulsion of South Africa from the World Organiza
tion. We didn't even vote for the annual resolution on Namibia in 1974.  

The United States should recognize that UN resolutions, like domestic legisla
tion, seldom please anyone completely. Our representatives would do better to 
nccept some unpalatable provisions in helping to shape the overall thrust of 
UN resolutions than to be totally ignored, as they are now, due to their rigidity.  

The United States should make annual contributions to the UN Fund for 
Namibia. through which the UN channels its assistance to Namibians outside 
the Territory.  

The United States contributed $50.000 in 1974 but conditioned further contri
Imtions on removing the Fund from the Organizations regular budget, thus mak
ing it wholly dependent on voluntary donations.  

The United States should contribute to the Namibia Institute. The Insti
tute, being formally established this week in Lusaka, Zambia. is designed to 
prepare Namibians, through intensive training, to administer an independent 
state. It will emphasize training for middle-level administrative personnel 
and do researeh on problems that will be faced by the government of an 
independent Namibia.  

The United States should declare its support for the Decree for the Pro
tection of the Natural Resources of Namibia issued by the UN Council for 
Namibia on 27 September 1974 and approved by the General As.embly on 
18 December 1974.  

The Decree states that only the Council may authorize the exploitation or ex
portation of Namibian natural resources, and it provides for the seizure of 
Nnmibian resources exported illegally and for their forfeiture to the benefit of 
the Namibian people.  

When Congressman Diggs asked the State Department representative last 
month about its position on the Decree, be replied that the question would be 
one for nn American court to decide when the issue came before it. This was, 
unfortunately, an unsatisfactory response, inasmuch aN a court faced with such 
a novel matter would undoubtedly ask the Department for guidance (although 
it would not be bound by the Department's advice).  

The United States should call for new Security Council meetings to follow 
up on Security Council resolution 366 (1974). It should work, at the very 
least, for a resolution calling for Territory-wide, universal suffrage elections,
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under UN supervision and control, to elect representatives to a Namibian 
constitutional convention. The resolution should declare in advance that any 
other elections would be invalid and a government established on the basis 
of such invalid elections would not be recognized by any UN member.  

Resolution 366, adopted last December, gave South Africa until 30 May 1971 
to declare that it would leave the Territory and to take some effective step towards 
that end. When it failed to meet these conditions, the Security Council nmt to 
consider what action it should take. It voted on a draft resolution calling for 
the imposition of sanctions (in the form of a mandatory arms eibargo) against 
South Africa. The resolution received the necessary majority of votes, but it was 
vetoed by the United States. Britain, and France. This left resolution 366 in 
effect, but no further action was taken.  

Both the Namibians and the South Africans interpreted the triple veto as an 
invitation to settle the Namibian issue by force. South Africa immediately started 
a new crack-down on opponents. At the same time it sponsored homeland elec
tions, under its control, for representatives to attend a constitutional conference, 
under its control, to determine the Territory's political future. Allegations. by 
responsible churchmen and others, of force and fraud in some of the elections 
have been rejected out of hand, at least one African investigating such chare 
has been arrested, imprisoned, and beaten.  

Namibia-watchers anticipate that the South Africa-sponsored conference will 
create a confederational Nainibian state, which, by the beginning of 1976, will be 
given nominal independence under Black puppet leadership. If. as expected, the 
great mass of Namibians reject the new government, the Namibian situation will 
turn into one of bloody civil war: Black fighting Black (the one supported by 
the South African government and the other by?).  

Clarification of Unitcd States policy toiwards Namibia and southcrn Africa 

My last recommendation is directed, with all the fervor I can express, to this 
subcommittee, to urge it to compel the State Department to reveal the policy it is 
in fact following vis-a-vis Namibia and southern Africa.  

As I have gone over earlier statements of Stnte Department officials about 
the American position on Namibia, I find the follo\ving : 

(i) The United States is oplpose.d to itlpi;tIhcid.  
(ii) It believes that South Africa sh(uld get out of Namibia.  
(iii) It believes that Namilians should n;t use f, rco to drive the South 

Africans out of their country although it admits that that may be the only 
way to end the occupation.  

(iv) It supported, and presumably would again suipptrt, negotiations by the 
Secretary-General to try to bring : lout an end to SPuth African occupation.  
but it does not believe in the application of sanctions for that purpose.  

(v) It discourages American investment in Namibia but does not advocate 
withdrawal: it is neutral on American invetment in South Africa.  

(vi) It supported revocation of the mandate but opposed stalblishment of 
the UN Council for Namibia and refused membership on it because it felt the 
Council could not be effective.  

(vii) It has refused to support certain Co uncil activities because the resolution 
which established the Council directed it to .o to the Territory and carry out 

its functions there whereas the Council. due to the continuing South African 
occupation, has functioned from UN headquarters.  

This rag-bag hardly adds up to a coherent policy, in my opinion.  
Turninz, then. to T'nited States actions to supplement and enlarge on its, 

statements, I find that: 
(i) The United States has failed to implement its obli.gations as s.t out in 

the Advisory Opinion of Namibia.  
(ii) It has in recent years almost cons istently opposed (or, at best, ahstained 

on) UN resolutions on southern Africa.  
(iii) It vetoed a Security Council resolution to expel South Africa and an

other to impose sanctions against South Africa to end its occupation of Nnmibia.  
It failed to propose any alternative to the second resolution which it vetoed.  

(iv) It has apparently failed to discouraige much investment in Naillia.  

The only reported withdrawals. by Amrolican companies engaged in off-shore 

oil exploration, resulted from stockholder and TTN pressure.  

(v) It has consistently failed to invite to the United State-4 (under leadership 

grants and similar programs) leaders of SWAPO. the preeminent liberation 
organization. Instead it has invited, sometimes more than once, Africans asso

ciated with divisive activities in Namibia.
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(vi) It has failed to raise a public protest over a number of particularly out
rageous actions by the South African government in Namibia, e.g., public flog, 
gings; imposition of martial law; maltreatment of prisoners; repression of op
position political parties; deportation of church leaders, including American 
citizens, etc.  

(vii) It has eroded the arms embargo against South Africa and omitted 
technical assistance from its coverage.  

(viii) It has supplied enriched uranium, from which nuclear weapons can be 
made, to South African and allowed Americans to assist South Africa in develop
ing its own processes although South Africa has failed to sign the Nucleau 
Non-Proliferation Treaty.  

(ix) Behind the scenes it has supported NATO rapprochement with South 
Africa.  

(x) It has unofficially welcomed Admiral Biermann, the South African Chief 
of Staff, and allowed him to consult with American Defense Department and 
other government officials in the guise of social gatherings.  

(xi) It is rumored to have intervened in Angola, which adjoins Namibia, by 
granting subventions to the FLNA, one of the competing liberation movements, 
aind probably in other ways.  

(xii) It has voided UN-mandated sanctions against Rhodesia (the "Byrd 
amendment").  

(xiii) It appears to have turned a blind eye as long as pos ile to the recruit
ment of mercenaries in the United States to fight for the Rhodesian government.  

These actions seem hardly consonant, on the whole, with our professed abhor
rence of apartheid and our desire to see South Africa out of Namibia. They do, 
however, seem generally in line with "Option 2" of National Security Study 
Memorandum 39 of 1969.  

Despite denials, Option 2 of NSSM 39 appears to have determined actual 
American policy towards southern Africa since 1969. Unfortunately it was 
based on the false premise that Blacks in southern Africa could not change their 
condition by force. The Portuguese coup a year ago, which resulted from Portu
gal's inability to win its colonial wars in Africa, demonstrated the fallacy of the 
premise and the inadequacy of the basic staff work which produced NSSM 39.  

Some time last year, it seems clear, a reappraisal was made of the situation 
in southern Africa. Presently a new National Security Study Memorandum was 
produced to take account of the changed situation and of weaknesses in NSSM 
39. We may assume that the policy that our government will in fact follow 
vis-a-vis Namibia-whatever State Department officials say publicly-is found 
in the new NSSM.  

Therefore my last recommendation is that this Subcommittee should insist on 
obtaining access to the new, revised NSSM, and that it should refuse to accept 
anything less, if it is serious in its attempt to understand or influence American 
policy towards southern Africa.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. That is an excellent state
men t.  

We are going to hear next from Mr. Ngubane. You may proceed in 
anY way you think appropriate.  

STATEMENT OF JORDAN NGUBANE, SOUTH AFRICAN WRITER 

M[r. N-OUBANE. To start with I want to express gratitude to you for 
having organized the hearing of evidence on my country. I also want 
to express gratitude for the reiteration by the many Americans I 
have listened to this morning of their commitment to the extension of 
the area of freedom in southern Africa.  

VIEW OF U.S. POLICY IN SOUTII AFRICA 

l'mt, I want to submit that. it, is not enough merely to say that the 
Americans want, self determination for everybody in my part of the 
world. When the. United States exercises its right fo veto decisions that
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extend the area of liberty I submit, sir, that it is not enough for 
America to speak of nonviolence when the United States sells uranium 
to my country. I submit, above all, sir, that it is not enough for the 
United States to oppose the expulsion of South Africa from the United 
Nations when the United States does not assert leadership initiatives 
to move events to a. negotiated settlement of the race problem.  

These difficulties arise, as we see the position ourselves, from the 
fact that the United States' policy, in particular, is based on inadequate 
clarity on either our aspirations and what we want or the type of 
society we want to establish in South Africa. And if this is accepted, 
the situation will be seen to call for constructive leadership initiatives 
from the United States to push South Africa toward a settlement of 
the race question-I will come to this remark a little later.  

COTPOSITE VIEW OF SOUTH AFRICAN SITUATION SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 

Second, I would think that the situation calls for the realization 
that the African, the Afrikaner, and the English in South Africa are 
three different monoliths. Each has its own concept of nationhood, its 
own churches and universities, and so forth. And in South Africa it is 
most unfortunate for anybody, either in South Africa itself or outside 
South Africa to take the A frika(er case as the South African case or 
the English case as the South African case and I submit that our own 
case is one of three different monoliths. It seems to me that this differ
ence is not considered when South African policy is discussed. People 
have to take a composite view of the situation.  

I am particularly concerned about, for instance, what is happening 
at the moment as a result of the fact that the developments on my side 
of the color line are ignored. Right now the South African Government 
is organizing, or rather, is enlisting Africans for armed service
which is a departure from past policy. At the moment about 48 African 
soldiers are being trained in Baviaanspoart prison. Also, according 
to the latest information from the Star, men from the Transkei who 
have signed up for military service will soon be going to Capetown for 
military training. My fear is that here we see a pattern unfold whereby 
the apartheid regime is going to arm those Africans who support it 
or who have a vested interest in the maintenance of its power against 
those who oppose apartheid. It would be helpful if the American peo
ple took cognizance of the situation that will arise later when the 
Bantustan states are established, namely that we are likely to have 
civil war in South Africa, precisely in the way that we have it in 
Angola.  

U.S. POLICY FOR SOUTIIERN AFRICA BASED ON IGNORANCE 

I say that one of the biggest handicaps that we suffer from is that 
American policy for my part of the world tends to be based on igno
rance. To summarize what I have said here, let me read three para
graphs from NSSM 39. I do not regard NSSM 39, and am not. discuss
ing it here, as indicating a tilt towards South Africa at all. The point 
I am establishing is that we have the fear that American policy is based 
on ignorance when it comes to our side of the story.
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NSSM, "There are reasons to question the depth and the permanence 
of Black resolve (to overthrow White domination.) Recently there 
has been a decline in the level of insurgency in Southern Africa. Neigh
boring Black states vital to successful guerrilla activity will choose 
to preserve their own security in the face of inevitable punishing white 
retaliation at an early stage of any significant guerrilla warfare. Iso
lation of the White societies has only intensified the oppressive policies.  
Moreover, extended efforts to force change by pressure and coercion 
have unified the Whites and produced an obdurate counter-reaction.  
The Whites (in southern Africa) are here to stay and the only way 
that constructive change can come about is through them. There is no 
hope for Blacks to gain the political rights that the seek tlhrough vio
lence which will only lead to chaos and increase( opportunities for 
the Communists. Our interests in the White states are clearly worth 
retaining at their present political cost because our continued good 
will and support for their cause, (that is the African states in general 
and Tanzania and Zambia, in particular) will be important and they 
know it." 

The*:e observations were made in a memorandum designed to inform 
the President of the United States on the situati,-n in South Africa 
in 1969. I regard them as remarkable because they are based on a 
serious misreading" of the situation in southern Africa. The war was 
on in Angola and Mozambique. L'ss than 10 years before the draftim 
of INSSAM 39, the Africans had crushed the Central African Federa
tion and brought into being the Black states of Malawi and Zambia.  

T.s. rOLICY TENDlS TO IGNORE FUNDA3[ENTALS OF CONFLICT 

Next. we feel that American policy tends to ilrniire the fundamentals 
of conflict in South Africa and concentrates on the operational 
aspects of apartheid. What I mean is that we hear a lot said about 
the pass laws, the need to abolish racial discrimination, the need for 
o1w, man 'one vnte, and thin s of that kind. Now, as a result, we find 
that the tendency is to ignore, for instance, the crucial )oints of vul
nerabilitv in the apartheid power structure. For example, the South 
African Government informed the Security Council last year that it 
wants to move away from discrimination based on race or color. We 
think America is best placed to make it clear to South Africa that this 
movement away cannot produce the desired effects for all concerned 
and it cannot be acceptable to Africa if it is based solely on White defi
nitions of the race problem and White initiatives.  

WYe feel that for deracialization to have any meaning at all, the vic
tims of apartheid must be involved fully in" planing for and deter
minin- the nature of the final solution in South Africa.  

Sir, I want to point out that we do not want to be involved in war 
with the White man. Race at this level has nothing to do with our at
titudes. But South Africa is our country and we want to have the 
fullest say possille in its future and its destiny.  

RELATIONS BETWEEN BL.\CIK SOUTII AFRICANS AND U.S. PEOPLE 

Now, point three, and this is of interest to us because it affects the 
Ainericaus; a few months ago, Dr. A. Boraine, a progressive party
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spokesman on labor quoted the following figures on strikes furnished 
by the government's labor department. In 1973 there were 246 strikes.  
In. 1971 there were 374 strikes. This tells a story as I say to myself.  
South African law goes beyond making it a crime for Africans to go 
on strike. In given instances, it literally draws no distinction between 
a strike and an act of treason. For the black people to have organized 
374 acts of treason in 19 74 on their own has a threefold significance 
for the relations between black South Africans and the American 
people. They are a warning to the American investor that the day 
is now not far when South Africa will no longer be the attractive in
vestment field that she is at the moment; that profits ranging between 
15, 16, and 25 percent are being written into the past by these events.  

The figures warn also that the black victims of apartheid are making 
up their mind-, to uie the strike as a political weapon. During the 
second week of February 1975, about 20,000 Africans gathered in the 
Jabulani Theater iiear Johanesburg to hear Chief Gatsha Buthelezi 
report on the interview between the Prime Minister of South Africa 
and the chief executiv e offlicers of the territorial authorities. After 
hearing him. the 20,000 Africans asked him to tell the government in 
white South Africa that they, "would withdraw labor from industry 
and coimniece if the government did not respond favorably to de
inands niad,, by homeland leaders." 

Above all. the fio'urs warn that the time has come for the United 
States to cnsider who the Americans will be trading with in southern 
Africa 30 years from today and to adopt policies for South Africa 
which would place the United States on the right side of history.  

TREATY FOR THlE DEFENSE OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC 

To sum up. I do not want to take your time, sir, but to sum up what 
I have said. I will ma:e a few recommendations to amplify what has 
been said in my memorandum which I am going to submit. As I 
pointed out earlier, we are not asking the United States to side with 
us against, the white community. We merely ask the United States to 
be on the right side of history. We ask the United States to give valid 
meanin to its own policy, namely, its own commitments to self-de
termination for all in southern Africa. How does it do this? How does 
it stand on the right side of history? First, South Africa is working 
very hard either to arrive at a treaty for the defense of the South 
Atlantic, the cape sea route and parts of the Indian Ocean. Now, we 
see no reason why the United States should rush to make a decision, 
a treaty with South Africa at this moment in time. If, however, it is 
necessary for any treaty at all, we would ask the United States to bal
ance the strategic importance of Cape Town with the strategic impor
tance of the east coast of Africa, from Mozambique to the Horn of 
Africa.  

DISCOURA(GE IMMIGRATION OF U.S. CITIZENS INTO SOUTH AFRICA 

Two, South Africa is reorganizing her plans for attracting larger 
and larger numbers of white immigrants from the West. We would ask 
the U.S. Government to go carefully into this policy and dis
courage the immigration of Americans into South Africa for rea
sons that I have stated in my memorandum.
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U.S. CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS AGAINST APARTHE 

Third, we would like the Americans to give serious consideration 
to the alternatives that we have been proposing against apartheid in 
the 65 years from 1910. And in that regard, to encourage the conven
tion of a Pan-African treaty conference where the black states of 
Africa, my own people and representatives of the white governments 
in southern Afria, will meet to negotiate a settlement of the race prob
loin. Before that takes place, I would like to see Americans press the 
South African Government to state precisely what it means by inde
pendence. We hear a lot said about independence being extended to the 
Bantustans. Now, it seems to me, I am not an economist, but it seems 
difficult to understand how on the one hand South Africa can do with
out the labor of the African community in the reserves when in fact 
she is short of labor in the industrial areas which she wants to build 
up with foreign investments. That is one side of the story.  

But if we see the story from the side of the rural reserves, it does 
not make much sense to me for South Africa to insist. on giving inde
pendence to its states when first, they cannot be viable, and second, 
they cannot establish viable economies for themselves, as I have showed 
in my memorandum.  

Thank you, sir.  
[Mr. Ngubane's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JORDAN K. NGUBANE--SOUTH AFICA: AN AFRICAN 
ALTERNATIVE TO APARTHEID 

INTRODUCTION 

By bringing the borders of Free Africa to the South African frontier the inde
pendence of Mozambique creates a new balance in the relations between Black 
and White in South Africa and changes the dispositions of power on the Cape 
sea route, the South Atlantic and the South-Western approaches to the Indian 
Ocean. These developments combine with the alternative to apartheid adopted 
by the African people in November 1973, at Umtata in the Transkei to define 
in clearer outlines the constructive role the United States can play as events 
move to the moment of decision in South Africa.  

The South African government informed the Security Council last year that 
it wants to move away from discrimination based on race or colour. America is 
best-placed to make it clear to South Africa that this movement away cannot 
produce the desired effects for all concerned and cannot be acceptable to Africa 
if it is based solely on White definitions of the race problem and White initiatives.  
For "deracialisation" to have meaning at all the victims of apartheid must be 
involved fully in planning for and determining the nature of the change. The 
alternative is an armed confrontation, now that South Africa has contiguous 
borders with Mozambique.  

South Africa values American understanding. For this reason the United 
States can demand its own price; it can insist that South Africa should take 
practical steps to demonstrate its determination to be a stabilising influence in 
Southern Africa. The factors which call for the demonstration are the subject 
of the present memorandum.  

Pretoria continues to urge the United States to fill the vacuum created in her 
naval defences when the British decided to leave the Simonstown naval base.  
One of the arguments used is ,that Cape Town and Simonstown occupy a strategic 
position on the Cape sea route. The extension of the coastline under African con
trol from the Horn of Africa to Mozambique requires that planning for the 
defences of the Cape sea route should balance the value of Cape Town with the 
importance of the coastline under African control.  

These developments combine with the dual authority crisis emerging in the 
relations between the government and the territorial authorities on the one hand 
and, on the other, the African workers' increasing use of the strike as an instru-
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ment of economic reform to create a situation of fluidity in the relations between 
Black and White which calls for attention from United States policy lnakers.  

With the exception of the Transkei, which has a unique history of political 
evolution under the British, all the segregated territorial administrations or 
bantustans have rejected the independence offered by the Vorster government.  
The significance of the rejection lies, among other factors, in the growing use by 
the Black people of the strike as an instrument for improving their position in 
the economy.  

During the 1974 budget debate on the Labour vote, Dr. Boraine, the Progres
sive Party spokesman on labour, quoted the following from figures on strikes 
furnished by the government's Labour Department: 

Number Workers 
Year of strikes involved 

1973 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 246 67, 338 
1974 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 374 57,656 

These figures tell an important story. South African law goes beyond making 
it a crime for the Africans to go on strike; in given instances it virtually draws 
no distinction between a strike and an act of treason. For the Black people 
to have organised 374 acts of "treason" in 1974 alone has a threefold significance 
for the relations between the Black South Africans and the American people.  
They are a warning to the American investor that the day is now not far when 
South Africa will no longer be the attractive investment field that she is at 
the moment; that profits ranging between 16% and 25% are being written 
into the past by events. The figures warn, also, that the Black victims of apartheid 
are making up their minds to use the strikes as a political weapon. During the 
second week of February, 1975, about 20,000 Africans gathered in the Jabulani 
Amphitheatre near Johannesburg to hear Chief Gatsha Buthelezi report on 
the interview between the prime minister of South Africa and the chief executive 
officers of the territorial authorities. After hearing him, the Africans asked him 
to tell the government and White South Africa that they "would withdraw their 
labour from industry and commerce if the Government did not respond favourably 
to demands made by homeland leaders." (Johannesburg Star, February 10, 1975).  

The figures warn, above all, that the time has come for the United States to 
consider who the Americans will be trading with in Southern Africa, thirty 
years from to-day and to adopt policies for Southern African which will place 
her on the right side of history, at least in Africa.  

THE PROBLEM 

From the African side, the problem for the United States is that American 
policies for Southern Africa are based on ignorance of the forces which collide in 
South Africa's crisis of colour. One example of the ignorance will be given here.  
The widely publicised National Security Study Memorandum 39 made these 
observations: 

".... here are reasons to question the depth and permanence of Black resolve 
(to overthrow White domination). Recently there has been a decline in the 
level of insurgency. Neighbouring Black states-vital to successful guerrilla 
activity-will choose to preserve their own security in the face of inevitable 
punishing white retaliation at an early stage of any significant guerrilla 
warfare....  

"Isolation of the White societies has only intensified repressive policies. More
over, external efforts to force change by pressure and coercion have unified the 

Whites and produced an obdurate counter-reaction .....  
"The Whites (in Southern Africa) are here to stay and the only way 

that constructive change can come about is through them. There is no hope 

for blacks to gain the political rights they seek through violence, which will only 

lead to chaos and increased opportunities for the communists....  
"..... our interests in the White states . . . are clearly worth retaining at 

their present political cost . . . because our continued goodwill and support of 

their (the African states in general and Tanzania and Zambia in particular) cause 

will be important and they know It." 
These observations were made in a memorandm designed to inform the presi.  

dent of the United States on the situation in Southern Africa In 1969 and are 

remarkable because they are based on a serious misreading of the situation
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in Southern Africa. The war was on in Angola and Mozambique; less than ten 
years before the (Irafting of NSSM :;! the Africans had crushed the Central 
African Federation and brought into being the Black states of Malwai and 
Zambia.  

One of the factors behind the misreading of the situation in Southern Africa 
is that most American policy-makers see the raco problem mainly through the 
tvyes of English-speaking South Africans who speak their language and the 
dominant group in the newspaper and book publishing fields. The problem in 
this regard does not have much to do with race; the Afrikaner, who is White, 
is still largely through the eyes of the English in spite of the fact that he 
contro 's the government.  

The main groups in South Africa, the Africans, the Afrikaners and the English, 
function as monoliths; each has its own culture, history, ideal of nationhood, 
church and universities. The British fought the Zulus (1879) and the Afrikaners 
(18 9-1901) to pave the way for the establishment of the Union of South Africa 
in 1910. On the one hand the Union was a white united front based on African 
J:,bour, the Afrikaner political potential and English financial power; on the 
other it was a loscd .ociciy in which the White skin was the definitive qualifica
tion for citizenship. The hope was held out that economic factors might, in time, 
corrode the Afrikaner's commitment to race discrimination and pave the way 
ior the acceptance of "civilised" Africans as the legal equals of the Whites.  

The Afrikaners, as a group, were committed to a different ideal of nationhood; 
they resented beingr under British rule and longed to transform the Union into 
a republic. While they were as eager as the British to exploit African labour, 
they wore uncompromisingly hostile to race equality and integration and insisted 
that the African should dfcrclop along h is own lines.  

The Afrikaner's attitude to the rae. issue must be seen in the context provided 
by history and the conflicting monoliths. The Dutch ancestors of the Afrikaners 
favoured marrig,, across the colour line when they came to South Africa in 
1652. Jan van Riebeeck' the first commander of the Cape settlement, encouraged 
some of his men to marry women of colour. Simon van der Stel, one of the most 
famous governors the Dut.h East India Company sent to the Cape and after 
whom Stellenbosch University is named, was a man of mixed blood. The university 
is the most important centre of learning- for the Afrikaners. The Dutch Reformed 
Chur'h solemnised the mixed marriagies.  

Attitudes changed when the Dutch settlers became farmers on their own and 
wantd more land and labour to work it. The resulting conflicts between Black 
and White were complicated by the policies pursued by the British after their 
occupation of the Cape in 1806. From then onvard, the people who became the 
modern Afrikaners felt threatened by the African majority on the one hand and, 
on the other, the economic, military and cultural power of the English. The clashes 
with the two groups confronted the Afrikaner with what he regarded as threats 
of extermination; a surriral problem developed which was to be the driving 
power behind apartheid.  

In 1912, the representatives of the various Black communities of South Africa 
met in Bloemfontein to hammer out their own answer to Union, the White united 
front and the labour-political-financial balance. They rejected integration in the 
minority civilisation, abandoned the traditional loyalties which had divided 
them for centuries, formed themselves into a new people in history and com
mitted themselves to an altogether different concept of nationhood.  

They set out to establish an open society in which the person would be equipped 
and seen to face the challenge and realise the promise of being human regardless 
of race, colour, sex or creed. In this society no human being would be punished 
for being the child of his or her parents.  

The clash between Black and White is, in the light of what has been written 
so far, a collision between conflicting concepts of nationhood: between the closed 
•cricty agreed upon by the Whites in 1910 and the open society to which the 
Africans committed themselves in 1912. Race and colour are used as vehicles in 
what is essentially an ideological quarrel.  

The above definition of the race problem focuses attention on another weakness 
in America's approach to the situation in South Africa. Stress is laid on the 
operational aspccts of apartheid; on the attitudes, the usages, the laws and the 
institutions which translate apartheid into action and next to nothing is said 

I Erie A. Walker, "A 'History of Southern Africa," new impression with corrections, 
196S. London, pp. 39-47.
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about the African people's alternative to apartheid. The alternative is important 
as much because of its political and economic implications for the whole of 
Southern Africa as because of the balance of power it seeks to create on the Cape 
sea route, the South Atlantic and the south-western approaches to the Indian 
Ocean.  

ROOTS OF CONFLICT 

In 1967 the government of South Africa announced its intention to compel 
the various African communities in the rural reservations to establish territorial 
authorities. Up to then, policy had left each community free to accept or reject 
the authorities. The Zulu-speaking community, the largest on the African side, 
had consistently refused to establish a territorial authority. Chief Gatsha 
Buthelezi, whose family had provided some of the ablest prime ministers to 
Zulu kings before conquest, had led the resistence to the establishment of terri
torial administrations.  

The 1967 announcement meant that co-operative chiefs, who are, in effect, 
government employees, would be elected to the territorial authorities which 
they would use to endorse apartheid. Such endorsement would enable the govern
ment to go to the United Nations and tell all concerned that the African people 
had, through their territorial authorities, accepted apartheid. Some African 
communities decided that to) boycott the apartheid institutions would create a 
political vacuum the government would fill with its siooges. They chose to fight 
apartheid in its own institutions and! elected men who would make it difficult 
for the territorial authorities to endorse apartheid. Gatsha Buthelezi from 
Kwa Zula, Dr. Cedric Phatudi (Lebowa) and Pro fessor Hudson Ntsanwisi 
(Gazankulu) were the most outspoken critics of apartheid in the new admin
istrations. The three constitute the nationalist bloc in the territorial administra
tions. Chiefs Ma ngope (Bophutha-Tswana), Alfita (Basotho Qwa-Qwa, Mphephu 
(Vendaland) and 'Mr. Lennox S4e (Ciskei) regard themselves as pragmatists 
while Chief Kaiser Matanzima (Transkei) stands in a class by himself.  

Matanzima is the only chief executive officer who has accepted the independence 
offered by the Vorster regime: lie has gone on recoird as saying that he will 
reL:ard any armed attack on White Smth Afria as an attack on his own Transkei.  
In spite of his posturing, Matanzima is no4t an apartheid stooge; this does not 
mean that he is a nationalist. le reacts to a complicated set of pressures in the 
Transkei. On the one hand, lie is an ambitious man whose attitude is influenced 
by the dynastic aspirations of his family. On the other, the poverty of the 
Transkei places him in a vulnerable po)sition.  

In 1960, only 32%?0 cf the land was arahle; the rest had been eroded by water 
and "overstocking.' The overload (lid not mean that the Traiiskeians had more 
(attle than they needed. There was not enough land even for the few they owned.  
At the time the territory had a population density of s2 per square mile. For 
30 years up to 19is the land had had an average annual maize yild of only 
8 bags per morgan (1 morgan is ab-ut 1.9 acres) .2 This figmue is crucial for the 
understanding of the peculiar relationship betw een the Transkoi and South 
Africa. A comparison of agricultural production in the African reserves and in 
the White areas will shed light on the relationship: 

These figures ' show how hunger is used as a weapon for forcing the Africans 
out of the reserves into the White areas where they sell their labour on terms 
dictated by the Whites.  

The Transkei, which had a population well in excess of 5,00,000 in the early 
1970ls, is the largest of the Black reserves. Its inability to feed its population 

Product 1947-48 1967-68 

Maize (million bags): 
African areas -------------------------------------------------------------- 3.8 3.7 
White areas --------------------------------------------------------------- 30.4 105.2 

Sorghum (million bqgs): 
African areas -------------------------------------------------------------- 1.2 0.7 
White areas --------------------------------------------------------------- 1.8 9.5 

Livestock (million units): 
Africa areas --------------------------------------------------------------- 3.6 4.0 
White areas --------------------------------------------------------------- 8.8 7.5 

2 Twsp figures have been (onipil(I from the nnnunl reports; of the South African Insti
tute of Ra c' Relaitioim for 1 6!1., 197 , 1971, and 1972.  

trian Bunting, "The li.- of The Soith African Reich,' Penguin Books, Baltimore, 
1909.  

60-619-7(;- 27
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forced it to send 155,329 (1968) people to the White areas in South Africa to 
seek employment. Of these, the migrant labourers, recruited largely by White 
South African organisatious, brought in R23,500,000 as against earnings total
ling a meagre R5,600,000 paid to non-vocational (unskilled) workers employed 
inside the Transkei.  

The Transkei's inability to feed itself combines with Matanzima's dynastic 
ambitions and the British connection to make Pretoria's offer of independence 
to the Transkei particularly attractive to Matanzima.  

The use of poverty, hunger, disease and other forms of deprivation is not con
fined to the Transkei only. The statistical outlines of the position in all the 
reserves which will be given in the pages which follow show how race discrimina
tion is used not only to inflate White standards of living, but also to provide the 
high profits which make South Africa an attractive investment field. Above all.  
the figures explain why the Africans think, no longer in terms of reforms at the 
opvratiownl l r 'l but regard majority rule as the only answer to the tangled 
relations White domination has created among the peoples of South Africa.  

Land and the distribution of other forms of wealth are the basic factors in the 
quarrel between Black and White in South Africa. According to the census fig
ures for 1970, South Africa had 1.5 million economically active Whites. Of these.  
100,000 were farmers and owned 90 million hectares of farming land. The 
Africans in the re-erves now number more than 7 million and share only 15 
million hectares among themselves.  

This state of affairs must be seen in the light of the changes in the White 
population. In 1910 about half of the Whites lived on the farms. Today. 15 
p.-r cent of the White population is on the land. What we are seeing is a'-fall in 
the number of Whites on the farms precisely when numbers of Africans in the 
rural lands increase. The Vorster regime has announced that it will not give 
one more acre of land above the 13 per cent (15 million hectares) reserved for 
the African people in 1936.  

The position of the government here responds to factors which the White 
minority can no longer control. Industrialisation makes the White minority 
increasingly dependent on African labour. In July-August of 1970 the Associa
tion of Chambers of Commerce announced that the distribution and allied 
services, which included the hotel industry, were short of labour by 35,000 
persons, which amounted to 4.8 per cent of employed people. The government's 
own department of labour, in its Man power Surrey No 8, also issued in 1970, 
reported that up to April 30, 1969, South Africa had had a shortage of 70,000 
workers.  

In a speech in parliament on February 4, 1970. Dr. G. F. Jacobs. the United 
Party's expert on labour, stated that Job Reservation was defeating its own 
purpose. Determination No 8 of 1960 had reserved 25 per cent of given types of 
jobs for Whites in the cl)thing industry in the Transvaal. In spite of these pre
cautions the number of Whites employed had fallen below the quota laid down 
for them by the law. In 1960 the Whites could provide only 19 per cent of em
ployees. By 1970 this figure had shrunk to 9 per cent. In the same period the 
numbers of Africans employed in the same industry rose from 44 per cent to 60 
per cent. Dr. Jacobs added that in a special category, reserved for Whites., the 
"choppers-out." Job Reservation had almost collapsed: the latest figures he had 
showed 350 Africans and 120 Coloureds had had to be employed because there 
were only 30 Whites available.  

This brings us to land distribution in the rural reserves: 

Population Living space Number of 
Ethnic group size Province inhabited in Morgen reserves' 

Zulu ---------------------------- 3,970,000 Natal, Tvl, OFS ----------------- 3,585,212 29 
Xhosa -------------------------- 3,907,000 T'kei, Ciskei, Cape -------------- 5,016,550 19 
Tswana -----------------------.. 1,702,000 Tvl, OFS, Cape ---------------- 4,330,135 19 
Pedi -------- _----------------- 1,596,000 Transvaal ---------------------- 1,947,277 3 
S. Sotho ---------------------- 1,416,000 Cape, OFS ---------------------- 50,000 1 
Shangane ----------------------- 731,000 Transvaal ------------------------------------ 4 
Swazi ---------------------------- 487,000 Transvaal -_------------------- 519,000 33 
Venda ----------------------- 360,000 Transvaal ..................... 935,800 3 
Tonga ------------------------------------ Transvaal .-------------------- 890, 716 -----------
S. Ndebele ---------- --------- - 230,000 Transvaal -------------------------------------------------
N Ndebele ---------------- 180, n') Tvl, Rhodesia ----------------------------------------------
Otier---.---------------------- 314,000 -----------------------------------------------------------

I See 2 above.
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The 1972 report of the South African Institute of Race Relations stated that 
in 1970 the density of population per square mile in the reserves was as follows: 

Homeland and density of poptulation (actual) 

Transkei ------------------------------------------------------------ 122 
Ciskei -------------------------------------------------------------- 14-S 
Kwa Zulu ------------------------------------------------------------ 173 
Lebowa ------------------------------------------------------------- 127 
Venda -------------------------------------------------------------- 113: 
Gazankulu ---------------------------------------------------------- 104 
Bophutha-Tswana ---------------------------------------------------- 61 
Basotho Qwa-Qwa ---------------------------------------------------- 136 
Swazi --------------------------------------------------------------- 144 

In addition to overcrowding as one of the specialized pressures for forcing 
the Africans to leave the reserves to seek employment in the white areas, there 
is the prevalent neglect of the health of the people in the reserves. In its 1972 
report again, the Institute of Race Relations quoted the Minister of National 
Education as the source for the following figures on medical doctors available 
to the various communities in South Africa : 

1 African doctor for every 44.000 Africans.  
1 Coloured doctor for every 6,200 Coloureds.  
1 Indian doctor for every 90 Indians.  
1 White doctor for every 400 Whites.  

During the period under review, the Ministry of Bantu Administration and 
Development announced that the rural reserves together had 70 trained doctors 
in 1972. Of the 86 hospitals in these reserves, only two had been established 
by the government: the remaining 84 were founded by the missionaries_'. This 
left the homelands with one bed for every 343 Africans.  

The results of the neglect were summed up, among others, by two authorities.  
The Southern Africa Tuberculosis Association's report for 1969 gave the follow
in- figures of ea.<es in its blooks: 

Group and number of ca.es 

Africans ---------------------------------------------------------- 59, 970@ 

Coloureds ---------------------------------------------------------- , 063 
Asians ------------------------------------------------------------- 976 
Whites ------------------------------------------------------------ S6 

The 1969 report of the Institute quoted Professor John Reid, head of the
department of physioloh at the Durban Medical School, as having stated that 
"a survey conducted in 1966 had indicated that almost half of the children born, 
in a typical African reserve in South Africa died before reaching the age of five 
years." A year later, the Institute reported this comment from I)r. Reid again: 

"... there is reason to lw'ieve ... that the endorsing out ,,f Africans (from the 
White cities) to Reserve areas is exacerbating the malnutrition seen there, and 
undoubtedly the population increase is contributing to the problem." 

The report added that in a press interview, Dr. Reid had indicated that the.  
"death rate for African children in the Reserves was 25 times that of White.  
children. Tuierciflosis, which had a link with malnutrition, was ten times ws.  
Coinmon among Africans as Whites." 

The statistics given abov, describe conditions mainly in the rural reserres 
where about 41.7 per cent of the African population lives. Roughly about 29.; 
per cent are settled on White fariIms while 2S.7 per cent live in the urban areas.  
In March, 1973. the influential White daily, the Johannesburg Rand Daily Mail 
(March 30. 1973) pullis],.d the following comparison of the monthly wages 
earned by the different racial groups in South Africa; 

Occupation Africans Coloureds Indians Whites 

Mining ------------------------------------------- R 21 R 79 R 98 R 361' 
Manufacturing -------------------------------------- 0 88 94 352 
Construction ------- _.------------------------------ 60 127 161 69 
Electricity- -------------------------------------- 73 S8 ------------- 393 
Banks and building societies --------------------------- 71 87 123 2S0
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South Africa's annual wage bill at the time was R3,670,000,000. Of this, the 
Africans received only R610,000,000 or less than one-sixth of the total. The 
Whites, who were about one-fifth of the population, controlled about 70 per cent 
of the country's purchasing power while the Africans, who constitute more than 
70 per cent of the population have buying power which amounts only to 23 per 
cent of the total. The African family usually spends about 45 per cent of its 
earnings on food while the White family spends 25 per cent.  

The Rand Daily Mail survey covered Africans mainly in the urban areas.  
The table G which follows summarises the living conditions in the Black and 
White communities: 
Item : Africans Whites 

Population (in 1970, in millions) ----------------------- 14.9 3.8 
Percent of population --------------------------------- 69. 0 18. 8 
Percent of land reserved- ------------------------------ 13. 0 87. 0 
Percent of income received ----------------------------- S. 8 74. 0 
Average income (head/year) -------------------------- $188 $1, 596 
Average annual wage in mining (cash only) ------------- $302 $5, 275 
Average annual wage in manufacturing ----------------- $828 $4, 032 
Minimum cost of living for family of 5 in city ----------- $1, 075 $1,075 
Life expectancy -------------------------------------- 35-40 64-70 
Infant, mortality per 1,000 births ---------------------- 200-250 24 
Number of pass arrests per year --------------------- 7-900, 000 0 

In the view of most Africans (including Kaiser Matanzima) the state of affairs 
revealed in the statistics quoted so far cannot be corrected unilaterally by the 
Whites through their parliament. Majority rule alone will create the balance of 
power that will enable Black and White to agree on a safer route to a better 
future for all South Africans.  

AN AFRICAN ALTERNATIVE TO APARTHEID 

At the Bloemfontein ('onference of 1912, Dr. Pixley ka Isaka Seine, the driving 
force behind the gathering, had argued " that the integration of the African in 
the Whit,' minority's civilisation was not an answer to race discrimination. He 
had urgedl the Africans to confront the Whites with "a new civilization ;" with 
an Alternativc to what is to-day known as apartheid. At the time, the alternative 
assuumed the forin of a new nation created out of the various language groups 
which tig-ether con.stituted the African community. Ethnic Grouping and the 
mandatory ,,tablis-:hment of the territorial authorities were designed to destroy 
the Lloemfosntein C ommitment and to reduce the African peoples to the situa
tion of f-agmentation which made possible their conquest by the Whites last 
Century.  

In tie years before the apartheid regime rose to power, the Africans had waged 
:i .esi-ii ale,, struggle in the bid to per-uade the Whites to accept the 1912 concept 
of niti, mh,,;1 and e-tahli.h an ojen s'rocict . The Sharpeville shootings in 1960 
wvere the White minority's a nswer to ptaue-efuIl demands for change. After that 
armed confrontation be'ame the main optin open to the Africans. Black leader
ship initintives t., fill the vacuum which had emerged in White thinking on the 
rae'o 'v,,ition. The outlines of the vacuum were seen in Vorster's offer of a type 
of independence which would reduce the "free" Black states to permanent vas
sala-,- to the Whit-es. Ilis insistence on the creation ,,f Black states which would 
nev''r be in the pf:'ition to withdraw their labour from South Afrie,; and which 
,'ihl nev, ' hOlt' to establish viable ecinimies created the conditions which made 
it iniplosible for the natinnalists in the territorial authorities to accept 
"independence." 

This i how !)r. Kohius Kruger, an Afrikaner thinker who lectures at the Uni
versity ' ,f'. ,it Africa desribu, the vacuum: 

.'It t!|e iioinent the initiative as far as thinking about the future of ) uth 
Afri,-a i4 ,o, .erned, has beenl glasped by the new generation of black intel

s.' 2 hivfe and varius statements issued by the Couneil for Christian Action of the 
'nil .1 'hnrh ,f Christ. the S,.ini criteria Committee of the Episcopal Church, the 

Anwri,..in n'',mui't,, on Africa in P172.  
M ou ris aid (,wendoliu Cartr. "F,,m Pttest Too challenge: Documents of African 

'owitj., it, St.i M th Afri,.a. 1S.2 flo;4.'' Volhin- I, loover Institute Press, Stanford, Docu
nou I s 211 ln 21.
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lectuals. The whites are called upon to react to their action, which is quite unique 
in our recent history ... the first reaction of the white man who has really been 
confronted by the new black thinking, is a certain embarrassment. He contem
plates this phenomenon from the outside, and feels himself excluded .... For a 
long time we have been excluding the black man. Now we experience something 
of this ourselves.... The stream of black consciousness will not be stopped. It has 
the power of a waterfall ..... " (Pro l'eritatc, Johannesburg, Jannary 15, 1973; 
author's italics).  

The Sharpeville shootings transformed the African's fight for freedom from a 
resistance movement demanding reforms at the operational level into a struggle 
for power; for majority rule. Vorster's offer of "independence" in the reserves 
responded to this change His offer was not acceptable to the African people. The 
nationalists in the territorial authorities persuaded Matanzima to host a meet
ing of the chief executive officers of the territorial administrations in Umtata 
during the first week of November, 1978. At this gathering Gatsha Buthelezi 
argued that the Africans should answer Vorster's offer of "independence" wita a 
geopolitical alternatice based on the Bloemfontein Commitment which would 
unify all the peoples of Southern Africa. Later, he explained: 

"We no longer think we should be preoccupied with begging for more re
forms ... We dream now of ... an alternative to what our White rulers have 
propounded so far. . . . This means a non-racial society in which every human 
being will have the right and opportunity to make the best possible use of his 
life .... Only through a Federal Union of the Autonomous States of Southern 
Africa can the Black man, the White man, the Brown man, each translate the 
great principles handed down to each one of them by their ancestors into satisfy
ing social, economic and cultural action. The Federal Union of the Autonomous 
States of Southern Africa will guarantee the identity, and cultural autonomy of 
every racial, ethnic or cultural group .... " 

Buthelezi was thinking in terms of a Federal Union which would ultimately 
include a South Africa ruled by the Black majority, Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Other Free 
African states could accede to the Federal Union if they wanted to.  

The Federal Union had several advantages; it confronted the White minority 
with an alternative to apartheid which did not depend on White support to be 
translated into political realities. All that it needed was acceptance by the 
Africans of Southern Africa.  

The Federal Union would provide a geopolitical base for the unity which is 
always on the lips of most African statesmen. Stretching as it would from the 
Indian Ocean in the east to the South Atlantic in the West, it would create a 
balance of power on the Cape sea route which neither the United States nor the 
Western Europeans could afford to ignore.  

Above all, the Federal Union's 60,000,000 people and its mineral and 
other resources would make it the wealthiest and most powerful Black state in 
the world. Buthelezi thought that support for this type of alternative would 
confront the United States, Britain and France with a clear choice in Southern 
Africa's crisis of colour.  

The territorial leaders comnmitted themselves to the ideal of establishing the 
Federal Union. Those Free African statesmen more deeply involved in the strug
gle against apartheid drew the distinction between the nationalists and the 
collaborators in the territorial authorities. President Nyerere of Tanzania was 
so impres.sed with the performance of the African nationalists in the territorial 
authorities, at the special ()AU conference called to hammer out a new Free 
African strategy against apartheid, his g,,vernment circulated a position paper 
briefing the OAU forcign ministers on the position in South Africa. 4O)f the 
nationalists. the government paper said: 

"The establishment of those Bantustans is now being given great emphasis by 
the South Afric.an government. It is through them that South Africa hones to 
convince a hostile or suslioioi.- world that Africans in South Africa are treated 
as human beings, and that apartheid is designed to achieve 'separate' but 'equal 
development. It may even hole to convince the Africans of South Africa that the 

denial of riht., to them in 87 per (('nt of their country is irrelevant to their 
welfare-but in this they will not s('eC('l.  

"The Africans have no choice in the establishment of these Banitustans. The 

institutions of 'separate development' were forced on them, and the only choice 

for an individual who opposes :apartheid is to boycott them or try to use them
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as a platform and a means of showing the hollow pretensions of the 'separate 
odevelopment' policy. Some of the present leaders of the 'Homelands' are clearly 
trying to do that, and even to use their authorised position to reach outside their 
-wn tribe and counter the divisive tactics of the government. All except one 
-of them have also rejected the South African talk of 'independence' for their 
fragmented areas in future, pointing out that this is an attempt by the South 
African Whites to deny to the African people their rights as citizens to the 
resources and wealth of South Africa." ' 

How the nationalists propose to move to their goal of a Federal Union based 
on nmajority rule can be summed up briefly as follows: 

(i) The rejection of the "independence" offered by the apartheid regime in 
favour of a Federal Union of the Autonomous States of Southern Africa; 

(ii) The use of the united front of the territorial authorities to create a 
dual authority crisis; 

(iii) The use of the strike as a political weapon to be complemented by the 
dual authority crisis; 

(iv) Persuading Free Africa and the OAU to press for a Pan-African treaty 
conference in which the Black and White peoples of South Africa would sit 
together with the representatives of Free Africa to hammer out a negotiated 
solution to the apartheid problem; 

iv) The development of the African monolith's economic power for the pur
pose of cracking the White united front and using the African's purchasing 
power as an additional weapon against apartheid; 

(vi) The use of foreign investments as a politicnl weapon against apartheid: 
(vii) The establishment of OAU machinery to co-ordinate internal and Free 

African strategies against apartheid; 
(viii) Launching an informed campaign directed at the mind of the Afrikaner 

to create piolarisations in the White community which will accelerate movement 
toward a negotiated settlement; 

(ix) The convention of a conference of Southern African states which export 
labour to South Africa to lay down the conditions under which the Africans 
must work on the mines.  

WHITE WEAKNESSES 

The composite strategy outlined above responds to the Black concept of na
tionhond on the one hand andi. on the other, the points of vulnerability in the 
White power-structure. The main areas of weakness include the police, the 
.army and the economy.  

In April, 1975, the Minister of Police released figures in parliament showinr 
that South Africa had 54,000 police at the end of 1974. Of these. 6 w% were 
White and 27% were Black. The numbers of commissioned officers per race were: 

Africans -------------------------------------------------------- 26 
Coloureds ------------------------------------------------------- 13 
Indians ---------------------------------------------------------- 3 
Whites --------------------------------------------------------- 2.145 

In terms of pay, the African police are treated as the inferiors of their Coloured, 
Indian and White colleagues. The different scales of pay for the rank of captain, 
which is the highest to which a Black policeman can rise, apply in police life 
as in every other sphere of employment: 

Africans ---------------------------------------- R00-365 (per month).  
Coloureds/Indians ------------------------------- 12C5-145 (per month).  
Whites ----------------------------------------- R445-555 (per month).  

These figures tell a somewhat unexpected story. According to them, South 
Africa is surprisingly under-policed on the Black side when it is remembered that 
in its treatment of the Africans. the republic is a police state. At first glance, 
14.580 Black police are a little too few for the purpose of upholding apartheid 
laws in a Black community of about 19 million. The weakness is cancelled by 
the fact thlt the South African police force is organised alog army lines and 
armed accordingly.  

The second surprise is that 26.720 White, are tied down to inproductive police 
work in a c,,untry with the industrial colour bar. This wasteful use of White 

7k"Afre:in Strate:y Tn Sotitbern Africa," a position paper issued by the Tanzanian 
government for rtstrieted ,irculation during the Dar-es-Salaan special conference of the 
OAU in April. 1975 ; pp. ! 10.
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manpower is dictated by the commitment to apartheid. The police are not the 
guardians of the law that they are in England, for example; they are the pro
tectors of the political ideology. This combines with their differential pay to 
give the Africans a sense of grievance. In a general strike designed to paralyse 
the apartheid power-structure and which was backed by dual authority initia
tives, the government has little reason to believe that the Black police would 
be overwhelmingly loyal. This would particularly be the case where the police 
were controlled by the territorial authorities.  

The ideological factor creates weaknesses also in the army. The international 
edition of the Johannesburg Star (December 28, 1974) attributed to Major-Gen
eral Neil Webster, the highest ranking English officer in the Citizen Force, the 
following description of the Afrikaner-English percentage ratios in the then 
all-White army: 

[In percenti 

Army section Afrikaners English 

Air force ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 75 25 
Navy ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 50 50 
Generals and admirals ---------------------------------------------------------- 70 30 
Permanent force staff ---------------------------------------------------------- 85 15 

As in the police force, the majority in the army are the Afrikaners. In situa
tions which strain the narrowly Afrikaans or English loyalties some of the 
military foundations of the White power-structure begin to crack. The persecu
tion of the English-oiriented protestant churches drove the leaders of these 
denominations to take the decision, at their Ilammanskraal conference in 
the Southern winter of 1974, that they would not advise their members to 
enlist for service in the army to fight the African guerrillas.  

At the time, this crack in the foundations of White power was more symbolic 
than decisive. It became significant when the Afrikaner government reacted 
to it and, in doing this, exposed its real weakness in this area. Pretoria amended 
the Defence Act to deracialise the Army. By 1)ecenlber, 1974, the government 
had 48 African soldiers accommodated in Bavinanspoort Prison near Pretoria 
where they were trained under the command of Major Andre Pretorius.  

In the budget debate on the Defence Vote in the South African parliament 
this year, the Minister of Defence said it was essential that when the territorial 
authorities became independent, their defence systems should "find their place 
within the military milieu of South Africa and not outside." He added that 
there were territorial leaders who wanted to inviolve their people in guarding 
the borders.  

The Star (July 12, 1975) reported from Umtata in the Transkei that the first 
batch of recruits for the Transkeian army would commence training under the 
South African Defence Force in Cape To wn early in August. The paper said its 
source was Brigadier P. Pretorius, the military adviser to the Transkeian 
government.  

Against the background provided by the strikes which have become endemic in 
South Africa and the Hammanskraal decision, the enlistment of Africans as 
soldiers is an admission by the apartheid regime that the White minority, by it
self, can no longer defend South Africa. The admission assumes particular 
significance in the context of reports given wide publicity in the South African 
press than Tanzania is training an army of guerrillas to fight the Whites in 
Rhodesia. According to some reports, this army can lie expanded to have 20,000 
soldiers. The apartheid regime is concerned about the l)sychological effects of an 
armed African invasion in Rhodesia on the 19,000.000 victims of apartheid. If 
the conflict (lid not spark off an armed revolt inside South Africa, it would be 
an almost irr'sistible argument for a dual authority crisis and a general strike to 
paralyse the apartheid economy.  

THE ECONOMIC FACTOR 

The apartheid regime is most vulnerable on the economic plane. The mines, 
which earn foreign exchange reserves ,nd reinforce the country's ability to pay 
inflated dividends to foreign investors have one fatal weakness: they depend for 
their normal production on labour imported from outside South Africa while the
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non-mining industries cannot operate without the labour of the location Africans 
who have staged most of the strikes in the last three years. The figures which 
follow illustrate the above: 

Foreign Local 
Employment field Africans Africans 

Mining and quarrying ----------------------------------------------------------- 416, 745 222, 225 
Manufacturing ----------------------------------------------------------------- 11,923 674, 926 
Agriculture ------------------------------------------------------------------ 24, 500 445, 760 
Construction -------------------------------------------------------- 19,150 341,855 
Wholesale ..----------------------------------------------------------------- 3,385 294,390 
Government services ----------------------------------------------------------- 10,358 413, 246 
Domestic ----------------------------------------------------------- 9,208 567,716 
Miscellaneous ----------------------------------------------------------------- 5,526 312, 266 

These figures were given to parliament this year by the Minister of Bantu 
Administration and Development. The foreign miners come mainly from Bots
wana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique and Swaziland. By emphasising the lan
guage and cultural differences which divide them, apartheid has created tensions 
and produced the violence behind the following fatalities on the mines ": 

Date Mine Africans killed 

1974 

Aug. 8 Rustenburg Platinum Mine ----------------------------------------------------------- 3 
31 Western Holdings ------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 

Oct. 13 East Rand Pty Mines ---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
22 Hartebeesfontein, Stilfontein -------------------------------------------------------- 2 

Nov. 20 Western Deep Levels ---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Dec. 16 Bafokeng South (Impala Platinum) ---------------------------------------------------- 3 

29 Prieska Copper Mines --------------------------------------------------------------- 3 

1975 

Jan. 6 Vaal Reefs ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4

The strikes and the violence continued after Tanuary 6. By March 15, not less 
than 106 Africans had died in the disturbances on the mines. Large numbers of 
foreign Africans returned to their countries. By the end of 1974 the South African 
press was reporting that the mines had only 73 per cent of their full labour 
complement.  

Mozambique is going to play an increasingly important role in the use of the 
economic weapon against apartheid both because she is one of the largest export
ers of labour and her openly Marxist bias. The Mozambicans do the most dan
gerous jobs in the mines. According to one estimate 9 "more than eighty thousand 
(Mozambican) African recruits died while working the South African mines" in 
the fifty years from 1902.  

Apartheid's use of tribalism creates conflicts which affect production of the 
mines. The reaction of the governments of Malawi and Lesotho to the disturb
ances raise the prospect that one of these days the OAU might call for co-ordi
nated action to protect Free African miners in South Africa. The Free Africans 
might withdraw their citizens when alternative sources of employment become 
available; on the other hand, they might enact legislation creating trade unions 
for their citizens in South Africa's mines and might insist that these unions keep 
an eye on how South Africa treats their citizens.  

VACUUM AGAIN 

Nowhere is the vacuum in White thinking on the future of South Africa drawn 
in sharper outlines than in planning for a better life for the Black people.  

The latest annual report of the Bantu Investment Corporation says South 
Africa will need RS0,000,000 to create 20,000 new jobs in the homelands in the 
next few years. This must be seen against past efforts to persuade investors to 

8 Compiled from figures pul.-lhed by the international edition of the Johannesburg Star 
from the beginning of August 1974 to the end of January, 1975.  

1 "Southern Africn In Peripective"; editors Christian P. Pothom and Richard Dale, 
The Free Press, New York, 1972, p. 187.
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sink their money in the Black areas. Private investment in these areas in 1971 
was about R2,500,000. This figure rose to R23,500,000 in 1974. The statistics for 
the factories and the jobs provided in the same period show the immensity of the 
task the apartheid regime faces: 

Number of Number of 
Year factories jobs 

1971 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14 720 
1974 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 106 8,900 

The Task would be immense even if these figures told the story of develop
ment in any one of the largest reserves. When one remembers that there are 
no less than 8 reserves with millions of people, the thought that the apartheid 
regime has not faced the challenge of the reserves is almost inescapable. The 
question this raises is: Why bother about offering the Africans an "independ
ence" which is devoid of all meaning? 

But the future is written in trouble even when it comes to planning for 
White South Africa. The Minister for Planning has just made public his schemes 
for economic development up to 1979. The plan envisages an economic growth 
rate of from 5.75 to 6 per cent per annum and will need more than a million 
new African workers in 1979. The following table compares the labour demand 
expected in 1979 with the position in 1973: 

1979 
Labour group 1973 total estimates 

Africans ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 6, 153,000 7,466,000 
Whites ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,624,000 1,882,000 
Coloureds/Indians ---------------------------------------------------- 991,000 1,200,000 

According to these figures, South Africa will need about 1,313,000 additional 
workers in 1979. But, as has been shown, South Africa is having a shortage of 
labour which threatens to reach crisis proportions in the foreseeable future. The 
mine owners have started quarreling with the farmers whom they accuse either 
of hoarding Black labour or of using it wastefully. It is said in South Africa 
that each White worker creates about 3 jobs for the Africans. This wasteful 
use of human resources by all sections of the White community is what apartheid 
is about; no White government can now solve the complicated problems the 
colour bar has been creating in the sixty-five years from Union.  

The White minority does not have the numbers to provide jobs for 1,313,000 
Africans in 1979. To have the requisite number of Whites, South Africa has 
embarked on a policy of attracting increasing numbers of immigrants. The 
Department of Planning reckons that these are coming in at the rate of about 
22.000 per annum at the moment, but concede- that even if this number were to 
rise to 30,000, South Africa would still be short of White workers by no less 
than 32,000 workers. Some authorities place the latter figure at 68,000.  

To this must be added the fact that the flow of immigrants is likely to be 
affected by factors over which South Africa has no ontrol. The estimates are 
based on the assumption that nothing will happen on the international plane to 
discourage immigration as happened after the Sharpeville shootings in 1960. No 
allowance is made for the effects on immigration of a race war in Rhodesia or 
of the possible expulsion of South Africa from the United Nations. No allowance 
is made even for the possibility that the OAU might one day persuade the 
,countries which export labour to South Africa to withdraw it to reinforce the 
use by the Black South Africans of the strike weapon and the dual authority 
crisis to paralys, apartheid.  

These points of vulnerability reveal the points of weakness in apartheid and 
White domination. The nationalists in the African community are mobilising 
their forces on the homefront and abroad to strike at these points because, they 
believe, this is where apartheid can be hurt most. The nationalists are concerned 
not only with the overthrow of White doinination but also with plans to fill the 
multiple cacitum which will emerge after the collapse of aparthei.d. The Geopo
litical Altcrniaticc is designed to till this vaclm ; this is what vlajority r-le is all 
about.
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AMEERICA'S ROLE 

The definition of the race problem made in the present memorandum inevitably 
limits the, role the United States can play in the crisis of colour. Events have 
developed a momentum of their own which is not likely to respond much to 
American initiatives.  

Having said this, I must point out, however, that the United States can play 
a constructive role at two levels. History created a very complicated relation.  
ship between the United States and Africa. This relationship, in turn, creates 
difficulties for America in both the global quarrel on resources and in the crisis 
of colour in Southern Africa. At one point or another Africa views her conduct 
in the quarrel and the crisis in the context provided by the peculiar relation
ship; the misreading of the situation in Southern Africa, to which reference was 
made early in this presentation, is linked with the peculiar relationship. Few 
Americans will insist that this does no harm to their country's policy in Black 
Africa.  

One way out at this level is the establishment of a Centre for the Study of 
Race Relations in situations of contact and conflict between Black and White 
not only in the English-speaking section of the human race but also in the 
relations between the Black and the White nations. In a world of proliferating 
trading blocs and where America was becoming increasingly dependent on 
mineral and other resources controlled by peoples of colour, the United States 
interest would require clarity on the evaluations of the person and the ideals 
which motivate policies and action at least in the Black nations of the Third 
World. The study of the peculiar and complicated relations which develop in 
situations of contact between Black and White would enlighten the Americans 
even on their own colour problem.  

The second option before the United States is to be on the right side of history 
in Southern Africa. This can be done by supporting Black South African pleas 
for a Pan-African treaty conference where the states of Free Africa, the repre
sentatives of the African communities in Southern Africa and of the Whites in 
South Africa and Rhodesia would negotiate a settlement of the race problem.  
There is reason to believe that the time has come for calling such a conference.  
Speaking through its representative in the United Nations in the Security Coun
cil debate on the expulsion of South Africa, the apartheid regime asked Free 
Africa to be willing to discuss with the government in Pretoria the problems 
which complicate the relations between Black and White.  

The prime minister of South Africa has set a precedent for the treaty con
ference suggested by pressing the Smith government to negotiate a settlement 
with the Africans.  

At their April meeting in D:ar-es-Salaam, the foreign ministers of the OAU 
made it clear that they are prepared to consider meaningful proposals for the 
resolution of conflict in Southern Africa.  

The alternative to the Pan-African treaty conference is a race war, as the 
armaments programme undertaken in Southern Africa and the preparations for 
guerrilla warfare in Free Africa show.  

JoDAN K. NGUSANE.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.  
We are very appreciativle to all of you for coming today. I only wish 

that we had more time. I notice that there is a vote on again. I wish 
we had time for some questions. You have presented very complete 
statements and have been able to expand upon those with a number of 
documents for the record. I hope that you will feel free individually to 
contact me at any time you have additional comments or thoughts 
with regard to this question.  

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.  
[Vhereupon, at 1 :05 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the 

call of the Chair.]



U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Overview 

MONDAY, JULY 28, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMrNITTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Washington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in room 
4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senator Clark.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMLENT 

Over the past several weeks, this subconmmittee has been exploring 
the rapidly changing situation in southern Africa, the foundations of 
the U.S. policy there and what future policy should be. Administra
tion and public witnesses have provided some extremely valuable 
analysis and policy recommendations. But this evaluation of U.S.  
policy in southern Africa would not be complete without an exam
ination of the impact of that policy on broader U.S. interests. It is, 
to this question that today's public witnesses and tomorrow's admin
istration witnesses will address themselves.  

It is important to recognize that the U.S. policy toward southern 
Africa will have a profound impact on this country's relations with 
all of the African nations. The independent African states are par
ticularly concerned about the continuation of white supremacy in 
Rhodesia, Namibia and the Republic of South Africa. They are con
knitted to the aoals of freedom and majority rule for all of the people 
of their continent. The continuation of racial domination in southern 
Africa is a barrier not only to the realization of these goals but also 
to the true Pan-African cooperation in economic and political devel
opment.  

In the Vnited Nations, the African states have called upon the in
ternational community to help further the principles of human rights 
and self-determination in Southern Africa. The U.S. response to 
these appeals will be regarded as a key indicator of whether this coun
try is genuinely concerned about Afric:n interests and committed to 
the cooperative relations with the African states.  

The U.S. response to the independence of Angola and Mozambique 
will also have an important impact on our relations with the rest of 
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Africa. This country's lack of support for the struggle against colon
ialisin in these countries was a mistake that cost much in terms of 
our relations with their future leaders as well as with the, rest of Africa.  
But the United States ean still show that it is committed to independ
ence and genuine. self-determination for Angola and Mozambique.  
It can assist in the economic development that is so essential to real 
independence. It can demonstrate a willingness to work with whatever 
govermnent emerges in Angola and a respect for the rights of the 
people of that country to resolve their internal problems without out
side interference. Such actions would make it dlear to the rest of Africa 
that this country respects the sovereignty of all African nations and is 
afnxions to work with them in buildincr their strength as unified states 
rather than exploiting their internal divisions.  

This country's southern Africa policy also has a profound impact 
on our position in the United Nations. The U.S. violation of interna
tional sanctions against Rhodesia has seriously undermined the cred
ibility of our commitment to the United Nations and to strengthening 
its rre in the peaceful resolution of world problems. On the eve of 
the Seventh Special Session, the United States must make a special 
effort to build cooperative relations between the developiijg nations 
and the industrialized states in the United Nations. One clear indi
cator of this country's commitment to improving such cooperation is 
our stand on the southern African issues that are important to so 
many of the developing countries. Rather than simply voting "no" or 
abstaining on the resolutions that are introduced on Rhodesia. South 
Africa, and Namibia, the United States must be willing to take the 
lead in proposing constructive actions the international community 
can take to furthei- human rights and self-determination in that part 
of the. world.  

The U.S. policy in southern Africa will have a significant impact 
on the credibility of this country's conmitment to human rights and 
self-determination throughout the world. The United States claims 
to base mary of its foreimn policy actions on its commitment to free
donm and himrn rights. let these commitments will appear shallow 
indeed if this country opposes rather than supports the efforts of the 
African states or the international comnmnity to further these princi
ples in southern Africa.  

Finally, the U.S. southern Africa policy will have an impact on 
this country's stratel'ic interests. The African nations are rich in the 
nat url resources for which the United States is 1l;ecoming increasinly 
dependent on outside sources. The African nations control numerous 
ports on the Indign Ocean, in which this country has expressed a 
growing interest. These countries' willingness to cooperate with the 
United States in furthering these interests will be greatly affected by 
our willingness to cooperate with them in resolving the problems that 
they a're most concerned about-thc problems of southern Africa.  

We welcome the witnesses this morningf who will be followed, as I 
indicated earlier, bv three witnesses from the administration tomorrow 
which will end this series of hearin s on southern Africa. Members 
of thl suwomniittee will be traveling to southern Africa to the coun
tries that lmve been liscussed in these hearings throughout much of 
the last half of August.
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We are going to hear first from Edwin Ehunger, professor of geog
raphy, California Institute of Technology in Pasadena. We will hear 
each of the statements, and save the rest of the morning for discussion.  

[Mr. Mnger's biography follows:] 

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF EDWIN S. 'MUNGER 

Professor of Geography, California Institute of Technology, since 1961. Pre
viously with American Universities Field Staff (1951-60), and simultaneously 
on the faculty of the University of Chicago, where he reeeived his Ph. D. in 
1951. Knows Sub-Saharan Africa from repeated visits to every country and 
major island, and residence in all regions in the course of 32 long and short 
visits.  

Author of seven books, primarily political, and over 230 articles on Africa.  
Autlor, Afrikaner and Africaa Xationalis (Oxford) 1967.  
Co-author, Un.itC(t Statc. anl Soathern Africa (Columbia) 1968, etc.  
President, L. S. B. Leakey Foundation for the Study of Man since 1970.  
Member. State Department Advisory Council on Africa (1968-1972) and 

Leader of Mission to South Africa (1971).  
Editor, Munger Africana Library Notes, now in fifth year of publication.  
Fellow. Royal Society of Arts, Fulbright Fellow (1949).  
Trustee, U.S.-South African Leader Exchange Program, American Friends 

of America.  
Member, Africa Committee of the National Academy of Sciences, Council on 

Foreign Relations (New York), and many professional societies in Africa and 
U.S.  

Active in Pugwash Conferences (1966 Ethiopia, 1967 Sweden, 1970 Oxford, 
1974 Austria).  

Occasional field evaluator for Peace Corps (Uganda 1966, Botswana 1967).  
Former President. Pasadena Playhouse. Pasadena Cultural Foundation, Alta

dena-Pasadena Committ.e on Ihunan 11 -latiois. Formerly Executive Director 
of African and American Universities Faculty Exchange, trustee of African 
Studies of U.S. and African American Institute.  

Clubs: Athenaeum (Pa:sadena), Cosmos (Washington, D.C.), Explorers (New 
York).  

Dr. Munger's research in Africa has been underwritten by the Rockefeller 
Foundation, Rockefeller Brothers Foundation, Carnegie Corporation, Ford 
Foundation, Institute of Current World Affairs, American Universities Field 
Staff, Fulbright Program, and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.  

Professor Munger wa,; horn in 1921, is a native of La Grange, Illinois, and 
received his B.Se. M.Sc., and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Chicago.  
His address is California Institute of Technology, 1201 East California, Pasa
dena, California 91125. Telephone: 795-6811, extension 1468.  

STATEMENT OF EDWIN S. MUNGER, PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY, 
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA, CALIF.  

Mr. MU ER. Thank von, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for the invi
tation to appear before this subcommi'ttee. It is an honor which I 
appreciate.  

Mty remarks will be relatively brief because I agree with a great 
deal of what my distinguished academic colleagues have already said.  
I do, however, take a different position with respect, to American policy 
toward South Afric'a and I have some other ideas concerning our 
nuclear policy in Africa.  

This is not 'the place to provide copious facts and footnotes to 
judgments I wish to offer-judgmeuts based upon, if you will excuse 
me, some 30 visits to Africa since 1947, continual studyv, and residence, 
in west, east, central, and soufthern Africa totaling more than 12 years.  
One could provide facts ad infinitum and, no doubt, ad nauseam.  
Amolig close observers of the African scene both academic, and non-
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academic, the facts 'are less in dispute than conclusion drawn from 
them.  

My brief remarks fall into four categories: humanitarian; political; 
nuclear policy; and the special problem of South Africa.  

U.S. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA 

"Our country has long been characterized, although not 'always ap
preciated, by its concern for individuals and nations who have suffered 
from natural disasters and for those who, often through force of cir
cumstances, have not had the wherewithal to lift themselves to a decent 
standard of living.  

Foremost 'among humanitarian concerns must be the question of 
sta.rvation of all and the malnutrition of the young. In my judgment 
we can be reasonably proud of American efforts in the Sahel and in 
Ethiopia, 'although problems of transportation and distribution have 
been seriously underestimated, particularly in regard to the landlocked 
nations in the interior of west Africa. We could have done more 'and, 
if there is a comparable threat to human life, we should do more. But 
more important, I would hope that we will expand our efforts to pro
vide the wherewithal for people in the Sahel to better prepare them
selves for natural diasters. The Ivory Coast has a remarkable record 
in raising its GNP in the last decade; we might have helped Upper 
Volta and its neighbors more by improvements to the Ivorien trans
port infrastructure before the crisis than by expensive ad hoe trans
port during the crisis.  

U.S. POLITICAL POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Politically, -Mr. Chairman, our views are maturing, and the cold 
warriors of the 1950's are, fortunately, less listened to in the forma
tion of American policy. I am suggesting it is not our role to tell the 
peoples of Africa under what system of government they should live.  
But. it is a. special opportunity for us to assist those who wish to live 
under a democratic system of government while not denying aid to 
those who opt for other s*ystems. Our policy should support those 
who not only profess to assist the common man but are visibly seen 
to (10 so.  

I think our policies have evolved, and should continue to evolve, 
beyond the simple question of whether a government is pro-Soviet 
or pro-Chinese or pro-American. My experience, Mr. Chairman, with 
the leaders of African states and with the peoples, reassures me that 
they, not the United States, are the best guarantors against neo
colonialism, from any quarter, whether it be political, military, or 
economic.  

NUCLEAR FREE ZONE CONCET FOR AFRICA 

[r. Chairman, on my third point, I would urge that this subcom
mittee look favorably on sincere efforts to make Africa-or Africa 
south of the Sahara, because by doing that I exclude Egypt and the 
problems of Israel and the Arab states-a nuclear free zone. I have 
spent a considerable time over the last decade at (onferences where a 
truly nulear free zone has been discussed by African scientists, and 
I find a widespread suplr()rt for this concept. Last September, I was
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cochairman with a distinguished Soviet colleague, Ambassador Fred
erenko, former ambassador to the United Nations, of a Pugwash Com
mission which met in Austria and discussed this problem at great 
length.  

Progress has been painfully slow. But the new spirit of dtente 
between South Africa and many members of the Organization of 
African States inspires me to believe that realistic progress can be 
made. If all of the states in sub-Saharan Africa favored a nuclear free 
zone, I personally would strongly support, a joint Soviet-American 
agreement to reinforce such a position and to give reassurance to all 
parties. From some discussions I had in Moscow last week with lead
ing Soviet scientists, but not necessarily with the formal approval of 
the Soviet Government, I believe that such an agreement is feasible.  
These Soviet scientists do not necessarily reflect the official view of 
the Soviet Government but I think there are some excellent possibili
ties. It is also my personal opinion, from long study of the South 
African political scene and from many interviews with key political 
figures, that such an agreement can be achieved. The technical moni
toring of any nuclear free zone in sub-Saharan Africa is beyond the 
present technical capacity of the black African nations concerned and 
beyond the political capacity of the Republic of South Africa. Thus, 
the need for Soviet and Ameriran cooperation. You will note, Mr.  
Chairman, that I have not mentioned the People's Republic of China, 
or France or Germany or the 'nited Kingdoin or India or other na
tions with nuclear capabilities. My purpose at this hearing this morn
ing is to urge, insofar as it is within the power of the U.S. Congress, 
that any initiatives from Africa for a nuclear free zone be encouraged, 
and in the first stage Soviet and American cooperation is of prime 
importance.  

The seriousness of horizontal proliferation is so great with respect to 
all the world, and, more and more, with respect to Africa, that no 
time can be lost in minimizing the chances of sub-Saharan Africa being 
involved in the process. I therefore enthusiastically welcome the con
temporary emphasis in Soviet foreign policy toward Africa that non
governmental organizations must not have any access to nuclear weap
ons or, equally important, to such devastating radioactive materials 
as plutonium. There are, of course, many different voices to be heard 
in the Soviet Union. and I am not unaware of an arms buildup in 
Angola, but I think that on balance the Soviet Union now believes that 
the problems of southern Africa can be settled justly without resort 
to war. This is a change in Soviet policy over the last 5 years. I am 
not sugg'esting that the ultimate goals of liberation groups supported 
by the Soviet Uiiion have been abandoned, but rather that it is possi
ble that in an atmosphere of detente necessary changes can be made 
peacefully.  

Limitation on the shipment of conventional arms to Africa and the 
establishment of bases in Africa :are other topics on which Soviet and 
American cooperation could be fruitful.  

SPECIAL PROBLEM[ OF SOUTH AFRICA 

In this context, M[r. Chairman, I move on to my final comment, which 
concerns South Africa.
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The current efforts of President Nyurere of Tanzania and of Presi
dent Kaunda of Zambia, and not forgetting the courageous and lonely 
pioneering done, for which he was often mocked, by President Banda 
of Malawi, are all deserving of strong encouragement and support by 
our Government.  

I say this because I never have and do not now share the wide
spread views expressed before this and other committees on the Hill 
that the future of South Africa is inevitably a sangLinary one. By 
comparison I would say I see the future as relatively sanguine. fft 
will not 1be without stress, turmoil, arid loss of life, granted, but I 
cannot subscribe to the volcano thesis. This thesis that next year it 
will )ow up has been put forward every year since 1921, and it has 
a rather poor record for pr']ictability. The black and brown peoples 
of South Africa want justice, and some want retribution, but I be
lieve with Alan Paton, the former president of the Liberal Part-, 
that under Prime Minister Voir4r there is a chance to achieve a 
just sooiety without widespjread vilnce, and that the process of evolu
tion in South Afria is clarly underway.  

The South African Government's lack of support for reactionary 
,eld racist white elemenits in Mzaibque is only one example of 
official policy supporting my views.  

But the crux of the South African problem is not, as the more 
sapient Afrian heads of state have pointed out. one of de'tente be
tween South Africa and black Africa, but d6tente between the 
white olioarchy in South Africa and the black majority, not for
getting the colored and Asian populations.  

U.S. ECoNOM[IC ASSISTANCE TO JI UME LANDS GOVERNMENTS 

You may ask, Mr. Chairman, how the United States can assist 
in tlis process which is fmdamentallv a domestic concern of the Re
public of South Africa, the Transkei, and other incipient states? 

The answer was suggested 8 years ago in a report of a mission b~v 
the then Advisory Committee on Africa of the Department of State, 
consisting of two black and two white Americans, which I was priv
ileged to lead in South Africa. We spoke then, and I have done 
so repeatedly in the intervening years, with a wide cross-section of 
all the peoples of South Africa about American policy. We recom
mended then, and I hold the. same views even more strongly this 
mornina, that the United States respond to the wishes of the home 
land governments for economic assistance.  

It is ny privilege to have been friends, in some instances for more 
than 20 years, with such leaders of the home lands as Buthelezi, Man
gopp. Nsantvisi, Phatudi, and Matan:,ima. These men are sometimes 
eruellv and inaccurately attacked as stooges of the Pretoria govern
ment. A man like Gatsha Buthelezi has every bit as deep a sensitivity 
to the discrimination aaainst his people and as strong a desire to 
ehan,", the situation as tlie late Martin Luther King had, himiself 
often denomnced in this country for his nonviolent approach. These 
loic land letidei' do not. sui siithte flietoric for reason. They know 
the depth of the grievances in South Africa. Thley also know the price 
tiat civi t war would exact from all people whose blood runs red.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to see legislation in this Congress sup
porting American encouragement to the home lands and financial' 
assistance of such projects as a technical high s (lhool in Kwa Zulu for 
any of the citizens of Kwa Zulu, because that country and those racial 
home lands are not going to be racially exclusive states. Already, 
Chief Buthelezi has said that Indians, coloured people and, whites 
can live and settle in this area; an apparent contradiction to the South 
Africa.  

I would support scholarships for the best qualified students to study 
in the United States where there are not adequate opportunities in 
South Africa, and for other education aids, such as libraries and out
reach prog-rams to the least educated and least favored citizens in 
South Africa. As a trustee of two different foundations, I am involved 
in sending American librarians, both black and white, to South Africa 
to pass on the latest in American outreach programs and to provide 
graduate training to Africans who wish to interpret their own his
tory and prehistory.  

Economic assistance to the home lands is equally important, and 
I would urge support where feasible of the new African bank, en
couragement of American investments in the home lands, and the 
assistance of the Import-Export Bank. There is not time now to dis
cuss polirv toward Rhodesia and Namibia, where our country has op
portunities for constructive leadership, but they are related to our 
South African policy.  

SUMM %ARY OF RECO NMENDATIONS 

To summarize, Mr. Chairman, I urge the Congress to continue and 
to expand humanitarian concerns for Africa; to assist governments, 
preferably democratic, that truly serve the people: to take a bold and 
new initiative to discourage the horizontal proliferation of nuclear 
weapons in sub-Saharan Africa, and, finally, to undertake a dramatic 
change in policy in supporting the education and training of ],ack 
Africf.ns in the South African home lands, and to encourage American 
investment in these areas.  

Thank von. Mr. Chairman. for this opportunity to state my views.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. We appreciate your very 

concise and straightforward statement. I might just say that before 
going on we try to maintain a rather strict 20-minute limit. You spoke, 
I belie,-, for 1. minuts and I would like to say to the other witnesses 
that if tliwv would like to summarize below 20 minutes, that would 
give uvs mro-o time for discussion.  

Bit. I will leave that to you. Before we have questions, let us go 
ahead and hear the other two witnesses.  

Ne'vt. we ar, goinaz to ltcar from Jean Herskovits, who I believe is 
at City UTniversity of New York.  

Ms.'tirn:,v.rr State niversity of New York.  
Senator CLARK. State University of New York. You may proceed.  
[Prof, v':or Ilerskovits' bio.graLphy follows :] 

C(vRRITUcLUM[ VIT 'IE--,]AN IIERSKOVITS 

Born: May 20, 1935. Evanston, Illinois.  
60- ;19: -7 ; ..
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DEGREES 

B.A., Swarthmore College, 1956; honors major in history.  
D.Phil., University of Oxford, 1960; in African history-Thesis: "Liberated 

Africans and the History of Lagos Colony to 1886." 

TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Brown University, Dept. of Political Science-Lecturer, 1961-2.  
S warthmore College, Dept. of History-Lecturer, fall, 1961-2; Instructor, 

1962-5; and, Assistant Professor, 1965-67.  
The City College, City University of New York, Dept. of History-Assistant 

Professor, 1967-71.  
State University of New York, College at Purchase, Division of Humanities

Associate Professor, 1971- ; Coordinator of History Faculty, 1972

OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

Lecturer, Institute of African History, University of Rhode Island, summer 
1961.  

Lecturer, Peace Corps Training Programs for Nigeria-U.C.L.A., 1961, 1962; 
Educational Services, Inc., Boston, 1966.  

Director of Nigerian Studies, Peace Corps Training Program, Morehouse 
College, summer 1966.  

External Examiner in History, honors program, Swarthmore College, 1973, 
1974.  

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL HONORS 

B. A. with high honors, 1956.  
Phi Beta Kappa, 1956.  
Lucretia Mott Fellowship (awarded by Swarthmore College for graduate 

study), 1956-1957.  
Bursary, Nigerian Institute for Social and Economic Research, 1958.  
Ford Foundation Foreign Area Training Fellowship, 1959-60.  
Social Science Research Council summer research grant (with Igor Kopytoff), 

1964.  
Emergency Faculty Research Award, Research Foundation of the City Uni

versity of New York, August 1970.  
Faculty Research Award, Research Foundation of C.U.N.Y., 1971-72 (de

clined).  
Social Science Research Council-American Council of Learned Societies, Joint 

Committee on Africa, research award for 1971-72.  
National Endowment for Humanities, Senior Fellowship, 1972.  

RESEARCH IN AFRICA 

1958: Nigeria, with supplementary archival work in Ghana and Sierra Leone.  
1964: (summer) Ivory Coast and Nigeria.  
1970: (summer) Nigeria.  
1972: Nigeria.  
1973: (summer) Nigeria.  

OTHER RELEVANT TRAVEL 

1970 (Oct.-Nov.) : to nine universities in Ghana, Nigeria, Cameroon, Zambia, 
Tanzania to explore African interest in student and faculty exchange programs 
on behalf of the City University of New York.  

PUBLICATIONS 

A Preface to Modern Nigeria: The "Sicrra Leomiao.z" iii Yoritba. 1830-1890, 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1965 (published under the name Jean Herskovits 
Kopytoff).  

In Min's Unfinishcd Jouirney: A World History, Houghton Mifflin. 1971, four 
chapters on African History and cultures.  

"The Sierra Leonians of Yornbaland". in P. D. Curtin (ed.), Africa and the 
West: Intellectual Rcspotise8 to European ('altitre, University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1972.
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"One Nigeria", in Foreign Affairs, vol. 51, no. 2 (Jan. 1973).  
Editor, volume, V, Subsaharan Africa, in The Dynamics of World Power: 

Documentary History of U.S. Foreign Policy, 1945-1973, Chelsea House-McGraw 
Hill, 1973.  

"The Ibo in Nigeria: A Time of Reconciliation", Outlook, The Washington Post, 
Feb. 25, 1973, reprinted in Congressional Record, Feb. 26, 1973.  

"Nigeria: Africa's Emerging New Power." Saturday Review/World, Febru
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STATEMENT OF JEAN HERSKOVITS, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW 
YORK 

MS. HERSKOVITS. Thank you, Mir. Chairman. I also am very grateful 
for the chance to be able to address these hearings on today's subject 
which I think is a particularly important one.  

We do not often look at our policy in southern Africa in the context 
of its impact on our relations with countries in the rest of Africa. We 
usually look at it as a problem geographically located south of Zam
be zi. Sometimes we look at it in a very much broader context-a global 
one that connects interests in other places with the geographical loca
tion of southern Africa. I do think it is important that the southern 
Africa questions not be detached from the questions of what in short 
hand we may call black African questions. I think that it is not only 
essential, in an intellectual sense, it is also in our interest to make such 
a connection.  

The British certainly make it. I think the Russians and the Chinese 
make it. It has been very clear in his recent diplomatic efforts that 
Prime M,[inister Vorster of South Africa makes that connection. And 
we ought not to be behind him in making it as well.  

What I would like to do is summarize some of the points I make in 
my prepared statement which considers our policy in southern Africa 
in the context of our own interests and the rest of Africa. In doing 
so I want to look at our economic, scientific, and strategic interests in 
Africa.  

NIGERIA OF rARTICULAR ECONOMI CONCERN TO UNITED STATES 

I would like to mention right at the start that there is another coun
try in sub-Saharan Afrioa which is of particular economic concern to 
us. That is Nigeria. which is, by the latest figures, apl)ended to my 
full statement. our larest supplier of crude oil, as it has been through
out. this year. Indeed, in the pat 18 months the percentage of our total 
imports supplied by Nigeria has varied between 17 percent and .25.  

percent.
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Nigeria is ablo a country of nearly 80 million people, some four times 
the size of South Africa; with current economic changes it seems to me 
it provides a potential market that is not negligible. We have interests 
in a nmnber of other countries, but I mention Nigeria partly because 
I know it best and partly because it is the most salient example.  

Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact, as I look at your chart, it is 
significantly higher than any other importer that we have, is it not .  

Ms. HERSKOVITS. That is right, and I am continually surprised that 
Americans in general do not seem to be aware of that fact.  

HOW BLACK AFRICA SEES U.S. POLICY IN SOUTIiERN AFRICA 

I think that, to assess our interests in other parts of Africa as they 
are affected by our relations with the policy in southern Africa. it 
would be well to look first at how black Africa sees our policy in 
southern Africa and how it sees the southern African situation 
generally.  

Clearly, the countries of black Africa look at the situation in white
dominatel southern Africa as a moral outrage. I do not think any 
more need be, said on that point. But Africans are not naive about 
injust i'e. They do, not think it exists only in southern Africa, although 
for th.ir own hi-to'ical reasolis and b ecause of their contemporary 
experience, they feel pa rticularly strongly about the kind of oppression 
that involves white over black.  

They naturally, therefore, see anyone who gives comfort that be
comes aid to those white minority re.iihes as people who are not fun
damentally working for ends they value. Any country that give, sup
port to those white regimes. however indirect, they perceive as pur
)osefully eroding good w~ll in black Africa. But because Africans 
are not naive aoilt injostice or other realities of life, they are 
really not unreasonable, I think, in wl~at they are asking of us in 
soult)ern A frica.  

qomo Afri,-ans seem to substitute rhetoric for reason. But leaders 
in many countries, including our owr, do that sometimes. I think we 
often nii,4ake the rhetoric for the substance of what Africans think 
we ought to be doing. They themselves support, as we do, peaceful 
change to majority rule in southern Africa. They have made that 
ele:ar in the Lusakn manifesto of 19fl. They made it very clear aain 
in the tatement that came out of Par-es-Salaam in April. I think 
there -re some who would irv-.nl indeed there are some Africans 
who do say--that tl)e patiencs of African lenqders in black African 
eolintries, given the slowness of change in southern Africa. is remark
ahi. pmt thev (10 expnv es a willinones, to work for peaceful chfne 
and to tolc, the kind of measures th t Mr. Mungewas talking about 
and that. I agree, we should eerfnilnlv ilmort.  

Ycn-i'theo , mua-v leaiders in bl'-k African contries insist that the 
t 1t 0110 in sout)orn Africa will not .o on forever. I think the 

Port~urn'es" coup "ml v'he+ l0Ms happened in the months since then has 
made th.t very .lenr. I tlilnk thaft tlhe effects to find a neaeef-1 soin
turn ;-~ h,,lose have drawn sizable support from black African 
co,,nt,~'';.. and they will continue to support those efforts. But they 
will 1,ot iot tlm as the only 11v:, to exert pressure on the Rho
,h,iat rciw(. ind they will not support them forever. Whatever our
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own position, I think we have. to recognize that that position is being 
taken by a number of black African states.  

If change is going to come, it seems to me, it is unrealistic for us 
to keep on believing that we call befriend equally white minority gov
ernments and black African governments. It has been possible for us to 
act in the belief that we can do so, but I think it is going to become 
less and less easy for us to continue. African countries are not saying 
to us, You must choose today or tomorrow." But they are increasingly 
dubious about our interest. in our relations with them, the black-ruled 
states, because we persist in certain actions, of which, of course, con
tinuing with the Byrd amendment, is the most striking.  

Now, because we persist in such policies, cooperating in effect with 
the white-dominated regimes in southern Africa, Africans regard us, 
(and a matter of fact, they did even before the substance of NSSM 
39 became well-known) as not being truly neutral. They regard us as 
neutral against African interests.  

I think in some respects Africans would settle for our being truly 
neutral. If we took a few steps-the repeal of the Byrd amendment as 
the most striking-to correct the more obvious things we do that look 
neutral against them, I think we would see a substantial positive re
ception.  

I think Mozambique made the clearest statement about how Afri
cans feel-not, however, in the speeches at independence. Those 
speeches, printed in our newspapers, contained a great deal of rhetoric 
and expressed certain ideological thoughts that we sometimes respond, 
or o-er-react, to. I am not generally convinced about ideological 
threats in Africa. I believe Africans to be cautious about taking on 
other people's ideologies. I do not think the leaders of Mozambique 
were making their statement about African feelings toward us in 
their speeches, but, quite simply by not inviting our government to be 
present at their independence.  

I think the leadei's of the countries of black Africa. whether they 
are neighbors of South Africa or farther away, believe that we must 
take si )]Ile small steps to make it clear that we come down on the side 
of freedom in southern Africa. And we simply have not been doing 
that, they say as they look over, not only the lYrd amendment, but 
the sale to South Africa of equipment with potential military uses, 
the continued existence of the NASA space tracking station. Lately 
our sale to South Africa of enriched uranium certainly has not con
tributed to making Africa a nuclear free zone. Africans do not. see us 
taking the steps that would make us, at least, neutral on their side.  

('ONSEQUEN('ES OF PRESENT U.S. POLICY IN SOUTHERN AF RICA, U.N.  

The consequences our present policy, interestingly, are just what 
the study in response to NSSMN 39, written in 1969, said that they 
wuld be. In my prepared statement, I quote some of those conse
quences. clearly indicating. I believe, a recognition, even then, that to 
pursue the kind of policy that it seems we hav-e been pursuing, is to 
gi e the white grovernments a sense that we support them, in whatever 
measure. Today to continue with that is to damage our relations with 
black states. I canot improve on the incisi\veness with which the dain
age to our relations with black states was predicted in NSSM 39.
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There is also damage being done, of course, to the United Nations 
because of our violation of sanctions against Rhodesia. We take that 
step on the one hand and then lecture the African and other third 
world states about how they weaken the U.N. That does not sit very 
well with Africans either.  

I have said that I want to talk about it as being in our self-interest 
to adopt different policies in respect to southern Africa. That is 
because I think that our greater self -interest lies north of the Zambezi.  
And I just want to mention

Senator CLARK. You said because our greater self-interest lies? 
MIs. HERSKOVITS. North of the Zambezi in the present political situ

ation, with some changes south of the Zambezi. too, of course. I do not 
mean at all to suggest that we will never have an interest there.  

Senator CLARK. Yes; I understand.  

ECON031IC ADVANTAGE OF U.S. RELATIONS WITH SOUTHERN AFRICA 

MS. HERSKOVITS. Now, on the economic side, I just want to mention 
again Nigeria's oil and not only Nigeria has oil. Gold and chromite.  
and a lot of other minerals in southern Africa are important. But 
what we keep hearing about is an energy crisis. It seems to me impos
sible not to look at the supply of oil and the role that Nigeria, in par

ticular plays, and that others may come to play, in the context of what 
we decide to do apropos chromite and gold. Nigeria is developing 
a capacity to direct the flow of her own oil. She now has 
between 55 and 60 percent control over the oil interests in the country 
itself. There is work on refineries and on distribution. It will take a lit
tle while to complete this work. But I would like to suggest that we mis
read the leadership in Nigeria and other African countries if we think 
that they will never redirect their economic resources to make a state
ment about southern Africa.  

U.S. IN'V ESTM)ENT IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

As for trade, we have a greater volune of trade with black Africa 
than we do with white-ruled Africa, and it is growing at a faster rate.  
I have also appended those figures to my prepared statement. Invest
ment figpres are extremely elusive. The best estimates I can get put our 
investment in South Africa at $1.2 billion in 1974. In Nigeria, an esti
mate then was at about $900 million. The rate of 'rowth was said to 
be four times as fast in Nigeria since 1971 as in South Africa, and 
American capital put recently into a liquified natural gas project in 
Nigeria has probably pushed our investment there above what it is in 
South Africa.  

Security of investment is always of interest to investors, and I would 
just like to raise one question. Given the political changes in southern 
Africa in the last 15 months, does Southern Africa look as secure a 
place for investment as it once did. I would also like to suggest that 
American businessmen do not see all African governments as unreli
aJble. One afternoon last month I spent an hour and a half at the 
Department of Commerce Office in Chicago looking at some infor
matioi). During that time there were three calls from Chicago business
nien, all leaving for Nigeria within a few weeks. It is a small incident,
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but it is one that shows that some businessmen think there might be 
possibilities for investment there.  

I have put together, after a certain amount of digging, a list of firms 
with investments both in South Africa and in Nigeria. I have reached 
a number-27-which I do not suppose is accurate. I suspect that by 
now there are considerably more, but in any case, many of them 
are small. General Motors, IBM, Mobil Oil, Chase Manhattan Bank, 
and the like. One day, possibly, those companies, as perhaps the U.S.  
Government, may have to make some hard choices about where they 
prefer to have their interest in Africa.  

SPACE TRACKING AND MONITORING NAVAL TRAFFIC 

I want to pass very quickly over the scientific questions. That has to 
do mainly with space tracking and monitoring naval traffic. I am not a 
scientist, but it is my understanding that there is not only one point 
where you can locate such facilities. I would like to ask whether there 
is not a possibility of relocating in a country with an African govern
ment-perhaps Botswana-so that a majority government could 
benefit from all of the technological knowledge and whatever other 
benefits our presence provides.  

Strategically, I would like to raise two questions. One of them 
actually, Mr. Chairman, is a point that you touched on in your 
opening remarks. I have noticed, as you have, that there are other 
ports on the Indian Ocean as well as those in South Africa. I find it 
puzzling that we seem uninterested in taking steps to make the coun
tries that control those ports-Mozambique, Tanzania, Kenya-more 
favorably disposed toward us.  

We have missed many opportunities with those Governments before.  
It may be too late, but I wonder what would happen if we asked 
African leaders about possible alternatives, were we to remove facili
ties from South Africa-I wonder if they might not respond.  

The other strategic point I want to raise is whether we really 
want, even in the prevailing climate of detente, to encourage the Soviet 
Union's presence in black Africa.  

I have heard any number of Africans from various countries say, 
look, if there is any American military presence,. or anything that 
supports the South African military, then for reasons of our own 
security, we have little choice but to seek help from people I am not 
sure you want to encourage us to seek help from. These Africans have 
also said that there is an inclination among many people who run 
black African countries to be friendly, even turn to the United States 
for such help. But there is no possibility of their doing so if we are, 
however indirectly, giving military aid to their enemies.  

This is a problem we create for African leaders who are favorably 
disposed to us. If I may just mention Nigeria again. Nigeria has a 
vocal press and a loud public opinion. In such circumstances, it is hard 
for leaders favorably inclined toward many things about the United 
States to maintain a favorable stance.  

LESSENING OF U.S. SUPPORT FOR SOUT}IERN AFRICAN MINORITY REGIMES 

I think that Africans would respond positively to almost any 
measures we took to lessen what they see as our support for southern
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African minority regimes. I list in my statement a number of sug
gestions, but I would only like to mention a few here. The first and 
most obvious is the repeal of the Byrd amendment, which I under
stand has created more bad feeling toward us in black Africa than 
any other single thing we have done. In South Africa, I would sug
gest that we return to a strict enforcement of the arms embargo, and 
end all forms of military contact. I do not want here to get into the 
whole question of what the business practices of U.S. firms might be, or 
the issue of disinvestment. I should think, though, that a change from 
our statement that we neither encourage nor discourage American 
investment in South Africa-a change that was more discouraging
would be a gesture that would also produce quite a positive response.  

I think we must establish diplomatic relations with Mozambique.  
The urgency of that seems self-evident. But in connection with Mo
zambique, I would like to make another suggestion that is not new 
here; that is, that we state in principle our willingness to contribute 
to the multilateral fund already planmed to compensate Mozambique 
for its financial losses when its Government cuts off Rhodesian access 
to its ports to end the sanctions violating trade. The toll there is going 
to be enormous, and as you know, Britain and the Commonwealth 
have already committed themselves to helping. I see no reason why 
we could not commit ourselves to helping, even before there is a 
mechanism for doing so.  

Along similar, if somewhat more far-reaching, lines, I would like 
to imake two more suggestions. One has to do with-well, both of 
them really have to do with the. economic situation in southern Africa 
as a region. Arrangements were made between colonial govern-ments 
of now independent countries and the South African Government 
for. in their view, a rational economic system whereby South Africa 
could industralize and mine its minerals by using African labor from 
outside its borders.  

It seems to me that one of the things that is going to happen-and 
it may not happen in a day or two, but it will happen sometime-is 
that those independent African states will, whatever the cost (and 
in Zambia it has been a considerable cost, but the Zambians have done 
it.), cut off the supply of labor to South Africa. It seems to me that 
an imaginative and positive thin, we might do is to explore multi
]ateral efforts to .ive those countries supplying that labor alternatives 
within their own countries. We could investigate possible multilateral 
efforts to guarantee investment in labor-intensive projects of various 
sors, so that-well, the positive consequences for the countries in.  
volved are obvious.  

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER GRID QUESTION 

I would also like to raise the question of the power grid in southern 
Africa. The Cabora, Bassa Dam was designed with the idea that power 
would be supplied to South Africa. If Mozambique cuts that off, it is
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going to be at a considerable cost to Mozambique as well as to South 
Africa. Would it not be possible for the United States to join in an 
effort simply to examine in scientific terms the orientation of hydro
electric power in southern Africa? Once the Kariba Dam is completely 
in African hands, the question becomes more complex. But could the 
grid not be redesigned so that power could be sold to the north instead 
of to the south? We could make a .areat technical contribution to 
such an effort and other kinds of contributions as well.  

MORE U.S. CONTAYT 'WITII AFRICANS SU I(cESTEI) 

Finally, I would also like to stress that we need more contacts with 
Africans of a range of views, inside the countries concerned, and also 
outside those countries. I do think that range must include the leaders 
of liberation movements. We have had ample evidence that we should 
have communication with them. That Cabral are heads of independent 
states, makes the point. When Joshua Nkono was here a couple of 
months ago, lie was not just talking when he said, "Today's rebels are 
tomorrow's government." It is not always true. But if there is a chance 
that it may be true, it is not in our interest to have no communication 
with such people.  

What, then, prevents the kind of changes that I am suggesting here ? 
It seems to me very little. It seems to me we can make those changes 
at very little cost. NSSM 39 stated that our interests in southern 
Africa are "important but not vital." I think important interests are 
often sacrificed for other important interests, and certainly for vital 
ones. I am not saying that we Lave other vital ones in Africa, but 
I think we have others that are important.  

Our investment in South Africa is no more than 1 percent of our 
total overseas foreign investment. Indeed, for the firms with invest
ments in South Africa, many of them have only a very small percent
age of their investment in South Africa. I know nobody likes losing 
investments. But perhaps they might have other opportunities in other 
countries that would compensate.  

It seems to me that in our own domestic politics, there is really 
nothing standing in the way of our taking the steps I have mentioned.  
I am not sure whether it is a good thing or a bad thing, but I have not 
heard great public outcries on African issues one way or the other.  
Certainly not when we have taken what steps we have that were posi
tive from an Afric-n vantage point. There are also people in this 
country who would politically support such changes. NASA and the, 
Department of Defense might be inconvenienced by some of the ones I 
have mentioned, but I am sure that they have resources that would 
permit them to find alternatives.  

All of my suggestions are in the context of encouraging peaceful 
change. African countries want to encourage peaceful change. We are 
certainly not going against their wislhes in doing ,o too. And it seems 
to me that we need to plan for a situation-certainly more likely to 
exist than we. could have predicted 1 / years ago-that may put some 
of the very things we now seem to value in African hands before many 
years have gone by. If we could help accomplish that peacefully and 
have good r ,lations with majority -vrn ets in the countries of 
southern Africa, it would seeim to mime clearly optimal.
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Finallv. I can conclude no better than by quoting an experienced 
Africnin diplomat at the U.N., one often deeply critical of U.S. policy 
in publi, but who said to me very straightforwardly, "Look. Africans 
are not Communists. They are certainly not anti-American. America 
has only one serious problem with Africa; that is her policy in south
ern Africa." 

[Ms. Herskovits prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF .TEAN HERSKOVITS 

The perspective we are taking today on U.S. policy towards Southern Africa 
is, I believe, badly needed. It is both wrong and unrealistio to see soutbern Africa 
as detached from the rest of Africa. Africans in majority-ruled Africa know that.  
The British certainly know it. The Russians and the Chinese seem to know it.  
South Africa's .John Vorster has made clear how well he knows it.  

I do not minimize in this broader approach the views of the people who live 
south of the Zambezi. The problems of southern Africa are their first. Their voices 
matter most, especially those among them hardest to hear because, though belong
ing to the majority, they are officially silenced. But the problems of southern 
Africa and our policy towards it are usually considered only up to the Zambezi, 
or else they arise in a very broad context, the glohal one.  

Other African voices that do matter for U.S. policy are scarcely listened to.  
But the United States has interests in Subsaharan Africa north of the Zambezi, 
interests in trade, investment, energy, even in strategic possibilities. Nigeria 
alone, with four times the population of South Africa and all of it black, is now 
our largest supplier of crude oil. In each of the last 18 months, between 17 per
cent and 25.6 percent of our crude oil imports have come from Nigeria.' 

How does black Africa look at minority-ruled southern Africa ? Very simply as 
a moral outrage. Black Africans see anyone who gives, comfort, let alone aid, 
to continuing oppression there as a partner in furthering injustice. This is an 
obvious point, and it is the basic one. Africans are not naive about injustice 
and cruelty. They know it exists in many places, in Africa as well as outside it.  
But racial injustice is the moral offense they feel most deeply. The historical 
reaisons why they take that position are self-evident.  

istorical reasons also explain why the members of the Organization of African 
Unity have strongly opposed interference in internal matters in African coun
tries. They even prefer not to intervene in the southern African countries whose 
reality is abhorrent to them. The Lisaka Manifesto made that clear statement 
in 1969: the Dar-es-Salaam declaration of last April did too rand the Kampala 
O.A.V. summit confirmed it]. Africans would like nothing more than to see the 
minority regimo; move themselves, from inside, to majority rule.  

But no one who has studied the last century in South Africa can be optimistic 
about that happening there. And so. at Lusaka and Dar-es-,alaam. African 
lead.ers said. we will be patient and peaceful, but not forever. The United States 
needs to plan for that time.  

Africans inside southern Africa and outside it are not setting up a two
pronged choice: the status quo or violent change. But for them there must be 
change, and they will do what they can to speed it-including putting newly 
possille pressure on countries supporting a southern Africa status quo.  

Rhetoric and policy are not, of course, the same, in or out of Africa. African 
countries may, at the U.N. and elsewhere, demand that the Ulnited States and 
other Western countries engage in boycotts against South Africa as well as 
Rhndesia: that we arm liberation movements: that we force complete disin
vestment. But they don't expect all that, because they are also realistic.  

They would. T believe. be satisfied. even i)leased, to see us be truly neutral.  
In the early lf60's n eople talked of Third 'orld "neutralism." It ws usually 
seen as "neutral for" or "neutrl againt"'and usually against the West. That 
is bow Africans see our own policy in southern Africa now: we are neutral. we 
say, bit they s.av we are neutral on thp side of white minority rulers. Except 
posibly iN Namibia, it is bard to see it otherwise.  

In S'outh Africa we "neither enconra-"n nor discourage" American investment.  
Yet the Department of Commerce provides helpful information and services to 
invs,,torq. on(d investment there increases. We retain from the early 1.60's an 

I'op Al)ilelfl-x T. The fi -ons ,,me fron the Peder:ul Enerpy Administration.



arms embargo. Yet, citing balance of payments exigencies, we sell South Africa 
equipment that has potential military uses.  

Lately South African admirals and other military figures have been quietly 
appearing here, and have even met, however unofficially, with counterparts at 
the Pentagon. Our NASA space tracking station gives the South African govern
ment access to crucial technology. We sell South Africa enriched uranium
for peaceful uses, of course, as Canada did to India. We, however, have India's 
example.  In Rhodesia we cannot even maintain the language of neutrality. We continue 
with the Byrd Amendment, violating an international agreement we ourselves 
joined in making. We allow a Rhodesian Information Office to lobby in Wash
ington and to encourage tourism that brings Rhodesia crucial foreign exchange.  
We even permit recruitment in our own country of American mercenaries to 
bolster white armed forces in Rhodesia. Africans cannot see all this and be
lieve us neutral, however willingly the Assistant Secretary of State for Africa 
met Zimbabwean leaders when they were here in May.  

The new leaders of Mozambique have made the clearest recent statement of 
how we look to Africans. It was not in their speeches. It was simply in their 
decision not to invite us to celebrate their independence. Even Britain, another 
ex-colonial power, was friend enough to be there. We, having virtually ignored 
them, were not.  

It is true that Africans, in Africa and here, expect more understanding and 
sympathy for their aspirations from the United States than from most other 
countries. We have nourished their expectation with our own history and our 
own proclaimed ideals. When we give not more support than others but less, 
we reap disillusionment. It is not in our self-interest that we continue to do so.  

The situation in southern Africa has changed drastically since the Portuguese 
coup d'etat of April 25. 1974 .In 19(9 the by-now-well-known premise of Option 2 
of NSSM 39 stated. "The whites are here to stay and the only way that construc
tive change can come about is through them." 

That assumption of whites in unending control is now proven false for Mozam
bique and Angola. It is scarcely less false for Namibia's prospects. The change 
from Rhodesia to Zimbabwe is but a matter of time. All these changes bring 
others-in politics, in psychology. John Vorster's shifts in external policy and 
his internal maneuverings show he knows these things.  

Only the United States, w'hich persists in importing Rhodesian chromite 
and takes other measures remarkably in line with the "operational examples" 
of Option 2 of NSS[ 39,3 seenis not to have digested the change.  

The arguments about Option 2 policy, based on the outdated assumption of a 
white-dominated .status quo, could not be better put than in the National Security 
Council's Interdepartmnental Group for Africa's "Study in Response to NSSM 
39: Southern Africa" of August 15, 1969. I shall quote both sides here: 
Pros 

1. Encourages existing tendencies to broaden relations between black states and 
white and thus reduce tensions-South Africa's new out-ward policy, Zambia's 
trade and sub rosa political contacts with South Africa and Portugal.  

"2. Preserves U.S. economic, scientific and strategic interests in the white states 
and would expand opportunities for profitable trade and investment.  

3. Relaxation of the U.S. attitude toward the whites could help lift their pres
ent siege mentality; and it would encourage elements among the white seeking 
to extend South African relationships with 'black Africa.  

4. U.S. diplomatic support and economic aid offer the black states an alterna
tive to the recognized risks of mounting communist influence.  

7. Increased aid would also give us greater influence to caution the black states 
against violent confrontation and give them a tangible stake in accepting the 
prt-1 ects of gradual change.  

f;. Would reduce a major irritant in our relations with Portugal, and afford the 
Caetano government opportunity for liberalization.' 

There is no comment in the "pros" about southern Africa's non-white peoples: 
they have already disappeared in the assumption. Those who know many Africans 

2 National Security Council Tntordepartmofttll Group for Africa. "Study in Respon.e to 
National Security Study Memorandum :9: Snutjern Africa," AF/NSC-10 6.), August 15, 
1969. Ti. 27. Hpreafter cited as NSSM :1) Study.  

3 '\SS-M 29 Study, pp. 2809.  
NSSM Study, p. 30.
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may also raise questions of reasoning in points 1, 4, and 5 (6 is of course now ir
relevant). And they may ask whether South African history makes the first effect 
in point 3 likely, and why the second is desirable unless linked to internal change, 
as the Dar-es-Salaam statement in April insisted it must be.  

The contrary case is well made in the study memorandum itself: 

Cow: 
1. Relaxation of the U.S. stance towards white states could be taken by the 

whites as a vindication of their policies. Many black states, led by Zambia and 
Tanzania, probably would chargo us with subordinating our professed ideals to 
material interests and tolerating white-regime politics.  

2. There is a serious question whether pro-Western leaders of the black states 
could continue to justify their stance to their populations if the U.S. offiially de
clared its opposition to current liberation efforts. Radical and communist states 
would be the beneficiaries.  

3. Unilateral U.S. relaxation of sanctions against Rhodesia would be a highly 
visible vilition of our international obligations and would be damaging both to 
the U.S. and to the U.N.  

4. The current thrust of South African domestic policy does not involv any 
basic change in the racial segregation system, which is anathema to the black 
states. There is virtually no evidence that change might be forthcoming in these 
South African policies as a result of any approach on our part.  

5. Requires extensive diplomatic and economic involvement in a situation in 
which the solution is extremely long-range and the outcome doubtful at best.  

6. It is doubtful that the additional aid contemplated would be sufficiently great 
to influence the black states in the direction indicated.' 

As we look back over the last five years or so that Option 2, or something very 
like it, has guided our policy, we can see that "cons" 1-4 and 6 have come, at 
least partially, to pass.  

I should like to go further in examining the second and fourth arguments given 
in favor of continuing this policy. These arguments raise central issues of self
interest: economic, scientific, and strategic. I think it is a serious error of judg
ment to assess these interests only in terms of "the white states," and so I shall 
place them here in a broader African context.  

ECONOMIC INTERESTS 

It is no longer true that our only, or even our major, economic interests ill 
Africa are in the Republic of South Africa (no one ever made such a case for 
Rhodesia). The most striking point bears repeating: Nigeria is now our largest 
supplier of crude oil. She did not join the OAPEC boycott, she continues in first 
place despite cutting back her own production to conserve a wasting asset. Gold 
is important to us. and so is chromite, but the "orisis" we hear of continually is 
an "energy crisis." Nigeria's oil is sulphur free and therefore even more attrac
tive because of our environmental concerns.  

Most countries, say the realists as well as the cynics, do not change policies 
that reflect their self-interest for reasons of principle in a far-away land. African 
countries, like all others, have internal needs that take priority. But to think that 
no external issue can reach African leaders is to misread them. Southern Africa 
is an issue that reaches a country like Nigeria, as well as the countries whose 
borders touch their white-ruled neighbors. fFrom what we know of Nigeria's new 
leadors, their concern is as great as their predecessors'.] 

It will take time for these countries to build economic and politicil strength 
that can give them leverage with non-African eountries on southern African 
issuep. But that strength is buildin.g.  

The economic issues go beyond oil and other mineral resources (new findo are 
nnnounced frequently these days). Let us look at trade figures. I am not setting 
the, e in the context of our world trade, for my interest here is in southern vs.  
what thp C(omm rce Department (but no one else) has sometimes called "Middle 
Africa.'' 

r "QqAT 29 Sqtutdy. nn. 0-1.  
"W,,rld Trmie Outlook for kfriea." Overseas Business Reports. U.S. Department of 

.myre. OBP., 75 -16. March 19.75, pp. 2-3.  
''outh :\fri,.n. Nigerin. 'md Zpiro will ho thp major mark-etq for T'.S. ,aleq. with high 

wort11 r.minwditv priees plivinET nn important role In ec.pnndifn their foreign P.elllnge 
earnin!-q and imnnort potential." ,.nTs the sme miure, p. 2, Tt qingles out for conii1ertifon 
in 1,7(l,,n ' An4ol7 . tie Ivory ('ont. Kenyn. Zmhbia. OBR 75-20 of April 1975 is o1 "Marketing In Caniroon," reflecting sonie Interest there too.
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If we take Nigeria and Zaire for a first comparison with South Africa, we find 
the following, using the most recent yearly figures available (1973; in millions of 
dollars) 

[In millions of dollars] 

Imports from 
the United Exports to the 

States United States U.S. balance Total volume 

,Nigeria ------------------------------------------- 208 906 --698 1,114 
Zaire ---------------------------------------------- 115 70 +45 185 

Total -------------------------------------- 323 976 --------- 1,299 
South Africa -------------------------------------- 792 244 548 1, 036 

If we include U.S. trade with all black African countries on one side, add 
Rhodesia on the other, and use more recent figures which give comparisons be
tween the first quarters of 1974 and 1975, we find the following (in millions of 
dollars) : (See Appendix II for detailed figures) 

[In millions of dollars] 

Imports from the United Exports to the United 
States States 

1st quarter 1st quarter 1st quarter 1st quarter 
1974 1975 1974 1975 

Black Africa ------------------------------------ 215.6 392.4 856.8 1,364.5 
White-ruled Africa -------------------------------- 234.1 321.7 99.3 204.5 

Total volume: 
Black Africa ----------------------------------- 1,072.4 --------------------------- 1,756.9 
White-ruled Africa ----------------------------- 333.4 ---------------------------- 526.2 

Because oil has made our balance of trade unfavorable with Nigeria, the in
centive to increase our exports there is all the greater. Nigeria is, of course, 
predominant in our African trade, as the following figures show: (in millions 
of dollars) 

[In millions of dollars] 

Imports from 
the United States Exports to the United States Total volume 

1st quarter 1st quarter 1st quarter 1st quarter 
1974 1975 1974 1975 1974 1975 

Nigeria ---------------- 39.2 116.1 510.1 947.9 549.3 1,064.8 
South Africa ------------ 233.9 320.6 95.1 199.2 329.0 519.0 

Noting that Nigeria's economy now has a real growth rate of 10 per cent, has 
mounting foreign exchange reserves, and has just launched a $50 billion five-year 
development plan, the Department of Commerce concludes in understatement 
that, "there are abundant opportunities for U.S. business in Nigeria.' This new 
development plan emphasizes capital-intensive projects, for which U.S. manu
facturers could supply vast amounts of goods and equipment. [I do not see from 
early indiatioins that Nigeria's change of government is likely to bring major 
revisions in the plan itself, or consequently, in what is needed to implement it.] 
Meanwhile the Commerce D epartment quotes "mnost observers" as believing that 
"South Africa's current upward cycle has peaked. The first three quarters of 
1975 should Ibe a period if more temperate growth, with an upward trend pro
jected to begin in the fourth quarter. A real GDP growth of 3.4% is forecast." a 

I should like to insert here an urgent recommendation, tangential to our policy 
in southern African, but central to our African )olicy. Congress must alter the 

7 OPR 75-1, March 1975. p. 3.  8 OBR 75-10-;, Mlarch) 197.5, pp. 2-3.
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provision in the Trade Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-618. 502(b) (2) (Jan. 3, 
2974), that denies all OPEC countries the status of "beneficiary developing coun
try." Nigeria (and there are others, such as Venezuela) did not join the OAPEC 
boycott. The Nigerian Government is bewildered and offended by this reprisal 
a gainst behavior that helped, not harmed, the United States.  

Figures on U.S. investment in African countries are elusive. I have scarcely 
been able to improve on estimates I received some months a<,, from State De
partment sources: for 1974, $1.2 billion invested in South Africa and over $900 
million in Nigeria. with a rate of increase in Nigeria since 1971 some four times 
that in South Afri'a.9 

The latest Commerce Department statements I have found give only 1972 
figures for South Africa ($1.025 billion)."8 On Ni; -ria they said in December.  
1974: "Best estimates of total U.S. investment in Nigeria run as high as S1 bil
lion. . . . Probably 9V', of U.S. and at least So'Ir of other foreign investment, 
mainly from U.K.. Belgium, France, and Germany, is concentrated in Nigeria's 
oil s'etor. These estimates are rather fickle because there is no common denom
inator of criteria upon which the estimates are based. And, a single investment in.  
the oil sector, such as the $1 billion LNG facility, could very well double most 
vareful estimates almost overnight." [American and European capital have since
been committed to that very project.] 1 

All of this is simply to suggest, since hard data are not available, that we have 
Nigeria alone as much of a commitment of U.S. capital as in the Republic of 
South Africa, and a commitment likely to increase. Security of investment is, of 
course, a major consideration for investors. The question of time enters: secure 
for how long? The new situation is southern Africa ought to raise questions about 
South Africa's stability that were unimaginable two years ago. Long-range secu
rity for U.S. investment throughout Africa may depend on our not counting on 
permanent white control there.  

Available lists of American Firms, Subsidiaris & Affiliates operating abroad 
show that many more are involved in South Africa than in Nigeria. But they alqo 
show that at least 27 of the same companies, eight of them ranked among Amer
ica's fifteen largest by Fortune, have investments in both places." It may not al
ways be possible for them, any more than for the U.S. Government, to be friendly 
on both sidps of the southern African racial issue.  

One NSSM-39 interpretation says that the political cost to us in black Africa 
of retaining our interests in the white-ruled states "... may be accompanied [by 
the black African countries] because (a) the great majority of non-white states 
in Africa and elsewhere will put their own immediate splf-interest ahead of 
penalizing us for our irterests in the white states; and I b) even tle most directly 
involved black states (Zambia and Tanzania) will temper their reaction because 
our continued good will and support for their cause will be important, and they 
know it." " 

Whether or not that was an accurate assesment in 1969. Zambia in particular 
has shown a willingness to act against economic self-interest. If others have not 
by 1975. they may by 19,0-especially if they increasingly doubt "our good will 
and support for their cause." 

SCIENTTFTC INTERESTS 

These interests center on the NASA space tracking station loted near Johan
nesburg. The scientific issues are complex ones. and some of their complexity has 
emerged through hearings held by the Africa Subeommittee of the House of Rep
resentatives Committee on Foreign Affairs in March and April 197.4 I wish 
only to raise one question here: is there no place in an African country with 
majority rule that would provide the same advantages? Botswana. for example.  
is less than 100 miles from the station and, though I am not a scientist. I have 

Herskovits. Jean, "Nigeria: Africa's New Power." Foreign Affairs, January 1975. p.  
214 n. 1.  

" "Market Factors in South Africa," OBR 74-57, p. 18.  
1 ,"M:trketing in Nigeria." OBR 74 66. p. 22.  
12A ,S' Arnendix I. I am nfl(hted to Professor Ann Seidman for the chance to benefit 

from rendinr her unpublished 01s. dealing with U.S. corporate involvement in South Africa.  
1:1 NSSM Stuldy. ). A.  
1 finolementation of the T.,. A rm.x E'mbaro (.,laint Portugal and South A.friea). and 

Rclaled fssueR. Hearings boforo the Subconinlttee on Africa of the Committee on Foreign 
Aftrirs. House of Representatives, March 20, 22, April 6, 1973.
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always thought that such decisions allowed a range of geographic choice. If there 
are other possible locations in African-run states, why do we give moral support.  
access to technology, the dollars American personnel bring, and other benefits 
to the Republic of South Africa? Why should those advantages not be offered to 
a black Atricau state? Africans wonder.  

STRATEGIC INTERESTS 

I should like to consider first what I shall call narrow strategic interests: 
those that, although they have global implications, focus on the geographic im
portance of South Africa. The U.S. government is concerned about the Cape 
Route for a number of reasons (some of which are echoes from the 19th century).  
A salient one is the Russian naval presence in the Indian Ocean.  

But not only South Africa is strategic for the Indian Ocean. Other African 
countries have ports on it, or have access to it, as Somalia has helped us notice.  
Between Somalia and South Africa along that Indian Ocean coast are Kenya, 
Tanzania, and Mozambique. We have missed many opportunities with these 
countries, stunningly with Mozambique. We have no guarantee that any of them 
would consider us welcome, as does the present South African government. In
deed, without a change in our southern African policies, we can be sure they would 
not. But with a change, it could be as an African official from one of those 
countries remarked, "Talking with friends is more productive than talking with 
those whose deep-felt interests you oppose." 

Nor is it imaginable that a white South African government would offer its 
naval facilities to the Soviet Union, whose presence is our stated concern. The 
related question, however, of monitoring from South Africa the activities of the 
Soviet fleet in the Indian Ocean also arises. An article in the July 1945 issue of 
Africa, published mainly by Africans in Paris, deals with South Africa's Project 
Advocaat, "an advanced system of computers, radar scanners, and communica
tions equipment buried beneath tons of concrete and lead in a shell safe from 
radio-active fallout," '5 alleged to do just such monitoring for NATO.  

The article goes on to reproduce and quote from photostats of correspondence 
indicating 23 pieces of U.S. equipment delivered to Pretoria-by what route is 
not clear-for the project. Whatever the substance of the charges, one is again 
forced to ask: Is there no alternative way for NATO in general and the U.S. in 
particular to gather necessary information? Whatever additional expense or 
inconvenience must be weighed against what we lose in black Africa by such 
arrangements. That loss is less measurable but, I think, not less great in the long 
strategic view.  

I should like to turn to "broader" strategic interests on the African continent 
itself. These involve the major communist powers-Soviet Union and the Peoples' 
Republic of China-though minority whites in southern Africa tend to use the 
term "communism" in a way that may mislead. The South African "Suppression 
of Communism Act" defies communism as all opposition to the present govern
ment of South Africa. It bears no resemblance to what we ordinarily associate 
with the term-nor doies their use of the word "Terrorism." 

Outsiders' misunderstanding of the.e South African usages often produces 
support, however misinformed, for South Africa. Our makers of policy, even 
without semantic confusion, worry everywhere alout the role and influence of 
Russia, especially, and China. They worry about those influences in southern 
Africa for other strategic reasons connected to the Indian Ocean and, (of course.  
the Middle East.  

Yet they act as, if they need not give any attention in black Africa to what 
worries them elsewhere-as if we needed no friends in a static southern Africv 
of Option 2. Only a few private Americans were invited to join the Mozambique 
independence celebrations, not the U.S. government. "It is not that Mozambique 
or an other African conutry can-or wants to-ignore the United States," an 
official from another East African country .(,mMented, "It's just that there was 
no basis for an invitation. Even though they knew independence was coming, 
Americans didn't inimk'i much effort with Mozambique's leaders-even when the 
Portuguese were feverishly d volonizing. Your forner Assistant Secretary for 
Africa [Donald Eusuni] was trying, and sutddenly lie wasn't there any more and 
there was n(othing." 

', "NATO Arms South Africa," Africa. No. 47, .ily 1975, p. 34.
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It is not in America's interest to repeat that experience. If we establish no 
4oliiial contacts with Africans from liberation movements, we do leave the field 
tii the Russians and the Chinese. As an African official put it, "You can hardly 
contain the USSR by throwing Africans to her." 

We leave that field in several ways: economic, strategic, even military. (I 
minimize the ideological impact because I have seen no evidence in the last 15 
ye:irs that Africans rush to embrace ideological positions formulated outside 
Africa. They act in African interests and out of a fundamentally African cultural 
context.) 

E-inomically, we express great concern in southern Africa's chromite. gold 
mid other resourc:. We (b) not want to lie delendent for them upon the Soviet 
I' i n, by nature's hand the other source.  

The pimnt is that, if we want access t o chromite and, in years to come, to South 
Africa's -,id and other resources, we will need to have relations with the govern
ments that then prevail. These governments are likely to be a majority--that is, 
largely black African-governments. They will have markets other than the U.S.  
ti which to turn. Nigeria can do so with oil once she develops her own capacity, 
now being planned. for refining and distribution. That time is not far off.  

Strategically and militarily, we are as,,o jeolnardizing our interests in Africa 
itself'. It we invfolve ourselves with 'South Africa's military-by visits of admirals, 
supl!.v of technil,,gy. sAle of enriched uranium. or whatever else-we may force 
neigh-hiiriig countries to consider subst-antially increasing their own military 
c'ilu ity for reas,:ins iif their own security. Their arms may come from the Soviets 
4or Chhit-se. They may have to turn to them even if they do) not want to. and for 
l11y rea'Islls, histurical and contemporary, most of them do not. Western planes, 
usd (or iierely ready, are likely ti face Ru.ssian or Chinese SAM missiles, merely 
ready.  

Thisz is a proliem we are creating for African states. It is not confined to the 
neighrs of South Africa and Rhodesia. A country like Nigeria. with a lively 
public (opinion and a vocal pr(-,. faces a variant ,of it. 'Many of its leaders, mili
tary alnd civilian, are quite favorably dislosil t)wards the United States. But 
they find it increasingly difficult to h-p that dislusition in light of mr much
Iouli.'ized Byrd Amendment. the widely-perceived view of our relations with 
Soith Africa. the unfortunate timing of shifts in State Department personnel 
that is now compmnded by revelatioms (of CIA activities.  

"If trouble were toi ci)me in Smth Africa, and the United States did not sup
prt Africa-n freedom, where cold Nig-ri, and others turn'."" asked a eniir 
Ni,_,crian iifficial. "Britain or Frni.,, wold hardly I;. an ansver. Does the United 
Stat,_- really want to force Nigerians and others to gut irre involved with the 
US'.SR than we want to?" The answer uAins in importance when we notice Ni
geria's relative strength in Africa, and lii leaders esrts to use that strength 
at1il ,,otential towards developing a strong, stable, peaceful Snlhsaharan Africa 
(her r ile in crieating the new Economic Community of West African States is 
;in i'taiw'e cif thoe,.,4 efforts).  

The NSSM 39 study stated flatly. "Our interests in the region [southern Africa] 
are imliurtnint but nt vital." ' What has changed since that 19G9 conclusion? 
4)iir economic involvement i. -rea ter and grwing faster north of the Zambezi 
than south of it. The momentum tiiwards majority rule hi:-: iained dramatir:illy.  
l',rtnLug'se det'.olnizatiiin has irought a new and fluid political situation. We 
mut con, sider that foreign inter,.sts in southern Africa will sooner or later be 
regulated by African hands. Sooner in Rhiidesia Zimbabwe and Namibia, later 
in South Africa-but not ctern-hly later, as it could have seemed in 11619 ,,r even 
eirly 1974.  

In sum. I do not see that our present policy is in our self-interest; not now, 
and particularly no[t a very few- years hence. A few years hence, however, our 

I( NSSM study, p. 1. This statenent come.s unidr the headinz of ". SUMM tARY. B. The 
r,,lu ,m." ' It .,,ntin us. "(O r inv tiist ents, primarily in Smith Afrir.a. total about ,51 

hjlli,,n and mar trife viclls a highly favorablo balance of payments advantage. This gee
-rajhicallv importunt area has nmjor slip repair and hgi'tie facilities which can be 
iterul to our di'feis, fircis. An lipirtaint space trackinr station iN located in South 

.\fri'a. imtWidn Oit th re iio mr investuneirui it Afria tital almut hi billion and profita
' tr d'v reltions an, VXi :1ldin'. Rvl~altouiln s in \dviu these economi' iltersts and a 

viriety if ithir iwittitrs in.limlin,_, 1'.S, deifens in-t:tllations elsewhere in Africa colld 
iou--m rir'' 4lfijlit if omr imlici.,, in s itlern Africa greuirate ilut ns' advier.e reaction." 
Ip. ii.)
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opportunities for good relations with black Africa may well be fewer, as they 
are fewer now than they were in the mid-1960's.  

What African countries would really like us to do in southern Africa is in 
fact quite modest. It is hard for them to understand why, in a place where 
our interests are relatively slight ("important but not vital"), we go against 
our broader interests as well as our principles.  

African countries do not understand our illusion that we can befriend both 
them and their enemies. In Milwaukee on July 14th Secretary of State Kissinger 
said that the countries of the Third World were behaving irresponsibly at the 
United Nations and would bring its demise. African representatives read that 
statement with wonder: the United States imports Rhodesian chrome, violating 
U.N. sanctions. Africans say we have brought what we now deplore upon our
selves. We first undermined the U.N. when it suited our apparent interest, and 
now condemn others for acting in their own apparent interest. An African at 
the U.N. put it bluntly: "This administration has not bothered to be sensitive 
to Africans' problems, yet now they expect Africans to be sensitive to their 
own; worse, to come running at the snap of two fingers." Our southern Afri
can policy, then, reverberates through issues reaching beyond Africa.  

RECOA ENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN POLICY 

These suggestions are in the context of the stated U.S. commitment to work 
for peaceful change in South Africa. I shall group them geographically.  

Rhodesia 
Put our total weight behind majority rule.  
(1) Repeal the Byrd amendment. It has given greater offense to black Afri

cans than any other single step we have taken in Africa." 
(2) End Rhodesian recruitment of mercenaries in this country.  
(3) Close the Rhodesian Information Office's 

Nam ibia 
(1) Continue activity to discourage U.S. investment, denying guarantees un

der a future Namibian government but also under the present illegal South 
African one.  

(2) Support legislation denying U.S. tax exemptions to firms operating in 
countries whose government the International Court of Justice has ruled il
legal-that is. Namibia.  

(3) Reconsider our use of the veto in the Security Council of an embargo 
against arms to be used against Africans in Namibia. Apart from whether or not 
to veto is right, is it necessary? 

South Africa 
(1) Return to strict enforcement of our voluntary arms embargo. A balance 

of payments deficit, now shifting, indeed, to a favorable balance, must be 
weighed against other deficits we create.  

(2) Move the NASA installation, possibly to Botswana, if its government 
were willing to have it.  

(3) End all forms of military contact and cooperation with the South African 
military; remove any U.S. military facilities.  

(4) Discourage further U.S. investment, rather than neither encouraging nor 
discouraging it.'" 

(5) Support legislation linking U.S. firms' employment practices to South 
Africa to granting them government contracts here.  

(6) Facilitate visits by as many non-white South Africans, Zimbabweans, and 
Namibians as possible to this country, with specific purposes for their travels.  

17 Ambassador John Stali said in 1973. "It is the single most troublesome issue that I 
have at the 1'nited Nations." Importation of Rhodcsi0n Chrome. Hearing before the 
Subcommittee on Afric:n Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States 
Spnato, September 6, 1973. Washington 1973.  

Is s ,e "Washington Notes on Africa." Washington Office on Africa, July 1975, pp. 1-2.  

(4) End American tourism in Rhodesia.  
"I I shall not take up here the comnilx question of disinvestment and other variations 

on the theme of invpstment, except to stress the possibility that some firms may one day 
find their South Afric:n activities affecting opportunities they would like to pursue in 
black African countries.  

60-G , -7G -- 2!)
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We advoicate communication with whites there (we suppose it may change their 
thinking), but we talk less often, for it is harder, to non-whites from these coun
tries. It is essential to know what they are thinking. Too often we draw 
conclusions from what we assume Africans, or some Africans, think. The Study 
, NSSM " 19, 70 pages long, given one paragraph to the views of Africans 
within South Africa.  

(7) Resist lobbying by the government of South Africa (and that of Rhodesia), 
,specially trilis for Congressmen and Senators financed directly, or less obviously, 
by the South African government. Leg-islators especially can recognize that whites 
in Africa place a high priority on public relations and can afford to pay for 
them. Africans have other urgent needs-education, health, the standard of 
living-which demand their more meagre resources.  

I have several suggestins pertaining to southern Africa as a region. As for 
M,,zambique, we should do two things: 

(1 Establish diplomatic relations, and 
2) ('oitribute as somn as it exists to, a multilateral fund to eompensate the 

Mozamiuique government for revenue lost in denying Rhodesia use of ports, rail
roads, and all ,,ther facilities essential to her sanctions-violating trade. Announce 
now a U.S. commitment in principle, as Britain and the ('ommonwealth coun
tries d(ld in May.  

It is only a matter of time until Mozaibique. despite the cost, takes the step 
of denying Rhodesia her facilities. It is only a matter of a bit more time until 
she and oither majority-ruled neighbors take further economic steps. These coun
tries-Zambia, Malawi. Mozambique. Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland-have in
herited fro mi colonial rule an economic situation designed to benefit South Af
rivan industrialization and the treasuries of colonial or metropolitan governments.  
By agreement with Portugal and Britain years ago, South Africa would draw.  
and draw heavily, on African lalm, from beyond her borders.  

Zambia has already put a t4p to her nationals' working in South Africa. But 
given a pattern of decades, and the difficulties of alternative employment, it has 
been at considerable social and economic cost. Other independent African states, 
most immediately M3izanmbique, face the same problem. They want to deny 
South Africa the labor on which her economy heavily depends, but they know 
that doing so will have internal consequences-human, economic, political.  

The United States wishes to encourage peaceful political and legal change in 
South Africa. We frequently argne that economic changes there will bring the 
others about. We should, then, support efforts to exert pressure to change condi
tions of labor in South Africa.  

(1) Explore possible multilateral efforts to provide to such countries a 
Mozambique and Malawi the ,'apital-government or private with government 
guarantees-to create vhatever labor-intensive alternatives those governing in 
such countries may think desirable.  

(2) Provide Botswana. which has substantial resources but lack. skilled Afri
can technicians, an alternative too the white South African- now hi ulding such 
jobs. Training programs for Africans from Botswana or neighboring co untries 
are the main solution. In the interim American and other technical personnel 
ight be offered through multilateral mechanisms.  
Another economic pressure point is hydroelectric power. In the days when 

-uthern African whites believed they were all there to stay-and stay in con
trol- 'abora Bassa Dam in northern Mozambique grew from the needs of South 
Africa as well as those of Mozambique itself. The present government of Mozam
ique now faces yet another dilemnnma resulting from colonial ecomnnic planning: 
';l,,ora Bassa's power is designed to supply South Africa, and to bring valuable 

foreign exchange in return. To end that arrangement is to compound econonic 
difficulties in Mozaminique. The United States ought to,: 

(3) Explore and join a multilateral effort to redesign the piwer grid in 
southern Africa (no less important once Kariba Dani is also under full African 
co'ntrol), so that the power from ('abora Bassa could be sold tot the north rather 
thai to the south.

It is, finally, in our interest to follow whenever possible the lead of Africans 
ii matters concerning Africans. We must at the very least learn about what Af
ricns-inside anml outside white-ruled countries-are thinking. We should act 

1 .11 a ildeltol to Philip A. Wellnns. lawyer at the International Legal Center (New 
YuPk. N.Y.) 114 cunhsultant to th,, mE.C.h.. for clarifying my ideas about the first of 
1114s tlrmC' smggestlIons and cmntributing his own on his last two.
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multilaterally whenever we can. Treating African governments as mature, full
fledged, and as responsible as any others would not only be appropriate: it would 
further our economic and strategic interests north of the Zambezi. It would 
certainly improve a detoriorating situation at the United Nations.  

Nor can we ignore the southern African liberation movements. Jshua Nkomo, 
of Zimbabwe's African National Council, stated the issue clearly at a meeting 
in New York in May. He said, "The United States needs to understand that to
day's 'rehels' are tomorrow's government." We do not need to take only his word 
for that: Machel and Cabral are immediate examples.  

At a time when the long-range i.s coming closer than those most sympathetic to 
African aspirations could have inagined two years ago, it is in our own interest 
to stop treating freedom lighters as terrorists. That does not mean we nust supply 
them with arms or even money for arms. It does mean moral suplort for their 
goals-goals in line with our own declared commitment to human dignity. It 
ineans at least quiet contacts with their leaders, and perhaps even diplomatic' 
support. It means humanitarian support of the kind the Scandinavian countries 
and Holland have been giving. It could mean educational help as well.  

To do nothing at all is. as Africans have told me so often, to invite the 'SSR 
and China to amass at least god will while we draw suspicion. To do nothing 
is in the eyes of all Africans to le "'neutral" against them. Surely we do not want 
to repeat the Mozanbique experience, in which we virtually destroyed what rela
tions we had built up with FRELIMIO in the mid-1i90's, leaving us now to work 
all the harder if we want to salvage something.  

What stands in the way of these changes in policy? Africans are asking us 
for little more than gestures. The cost of responding is small. What interests we 
have in the white-ruled states are acknowledged as "not vital." The $1 billion 
invested in South Africa is no more than 1 per cent of the value of our private 
overseas investment.  

In domestic politics the negative conesquences of changing our southern Afri
can policy would, I think, be very minor. For better or worse, these are not issues 
that move the bulk of Americans. Black Americans would, of course, be Pleased.  
as would a numebr of others. Those who want us to support white domination 
for racial reasons seem unlikely to organize politically around southern African 
issues.  

NASA and the )epartment of Defense woull lie inconvenienced, but I doubt 
that, if pressed, they could find no alternatives to their South African arrange
ments. The American comnpanies that lobby actively or quietly to support our 
present policies are mainly of a size to have their major interests elsewhere.  
I would guess (because I have been unable to find out) that the southern Afri
can investments of many individual companies are a small perceutage of their 
foreign commitments. I would be interested to know in the connection what 
position companies other than Union Carbide and Foote Mineral take on repeal 
of the Byrd Amendment? One with a concern about chromite, the Ford Motor 
Company supports repeal. Do others? ()r do they even not oppose it? 

Events have made our stand in southern Africa an urgent miatter. Our policy 
is to avoid bloodshled there. True, it may not work out that way finally. But 
promoting peaceful change means supporting African pressures on the white 
regimes. Sometimes that is very easy, as following the lead of the Lusaka 
Manifesto of 196.9 or last April's Dar-es-Salaam declaration would be.  

We need to recognize that it takes two sides to make a leaceful settlement.  
Experience has shown the Africans that the whites are very reluctant, at best.  
to allow erosion of their privileged position. But when they do change at all, it is 
only under pressure from Africans. For Africans there is no acceptable alterna
tive to creating that pressure.  

We have not affected Apartheid with (our present policy, nor should we expeet 
to. We (ught to make very ('lear to tie South African gov'ernment, however 
quietly, that we will not suplpot continuiii. Op l'ession. We nieed to mean it, and 
they need to understand it. We must at the very least become truly neutral.  

I think we can do more, however, and easily. We can support Africans in ways 
I have suggested. We have taken some steps in Nainibia that show what wve (.an (1o 
if we choose. Africans applaud those steps, and Americans scarcely notiev them 
certainly there have been no loild publiv protests.  

I am convinced tlat if we took other sleps-starting with releal of the Byrd 
Amendment-we would gain great good will. And we would gain it at very little 
cost. Outside southorn Africa, wve wouhld give the African governments frieindly 
to the United States, and mam v a re friendly, room for maneuver in their relation.
with us. New opportunities could follow.  

An experienced African diplomat, often deeply critical in public of American 
policy, stated clearly what I myself wish to concide: "Africans are not Coam-
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munists: they are certainly not anti-American. America has only one problem 
with Africa. It is her policy in southern Africa." 

APPENDIX I 

IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL, BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

[Million barrels per day] 

Imports as Total Percent of 
percent of production production to 

Country Imports U.S. imports by I United States 

Arab OPEC: 
Algeria --------------------------------------- 356.0 9.2 9e0 37.1 
Iraq ------------------------------------------ 6.9 .2 2,360 .3 
Kuwait ---------------------------------------- 25.8 .7 1,930 1.3 
Libya ..-------------------------------------- 221.0 5.7 1,1-0 19.1 
Qatar --------------------------------------------------------------------- 470 
Saudi Arabia -------------------------------- 358.0 9.3 7,020 5.1 
U.A.E ----------------------------------------- 169.0 4.4 1,710 9.9 

Non-Arab OPEC: 
Ecuador --------------------------------------- 55.0 1.4 110 F0.0 
Gabon ---------------------------------------- 50.0 1.3 210 23.8 
Indonesia ------------------------------------- 332.0 8.6 1,164 28.5 
Iran ------------------------------------------ 281.0 7.3 5,090 5.5 
Nigeria --------------------------------------- 728.0 18.9 1,560 46.7 
Venezuela ------------------------------------- 494.0 12.8 2,420 20.4 

Other: 
Canada --------------------------------------- 398.0 10.3 1,500 26.5 
Mexico ---------------------------------------- 96.0 2.5 800 12.0 
Other ----------------------------------------- 288.3 7. 5 25, 316 1. 1 

Total --------------------------------------- 3,859.0 100. 1 51.480 7.5 

Arab OPEC ---------------------------------------- 1,136.7 29.5 15, 610 7.3 
Non-Arab OPEC ------------------------------------ 1,940.0 50.3 10, 554 18.3 
Other --------------------------------------------- 782.3 20.2 25, 316 3.1 

Total --------------------------------------- 3,859.0 100.0 51.480 7.5 

Estimated.  

TRADE IN CRUDE OIL BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND OPEC-OAPEC COUNTRIES-NIGERIA 

[Million barrels per dayj 

Crude oil 
from 

Nigeria as a 
Total Crude percent of Percent of 

United States imports United States Total Nigerian 
crude from crude production production to 

Date imports Nigeria imports by Nigeria United States 

September 1973 (precrisis) ------------- 3,471 409 11.8 2,100 19.5 

Total 1973 ------ _------------- 3,550 410 11.5 2,053 20.0 

1st quarter 1974 ---------------------- 2,368 458 19.3 2,250 20.4 
2d quarter 1974 ----------------------- 3,702 708 19.1 2,300 30.8 
3d quarter 1974 ----------------------- 3,938 829 21.1 2,280 36.4 
4th quarter 1974 ---------------------- 4,009 837 20.9 2, 210 37.9 

Total 1974 ---------------------- 3,733 678 18.2 2,260 30.0 

October 1974 ------------------------- 3, 810 704 18.5 2, 330 30.2 
November 1974 ----------------------- 3,958 1,012 25.6 2,240 45.2 
December 1974 ----------------------- 4,261 796 18.7 2,060 38.6 
January 1975 ------------------------- 6,071 1,194 19.7 1,980 60.3 
February 1975 ------------------------ 3,827 692 18.0 1,800 38.4 
,March 1975 -------------------------- 2,740 664 24.2 1,710 38.8 
1st quarter -------------------------- 4,213 850 20.2 1, 830 46.4 
April 1975 --------------------------- 4,971 844 17.0 11,620 52.1 
May 1975 ........................... 3,859 728 18.9 1,560 46.7 

I Preliminary.  

Sources: IOD, PIW, Department of Commerce Publications IM145 and IM146. Compilation of data and calculations by 
1. K. Bauer.
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APPENDIX II 

Countries and figures used in text of statement [see below, page 29]i are so
marked (-).  

ABLE E-3.-DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MERCHANDISE-WORLD AREA AND COUNTRY OF DESTINATION (F.A S; 
VALUE BASIS): 1975 AND 1974 

In millions of dollars. See "Explanation of Statistics" for information on coverage, definition of f.a.s. export value, sampling' 
procedures, and sources of error in the data. Special Category commodities, if any, are included in totals for individual, 
countries and world areas. Developed countries include Canada, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and 
the Republic of South Africa. Developing countries include the rest of the world excluding communist areas in Europe 
and Asia, The assignment of countries generally follows that made by the United Nations. X-Not applicable. Z
Less than one-half of rounded unit.  

1975 1974 

Cumulative, Cumulative, 
World area and country of Current January Current January 

destination month Prior month to date month to date 

U.S. EXPORTS

Africa -----------------------------

M:rocco -----------------------
Algeria .........................  
Tunisia -------------------------
Libya --------------------------
Egypt ...........................  
Sudan -------------------------
Canary Islands ------------------
Spanish Africa, n.e.c -------------
Equatorial Guinea ---------------
Mauritania ----------------
Federal Republic of Cameroon -----
Senegal ------------------------
M ali ......... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .  
Guinea .........................  
Sierra Leone---------------
Ivory Coast --------------------
Ghana -------------------------
Gambia ------------------------
Niger --------------------------
Togo ...........................  
Nigeria----- ..----------
Central African Republic -------
Gabon -------------------------
Chad --------------------------
British West Africa -------------
Madeira Islands ---------------
Upper Volta --------------------
Dahomey ----------------------
Angola ------------------------
Congo (Brazzaville) ------------
Western Africa, n.e.c -----------
Liberia ------------------------
Zaire --------------------------
Burundi -----------------------
Rwanda ------------------------
Somalia ------------------------
Ethiopia ---------------------
Afars and Issas (French) ---------
Uganda ------------------------
Kenya -------------------------
Seychelles and dependencies ----
Tanzania -----------------------
Mauritius and dependencies -------
Mozambique -------------------
Malagasy Republic ------------.. . .  
French Indian Ocean Areas -----
Republic of South Africa ---------
Southwest Africa (Namibia)- ----
Botswana ----------------------
Zambia ------------------------
Swaziland ----------------------
Rhodesia 2 .......................  
Malawi ------------------------
Lesotho --------------------

Unidentified countries 3 ---------------

13.8 
54. 9 

7.9 
33. 8 
78. 9 

6.5 
4.5 
(Z) 
(I) 

1. 1 
1.8 
1.8 
.5 

1.1 
.4 

5.4 
7.4 
.2 

1.6 
1.1 

52. 4 
.1 

4.7 
5 

(1) 
(Z) 
.5 
.9 

4.4 
1.6 
.1 

7.3 
12.3 

.1 

.2 

.8 
1.7 

.3 

.3 
4.7 
(Z) 

13.7 
.1 

12. 9 
1.2 
.2 

126.9 
.3 
.1 

10.3 
.1 
.1 
.2 
(Z) 

10.0

368.4 1,235.6 

37.5 71.0 
37.2 124.6 

7.9 28.9 
26.2 74.2 
64.8 202.9 

5.2 18.5 
4.8 14.3 
(Z) (Z) 

2.3 8.3 
2.2 6.1 
.2 1.0 

2.5 3.8 
1.0 2.0 
6.2 17.4 
4.7 17.6 
. 1 .6 
.9 4.3 
.8 8.3 

57.2 116.1 
.1 .4 

2.3 8.9 
.1 .6 

(I) (I) 

(Z) .  
.3 1.8 
.7 3.1 

3.6 17.5 
.6 3.0 
.1 .2 

7.1 22.3 
12.0 43.3 
() .3 
.3 .9 
.5 1.7 

3.1 13.1 
.5 1.0 
.1 .6 

2.8 9.7 
.1 .1 

1.9 24.1 
.9 3.2 

1.1 7.6 
.5 2.3 

(Z) .1 
92.9 320.6 

.4 .8 

.1 .4 
3.9 24.0 
(Z) .1 
.1 .3 
.3 .7 
(Z) .6 

.2 10.2

284.9 

19. 6 
20. 5 
9.8 
7.0 

45. 4 
1"0 
4.3 
(Z) 
(Z) 
.3 

1.4 
2.5 
2.5 
.5 

1.3 
3.1 
6.6 
.1 

1.0 
.3 

11.9 
.1 

1.5 
1.0 
(1) 
(Z) 
.6 
.6 

8.7 
.3 
.3 

5.4 
5.0 
.2 
.3 
.1 

4.8 
.2 

5.3 
5.6 
(Z) 
4.0 
1.0 
2.1 
.2 
.7 

92.1 
(X) 
.2 

4.9 
.1 
.1 
.3 

(Z) 

.2

772. 1 

51.7 
85. 1 
24. 6 
21.4 

116. 1 
6.4 

13. 5 
.8 

() 
2. 1 
3.9 
6.0 
5.6 
1.6 
3.4 
8.4 

16. 0 
.3 

2.8 
1.5 

39.2 
.2 

5.4 
1.6 
(I) 
.1 

1.2 
1.6 

18.2 
1. 1 
1.0 

14.5 
15.5 

.3 

.4 

.6 
9.1 
.5 

6.7 
11.7 
(Z) 
5.9 
2.4 
7.4 

.9 

.8 
233.9 

(X) 
"..5 

12.5 
.2 
.2 
.6 
.7 

.3

I Countries included in Africa-United States figures in text.  
2 Note U.S. exports to Rhodesia.  
3 Reflects transshipments of certain grains and oilseeds through Canada.  

Source: "Highlights of U.S. Export and Import Trade," U.S. Department of Commerce, FT 990 March 1975, issued May 
1975.
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TABLE I-4A.-GENERAL IMPORTS AND IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION-WORLD AREA AND COUNTRY OF 
ORIGIN 

lIn millions of dollars. See "Explanation of Statistics" for information on coverage, definitions of Customs, f.a.s., and 
c i.f. import values, sampling procedures, Australia, New Zealand, and the Republic of South Africa. Developing 
countries include the rest of the world excluding communist areas in Europel 

General imports 

1975 1974 

Cumulative, Cumulative, 
Current January Current January 

World area and country of origin month Prior month to date month to date 

U.S. IMPORTS 

A frica -------------- --------------- 579. 4 566.4 2, 051.6 392.3 985.4 

Morocco --------------------.... .. 7 .6 2.7 1.5 3.5 
Algeria --------------- ---------- 84. 1 91.5 362. 1 5.2 8.5 
Tunisia ------------------------- 1.1 2. 1 9.9 2.0 1.5 
Libya --------------------------- 36.0 52.0 101.6 .2 .9 
Egypt ............................ 2 .5 1.0 .5 4.3 
Sudan ---------------------------. 7 .1 1.8 1.4 2.6 
Canary Islands ----------------- .5 .6 1.9 .4 1.5 
Spanish Africa, n.e.c . .-(1) () () () (1) 
Equatorial Guinea_ (-) (-) (-) -) () 
Mauritania .............. (Z) (Z) .1 (Z) (Z) 
Federal Republic of Cameroon ...... 1.4 .4 3.3 1.2 4.2 
Senegal ---------------..----..... 3. .1 .8 .1 .4 M ali ........ .................. (Z) (Z) .1 (Z) .1 
Guinea ......................... 2.1 1.4 6.1 .8 1.4 
Sierra Leone ................. ... 1.8 5.1 9.0 9.4 16.5 
Ivory Coast ------------- - - 15.0 28.1 54.2 13.6 34.5 
-Ghana ......... 19. 1 11. 1 39.4 16.0 39.8 
Cambia__- - (Z) (Z) (Z) (Z) (Z) 
Niger .......................... . (Z) (Z) (Z) (Z) (Z) 
Togo ... ......................... 1 (Z) .1 3.0 3.1 
Nigeria- .. .....----. 250.6 237.9 947.9 209.8 510. 1 
Central African Republic ---- -. 5 .1 .6 .7 1.8 
Gabon ----- ._.- .. . .. .. .11.1 4.4 30.2 1.2 2.4 
Chad 4.3 (Z) 4. 3 ().......  
British West Africa. - (I) (Z) (Z) (Z) 2.1 
M adeira Islands .............. . .. 2 .1 A .2 .5 
Upper Volta ............ . ........ 1 (Z) .1 (Z) (Z) 
Dahomey ........ ..............- (Z) (Z) (Z) (Z) .6 
Angola -- - - - - 32.5 33.1 131. 7 30.9 111.2 
Congo (Brazzaville) ........... ... 1 4.3 5.5 .4 .8 
Western Portuguese Africa, n.e.c. 3.9 .5 4.6 () .9 
'Liberia --------------------- --. 10. 1 7.6 27.5 10. 1 25.6 
Zaire ......... .... ........... 2.3 3.0 9.3 4.2 14.5 
Burundi 4. 1 .6 5.6 1.2 4.0 
Rwanda - - 3.0 1.3 7.3 1.9 7.1 
Somalia-. . I (Z) .1 (Z) (Z) 
Ethiopia ...... 5.5 3. 1 11. 1 6.3 11.7 
Afars and Issas (French) ........ (Z) .1 .1 (Z) (Z) 
Uganda ...................... . .3.2 7.6 12.7 6.1 17.4 
Kenya ----------------.. -----... 2.0 4.4 9.3 1.7 8.1 
Seychelles and dependencies - .--. 1 .2 .3 . 1 .2 
Tanzania --. - - -- - 1. 7 3.0 8.5 3.6 6.6 
Mauritius and dependencies -------- 1.2 .6 2.2 1.5 2.4 
Mozambique- --------------------- 3.0 2.2 8.8 4.7 12.2 
Malagasy Republic ---- ..-.--- - 7. 8 1. 9 11.6 3. 6 14.4 
French Indian Ocean Areas ......... 2 (L) .2 .3 .7 
Republic of South Africa -...... 65. 3 53. 8 199.2 43. 1 95.1 
South West Africa (Namibia) ---- (1) (1) (i)() 
Botswana ------------------------ 2.0 2.5 7. 1 .1 
Zam bia ---- ----- - ------------- (Z) (Z) (Z) 1.6 3.8 
Swaziland ...- ..................- (Z) .5 .5 (Z) .1 
Rhodesia ........................ 1.4 .8 5.3 3,0 4.2 
M alawi -------------------- .2 .1 5.5 .4 1.0 
Lesotho ------------------------ _ (Z) (1) (Z) (Z) (Q ) 

Unidentified continents ................ 1.0 1.0 2.9 1.3 3.1 
Unidentified countries .............. 1.0 1.0 2.9 1.3 3. 1 

Countries included in African-United States trade figures in text.  

Source: "Highlights of U.S. Export and Import Trade" U.S. Department of Commerc, FT 990, March 1975, issued May 
1975.
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APPENDIX III 

AMERICAN FIRMS, SUBSIDIARIES, AND AFFILIATES OPERATING IN NIGERIA AND IN 
THE REPUBLIC OF SOZITH AFRICA 

Firms ranked by Fortine among the 15 largest industrial companies in the 
United States are marked with an asterisk (*) : The Chase Manhattan Bank; 
Chesebrough pond's, Inc.; *Chrysler Corp.; Ernst & Ernst; Exxon Corp.; Farrell 
Lines, Inc., *Ford Motor Co.: *General Motors Corp.: *Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Co.; Gulf Oil Corp.; *IB_1 World Trade Corp.; Ingersoll-Rand Co.; International 
Harvester Co.; Johns-Manville International Corp.; Eli Lilly International 
Corp.; *Mobil Oil Corp.; The National Cash Register Co.; Otis Engineering 
Corp.; Pan American World Airways, Inc.: Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc., Rexall 
Drug & Chemical Co.: The Singer Co., Inc.: Sterling Drug. Inc.: Symington 
Wayne Corp.: *Texaco, Inc. : Upjohn Co.; and Westinghouse Electric Co.  

SOURCE: "American Firms. Subsidiaries & Affiliates Operating in Nigeria"; 
"American Firms, Subsidiaries & Affiliates Operating in Republic of South 
Africa," 8th edition, 1974; and World Trade Academy Press, Inc., New York.  

From my own information I know that at least *International Telephone and 
Telegraph can now be added to this list, which could probably be much longer 
with up-to-date information.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.  
We have a live quorum on the floor. I am going to have to leave for 

about 7 or 8 minutes. We will then hear Professor Johnson's state
ment. We will stand in recess for about 15 minutes.  

[A recess was taken.] 
Senator CLARK. We are going to hear next from Dr. Willard John

son, who is professor of political science at MIT. We are very pleased 
to have you, and up to the next, 20 minutes are yours.  

Mr. Joh,NsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My verbal statement does 
condense somewhat the written version.  

Senator CLARK. Let me just interrupt to say that all of your state
ments, of course, will be made part of the record as written.  

[Professor Johnson's biography follows:] 

BIOGRAPHY OF WILLARD R. JOHNSON 

Johnson, Willard R., 44 Norwood Avenue, Newton Centre, Mass. 02159. Born: 
Nov. 22. 1935, St. Louis Mo.  

M.I.T., Bldg. E53-Room 429, Cambridge Mass. 02139, (617) 253-2952. Married 
to Vivian R., Two Children.  

-Current Position: Full Professor of Political Science, M.I.T.  
Educational Background : Ph.D. in Political Science, Harvard Univ. 1965 : M.A.  

in African Studies, Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International 
Studies, 1961: B.A. in International Relations, U.C.L.A. 1957.  

Employment Background: Asst. Professor, M.I.T. 1964-69; Associate 1969
1974. President, The Circle Inc. (a community economic development corpora
tion in Roxbury. Mass.) 1968-70. Visiting Associate Professor, Harvard Business 
School 1969. Visiting Lecturer, African Studies, Boston University, 1968. Ad
junct Associate Professor, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy 1970 to 
present.  

Recent Important Published Works: The Cameroon Federation: Political 
Intcrgration ii , Fragncttary $ocicty. Princeton Univ. Press 1970. "Should the 
Poor Buy 'No-Growth' " in Daedalus, Fall 1973. "U.S. Policy Toward Africa," 
in Africa Today. Winter 1973. Written as chairman of Task Force on Policy To
ward Africa, Senator McGovern's Presidential Campaign.  

Current Research Interests: International Business Involvement in Economic 
Development: Management Education for Economic Development Promotion; 
Community Economic Development Corporations in the American Black Con-
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munity. Cameroon, Nigeria, Kenya and Tanzania-political and economic 
development.  

Affiliations: African Heritage Studies Association, Board of Directors; Na
tional Convention of Black Political Scientists; Caucus of Black Economists; 
American Political Science Association; Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.  

STATEMENT OF WILLARD R. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL 
SCIENCE, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Mr. ,onx.ox. Thank vou.  
My statement does not attempt to convey new information. Indeed, 

reading the record of these hearings and tho e in the past, I think, 
would give all the essential and relevants facts. Why isitthen, that we 
have. ever been searching for but never coming to the truth? Why do we 
seem to listen but never hear, look but never see., manipulate but never 
truly feel ? Perhaps we express the right facts but the wrong values.  

The policies we have been pursuing are wrong, both morally and 
practicalvly. They need to be changed. But what is more important, we 
must chanze the basis on which they were constructed, the assumptions 
that underlay them. Our problems in southern Africa are, in many 
wavs, symptoms (,f a more reneral illness. The cleansing and basic 
reorderin.r which WVaterzate revealed we need in our domestic political 
life is a neces;sary aspect of, perhaps even a prerequisite to, the changes 
we need to make in our approach to southern Africa.  

We need an honest government that, truly cares about the masses 
of the American people an, dedicates itself to serving their interest, 
especially their long-term interest. It must reject the self-serving 
claims of greedy special interests, and end the illusorv and deprived 
expressions of "manhood" we have often been wont to display in racism 
and cold warrior jingoism. No government that truly pursued the 
enlightned interest of the masses would have taken our approach to 
southern Africa, in my estimation.  

U'.S. APPROACH TO SOUTHERN AFRICA 

What is the essence of the approach we have taken? It is to side 
with the ruling white minority regimes against an actively resisting 
black African majority. Why have we done this? From reviewing 
the few announcements about the National Security Council decision 
of 1970 that formalized our tilt toward white racial dictatorship and 
rampant economic exploitation of black labor, it would seem it was 
because we assumed that: 

One, white power is superior to black power in the region, and 
therefore the white reoimes are there to stay until they decide in their 
own way and time to change.  

Two, that black memories will be short. and if and when blacks 
come to be able authoritatively to allocate the economic resources we 
need, we can adjust our stance without fear of damage from the historic 
legacy of our complicity with white domination.  

And three, there will be no important domestic costs to us for pursu
ine. such an approach.  

This is a foundation such as an idiot might construct. But it is 
supposed to support, interests that are real and that affect us all, despite 
their seeming invisibility. It should disturb us more. not, less, that dis-
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tinguished men with reputations for brilliance, and not idiots, are 
responsible for the bases of this stance. These assumptions are wrong; 
they accord with neither reality nor righteousness. Although these 
errors come easily out of traditional American attitudes about race, 
they are no less demonic for being deimotic.  

American policies will be captive of American traditions of racism 
and exploitation only so long as American 1)ol1i making is the cap
tive of racists and exploiters. To argue politics stops at the water's 
edge, or at least at the 2i )0-mile limit, is nonsense and serves only to 
beguile those ill served.  

EXA\MINING -U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

I wish to examine those policies in several domains. Our general 
policy has pursued stability. Where the status quo involves some ob
viously repugnant features, we have publicly stressed peaceful change, 
with more emphasis on peace than change. But there has not been 
peace in southern Africa for some time. There has been a steady trend 
toward the achievement of power by the African niajority. In the long 
run, therefore, by tilting toward the wrong side, we threaten our
selves with the worst kind of instability, where we. will be upended 
along with our defeated allies. The boundaries of the white redoubt 
are shrinking fast, leaving behind liberated zones of black rulers with 
whom our only relations have been ones of hostility.  

In 1970, the National Security Council concluded that white power 
was stably entrenched throughout southern Africa, but in 1974 the 
Portuguese military admitted not only their inability to win their 
colonial wars. but the relevance of the model und the message of the 
African liberation movements to the Portuguese masses. In 1975, this 
realization is opening over a thousand miles of borderland between 
free Africa and South Africa. South A frica has been quicker than 
the United States to realize how untenable this makes the old policies 
of the white redoubt. South Africa already has economic agreements 
with Mozambique. The United States was officially excluded from 
Mozambique 's independence celebrations.  

We have built up naval connections and space tracking stations in 
South Africa with an eye to Russian involvement in the Indian 
Ocean. But this may have cost us the potential alternatives of such 
relationships with five of the other eight states with coasts on the 
Indian Ocean or Red Sea. Somalia has already offered such facilities 
to the Soviets.  

We have occasionally expressed our concern about the Cape of Good 
Hope. shirning bknes. Such concern provides no rational explanation 
for the alliance, however. South Africa has no need, and little capa
bility, to exclude our ships from those waters.  

The really importrnt military concern we have with South Africa 
is also one of our mo.st important gener'l economic interests-in cer
tain critc ] mine',l rsources. ] ,i denp sits of which are in South 

Afric,. I-To-evev. if ,cess to the-e iateriaqls were ti1Wl- vi tal to 1i, to 
take thenm over outrirbt. even to bonbl .Johainesbur' and ,S-el1en
bosch, Capetown anl Kiiilr<,lev, woul, involve no ffreater mor, 
wrong thpn we ve 'al,',adv cormmitted for less tan!ible inftres s in 
our bomnbin" of Cambodia, our secret ivar in Laos, and our indiscrimi-
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nate massive bombing in Vietnam. Nor would it be any greater of
fense against humanity in its total weight of injury than our present 
alliance with the South African regime that, slowly kills and maims 
many times the numbers of people that might be injured or killed 
in such a takeover.  

I do not advocate the military conquest, of South Africa; merely 
the withdrawal from an alliance, politically and economically-and 
indirectly militarily-with what is a murderous, oppressive, out
rageous regime.  

The. most recent, offense in this series of outrageous connections with 
South Africa is the sale of enriched uranium and nuclear technology 
that would be useful in creating nuclear weapons. South Africa has 
recently opened a uranium enrichment plant for which the pilot en
riched nuclear material and some of the technology was procured from 
American firms. In addition to the full range of dangers that attends 
any proliferation of nuclear capability, there is the unique likelihood 
that South Africa's principal targets for nuclear weapons would be 
its own people. Moreover, South African officials boast of acquiring 
through this development "a bargaining position equal to that of an 
Arab country with a lot of oil." 

Whose security interests are served by these developments Sureh 
not those of the general American public. Our basic conception of 
constraining nuclear warfare has been, prior to now, to pose counter
vailing nuclear capacity. From whom will come the nuclear counter 
to South Africa ? Are we inviting the Soviet Union to place its nu
clear mantle over the rest of black Africa.  

As I stated 3 years a o before Senate heaIring's on Senate Resolution 
214 concerning the Azores and Bahrain base a.,reements. if we insist on 
joining with the racists and colonialists in their wars of suppression 
in Africa, then ultimatelY we may have to fight some of the battles of 
those wars right here in America.  

ECo(NO3MIC RELATIONs WITH SW-rTHERN AFRICA 

With respect to our economic relations, with its advanced industrial 
techniques, our society unquestionably needs many of the mineral 
resources in which South Africa is so unusuall, perhaps even unique
ly. endowed. We are well aware of the great reliance we have on chro
mium, copper. and man.'anese from South Africa. But for these. there 
are numerous alternative suppliers and even substitute materials. 'We 
may have greater difficulty, however, reducing or getting around our 
need for certain "vitamin minerals" from South Africa. such as anti
monv, beryllium, and vanadium.  

Because most of these minerals are essential to the industrial proc
(e,"SsS Ol which a large inart of our economy is based, our interest in 
them goes wcll beyond the tiny group of owners of the mining and im
portin- enterprises. But, there are also vital minerals. occasionally 
even those that may substitute for some we oet from South Africa.  
which come from other African countries, which now are, or very 
s,on are likely to be under black Africau rule. Angola. Zimbabwe, 
,V,,I Naiibia are bound to be free-I would guess all within the next 
.-I ers. What if Niaeria. Mozambique, and Zaire were to shut off our 
siipplies of colnubium, which can be substituted sometimes for vana-
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dium and tantalum? What if Sierre Leone did not like our South 
African policies enough to deny us titanium?, When the blacks take 
over in Zimbabwe, which some call Rhodesia, are they likely to have 
any reason to want to shut off our petalite, corundum and chromium'? 
What if Barundi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, and 
Zaire say, OK, have it your way-get all your beryllium from South 
Africa, we will sell ours to the Soviet Union, Japan, Western Europet 

The very arguments one might use to demonstrate a dependency 
on South Africa can also be used to demonstrate a dependency, per
haps even to a, greater degree, on the rest of black Africa. Policies of 
alliance with South Africa and policies of relying on the staying 
power of a handful of white Rhodesians against millions of able
bodied black Zimbabweans-this offers us no economic or military 
security at all.  

More important to our general, truly national interest, as regards 
the scarcity of important mineral resources would be our policies 
regarding stockpiling, and the encouragement not only of new ex
ploration, but of basic and applied research to develop substitutes.  
Why do we then leave it to the mining companies that want to extract 
as much profit as possible from their present concessions? 

BUILDUP OF CORPORATE DEVELOPMNENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

What interests are served by the buildup of corporate investiment 
in South Africa Over 460 American enterprises have nearly $1.25 
billion assets there. For veiv few of these firms in the South African 
branch their m:,jor operation. IBM. Ford, General Electric or General 
Motors would do as well to look to the rest of Africa. South Africa wilt 
not offer a safe haven from which to manufacture and export to the 
rest of Africa. South Africa's ideological mooring's are in ra('ism 
and nationalism, its praxis is fascism. It can nationalize firms as 
readily as any other African state. The corporate assets that are tied 
up in Nigeria alone are worth more than those in South Africa, and 
are, less liquid.  

The important thing about our corporate connections with South 
Africa is not how big they are, but how small, and how few people 
gain anything from them. The controlling stockholders of all these 
firms together could fit in one high school gymnasium. And yet these 
petty circles of interested parties seem to be in a position to orient 
our national policies in such a fashion that the long-term interest of 
the vast majority of us are jeopardized. Labor has no positive stake 
in these investments-they tend to export the type of jobs most relevant 
to the working class. The American black population has no positive 
interest in these relationships: they lose not only the jobs, but suffer 
the anguish of klowing their kinfolk have to endure an essentially 
slave system for the inea,),,r crumbs they arne allowed to acquire.  

The general American public, even the average stockholder, with 
his lot or two of shares, has a stake in bringin the multinational 
corporations [MNCl i(der greater control. That is a general proposi
tion that applies to South Africa. It is not only the sovereignty of the 
foreign host country, but that of our own Go vernment that might be at 
bay. Popular sovereignty is already at bay in this country, largely 
due to time inordinate power MNCs have acquired through legal and
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illegal political contributions, through Government and big business 
mutual infusion of personnel, through the hidden persuaders of adver
tising, corporate prestige, and mythmaking.  

The people's resources in this context for control of government 
are perhaps inadequate. This seems to be the lesson of the Byrd 
amendment. Whose interests are served by the violation of U.N. sanc
tions against Rhodesia-the management and controlling interests of 
two or three enterprises, whose lobbyists are constantly active, and 
aided bY close friends in the top echelons of the former, at least, admin
istration. The general American society gets no benefit from it. The 
chroie is not scarce now, but future supplies of it may be as the black 
African government that is sure to take over Zimbabwe remembers our 
perfidy. That so ludicrous an action as the imposition of the Byrd 
amendment could not be reversed before now speaks volumes about the 
distortions of the lines of aceountability on our Government.  

I do not expect that our general policies toward Southern Africa will 
change suitably until these distorted lines of power are straightened 
out and reconnected with the people.  

KEY FACTOR IN U.S. POLICY IS POLITICAL STANCE 

In the political domain, the key and neglected factor in our policy 
stance is the political one. How long can the vested interests we have in 
South Africa exploitation count on racism and ignorance to becloud 
this potential battlefield We can be sure that it is only racism and 
inordinate greed that supports the policies we have allowed to mis
guide us.  

The price we pay for this delusion may be the highest of all. When 
I was first in graduate school, the Be]gian Congo set about its troubled 
course of independence, and shortly thereafter its forceful and vision
ary young Premier, Patrice Lumumba, was assassinated. All my black 
friends, who studied the matter with great interest, and most of my 
fellow white students, had no difficulty in concluding the CIA had a 
hand in it. Discussing the cas e of Lumumba, when first he was im
prisoned, and before his announced death, my professor, an ex-State 
Department official, posed the question in class whether assassination 
was a proper tool of foreign relations. He interpreted my emphatic 
rejection of the notion in terms of Boulay's admonition that some acts 
are even worse than crimes in being, also, blunders.  

The real costs are even higher, I argued, for they are not just to 
the image, but to the self. At some point we will realize that we can
not violate America's character in our foreign actions without de
stroying that character itself. The succeeding 15 years produced a 
stead*v and unbroken line of march toward just such a disaster.  

It is said that when Rhodesia first contemplated its unilateral 
dec]itration of independence. and consulted South African officials, 
the latter advised a.-ainst it, because, as realists, they appreciated the 
futility of "200,0,0 or so foreign white settlers trying to stem the tide 
of history. Even these unabashed racists did not puff up white men so 
far beyond the measure of black as to make them vulnerable to the 
pi,.nk of any pinipoint. South Africans, too, no doubt, expected more 
of the Portuguese, but, lien, they always were disdainful of mixed 
1,hodil. When the Portu-imese shield was bashed down, the South
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Africans were among the first. to realize that Rhodesia would give 
way, someday soon, to Zimbabwe, and they moved to facilitate the 
change while there was still time to realize a moderate inward-looking 
leadership there, characteristic more of the neocolonial 1960's than the 
liberation-minded 1970's.  

It would seem that. the United States has not yet appreciated the 
significance of the changed circumstances. The appointment of As
sistant Secretary Davis looks back to simpler and illusory times.  

Not even in South Africa is the future clearly beneficent to white 
domination. The white South Africans have deluded U.S. officials, 
along with themselves, into believing that the Bantustan or so-called 
Home Land policy will work and make for circumstances that ar,.  
altogether different in South Africa. They count on pressing half the 
black Africans, and all of their political and social rights, into nine 
ostensibly independent stat,,s, thus removing them from any claim to 
membership in Souith African society and, therefore, any clain to 
political or other rights there.  

Nearly 10 million people crowded onto only 13 percent of the South 
African land area with almost, none of its mineral wealth, virtually 
none of its decent agricultural land, and very little of its coastline.  
Nine international basket cases, dependent still on the few "jobs" in 
the white slaveocracy. Many will fall for the illusion of political 
sovereignty, out of quest for the few privileges all oppressors know 
they must allow to some, in order to beguile the rest. Many will simply 
have no choice because, being all too human, they will cling to such 
life and the means to it, as is allowed them. But any sane person 
must wonder if it will not fail as an experiment in controlled and 
allocated misery. The remaining 10 million black workers with their 
families will still outnumber whites in the latter's own towns and cities, 
by more than two to one. Even in the miserable Bantustans there will 
be room to start movements. And outside the power of Botswana will 
be building, the power of Zimbabwe will be building, and the power 
of Mozambique, to say nothing of the troubled infant Angola, will 
be building. All these new black states will be growing and learning to 
flex such muscles as human beings are capable of giving to well 
endowed societies with a sense of grievance.  

What a faint star on which to fix our hopes for a few more years of 
profit, and avoidance of ever paying the price of a just retribution.  

Only one who fails to recognize any hmnanity in the black hordes of 
South Africi can count. their determination and capacities so low as to 
pose no threat to our basic strate'*y of backinx apartheid.  

All the while, we can be sure that we will have to make our own sepa
rate peace on the periphery of the South African cesspool. No amount 
of cologne we might wear to our meetings with the Mozambiqueans, 
the Namibian;. the Zibabweans and even the chief supplier now of our 
petroleum products, as my colleague has pointed out-the Nigerians
will smother the evidence of our other social engagements.  

There will be myriad details of chiange and c 'halleng'e for us to work 
out, but the fundament' t.,l k (confronting us is relatively sinple-at 

least to state: embrace democrac.y, (eschew exploitation, believe in peo
ple, walk humbly but towards rig-ht.  

We are currently doing just, the opposite. Can anyone here argue 
otherwise? The real question is, why are we doing it? If it is because
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the minerals of South Africa are vital to our physical being, then who 
is striving to reveal to the American people the peril they are in, not 
only because su(' dependency is not generally known, but because 
demi(,cracy and equity, hmnanitarianism and the honor of righteous
ness is equally vital to our moral and social, even our political well
beinig. If it is because there is some good in white South Africans, then 
are we to dismantle all our own institutions of criminal punishment.  
for there is some good in everybody. If it is because we believe so 
strongly in noninterference in the internal affairs of other States that 
we cannot move ourselves to act against their wishes, then let us re
move ourselves entirely, collectively and individually. If it is because 
we believe so strongly in "free enterprise" that we cannot impose our 
public standards on our private selves, are we to make anarchy our 
social ideal? If it is because all these things are tangled together, are 
we never to start to untangle them .  

[I)r. Johnson's prepared statement follows:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT o01 DR. WILLARD R. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL 

SCIENCE. M.I.T.  

"WE NEED A FRESH START IN SOUTHERN AFRICA" 

My statement will attempt to summarize the position we have come to occupy 
with regard to Southern Africa, and the need for and possibilities of a fresh start 
I think we confront. It is not an attempt to convey new information. Indeed, 
anyone reading simply the record of the hearings of this committee and that of 
the House of Representatives over the last few years would be exposed to all the 
essential and relevant facts. Why is it that we have been so constantly searching 
for but never coming to the truth? Why do we listen but never hear, look but 
never see, manipulate but never truly feel? Perhaps we express the right facts 
but the wrong values? 

We do not know everything lpossible about the situation in Southern Africa.  
but we do know enough to know that the United States has been drawing the 
wrong conclusions. The policies we have been pursuing -are wrong-both morally 
and practically. They need to be changed. But what is more important, we must 
change the basis on which they were constructed, the assumptions that underlay 
them. Our problems in Southern Africa are, in many ways. symptoms of a more 
general illness. The cleansing and basic reordering which Watergate revealed we 
need in our domestic political life is a necessary aspect of, perhaps even a pre
requisite to the changes we need to make in our approach to Southern Africa.  

We need an honest government that truly cares about the masses of the Amer
ican people and dedicates itself to serve their interest, especially their long teri 
interest. It must reject the self-serving claims of greedy special interests, and 
end the illusory and deprived expressions of "manhood" we have often been wont 
to display in racism and cold warrior jingoism. No Government that truly pursued 
the enlightened interest of the masses would also have taken our approach to 
Sonthern Africa.  

What is the essence of the approach we have taken?-it is to side with the rul
ing white minority regimes" against an actively resisting black African majority.  
-Why have we done this? From reviewing the few announcements about the 
National Security Council decision of 1970 that formalized our tilt toward white 
racial dictatorship and rampant economic exploitation of black labor, it would 
seemi it was because we assumied: 

1. white power is superior to black power in the region, a1nd therefore the white 
regimes are there to stay until they decide in their own way and time to change.  

2. ilack memories will be short, and if and when blacks come to be able 
authoritatively to allocate the economic resources we need, we can adjust our 
stance without fear of damage from the historic legacy of our complicity with 
White domination.  

3. there wvill be no important domestic costs to us for pursuing such an 
approach.
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This is a foundation such as an idiot might construct. But it is supposed to 
support interests that are real and that affect us all despite their seeming 
invisibility. It should disturb us more, not less, that distinguished men with 
reputations for brilliance, and not idiots, are responsible for the bases of our 
stance. These assumptions are wrong; they accord with neither reality nor 
righteousness. These errors come easily out of traditional American attitudes 
about race. They are no less demonic for being deinotic.  

Because such approaches may tap popular attitudes does not mean they serve 
the interests of the populace. We have the potential to change this stance.  
American policies will be captive of American traditions of racism and exploi-ta
tion only so long a's American policy making is the captive of racists and ex
ploiters. We are sometimes told that foreign policy pursues only the national 
interest, that we must unite behind it at any given time, because politics stops 
at the water's edge, or at least at the two hundred mile limit. This is nonsense 
and serves only to beguile those ill served.  

In examining the present situation and -the prospects for the future, in several 
domains of concern, we should also constantly consider whose interests might be 
served and whose injured by any particular policy approach. There is no con
census among the general American populace -behind the policies we have pur
sued. I wish to examine those policies in several domains.  

Military Security 
Our general policy has pursued stability. Where the status quo involves some 

obviously repugnant features, we have publicly stressed peaceful change, with 
more emphasis on peace than change. But there has not been peace in Southern 
Africa for some time. There has been a steady trend toward the a-chievement of 
power by the African majorities. In the long run, therefore, 'by tilting toward 
the wrong side, we threaten ourselves with the worst kind of instability, where 
we will be up-ended along with our defeated allies. The boundaries of the white 
redoubt are shrinking fast, leaving behind liberated zones of black rulers with 
whom our only relations have been ones of hostility.  

In 1970 the National Security Council concluded that white power was stably 
entrenched throughout Southern Africa. In 1974 the Portuguese military ad
mitted not only their inability to win their colonial wars, but the relevance of 
the model and the message of the African liberation movements to -the Portuguese 
masses. In 1975 this realization is opening over a thousand miles of borderland 
between free Africa and South Africa. South Africa has been quicker than the 
U.S. to realize how untenable this makes the old policies of the white redoubt.  
South Africa already has economic agreements with Mozambique. The U.S. was 
officially excluded from Mozambique's independence celebrations.  

We have 'built up naval connections and space tracking stations in South Africa 
with an eye to Russian involvement in 'the Indian Ocean. But this may have cost 
us the potential alternatives of such relationships with five of the other eight 
states with coasts on the Indian Ocean or Red Sea. Somalia has already offered 
such facilities to the Soviets.  

We have occasionally expressed our concern about the Cape of Good Hope 
shipping lanes. Such concern provides no rational explanation for the alliance, 
however. South Africa has no need, and little capability to exclude our ships 
from those waters.  

The really important military concern we have with South Africa is also one 
of our most important general economic interests-in certain critical mineral 
resources. large deposits of which are in South Africa. We will return to this in 
our discussion of the economic domain of our interests. Suffice it to be said here 
that were access to these materials truly to be vital to us, 'to take them over out
right, even to bomb Johanneshurgh and Stellenbosch, Capetown and Kimberley, 
would involve no greater moral wrong than we have already committed for less 
tangible interests in our bombing of Cambodia, our Secret War in Laos, and our 
indiscriminate massive bom-bing in Vietnam. Nor would it be any greater offense 
against humanity in its total weight of injury than our present alliance with 
the South African regime that slowly kills and maims many 'times the numbers 
of people that might :le injured or killed in such a take over. I do not advocate 
the military conquest of South Africa, merely the withdrawal from an 'alliance, 
politically and economically, and (indirectly) militarily, with what is a mur
derous, oppressive, and outrageous regime. Such vital resources can be )ought 
from South Africa without such -an intricate network of connections as we have 
allowwl to develop between our societies. And where are the emergency programs
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to develop substitutes and alternative sources? To be the hostage of South Afri
can oppression in order to obtain these needed materials offers us no security.  

The most recent offense in this series of outrageous connections with South 
Africa is the sale of enriched uranium and nuclear technology that would be 
useful in creating nuclear weapons. South Africa has recently opened a uranium 
enrichment plant for which the pilot enriched nuclear material and some of the 
technology was procured from American firms. In addition to the full range of 
dangers that attends any proliferation of nuclear capability, there is the unique 
likelihood that South Africa's principal targets for nuclear weapons would be 
its own people. Moreover, South African officials boast of acquiring through this 
development "a bargaining position equal to that of an Arab country with a lot 
(of oil." 

Whose security interests are served by such developments. Surely not those 
of the goi iral American public! Our basic conception of constraining nuclear 
wxarfare has been to posc countervailing nuclear capacity. From whom will come 
the nuclear counter to South Africa? Are we inviting the Soviet Union to place 
its nuclear mantle over the rest of black Africa ? 

As I stated three years ago before Senate Hearings on 5,R214 concerning 
the Azores and Bahrain base agreements, if we insist on joining: with th- racist 
ond colonialist in their wars of suppression in Africa, ultimately we may have 
ti, fight some of the battles of those wars right here in America.  

Economi Relations 
With its advanced industrial techniques, our society unquestionably needs many 

of the mineral resources in which South Africa is so unusually, perhaps even 
uniquely, endowed. We are well aware of the great reliance we have on chromium.  
copper and manganese imports from South Africa. But for these, there are 
numerous alternative suppliers and even substitutable materials. We may have 
greater difficulty reducing or getting around our need for certain "vitamin" 
minerals from South Africa, such as antimony, beryllium, and vanadium.  

Because most of these minerals are essential to the industrial processes on 
which a large part of our economy is based, our interest in them goes well beyond 
the tiny group of owners of the mining and importing enterprises. But, there 
are other also vital materials, occasionally even those that may substitute for 
some we get from South Africa, which come from other African countries, which 
now are, or very soon are likely to be under black African rule. Angola, Zimbabwe, 
even Namibia are bound to be free-I would guess all within the next five years.  
What if Nigeria, Moizambique and Zaire were to shut off our supplies of columbium 
(which can be substituted sometimes for vanadium) and tantalum. What if 
Sierre Leone didn't like our South African policies enough to deny us titanium.  
When the blacks take over in Zimbabwe (Southen Rhodesia) are they likely 
to have any reason to want to shut off our petalite, corundum, and chromium.  
What if Burundi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda and Zaire say. OK, 
have it your way-get all your beryllium from South Africa, we'll sell all of ours 
to the Soviet Union, Japan, Western Europe.  

The very arguments one might use to demonstrate a dependency on South 
Africa can also be used to demonstrate a dependency, perhaps even to a greater 
degree, on the rest of Black Africa. Policies of alliance with South Africa and 
policies of relying on the staying power of a handful of white Rhodesians against 
millions of able bodied Black Zimbabweans-this offers us no economic or mili
tary security at all.  

More important to our general, truly national interest, as regards the scarcity 
of important mineral resources, would be our policies regarding stockpiling, and 
the encouragement nit only of new exploration. but of basic and applied research 
to develop substitutes. Why do we leave it to the mining companies that want 
to extract as much profit as possible from their present concessions? 

What interests are served by the build up of corporate investment in South 
Africa? Over four hundred sixty (460) American enterprises have nearly one 
and a quarter billion dollars ($1.25b) assets there. For very few of these firms 
is the South African branch their major operation. IBM, Ford, General Motors, 
General Electric would do as well to look to the rest of Africa. South Africa 
will not offer a safe haven from which to manufacture and export to the rest 
of Africa. There is not only the threat of external boycott and internal strikes 
there is also the threat of general turmoil as South African society approaches 
its explosive future. Such Africa's ideological moorings are in racism and 
nationalism, its praxis is fascism. It (can nationalize firms as readily as any
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other African state. One should not be overly pessimistic about the military 
interventions and coups elsewhere in Africa. So far they have not disrupted 
business. The corporate assets that are tied up in Nigeria alone are worth more 
than those in South Africa, and are less liquid.  

The important thing about our corporate connections with South Africa is 
not how big they are, but how small, and how few people gain anything from 
them. The controlling stockholders of all these firms together could fit in one 
high school gymnasium. And yet those petty circles of interested parties seem 
to be in a position to orient our national policies in such a fashion that the long 
term interests of the vast majority of us are jeopardized. Labor has no positive 
stake in these investments-they tend to export the type of jobs most relevant 
to the working class. The American black population has no positive stake in 
these relationships, they lose not only the jobs, but suffer the anguish of knowing 
their kinfolk there have to endure an essentially slave system for the meagre 
crumbs they are allowed t(i acquire.  

The general American public, even the average stockholder, with his lot or two 
of share,. has a stake in bringing the multinational (INCs) corporations under 
great control. It is not only the soveretignty of the foreigii host country, but that 
of our own government that might be at bay. l'ipu'ar sovereignty is already at 
bay in this country, largely due to the inordinate power MNCs have acquired 
through legal and illegal political contributions, through Government's and Big 
Business's mutual infusion of per.onnel, through the hidden persuaders of adver
tising, corporate prestige and mythma king.  

The people's resources for control of government in this context are perhaps 
inadequate. This seems to be the lesson of the Byrd Amendment. Whose interests 
are served by the violation of VN sanctions ag-,inst Rhodesia-the management 
and controlling interests of two 4r three enterprises, whose lobbyists are con
stantly active. and aided by close friends in the top echelons of the Administra
tion. at least the previous one. The black community gets no benefit from it, the 
workers, especially those in ferrochrome operations shutdown here as a result
they get no benefit from it. The general American society gets no benefit from 
it-the chrome is not scarce now. but future supplies of it may be as the Black 
African government that is sure to take over in Zimbabwe romembers our perfidy.  
That so ludicrous an action as the imposition of the Byrd Amendment could not 
be reversed before now speaks volumes about the distortions of the lines oif ac
countability on our Government.  

I do not expect that our general policies toward Southern Africa will change 
suitably until these distorted lines of power are straightened out and reconnected 
with the people.  

Political Relations 
The key and neglected factor in our policy stance is the political one. How 

long can the vested interests we have in S!iuth African exploitation count on 
racism and ignorance to becloud this potential battlefield. We can be sure that 
it is only racism and inordinate greed that supports the policies we have allowed 
to misguide us.  

The price we pay for this delusion may be the highest of all. When first I was 
in graduate school, the Belgian Congo set albout its troubled course of independ
ence, and shortly thereafter its forceful and visionary young Premier, Patrice 
Lumumba, was assassinated. All my black friends, who studied the matter with 
great interest, and most of my fellow white students, had no difficulty in con
cluding the CIA had a hand in it. Discussing the case of Lumumba, when first 
he was imprisoned, and before his announced death, my professor, an ex-Stale 
Department Official posed the question in class whether assassination was a 
proper tool of foreign relations. Ie interpreted my emphatic rejection of the 
notion in terms of a Ioulayan admonition that some acts are even worse than a 
crime, in being, also,, blunders. The real costs are even higher, I argued, for they 
are to the self. At some point wc will realize, that we cannot violate Ameria's 
character in our foreigni actions without destro ying that character itself. The 
succeeding fifteen years produced :a sleady 'and unbroken line of march towards 
just such a disaster.  

Moral Claracter 
It is said that when Rhodesia first contemplated its unilateral delaratia of 

independence, and consulted South African officials, the latter advised againsit 
it because, as realists, they appreciated the futility of two hundred thousand or 
so foreign white settlers stemming the tide of history. Even these unabashed 
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racists did not puff up white men so far beyond the measure of black as to make 
them vulnerable to the prick of any pinpoint. South Africans too, no doubt, 
expected more of the Portuguese, but then, they always were disdainful of mixed 
blood. When the Portuguese shield was bashed down, the South Africans were 
among the first to realize that Rhodesia would give way, someday soon, to Zim
babwe, and they moved to facilitate the change while there was still time to real
ize a moderate inward looking leadership there, characteristic more of the neo
colonial 1960s than the liberation minded 1970s.  

It would seem that the U.S. has not yet appreciated the significance of these 
changed circumstances. The appointment of Ass:istant Secretary Davis looks back 
to simpler and illusory times.  

Not even in South Africa is the future clearly beneficent to white domination.  
The white South Africans have deluded U.S. officials, along with themselves, 
into believing that the Bantustan policy will work and make for circumstances 
that are altogether different in South Africa. They count on pressing half the 
black Africans, and all of their political and social rights into nine ostensibly 
independent states, thus removing them from any claim to membership in South 
African society and therefore, any claim to political or other rights there. Nearly 
ten million people crowded onto only thirteen percent of the South African land 
area with none of its mineral wealth, virtually none of its decent agricultural 
land and very little of its coastline. Nine international basket cases, dependent 
still on the few "jobs" in the white slaveocracy. Many will fall for the illusion 
of political sovereignty, out of quest for the few privileges all oppressors know 
they must allow to some. in order to beguile the rest. Many will simply have no 
choice, because, being all to human, they will cling to such life and the means to 
it. as is allowed them. But any sane person must wonder if it won't fail as an 
experiment in controlled and allocated misery. The remaining ten million Black 
workers with their families will still outnumber whites in the latter's own 
towns and cities, by more than two to one. Even in the miserable Bantustans there 
will be room to start movements. And outside the power of Botswana will be 
building, the power of Zimbabwe will be building, and the power of Mozambique.  
to say nothing of the troubled infant Angola will be building. All these new 
black states will be growing and learning to flex such muscles as human -beings 
are capable of giving to well endowed societies with a sense of grievance.  

,What a faint star on which to fix our hopes for a few more years of profit.  
and avoidance of ever paying the price of a just retribution.  

Only one who fails to recognize any humanity in the black hordes of South 
Africa (an count their determination and capacities so low as to pose no threat 
to our basic, strategy of backing apartheid.  

All the while we can be sure that we will have to make our own separate 
peace on the periphery of the South African ce.,-,spool. No amount of cologne we 
might wear to (ur meetings with the Mozambiqueans. the Namibians. the Zim
babweans and even the chief supplier now of our petroleum imports-the 
Nigerians-will smother the evidence of our other social engagements.  

There will ie myriad (ldetails of change and challenge for us toi work out, but 
the fundamental task confronting us is relatively simple-at least to state: 
embrace democracy, esclew exploitation, believe in people, walk humbly but 
towards Right.  

We are currently doing just the opposite. Can any one here argue (otherwise.  
Why are we doing it? If it is because the minerals of South Africa are vital to 
our physical being-then whop is striving to reveal to the American people the 
peril they are in. not only 1bcause such dependency is not generally known, but 
because democracy and equity, humanitarianism and the honor of righteousness 
is eqIually vital to our moral and social, even to our political well being. If it is 
b aue there is some .,il in white South Africans, then are we to dismantle 
all our o wn institutions of criminal punishment. If it is because we believe so 
strongly in noninterference in the internal affairs of other states that we cannot 
move ourselves ot act against their wishes, then let us remove ourselves entirely, 
collectively and individually. If it is because we believe so strongly in "free 
enlterlris" that we cannot impose our public standards on our private selves, 
ar, we to nmike amarchy dour social ideal. If it is because all these things are 
hi ngled tog'ther, a re we never to start to untangle them.  

S0,1atoi' CLA K. Very interesting and very well thought out state
meat.



TEST OF OUTSIDE C( IUNTRIES INTEREST IN AFRICA 

In the time that we have I think we can cover about four or five 
basic topics that this committee is particularly interested in. I just 
ask each of you, if you care to, to make some brief conmLents on 
each topic. This hearing, of course, and the hearings that we have 
had in this subcommittee for the last several weeks have dealt with 
southern Africa and the question really is: Are southern African 
issues the most important ones to African States, generally, in evalu
ating outside countries, particularly those countries' interests and 
concerns a'bout Africa? In other words, as concerns-is this a test of 
outside countries' interest in that continent and, if so, why? 

We have not heard from you for awhile, Mr. Munger. !Vould you 
care to try that ? I am not sure that. I really articulated the question 
that well. Do you understand what I mean? 

Mr. MUNGER. I think I do, Senator, thank you. Politically I think 
the most important issue to black African States, as Dr. Herskovits 
characterized it. is the question of South Africa. Now, there are obvi
ously other questions, economic standards of living, education, and 
so on. These have a very high priority.  

Where I differ with my two colleagues here, Mr. Chairman, is that 
I do not think the United States is taking as active an interest as it 
could take in regard to promoting change within southern Africa, to 
have South Africa become a just society. I have felt this for a long 
time. I have written about it for. perhaps, 15 years or more in Foreign 
Affairs and other places. I now find that we are behind people like 
President Kounda, of Zambia, President Nyerere, of Tanzania, who, 
in their own good judgment-I think it is excellent judgment-are in
terested in promoting change in southern Africa, and if they go in 
there with their eyes open, I think it is, to answer your question, politi
cally the No. 1 question in sub-Saharan Africa. But economics are 
very often more important, and that is why many African countries 
have traded in various ways with South Africa. I think their own self
interest is what has dictated this, and I find no reproach to them in 
that reiard.  

S(.1,tor CLARK. 1IS. lterskovits.  
Ms. HER-sKOVITs. Well. I certainly (1o think that for the countries 

of black Africa, the southern African issues are the central ones. They 
watch what we do down there very carefully, and not just in South 
Africa. Take the Byrd amendment. That is the one that comes up 
over and over again, and they regard it very much as a test. They see 
us in the impossible position of trying to support both sides of a con
flict, and they are continually looking to see if we are altering that 
position at all. They have. expected better things of us. They have not 
seen them. They keep hoping that something will change.  

So, I think it is true that the southern African issue is central-and 
South Africa, of olirse, is the most lon,'-range concern, the one over 
which they ontilal judg is. That they are assessing our position 
all the time is something weC should know.  

Most African leaders, like all other leaders, have domestic concerns 
that they must worry about, an(d ultimately most of thir politics oper
ate on that, basis. But my experience is that the one international issue
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on which they have to deal with some of their own constituents, the 
one issue on which African governments will move is this issue.  

Nigeria, even if it wanted to, could not now control the distribution 
of its oil, because the oil companies do that. But the Nigerians are 
making plans, and they are not the only ones doing so. And I think 
that only at our own peril do we ignore the possibility that one day 
they are going to say to us, "We have been watching you very care
fully; you are doing things that are abhorrent to us morally, but also 
not in our interest; we are going to take some steps in our interest that 
may not be in your interest." 

Senator ('LAinK. Mr. Johnson, anything that you would like to add to 
that 

Mr. J0.INS(C,. ies very briefly. I want to stress the importance of 
looking at the long-term side of it, that is to say, to appreciate that 
other African governnents are not, nec-:,;sarilv going to expect the 
situation in Southern Africa to turn around tomorrow. I think they 
exi,,t it to be a rather l],,Ir struggle. They expected the struggle in 
Mozamlbique and Angola, to take loni'er than, in fact, it has, and there 
are still troubles ahead.  

,Ao, if there are not world headlines built around African accusa
tions a)out. our policies or any one else's in southern Africa, I think 
that should not beguile us into thinking there is no danger. And 
secondl. I think also the same thing is true for our domestic political 
situation. No one puts such issues above their own survival: this is as 
true for the. American black community, for examlple, as for most of 
the black African states, they have a lot of development to do, but they 
are building their power, not only to serve themselves, but also to serve 
the ideas they believe in, and, clearly, South Africa is a test of that.  

And, I think that if we fix our own attention on what that means 
for us in the long term, we can begin to build a network of proper 
connections with the ret of the continent that will hold up and carry 
us over some of the diffi(ulties we will inevitably face as we. try to 
adjust.  

IMPORTANCE OF EVENIIANDED U.S. POLICY 

Senator CLARK. I observe that there is a vote on, which means that 
I have about 14 minutes, so we have about 7 or S more minutes.  
I particularly wanted to get the judgment of each of you, if you care 
to comment, on why it is important, or unimportant, that we be truly 
neutral in Africa. Let us take Angola as an example and the parties 
involved.  

I think Professor Herskovits. you talked about this in particular, 
so maybe' I will ask you to address yourself to it first. Why is it im
1)ortan't in your .udgmient that we take a very evenhanded policy there .  
*W hat are le consequencos of not doing it, perhaps, is a way of saying 
it.  

A[s. HFS.r-KOVTTS. Well, I think it is truly important that we take an 
evenhauhd noliov there )ecaulse that is what African state- want us 
to (,). I lvc, talked with Africans from several countries about this 
very problem, and tle are worried lest we choose a side and, being 
: "1 Vr important and powerful comntry, have an effect that will not 
con ribute to the solution of an extremely (lifficult prol1em.
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It is not our business in some respects, and it is even less our business 
than we might have thought it in earlier times when there was not an 
organization of African countries (the OAU) that will try itself to 
take multilateral action. If that fails, then African states may make 
,other requests. But it seems to me absolutely essential for our relations 
with African countries generally that we start treating them like 
grownup, fullfledged countries, who have a better sense of the kinds 
of problems they are dealing with than we are likely to have. On of 
the ways that we can make that point is by standing aside and follow
ing their lead on how best to bring about a reasonable and, one would 
hope, just and good solution to that thorny problem.  

Senator CLARK. Mr. Johnson.  
Mr. Joh Nso-N. Yes; I would like to make a comment in that regard.  

I think, first of all, I asked the question, in what way might we likely 
take a side. I doubt whether we would, in fact, openly and publicly 
proclaim our support for one of the three liberation organizations. It is 
much more likely to be behind the scenes and subterranean. Indeed, I 
wonder if we are not dangerously close already to doing that, with the 
National Front, which is closely associated with the regime in Zaire, 
with whom we have a close relationship. There is a great danger in that.  
Also in Cabinda, where at least each of the three national liberation 
organizations themselves have made accusations that we have sup
ported secessionist movements in that tiny enclave, where all of the 
oil concessions are located.  

(ONSEQUEN E'S OF UNITED STATES SUPPORTING ONE OF TIHE LIBERATION

ORGANIZATIONS 

Senator CLARKd. May I just interrupt long enough to ask Mr. John
son, what would you see as the consequences of our supporting one or 
the other? What would be the adverse effects? Mr. Jo ,',N. Well, I think if we sided with any of the secessionist 

g'roups in Cabinda, I think you very quickly would get a move by at 
least one, if not two of the other neighboring states, to move in and 
displace us. I do not think tha.t the U.S. relationships are so close to 
Zaire that Zaire would stand back and watch an engineered breakoff 
of Cabinda, by itself.  

CON-EQUENCES OF U.S. SUPPORT FOR FNLA OR MPLA 

Senator CLARK. And how about in the case of the FNLA or the 
MPLA 

Mr..TohIs,,. Well, quite frankly, I do not think there is any 
ideological threat to us by siding with any of those regimes. I have 
pursuecd a laymanly-like study of the leadership of those movements 
over the course of the years. I frankly am not impressed with their 
ideological aco',ity, and the firnes of their commitments to grand 
outside ideas. I think, rather, the d.an (1,' is to promote an instability 
which the reion can ill afford. JI'lit thloy need most is the chance 
to hold that .oIuntlv to,_etlr, in relative1 y teaceful irumnstal,(s, and 
for us to side with any of t'in rath'r th'n to Fide with tho:se forces 
that are working to hol thm (ll to11 eh11, I think, wold be to



threaten the stability and security of the area generally, and to make 
it much more easily the prey, I think, of the machinations even of 
South Africa, and to move the whole southern African region toward 
a less calculated address of its problems.  

Senator CLA(R. Do you care to comment 
Mr. MU-GER. No, thank you. Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. All right, fine.  

INCENTIVE FOR AFRICAN STATES UNDERSTANDING 6F U.S. POSITTONS IN U.N.  

I think we have a couple of minutes left before the second bell 
rings. Do you feel that if the United States were to play a more con
structive role in the United Nations on southern African issues, is it 
likely that the African states would be more umlerstanding of U.S.  
positions on other issues before the United Nations There is frequent 
African opposition to the United States in the U.N. based more on 
kind of a third world solidarity than what Africans regard as U.S.  
insensitivity to southern African issues? If we were more sensitive to 
southern African issues, do you think they would l)e more sensitive 
to certain )ositions that the United States mi,,ht take in the U.N., or 
(1o you think that is somewhat irrelevant 

J1. Muner.  
Mr. MA-NGEr. Mr. C(hairman, I think there needs to be a major over

haul of the American 1)sitions in the U7nited Nations in regard to 
South Africa particularly, and the adjacent states, because we have 
been in the position of giving lip service to much of the rhetoric which 
is recognized by even some African delegates who use it at the United 
Nations about South Afria. I think we need. as suggested by the re
port that Mr. Barton ably made to this subconmittee, we ieed to 
stand up and vote, and we need to take positions which, in my view.  
Mr. Cliairman, are going to contribute to constructive and peaceful 
,chamie iii Africa.  

Now, we tend to listen to the rhetoric and say little because we are 
afraid of being branded as a racist this or a rac-st that. Consequently, 
we have not been constructive. Now. we have a lot of detente going on 
with African leaders and South Africa. Presicdent Houphonit-Boigny 
who is likely to go to Johannesburg shortlv is an example. We should 
support this kind of exchange. This is a very positive effort that I 
think we should undertake.  

Senator CLAKm. Ms. Herskovits.  
Ms. HERSKOVITs. A quick comment, if I may 
Senator CLARK. Right.  
Ms. HERSKovrrs. I have been talking to a number of Africans at the 

U.N. about this subject, and sometimes they talk very frankly, I am 
talking now about the ones who talk frankly.  

I have to start by saying I really do not agree about efforts to sup
port South Africa's view of its own d6tente. President Houphonit
Boigny to the contrary notwithstanding, because there are a large nurn
1,er of African countries--of which Nigera is only one; I can name 
niumbers of others, startinm with Tanzania andi Zanmbia-who do not



take that view. I would be very reluctant to see. us follow a lead that 
encourages or fosters South Africa's particular version of dialog, 
even if some few African states go along with it. I know that South 
Africans are trying terribly hard to have countries like Nigeria join 
in such contacts; most African governments are refusing. For us to 
encourage them to do otherwise would not be to help anything.  

To direct myself to your specific question, yes, I think if we play(ed 
a more constructive role on these issues in the United Nations, we 
would receive a more sympathetic hearing on other issues. I have put 
that question directly to several African diplomats and each of then 
has had a similar reaction; we find it impossible to understand why 
we are o-etting lectures about our behavior, when your behavior-in 
the specific case of the Byrd amendment-has undermined the role of 
the United Nations. WYe would be pleased to consider revising various 
positions if we did not feel that we were being bullied, and bullied by 
people whose own actions violate international effectiveness-anl 
law-as much as anything we are proposing.  

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.  
I have about six other areas that I wanted to go into. I wonder if I 

might submit those to each of the three of you, and if you care to 
respond to them for the record, sometime in the next 7 or 8 davs. we 
would much appreciate having your views.  

[Additional questions and answers follow :] 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO PROFESSOR MUNGER FRO.[ SENATOR ('LARK 

Question 1. Are southern African issues the most important ones to African 
states in evaluating outside countries' interest in and concern about Africa? 
Why? 

Question 2. Why is it important-in your judgments-that we lbe truly, really 
neutral in Africa-let us say-using Angnola as an example'? 

Question 3. What sacrifices are the African countries themselves making to 
further human rights and racial equality in southern Africa? 

Question 4j. If the United States plays a more constructive role on southern 
African issues in the United Nations., is it likely that the African states will lie 
more understanding of U.S. p(Psition)s mii other issues before the U.N.? ()r is fre
quent African opposition t) the U.S. in the U.N. based more on third world 
solidarity than (n what the Africans regard as U.S. insensitivity to southern 
African issues? 

Que.tion 5. Is fhere any relation between the southern African issues and the 
Middle East issues as the African states perceive them? 

Question 6A. Many previ''us witnesses have stated that the U.S. should ie more 
responsive on the southern African issues because of the growing importance )f 
Africa as a siurce of raw materials. They refer particularly to Nigeria as this 
country's largest supplier of crude oil, or Zambia's copper supply, or Zaire's 
cobalt.  

Question 6B. What difference will it make in terms of U.S. access to Africa's 
raw materials if this country shows a greater interest in furthering human 
rights in southern Africa? What difference will it make if the JT.S. continues its 
present southern Africa policies? 

Question 7. The Soviet Union and China have provided military sup)ort for all 
the liberation movements. Has this significantly improved their relations viti 
the African nations to the detriment of the United States. What can we () in 
southern Africa, in a peaceful way, to a.hieve credibility and friendship? 

Question R. What three or four specific actions would you recommend the 
United States take to improve its policy toward Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia 
and South Africa ?
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PROFESSOR 'MUNGER'S ANSWERS TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY 
SENATOR CLARK 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Pasadena, Calif., August 41, 1975.  

Senator RICHARD CLARK, 
Cihairman, Foreign Rclations Subcommittee on Africa, Dirksen Senate Office 

Building, Washington, D.C.  
DEAR SENATOR CLARK: Thank you again for the invitation to appear before 

your subcommittee on July 28th last. The questions you raised at the hearing and 
in notes given to me on U.S. policy issues in regard to Africa and South Africa, 
as well as a review of the testimony presented before the Subcommittee, lead me 
to answer your queries first in a broad sense and then with specific facts.  

Senator Humphrey in his opening statement at the committee hearing on 
July 23, 1975, raised the question of principle as to whether it is "possible for 
the United States to have a foreign policy which is both pragmatic and moral." 

My answer with respect to Africa is emphatically yes. But our point of depar
ture needs a new orientation. American policy in relation to Africa and southern 
Africa must i)e based on American perceptions of the situation, on sensitivity to 
the views of others in Africa and elsewhere, and on American self interest.  

Too much of our rhetoric has been directed to the appearance of being "nor,
racist" and to paying lip service to the analysis of southern Africa as presented 
in the United Nations by most African member states.  

It is fallacious to assume that the majority of African state- in West and East 
Africa have a detailed perception of the situation in South Africa. and it is even 
more fallacious to assume that those who advocate a peaceful solution have a 
thoughtful policy of how to accomplish change without massive loss of life.  

What most of black Africa knows correctly is that South Africa is not a just 
society and that for generations Africans have suffered racial discrimination 
there.  

But once that is recognized, it does not follow that their analysis of the cur
rent facts (or prescriptions for the future are necessarily accurate or wise. Unfor
tunately, the same simplistic denunciations of South Africa and of policy recom
inendations flowing from them characterizes some of the testimony previously 
given before the subcommittee.  

It is understandable that many African nation, are not well informed on South 
Africa. Few of them send-or are allowed to send---competent people to investi
gate. Some black countries are sending officials sub-rosa, but in West Africa only 
the Ivory Coast has proposed a visit for a leading official. The American position 
at the United Nations cannot be constructive with respect to South Africa if it 
accepts the analysis of how to produce change in South Africa from countries that 
are so woefully ill informed.  

My plea for more self-confidence in the analysis of South Africa as produced 
by official American sources is one often echoed by Iblack South Africans who are 
not in exile. Africans from that Republic should be the first to complain about the 
way they are treated in their own country. They do state many grievances. But 
they are often amazed at the hyperbolic statements and sweepingly inaccurate 
generalizations about South Africa that they hear when they come abroad.  

Let me illustrate how an understandable criticism of racial discrimination in 
South Africa. and one which I share, has often been followed by inaccurate state
ments. When I was before the subcommittee, I listened with some amazement to 
the description of the South African Home Lands by a distinguished American 
scholar who has done definitive work in West Africa as about "ten million peo
ple crowded into thirteen per cent of the South African land area with none of its 
mineral wealth, virtually none of its decent agricultural land. . . . Nine inter
national basket cases ....  

First of all, no official in South Africa maintains that the Home Lands can 
absorb even half of the twenty million Africans. Second, there are extensive min
ing areas within the Home Landq and more are likely to he discovered. As a mat
tr of fact, mining was the single larcest employer in the Home I ands in 1974, 
involving s,,me 7S.000 Africans. The platinum deposits in BophutaTswana are of 
particnlar interest to Americans.  

Third, the Transkei has a substantial (for its size) percentage of the best agri
c'ultural land in South Africa. The expansion of irofitalle sugar estates in Kwa 
Zulu a re another exa injile of "de'.ent" agricult'ral l:nd.  

Fourth, nlthluh the Home Lands have Iseen characterized as too small and 
too ioor to be sccessful, the fac(ts are otherwise. Los t year the budget of inde
liond(ent Lesotho waq $25.000.000. Tn comparison, the hudget of Kwa Zuln was 
$1.3,000,000, of the Transkei $130,000,000, of Bophuta Tswana $75,000,000, and so
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on. The Transkei is larger than Israel, Holland, or Belgium. It has more people 
than a score of the members of the United Nations.  

The issue, therefore, is not one of economics but one of politics. My statement 
before the subcommittee advocates consideration of American assistance to black 
education in Kwa Zulu and in other Home Lands and of encouraging American 
economic ties. But these territories will never provide in themselves the answer 
to the problem of racial justice in South Africa. I don't know a single responsible 
official Afrikaner who even begins to think so. Witnesses before this committee 
have been attacking paper tigers when they assume that responsible South 
Africans believe that the Home Lands are "the answer," when there have been 
repeated statements about the need to meet the legitimate political aspirations of 
the majority of Africans-those living in what is now designated as the "white 
area." Too many hortatory statements are made at the United Nations against 
the Home Lands without a real understanding of their political dynamics within 
the total southern Africa scene.  

It is time that the United States gave the lead in forging a constructive policy 
of peacefully achieving racial justice in South Africa. There are men in the State 
Department and elsewhere in the government who have far greater knowledge 
and more accurate of southern Africa on which to base policies than have most 
(if the orators at the United Nations. It is high time that the Senate consider leg
i-lation on the basis of American interpretation and leadership. You asked me 
before and might well again, why the United States does not face the issues at 
the U.N.? I believe this arises from a misguided effort to avoid any change of 
being accused of racism. In fact, it is racist to assume that a small country in 
West Africa must know more than multi-racial Americans about how to solve 
the complex problem of South Africa simply because of the skin color of its 
citizens.  

Witnesses before the committee have advocated peaceful change as a goal. But 
I listened with further amazement to another distinguished scholar, perhaps the 
American best-informed on Nigeria, advocate peaceful change in one breath, but 
then call for actions that would be barriers to peaceful change. I refer to the 
recommendation that the Congress support a study of how the power of the 
('abora Bassa Dam in Mozambique could be channeled elsewhere and thus hurt 
the South African economy. A look at the figures shows that the present generat
ing capacity is 1200 megawatts, almost double the amount of electricity produced 
at the Kariba Dam, and in two years the capacity will lie four times that amount.  
Mozambique needs to sell this power and a depressed South Africa would not be 
able to absorb it. No other possible user looms before 1980 plus.  

But the idea of crippling South Africa economically while at the same time ad
vocating peaceful change was further advanced before the committee by a call 
to study how the one million Africans from outside South Africa who now find 
gainful employment there might be employed elsewhere.  

If there is one truism of the relation between economic,, and changes in racial 
discrimination in the United States, it is that more opportunities are available 
for minority groups in good times than in bad times. It is during periods of eco
nomic boom, not in periods of depression, that racial bigotry is overcome the most 
rapidly. The very burgeoning of the South African economy which has drawn tens 
of thousands of Africans into skilled positions, thousands more into the lower 
echelons of management has forced the abandonment of many forms of economic 
discrimination. The so-called Job Reservation Act applies to only 3% of workers 
in theory and only 1% in practice, in large part because of the economic growth.  
The problem of racial justice in South Africa cannot be solved simply by encour
aging economic growth; conversely efforts to cripple South Africa economically 
can at the same time impede the long overdue economic opportunity for blacks 
which has come through growth.  

In the short run such a policy may well engender greater criticism of the 

United States by some black African countries. But in the longer run it will bring 

praise because we will lie accurately perceived as genuinely contributing to an 

improved status and equality for the black men and women whAo live in South 

Africa.  
We have been too slow and too cautious in following the early lead of Presi

dent Banda of Malawi, who has made a major contribution to better racial under

standing between black and white in Soouth Africa. We are still too cautious in 

supporting the efforts by President Kaunda and President Nyerere to lp rimote 

genuine peace in Rhode.ia. It is not politically easy for them to work with Prime 

Minister Vorster, just as it is politically difficult for him to work with them. The 

United States should be doing more to facilitate such efforts by black and white 

statesmen.
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It is my hope that in their visits to Africa the distinguished Senators on your 
sulihonmuittee will have all opportunity to see in depth the problems on which I 
have ('omnmnented.  

'ordially, 
EDWIN S. MUNGER, 

Professor of Politicael Geography.  

Ms. JEAN IIERSKOVITS ANSWERS TO ADDITIONAL (Q}UESTIONS SUBMITTED By 

SENATOR CLARK 

Qiestion 1. Are southern African issues the most important ones to African 
states in evaluating outside countries' interest in and concern about Africa? Why? 

Answer. In brief and in general, yes. (In particular an issue directly touching 
a country's own int.erest will take priority in that country's evaluations. Ethio
pia lrobably looks first to an outsider's position on Eritrea, for example.) 
Southern Africa is the place on the African continent where issues are most 
clear cut, where siding with or against fundamental human rights is most 
readily measurable. I have dealt with this point in some detail in my statement.  

Qucstion 2. What sacrifices are the African countries themselves making to 
further human rights and racial equality in southern Africa? 

Answer. The most striking examples come from the countries bordering the 
whit.-dominated states. Zambia and Tanzania in particular have shown a will
ingness to sacrifice substantial economic benefits. Zambia's border closing with 
Rhodesia is one example: both countries* shutting off their flow of labor to 
South Africa is another. It is too early for the new government of Mozambique 
to have taken similar actions, but their intention to take them is well known.  

Obvious sacrifices also lie in support for the liberation movements. Tanzania 
and Zambia have been providing actual bases of operation-and paying a price 
in real and threatened retaliation by doing so. Botswana, risking even more.  
gives asylum to r.efugees and quietly harbors some freedom fighters. All those 
countries have given financial aid, directly and indirectly.  

But so have other African countries, either through the Liberation Com
nittee of the O.A.U., or by direct contributions to the movements themselves.  
From any developing country with huge internal demands on its resources, such 
measures constitute sacrifice. So does providing training for Africans from the 
white-ruled states; places they have in West and East African universities. for 
examples, could be filled several times over by qualified nations.  

Question 3. If the United States plays a more constructive role on southern 
African issues in the United Nations, is it likely that the African states will be 
more understanding of U.S. positions on other issues before the U.N.? Or is 
frejeuent African opposition to the I.S. in the U.N. based more on Third World 
solidarity than on what th-e Africans regard as U.S. insensitivity to southern 
Africa issues? 

Answer. I have dealt with this matter in my statement, but would like to 
repeat here that the gencral answer to the first part of the question is, I believe.  
yes: the second, no. I must qualify that, however, by saying that the first answer 
(lelends naturally on what the "other issues" are. The second answer is illumi
nated. I think, by the O.A.U. resolution on Israel's U.N. membership passed at 
the 12th annual summit meeting [July 28-August 1] of the O.A.U. in Kampala.  
There the majority did not support calling for Israel's expulsion or even sus
pension, but instead asked members "to reinforce the pressure exerted on Israel 
at the United Nation . . . including the possibility of eventually depriving it of 
its membership.' 

Question 4. Is th.ere any relation between the southern African issues and the 
Middle East issues as the African states perceive them? 

Answer. The answer to this very complex question is an equally complex yes 
and no. Africans recognize historical differences in the two situations, as well 
as differences at present. The Subsaharan African countries have never d.nied 
Israel's right to exist, for instance, while they do deny that right to the present 
mininrity government of South Africa.  

But there are some links. Egypt is an African state: African states oppose and 
(',mdemna occupation of any African state by force, and part of Egypt, as inter
natimally defined, is occupied. Further, Egypt has long played an active role in 
supportbig time liberation movements in southern Africa. "We have objections in 
principle to Egypt's being occupied," said an African diplomat, "but we also note 
that tihe fact of her being oCcupied limits her ability to aid those moveinents."
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That African states do nt equate the two situations is clear. Their votes at 
the 1974 General Assembly were to expel South Africa , their votes at this year's 
O.A.U. summit did not support expelling or even suspending Israel from the U.N.  
Nonetheless. African governments have not failed to notice recent allegations of 
increasing collaboration between Israel and South Africa. They find it hard 
to understand why, for example, Israel believes it now necessary to exchange 
ambassadors with South Africa when that was not thought n.cessary before.  

In sum, I think an easy answer to the question is impossible. I would rather 
suggest that most Africans judge each issue on how they see its merits. But 
the issues will increasingly come together if the principals in the two situations 
bring them together for Africans in such ways as the one I have mentioned.  

Question 5. a. Many previous witnesses have stated that the U.S. should be 
more responsive on the southern African issues because of the growing import
ance of Africa as a source of raw materials. They refer particularly to Nigeria as 
this country's largest supplier of crude oil, or Zambia's copper supply, or Zaire's 
cobalt.  

Question -5. b. What difference will it make in terms of U.S. access to Africa's 
raw materials if this country shows a greater interest in furthering human rights 
in southern Africa? What difference will it make if the U.S. continues its present 
southern Africa policies'! 

Answer. It is hard to do much more than guess about the future, especially 
since the countries in question are only now coming to control production of their 
own resources. Gaining control over distribution of these resources is still ahead 
for them. As I have suggested in my statement, however, they are approaching a 
time when they will have such control. They do not lack other possible markets 
(especially in the case of Nigerian oil). They do judge non-African countries 
by southern African policies and actions. I should think, therefore, that we can 
only improve our chances of c-ontinuing access by making it concretely clear 
that we will no longer tolerate violations of human rights in southern Africa.  
Conversely, such access will be ever more threatened by our persisting in policies 
which, in Africans' views, support the white minorities while claiming to be 
"neutral." 

Ques tion 6. The Soviet Union and China have provided military support for 
all the liberation movements. Has this significantly improved their relations with 
the African nations to the detriment of the United States? What can we do in 
southern Africa, in a peaceful way, to achieve credibility and friendship? 

Answer. It is a mistake to see Africans as choosing to place themselves in com
munist or non-communist camps; as I said in my statement. I do not see evidence 
that ideologies and international issues outsde the African continent are 
compelling to most Africans. Nor do Africans want to become entangled in 
East-West competition and conflict: the former Congo-Kinshasa's experiences 
of the early 1960's are one obvious reason for their wariness. One the other 
hand. given the priority most African governments place on southern African 
issues, they do tend to assess non-African countries in terms of those issues.  
The support. moral and material, the liberation movements have received from 
the USSR and China can only dispose African leaders more favorably towards 
those countries, as ones showing understanding of African concerns (albeit in 
their own interests ) and a willingness to help. As I say in my statement, present 
American policies only serve to encourage better relations between African 
countries and the USSR and China, while discouraging similar-or greater
improvement in our own relations with African states. The statement also 
contains the changes I would propose.  

Que.stion 7. What three or four specific actions would you recommend the 
United States take to improve its policy toward Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia 
and South Africa? 

Answer. (1) Repeal the Byrd Amendment.  
(2) End all military and military-related contacts with the Republic of South 

Africa.  
(3) Actively discourage further investment in South Africa.  
(4) Establish diplomatic relations with Mozambique, and contribute to the 

alrpadv-announced multilateral fund to aid that country economically in 
enforcing Rhodesian sanctions.  

Senator Ct_\nJ. Thank you very nmich for coming.  
This hearing is ended.  
[Whereupon, at 11:56 a.m., the committee recessed, subject to the 

call of the Chair.]





U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Overview 

TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SuBcoMIarTTEE ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

OF THE COMIiTTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
Washington, D.C.  

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m. in room 
4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dick Clark (chairman 
'of the subcommittee) presiding.  

Present: Senators Clark and Pell.  
Senator CLARK. The hearing will come to order.  

OPENING STATEMENT 

In this final hearing on U.S. policy toward southern Africa, we will 
iwant to examine with representatives of the administration the impact 
of that policy on broader U.S. interests. This country's strategic, 
economic, and political interests throughout Africa are profoundly 
-affected by its position on the southern African issues. The U.S. role 
and the United Nations' is affected by its votes on the many resolu
tions pertaining to human rights, self-determination, and the peace
ful solution of problems in southern Africa.  

The credibility of the U.S. commitment to genuine independence for 
the African nations and of its respect for the sovereignty of developing 
countries is affected by its policy toward Angola and Mozambique.  

Finally, U.S. strategic interests in ports on the Indian Ocean and 
access to Africa's critical raw materials are affected by our southern 
African policy.  

The witnesses today will undoubtedly have much to say about all 
these aspects of U.S. interests in southern Africa, but at this time it is 
particularly important that they concentrate on two key questions.  

First, what effect do our positions on southern African issues in the 
United Nations have on our efforts to build more cooperative relations.  
'with the developing countries on a variety of issues before the United 
Nations ? And second, how does our southern African policy fit into 
the debate over the Indian Ocean ? 

On the eve of the Seventh Special Session, it is particularly im
portanit that the ITnited States demonstrate a willingness to work 
cooperatively with the developing countries on the issues of greatest 
importance to them.  

(471)
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The atmosphere of confrontation between developing countries and 
the industrialized states must be replaced by one of conciliation and 
'ecognition of mutual interests. Too often, the United States has ended 

ill) opposing resolutions, resolutions that, in fact, it supports in prin
ciple, but fears are impractical and impossible to implement. This 
country must adopt a policy of going beyond vetoes and no votes on 
impractical resolutions to taking the lead in proposing constructive 
alternativ'es.  

The developing countries have demonstrated the importance of the 
southern African issues to them by introducing numerous resolutions 
over the years on Rhodesia, South Africa, Namibia, and the Portuguese 
Colonies. The United States should certainly be able and willing to 
work with the developing countries in formulating constructive and 
realistic proposals to further human rights and self-determination. But 
too often the United States has been in the position of abstaining or 
vetoing or voting no on these various issues and has been joined in 
its votes by only a few other countries.  

According to the Library of Congress, four of our seven vetoes were 
on southern African issues.  

Hopefully, the witnesses today will be able to tell us that we, the 
United States. have done following each of these vetoes to propose 
constructive alternatives and to further human rights and bilateral 
relations with the nations of southern Africa. One of yesterdav's wit
nesses stated that the African nations will be willing to ree'valuate 
their positions in the United Nations on many issues of importan,-e 
to the United States, if the United States shows greater sensitivity to 
their interest in the southern African issues.  

In light of this, we will want to know how the administration is 
planning to deal with the southern African issues that will un
doubtedly be raised in the next session of the United Nations. Just 
yesterday, the Senate voted on the issue of expansion of the base at.  
Iiego Garcia; and during the debate, the U.S. relations with many 
African states which have Indian Ocean ports were cited as being ex
tremely important. U.S. access to those ports could well be affected by 
this count rY's position on southern African issues.  

The possibility of the U.S. use of military facilities at Simonstown, 
South Africa, and the devastating impact that could have on our rela
tions with the rest of Africa, was also raised yesterday on the floor 
during the debate. It is important that we clarify at this hearing ex
actly how the Department of Defense views the possibility of using 
Simonstown and whether the tremendous political costs of such an 
action have been seriously considered.  

Finally, previous witnesses ha\-e made numerous suggestions about 
what U.S. policy should be in the United Nations on southern Africa 
and about, how our southern Africa policy could best further this 
country's strateo'ic interests. The administration witnesses responsible 
for these areas should give the subcomittee their evaluation, their 
sui ggest ions, and whether any of them will be adopted in the near 
futnie.  

We are part itilarly happy to have Senator Claiborne Pell here this 
'ninl . I )o yon have an ope1iin.g statement, Claiborne ?



SEN ATOR PELL'S OPENING STATEMENT 

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like 
to be with you right through the morning, but ask you to forgive me 
if I move on to some other responsibilities.  

I wanted to be here to congratulate the chairnan on organizing these 
hearings which are giving lively attention to the problems of Africa, 
problems which have, in great part, been ignored on the legrislative side 
and not given the focus they sliould in the executive branch. Thanks t,) 
the good work of the chairnan of this subcommittee in focusing publ .  
attention on this developing, iml)ortant, and strategic palt of the 
world, great service is being rendered. 1 also believe that Assistant 
Secretary I)avis will prove an outstanding Assistant Secretarv and 
one that those who criticized when he was up for confirlnation 
and the African nations which were a little bit skeptical of him will 
find that he is as good a friend as he could possibly be to them and 
will prove a fine Assistant Secretary for the next couple of years.  

I look forward to reading the testimony of the witnesses, even if 
I can't hear it.  

Thank you, sir.  
WITNESSES 

Senator CLARK. I appreciate your comments. We are going to hear 
first from Edward Mulcahy. who is Assistant Secretary for African 
Affairs, Department of State; and then from Mr. Blake and Mr.  
Noyes. I understand Mr. Blake does not have a statement. Is that 
correct 

Mr. BLAKE. That is correct.  
Senator CLARK. But you are here to answer questions. Thank you.  
First, Mr. Mulahy.  

STATEMENT OF EDWARD MULCAHY, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE
TARY FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ACCOM
PANIED BY ROBERT 0. BLAKE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT 
OF STATE 

Mr. MULCAHtY. Mr. ('ihirman, members of the committee, I am 
pleased to appear before the subcomlittee as a. representative of the 
State I)epartment, to discuss with you American policy toward south
ern Africa. Assistant Seretaiv Nathaniel Davis, who is absent from 
Washington, has asl:ed me to express his regret that he is unable to 
be here for the final session of this useful series of hearings.  

Perhaps the mjost significant attribute of the policies we adopt 
toward southe,'n Africa is that they affect not only our relations 
with the countries of that area. but a)-,.o our own identity as a nation 
and our interests throughout Africa. As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, 
the relevant, issues in soutlhern Africa are majority rule in Rhodesia, 
self-determination in Nariibia. and tit, problem of apartheid in South 
Africa. Our stands on these issues determine to a signifirant degree 
our ability to pursue our interests elsewhere in the continent of Africa.
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U.S. POLICY TOWARD RHODESIA 

At earlier hearings in this series our policies in these three areas 
were discussed in detail, as well as our policy in Angola and in Mozam
bique. With respect to Rhodesia, we support fully the efforts of 
R.hodesia's neighbors, Zambia, Tanzania, Mozambique, Botswana, and 
South Africa, to bring about a negotiated end to the constitutional 
crisis. This can only be done on a basis of majority rule, a goal we 
support. We are well aware of the danger of an escalation in the 
armed conflict in the absene of rapid progress toward meaningful 
negotiations and our policy is designed to do what we can to avoid 
conflict.  

U.S. POLICY WITH RESPECT TO NAMIBIA 

In Namibia, the United States believes that South Africa should 
permit the people of that teritory to exercise freely and promptly 
their right to self-determination and independence. We support 
U.N. resolutions calling on South Africa to remove its illegal adminis
tration from Namibia and to recognize the authority of the United 
Nations over the territory. We follow events in Namibia closely and 
seek to promote, and protect the human rights of the Namibian people.  
We discourage private American investment in the territory and we 
withhold Export-Import Bank facilities from trade with Namibia.  

'NITED STATES SOUTII AFRICA POLICY 

Regarding South Africa, we have for many years made clear our 
strong condemnation of South Africa's policy of apartheid or sepa
rate development. Because of apartheid, we have imposed certain 
constraints on bilateral relations with South Africa while seeking 
to communicate our desire for a peaceful resolution of its racial 
problems, without on our part implying" acceptance of apartheid. These 
restraints include a 1 -year-old comprehensive arms embargo, an 8
year-old ban on U.S. Navy ship visits to South African ports, neither 
encouraging nor discouraging private American investment in South 
Africa, and limiting Export-Import Bank facilities for trade there.  
Our position of communication without acceptance of apartheid 
is reflected in our maintenance of a diplomatic mission in South Africa, 
in our systematic contacts with all elements of South Africa's popula
tion, in our active cultural and educational exchange-of-persons pro
gram, and in our encouragement, to American firms operating in South 
Africa to adopt enlightened enploynient practices.  

U.S. ATTITUDE TOWARD PORTtUGUE5E-SPEAKING TERRITORIES OF 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Our attitude toward the Portuguese-speaking territories of south
ern Africa, was stated by President Ford at the White House dinner 
for President Kaunda, of Zambia, on April 19. when he said: 

We have been followingf dovelqment.- in southern Africa with great, great 
ute,.r,-st. For mainy y-ars the United States has supported self-determination for 
ie 1lelies of that irvea and we continue to do so today. We view the coming 

ih lependeince of M,,z'xulique. An iola, and the island territories with great sat
isf; etif--as We viewed the independence of Guinea-Bissan j.st last year
\ Neri.:t stands re.mb(y to hell) the emerging countries, and t provide what assist

tance we can.
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U.S. POLICY RESPECTING MOZAM1BIQUE 

In Mozambique, we have recognized the new government, and have 
conveyed to its leaders our desire to establish diplomatic relations.  
With funds already wisely appropriated by Congress, we have also 
offered to assist them in their economic development if they wish our 
help.  

U.S. POLICY TOWARD ANGOLA 

Finally, in Angola we continue to deplore the fighting there and 
regret that the three liberation movements in that promising country 
have not vet, been able to achieve workable cooperation. It is our hope 
that we shall ultimately see progress toward independence in peace 
and stability.  

CONTINUATION OF PRESENT U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

REC O7IMENDED 

I recognize. as have assistant Secretary Davis and his predecessors, 
that there are some who believe we could do a great deal more to influ
ence a settlement in southern Africa. along the lines we believe to be 
conducive to peaceful progress in that area. There are others who hold 
we should take a contrary course. We continue to believe that our best 
interests are served by the policies we have described and discussed 
with you. The situation is; not a static one. We will continue to make 
our views known on issues and problems as they arise. We will con
tinue to keep constantly abreast of the fast-changing situation, and 
to study every possible step we might take to further peaceful progress 
toward self-determination and the end of minority rule based on racial 
oppression. But it is primarily up to the parties and peoples of south
ern Africa themselves to bring about a settlement. The role we can 
play and are playing is to encourage solutions through negotiations 
in order to avoid bloodshed that would threaten the peace and stabil
ity of Africa.  

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. Thank you very much. Mr. Secretary.  
Before we have questions, we are going to hear from Mr. Tames 

Noves, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern, African and 
South Asian Affairs at the Department of Defense.  

STATEMENT OF lAMES H. NOYES, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR NEAR EASTERN, AFRICAN, AND SOUTH ASIAN AFFAIRS, IN
TERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Mr. Noyrs. Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee, I ani 
pleased to join with Secretaries Mulcahy and Blake to comment on 
the defense asp(cts of this ,,dneral overiew of c'urrent and foreseen 
U.S. national ,curit v interests in tfle southern African area.  

At the outset. I wouldl lilke to eiiplmasize that the rol of the De
partment of Defense [I)OD] is essentiallv supportive of the ,'1Icart
ment of State in the implementation of T.S. I)olicy toward soluthern 
Africa. In contra-t to the broad range of problems associated with 
U.S. support of the various United Nations Resolutions seeking to 

60-619-76-31
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encourage equal rights for the native peoples in the Republic of South 
Africa., Namibia, Rhodesia and the Portuguese Territories of Angola 
and Mozambique, the DOD's specific responsibilities are relatively 
limited.  

U.S. STRATEGIC SECURITY INTERESTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Our strategic security interests in the area derive from the fact that 
the continental land mass of southern African littoral interdicts the 
vital Sea lanes to the Indian Ocean and the underbelly of the Middle 
East. The ultimate and potential importance of these sea lanes was 
brought sharply into focus when the Suez Canal was closed in 1947 
and remained closed until last month. While Suez is now open, we 
must remember that another closure always remains possible.  

DOD SUPPORT OF PRESENT U.N. POLICIES CONCERNING 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 

I would like to refer briefly to our support of current policies on 
-the U.N. arms embargo on South Africa and that country's disputed 
presence in Namibia, the U.N. resolutions condemning Rhodesia's 
illegal secession from the United Kingdom without provision for the.  
rights of its native population, and finally movement toward inde
pendence by the Portuguese African territories, including Angola 
and Mozambique.  

DEFENSE ACTIVITIES IN REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 

In the Republic of South Africa, defense activities are confined 
to an exchange of military, naval, and air attaches in Washington 
and Pretoria, and the now reduced operation of USAF [U.S. Air 
Force] missile and satellite tracking stations at Pretoria which is run 
by civilian contractors for recurring use when specific satellite pro
grams are in process. This station is serviced by periodical deliveries 
of supplies by MAC [Military Airlift Command] aircraft and visits 
by techical personnel from the United States. The facility is the 
terminal station on the Air Force Eastern Test Range and played a 
key role in our missile and space program during the 1960s. The DOD 
has adhered strictly to the U.S. arms embargo policy which was es
tablished even before the U.N. resolutions of 1963. Since that time, 
we have excluded South Africa from DOD sales of U.S. military 
equipment, training, and even correspondence courses that mig'ht help 
South Africa to enforce its apartheid policy of racial discrimiination.  
In addition, we have suspended normal V.S. ship visits to South 
African ports since 1967, making use of facilities elsewhere. I should 
emphasize that while South African ports and other facilities have 
highly significant capabilities when viewed in the sense of potential 
need in case of world conflict, we have found it possible to meet cur
rent requirements elsewhere.  

RIIODESIAN, NAMTIIJAN DEFESE ACTIVITIES 

In the cases of Rhodesia and Nainibia, the DOD has no current or 
anticipate(l secu.itv requirements. AVe maintain a complete hands-off 
policy with them and have no basis for aiiy military exchange or re-
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ciprocal arrangements. Until both countries become legally independ
ent nations there would be no basis for seeking such cooperations. As 
you may be aware, the issue of the U.S. purchase of high quality 
Rhodesian chrome has been viewed by some as a breach of U.S. policy 
to support the U.N. resolutions against. Rhodesia. In that connection, 
the Byrd amendment that made such U.S. purchases possible is still 
being considered for repeal by Congress. The DOD believes that 
Rhodesia's chrome is not required to meet anticipated defense require
ments as these needs are a comparatively minor part of overall U.S.  
consumption of chrome.  

DEFENSE INTERESTS IN ANGOLA AND MOZAMBIQUE 

Defense interests in the Portuguese territories of AnIgola and 
Mozambique have posed considerable problems in the past. As libera
tion forces battled with Portuguese troops over the past 14 years the 
United States has carefully adhered to a position of assisting neither 
side. Our neutrality brought complaints by the liberation groups and 
their African and U.N. supporters that we opposed legitimate self
determination, as well as from the Portuguese with whom we have 
had arrangements for military cooperation and assistance in connec
tion with their membership in NATO. We have also had mutually 
satisfactory arrangements with Portugal on U.S. base rights in the 
Azores. These interests obviously tended to conflict. As a result, neither 
the Portuguese nor the liberation groups in Angola and Mozambique 
were happy with our hands-off position.  

Nevertheless, the Portuguese were responsive to U.S. requests for 
ship visits and bunkering arrangements for USN [U.S. Navy] ships 
transiting the Indian Ocean. This service made it possible to avoid 
stopping at South African ports enroute to and from the Persian Gulf 
and Vietnam at a time when the Suez Canal route was closed.  

Now that Mozambique has obtained its independence and Angola 
will become independent of Portugal on November 11, 1975, we shall 
be dealing with the newly emerging governments. In light of their 
continuing criticism of U.S. policy during the insurgencies, the people 
who are coming to power may be reluctant, at least in the immediate 
future, to welcome U.S. ship visits. We are fortunate that the Suez 
Canal route has now reopened.  

This concludes my remarks, Mr. Chairman.  
Senator CLARK. Fine. Thank you very much.  
I have two series of questions here, one on the (lefens;e aspect and 

the other with regard to questions that probably would be more closely 
related to the State Department, although I would like to have all of 
you feel free to comment at any time on any of these issues.  

U.S. POLICY TOWARD USE OF MILITARY FACILITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA 

As long as you have just spoken, Mr. Noyes, let's look at some of 
the defense aspects first.  

I was particularly happy to hear you say that the Department of 
Defense believes that Rhodesian chrome is not required to meet an
ticipated defense requirements ,s these neels :ire a comparatively 
minor part of overall U.S. consumption of chrome.
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I know the State Department at present has taken a strong position 
in favor of repeal of the Byrd amendment. It certainly is going to be 
one of the questions raised on the floor. We are happy to have your 
testimony on that.  

Mr. Noyes, you have touched on this briefly, but I would like a little 
more explanation. What is the position of the United States concern
ing the use of military facilities in South Africa? How would you 
summarize that? 

Mr. NoYs. Mr. Chairman, I might elaborate by saying that there 
is no initiative or proposal within the Department of Defense or going 
outward from the Department of Defense to the rest of Government 
with respect to a desire to use military facilities in South Africa.  

Senator CLARK. So there is no consideration being given in the 
Government to possible use of any South African facilities, insofar as 
you are aware? 

Nr. Nox--s. That is correct, Mr. Chairman, except as a potential in 
time of substantial world emergency. One cannot rule out the impor
tance of Simonstown and other possible facilities in South Africa. but 
there is no current requirement that is presently being considered.  

U.S. POSITION CONCERNING NATO USE OF MILITARY FACILITIES 

Senator CLARK. What is the position of the United States, as a 
member of NATO, concerning NATO use of military facilities in 
South Africa? Does that cast a different light on it if we look at it 
from the point of view of NATO or through NATO? 

Mr. No-Es. My understanding is. Mr. Chairman, that NATO does 
not really consider matters south of the Tropic of Cancer and I do not 
believe there is ,.ny NATO consideration in a formal sense of a poten.  
tial prolblem that would arise in respect to the sealanes in that area.  

Senator CLARK. NATO consideration for that part of the world just 
does not exist.  

Mr. NoYEs. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.  

U.S. USE OF SOUTH AFRICAN NAVAL FACILITIES AT SIMONSTOWN 

Senator CLARK. More specifically, since this has been discussed a good 
deal, would the United States consider using South African naval 
facilities at Simonstown for any reason that you are aware of ? You are 
not giving any consideration to the use of Simonstown? 

Mr. NoYEs. There is no consideration, Mr. Chairman. We have had 
some emergency stops there where individuals who have been critically 
ill on U.S. warships have been taken off for treatment in South Africa, 
but other than that, we have made no stops and anticipate no require
ments.  

REPORTS OF M1AJOR MONITORING INSTALLATION FOR NATO INTELLIGENCE 

Senator CLARK. It has been reported, as you know, that Secretary 
Schlesinger proposed a major monitoring installation in South Africa 
for NATO intelligence at a meeting of the NATO Defense Planning 
Committee last spring. Is that then totally unfounded to your knowl
edge? 

Mr. NoYEs. It is absolutely unfounded, Mr. Chairman.
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FUTURE U.S. USE OF SI3ONSTOWN NAVAL FACILITIES 

Senator CLARK. If, at sometime in the future, both the ports in 
Angola and Mozambique and the Suez Canal were closed to the United 
States Navy, would it be necessary to use Simonstown? Apparently, 
your testimony is even if Ano-ola and Mozanbique refuse to allow us to 
land there, and if the Suez Canal, for one reason or another might be 
closed, there has been no planning given under these circumstances to 
using Simonstown.  

Mr. NoYEs. There certainly has been no planning given. I would find 
it difficult to speculate on that particular set of circumstances, but I 
think alternative arrangements certainly could be made under normal 
conditions to use 

Senator CLARK. Use other facilities? 
Mr. NoYES. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. Did someone else answer? 
Mr. NoYEs. My colleague was just saying it would be possible to 

refuel at sea.  
Senator CLARK. Yes, I see.  

U.S. NAVY USE OF ANGOLAN, MOZAMBIQUE PORTS POST VIETNAM 

How many times a year did the U.S. Navy use Angola and Mozam
bique ports after U.S. involvement in Vietnam ended? 

Mr. NoyEs. Yes, 'Mr. Chairman. I have these reports. I can provide 
that precisely for the record.  

Senator CLARK. I wish you would. Maybe you could just for purposes 
of discussion give us a general idea, but we would like to have the spe
cifics. Was it done regularly or just once or

Mr. NOYES. This information has been forwarded to you, I think.  
[See pp. 253-254] 
Senator CLARK. Yes. I know we asked for it once before. I haven't 

actually seen it.  
Mr. NoYEs. We have in 19-let's see. You would be interested in the 

period 1974. I see about 10 calls, port calls in Luanda by U.S. destroyers 
and destroyer-escorts, and 2 in Mocamedes and in Mocamedes during 
1975 I see 4 calls again by destroyers or destroyer-escorts. But that, 
of course, was prior to the opening of the canal.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  

CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR DEFENSE OF CAPE ROUTE, SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Back again to the question of NATO. In June of 1973, the NATO 
Defense Planning Committee issued a secret instruction to the Su
preme Allied Commander of the Atlantic [SACLANT], a contingency 
plan for the defense of the Cape route and the southern African region.  
At least this is what we have been advised. Can you throw any light 
on that? Do you have knowledge of that? 

Mr. NoyEs. I have no knowledge of that.  
Senator CLARK. Is there anyone that is accompanying you that can 

speak to that question ? 
Mr. NOYES. In 1973, Mr. Chairman, the SACLANT was given per

mission to study the sea lanes going through that area at the Indian
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Ocean, but there was no authority or inclination to study the actual 
land-potential land facilities or anything of that sort.  

Senator CLARK. But, there was a NATO study done in effect below 
the Tropic of Cancer? 

Mr. NOYES. It was related to NATO interest in the oil supply 
aspect.  

SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT OVERTURES TO U.S. CONCERNING 

MILITARY FACILITIES 

Senator CLARK. Has the South African Government made any over
tures to the United States concerning the use of their military 
facilities? 

Mr. NoyEs. I am not aware of any.  
Mr. MULCAY. Mr. Chairman, I can say quite categorically there 

has been no approach made to the State Department recently. I could 
also add that in his meeting in April with the assembled African chiefs 
of mission in Washington, the Secretary told them that they could 
put their minds completely at rest, that there was no consideration 
being given anywhere in the U.S. Government to the United States 
entering any military relationship of any sort with South Africa.  

Senator CLARK. My question went specifically to a question of 
whether the South African Government had approached our Govern.  
ment and you said not recently.  

Mr. MULCAHY. Not recently at all, sir. We have had no approach 
from them.  

Senator CLARK. Just for purposes of understanding that clearly, 
what do you mean by "recently" ? In the last few days, weeks, months, 
or years? 

Mr. MULCAHY. I can speak categorically for the past year that I 
have been serving in my present capacity and I am not aware of any 
before that. My colleagues confirm that, sir, going back several years, 
at least.  

Senator CLARK. The South African Government has not initiated 
any discussion about establishing American military facilities in their 
country for several years.  

Mr. MULCAHY. No, sir; despite the advertisements in American news
papers by the South African Ministry of Information advertising 
the delights of the now disused base at Simonstown.  

Senator CLARK. All right. Thank you very much.  

CONSTRUCTIVE U.S. PROPOSALS FOLLOWING U.N1. VETOES CONCERNIN-G 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

I would like to ask you some questions Mr. Secretary, about the U.S.  
vetoes in the United Nations and how they relate to some of the prob
lems of southern Africa. As you know, the United States has vetoed 
four resolutions in the Security Council relating to southern Africm 
problems. The first two resolutions had to do with the expanding and 
strengthening of sanctions against Rhodesia. The second two had to 
do with applying international pressures on South Africa to end its 
illegal occlpation of Namibia. The question is thi-. What constructive 
proposals did the United States make following each of those vetoes
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for international acts to further self-determination in Rhodesia and 
Namibia? 

In other words, what proposals were made for increasing the effec
tiveness of sanctions on Rhodesia or for increasing pressure on South 
Africa to grant independence to Namibia either bilaterally or through 
other organizations that would have said we have some positive ideas 
rather than simply vetoing the proposals at the U.N.? 

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Chairman, the most recent veto was cast along with 
the French and British.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. BLAKE. On the basis of a request for mandatory sanctions on 

arms to South Africa. We had pointed out at that time that we already 
had a voluntary sanctions program, embargo on arms to South Africa.  
This came up, Mr. Chairman, as a matter of procedure after there had 
been some very urgent efforts made by the United States, the British, 
the French, and some of the other members of the Council to get a res
olution through which would have been very positive in carrying pres
sure a bit further against the South African Government, putting us 
very squarely on the record. The politics of the Security Council were 
such that the pressures on the African members made it impossible 
in their view to accept anything other than the-what we considered 
the more extreme measures. In essence, what the problem was, these.  
pressures were so strong that they frustrated some very real attempts.  
to get a constructive outcome for which all members of the Council 
could have voted.  

-Now, that is a short history of that effort.  
Senator CLARK. Let's hear that in a little greater detail. As I under

stood you, you said that the United States, Great Britain, and France 
had a positive proposal

Mr. BLAKE. That is right.  
Senator CLARK [continuing]. To introduce at the Security Coun

cil
Mr. BLAKE. Right.  
Senator CLARK [continuing]. And that you were prepared to make 

this proposal and it was just not acceptable. Can you tell us something 
about the nature of that proposal ? 

Mr. TBLAKE, Well it touchej on the various elements. I don't have 
that with me, Mr. Chairman, right now, but-

Senator CLARK . Would you provide it, for the record? 
Mr. BLAKE. That was-it never saw the light of day in essence be

cause it was-in a negotiating stage before we got to the resolution 
which was vetoed. You have a constant problem in the Security Coun
cil for the African members to decide whether they will take action 
which will get a large majority of votes or even unanimous support 
as against somethin which goes as far as, let us say, some of the more 
hard-line Africans ask.  

I would say in addition to that. though, Mr. Chairman, that we 
believe that while the resoltions are very important, it is also im
portant before and after and between the sessions to continue to make 
our views very strongly known.  

On the Namibia' question, you may be aware that before this 
meeting of the Council. we had made with the French and the British 
a tripartite demarche to the South African Government on the ques-
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tion of Namibia, urging them to move forward rapidly, to do it with 
U.N. supervision, to be sure that all parties inside the country had a 
chance to make their contribution to this campaign.  

Senator CLARK. But, this was simply a reiteration of former Ameri
can policy.  

Mr. BLAKE. No. I don't think
Senator CLARK. It was not a new initiative.  
Mr. BLAKE. That is not completely new.  
Senator CLARK. What is new about it ? 
Mr. BLAKE. It is in details moving further along the lines of what 

we were specifically asking the South Africans to do.  
Senator CLARK. You have suggested this proposal. I think that is 

exactly the kind of thing that we would like to have on the record, 
what we have done of a positive nature. You have identified this 
British-French-American proposal as being a positive new initiative.  
Could you describe for us what some of those positive new initiatives 
were, even in a general way ? 

Mr. BLAKE. I think I have, Mr. Chairman. I think probably the best 
way to characterize them would be the statement that Ambassador 
Scali gave in the Security Council. I would be glad to furnish that 
for the record if you wish.  

[The information referred to follows:] 

UNITED STATES MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR JOHN SCALI, UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE TO THE 
UNITED NATIONS, IN THE SECURITY COUNCIL, ON NAMIBIA, JUNE 3, 1975 

Mr. President: May I add my good wishes to those of my colleagues upon your 
acession to the Presidency of the Security Council. I assure you of the full 
coperation of the United States Delegation. I also would like to congratulate 
our di.,tinguished colleagues from Guyana upon the manner in which they so 
ably presided over the Council during the month of May.  

Last December the United States supported Security Council Resolution 366.  
We v,,ted "yes" in the belief that the text, though imperfect in some ways, 
.adequately reflected our view that South Africa should act quickly and decisively 
to end its illegal occupation of Namibia. We believe, moreover, that the Security 
Council rightly placed its views and recommendations before the South African 
Government and urged it to move promptly along the path indicated.  

During the last six months, there has been some forward movement in the 
Namihian situation, but not enough. It is clear, however, that regardless of how 
.disappointed we are at the pace of steps toward genuine self-determination we 
must move carefully lest we worsen rather than improve the outlook for justice 
and freedom.  

In this connection we hear calls for an arms embargo. The record of the 
United States Government in this respect is one of which the American people 
can be proud. For twelve years the United States Government has voluntarily 
refused to allow shipments of American arms and military equipment to South 
Africa. Our Government has done this as a matter of principle. We do so out 
of conviction and not because we are required to do so by an international 
forum. If others wish, they can join us in such a voluntary policy, and we 
earnestly invite them to do so.  

As the Security Council considers what constructive steps it can take for the 
future of Namibia, there are four fundamental questions as we see them: 

Whether there is a commitment by South Africa to a course of self
determination for all the people of Namibia, and to respect for their rights; 

The timing of steps toward self-determination once that principle is 
accepted by South Africa: 

The question whether all Namibians, of whatever color, political affilia
tion, or skcial origin, would have their voices heard in determining the 
future of the territory; and
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The United Nations' role in the process of self-determination of all the 
people of Namibia.  

The South African Government made public its position on Namibia in a 
letter from Foreign Minister Muller to Secretary General Waldheim on May 27.  
In this letter, the South African Foreign Minister restated many positions 
.already put forward by his Government.  

Mfy Delegation believes we should explore South Africa's offer to resume a 
dialgue with a representative of the United Nations Secretary General and to 
enter into discussions with African leaders with the Chairman of the United 
Nations Council for Namibia and with the Special Committee of the Organiza
tion of African Unity. We fully recognize the past difficulties in such dialogues 
and note the restrictive terms of South Africa's present offer. Nonetheless, in 
,our view, it is important that new efforts be made to determine whether, in 
fact, a genuine discussion can now be initiated in these channels.  

We also note that the letter of May 27, in discussing the future of the terri.  
tory, states that all options are open, including "'independence as one state." 
We have also noted that this letter reiterates South Africa's recognition of the 
international status of the territory and states that it is the South African 
-Government's wish that a constitutional conference take place in as short a time 
as rHissible.  

Mr. Muller's words go somewhat beyond the assurances he gave the Secre
-tary General in April 1973. They may reflect a more realistic appraisal of the 
situation in southern Africa. Ambiguities remain, and South Africa should pro
vide clarification of its intent. We wish to know more precisely when and in 
what manner the planned constitutional convention will be conducted and who 
exactly will participate.  

During the Council's debate on December 17, 1974 I called unequivocally for 
precision and detail in South African planning for Namibia's future. Coupled 
with positive action, such clarity is called for for to ensure a peaceful and 
realistic settlement of the territory's future. Mr. Muller's most recent statements 
may offer hope that South Africa will allow a truly fair exercise of self-determi
nation in Namilia. South Africa must now move from general statements of 
purpose to specific implementing action. ('an South Africa be in any doubt that 
the international community wants these steps to define Namibia's separate status, 
and the timetable for carrying them out, and these to be stated in unambiguous 
terms ? 

At its meeting in Dar es Salaam in April, the OAU Council of Ministers re
viewed the situation in Namibia and adopted a comprehensive declaration on 
the territory aimed at overcoming South Africa's recalcitrance. Members of 
the Security Council, including the United States, have also been active in seek
in- to encourage South Africa to move forward decisively in Namibia to allow 
-the Namibian people to express their views freely on the political future and 
the constitutional structure of the territory.  

The United Nations, and this Council especially, have a unique and grave 
responsibility for Namibia and its future. South Africa has now given us some 
reason to expect that it acknowledges the interest of the international commu
nity in Namibia even though it still has not accepted United Nations participa
tion in the process of self determination for Namibia. Once again we declare 
to South Africa that it is our considered view that without a role for the United 
-Nations in the self-determination process, the international community cannot 
judge progress objectively and therefore cannot be satisfied that the people 
of Namibia will be able to exercise a democratic choice as to their future.  

The United States for its part remains committed to the view (a) that all 
the people of Namibia should within a short time be given the opportunity 
to express their views freely and under United Nations supervision on the 
political future and constitutional structure of the territory ; (b) that all Nami
bian political groups should be allowed to campaign for their views and to par
ticipate without hindrance in peaceful political activities in the course of the 
process of self-determination; (c) that the territory should not be split up 
in accordance with the policy of apartheid: and (d) that the future of Namibia 
should be determined by the freely expressed choice of its inhabitants.  

As we continue to press for these goals, the United States will sustain 
its present policies with regard to the territory. We will continue to discourage 
United States investment in Namibia and to deny Export-Import Bank guar
antees and other facilities for trade with Namibia. We will continue to with
hold United States Government protection of United States investments, made
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on the basis of rights acquired through the South African Government after 
1966, against the claims of a future lawful Government of Namibia. This policy 
reflects our strongly held belief that South Africa should act in the immediate 
future to end its illegal occupation of Namibia.  

Mr. President, the obligation of this Council is to foster a peaceful and just 
settlement. Our agreed goal is the exercise by the people of Namilia or their 
right to self-determination. As a responsible deliberative body, it is our duty 
to encourage all the parties concerned and to explore every possible oppor
tunity for launching the process of timely self-determination.  

In view of the facts of the Namibian situation, it is difficult to find that a 
threat to international peace and security exists within the meaning of the 
Charter. The party seen by some as causing the threat has agreed on some of 
the objectives desired by the international community and has offered to ex
change views on the means of achieving them. This clearly does not add up to 
a crisis, peace-and-war situation at this time. Thus, in our view, it would not 
be appropriate to invoke mandatory sanctions which specifically are res.erved 
for threats to the peace. We believe the Council, in collaboration with other 
African states, should insist that South Africa give concrete effect ti) its words.  
give firm assurances abut the issues on which it has not yet declared ifs p',,i
tion, and move forward with dispatch toward a new environment of freedom 
in Southern Africa.  

Senator CLARK. 1Ve would like to have that. Can you tell us orally 
roughly what the thrust of that was? 

Mr. BLAKE. All right. Just a minute. I will see if I have that 
statement.  

I believe that Air. Buffum, when he spoke. gave the major elements 
of that. I have a quick characterization of this here, Mr. Chairman, 
and as I said, I will provide you the rest. I might add tlat we have 
not made the text of our demarche public for reasons of diplomatic 
privay, but we have made all of the major elements that we have 
spoken of-the major elements that we have spoken of have been 
reflected in speeches. and so forth.  

Senator CLAPK. You are speaking of the major elements of this pro
posal that we were prepared to put before the Security Council ? 

Mr. BLAKE. No. sir. The major elements of what we urged tLe South 
Africans to do. It was reflected to quite a degree. But in any nezotiating 
stage, it is like a piece of legislation, that any-at any given stag'e. it 
has a lot of different elements in it and 

Senator CLARK. I guess it is the elements we are interested in.  
Mr. BLAKE. Right.  
All Namibians should, within a short time, be given the opportunity to express 

their views freely and under United Nations supervision on the political future 
and the constitutional structure of the territory. All Namibian political groups 
should be allowed to campaign for their views and to participate without hin
drance in peaceful political activities in the course of self-determination. The 
territory should not be fragmented in accordance with apartheid policy contrary 
to the wishes of its people. And the future of Namibia should be determined by 
the freely expressed choice of its inhabitants.  

Those are the major elements there.  
Senator CLARK. What is the date of that? 
Mir. BLAKE. I will have to furnish that for the record.  
[The information referred to follows:] 
April 22, 1975.  

Senator CLARK. It is fairly recent? 
Mir. BLAKE. Yes.  
Mr1". MULCAinY. About mid-May.  
Mr. BLAKE. About mid-May.
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Senator CLARK. I thought the elements you have just described had 
been our policy for some time. Are these new policies? 

Mr. BLAKE. This is a further elaboration. We have increasingly 
been outspoken and specific in what we ask and suggested to the South 
Africans.  

Senator CLARK. Senator Pell, feel free to come in at any time you 
have questions.  

Let's go back now to the original question that I asked, because you 
addressed yourself to only one part of it. What specific proposals have 
we made as a result of or following each of these vetoes of a positive 
nature? You said in the case of the most recent one that we had a 
proposal made that was never made public and apparently never was 
completely drafted, but which was in the discussion stage which you 
have just addressed yourself to.  

Have we made any other initiatives? 
Mr. BLAKE. Immediately preceding that the veto was on the ques

tion of expulsion of South Africa. I am not quite sure how that is 
subject to the same kind of considerations.  

Senator CLARK. I don't think it is. I agree with you. What about 
the other two'? 

Mr. BLAKE. I am unaware of any such proposals, although since 
this was before my time, there may have been.  

U.S. POSITIVE PROPOSALS CONCERNING NAMIBIA 

Senator CLARK. What about the period since the last veto? What 
have we done of a positive nature with regard to the Namibian 
proposal ? 

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Chairman, there is a thing we do have under con
sideration now. The timing has not been that long, but we do intend 
to seek further means of bringing home in an effective way to the 
South African Government our feeling that it is important that they 
move ahead and move ahead quickly to bring Namibia toward self
determination.  

Senator CLARK. We hope that it will be more than just words, be
cause you can only say the words so many ways so many times. We 
would hope that you could find a way in the United Nations to assist 
other countries who always seem to be in the majority on this issue, 
to push them in that direction. I don't necessarily subscribe to the 
idea that you have to believe in every word of a resolution to vote for 
it. It seems to me we could exercise our vote and give our qualifications, 
but we went over that with Secretary Buffum here last week in some 
detail.  

Mr. BLAKE. Right. Generally speaking. Mr. Chairman, in the 
General Assembly it is different from the Security Council. We do 
tend to support the resolutions which the African countries put up 
on this subject, except to the

Senator CLA RK. Speaking of the General Assembly? 
Mr. BLAKE. In the General Assembly, except to the extent that there 

are recommendations for mandatory sanctions at various times which 
often do pose particular problems because it is us they are asking to 
impose the sanctions.  

Senator CT,.%PK. Yesterday's witnesses ar.iied that the African na
tions would be much more responsive to U.S. interests in the United
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Nations if the United States were more responsive to their interests in 
the South African issues. Obviously, this is a subjective decision on 
anyone's part, but the witnesses yesterday felt that would be the 
case.  

KEY ISSUES FOR AFRICAN SUPPORT IN U.N.  

Let me ask you on what key issues do we really need African sup
port in the United Nations, in your judgment? 

Mr. BLAKE. This year, coming up, it might be interesting to point out 
two issues which will be of importance to us. One is an issue. the ques
tion of Korea. On this question in the past, we have enjoyed the sup
port, the positive votes of a number of African countries and a certain 
number have abstained and a certain number have voted against us.  
In that case. it seems to be related. as much as anything. to their status 
within the nonaligned movement and in a general way whether they 
.,re considered the more radical states or the more moderate states.  
These are slogans which don't necessarily hold up on too close exami
nation, but we have enjoyed substantial support from them.  

Now, the other issue is a new one, and one which is difficult. The 
suggestion made in some nonalined circumstances that Israel might 
be expelled from the United Nations. This is a matter of important 
principle and it will be important. Of course, this is not our issue.  
This is a broader issue involving the whole world, but one on which we 
feel strongl]y and certainly we will seek the support of African coun
tries. The question in principle is an important political question.  

SHOULD THE UNITED STATES BRING ANGOLA QUESTION BEFORE THE U.N.? 

Senator CLARK. Let me switch to a different subject. We are all 
aware of the difficulties in Angola now and the problems of the civil 
war that is occurring there. In your judgment, should the United 
States raise in the United Nations the problem of the conflict in An
gola, particularly from the point of view of the conflict being fueled 
by outside supply of arms? Does that justify our bringing this ques
tion to the United Nations, or do you think that is not the right forum 
for it ? 

Mr. BLAKE. I think right now, Mr. Chairman. the major effective 
and the most promising line of effective action is through the Africans 
acting amongst themselves. I think we would be inclined to be respon
sive to and sensitive to their leadership, how they felt this thing could 
be handled best. At this stage, I have heard of no real proposal to have 
United Nations peacekeeping forces. It could happen, but I have seen 
nothing to suggest, that at this time.  

OAU ACTION ON ANGOLA QUESTION 

Senator CLAnk. Have you seen any sumgestion that the Organiza
tion of African Unity, now meeting in Uganda, is prepared to take 
any action? 

Mr. MuLc.XTU. Mr. Chairman, we have had some indications from 
individual African leaders that they find the situation in Angola so 
,(eplorable that something ought to be done about it and they invited
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all three of the leaders of the nationalist factions in Angola to be
present. I believe that only Gen. Jonas Savimbi, the leader of UNITA, 
is attending. It is possible the other two movements may send repre
sentatives. I dare say that there will be a great deal of talk at the 
Uganda summit at the moment about it, but we have yet to find any 
major critical issue in Africa on which the Organization of African 
Unity will intervene except at the explicit request of the country 
involved without being invited to do so.  

The Organization of African Unity did send, a few months back, a 
small group of observers to Angola and perhaps the only issue in
volving their foreign relations on which the three factions agreed 
was that they would have no dealings whatsoever with this mission 
that was sent. There was also a United Nations mission there of some 
nature. I have forgotten exactly what their business was, but they were 
also boycotted by all three factions, because they had come unbidden to 
Angola.  

The charter of the United Nations itself, Mr. Chairman, as you 
know, encourages the settlement of disputes by regional organizations.  
They would, for example, in the case of a dispute between members of 
the Organization of American States expect the OAS to take the lead 
first. The United Nations would probably be reluctant, without OAU 
support and without an OAT initiative, to take cognizance officially 
of the Angolan sitiiation.  

It is a great problem. We certainly hope that statesmanship is going 
to triumph and that African len ders, whether they do so within the 
framework of the GAIU or whether in the context of a "wise men" 
body, or a group of negotiators, would lend a hand to settle this 
bleeding problem.  

TAX CREDITS TO CORPORATIONS INVESTING IN NAMIBIA 

Senator CLARK. It has been argued by some of the witnesses here 
that the United States should not grant tax credits to corporations 
investing in Namibia and paying taxes to the South African Govern
ment. In fact, if my memory serves me correctly, Senator Mondale 
introduced a bill to that effect, last year. What is the administration's 
position on that? 

Mr. MULCAIIY. I don't rcall. Mr. Chairman, that the issue has arisen 
since its consideration in the Congress. I am told, 'Mr. Chairman, that 
the tax credit issue presents baically an issue of statutory interpreta
tion. While we re'gard South Africa as illegally occupying the ter
ritory and we consider its official actions in the terrritory to be invalid, 
the Treasury Department has determined that the factors are not 
relevant to determining whether payments are creditable under section 
901 of the Internal Revenue Code. In the Treasury view, which seem 
to be controlling ,s far as the ,)(1ninistrative branch is concerned, the 
current law provides for a credit, in the event of any payment of taxes 
upon income to a groverning power without regard to its legality. We 
do not eonsid,]cr the grant. of a tax crerlit to imply any recognition 
by the I.S. Government of the legality of the, taxing power of, in this 
case, the South African Government. I think that is the-
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ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT FOR TAX CREDITS BILL 

Senator CLARK. I am asking a slightly different question. I am 
asking whether you would support legislation to prevent that from 
happening. In other words, you have interpreted the IRS's view of 
this under present law, but my question is if we were to introduce a 
bill, as I think Senator Mondale did in the last session, which we are 
contemplating doing in this session, would the administration support 
it? 

Mr. MULCAHY. I think about the most I can say to that, Mr. Chair
man, at the moment, is that we would he very happy to study it, study 
the wording of the legislation. It does offer some very good possibilities 
of advancing our position with respect to the 

Senator CLARK. Good. We would like to have your judgment on that.  

DESCRIPTION, U.S. CONTRIBUTION TO NAMIBIA INSTITUTE 

Could you describe the Namibia Institute that the Council on 
Namibia is seeking to set up in Usakos. Should the United States 
contribute to that? 

Mr. MULCAHY. I believe, Mr. Chairman, if my memory serves me 
correctly, that we have made a contribution of a few thousand dollars.  
I am subject to minor correction, Mr. Chairman. We have, in prm
ciple, agreed to support the Institute. We are at the present awaiting 
budgetary information that we have requested on it before actually 
committinz the funds.  

Senator CLARK. You are sympathetic toward that institute? 
Mr. MULCAnTI. We are, sir.  

COMMERCE DEPARTINENT HEARINGS: HARVESTINGFUR SEALS OFF 
SOUTH AFRICA 

Senator CLARK. Another question of a somewhat minor nature, 
Nut one in which we are intersted. I understand on September 18 the 
Department of Commerce will be holding hearings on harvesting of 
fur seals off South Africa. If so, is it your understanding that the 
Department of Commerce expects South Africa to represent, Namibia 
or will it ask the U.N. Commission on Namibia to testify? 

,Mfr. NT1TCATI. I believe, sir, that we would have to deal with the 
South African Government as being the de facto controlling power 
on the scene.  

Senator CLARK. Vhv so? 
M[r. MULCAHY. In that access to Namihia is not possible today with

out the approval of and in fact the issuance of a visa by the South 
A frican Government. To the extent that the American business inter
ests are enf.ifed in the sealing industry and along the coast of South 
A frica and Southwest Africa, it is necessary for them to deal with the 
South African Government.  

U.S. POLICY INCONSISTENCY 

Senator CLARTr. Is there anything incoi. istent in our position and 
nittitule toward South Africa, and Naniibia on the one hand in the 
IT.' . that we talk about and on thi other hand in these hearings? 
Don't you see some inconsistency in that?
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Mr. MULCAHY. It is inconsistent, sir, insofar as it is a very anomalous 
situation. We have the greatest sympathy for the Council on Namibia.  
We have not yet become members of it. We may, indeed, some day.  
But the body, as constituted at the present time in practice is unable 
to exercise its mandate within the territory.  

Senator CLARK. Did we deal with South Africa on all issues related 
to Namibia in similar fashion? With regard to these hearings we see 
South Africa as the de facto government in Namibia and deal with 
it accordingly ? 

Mr. -AluLCAHY. Yes; and usually with a reservation made in each 
case that our dealinos with the South African Government do not 
constitute a recognition of the legality of its rule in Namibia.  

U.S. 1EMBERSHIP ON U.N. NAMITIA COMMISSION 

Senator CLARK. Why have we not become a member of the Namibia 
Commission? How does one become a member? 

MAfr. BLAKE. Mr. Chairman, this is by appointment of the president 
of the. General Assembly, if my memory serves me. I don't think we 
have been asked to be members of the Commission. That is a theore
tical possibility, but in fact, it may well be that the Council, as things 
develop and as the process unfolds, will not have the same central 
role that some people now seek for it. It probably will be a more 
pranatic type of development. Certainly, the South African Govern
inent hasn't been ready to recognize the'Council, although they have 
indicated in some way that they will deal with the United Nations.  

Now. this is one of these areas where developments are under con
sideration and it is hard to say what role the Council will, in the end, 
have.  

Senator CLArK. Have we initiated any action or shown any interest 
in Ioooiinin a member of the Council to your knowledge? 

Mfr. M.NTLCAHY. No ; Mir. Chairman, we haven't.  
Senator CLARK. Gentleman, we thank you very much for coming up.  

We appre iate it.  
.,enaPtor ( , K. We are going to hear now from Mr. George Houser, 

executive director, American Committee on Africa, New York. Please 
come ipo to the table.  

-fr. Hoimer, we have a 20-minute rule. Consistent with that, proceed 
in any way you think appropriate.  

STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. HOUSER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA, NEW YORK, N.Y.  

Mfr. VnrT IR. Thank you, MNr. Chairman; 20 minutes? 
Senatr, Ciu',K. Twenty minutes.  
Mr. H~'-SER. I had been told it was about five minutes.  
senator CLA\RK. That is what we tell people in the hope that they 

will stay within 20. So you proc'ed. You may summarize your state
ment o) present it in anyway you think appropriate. Certainly, your 
entire statement will be made ; part of the record.  

M[r. ITr.nr. Thank vo. I might, observ,, Mr. Chairman, that in 
looking ,ver the statement as it was rather hurriedly stenciled and 
mimeograp 1hed yesterday. there are a number of typos which I will in
form whoever needs to be informed about.
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Senator CLARK. Fine. We appreciate that.  
Mr. HOUSER. I had not thought, due to the strictures on time, that 

I would read any portion of the statement
Senator CLARK. Fine.  
Mr. HOUSER [continuing.] But would simply make some comments 

about the general thrust of what I am trying to say in it. Since this 
is a section of the hearings dealing with overview, I haven't tried, of 
course, to dwell upon any one area of southern Africa. but tried to 
take a look at what I interpret U.S. policy as a whole to be, and I have 
given a kind of title to my statement which is "Observations on the 
Relevance of U.S. Policy to Southern Africa." 

The key word there, of course, would be relevance.  
That raises a question about what the nature and what the e sence.  

both of the southern African situation is and what the essence of 
U.S. policy is in relation to southern Africa.  

I have not had the opportunity. unfortunately, to read all or maybe 
even most of the statements which have been made during the cou'rse 
of these hearings. I will be interested to do this. However, I am sure 
that there is plenty of factual information which has been submitted, 
most of which I imagine I would accept, on what exists in the various 
countries, what the problems, the facts, are of the conditions and the 
situation in most of the countries which make up southern Africa.  

RACIAL7 POLITICAL, ECONOMITC EXPLOITATION OF BLACKS BY 

WIITE MINORITY 

I have just two points that I would make on the first part of my 
case, having to do with what the essence of the situation in southern 
Africa is. The first, and I shall not try to document this because I be
lieve it would be documented in other statements, the first is that the 
essence of the situation is that it is characterized by racial, political 
and economic exploitation of the great mass of people, the majority 
of the people, the Africans in this area of the continent by a white 
minority. One might interpret this that certainly it would have been 
prior to the coup in Portugal as also colonial domination and it is 
not necessary for me to dwell upon this because I am sure that in the 
testimony which has been given on South Africa, on Namibia, and on 
Rhodesia, it has been very well documented that in South Africa there 
is about 19 percent of the population that controls practically all of the 
land, all of the resources, the white minority living very happily 
and satisfactorily, nevertheless with fear. as to what their fiture is.  
but in control ofthe politics and of the economy of the country to the 
detriment of the vast majority of people, the Africans and the non
whites, the black population that live there.  

This is true in not just South Africa, which. however, is the most 
important power because it is the largest, in population. It. is the rich
est. It iQ tho most powerful. and therefore it dominates the situation.  
In Namibia, where about. 13 percent of the population are European 
and have the same rights and privileges and power that their counter
parts. thio white South Africans have in the Republic of South Africa.  
This is also reneated in the Rhodesiaqn situation where 1 hare 5, vwrcent 
of the population are European, again with even greater fears because 
the possibility of drastic change is miuch more imminent seemingly in
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Rhodesia than even in Namibia. And certainly, in South Africa.  
Therefore, there is a great deal of fear on the part of the white mi
nority in Rhodesia that they may be losing out.  

At any rate, the first point what I would make is that the situation 
in southern Africa in essence is characterized as one of racial, political, 
economic exploitation of the great mass of people by the minority who 
are in power.  

ONGOING STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM BY AFRICAN PEOPLE 

Now, the second aspect of what I think is the essence of the situa
tion to which policy must be related if it is relevant is that it is a situa
tion of struggle and conflict. Now, of course, ever since, virtually since 
the end of the Second World War, certainly getting up into the mid
1950's, there has been a struggle on the part'of African people all over 
the continent for freedom, self-determination, and independence. I 
think it is remarkable that with few exceptions, this struggle has been 
a nonviolent struggle. That is, on the whole it had proceeded along 
peaceful lines with the exception of the war for liberation and freedom 
in Algeria, and with the exception of the period of the Mau Mau in the 
changing situation in Kenya, east Africa. By and large, the changes 
have been brought about by nonviolent rather than )y wholesale 
violent methods.  

Now, one of the reasons why we pay attention and why I think hear
ings such as this are. held is because the southern African situation is 
unique in the African context in this respect, because here the meth
ods of change have been violent. Beginning with the Angolan situation 
in 1961 and then in the Guinea-Bissau situation which, although not 
geographically part of southern Africa, is in spirit the same kind of 
situation. or was, violence again there, guerrilla warfare, arms strug
gle, in January 19(;3 and in September 19;4 in Mozambique. in the 
spring or April of 1965 armed struggle began in Zimbabwe, and in 
Namibia in August of 1966, so that all of the areas with the exception 
of South Africa have an intentional armed struggle as part of at least 
the struggle for liberation.  

In South Africa it has not developed to that stage yet, because of 
the power of the South African Government in terms of military and 
economic might and also because up to this point South Africa has 
been protected by buffer zones.  

Now, one of the things which has changed the situation in southern 
Africa is, of course, the independence of Mozambique and to a little 
lesser extent the coming independence of Angola because this brought 
in a new objective situation in which a buffer protecting South Africa 
was removed, and South Africa has therefore pursued or attempted 
to pursue a different international policy to relate to these objective 
changes which have taken place since the coup in Portugal and since 
it was obvious that Mozambique was going to be independent.  

The policy of detente came into existence last year. I think it is im
portant to observe that. the African approach to dtente led by those 
countries that have taken the leadership in this-Zambia, Tanzania, 
Botswana, and now Mozambique-is in contrast to the approach that 
South Africa takes to the question of detente. Suith Africa is essen
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tially taking protectiv-e action and pursuing a changed tactical inter
national policy to try to win friendship with the African states, 
whereas the. objective of the African states is a much more limited one.  
It is not based oil the supposition that there is to be a change in the 
South African situation internally, but rather that it is possible for 
South Africa to be removed as a factor from the Rhodesian and the 
Namibian situations.  

This was clearly outlined in the statement which Tanzania intro
duced to the special session of the Organization of African Unity 
held in IDar es Salaam, I believe, in April of this year, where the sub
ject for debate really was the OAU approach to the South African 
situation and the d6tente was the essence of the discussion.  

I think it is-in other testimony, I am sure there has been a great 
deal of attention given to the question as to whether change is taking 
place within South Africa itself, and by and large, I believe it is 
recognized now increasingly, although I am sorry not far enough, 
that change is not-basic change is not, essential change is not taking 
plac(' in South Africa. All of the strictures of apartheid, the laws 
which keep Africans from an participation in the political life of 
the country-one could list all these laws, as I have in my testimony, 
and it has been in other testimony-are still in existence, so apart
heid still exists and the situation internally is not changing except 
in very peripheral fashions.  

I mention this only because it is inportant to bolster up my case 
again, which is that exploitation exists on the one hand in southern 
Africa and struggle and conflict, confrontation between the majority, 
the Africans and the white minority in control, is incontestably 
invol-ed in the situation and characterizes what the situation actually 
is.  

Now, my only point is if policy is not related to this reality, then 
it is not too relevant.  

U.S. POLICY AIIED AT AVOIDIN(U DISTURBING PROFIT_3IAKIXG 

ENTERPRISES 

Now, my analysis of U.S. policy is that it is not strictly related 
to the reality, this essential conflict and struggle in South Africa. I 
would, in summary, point to three aspects of U.S. policy which seem 
to me descriptive of what U.S. policy essentially aimed at. The first 
thing I would point to is aimed at avoiding disturbing profitinaking 
enterprises in South Africa particularly, which is the most important 
area, of course, of southern Africa, because business investment. is more 
important in the relations of the United States to South Africa than 
any other aspect of policy. With something between 300 and 400 
American corporations making a 19-percent-or-so profit on investment, 
it is obviously lucrative. The argument is made that by changing labor 
practices in industry in South Africa, possibly change can be brought 
al)out in the South African situation, but I think it is important to 
observe in this connection that the reason why American corporations 
or- other foreign corporations are in South Africa is not to bring 
change about. It. is to make profits. And I think when one is talking 
about essence, this is the important part of it.
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U.S. POLICY OF GOOD RELATIONS WITH WHITE MINORITY GOVERNMENT 

The second point I would make is that the U.S. policy has essen
tially maintained a good working situation with the white minority 
governments rather than with the mass of people. I think that a policy 
over the years in relation to Portuguese territories is instructive at 
this point, because I don't think it is essentially changed, not toward 
the Portuguese territories, but toward what makes up the essence 
of the conflict and the struggle. The United States never developed 
any working relationship or an understanding with the liberation 
movements in southern Africa. It has never taken them seriously.  

I recall only a short time ago, since it was a short time ago, that the 
PAIGC [African Party for the Independence of Portuguese Guinea 
and Cape Verde Islands] was engaged in its liberation struggle in 
Guinea-Bissau and it proclaimed the existence of its state, that there 
was some pressure upon the U.S. Government to recognize the Re
public of Guinea-Bissau, which the PAIGC had declared prior to 
the coup in Portugal, and the position of the State Department was 
to me an embarrassing one, not them-was then, but even more so 
when one thinks in retrospect on it. The United States took the posi
tion that the PAIGC had only about 10 percent of the people giving it 
loyalty, and that the Portuguese controlled two-thirds to three-quar
ters of the country.  

It is not surprising that the United States was not invited as a 
guest to Mozambique's independence celebrations on June 25 be
cause as Frelimo said at that time "this is an occasion for the 
friends of us, those who supported us in our struggle for independ
ence. to join together." The United States could hardly be ranked 
among them. The United States has had policies such as NASA track
ing stations in South Africa. has cooperated with the Atomic Board 
of South Africa, and as my colleague, Jennifer Davis, pointed out 
the other day, in trade has sent many small planes to South Africa 
which undoubtedly are being used for military purposes.  

One thinks also of the $436 million loan to the Portuguese Gov
ernment prior to the coup in Portugal as a means of assuring the 
continuation of the Azores as a base for the United States.  

[MNr. Houser's prepared statement follows:] 
PREPARED TESTIMONY OF GEORGE IN. HOUSER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

OF THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RELEVANCE OF U.S. POLICY TO SOUTHERN AFRICA 

These hearings under the sponsorship of the Senate Subcommittee on Africa 
and chaired by Senator Richard Clark, have been helpful in focussing attention 
on the southern African complex of problems. All too little attention had been 
given to this area of the world in the Senate of the United States recently. I am 
appreciative of the opportunity to present a concern about the direction of U.S.  
policy. For more than 20 years, the American Committee on Africa has been 
working in the field of U.S.-African relations. We hope that we can offer some 
helpful perspective on U.S. policy towards southern Africa coming out of our 
experience.  

The section of these hearings in which I appear is titled "Overview." In line 
with this my purpose is not to focus on any one country of southern Africa, 
but rather to try to look at U.S. policy in the perspective of the whole southern 
African situation. My major contention is that U.S. policy Is not dynamically 
related to the actual circumstances existing in southern Africa.
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Southern Africa, like practically all of the continent, has been the victim 
of conquest and exploitation covering a very long period. The fact which dis
tinguishes southern Africa, and is undoubtedly the reason for a current concen
trated attention on that area of the world, and also is the rationale for these 
hearings, is that this conquest and exploitation persists today. This is true even 
though the change in Portugal brought about 'by the coup of April, 1974, has 
raised new hope for a resolution to the problems of exploitation in southern 
Africa.  

In my statement, I do intend to dwell at length on facts and statistics which 
have been documented in other sections of these hearings dealing with parti
cular areas of southern Africa. It is inevitable that reference to South Africa 
should figure prominently because South Africa is the largest, the richest, and 
the most powerful of all the countries in the area. Also, it is not irrelevant to 
refer to the period of Portuguese domination in Angola and Mozambique be
cause the changes there are so recent that the struggle for independence is 
fresh in memory.  

The situation in southern Africa can be described under two principal head
ings. First, southern Africa is an area of racial, political, and economic 
exploitation.  

In Rhodesia, with only 5% of the population white, 50 out of the 66 seats 
in the Parliament are held by white members. Under the 1969 Constitution, 
presently in force, African representation could never surpass that of whites 
in Parliament, even if there were dramatic changes in the educational and 
finanial circumstances of blacks. This Constitution was adopted with only 
6,645 Africans qualified to vote. Under the Unlawful Organization Act and 
the Preventive Detention Act a succession of African political organizations 
have been banned. The Law and Order Maintenance Act gives the police ex
tensive power to arrest nationalists and to ban meetings simply by arresting the 
speakers. The Land Apportionment Act and the Native Land Husbandry Act 
puts the best land in the hands of whites. Six thousand four hundred white 
farmers have nearly all the best land. On an average the European worker 
in Rhodesia is paid ten times more than the African. The industrial Concilia
tion Act so limits trade union rights for Africans that they are virtually power
less to change their working conditions and their relations with either the 
white workers or their employers.  

In Namibia, approximately 13% of the population is white. No Africans are 
represented in the Legislature. Sixty-five percent of the country is in the hands 
of whites. All African land is held by an agency called "The Bantu Trust." Under 
the law. electoral politics for Africans are irrelevant because there are no 
elected positions for Africans as a whole in the government of the country.  
The South African government, which has controlled Namibia ever since the 
end of the second World War, has done everything it could to encourage a 
division of the country among ethnic groups. This was an attempt at a divide and 
rule policy the purpose of which is to maintain European control over the 
country for an indefinite period.  

In South Africa 19% of the population is white. By law no African may be 
elected to Parliament. Africans have no vote. The major African political 
organizations, which have existed primarily to protest injustices and to preserve 
as far as possible the rights of the majority of the people, have been banned, 
their leaders imprisoned, hounded by the police. or forced into exile. Under the 
apartheid system the majority of the people, the Africans, have only the privi
lege, not the right, of leaving the reserve areas, or Bantustans. which occupy 
only 13% of the land surface of the country. And yet, the economy of South 
Africa rests upon the labor of the Africans. A system of migratory labor hng 
been imposed upon the Africans. they have been obliged to accept this in order 
to sustain themselves in the small areas of the country where they are supposed 
to have their homes. About 47% of the African population live in the Bantustans.  
But only 15% of the income of the people in the Transkei and 9% of the income 
of the people in Kwazulu (the two largest Bantustans) are earned within these 
areas. Over half of the blacks live below the $120 ,nonthly income estimated as 
the poverty datum line for n family of five.  

Second. southcrn Africa is an area of .trnqolc and conflict. It is primarily 
because of this confrontation between the African majority people and the 
white ininoritv that the rest of the world has given unusual attention to the 
area. Most of the African countries achieved their independence through a
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struggle that remained remarkably non-violent. Algeria's war for independence 

and the Mau Miau in Kenya, were the exceptions. Liberation movements of 

southern Africa were driven to violence because they saw no other way to end 
exploitation and colonial domination. Guerrilla warfare was finally successful 
in the three major Portuguese colonial areas of Africa-Guinea-Bissau, Angola, 
and Mozambique. Not only did the liberation movements in these countries suc
ceed in freeing themselves from the Portuguese, but they were the catalytic 
agents which brought about a fundamental change in Portugal itself.  

In South Africa, for literally decades, the African National Congress attempted 
to bring change about within the institution, which the Europeans had created, 
The banning of the African National ('ongress and the Pan Africanist Congress 
following the Sharpeville massacre of )J960 brought an abrupt end to the African 
strategy of non-violence.  

The armed struggle for the liberation of southern Africa began first in Angola 
in 1961, in Guinea-Bissau in l);:-.. and in Mozambique in 1964. Zimbabweaun 
date the beginning of the armed struggle in Rhld sia from 1965, and in Namibia 
guerrilla tactics began in 1966.  

In South Africa sabotage and spwadic incidnts of violence have occurred 
over the last decade, but the liberation struggle has not yet erupted into full
scale violence. The reason for this has been twofold. Fist, South Africa has 
been protected Ily buffer areas on its iorders-the ocean on two sides, Mozam
lique under Portuguese domination. Blotsw vna which has been economically 
dependent upon South Africa. and Namihia, a captive state. Second, the govern
ment of South Africa has protected itself by the creation of a militarized police 
state. Within the last three year.s military expenditures in South Africa have 
more than doubled row amounting to a billion dollars a year. The Republic now 
produces about 80% of its lighter weapons. More than 100 kinds of ammunition.  
rifles, explosives and armoured cars a:re produced annually in the defense 
production of South Africa. In her tesftimony a few days ago before this sub
committee, my colleague, Jennifer Davis, outlined the military buildup in South 
Africa. The purpose of this military strength, of course, is to protect white 
South Africa from threats to its wav of life either internal or external. Any 
opposition to the system of white domination is dealt with immediately and 
leaders of active protest are put under ban or imprisoned. Half a million or 
more Africans are arrested annually under the pass laws in order to maintain the 
separation of black and white peoplhs from one another even while the labor of 
the African is exploited to keep white prosperity alive.  

That a dramatic change has taken place in southern Africa within the last 
year and a half is incontestible. The policy of the new government in Portugal 
was a victory for the liberation movements of Guinea-Bissau. Angola, and Mozam
bique. The independence particularly of Angola and Mozambique, because of their 
strategic location in southern Africa. has had a tremend(ous effect on the objective 
situation facing South Africa and Rhodesia. Part of the buffer that South Africa 
has always relied upon, has been removed. The white minority government of 
Rhodesia faces new pressures of isolation. South Africa has reacted to this new 
development not with a change of internal policy, but with a change of inter
national tactics. A "correct" policy has been adopted towards Mozamlique. At 
least limited pressure has been applied to the government of Ian Smith to come 
to terms with the African nationalist movement there. A policy of detente between 
South Afri'.a and black African states to the north is being attempted.  

The approaches of the black independent states, led by Zambia and Tanzania, 
and of South Africa to detente are in contrast. The objective of Prime Minister 
Vorster is to try to stave off any external attack against his country's security 
while tightening up internal machinery to preserve control. Efforts towards com
munication with African leaders such as Kaunda, the attempt to normalize rela
tions with Mozambique, speeches for external consumption about changes due to 
come inside South Africa, talk about removing South African troops from Rho
desia, speeches designed to make South African policy on Namibia sound reason
able--all of this has the purpose of deceivin, the international community into 
thinking a basic change is takingplace in South Africai.  

The approach of the independent African states to detente has a limited olijec
tive. It is designed not to lessen pressure on change within South Africa, Nut to 
try to remove South African economic and military power from Rhodesia and 
Namibia. This is quite clear from the statement which Tanzania submitted to a 
recent Organization of African Unity session in Dar es Salaam dealing with the, 
question of detente. The statement r-ad : "The willingness to talk to Vorster and
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his government about the transfer of power in Rhodesia and Namibia is quite a 
different thing from co-operating with him as he attempts to make friends in 
Africa in order to weaken the struggle for human rights and dignity within South 
Africa. All talking must be confined to matters of direct relevance to the transfer 
of power in those two countries, and in full co-operation with the appropriate 
nationalist movements." 

If South African power can be removed from Rhodesia and Namibia, the change 
to majority rule may come about soon and largely through peaceful methods. It is 
unthinkable that the Smith regime can last in Rhodesia without the presence of 
South African troops, and without the cooperation of Mozambique and South 
Africa through access to their seaports.  

The more fundamental question is whether change is taking place within South 
Africa itself. In explaining the new international tactical approach of South 
Africa, Prime Minister Vorster said to his own constituents "I have made no 
promises of change in domestic policy." To a recent student conference, the Prime 
Minister said "I have spoken recently to many who have intergrationist tenden
cies. They are people who have already thrown in the towel ... do not advocate a 
course which would lead to a sharing of power over your own people and over 
other people." The fundamentals of apartheid have not changed. The pass laws 
effectively limiting the right of the majority of the people (if South Africa to 
travel around their own country, still exist. The Unlawful Organizations Act, the 
Public Safety Act, the Suppression of Communism Act, the Sabotage Act, the 
Terrorism Act, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act, the Group Areas Act, 
the Bantu Education Act, the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act, the Bantu 
Administration Act, and a multitude of others still exist. The legal right of black 
trade unions to strike and even to engage in effective collective bargaining, is still 
denied. Africans still cannot participate in government and their political orga
nizations are banned. South Africa justifies its "separate development" and 
"homelands" policy by contending that South Africa is made up of many nations.  
It still spreads the fiction that each African "nation" can be independent when it 
is obvious to any observer that the homelands policy is simply a means of main
taining control over a divided black populace.  

The recent changes in southern Africa with the independence of Mozambique 
and the forthcoming independence of Angola, far from removing the bases for 
struggle, intensify them. The white minority of South Africa is powerful. This 
minority has given no indication of a desire for fundamental change towards the 
establishment of a multi-racial society. The black majority in South Africa, 
Zimbabwe, and Namibia are inspired by the independence which they have seen 
in Mozambique. Their expectations of change in the near future have risen 
tremendously. This increases the pressure for confrontation. These pressures 
will not be lessened by minor increases in wage levels nor by removing signs "for 
Europeans only" from park benches. The majority of the people want to run 
their own affairs. As long as the white minority looks upon this as a threat, 
struggle, conflict, and confrontation are inevitable. This is as it should be. This 
is the way change takes place in history. There is always hope when a repressed 
majority are unwilling any longer to accept the inferior status which has been 
forced on them.  

The policy of the United States has never comni to terms seriously with the 
southern African reality. This is not new. It only becomes necessary for the 
United States to have a policy toward Africa as a whole after the mid and late 
3950's when newly independent African states were emerging. Up to that time 
Africa was considered an extension of Europe. In spite of the fact that the 
United States has always given verbal support to the principle of self-determia
tion, it is rather ironic that one of the last acts of the Eisenhower administra
tion was to abstain on the decolonization resolution passed by the United Na
tions General Assembly in December 1960. For a very brief period, towards the 
beginning of the Kennedy administration, there was some indication that the 
United States Government might begin to accept a new reality in Africa. The 
United States voted to censure Portugal for its policy in Angola just after the 
armed struggle began in 1961. The United States look some steps to challenge 
the continuation of French colonial domination in Algeria. The United States 
voted for an arms embargo against South Africa. But with a few exceptions the 
United States has lagged shamefully on colonial questions, taking no effective 
initiatives and giving the conflict in southern Africa low priority on the agenda 
of issues with which it was concerned.  

As suggested in the title I have given my statement, I raise the question about 
the relevance of U.S. policy to the dynamics of the southern Africa struggle.
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A policy which is irrelevant to an objective situation is useless, or bankrupt, or 
deceitful. Any irrelevant policy is wasted motion because it does not meet the 
need to which it is supposed to relate. Or it may be deceitful in that it is in 
reality related to an entirely different set of interests and circumstances.  

If it is true that the southern African -ituation is characterized primarily 
by the struggle of the majority of the people against exploitation, then the 
contention that United States policy is irrelevant has substance. One important 
aspect of United States policy towards southern Africa, and particularly 
South Africa, has been to avoid disturbing a profit-making enterprise. Economic 
ties dominate the relations between the United States and South Africa. The 
official policy of the U.S. government is to neither encourage nor discourage 
investment and trade with South Africa. Over 300 American firms have in
vestments in South Africa and the average rate of return has been 19%. An 
article in Fortune magazine remarked "The Republic of South Africa has always 
been regarded by foreign investors as a gold mine, one of those rare and refresh
ing places where profits are great and problems small. Capital is not threatened 
by political instability or nationalization. Labor is cheap, the market booming, 
the currency hard and convertable". (John Blashill, "The Proper Role of U.S.  
Corporations in South Africa," Fortune-July, 1972.) With business conditions 
in the white community so profitable, investment could not be discouraged unless 
it was a matter of national policy.  

It is clear that American business is in South Africa for profit, not to 1riin " 
change about in the internal situation. In fact various surveys and studies made 
of the attitude of the average American businessman in South Africa reveal that 
they are quite content with the status quo. If change wvere to) e,,me about, it is 
by no means clear to them that they could continue to profit so highly from their 
business enterprise. Over the last several years there has been controversy as 
to whether foreign investment in South Africa tends to strengthen the status quo, 
or weaken it. The controversy usually ends when it is observed that the delbate 
is irrelevant because business is not going t(, withdraw fron South Afric'a as 
long as substantial profits are being made. Therefore many who are seemingly 
ready to accept the argument that American investment tends to) bolster up the 
regime say "Let us make the best of a bad situation. What lre-sures ca:n Amieri
can business enterprises in South Africa bring to bear to help chlange the internal 
situation?" The U.S. government rationale is that "improvements in labor prac
tices can be a catalyst for change in the South African situation." If there is 
any virtue in this position it is certainly not by design. The design of the policy 
of "business as usual" is to try to make a virtue o(t of porofit-making by claiming 
that American firms working within the law to make slight improvements in 
wages and working conditions will bring new pressures for change upon the 
South African government. This is deceitful. It is illustrative (if what a policy of 
irrelevance is all about. It says nothing about the fundamental injustices of the 
system which denies citizenship rights to the majority of the people living within 
the borders of the Republic.  

A second aspect of U.S. policy towards southern Africa is that it is designed to 
maintain a good working relationship with those in power, the white minority.  
The assumption of policy is that if changes are to take place, the initiative will 
come from those in power. The role of the liberation mnovemm-i t has never been 
taken seriously. During the l(ng years of the struggle against l'orluguese colnial
ism, the policy of the State Department was never to receive represent;itive.s of 
movements from Guinea-Bissau, Angola. or Mozamlique in the State Depart
ment building itself. It was thought that the Portuguese government would look 
with suspicion on any such meetings. American ainbassadors to sensitive areas 
in Africa had to be very careful in their contacts with the liberation mnovements 
from the Portuguese territories. The American amblassador in ('onakry, the (api
tal of the Republic of Guinea. where the PAIGC' had its headquarters during the 
long years of struggle, told me that he had virtually no contact with the PAN(C 
leadership. The representatives of the liberation movements reciprocated by not 
wishing to have any co)ntact with the official American represe ntatives.  

In the case of liberation movements from other parts of southern Africa, their 
representatives could visit the State Department if they so desired. lIwever 
this was done on the whole infrequently and witlout enthusia sim.  

In the case of Guinea-Bissau, there was considerable pressure put upon the 
U.S. government to recognize the government after it procloimed the existence 
of its slate in September 1973. This was several mionths before the coup in 
Portugal. It is almost embarrassing now to look at the official U.S. response,
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which refused recognition because it contended, the PAIGC had the allegiance 
of only about 10% of the population of the country while Portugal was still in 
control of between two-thirds and three-fourths of the country. It should not 
have come as a surprise to the government that there was no official represent
ative from the United States invited to the independence celebration in Mozam
bique. A Mozambique representative explained that the celebration was for those 
who were supporters of their struggle against the Portuguese. The United States 
government could hardly qualify on this basis.  

In both Dar es Salaam and Lusaka, which have. in recent years, been the 
principal listening posts for information about southern African liberation move
ment activities because most movements had headquarters there, the U.S. repre
sentative appointed to keep in contact with the movements found themselves 
increasingly isolated.  

The United States followed a policy of placating the pre-coup government of 
Portugal for military and strategic reasons. Even while claiming to follow a 
policy of support for self-determination and independence, the United States 
remained neutral in Portugal-African wars. In December 1971 a great deal of 
attention was given to the agreement between the United States and Portugal 
for the use of the Azores. In exchange for continued use of this base the United 
States agreed to a 436 million dollar economic aid package to Portugal in loans 
and grants.  

In the case of South Africa, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion established three tracking stations in South Africa. A cooperative arrange
ment was worked out between the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and South 
Africa' Atomic Energy P,,i rd. With U.S. cooperation South Africa's first nuclear 
reactor vas inaugurated in 196;5.  

Relatioms with the Rhodesian government had not been so cordial because the 
United States did close its consulate in Salisbury and supported the United 
Nations lioy.ott against South African goo(ls. The effect of this policy was dulled 
considerably by the pass age of the Byrd Amendment and the rather lackadaisical 
attitude the White House took towards defeating the amendment when it first 
caie up for reconsideration.  

hi the ca-se of Namibia, the United States has supported the termination of 
South Africa's mand:ite, lint has not gone much further to implement this policy.  

Jennifer Davis pointed out in her testimony several days ago before this Sub
committee that the United States was permitting violations of the embargo on 
military goods to South Africa. particularly through the sale of planes. The 
continued stile of planes, helicopters, diesel lociimotives, trucks, spare parts can 
by no stretch of the imagination be interpreted as implementation of the policy 
to support the liberation struggle. These are policies designed to strengthen the 
status quo. As such they are relevant to the southern African situation only as 
they strentlen the lowor which perpetuates the injustices.  

Third, U.S. policy supports the thesis that change can take place without con
frontation and struggle. The assumption on which the policy of dialogue and 

jimmaunication is based is that the g,vernments in southern Africa would respond 
to friendly persuasion. The U.S. government has encouraged American black 
athletes to visit South Africa in line with this policy of communication. The 
United States has welcomed leaders of South Africa in the United States pre
suniably on the assumiption that this would help to change policy there. The U.S.  
strongly supported the initiative of Kurt Waldheim, Secretary General of the 
Tinted Ntitins. when he lioposed entering into dialogue with South Africa on 
the Namibian que!tion. The representative of the United States said in the 
Security t'oumcil "'Te 1. iontinu-s to believe that such discussions are also 
tile Iilost realistic way of L-ainiug self-determination for the people of Namibia.  

.he Vnited States works on the thesis that economic and demographic 
liressluris will naturally bring about the change without the necessity of the sort 
of struggle which took plao in the Portuguese territories for over a decade.  
Thus 1V.. policy is not rel;:ted to the real situation in southern Africa. It rests 
on the, as mmmptii i Ihat tihe white minority will tring change about through their 
own efforts and oil tif ir own terms. It operates on the assumption that American 
inv(,stmmets can iontinue, that profits can be made, and that this in itself will 
somehow contribute toN Nrds change,. It operates on the thesis that the liberation 
IniiiveDelts have :il illsiMnifi.mi role Ii, perform and that they should be looked 
upon with suspi.iiii because the source of their international support is suspect.  

Ill spite of unelm yloiymel'mit ild inflatiin, and attendant economic problems oil 
the hmme front, is the lnited States tooi satisfied with its level of education,
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health, and general standard of living to relate to the dynamics of change in 
southern Africa? The people of southern Africa clearly are not satisfied. Their 
struggle for selfhood and independence has begun, and will continue until basic 
change has been brought about. This change need not be brought about through 
wholesale violence, although it would be foolish to think that violence will not 
play a role. When in history have a preferred minority willingly given up the 
position, power, and supposed security they have? The change in southern Africa 
cannot take place easily or without struggle or with no inconvenience to the rest 
of the world. This struggle can easily spread particularly because of the racial 
implications of a black majority struggling against a white minority. This strug
gle will be compounded by the fact that great powers in the world have invest
ments in opposing sides. The United States, Britain, and France among Western 
powers, and Japan in the Far East have an economic stake in the status quo.  
Some African states, Russia, China, among other powers in the world support 
those who intend to overthrow the system which perpetuates white minority rule.  

The irrelevancy of the United States policy to the dynamics for change in 
southern Africa assumes a relevancy to the forces attempting to maintain the 
status quo. If United States policy is to be relevant to the struggle in southern 
Africa it must reverse its direction. Instead of supporting in any way the white 
minority regimes, it should encourage those struggling to eliminate them. Instead 
of permitting trade in materials which might benefit the white minority regimes, 
it must put a stop to such transactions. Instead of in any way encouraging a 
continued business investment in South Africa, the policy must unmistakably 
urge withdrawal.  

Senator CLARK. I wonder if I might interrupt you to take your last 
5 minutes. I wanted to particularly have, your judgment on a couple 
of questions, one of which you are addressing yourself to now, but I 
would like to try to sharpen that a little.  

SUGGESTIONS REQUESTED CO-NCERNING FUTUTRE U.S. POLICY IN 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 

What one or two, perhaps three, specific policy changes would you 
recommend to our Government with regard to southern Africa? I then 
have another question I want to ask you about Angola, because I 
understand you have familiarity with the leaders there, and so forth.  

Mr. HOUSE, R. Yes.  
Senator CLARK. 11hat one, two or three things do you think our 

Government ought to be doing that it is not doing, that it could do? 

BAN ON FUTURE INVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA RECOMINEENDED 

Mr. HOUSER. Well, when you limit it by saying what it could do, 
that is a problem, because I am not very optimistic about what our 
Government is in a position to do, or would do, given the circum
stances. I would like to see the United States have a definite policy of 
discouraging, really positively, effectively discouraging, limiting 
American investment in South Africa. This ties us to the regime there.  

Senator CLARK. Excluding or limiting? 
Mr. HOUSER. I would like to see it excluded.  
Senator CLARK. In other words, a ban on further investment
Mr. HousER. Right.  
Senator CLARK [continuing]. In South Africa.  
Mr. HoUsER. I think it could be programed over a period of time.  

It is a simple thing to say exclude. I don't think that a law could be 
passed, probably couldn't .et through, could be passed today and have 
it go into effect tomorrow, but I believe if there--if this was the direc

60-619-76-----33
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tion in which policy was going, there would be some hope for thinking 
that the United States could become relevant to the real struggle 
rather than just relating to the powers that be.  

Senator CLARK. All right. That is one proposal, and a rather inter
esting one, I think. What would be another? 

U.S. CONTRIBUTION TO U.N. TRTUST FUND FOR SOUTH AFRICA 

Mr. HOUSER. All right. I would like to see the United States con
tribute to the United Nations Trust Fund for South Africa which. I 
believe, also is-can be expanded through other funds to include 
southern Africa. Now. the United States has given in very small 
amounts, like $25,000, to some funds in the United Nations related to 
southern Africa, but not directly to the United Nations Trust Fund 
for South Africa, because that fund is used for legal defense purposes, 
it is used to aid the families of those who have been arrested in South 
Africa because of their part in the struggle. I would like to see the 
United States take a vigorous policy in support of a fund such as this.  
that. it does not look upon with, you know, a lackadaisical attitude.  

Senator CLARK. All right. That is two. Can you think of another 
one or two? 

Mr. Ho-si.ER. Well. I ran undoubtedly mention very many. I think 
that the question of tax credits that you brought up earlier is exceed
ingly important. I was going to mention a couple of very specific 
things which 

Senator ('L.\iK. Good. Go ahead.  

U.S. ARMORED VE1ItCLES USED BY FNLA CITED 

Mr. IL )USER. Which are very current right now. It is a matter of 
immediate investigation. It is not a long-term policy in one sense. but 
there has been an item within the press within the last couple of days 
that American armored vehicles are being used by the FNLA in the 
Angolan situation, given to it by the Zaire Government, and I think 
that this question ought to be looked into. The United States

Senator CLARK. I must say I raised that question yesterday with 
the State Department and I was advised that they were, in fact, not 
American, that they were Belgian. Obviously, I haven't seem them. I 
don't have independent confirmation of that, but when I saw that in 
the paper yesterday, I was very concerned about it.  

Mr. HOUSER. I think it is an area for research here. A newspaper 
writer, it is true, could just, by the stroke of a pen, say American-made 
vehicles, but, the fact there has been JT.5. military assistance to Zaire.  
the fact that Zaire has supported the FNLA gives it some credibility.  

Senator CLARK. Yes.  
Mr. HOUISER. Furthermore, I am informed that one item which 

shows in the books as an armored vehicle that has been given to Zaire 
is the M-3 halftrack, and that might very well be the kind of armored 
vehicle that, the FNLA could be using in'this present strife over in the.  
town of Caxito, not too far north of Luanda in Angola. So, I think 
there is something to look into now. As I sav-

Senator CLARK. We have asked the Stafe Department to do that. I 
spoke to Under Secretary Robert Ingersoll yesterday about it.



SECURITY GUARD FORCE FOR RHODESIAN EUROPEAN FARMS BEING RECRUITED 

Mr. HOUSER. OK. And I was going to mention one other specific 
tlfin( that is very current which takes some ilv'estigation. I hope it is 
going to take some legal action. That is this announcement that some 
place in Pennsylvania there is a recruiting effort to recruit young 
Americans, supposedly veterans, as the person who is leading it is a 
Vietnam veteran, to go to Rh,)desia as a kind of security guard for 
European farms. Now, this is slightly different than the effort that 
has received a little attention out in Nevada, Colorado, the Phoenix 
Organization.  

Senator CLARK. I have been advised by the staff that the Justice 
Department does have that under investigation.  

Mr. ILSER. Good. Well, I think we ought to push the Justice 
Department as much as we can on this point, both from a private 
organization point of view and, of course, from the Congress.  

JUDGMENT AS To U.S. POLI'Y IN ANGOL-\N SITUATION 

Senator CL.\IRK. Let me ask you very )rieflv, becauise our timle has 
gone, what, in your judgment, is going to happien in Angola ? It is my 
understandinQ that You know or have visited with 'r. Neto and Mir.  
Savimbi and Mr. Ro)erto. You followed that situation.  

Mr. HOUSER Yes.  
Senator CLARK. What is your jud rment on what is ,. oing to happen.  

and tie:l to ttat. what do von think our policy ought to be with regard 
to these

Mr. HOuSER. I have known the leaders of the movenients for many 
years. and I was in Angola for some (lays toward the end of March 
and had occasion to see some of the men at that, time. It doesn't pal 
for me to look into a (rystal ball on this one. I can only express mly 
hopes

Senator CLARK. All right.  
Mr. Housm. Which are easier to do, because if one was speculating, 

vou see. you can speculate in so many directions. You can speculate 
that the country is going to be partitioned with the various movements 
in control in areeas where they have the prel)onderant force. You can 
speculate that it is going to-that, a full scale civil war is going to 
develop. Now, if you want to be pessimistic, you can take this kind of a 
route, but, you can speculate more optimistically as well, which I would 
hope-I would like to do. Who knows what is going to happen? I would 
like to speculate that they will make some adjustment to one anothl,, 
There is not too much that backs that up at this point, to be sure. and 
I have followed the differences that have existed among these moveV
ments for all the years virtually that they have been in existence, and 
those differences are qdiute deep. They are not as deep ideologically. I 
think, as they are made out to be. but with the present, leadership 
there I think it is going to be very difficult to see this solved without a 
great deal of strife, and vet the necessity is upon the movemnents and 
upon the people of the country to try. I think, to make an arrangement 
with one another which will lead to a pea'ef ul -olution.  

I doubt if there are going to be elections in October.  
Senator CLARK. What should we be doing in your judgment, if 

anything?
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Mr. HoUsErF. First, the United States should stay out of it and, 
who knows what the United States may be doing in various ways? I 
don't know. Traditionally, there has been a relationship with the 
FNJLA for a variety of reasons which would take some historical 
discussion. I hope that this is not the case at this point. I would like 
to see the United States privately take an initiative to discuss this 
question with the Soviet Union. I think it would have to be done on 
that kind of a basis.  

Other things could be done, perhaps, through the Organization of 
Afri, 'an Unity. I doubt that it is a question that should be on the 
agenda of the United Nations at this point. I don't think it would get 
anyplace. The OAU can do things and they can do things privately.  
Their resolutions, I am sure at this session right now, will be for-the 
movements to get together, but they will undoubtedly set up a C-ommis
sion of several of the Presidents of various countries to serve as a 
reconciling factor.  

Now, they have done this before and they have had agreements 
before. I would like to see that kind of a road taken through the 
OAU. The United States-I would like. to see an initiative taken 
bilaterally with certainly the Soviet, Union and. perhaps, with China, 
because there are elements in the conflict in Angola which could lead to 
a much wider conflict than just what in happening in Angola.  

Senator CLARK. Mr. Houser, I wonder if, for the record, because of 
Vyur familiarity with the parties in Angola, sometime in the next 
week if you can provide for the record your understanding of the 
di-tinctions between these three movements.  

Mr. ITo-smR. It is going to be difficult to do unless it is something 
that, is already written, because I am about to leave on a trip for 4 
wet ks.  

Senator CLARK. That is fine. I just thought if you had an oppor
tun ity.  

Mr. JlorsR. I migth t say that I have some of the testimony from 
Gerald Bender and John Marcum and I think they have done a pretty 
good job of laying this out.  

Senator CLARK. Fine.  
Mr. IoUsER. However, I might be able to come up with a couple of 

pie-es that could be sent to you.  
Senator CLARK. If yOU could, we would be glad to have them. We 

want to identify as thoroughly as we can the distinctions and the 
ways in which they may find some unity between them. We thank you 
very much for coming today.  

Senator CLARK. The hearing is adjourned.  
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was adjourned subject to 

the call of the Chair.]
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The powder keg is in place. The fuse is primed, and the time is urgent.  
The independence of Mozambique on June 25 seems to me' after a three week 

visit to five southern African countries to be the key to a series of volatile developments all of which are explosive in nature.  
The scene was set a year ago when the "Unholy Alliance" of Portugal, 

1 South Africa, Mozambique, Rhodesia, Zambia, Namnibia tn that order; a visit to 
Angola was scratched due to the outbreak of fighting there. A map of the area and a 
short description of each is attached as an appendix.  

2So described by Alfred Nzo, Secretary General of ANC-South Africa.  
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Rhodesia and South Africa fell apart. The overthrow of Portugal's authoritarian 
Caetano government on April 25, 1974 by military officers tired of the African 
(olonial wars suddenly meant the end of buffer-state protection for South Africa 
and threatened the very existence of Rhodesia.  

Mozambique's small cadre of Frelimo revolutionaries "1 owes much to the OAU' 
and to Tanzania; to the first for its generous supply of Russian and Chinese 
arnis, to the second for providing guerrilla bases for over a decade of "freedom 
fighting." In my mind there is no doubt that they will cash in their IOUs by 
demanding Mozambique to shut down Rhodesia's access to the sea either by 
closing its ports of Beria and Lourenco Marques or by preventing the further 
falsification of shipping documents. These two measures, long permitted by the 
Portuguese. have allowed Rhodesia to maintain a steady growth of its GNP 
for the last decade and would appear to be a primary weapon to be used against 
iRhodesia if Prime Minister Ian Smith fails to make political concessions of 
major magnitude to the ANC-Rhodesia.5 

Ian Smith combines certain political craftiness with sheer maladroitness as 
seen by his arrest of the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole, leader of the extremist ZANU I 
organization, just weeks before Smith was to meet with the ANC leaders at a 
round table conference to discuss greater black participation in the Rhodesian 
government. Sithole's detention and subsequent trial in March for plotting 
revolution gave the ANC leaders good reason for delaying the meeting while 
waiting for (and perhaps persuading) Mozambique to make up its mind.  

Smith's Nationalist Party has no opposition in the National Assembly except 
for 16 blacks,' but the party's hardcore ,f obdurate diehards is unlikely to 
approve of any conciliatory or appe:vlment motions. Rhodesia's ministers and 
senior civil service officials with whom I talked speak of turning over the govern
ment to "majority rule" hut only when the black is "ready." Neither the need for 
a prompt political settlement nor a realization of how much racial discrimination 
they might have to erase to satisfy the blacks appear present in their thinking.  

In any event, I predict nothing substantive will take place at roundtable 
conference before Mozambique becomes independent next month. Bishop 
Muzorewa and Rev. Sithole attended the Jamaican commonwealth leaders con
ference in late April (just after I saw them 8 in Rhodesia and Zambia) where 
the Rodesian question was much discussed and the ANC position heartily sup
ported. OAU support was earlier fothcoming at a meeting of African foreign 
ministers in Dar es Salaam in early April although the OAU declaration was 
more temperate than some African nations wished.  

Unless Smith can convince South African Prime Minister Vorster that it is not 
his intransigence, but ANC's. that prevents further talks. South African will 
pull its 600 counter-insurgency police force out of Rhodesia's northeast battle 
zone in order to shorten his own battle lines. More important to Rhodesia is 
whether he will leave South African equipment behind: without the .?5 heli
eoptes. various troop carriers and a steady supply of ammunition. Rhodesia will 
face a critical guerrilla war with minimal firepower.  

Ostrich-like, South Africa and Rhodesia believe Mozambique will not close 
its ports because so much of its economy depends on Rhodesian traffic, trade 
and tourism. .ly brief stay in Lourenco Marques convinces me to the contrary.  
The OAU Conference in Dar es Salaam resolved to find a peaceful solution in 
Rhode,,sia if possible, hut otherwise to resume confrontation and the armed 
struggle led by the ANC'. At the Commonwealth Conference the consensus 
appeared to favor granting Mozambique economic support in return for her 
closing ports to Rhodesia, for mobilizing international support for the UN 
economic boycott (especially with regards to Japan and the United States (Byrd 

3 Frollmo Mozambiqne Liberation Front. The Portuguese estimated they numbered 
•.001 tr,,,ps : Rlindesian intelligen',, sources said half as many.  

4\OAU -rganization of African Unity.  
ANO-Rhooesia-African National Council, a coalition nf three liberatinn movements, 

headed by Bishop Abel MIuzrewa : not to he confused with ANC-South Africa-African 
National Congress. a 3o-vcar-t)ld movement banned by the Republic of South Africa and 
led by Albert John Mvubi Luthuli in exile.  

n ZANIT-Zlm:ibwe African Nationalist Union, one of the three freedom fighting groups 
in lh, ANC. The other important one is the ANC Itself. Less important for now is 
ZAPi'-Zimbabwe African People's Union, led by Joshua Nkomo.  

7 Etri are aippointil by trilal liadsnen who are under the paternalistic domination 
of the, white iDistrict ,1miissioners. and ,9 are elected. Nnne can exercise any real opposi
tion in the National Asvfl,iy due to being' solidly blocked by the 50 white MiPs.  

Fmr a list of all persons interyviwed, see Appendix III.
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Amendment), preventing the seating of Rhodesian delegates at international 
conferences and the travel of its citizens to other nations, and, finally, a program 
to dissuade emigration to Rhodesia.  

Presently, ZANU insurgency is strongest in the northeast, an area where the 
Rhodesians have adopted Sir Robert Thompson's Malaysia defense scheme of 
protected villages." I flew over several of these and am satisfied they work in 
areas of relative population density, but not in rugged, hilly terrain where 
people are far scattered and agricultural and pastoral lands are scarce. Since 
the ANC demands black majority rule immediately and Smith will not grant it in 
less than two or three years, I fear fighting will break out with greater vengeance 
in the northwest on the border with Zambia. President Kenneth Kaunda of 
Zambia has been the leading spirit in the "detente" movement presently underway 
with South Africa and has preached moderation with Rhodesia, even having 
gone so far as saying, although he subsequently denied the quotation, that 
,immediate black majority rule could come in two years." Nevertheless, it has 
also been said that if Smith, who he describes as a "slippery character" does not 
make concessions. Kaunda will allow Rhodesians a chance to train in Zambia, 
provided they will do so under the ANC banner rather than continue their 
rivalry with each other. This rivalry led to the assassination of a ZANU co
chairman named Herbert Chitepo in Lusaka shortly before my arrival and the 
execution by firing squad of 155 other ZANU henchmen who wanted to unite with 
AN('. Kuanda is deteremined to stamp out this lawlessness and substitute for its 
an effective and united guerrilla force trained to fight an escalated war against 
Rhodesia.  

But the honest, blunt President of Zambia, who was being entertained in 
the White House while I was visiting Rhodesia, is determined to win majority 
rule in South Africa. He said just shortly before departing for the Jamaica 
Commonwealth Conference. "'In this great African endeavor to liberate the 
rest of Africa, there is no struggle which has been as expensive for Zambia as 
that currently waged in Zambabwe," and he is perfectly willing to continue with 
that sacrifice. He differs from the extremist nations only that we would prefer 
to win without war if possible. If not. so be it. Let war come.  

In Lusaka, Zambia's capital, I met the exiled leaders of three white con
trolled nations who still dream of independence and their return to their coun
tries as saviors.  

Tb-qe from Angola worry whether that former Portuguese colony's interim 
government can ever coalesce sufficiently to allow independence and self-gov
ernment to emerge November 11th, as scheduled. Fighting between the Marxist 
MPLA' and the FNLA ° broke out two days before I was scheduled to arrive in 
Luanda. forcing me to cancel my visit. Five hundred were reportedly carried to 
the morgue and untold hundreds more were buried in the rubble of the city.  
Such rivalry can only benefit UNITA. u whose leader Jonas Savimbi is scheduled 
to visit the United States in June, according to George Sanguma, Secretary for 
External Affairs for UNITA. with whom I met in Lusaka.  

According to Sangumba, the issue between all three parties is what kind of 
government independence from Portugal will bring to Angola. Neto's MPLA will 
bring such strong Soviet influence into southern Africa as to upset the balance 
of power there he claims. Fortunately for UNITA, the Portuguese elections of 
April 25th did not bring the Communists into power in Lisbon. Such a victory 
would have meant the strong bncking of MIPLA by Portugal and the end of the 
coalition government.  

Roberto,' FNLA, accused in late M[arch of machine-gunning to death 55 young 
MPLA recruits, has no appeal to TTNITA because of its dependence of Zaire 
which seems to Sangumba the ideological fountainhead for most of Roberto's 
political thinking. UNITA predicts Roberto will become a one-man dictator if 
allowed a free hand. and classifiod him as one of Angola's three greatest enemies, 
the other two being Zaire's Mobntu and the USSR.  

MPLA-PoPular Movemnt for the Liberation of Angola. Leader Agnstinho Neto has 
the upport of 251;1 of the population, most socialist minded Intellectuals and young 
people in Luanda, the capital. Although it has a well defined platform it appears out of 
touch with the grassroots,.  

il FNI -National Front for the Liberaition of Angola. Leader Holden Roberto is 
related hir marriage to Zirf-'s President ,Mobuto who has given him so much support 
many Angolans fear Angola will het.,me its junior partner. It draws about 20% popular 
;upp(rt. moistly from one ethnic tribe.  

n UNITA-National Union for Angola's Total Independence. Leader Jonas Savimhl is 
compared to his friend Che Guevara as a dynamic political figure. His party has 45% 
of the population behind him and owes no foreign allegiance.
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To counter the influence of these two strong forces already at work within 
Angola,' Savimbi will visit the United States in order to locate outside support 
to finance the pre-independence election campaign. Its imminence has been 
largely responsible for the intensification of party rivalry with consequent shoot
outs which endangers the country to the point that no one can speak with as
surance that an election will ever be held. Fortunately, the new Portuguese High 
Commissioner Silvo Cardoza appears to be neutral in his dealings with all three 
parties and may be able to use the 24,000 Portuguese troops to maintain order 
now that the Portuguese Communist Party lost in Lisbon.  

Angolan independence will affect South West Africa, renamed Namibia by 
the United Nations. This scantily vegetated and inhabited mandated territory I 
e(ontains many of the virtues and vices of South Africa, its de factor adminis
trator. Its elaborate economic and social infrastructure could never have devel
oped without South African assistance on a vast order. South Africa's relations 
with the 12 African peoples living in Namibia have not been all bad by a long 
shot, some of the worst offenses having been committed while the territory was 
still Germany's, but the disease of apartheid" flourishes in Namibia and will 
eventually destroy it in its present form.  

Prime Minister Vorster has announced that South Africa is prepared to give 
up Namibia as soon as the territory can decide how it can become self-governing.  
The SWA all-white National Assembly has accepted motions to (1) decide which 
discrimatory racial laws can be abolished immediately and (2) hold a round 
table conference with the 12 tribal peoples to discuss independence and self
government.  

If this sounds familiar by now, let it be said that the Namibian situation also 
resembles Rhodesia's in the sense that the white administrators here hold the 
same views about the blacks that the Rhodesians do, that is they consider them
selves the "guardians" of primitive peoples unable to support economically a 
complex government or even to manage it. In addition, they see the blacks put
ting up artificial obstacles to free discussion, not realizing that the blacks no 
longer trust the whites and would just as soon fight as negotiate.  

The white's gravest opponent is SWAPO' which says it represents all of the 
Namibians but which gets almost all of its support from the Ovambos. This 
energetic tribe accounts for almost half of the black Africans in SWA,6 but are 
crowded into a northern "homeland" along the Angolan border. Many Ovambos 
live also on the other side of the border which accounts for the threat to Namibia 
posed by Angolan independence. Vorster has made clear his antipathy to dealing 
with SWAPO, which he claims does not represent in any way the entire tribal 
composition of the territory.  

Meeting with Sam Nujom, SWAPO's President-in-exile in Lusaka, I was told 
categorically the party does represent all the peoples, but my own impression 
is that far from doing so, it is actually foared by many of the lesser tribes such 
as the Hereros and Damaras. The South West African whites can probably 
arrange for Ovambo representation at the round table constitutional talks, al
though of course not SWAPO party leaders, but presently are faced with certain 
obstinancy from the Hereros, a fiercely independent tribe which was displaced 
by Germans generations ago and are still displeased to he living on a semi-desert 
in the northwest of the country, much like American Indians who were forced 
from their lands into South Dakota.  

The white administrators I talked with in Windhoek, the capital, reminded 
me again of the Rhodesian ministers who recognized the inevitable but wanted 
to procrastinate as long as possible. When reminded that the time bomb was 
ticking away, that Rhodesia's inevitable downfall would mean the subsequent 
concentration of all African forces on Namibia. they simply wailed that they 
were going forward with self-governing plans at all possible speed. I was not 
convinced. Their talks with various tribal representatives seemed to me more 
on the lines of convincing them the whites knew best what should be done for 
Namibia than eliciting their own views (which however are probably extremely 

12 angumba says there has been a huge Increase of USSR technicians, "tourists" and 
fishing boatq, etc. in the vicinity recently.  

13 Approximately one person to square kilometer or T50,000 people for 318.261 sq. miles.  
14Apartheid literally means "separateness" and hv extension includes South Africa's 

program of "separate and equal development," which few believe to be either equal or 
possible.  

15 SWAPO- South West Africa People's Organization.  
16 About 350,000 out of 650,000 Africans, the remaining 100,000 being either Euiopeans 

or "coloureds."
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ill-defined), and in any case are not progressing with the urgency which the 
situation demands.  

I predict that Nujoma will receive substantial aid from Zambia if progress 
is not made and that the U.N. General Assembly will make a major issue out of 
Namibia in September when it next convenes. Meanwhile, on May 31st the UN 
Council on Namibia will invoke its boycott on all products exported from SWA 
which will place the United States and many other nations in another em
barrassing situation. The US-controlled Tsumeb Corporation "T accounts for most 
of the copper, lead and zinc exports of the c,,untry and contributes a substantial 
share of the total revenue of the territory. (Diamonds are in first place, bringing 
in a little more than half of the value of mineral exports.) Presumably in order 
to avoid the UN Council's boycott Namibia's exports will travel the long route 
to S,-iuth Africa's ports at considerable increase of costs, but this will only serve 
to intensify OAU campaigns against South Africa itself.  

In Lusaka I met also with tile leaders of ANC-S(outh Africa, an old but feeble 
oplsition party-in-exile which was banned by South Africa in 1960, ten years 
after the Communist Party was banned there. "Banning" was described to me 
in Johannesburg" as "The single most powerful weapon the South Africa Re
public has at its command against black organizations." While I met with many 
black leaders in South Africa ranging from a homeland Chief Minister to uni
versity intellectuals, I was as much impressed with the ANC-South Africa's 
propisals for a new. black equality rule for the Republic as I was with any of 
theirs. On the other hand, the African National Congress appears to have little 
strength within the Republic, due I think to the age of its leaders, its existence 
in exile and to the 'intellectualism' o-f its program as Opli0Sed to the more 
populist appeal of other movements still permitted in the Republic.  

Assistant Secretary Mt.enne AV. ("Soiapy") William's reply to a question of 
whether he would write a 1-ok about South Africa after being there a week was 
quoted to me. He said. "'Np. Fvc been here too long !' The same aplplies to any 
visitor who tries to expand on what he had learned about South Africa from 
extenivie readlins prior to going there and then digs into the issues once in the 
Republic. First ',f all, they are tom numerous, too complex, too intermingled to 
lie sorted out easily or even fairly. I tried to keep an open mind as I talked with 
.g, vernment ministers. I tried to maintain my objectivity as I heard the empas
sioned resentment oif whites working for the Bantu's cause,9 or the rather 
resigned tales of woe of the several Africans I met. After interviewing over 60 
well-placed individuals representing both sides of the question, I have the 
material for a book, but for this summary analys 'is let it suffice to say that Vor
ster. like Belshazzar, has seen the ominous handwriting on the wall. The question 
is will he heed it and if so. will he do so quickly enpough.  

The message reads, "W'e bl:o'ks will no longer tolerate economic peonage based 
on raicism." It has taken a few years to scratch out the warning clearly enough 
for Virster to perceive it clearly. Two years ago illegal strikes in Durban made 
him realize how completely dependent South Africa is on black labor. The him
ing, einomy, based only in part (in rising gold prices, has forced the country 
into training blacks for skilled psitions previously reserved for whites. A better 
educated and moire assertive Ilack middle class has become impatient to win 
political rights. The 1partial realization that tile lantustan " policy cannot work 
effectively in all integrated economy. The external pressures exercised by overt 
enemies such as the ()At' and a substantial majority of the UN as well as by 
friends such Is the IUS aind UK. And finally and moist importantly, by the events 
of the last year in I'ortuaml and their repercussions in Mozambique, Angola and 
Rhodesia. Sop we have copme full circle, a ('atch-22 situation both in southern 
Africa and South Afrii'a, with a set of dates each drawing the circle tighter 
until it may become Swith Africa's noose: May 31, Namilda; June 25, Mozam
bique: September, the United Nations General Assembly; November 11, Angolan 
independence.  

': Tsnmpb is a subsidiary of American Metal Climax Corp.  
TF Jane Phakati of the ('hri~tian Institute. This injunction reqlires no evidence, no 

court proceedings and no leocl appeals are permitted. Banning might also be described 
,9s "censorship" although th' giovernment avoids that word. For example, the sale of 
"Ehony" is banned while the mar,;azin' itself is not "censored." 

UPBantu. African and Black are used indiscriminately to describe 70% of the 24 million 
South Africans. Ten percent are either "Coloureds" or Asians, meaning Indians primarily, 
antith,' remaining 20r-, ar'e of Afrikaner (Dutch) or British stock.  

_.Bantustan-hiomeland, the grovtrnment policy of placing each African tribe In Its 
own territory where it will have self-government within the confines of Its fenced-in area.



To meet this challenge, let it be said John Vorster exactly six months ago 
asked his critics to give South Africa a chance ,to change its tune. The 180-day 
period ended on the day of my return from Windhoek, and chalking up the con
cessions one by one, they appear impressive not so much to an American who 
would hardly wish to recall how many U.S. blacks suffered similar indignities 
a generation ago in this country) but certainly to white Africans.  

Sustained talks with Bantustan leaders on how to govern and develop 
their homelands.  

Sitting at the same banquet table with them, flanked on either side by 
their wives and toasting them as equals.  

The removal of "Whites Only" signs from parks, bus stop benches and 
public lavatories.  

The opening of Cape Town's Nico Malan theater and the promise to do 
the same in other cities.  

The promise to ease the color ban in hotels and restaurants.  
The admission of blacks into the diplomatic corps and the armed forces 

and the promise that some day (when?) white soldiers will lie saluting bla(k 
officers.  

The mixing of the races in sports events.  
Such relaxation of "petty apartheid" fails to satisfy the more demanding black 

and arouses grumbles among the more conservative white, but I feel the clmnge 
in atmosphere permits some dialogue between the races within the Republic and 
just as importantly on the African continent itself.  

Vorster has been seen now joking with black leaders in Liberia. has met with 
President Kuanda on the Rhodesian crisis, and hs promised independence and 
self-government to South West Africa. These are not inconsequential events and 
although his "detente" poli,'y still remains to be tested and the lower half of 
Africa looks apprehensively at Rhodesia and skeptically at Namibia, they may 
dampen the fuse on the powder keg.  

Extinguishing it would require the complete abandonment of all of the ohnoxi
ois forms or racial discrimination rampant in all three remaining white <.,n
trolled countries: the Pass Laws, the "influx control" ' regulations, racial cla.si
fic:ition, economic discrimination in the form of wag-es, job opportunities, : dill

ing, and more importantly tenan('y and ownership of one's own land and house.  
On the eve of my departure (which coincided with the end of the 6-month rce 
period Vorstor had requested), he announced that the government would present 
a bill repealing the S-year ban on black ownership of homes in the townships ", 
and would allow more black entrepreneurs to operate businesses in them. Like an 
earlier bill, which coincided with my arrival, which would permit bloaks into the 
diplomatic service, it still remains to be enacted by the National Assembly.  

The truth of the matter is that "grand apartheid" remains Holy Writ for the 
Na-tionaist Party. Separateness is held dear: separate racial identity, separate 
national development in separate lortions of the Republic. That 70%, if the 
population can live on 13% of the land staggers the imagination. Overpopulated, 
non-arable, without natural resources to exploit, these bantustans can only he 
considered as corrals for work forces to be drawn upon as South Africa requires 
migrant labor. The test will come next year when the first of them, the Trankpi 
becomes independent as is Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland.  

Remaining unresolved are what to do with the 8 million urban blaks in the 
townships, who have lost any tribal allegiance they may have had and in no 
way could be forced to "return" to a l:nd they never knew. A further question.  
but similar, is what to do with the "coloureds" and the Asians, also discriminated 
against legally although less ha rdly.  

The challenges are many and many want them met. There is hut one topii if 
conversation in South Africa. An Embassy official told me he was happy to he 
leaving Africa having heard nothing else for two years either in the office or 
socially except the problems of apartheid, whether he was with Amerivans or 
South Africans of any race. As for mie. I regretted leaving the beautiful climate 
and scenery of qouthern Africa with its extraordinary economic vitality, its 
immaculate anud slumless cities. it#4 effivient governmental services. its charming 
people of all sorts. I left realizing how niuch the human hates and dreadz change 
and how long it takes to alter dognia and attitud(es. For such a conservative 
people as the Afrikaner the torture of change must be excruciating. How much 

' Influx control keeps blacks In the bantustans unless they are needed for the labor 
force.  

U Townships are like the banrtustans but are black suburbs fenced off from the city.
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better it would be to get it over with quickly-and peacefully; not by having the 
powder keg explode.  

WHAT THIS MEANS TO THE UNITED STATES 

South Afica and Namibia 
One of Vorster's chief accomplishments is the universal acceptance. even by 

Africa's most militant liberation leaders, that the whites in southern Africa 
are not considered as temporary colonists, that they have a right to stay 
and to work together with other races in the development of each country. They 
cran remain but not as masters. The United States itself has only recently accepted 
racial equality (and in the case of the Indians still has steps to take), but it can 
now show it works and can persuade, through its recognized private and public 
good offices, that a pluralistic society can live harmoniously and prosperously 
together.  

South Africa is a highly civilized and enormously rich land. It has much to 
offer the world at large and the United States in particular and there exists a 
natural affinity to America on the part of both blacks and whites. Option II of 
the famous NSSM-39, despite the frankness of its wording. remains the best 
policy for the future although it could be beefed up with harder hitting 
persuasion.  

French. British, German and Japanese trade missions are covering South 
Africa offering credit terms which American salesmen cannot match. In ex
change for a relaxation of restrictions on the Export Import Bank crcdits and 
guarantees, greater concessions may be forthcoming from Vors.er's g,,vernm.nt 
than otherwise will be the case. If Vorster's detente with African nations pro.eeds, 
should the United States also relax its present restrictions on its Ex-Im Bank? 

In considering our policy towards South Africa the United States must realize 
that this is the main event in the arena. Rhodesia and Nainibia ,(im simply 
preliminary bouts before the heavy-weight match. To sonie our policy has ap
peared to be sot much empty rhetoric through which we express abhoreni-e to 
apartheid but in fact do little about it. Any real assessment of what should 
ic(-, (7,m. s!aiil;l iht'lde three criteria" : wta:,t (-an we do) which will lie meanihiful 
to the blacks? What can we do that the white So .uth Africans will accept'., Iw 
canj we ite helpful to the blacks? One shining example of this has ben the 
"I'olaroid Experiment" where this U.S. corporation's enlightened employment 
practices for blacks has pioneered new labor relations and improved benefits at all 
levels. If South Afria could be convinced to put more of its national ludgi't 
into imiproving living conditions for the blacks, instead of $1.5 billion I thi- Year) 
into defense preparations, much tension would be relieved and a IIlack middle 
class ,could emerge which would be as solidly behind South Africa as any 
Afrikaner.  

South Africa's dependence on black labor gives theln a strong handli with 
which to wrench greater employment benefits and civil rights. The time i:n 'il,,' 
to lie offering embryonic labor unions training courses on labor manacwinent 
practices and union organization. Otherwise disjointed strikes and relpr,.,sed 
resentment will open the field to communist agitators or other extremists. BIoth 
white and black South Africans would welcome U.S. experts in this field I am 
told.  

The United States has a particularly difficult role to play in the United 
Nations, but abstainia, on crucial votes appeases no) one. The hypocrisy of other 
major nations who vote for sanctions and then allow their violation Iv their 
businessmen seems to be more tolerable to many Africans than our own moral 
posturing. Rather than abstaining we should either vote up and down -n south
ern African issues, explaining clearly why we are doing so, or absent ourselves 
diplomatically when the issue comes to a vote.  

If the Namibian question is not settled liy September (and I do not see how it 
can be). strong pressure will be exerted in the United Nations to expel Smuth 
Africa from that body and isolate it economically by boycotts and sanitions.  
The United States hlas a $1.25 billion investment there in the form if 435 
Ailoeric;: a h:uslei-e.s firn1i operating in one form ir anolher, us,,s maii f ifls rich 
mineral resources, and may require its strategic, geography at some future( date.  
The State Department must prepare itself carefully for this vote and develop 
contingency plans for future relationships with Snouth Africa if a IT.N. 1oyott: 
is passed by the General Assembly.
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The 'May 31st deadline for the UN Council on Namibia to review South Africa's 
handling of the territory will be the first of an embarrassing series for the United 
Stato.s. if Sean McBride's ('ouncil determines to invoke an export embargo, the 
U nited States will probably ignore it (unless, which is highly unlikely, it has a 
mandate to do so from the Congress). This can only put us in further disgrace 
with the black African nations. One solution would be to exert enough pressure 
on Sounth Africa and McBride so that he could visit thf, territory and see for 
himself the dilemmas, the ,overnment faces. More tolerance on McBride's part 
would n,,t be treason nor betray the black mail.  

The U.S. abstaine, on the vote to set up the Council of Namibia on the grounds 
that it was "unrealistic." Since its establishment the PRC and USR have 
j,,ined it. It may be even more "unrealistic" for us to continue to remain outside.  
We should reexamine the issue so as to protect our main interest-which is to 
find a pcaccfitl solution.  

in loite having withdrawn consular and diplomatic representation from 
Namilia, our Capetown officials have excellent contacts with both thl govern
ment and liberation movement leaders there. These should be maintained and 
streng thened so that we can press for a peaceful settlement in that territory as 
well.  

South Africa should be encouraged to concede its Walvis Bay enclave to 
Namibia at the time it becomes independent. Without it Namibia has no port 
facilities and the 400 square mile enclave will be a bone of contention for years 
to come.  

One 4,f the most powerful allies of the South West African whites has unwit
tingly been Sean McBride's backing of SWAP0. SVAPO is not a national party 
and not only does not represent the other major ethnic African groups but is 
actually feared by many of them. They see SWAPO's insistence on "one man
one voto rule" as a way to put it into the driver's seat. McBride's idea of setting 
up a TN training center for SWAPO civil administration is looked at askance 
by ev,.ry other black tribal leader in Namibia. As the situation now stands it 
will lie difficult to get the various peoples around the constitutional conference 
roundtable. To get an agre ,ment will take a miracle.  

Maore U.S. Senators and Congressmen should visit South and South West 
Afri(ca in order to understand more precisely its problem, to recommend solu
tions. and to guide State Department's policies. One advantage of meeting with 
til liberation front leaders is to size up their abilities to take over the reins of 
office. The rivalry between groups mus t be taken into consideration as well as 
their intolerance of one another. A further reason is to estimate the extent of 
daiua',, which will be done to the balances of power if communist directed 
Iwer roups take over a land as rich in resources and economic strength as is 
South Africa or even South West Africa.  

i1o., Jliiq u e 

Mozambique presents an enigma. It has a caretaker government in Lourenco 
Marques with real pow. r resting with Machel in Dar es Salaam. Asistant Sec
retary Elasum's visit last November seemed to have brought an easing of anti
Americanism resulting from what the Africans consider to have been a pro
P crtvanese attitude on our part during the long struggle for independence. His 
offer of fmil for peace and an economic survey team has been held in abeyance, 
perhais because of his abrupt re;lacement by Nathaniel Davis. perhaps because 
FRELIMO leaders believe they can -et more from the USSR or PRC. Still, the 
FRELIMO got badly sting on a wheat deal with R,,mania and may be a hit chary 
about future negotiations with the Communist bloc countries. No FRELIMO 
official made himself available to me which may or may not be an intentional 
sli.ght to the United States. In either case, my recommendation is to be hospitable 
to any ,overtures FRELIMO might make, but not to appear too anxious to ingrati
ate ourselves at this point.  

()t. aspect of this will ihe whether the Consulate General should be raised to 
Emibassy status. The Portuguese High Commissioner, who did see me, believed 
M,,zaiiiliquo after independence would not automatically recognize all consulates 
which had had relations with the Portuguese, but would probably replace some 
while establishing diplomatic recognition of Russia and China instead. While it 
alPpcars inconceivable that Mozamnbique would not recognize the United States 
sooner or later (although perhaps with a dual US-UN mission due to the finan
cial burden of maintaining two embassies here), that might happen if the Byrd 
Amendment is not repealed.
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If the new government invites United States representation to its independence 
day ceremonies June 25th, it would provide Foreign Relations Committee 
Members with an excellent opportunity to visit that and other southern African 
countries.  

By the end of 1975 5rozambique will be facing a severe food crisis due to war 
disruption and the exodus of Portuguese farm managers. A request for iS PL-4S0 
foods will probably not come until the last moment, but the US should anticipate 
the request and provide contingency plans for it.  

The exodus of Portuguese harbor masters, etc., has severely strained port fa
cilities at both Beria and Lourenco Marques. Ships are tied up from 4.5 days to 
two months which poses a hardship on U.S. firms dependent on Rhodesian ferro
chrome and mineral ores from either Rhodesia or South Africa. In addition to 
domestic dislocations, harbor delays and stoppages may have repercussions in 
South Africa with men being laid off until excess stock is disposed of. This culd 
of course acerbate labor conditions in South Africa where everything takes ,1 
racial overtones which could lead to violence.  

Another contingency to take into consideration is whether Mozambique will 
allow the U.S. the use of its ports for our naval vessels or even for hauling ores.  
Like diplomatic recognition denial seems unlikely, but the final decision will de
pend on Congressional action on the Byrd Amendment repeal and on the influence 
Vice President Marcelino de Santos will have in foreign policy. A devoted Ccm
munist, he abhors the United States and could push for hardline policies towards 
the entire Western bloc.  

Despite this attitude, Mozambique is less likely-right now-to take strong 
measures against South Africa. The new Caborra Bassa Dam, which I flew over, 
is almost full and goes into operation this month. Its energy will be sold to South 
Africa, who paid for it anyway, and that income is needed to retire that debt and 
to supply funds in recomlkensation for decreased agricultural production. Like
wise, South Africa will probably be allowed the continued use of Louremnco Mar
ques, at least until September when the Namibian issue will again come befo re 
the General Assembly.  

Another reason for a conciliatory attitude towards South Africa has been tbat 
nation's policy of selling its ;old to the new Mozambique government at the low 
official price of $42 an ounce for mine workers' remittances of salary which 
Mozambique then resells at the free market price of about $1;, an ounce. This 
provides the Government with sufficient funds to offset some of its other 1,,ssvs 
and cements a relationship with South Africa which Mozalnibique would tind 
expensive to break.  

MozamlAque's press outdoes the Frelimo in invective against the West. USIA 
is to be complemented on getting an excellent USIS press officer into Lmurenco 
Marques early. He has already made many excellent contacts and although his 
work has not ameliorated the situation up to now, his presence should be felt
and reflected in press statements-within time.  

RHODESIA 

Despite the general impression, copper is Rhodesia's major product, not chrome 
which actually is third behind copper and asbestos. All require heavy transport 
equipment and ports. If Mozambique clses its ports Rhoesia's ecom*y will 
teeter on the brink of disaster, not just for fault of foreign exchange but also 
because massive unemployed black labor could lead to internal strikes, resent
ment and disruption.  

The Rhodesian government fully understands the pressures on the United 
States to repeal the Byrd amendment. Although it rues the need to d, so, its 
generally favorable attitude towards the United States will not be altered appIre
ciably by our so doing. Besides, its a sellers' market for chrome these days. if 
they can get it out.  

Although officials refused to divulge from whence Rhodesia was gettinz its 
petroleum or where it was sending its exports, it was not hard to see from 
merchandise in stores that France, Germany, Italy ,mid Japan were major sip
pliers. Automobiles from all four are assembled in Rhodesia and ply the streets 
in quantity despite fuel rationing. Many US firms operate in Rhodesia also, but 
presumably are subsidiaries of US-South African fitans. To name just a few.  
Hertz and Avis, Pepsi and Coei-Cola. F. W. Woolworth and of course all of 
Rhodesia's commercial airfleet is Boeing.  

It is too easy to blame Ian Smith for blind obstinancy with regards to a settle
ment with the ANC. Neither side has observed the pre-conference couditiong 
settled on in Lusaka. ZANU elements are still conducting terrorist attacks in
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the northeast, placing Russian and Chinese landmines along roads and killing 
people indiscriminately-with many more Africans dying than whites. Five died 
this way while I was in Rhodesia as well as two freedom fighters. In retaliation 
Rhodesia stopped releasing political prisoners. Although the explanation given me 
was that they were being held as ransom for stopping the border incursions, I 
felt that some were probably captured terrorists whose release would simply 
amount to additions to the guerrilla forces.  

Rev. Sithole, the leader of the ZANU element of ANC arrived in Lusaka from 
Dar es Salaam while I was in Zambia and surprised me by his generally mod
erate tone. He tempered his usual declaration of "black majority rule now" 
with an indication that "now" could mean two years or so if guarantees were 
forthcoming. The joint attendance of Sithole and Bishop Muzorowa in Jamaica 
may find these two preeminent black leaders coming closer together on goals 
and policies for the constitutional roundtable talks. In my opinion, Sithole is by 
far the stronger politician of the two and will emerge as leader although at 
present his judicial standing appears to be that of a refugee parole breaker 
having been released by the government from detention to attend the OAU 
meetin- in Dar es Salaam and then refusing to return. Only when that status 
is Clear*d up can the talks possibly begin. Other questions remaining are whether 
the British will be asked to moderate the conference and where it will be held.  
Muzorewa and Sithole prefer it to ie outside of Rhodesia where they will not 
be at a disadvantage; the government prefers Salisbury. No agenda has been 
fixed as, yet and this may be another stumbling block. If it looks like the con
ference will get under vay, proper diplomatic statements by the Secretary of 
State expressing hope of success might he appropriate and helpful.  

If the conference is not held or if it breaks down, Rhodesia can expect 
guerrilla attacks along all its borders except that with South Africa. A long 
and liltoody war will ensue which the whites will eventually lose unless South 
Africa assists in a massive way; even so, victory cannot be achieved. If the 
ZANE and ZAPU forces emerge triumphant over the whites and within the 
ANC. Rhodesia, with all its wealth and resources, will ally with the USSR 
anl PRC in the future. Every effort shfuld he made by the UK and USA to 
prevent a conflict which can only end disastrously for us and Africa. Taking 
a neutral stance or telling the British. "It's your problem, you handle it" is not 
enough. To paraphrase John Dunne, the bell tolls for the free world as much 
as for Rhodesia.  

On the other hand, it is a mistake to confuse black nationalism with inter
national communism. It is important to separate them so as to get black na
tionalist leaders together to speak constructively to the issues facing the coun
try. This is what Kuanda, Nyerere and Machel have been doing and their 
efforts should be applauded and encouraged.  

Both whites and blacks showed keen interest in patterning a new Rhodesia 
constitution on lines similar to ours. If the conference gets that far. the United 
States might offer to send some first rate constitutional lawyers, or lilitical 
scientists to Salisbury to help the conferees draft it and a bill of rights satis
factory to all parties.  

Racism is not the same burning issue that it is in South Africa and for the 
most part appears less evident, but Rhodesians, both white and black, told 
me that apartheid exists in a subtle way just as much as in South Africa. Its 
elimination could mean the development of a black middle class, described to 
me by a white Anglican bishop. as "the most stabalizing force we could have 
here." So many people there believe that "economics is the key to African politics 
nowadays" the US should prepare plans to help Rhodesia's economic develop
ment for its blacks once this time of trial passes.  

Zaminbia 
Zambia, formerly Northern Rhodesia, serves as proof that the "Zebra policy" 

(meaning blacks and whites living together harmoniously) can work. A white 
exodus and especially of civil servants occurred in 1964 when it became inde
pendent, but many whites have returned -to the farms and to commerce so that 
the white population almost equals what it was then. Government efficiency 
falls far below South African and Rhodesian standards, but the Africans are 
proud to run their own country and want no outside interference. U.S. AID 
assistance in the amount of $5 million has gone unused because of the Inability 
oif the government to develop satisfactory project plans, or perhaps because 
the Zambians have found it easier to deal with the Chinese. While I do not
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recommend international competition in the granting of development assistance, 
I feel we should continue to repeat our willingness to be of help if and when 
called upon, provided that the Zambians plan worthy projects on their own.  

Export Import Bank loans have amounted to about $45 million since 1966, 
mostly for locomotives and heavy equipment for the copper mines such as drag 
lines and mechanical shovels. Zambia's huge copper res erves require this type 
of modern equipment and I hope Ex-Im Bank loans can continue.  

China's technical assistance, especially that involving the new Zam-Tan rail
road line to Dar es Salaam, has mortgaged the Zambians' future for years to 
come. Its markets are flooded with shoddy Chinese products but it cannot con
sume enough to satisfy the Chinese. Despite new, large and elaborate embassies 
neither the Chinese nor Russian personnel are much in evidence. I found it 
difficult to evaluate their influence, but the government follows the African 
socialist line and if Kaunda undertakes the training of Rhodesian 'and Namibian 
guerrillas he will draw on communist weapons with which to arm them.  

Kaunda's attitude toward tile United States was plainly announced while 
he was at the White House, namely that he is disappointed over the lack of 
support and assistance black Africa has received from the United States in its 
fight to liberate southern Africa. His deputy foreign minister, however, told me 
that they have been encouraged by what U.S. corporations and churchmen have 
been doing in the area and suggested that we use the VOA to promote anti
pa rtheidism.  
Kaunda left the United States for Cuba where he signed a joint communique 

and technical assistance agreement. The latter calls for Cuban help for improv
ing Zambia's sugar industry, to eradicate illiteracy and to improve technology 
and health. The former condemned the U.S. for its intervention in Latin America, 
congratulated the peoples of Indochina for their liberation from imperialism, 
called on Israel to evacuate occupied lands, and expressed the support for the 
pe,,1,'e- of Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) and Azania (South Africa). The most curious 
arrangement agr'eed upon was for 'loser relations betwevn the two countries' 
political parties, including the sending of a Zambian delegation to Havana to 
study Cuban larty organization and mass mobilization. If nothing else, this 
should keep Kaunda's standing high in African circles, although it would appear 
that his frank talk at the White House would have sufficed for this purpose.  

Kaunda has jeopardized his leadership position in Africa somewhat by his 
advocacy of modernization towards Ian Smith, especially with his temporizing 
over how long it might take for "black majority rule" to come into force. Try
ing to analyze his reasons for this, I conclude that (1) he is unhappy about a 
large foreign army running around loose in his country, (2) he resented the 
assassination of ZANU Chitepo and over 100 of his followers and seeks to abol
ish such lawlessness, (3) he wants the European farmer back in Zambia to 
re-urrect the defunct agricultural sector, and (4) world copper prices have 
fallen which hurts his economy. A settlement in Rhodesia would save him $25 
million in transportation expenses now skyhigh as ore must go much further 
either to Dar es Salaam in Tanzania or Lobito in Angola. Kaunda's modera
tion parallels the U.S. policies with regard to white southern Africa and should 
le given our full support.  

Zambia's economic prospects for 1975 appear grim with copper exports 
scarcely sufficient to cover imports already restricted to absolute essentials. A 
negative impact on the employment situation is expected and this, combined 
with government inefficiency and corruption could lead to internal dissension.  
However Zambia appears confident it can weather it out by foreign borrowing.  
Zambia's credit rating is excellent and U.S. and European banks provided 
$150 million in credits less than two years ago. Now they are negotiating to 
loan another $200 million to the mining industry. With this and domestic belt 
tightening, Zambia can see 1975 through without extreme sacrifice provided 
that: the world economic picture lightens up and brings with it an increased 
demand for copper; and that southern Africa remains relatively peaceful. It is 
even more in Zambia's interest than ours that peaceful change comes to southern 
Africa and his efforts as a "marriage broker" between the contending factions 
should be encouraged.  

Zambia looks forwards to the day when Africa itself will be united by common 
political goals and economic policies. While realizing this will take decades to 
accomplish, since rival blocs have already taken shape, regional groups might 
pave the way. One ideal is to develop a South African Economic Cooperative, 
another idea deserving American support.
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Anigola 
As previously stated Angola's present is perilous and its future tenuous. With 

fighting continuously erupting between the leftist MPLA and the Zaire-backed 
FLNA, it looks as if only the centralist UNITA can emerge as the final survivor.  
American policy has been to maintain a neutral position towards all three 
parties, but in a crunch UNITA looks now to be the best bet to back. Elections 
are slated for Oct. 31; independence for Nov. 11. UNITA's leader, Dr. Jonas 
Savimbi, has been touring the world (Romania for example in early April) 
seeking financial support and moral encouragement. I was told he would visit 
the United States in June and I would hope that lie might meet with Conres
sional leaders and top level State Department officials while in Washington.  

Besides asking for support of himself and his party, he may request help 
for Angola once it has independence. Despite its potential wealth, bloodshed and 
uncertainty have destroyed its economy. Employment declined 12.5 percent 
over the past 12 mouths but wages soared to over 50%. Production has dropped 
from '5-501( and sales have fallen as much as 90% ,. Supplies within the country 
are critically short as shipping companies refuse to send their vessels to Angola 
due to the 80-day waiting period to unload in either Luanda or Lobito.  

A problem of a somewhat different nature is Cahinda, the oil rich enclave which 
historically belongs to Angola but which is geographically separated from it by 
Zaire. A separate political party called FLEC has emerged there which 
demands Cahinda's independence from Angola, something no Angolan would 
permit. FLEC's leader has received support over the past decade from President 
Mobutu of Zaire whose goals are somewhat unclear but which could range from 
a desire to annex it to simply ensuing Zaire's access to the sea. Mobutu has 
also been a strong supporter of MPLA. Should MPLA fail to win the election, 
which appears likely as l'NITA and FLNA might unite against their common 
enemy. Mobutu might then throw more weight behind FLEC.  

Cabinda Gulf Oil Company, which could pay Angola $400 million in royalties 
this year if peace emerges, could he a prime target for either FLEC, which has 
threatened to blow up its vlls if it pays Angola's provisional government any 
more royalties or for MPLA which would nationalize it if it came to power.  
Gulf officials, however, remain optimistic over the future believing that the con
tractual arrangements made with Angola, based on those made with Nigeria.  
benefit both sides and the enlightened labor policies outlined by the State 
Department create a favorable climate for the company within the enclave and 
company. Should either FLEC' or MPLA extremists damage Gulf, the conse
quences for Angola's future economic development could be overwhelming.  

The potential for a good life in Ans,)la is tremendous. Natural resources 
abound: diamonds, iron. copper, coffee. timber, cane, beef and agricultural 
produce of all kinds as well as oil. To develop the potential, first and foremost.  
political stability is needed. Assuming that it can be achieved, the second require
ment will be to narrow the gap between the haves and have-nots, particularly by 
massive slum clearance and wvage adjustment programs. Some 400,000 people, 
mainly Africans, live in mueeqics, cane shanties sprawled out without streets or 
sanitary arrangements. Although Angola will remain within the escudero market.  
Portugal is too poor to extend the credits or grants to help in this type of project.  
A small amount of U.S. assistance could reap untold benefits both for the 
Angolan slum dwellers as well as for the United States which would be amply 
repaid as the development of Angola's rich resources takes place.  

SIGNIFICANT STATEMENTS OR 'MEMORABLE REMARKS 

The following quotations are supplied to give a feeling for the attitudes of 
various people toward the political situation in each country.  

South Africa 
"We can see that fragmenting South Africa into many parts will present 

major problems, but the alternative is still worse." (Secretary of Information 
official.) 

-2FLECC inda Enclave Liberation Front. Its leader, Ranque Franque, has asked 
Portugual, not Angola, for its separate independence.
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"If we don't quickly make more radical changes, the situation in this country 
will explode." (A professor at the University of South Africa.) 

"For a long time we will have nothing to sell but our labor." (A Bantustan chief 
minister.) 

"You hear them say, 'We know our blacks. But they don't, they simply don't!'" 
(An American working to improve race relations.) 

"The trouble is they don't want to share power. They're too rich and too com
fortable and they can't even contemplate sharing it. We're all going to suffer the 
consequences of the white man's stubbornness." (A black feminist leader working 
in community relations.) 

"I'm going to speak to you as a black man. Even though we listen to your 
Ambassador we are not going to swallow everything. We take it with a pin'h of 
salt. There is an aura of suspicion we hold over him." (A black church leader.) 

"Those changes in Angola and Mozambique, they make the black man stop and 
think. That might be the only way to change things here." (Ibid.) 

"The trouble with apartheid is it's uneconomical. It's almost grotesquely 
uneconomical " (A U.S. diplomat.  

"We've got to lean much harder on South Africa. Our expressions are sincere 
but we don't back up our rhetoric with any punch." (Ibid.) 

"All American visitors are firebrands, rabble rousers or hippies." (A journalist.) 
"Before you chaps started (to work against apartheid) there weren't these 

changes. The U.S. can't opt out of its responsibilities towards this part of the 
world-or any part of the world." (A former .Tohannesburg government official.) 

"South Africa can never be changed until its Dutch Reformed Church becomes 
Christian." (Ibid.) 

"Apartheid can never be reformed! Only abolished! That's our position." (An 
African National Congress leader.) 

"The U.S. people are lovers of justice. That's one side of the equation. Our 
view is that the U.S. administration is committed to South Africa. That's the 
other !" (Ibid.) 

Xamibia (Sro itth West Africa) 
"Sure, we're prepared to talk with Vorster, if he'll talk with us. And if not.  

we're prepared to fight . . . for the next 20 years if necessary." (A SWAPO 
leader.) 

"Now I want to make clear SWAPO does not want to push the whites out or to 
victimize them. Those who live there we consider to be Namibians, but not 
masters." (Ibid.) 

"Action must come from the outside. There's no black political force here that 
could be converted into action, not even discontent and antagonism towards the 
whites." (A foreign diplomat.) 

"People outside think there are blacks here represented by SWAPO. Alto
gether false. The blacks are absolutely incapable of forming a political party
or even to get rid of their tribal groups and form a common liberation front." 
(Ibid.) 

"I'm quite sure that the black representatives already elected could come to 
terms with what the whites are willing to negotiate. Now. if we can only get the 
Hereros to select somebody, we can sit around the table and talk. We're in a 
hurry to find a peaceful solution." (A South African administrator in Namibia.) 

"The National Assembly will concede what they think is necessary. Sure, 
they're sincere as far as they go, lint they're so apt to repudiate their promises.  
Look at SWAPO. They promised full and free participation of all political parties 
but SWAPO is still harrassed." (An opposition party leader.) 

"SWAPO? It's absurd to say they're the only spokesmen for the blacks, much 
less for the coloureds, lit it's equally absured to say they are not influential.  
They are: both here and internationally." (Ibid.) 

"The Nationalist Party? It'll continue with this boloney as long as the ITK 
and the U.S. and France continue their present foreign policies. That's the

60-619-76-34
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tragedy. The blacks, the browns, the coloureds, hell, they don't believe in the 
West !" (Ibid.) 

"The kind of freedom outsiders want for the Africans will only change things 
around. We're the masters now; they will be then." (A leader of the National 
Party.  
R~hfd, sia 

"\Ve're not going to give away our country overnight to an incompetent group.  
If we have to, go to the barricades, we'll go." (Rhodesian Foreign Affairs officer.) 

"'We're not sitting on top of these people, keeping them down. But dammit, 
tliy' vigot to, prove their merit." (A senior Foreign Affairs official.) 

"It hooks to me as if the ball were back in the Africans' court. They're in a 
strong position, no matter what." (A leader of the opposition party.) 

"'The crisis presents me with one of life's basic issues, the dilemma betweeu 
ci)mpassion and justice on the one hand, and the exercise of power and respon
sibility on the other." (An administrator at the University of Rhodesia.) 

"We trust that the Rhodesian Front's plans for provincialization-euphemis
tically called "political separation with economic integration"-will now tie 
buried." (Leader of another opposition party.) 

"For evil to triumph, all it needs is for good men to be silent." Edmund Blake 
(A poster in Bishop Muzorewa's office.) 

"The only agenda (for the round table conference) can be how to transfer 
powr from the whites to the blacks. Protection of the whites? That just means 
the pir,tection of their privileges." (An African National Council leader.) 

"Dy, ou have any idea how much the Byrd Amendment and supporting a 
losing horse hurts you? Yi n can get that chrome someplace else. You're preventing 
our freedom ." (Ibid.) 

"Why should a black defend capitalism. He's never even had a chance to 
be : itali t. We have nilhing.'' Anoth,'r AN(' lea lr.) 

"If the We.t would supply arms to our Ineni and tell American corporations 
her- to pay our people a living wage, then we might consider being friends of the 
West." (A third ANC leader.) 

"Zinubahwe should set up ,oinnilnalisni (hased on tribal chief rule) as a 
bridge between communism and capitalism." (An African Member of Parliament.) 

"Thi tither day we killed that (tribal) chief . . . a chief puppet. We hated 
him umore than we do 'Smith. A terrible traitor." ( A ZANU freedom fighter.) 

"How many have been killed? Since 11 December 1974 (reading from an 
intelli-en-e report) when the Lusaka agreement was announced we count 202 
separate incidents, 27 murders and 42 landmines. They're Russian or Chinese, not 
1omemade mind you." (An intelligence official.) 

"White Rhudesians have never grown beyond the Battle for Britain." (A 
churchnman.) 

"I '.an assure you that not the ANC, the ZANU or the ZAP17 believe in the 
ldeoliigy if the communists, only in their tactics.." Communism has no place 
in Zimbabwe-or anyplace in Africa." (The ZANU freedom fighter.) 

"Fre.edom fighters are in no mood to lay down their arms because the causes 
for which they took up arms have not been removed." (Rev. Sithole to the Press 
iii Zambia. ) 

"The principle of majority rule is not negotiable." (Ibid.) 
"We're terrified. We don't know what to do. Tell our government they've got 

to do something quick !" (A shopgirl.) 

"Inl this great African endeavor to liberate the rest of Africa, there is no 
struggrle which has been as expensive for Zambia as that currently waged in 
Zimbabwe." (President Kuanda.  

"What is the role of Zambia in southern Africa? It's to fight for total libera
tion." ( A senior government official.) 

•"Phlaik ('nsciousness" is what it's .alled. And its goes right down from the
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university students to the most conservative rural preached and it takes a very 
uncompromiing stand." (An American foreign correspondent in Lusaka.) 

Angola 
"The problem is we have differences on how to fight for the independence of 

Angola and then we have even greater differences on what kind of a society 
we want for Angola." (A VNITA leader.) 

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA (RSA) 

Capital: Administrative, Pretoria: Legislative, Capetown.  
PreAident: Jacyobus J. Fouche. Prime Minister: B. Johannes Vorster, Minister 

Foreign Affairs: Hilgard Muller.  
Population: 23M (19% European, 10% "Colored" or mixed, 3% Asians, 68% 

Africans).  
Area: 471,455 m2 (t-ice the size of Texas).  
GNP: $26.SB (per cap. $1,170) I Rand equals $1.49.
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Colonized by the Dutch in the 1600s, rivalry with the British began upon 

their arrival towards the end of the 18th century. In 113.3 the Boers, as the 

Afrikaner farmers were known, made their "Great Trek" north rather than 

subject themselves to British rule in Cape Province. Isolated in two new states 

carved out of old African tribal lands, they became extremely conservative 

towards racism. With the discovery of dianonds in Kimberley in 1870 and gold 

near Johannesburg in 1wSU, more Europeans rushed into the Orange Free State 

and the Transvaal. Dissatisfied with the Afrikaners inefficient government, the 

new settlers instigated the Boer War in 1S59. When it eided two years later 

the Afrikaner territory was incorporated into the Union of South Africa.  

The Union lasted until 1961 when the South Africans renamed itself the 
Republic of South Africa and withdrew front the Commonwealth rather than 
accept criticism for its stand on racisti. It could not escape criticism of its 
racial policies or administration of South We.st Africa so simply; both the UN 
Security Council and General Assembly passed resolutioins almost annually 
from 1961 on, calling for it to end apartheid aid terminate its administratiot of 
South West Africa. Despite imposing an arms embargo as an indication of UN 
indignation, South Africa proceeded wvith apartheid. The (Odendall Commissio n 
in 1964 recommended that "bantustans" or homelands lbe established for the 
major African tribes found in the Republic. Using the new (1966) nations of 
Lesotho and Swaziland as examples, South Africa said the bantustans would 
have their oiwn tribal governments and local autonomy within the Republic.  
Africans would be free to move about and even own property in them, neither 
of which is now permitted. Still, the plan calls for (only 13 '% of the Republii's 
area to be turned over tii the homelands whereas 70% of the population would be 
compelled to reside withiit them. The Transkei was established in 1971 for 
Zulus and is to become "indelpendent" next year. Since the areas set aside for 
Africans have little housing or other amenities and can hardly be consider"il 
economically viable or even adequate for subsistence agriculture, the whole con
cept invites considera)Ple criticism.  

While the Vorster giierimnent claims apartheid is a purely internal matter, 
most UN tmembers, including the U.S. believe it endangers the peace and sta
bility of the region and violates the human rights article- (55 & 56) of the UN 
Charter. Despite consistent statements a-ainst apartheid, U.S. amlbivalenie of 
action has been attacked (.n all sides. The South Africans, for example, steadily 
bypass the Department of State when dealing with this government by callin-" 
on Congre.qsien. other Departments' iifficials. and businessmen in an effiirt to 
have tile arms embaro,, lifted, new trade benefits granted, or new capital invest
ments made. Black African natiins criticize the US because it has allowed the 
sale of limited "dual purpose- weapons rit. has abstained on key UN Resolutions 
calling for miore drastic measures than the ',s is willing to back. Even within 
the US government, simie agencies favor opening contacts with the RSA police 
and military establishments so as to protect the vitl seaway around the Cape.  

Further ambivalence occurs in our limitations on trade promotion and our 
neutral stand on VS investments in Siiuthern Africa. The US wants to keep 
its share of the RSA market by allowing commerce between the two states .  
but limits trade promotion to "low profile facilitative services." The Depart
ment supports a RSA sugar quota arguing that it benefits blacks as nmuh as 
whites and might even lead to better treatment of plantation workers. It 
uses the same arguments towards ITS investments, saying they help blacks in 
many ways while strangling the RSA economy with an embargo would undoulit
edly harm them. Opponents of apartheid demand the withdrawal of US cir
l)orations but the Department considers it more salutary to urge VS firms to 
establish better work conditions. suct as wage equality regardless of race. health 
benefit.s, etc.. than to have them withdraw. Since slime 350 are located in the 
RSA and have over $1B invested, such a move would be next to impossible 
without ('ongressional approval. The Department also encourages U firms 
to look at Botswana, Lesotho and Swazilatid as alternative locations for their
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plants, but obviously such neutrality appeases no one. The Commerce Depart
ment wants more trade promotion and various firms would like more government 
facilities to encourage investments. Critics, both within the US and in Africa, 
see US investments as econoinically and lpsychohogically supportive of RSA 
apartheid and demand restrictions or even a complete embargo on trade.  

These considerations have led to charges that the US is "tilting" towards 
South Africa.  

The imputation of tilting first appeared in a 1972 New York Times story 
which quoted from a secret National Security St udy Memorandum (NSSM-39) 
written early in 11,m9, the first year of the Nixon administration. It offered 
various ,jitions for southern Afri'a ranging from maintaining normal diplomatic 
relations to increased coercion short of armed conflict. The Department of State 
low ays no option was accepted in toto but rather a series of options emerged 

from NSSM-39. Number Two (here listed last) is the one presently being fol
lowed out of four in the spectrum: 

(1) Ac'cptancc of the status quo and maintenance of normal relations; 
rejected as repugnant to our moral position, damaging to our relations 
with other African nations, and opening the door to Communist initia
tives.  

(2) Liberation, by supporting insurgent movements against the status 
quo; rejected because it involves violence without much guarantee of suc
cess given RSA's strong military preparedness.  

(3) Isolation, by treaking off diplomatic relations and ending invest
ments and trade; rejected as it would turn South Africa inward and would 
hurt RSA's African population.  

(4) ('ommn ication, by which is meant maintaining strictly formal 
relations while urging cha.nges within southern Africa through diplo
matic channels and multinational organizations. It means adherence to 
the 1963 UN arms embargo and no loans or grant assistance. While trade 
and investinents are allowed, they are not encouraged and US firms are 
urged to follw liberal lal or practices.  

In piirsuit of cimmunications without acceptance of apartheid the U.S. has: 
Maintained the strictest arms embargo against RSA and Portugal's 

African colonies of any major trading nation.  
Limited Ex-Import Bank and trade promotion activities in South Africa 

and Portuguese territories.  
Limited contacts with the RISA military.  
C ontinued an emlbarg'o on I"S naval visits to RSA.  
Encouraged US corporatins (about 350) to improve work opportunities, 

pay and fringe benefits for blacks and to engage in collective bargaining in 
outh Africa.  
Acc(lpted the International Court of Justice decision of 1971 on the il

leg1ality of RSA's hold on Namibia.  
Officially discouraged 17S in'vestments and commerce with Namibia, 

despite the trade benefits which might have accrued.  
In a n,-win 1p)sitiolthe U.S. is encouraged by recent public signals that RSA 

has made ,l11o eoncessiOns on petty apartheid and Nainibuia in 1975, but 
since Vorster can hardly afford to arouse the opposition of the more conserva
tive members of his :irty. real pr(igress appears far distant and the US posture 
more teetering than tilting.  

NAMIBTA (SOUTH WEST AFRICA) 

Administrator: Berend Johanns Van der Walt.  
Capital: Windhoek (p. ;5.000).  
Population: 746,00 (,'- Black: 12% White).  
Arpi : Size of Texias & Louisianai (31.000 Dn2).  
GNP: $6NOM (1976) : per capital $5,525 for whites; $325 for blacks.
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'NAAREA ;-742 

318,00 sq. rnies Angola \ZEUL.i' ~A.I~o~a Zambia=:OUA~O 

African 612,000 
w_ ; Mixed 44,000 

Europear, 0,O0 
: J '*Bantu areas ~ Banu~easTotal 746,000 

I " 1W, Colonised byGerman-rs.  WINDHOEK 1920 Mandated to South Af,,c i 

l" Vbola .... by League of NJon'i:" 
tanmandai. South Arca 

later raf-Usd trusteashio.  
0 15 Worw Court 

log, upnw.is U i ght of 
I1956 'Idec ision on tarntoy 

-- m ,LA 1971 World Court rues "o zh 
AICSouth Africa illegaliy :overning.  

SAf rica 1972 UN Secretary-Generai 
visits Namibia._ 

Germany's -outh West Africa colony waq proclaimed a mandated territory ,of 
the League of Nations after the defeat of Germany in World War I. at. \v:14 
placed under the admini.stration of the Union of South Africa in l1 2O. I er tI k 

Second World War all mandated territories were Iulacd under UN Truite -ship 
but the Union refused to turn it over. Since 1946 the UN and its agencies have 
passed over 80 resolutions denouncing South Africa's annexation of th., terrii,,ry 
and prmilaiming the right to self-determination and independence. In th' prom.ess 
the UN renamed the territory in 1969 after the Namib Desert. South Africa per
sists in the illhIL-,A (cupation and, furthermore, has extended its apartheid policies 
to the arera.  

The U.S. recognizes the authority of the UN over Namihia and believes R8A 
should promptly comply with the UN resolutions that it withdraw and adhere to 
the 1971 Court of International Justice decision which found illegal RA's aid
ministration of the territory. The US believes that self-determination for Namillia 
must come from peaceful persuasion and not through force or violence. The US 
discourages US investments in Namibia and grants no Ex-Import Bank facilities 
for trade. US firms doing business there are encouraged to conform with fair 
employment practices and with the Universal Declaration of Hunzln Right .  
The UIS has no government offices in Namibia and has provided n economic 
assistance to it except for $50,000 in 1974 to the UN Fund for Namibia.  

South Africa has recently appeared willing to give up its de facto) adlini.t ra
tion of Namibia and the Territory's National Assembly is reviewing aparrhmidisn.  
Earlier, South Africa had set aside 11 homelands for eventual indelendence.  
They will cover over half of the land area and one, twice the size of Ilolia!nl. has 
already been given a representative legislalive council. Here. in ovaml,,dand. six 
Ovainmo Tribes share control with white South African officials, but political 
rallies in the spring of 1974 led to such repression that 3.000 Ovaml,,'. fled to 
Zambia. Without their leadership. 55% of the Ovamboland voters turned out for 
a general election in January 1975, which the leading party, SWAVI4 (stuth 
West Africa's Peoples' ()!naiiI; tion) had urond theta to hbycoti, Thik Cefett 1ir 
SWAPO had come on the heels of earlier victories in December. At that time the 
ITN had voted to allov SWAPO to seat observers in certain VN sessilnw and the 
UN Security Council voted a resolution demanding South Africa's withdrawal
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by May 30, 1975. A special subcommittee, formed by UN Security Resolution 276 
of 1970 and called the UN Council for Namibia, decreed in September, 1974 that 
any natural resources exported from Namibia without its approval would be 
subject to seizure. Various US oil corporations announced in February that they 
would stop explorations there due to pressure from US religious organizations as 
well as the State Department's opposition to new investments in Namibia.  

This action may diminish the criticism that the US is not doing enough but 
the charge is certain to arise again if the US persists in leaving to the UN the 
prime responsibility for settling the issue while at the same time opposing more 
forceful measures to bring about changes.  

RHODESIA 

President: Clifford Dupont (since 1970), Prime Minister Ian D. Smith (since 
1964).  

Capital: Salisbury (pop. 463,000, 75% blacks).  
Population: 5.6M (1972 est.) (250,000 whites).  
Area: 150,820 square miles (size of Montana) (subtr)pical).  
GNP: $1.44B ($266 per capital) Rhodesian dollar-$1.40.  
From the National Geographic.  
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Southern Rhodesia was to all intents and purposes founded by Cecil Rhode's 
British South African Company which administered it for its own self-interest 
until 1923 when agricultural settlers decided to make it a self-governing colony 
rather than be annexed to the Union of South Africa. Even then, the UK felt 
it had a special responsibility towards the Africans and in 1961, when Southern 
Rhodesia won autonomy under a new constitution, Africans were given limited 
franchise. Four years later Ian Smith's Rhodesia Front Party won all 50 seats 
reserved for whites (out of 65) in the Legislative Assembly, soundly beating 
Prime Minister Winston Field on the basis of his being too moderate. Stalemated 
with the British on the issue of majority representation, Smith issued on No
vember 11, 19)65, a Unilateral Declaration of Independence which was declared 
illegal the following day by both the UK and UN because it did not offer blacks 
adequate protection of their civil liberties. The UK imposed economic sanctions 
and the next year the UN asked its members to do likewise. The US complied 
and closed all of its offices except the consulate, whose closing was delayed until 
1970. Poorly enforced, even by neighboring black nations and especially by 
Portugal's Mozambique, the sanctions have hurt but not defeated the Smith 
Government. The US supports the UN sanctions in general but by accepting the 
Byrd Amendment in 1971. nullified them in fact.  

In 1972 the Pearce Commission from Britain outlined a UK-Rhodesian agree
ment which, in exchange for UK recognition of Rhodesia's independence would 
move the country gradually (and slowly) towards African majority rule. Mean
while it promised them stronger constitutional protection of individual liberties 
and British economic aid. Rhodesian whites accepted the terms but the Africans 
were negative. They formed soon afterwards the African National Council 
(ANC) made up of church and other black leaders and three rival groups, the 
most important of which is the Zimbabwe African Nationalist Union. ZANU 
stepped up insurgent operations in 1972 using Dar-es-Salaam as headquarters and 
both Tanzania and Zambia for operational bases. Others are trained in USSR, 
PRC, Algeria, Egypt and Cuba and those taken prisoner have been found carrying 
either Russian or Chinese weapons.  

In December, 1974. ANC, ZANU, ZAPU, & FROLIZI agreed to unite under 
the leadership of ANC's Bishop Muzorewa. Through the joint efforts of Zambia's 
Kuanda and South Africa's Prime -Miuister Voster, Ian Smith agreed to meet 
the Bishop and other black leaders to discuss a new constitution. Voster's in
terest evolves from 'Mozambique's promised independence. He feels the need to 
neutralize the hostility of black nations on his north and fears them as a threat 
to his own Republic as long as they condone insurgency against Rhodesia.  

()n the condition that Smith would release political prisoners, many of whom 
are captured insurgents, ANC promised a ceasefire. Thereafter a constitutional 
conference would take place. Under the present constitution, approved by a 
nearly all-white electorate in 1969, the control of the government rests firmly 
in the hands of the House of Assembly. It has 66 members, 50 of whom are elected 
by con'4ituents made up of whites, Asians and coloreds. Eight of the 16 seats 
reserved for blacks are elected by Africans; S by Tribal Councils. Their propor
tion is to increase as the African population earns a larger share of the nation's 
economy and pays a larger proportion of personal income taxes, but this process 
would require decades. The issue of immediate majority rule is the most critical 
to be discussed at the Constitutional Conference.  

Ian Smith runs the government, yet is prevented by his white constituents 
from moving too fast. They fear the concept of majority rule as much as the 
militancy of the black insurgents.  

The ceasefire agreement has not been well observed, due in part to Smith's 
reneging on his promise to free all political prisoners. The blacks claim 500 re
main in jail. Added to this was the arrest of Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole, the leader 
(of ZANU, on charges that he was plotting to assassinate AFC leaders. Bishop 
fuzrorewa, allegedly the intended victim, has said Sithole's arrest sabotages 

black unity and has postponed the proposed constitutional conference. Sithole was 
released to attend the Dar es Salaam OAU conference and violated his parole 
to attend the Jamaica Commonwealth Prime Ministers Conference but vows to 
return to Salisbury to continue the fight for majority rule.
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Meanwhile, Rhodesia is trying to find some way to appease the 5M blacks.  
Mozambique's independence, Vorster's insistence on a compromise and his threat 
to withdraw his counter-insurgency policy may have more effect than the repeal 
of the Byrd Amendment or the various UN resolutions. The longer Smith waits 
the more Rhodesia's economy suffers and the worse becomes the psychological 
climate for whites fearful of a bloodbath.  

ANGOLA 

Portuguese High Commissioner: General Antonio Silva Cardosa: Johnny 
Eduardo (FNLA), Lopo do Nasciiniento tMPLA), and Jose Ndele (UNITA) are 
rival liberation leaders on the 3-man Presidential Council.  

Capital Launda (pop. 475,000).  
Population 63M (mostly Bantu) ; 400,000 Portuguese, 40,000 mixed.  
Area: 481,351 sq. miles (14 times Portugal or twice size of Texas). Includes 

Portuguese enclave of Cabinda on Congo River between Zaire and Congo Repub
lic.  

GNP: $1.2B; per capita, $220.  
Economy: Mineral extraction (oil, diamonds, iron), cotton and coffee, and sub

sistence agriculture.
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MOZAMBIQUE 

Premier: Joaquim A. Chissano (since September 30, 1974) Portuguese High 
Commiissioner: Admiral Victor Crespo.  

(apital : Lourenco Marques (pop. 250,000).  
Area : 3(3.000 sq. miles (twice California).  
Po4pulation: 8.5M (1972 est.) ; 97% African, 200,000 Asians and 40,000 Afro

Etinopeans,.  
('NP: $2.B5B; per capita, $320.  
Emitny : Agriculture, exports cashews, sugar, sisal and imports machinery.  

CCU Cabore Bass.  
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to his report and in part to world opinion, Portugal amended its constitution in 
1951 to make its colonies "Overseas Provinces" with limited local autonomy.  
Angola sent seven delegates to the 130-man Portuguese National Assemply in 
Lisbon; Mozambique sent three.  

In the UN General Assembly of 1960, Khruschev condemned Portugal for 
"Tyrannical rule." Soon thereafter -the UN adopted a resolution calling for Por
tugal to re ort on its territories. Portugal objected to "interference in its national 
affairs* and said 'brotherly feelings" prevail in Mozambique.  

As if to prove they did not, rebellion broke out that same year in Luanda and 
freedoiml mv-ements in both colonies became active in 1951. Holden Roberto, lead
er of what is now named the National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA), 
began to bibly at the UN for independence. Other independence organizations 
subsequently were formed: guerrilla fighting ensued. Portugal sent in more and 
more tro ,is. The UN took successively stronger action, such as expelling Por
tugal fr,,n EC )SO('. and Portugal tried to wvin time by making various con
ce.-sions.  

The ii:o.st important if these occuired in 1972 when Portugal passed its Organic 
Law for 4 wverseas Territories which provided for elective territorial governments 
beginning January 1, 1973. In Angola, Roberto's- FNLA and Agostinho Neto's 
Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) agreed to cooperate 
during the elections. I'NITA, the most moderate group, was not included. During 
the elections 24 blacks won seats versus 29 whites. In Mozambique, however, only 
112.(NK) vtvrs participated as only one slate of candidates was put up. The FRE
LIMO cmintinued its guerrilla warfare from Tanzania.  

The fall of the Caetano government in Lisbon on April 25, 1974, abruptly 
brought prospects of peace and independence to all of Portugal's African colonies.  
General Spinola's 7-man junta suspended military operations in both Angola 
and Mozambique in order to negotiate a final settlement and promised almost 
immediate independence to Guinea-Bissau on the Northwestern "bulge" of 
Africa. In Angola. the centralist UNITA movement agreed to drop its differences 
'with MPLA and FNLA to present a united front during negotiations. Shortly 
thereafter, in Portugal the three rival groups signed an agreement with the 
junta to ci-(wvern until independence could take place on November 11, 1975. As 
a result, a Portuguese High Commissioner shares the executive power with a 
3-man presidential council and a 12-member cabinet representative of the three 
liberation movements. The Portuguese 24,000 man army w:i slated to leave 
the Angola April 30. but renewed clashes between the MPLA and FNLA armies 
in Luanda have delayed their departure.  

In Mozambique, the Portuguese arranged with the FRELIMO for a cease
fire, freedom of 1,000 political prisoners and independence on June 25, 1975.  
There the interim government was formed with FRELIMO leader Joaquin A.  
Chissano as Premier and the Portuguese High Commissioner, Victor Crespo, 
as co-executor.  

Due largely to Portugal's importance to NATO and to the agreement on the 
use of tie Azores a.s :in air base for the Middle East, the U.S. has never stressed 
as energetically as other UN nations its support for the black Africans in the 
Portuguese Territories. The U.S. has enforced an embargo on all arms shipments 
to Portuguese Africa and ,btaincd assurances, which it believes were lived up 
to,, that wealpons supplied as part of our military assistance and sales programs 
to Portugal would lbe confined to NATO related use only. Many critics of 11.5.  
policy in Africa claimed that Portugal violated these agreements either directly 
or by using non-UT.S. arms, freed up by redundancy, for fighting in Africa. Mem
bers of Congress and the general public called for severing the military assist
ance program., but their efforts were offset by Portuguese assistance during the 
Yom Kippur 'ar. With the subsequent changes of government in Lisbon. making 
U.s -r'rtiaese n-,ti: tionis or renewing the Azores base agreement still more 
sensitivw, the :i,:itenent of criticism of Portugal regarding its African Ter
ritorie,. can only ibe considered fortunate by the United States.  

During the long struggle for freedom and self-government, the PS carried 
on normal trade rplations with the African possessions. It neither encouraged 
nor discouraged U.S. investment although Ex-Im Bank financing was made avail
able. The Department, however, warned U.S. investors of the problems they 
would face such as possible sabotage prior to independence and nationaliza
tion afterwards. U.S. firms were encouraged to apply enlightened employment 
practices to offset both domestic and international criticism and to make the 
US presence less obnoxious to the Africans. This unsatisf:ictory arrangement re
sulted partly from State and Commerce disagrcment over whether trade policies
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in Portuguese Africa should be encouraged or restricted. With independence 
that issue should subside, but investors are likely to assume a wait-and-see 
attitude before making any large scale commitient.  

During the struggles, the US had no USIA, AID or Peace Corps programs in 
Portuguese Africa. A USIA officer has now been assigned to Mozambique. The 
US has consulates in Launda and Lourenco Marques which can be elevated to 
small embassies upon independence.  

In Mozambique independence will bring in a one-party, Maoist-oriented, au
thoritarian government headed by President Samorro Moises Machel and Vice 
President Marcellino dos Santos. Chissano will become Prime Minister. Mozam
bique's relations with South Africa may be moderated by economic considera
tions but he promises to honor the UN embargo on Rhodesia despite the econon
ic hardships Mozambique will incur thereby.  

In Angola, independence appears more perilous. The rivalry of the three 
Angolan independence groups causes day-by-day tensions and outbreaks of 
violence as each strives for political advantages before the fall election-.. Fur
thermore, in Cabinda a new secessionist movement called FLEC (Cabinda En
clave Liberation Front) is calling for separate independence negotiations with 
Portugal. Although it is highly unlikely that Portugal would accede to FLEC's 
demand, the Angolans can be counted on to resist the partitioning away of 
Angola's richest area, the Cabinda oil fields. Finally, the question of a relatively 
complex, white dominated economy remains unresolved. With 350,000-450.0o0 
Portuguese settlers in Angola. the most after South Africa on the continent, 
Angola would suffer severe economic setbacks if it should force them into exile 
or to take over too abruptly their business concerns.  

REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA 

President: Kenneth David Kaunda.  
Capital : Lusaka (pop. g3l,00t5).  
Population: 4.5 million, 99% Bantu.  
Area : 290,000 square miles (size of Texas).  
GNP: $1.8 billion; per capita, $445.  
Econuomy: Copper.
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Bantus began arriving in the 15th Century with the greatest influx in the late 
17th and early 19th. The mid-19th found Western explorers, such as David Liv
ingstone, missionaries and traders entering. In 188$ Cecil Rhodes obtained mineral 
rights from tribal chiefs and placed Northern and Southern Rhodesia in the 
British Empire. The two separated in 1923 but rejoined in 1953 to form the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (now Malawi). Insistent African demands 
for greater participation in government, particularly from Nortbern Rhodesia, 
contributed to the dissolution of the three-nation Federation in 1963. Independ
ence was granted by Britain in 1964, and the nation took its present name.  

The Republic of Zaire's 1964 constitution was abrogated in 1973 with a new 
one creating "one-party participatory democracy." This provides for a strong 
President and a unicameral National Assembly dominated by a 25-member Cen
tral Committee which formulates national policy. The President and cabinet 
execute it.  

President Kaunda has wide popular support and has successfully 'bridged the 
rivalries of the nation's ethnic groups and regions. His "Humanism", a loosely 
structured African socialism based on cooperation of the peoples but not at the 
expense of the individual, appeals to Africans brought up in a tribal society, but 
he now faces antipathy to bureaucratic inefficiency and corruption, high unem
ployment and growing inflation.  

A major objective has been to use the mineral wealth (copper) to advance 
economic and social welfare. Falling copper prices have faced Zambia with the 
problem of coping for the payment of these welfare programs. Copper contributes 
35-50c of the government's revenues, depending on world market prices. It forms 
H-(' of all exports and 50r- of the GNP. To increase its share Zambia took over 

51VY of the predominantly U.S.-owned copper mines in 1970 and more recently has 
assumed the management of them.  

Zambia follows a policy of non-alignment and has been a leading power in the 
OAU and Third World politics. Its major foreign policy concern is to promote 
majority rule in southern Africa, an idea which has been fought for at consider
able economic sacrifice.  

Zambia accepts aid from both East and West, the largest project having been 
underwritten at the cost of $400 million by the Chinese. This involved building a 
1.00 mile railroad from Kapiri Mposhi in the copper belt to Dar es Salaam. It 
was finished this year. The U.S. provided $21 million from 1964-71 and in 1973 
offered $5 million more, most of which has not been drawn down. It also is still 
helping pave the Lusak-a-Dar es Salaam road.  

U.S.-Zambian relatibn' can be considered to be good although Kaunda has 
frankly told President Ford in the White House that he is disappointed with 
America's policy towards Africa. Ile criticizes particularly the belief that change 
in southern Africa can be brought ahout through persuasion rather than revo
lution, but has himself become in 1975 a strong leader in the movement to bring 
about reconciliation between blacks and whites in Rhodesia, Namibia and South 
Africa through meetings and conferences.
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